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INTRODUCTION

This introduction serves two major purposes--it describes

the broad thrust of our research efforts and it provides a

[ brief sketch of what we want our explanatory theory to look

like . The introduction should provide some clues as to where

I we hop. this first step will take us, and how we propose to get

there.

The search for causes of war has been the major concern of

international relations scholars for centuries. One suspects

that wars are caused by all manner of things. There might be

I truly belligerent nations which engage in -~ nflicts to satiate

some primordal blood need. Imperialist design might account for

- what we can war , as might manifest destiny or th. glory of

J some heavenly kingdom. It might be that nations systematically

lie about their intentions , i.e., fe ign friendly behavior while

I awaiting for the right moment to strike . Our interest is

p in why wars come about . It might be that ideological differences

make it impossible for nations to interpret actions which

were intended as friendly in any but hostile terms , or that

nations make mistakes about what other nations actually do ,

I i.e., nations go to war due to factual or perceptual errors,

I 
or that nations are simply wrong in their judgements as to how

other nations will respond to their actioni. We can see

1 that these last thre. sorts of causes might lead to war when

no nation wishes it. It is this sort of political phenomenon

I that vs find puss~ing and wish to address.

- ~~~~~ - ;-
~

.-
~~~~ 
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Our concern is with wars that are accidental or in a I
sense unwanted . In order to deal with our three reasons

for unwanted war we are faced with the task of constructing I
a language in which we can talk about international relations .

This language and its concepts serves as our basis for talking

about the causes of accidental war. In this basic language I
we specify what a nation looks like , what national behavior

is, and how a nation generates behavior. Before we can I
talk about accidental war , we must have a fairly detailed

and complete picture or theory of international relations .

This paper serves as a first step in developing that language .

Specifically in the work done here we develop the concept -
of state (used here in a technical sense , to be explained (
below , not to be confused with a nation) and our notion of -
a stste transition function. What we have done is to

develop a set of computer simulations that concern themselves ]
with how a nation ’s orientation or outlook changes as a

function of the behavior it receives from another nation .

Thus this paper will not directly address itself to the -

concept of accidental war , but it will lay the ground work

for such a discussion.

While we don’t know exactly what this language will

look like when it is complete , we do have some preferences
about what form it should take. One of the major tennants •1
of standard philosoph ies of sc ience, e.g., Tarski (1941) 1
or Heapel and Oppenheim (194$) is that conc lusions of a 1
theory are strictly deducible from antecedent conditions . A

current il lustration of a working social sc ientist who has 1 ~:

I
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I adopted such a framework for his own efforts is Allen

I 
Newell.

Production systems (Newell’s theories) like other
programming systems and mathematical theories,

I are complete in the sense of producing theoreti-
cal consequences that are deducable from the
theory. (Newell 1973a: 517)

I Similar to Newell, in meeting this aspect of scientific

£ respectability we choose the language of mathematical

I systems theory with which to theorize about the phenomena

I of war.

A deductive language is not our only preference. In

I his articles dealing with what he calls production systems,

r Newell (1973a, 1973b) makes an argument about the advantages

~
- J of building what he calls “complete processing models”.

In his paper, “You Can’t Play 20 Questions with Nature and

Win”, Newell makes a very persuasive argument that a

binary approach to social knowledge (i.e., hypothesis

- r testing) is not only not necessarily the best manner in

I which to proceed. Given current rates of science- doing

p or even conceivable rates of science-doing such proceedures
will not yield full blown theories. In place of the rather

J mindless plodding of the binary approach, Newell suggests

models which coapl.t.ly model the phenomena of interest.

I Without analyzing the merits of Newell’s allegations

we assert that it is toward this sort of completeness

that our efforts are aimed. This is the reason why we

I spend alot of time developing a theoretical language

prior to beginning our discussion of accidental war. If

I we can manage to construct a complete processing model

I
- ~~~~~~~~ — —-



.4. 1
we will have a theoretical structure that will allow us I
to treat any aspect of international behavior - - not just
accidental war. We have chosen to take a more round-about (
manner in which to address the notion of unwanted war. 1

¶ If we can succeed in building an acceptable language, we .1
will be left with much more than a handful of hypotheses. j
We realize that the path we have chosen has a greater chance

of failure than the hypothesis testing route, but the

possible payoffs seem to outweigh the potential problems.

Introduction to Systems Theory -

Allow us to motivate the systems theoretic approach to 1
mathematical modeling.

Imagine one s’andard Large Midwestern University I
(L.M.U.) athlete who happens, in his spare time, to practice

science. Our athlete, taurice, has noticed that when he I
showers there seems to be some relationship between the 1
location of the shover-control handle and the temperature of

the water coming from the nozzel. I
Insert Figure I Here

I
~lost atheletes at L.M.U. don’t go any further than to notice

this gross relationship, fiddle with the control•hsndle I
until the shower tempePature is acceptable and that’s that.

J

A
—

~~~~~ - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

-

- - -
~~~~ -- :--

~~~ ~~~~~
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j I But Maurice is a part-time intellectual and therefore has

‘ 
I signed up for a political science class. Since it is an

L.H.U. political science class ~iaurice is going to get

I some practical experience at doing research science, i.e.,

he is charged with the task of choosing a dependent variable

I and ascertaining how it is related to some independent

variable or variables. Because the political science

instructor has been through the trials of the late 60’s

I and the riots of the early 70’s the instructor realizes the

importance of making his scientific discipline relevant to

I the student. This being the case he agrees, after several

personal appearances by the athlete at the instructor’s

office hours (11:00 to 11:15 ~~~ except Fridays, Tuesdays,

Mondays, and every second Wednesday) that the ‘shower

temperat~zre - control handle ’ problem will be an acceptable

research topic. Maurice does a case study. His null

hypothesis is:

• Ho: There is no relationship between the
location of the control handle and the

I temperature of the shower.

and his alternative, or research hypothesis is:

I H1: There is some relationship between the
location of the control handle and the

I 
temperature of the shower.

(Maurice knows two tailed tests are less restrictive

I than one tailed.)

Next day, after practice, i laurice marches to his shower

I armed with pencil, paper, and high hopes. He sets the

I ~~~~~~

- -

I
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-6- 1control-handle to the ‘cold’ location and immediately -

begins to empathize with those who bemoan the troubles I
of data collection. The instructor, who has by now

developed enormous enthusiasm for Maurice’s original and .1
r igorous des ign, assigns to Maurice his own personal
work-study slave to assist in data collection. Well,

leaving out much detail, Maurice discovers that there is

perfect two way association between temperature of the 
-

shower and the location of the control-handle I Hot dog -- I
Maurice is elated, the instructor is pleased (he goes -

so far as to suggest that with a little polish the ensuing

paper on the “Shower Project” will be publishable) etc... 1
But alas, a more senior member of the faculty points out

that with an “n” of one we can ’t be too sure of our results-- J
so Maur ice, who has by now given up athletics for science, 1
is off to survey the entire population of showers at L.M.U. -~~

NSF is good enough to spot a hot prospect when they see 1
I -

one and award a grant without which Maurice could never

have collected data on women’s and dorm showers. The

candidate for a scientific law, unearthed by the pilot 1
“Shower Study of 1972” holds and Maurice, now a Ph.D. 1 ~
candidate, has tremendous prospects for a career in politi- 1
cal science. (He is in comparative, currently working on

a proposal that would allow him to sample showers from ]
the five nations of the classic Almond and Verbs study to

shed light on the cultural bias hypothesis.)

I
I

___ - T T T .  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -- - — -
~~~~~~~~~~ 
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But alas, a new athlete at L.H U., coming up through the

F same political sciencey ranks as Maurice, has been encour-

i aged to replicate Maurice’s L.M.U. study and finds that

only some showers behave as Maurice has claimed, i.e., one

[ group of showers in the men’s gym always yield cold

showers regardless of the control-handle location. For-

I tunately this second student has had an extensive background

r in mathematics and systems engineering and can come up with

I a state-space explanation of the observations:

‘I
INPUTS STATE OUTPUTS

I cold 1 cold
warm 1 warm
hot 1 hot
cold 2 cold
warm 2 cold
hot 2 cold

I
I Maur ice, of course , is insulated from this new explanation’s

nasty implications, by now himself being a tenured indivi-

I dual at a large midwest university and our new athlete is

hailed as one of the ‘coming breed’ math modelers. (When .

I queried, the crew down at the gym mentioned that Maurice

i and the upstart are both right, i.e., back when Maurice

did his study all showers were hooked up to the hot water

I heat.r, but during the energy crisis some were put on a

‘cold only’ line to save oil.)

I The point is that results of statistical input-

I output explorations might result in confusing results, and

that the notion of state can untangle apparent unint.lligi-
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bility.

Symbolically :

I 0 I S 0

1 1 1 1 1
1 2 1 2 2

~.(I .0) ( I x S . 0 )

While input does not imply output , input plus state does.

This is formalized in the appendix.

Systems Theory --_A More Formal View

Systems theory is a set theoretic structure.

Essentially it is the delineation of sets called objects,

e.g., (X 1, X2, X3 ...X~) and the relations

between those objects, i.e., the configurations of the

object sets which obtain. Very generally an object is a f
r ’ t  x~ which consists of a number of elements, (x

i , ~~~~~~~
that are referred to as the appearances of the object.

An appearance can be thought of as “the value of the

variable, xi” . A system is then a formal mathematical

relation defined on such object sets, i.e., SCX1 x

x Xe. An appearance of the system is then an ordered

collection

$1 (x1, x2, ...xe) ‘1
where:

x~~~ X1i . 4

x~~c X
2

:
1

—-
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In the most general case S would have the cross product

I of the appearances of the objects as possible appearances

of the system (elements S’....S~ of the set S)I A simple example of such a cross product is:

i s ;x 1 x where X1. (l ,2)and X2— (1,2,3)

Appearances of this system are:

I S~
.

S~— (l,2}S~
. (1,3)

I S~
. (2,1)

I S~— (2,2)
Sv. (2,3)

I If we graph the objects of this system we see that all

points of the graph are appearances of the system:

I Insert Figure II Here

Obviously if there are many objects, or an object has many

elements, or both, the appearances of the system might

1 encompass an enormous variety of behavior. (Try vriti~g

[ the possible appearances of a system consisting of three

objects of ten appearances each if this is not clear.)

j  Such collections of behavior can easily become as unwieldly

as reality itself if some parsimony is not at hand. Hops-

I fully the entire cross product’ will not obtain and the

I theorist will need concern himself with only a prop.r

subset of the cross product. Systems theory gets interesting

I when the theorist develops rules for moving from one

appearance to another. Our theorizing about war will be

I
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0 in this systems theoretic style. We will define the objects

of the system and specify the rules for moving from one

appearance of the system to another. Behavior of these

posited systems will be observed and new systems, better

satisfying our intuitions as to the phenomena of war will

be developed and observed.

In so that we might satisfy our desire to construct “

a deductive theory, capable of being imbedded in a planning

scheme, amenable to control theory, we develop the basic

building blocks. We construct our theoretical analog

to nations and the analog to the international arena in J
which they perform. We build ‘nations’ that are capable

of action in the ‘world’ and observe their behavior. After J
observation we sophisticate our entities so as to preserve

more of the behavior that we find in the real world. Beyond

the scope of the current effort is an application of control

theory. We are simply designing a model of the international

system which when satisfactorily developed will be amenable J
to the techniques of control.

The Big Picture

Remembering the central position of the concept “state” J
to our systems approach we model nations as machines which

behave according to the following 3cheae:

Outputs • f(inputs, state)

rather than the more Common, e.g., R~~~e1 (1971):

Outputs • f(inputs)

We ar. modeling nations as dynamical systems. Intuitively

— —. . - - - —. __,
~~~~ ---_~~_ ~~~~ - —. _________________

— — — —— - —- —  — — - —--— ———,—,—.~~~-,-———--——--— -—-————— ——-——— —— -————.-————— 
—, — — —--————— ,—— —
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- L one would expect a dynamic system to have some way of

I addressing the question of time and here our intuitions

do not lead us astray. Dynamical systems are systems that

I are parameterized by time. They display two functions.5

I 
The first function describes how the state of the systen

evolves over time while the second defines the functional

t I relationship between (input, state) and output. Allow

us to motivate what we understand as the ‘state’ of a nation

‘ I in our approach to theorizing about inter-nation behavior.

Fundamentally, we are predicating our theory on the pro-

I position that differences with respect to degree of imper-

I ialisn, wealth, militarism , etc... coupled with specific

behavioral inputs can lead to differences in behavioral

I outputs. To illustrate this imagine that a world is made

up of one dimension, a capitalist--communist dimension.

I Considering the behavior of only two nations, let us assume

• p that our nations are identical except for their position

on this one dimension. The first nation is located near

J the capitalist end of the dimension; the second near the

communist end. Now suppose both nations receive the same

I input, namely that in a third nation at the capitalist end

I 
of the dimension, a workers rebellion is taking place. We

would expect that the nation at the capitalist position

I will behave very differently from the nation having the

communist position. Our notion of the state of a nation is

I exactly this -- a nation’s position in a political spac. is
the nation’s state.

I • see Figure III for an illustration of a function. 

~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Insert Figure III Here

As was noted for our approach to satisfy the properties of

dynamical systems we must specify two functions. There are

two functions which form what we call the big

picture or a complete, in the Newell sense, theory of inter-

national behavior. A nation will at any time, t0, simultaneously

exhibit locations in two spaces. First there will be some

behavior space location which corresponds directly to behavior

as recorded in one of the ‘events’ data sets. Mere behavior

is recorded much as temperature was recorded in our shower

example. Secondly there is some location in state space. We

recall that in the shower example this amounted to either

being hooked up to the hot water or not being hooked up to

the hot water. These two locations serve as inputs to our

two functions as is illustrated in Figure IV.

Insert Figure IV Here

Clearly these two outputs from nation 2 serve as inputs for I
nation 1 in the next slice of history and so the theory

iterates through time. That is the big picture of a theory

of international relations modeled dynamically. It can serve

as a skeleton upon which future theoretic and empirical .1 ~
efforts can be hung.

1;
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Now that we have laid out our approach, we will

I discuss some assumptions we make about our nations.

Our most fundamental assumption about nations is that

they are purposive systems.

I At first glance the notion of a nation as a teleologi-

cal system doesn’t seem that unique. When we talk about

I the behavior of nations in ordinary (as opposed to

I 
technical) language terms we constantly make reference to

teleological concepts, e.g., national interest or national

- I goals. Consider a statement like the following : The

Arabs cut-off our oil supply in order to influence our

I position on the resolution of the Middle East conflict.

We are attributing to the oil producing Arab nations, goals

I (a preferred resolution of the Middle East conflict) and

I, interpreting their behavior (the oil embargo) as an attempt

to realize those goals. On the other hand, when we start

J to theorize about international relations in a scientific

I 
manner we do so in a language filled with notions of

social forces5 and correlates of war.

p There are two points to be made in relation to nations

as goal seeking systems: 1) It is scientifically re-

J spectable to talk about purposive systems; and 2) Not only is

I 
it respectable, it is also fruitful to think theoretically

about nations in terms of teleological systems. Social

I
Rummel’s (1971:48) Status - Field theory axiom 4: “Be-
tween nation attribute distances at a particular time are

I social forces determining dysdic behavior at that time.”

I
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scientists still carry some of the scars that were left

from the slaying of the structural- -functional dragon by

the Ophilosophers of science. Ernest Nagel (1956) left

?jerton’s structural--functional formulation of society in

ruins, and nobody can understand Parsons. General Systems

Theory embraced the notion of telos, but the version of

GST practiced in international relations strips away the

heart of the formulation, leaving only an empty input- -

output shell with which to work. Many scholars in IR

talk about adaptation, but one has the feeling that most

of them really aren’t quite sure about it, since once

they leave the broad brush approach of verbal theorizing

and start getting explicit, it’s back to the old input--

output black box formulation of the nation. If one looks

around at psychology, one finds a very different picture ]
of the nature of the individual than was popular in the

hey-days of behaviorism. Purposive systems are respectablet 1 1
As Miller, Galanter, and Pribram noted in 1960: “Once

a teleological mechanism could be built out of metal and

glass psychologists recognized that it was scientifically

respectable to admit that they had known it all along.”

(Miller, et. al. 1960:43) The notion of goal seeking is

central to Newell and Simon’s work dealing with computer

simulations of human thinking and problem solving. (Newell

and Simon 1972) Norbert Weiner (1961) has shown that one

do.. not need to ascribe vital forces to an entity to call

it purposive. The traditional mechanistic conceptions of

_____ • ~ 
________ _______ __________________________
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behavior that we in international relations seem so

I comfortable with (in our theoretical work) is not

incompatible with the notions of goal seeking.

I Using this notion of the nation as a goal directed

I 
system, the behavior of a nation can be interpreted as an

attempt to steer or control (Deutsch 1966) the environ-

I ment toward some goal state. Our nations receive inputs

from the environment (the behavior of other nations)

I and generates outputs (other behaviors) that are intended

- I 
to control the behavior of the other nations in the system.

We find it reasonable to suppose that foreign policy be-

I havior is a function of two sorts of variables. The first

is internal or domestic behavior and the second is foreign

~ I policy behavior exhibited by other countries. Thus we

are firm believers in Rosenau’s (1967) bridges.

While we are firm believers in the bridges, in the work

I presented here domestic influences on foreign policy

are su arized by what we call the state of the nation.

I By treating the domestic influence as a single element

p in our model we are not saying that it is not important,

rather that it is simpler to use the state notion than

J to construct a complex process specificat ion for the

influence.

I Another property of our nations that will strike some

I as unrealistic is our assumption that all nations are

talked about as unitary actors, i.e., as if they were

I single individuals. We do not mean to imply that this

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
_ _  _ _ _  _ _  _ __ _ _ _  •

_ _ _
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is an all together acceptable formulation . Rather it -

absolves us of having to deal with a much messier world. )
The simpler our world is the easier it is to talk and 

-

think about. Hopefully we will be able, at some later date J
to generalize our approach to more fully reflect organizational/

coordinat ion concerns.

Another assumption is that all nations have infinite

capabilities and resources. By using this assumption we

do not have to concern ourselves with the relationship 1
between development and behavior , or with wars with their -

roots at the competition for scarce resources. Again it

is not that these factors are not important - - ‘ust that I
their absence buys us a degree of conceptual simplicity.

Our final assumption is that all nations strictly I
prefer peace to war. No nation purposively plans a war - -
war is not the “Clausewitzian” extension of politics in our I
world. The only kinds of wars nations in our world find 

1
themselves engaged in are the types of wars where there is

no purposive aggression. A nations behavior may be inter- I
preted as aggressive and threatening , but that perception

is a misperception of the sending nation’s behavior. I
The classic example of an unwanted war is World War I. 

1
(Cf., Hoisti 1965; Zinnes 1968, among others) The generally -

accepted interpretation of the 1914 Crisis is that of a 1
situation where misperceptions and paranoia ran high.

Later in this paper we will attempt to fully specify the I
role of misperceptions in our world. 1 I .

-.
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Up to this point we have primarily described (or

I ascribed) the characteristics of our nations. We will

now lay out our notions of what these nations look like.

Now our nations weren’t born yesterday -- they have some

P~ idea where the other nations are headed, and how they

react to influence attempts. In our system these properties

I of the nations are summarized in conceptual forecasting

I 
models. All nations have expectations of all other nation’s

behavior. These expectations are expressed in these models.

Nations use these models to predict how other nations will

react to influence attempts. Before a nation behaves, it

I thinks it has a good idea of how another nation will be-

have. Two simple models that we will discuss in detail

later can serve as useful examples: the walk-a-mile

I and the force models. The walk-a-mile model ‘says’ that

if I move toward him, he will come toward me. The force

I model states that the only way that I can get him to move

I toward me is to move - away from him. i.e., I have to

force him toward me by showing him how strong and mean I

I am. Holsti’s (1962) analysis of the cognitive image of

John Foster Dulles very nicely fits into our conception

I of a nation’s model. The model which Dulles used to

- 

I 
interpret and predict Soviet behavior is called by flolsti

the “bad faith model”. When the Soviets were “negative”

I Dulles int.rpreted them as strong. On the other hand when

the Soviets were sending “positive” behavior Dulles - intef-

I
I

— -;— - • — __________________
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preted the Soviets as weak. The Soviet Union, from the

perspective of Dulles, was always bad -- independently

of the behavior it was sending. Interpreted in our frame-

work, Dulles’ “bad faith” image of the Soviet Union meshes

with our notion of a model to predict or forecast behavior,

and our notion of the state of a nation.

The forecasting model serves as a basis for predicting

or forecasting the behavior of another nation as a function

of the behavior it receives. The goals of a nation specify I
what sorts of responses are desirable. -I

At first glance it would seem that much of our work

bears a strong resemblence to Rummel’s status--field I
theory (Rummel 1971). While some of the words we use are

spelled the same as Rummel’s, the meaning that we attach I
to them and the thrust of our inquiry are very much different. -

~~ ~

The prime differences between our work and the DON project I

center around two point: 1) dynamic versus static systems; I
and 2) the functional relationship between inputs and

outputs. Status-- field theory is a static system and does 1
not change with time. While it is possible to generate

predictions over time with a static system, that can only

be accomplished by collecting data for each time period to I
be predicted. Formally the system itself is static. On 

-

I
I ,-
11
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the other hand our system is parameterized by time.

1 Functions are specified for moving the system from one

I 
appearance to another. It is closed in the sense that

once the functions for our system are specified, the

system can generate a time series with no further input.

The second difference between the DON and our efforts

I concerns the functional relationship between inputs

I 
and outputs. The DON strategy is based upon the belief

that outputs (behavior) are a linear combination of

inputs (status dimensions), i.e., outputs— f(inputs).

Our approach is that the behavior of a nation is a fun-

I ction of inputs and state, i.e., outputs • f(inputs,state).

The “shower example” illustrates our arguments about the
- I differences between these two approaches, and our above
- I discussion of the effects of state on national behavior

illustrates out interpretation of state for international

J relations. Thus while we both use some of the same words,

there are fundamental differences between our efforts and

the DON project.

p The Little Picture: Evolution in State Space for Two Nations

We recall from our “Big Picture” above that modeling inter-

J nation behavior as a dynamical system commits one to the

I 
specification of two kinds of functions. We don’t do this.

Rather we choose to focus our modeling efforts on a subset

I of these problems, the function which takes a nation from

one location in state space to another. Given this as our

task we might ask that a reasonable strategy for the

completion of this task be presented. With respect to- - 1
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physiological-psychology we can look to recent work by -
Allen Newell for guidance. In this work Newell took as

empirical datum to be explained a well known set of 
-

psychological experimental results , the Sternberg paradigm. 1
He developed a machine that exhibited behavior matching

that of the human subjects pointing out: -

We have now developed a theory of the simple Sternberg
binary classification task that has modest standing. It
should be possible to apply it to the experiments dis-
cussed in this symposium that make use of similar task -

situations. (Newell 1973a: 506) 1
The Newell approach becomes

1) specify a class of behavior to be examined

2) develop a machine that actually exhibits this behavior I
3) employ this model to: 

-

i. better understand the empirical setting Jii. assess existing theory in the area
iii. control the environment

We would like to be in position to follow this recipe of -
science with respect to international relations. As luck 1
would have it this is currently an unattainable goal. Put -

crudely there is no existing body of empirical findings 1
with respect to location in a state space. While it

remains that popular rhetoric includes many charges of I
“expansionist”, “imperialist”, “militarist” , “facist” there I
is no handbook assigning scores along such dimensions to the

nations of our world. This being the case we moved 1
1~
I
1-

- _ _  - -~
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another step back, i.e. develop machines which begin to

I satisfy their intuitions as to how nations “do’ or “would”

evolve in this state space. One more time, to avoid

ambiguity, we are not doing the whole theory, but, rather

I we are matching our intuitions as to what reasonable

behavior in state space is with machines that we build in

- 

I a simulation setting. We work on only one of the machines

so here we go:

Insert Figure V here

We will model the process as a complete, general

• dynamical system. This entails that all objects of our

I system are parameterized by the same time set. (see

i 
appendix for a more formal treatment of dynamical systems.)

Very generally our systems are:

I S~~~X Mt Nt

where:

I - state space
P4 • model set

- I 
N - nation label set

Some discussion of each set seems to be in order here.

1 Xt; State Space:

This is the same space that was discussed in the

I above section. We define this space as a vector space.

1 
(See appendix for the formalization of vector space.)

Doing this, while not crucial to the versimilitude of this

primitive work, facilitates the later incorporation of

mathematical optimization techniques. Dimensions of this

II
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space might reasonably be interpreted as: expansionist--

isolationist; pro-east--pro-west; belligerant -- pacifistic;

chauvinist- - internationalist.., sorts of contina.

Assuming “n” dimensions in our space, a nation ’s location

in space would be an n-tuple vector from X~, the order of

which has meaning.

model set

It Just so happens that for a nation to behave in this

or any simulation of an international system it must have

an algorithm defining its behavior. We feel that this

corresponds to a nation’s real world “image” of the

• international system. Obviously such images can be very

simple: Everybody bates me . Very uncertain: I real1y .~
don’t know what is happening. Or very sophisticated with

lots of face validity. Our model-s will be of the form:

t x n . f(u, x x n )  wheren cN

This says that the vector change in the location of a

nation n is a function of the previous location of that

nation and the control vector. The control vector, U,

is the change in the location of the controlling nation.

Nt; nation label set

You can’t tell one nation from another without a score

card and this is exactly what this set is.

Capacity of the Formulation

For those of you who are interested in following the

mathematics of our simulations rather than hearing the

things we say about the simulations allow us to suggest

~

- •

~ 

- - •~~~~~~~~~~~~ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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that you jump directly to the section “A Closer Look at

I What We Did”. Those of you who would rather gossip than

I 
slog through matrix manipulation are recommended to read

on here.

I
Is the standard differental equation notation employed in

I optimum system control theory. We will interpret this as:

I 
t(the change in location) is a function of x (the old lo-

cation of the nation, its trajectory, its homing tendency,

I the changing morality of the citizens etc...) and ~ (the

control applied by an outside power). In standard optimum

I systems control, controls are applied subject to certain

I 
constraints. Often the constraints are explicit such as;

do not exceed this certain level of control and can be

I modeled directly into the problem. Other times constraints

on the controls enter into the problem only implicitly via

I’ a “cost” function which says “achieve this goal, but do it

without wasting resources”. Both notions of constraint

I translate nicely into political sciency type concerns. The

I 
former might be seen as “we can ask only so much of a

sacrifice from our citizenry before they will vote us out

I of office”, while the later can be seen as “if we can achieve

our goal by spending n dollars lets be sure we don’t

I spend 2 times n dollars”. The notion of the differential

i 
equation and the capacity of constrained control seem to be

nicely built for doing theorizing of a complex sort wherein

I

- 

I 
- - - 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~
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L 
the values of one variable are bound up in the values of

I the others, only some are controllable and those only to a

I- limited extent.

3 A Closer Look At What We Said

For those of you who would rather not wade through an

exercise in matrix algebra, the main points are summarized

in “A Non-Technical Summary...” which follows this section.

At the heart of the state transition function modeled

here is the concept of a model. The model is used by a

nation to forecast the behavior of another nation as in-

fluenced by controls (the behavior of the nation doing

the influencing). As a simple example consider the

following:

Assume the state space has only one dimension, S.

- 
There are two nations, N’ and 142. We will take the perspec-

tive of N’ trying to move N2 to some point on S, call it

Sg• (It should be remembered that the presentation in

- this section is of a single time slice. When we create

our system, each nation will respond to the other nation

- according to the illustration presented here for only one

nation.) We will allow our nations to have one of two

• models. The first model, the conciliatory model, states

roughly that the only way N1 can get H2 to move to N1’s

goal, Sg~ is to move closer to N”s current position on S.

Or, * • -u, where * equals the change in position of N
2

and u equals the chang. in position of N . What this says

— 
1

-~~~ 1~ • 
-— 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  - --
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I is that the change in the other nation’s behavior, t, will

be in the opposite direction from my behavior, u. Since

N wants N at S
8
, ~i ‘s behavior is determined as follows:

- 1 Cd - Sg - S~2; where S~2 is the position of N
2 on S.

I 
GD is the difference between N1’s goal and N 2 ’s position, or

it is the goal difference. N1 would like 112 to move to Sg•

I In order for N2 to get to Sg it would have to move GD

units on S. It therefore follows that * would be set to

I GD to solve for N1’s behavior, u.

GD- k

~ I G D - - l~~~uu • - l~~~ CD.

Thus N’ will move -GD units on S with the expectation that

N will move to S . Thus if S~l ~~, 8n2 • 10, and S • 8:

I G D - 8 - 1 0
GD • -2

u - 2I’ N1 will move to position 7 (Sal + u), and then will expect

p N2 to move to 8 (S~2+* ).

The other model that we will allow our nations to have

J is the force model. The force model states that the only

way I can get the other nation to move to my goal is to

show him how strong I am by moving away from him. In our

I 
notation, the force model is expressed as follows: * - u.

Substituting this function above, N1 will move to 3 and

I expect that N2 will move to 8.

Both of these examples are illustrated in Figure VI.1•
~

•
~ 

I

II
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Insert Figure VI Here

These single dimension models can easily be translated

j  

to n--dimensional state space conditions. The concilia-

tory model becomes t • -I • u, where I equals an n x n identity

matrix , and t and u are the same as t and u, except they

are vectors of length n. The force model is therefore

* — I •

To this very simple model (which assumes that N2 does

not move on its own) we add another element which specifies

U2’s behavior if N~ did nothing: t • ±1 • u + T . ~~2.

In this model, t, I, and u are defined as above. ~~2 is

simply the position of N2 in the state space, and T is

defined as a trajectory matrix. The trajectory matrix

describes the behavior of a nation as a function of its

current position. Thus the current location multiplied

by the trajectory matrix gives an estimation or piojection

of the nation in one time period. This projection is based

upon the assumption that N’ did nothing. Thus if the T

matrix projected that N2 would go the N1’s goals, N1

would do nothing. Thus in a sense, N’ checks where N2 is

headed before deciding upon an appropriate action. The

behavior of this model can be illustrated by the following

numerical example of a conciliatory image of the

environment: 

- -

_  • ‘ l
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Just as a positive I matrix implies that N1 moves in

the opposite direction as N2, a positive T matrix implies

that without the intervention of N1 , N2 would move to a state

having larger coordinate values.

Up to this point the I and T matrices have been

diagonal with either positive or negative unities for J
elements. By relaxing this restriction, we now move to

our final class of models. (Since I no longer is an

identity matrix , we save the symbol but change the name :

I is called the impact matrix. I specifies the impact that

N’ perceives that its behavior will have on the behavior of

N2.) First let us relax the restriction calling for

unities in the major diagonal •- they may now range over

the set of real numbers. Without going into a detailed

numerical example the following interpretation can be given

to the size of the elements of -the I matrix: Elements larger J
than unity indicate that N1 perceives that its movement

along a dimension will cause N2 to move a greater distance

than it moved. Elements less than zero specify that N’

thinks that it must move a very great distance in order for

N2 to move much at all. Depending upon the size of the

elements of the T matrix, li2 is either accelerating or

decelerating in its movements in state space.

The final bit of tinkering we do with our models is

to allow off-diagonal elements of the I and T matrices to

assume other than zero values. Contaminating the matrices in

this way has the implication that in the case of the I matrix,

_ 
_  — - - ------ - ---
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movements along one dimension by N1 will influence N
2’s

I behavior or movement on both (in our two dimensional

state space) dimensions. An impact matrix of this sort is:

I j ). A movement of one unit along the first dimen-

I 
sion would, from the perspective of N’, be expected to

cause the other nation to move 1 unit- on the first dimen-

I sion and .5 units on the second.

This completes our exposition of the class of models

I that we will consider. The remainder of this paper will

I 
display the results generated by two nations interacting

according to the various response models presented here and

discuss the results from the perspective of the impact

of model form upon the stability of the system.

I Non-Technical Summary of A Closer Look...

What we did in “A Closer Look ..“ was to lay out

the mathematics of the state transition function. Our

formulation of the state transition is built upon the

notion of a forecasting model discussed above. Our nations

can have one of two model ! - a conciliatory or a force

model. The conciliatory model “says” that if I move

toward another nation in state space, the other nation

p will respond by moving toward me. In other words, you give

up something with the expectation of getting something

I in return. The force model “says ’ that if I move away

I 
from the other nation, the other nation will move toward - 

- -

me. In other words, if I show the other nation my strength :t -~~~..

I by moving away from him, he will follow in my direction.

I



Each nation has a goal for the other nation in state

space. In essence a nation desires to determine a movement

that it can take that will result in the other nation mov-

ing to the goal the behaving nation has for the target

nation.

The models that each nation uses in determining its

appropriate behavior is made up of two components: 1) how

responsive the other nation is to its behavior and; 2) 1

where the other nation would move to if the behaving nation

did nothing. These two components are called impact and

trajectory respectively. Large absolute values in the J
impact component specify that the other nation is very -
responsive to movements by the behaving nation. A small I

absolute value indicates that the behaving nation’s impact 
1

on the behavior of the other nation is small. A model

with positive impact coefficients is the force model, while 1
negative coefficients indicate the conciliatory model.

The size and sign of the trajectory coefficients I

indicate the direction and size of the movement of the other 

~1nation if nothing were done.

Once this basic structure is laid out, “ A Closer Look...” 1
generalizes the equations into an “n” dimensional state

space. Although the model is capable of employing any 1
number of dimensions in the state space, for our purposes

we use only two, since that is the most complex formulation

that can easily be graphed on paper. I
rj ~
I

— -~. - -- - -;-- — -- — - - ---- — - --— -
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What We Did

I In order to determine the characteristics of our state

transition functions, we develop three types of international

I systems, on~ for each combination of force and concilia-

‘ 

tory transition functions, and simulated their behavior:

Model for Nation 1 Hodel for Nation 2

I Si: force force
• S2: conciliatory conciliatory

S3: conciliatory force

We had expected that there would be a distinct type of

I 

behavior exhibited by each of the three types of inter-

national systems. While that did not turn out to be the

case, our initial presentation will be based upon the

classification of model types (force or conciliatory)

according to the sign of the impact matrix C- • concilia

I 
tory and + - force). Once the initial presentation has

been made, we will discuss the factors that determine a

force or conciliatory model. As will be seen, we do get

the types of behavior that we had posited for the three

types of international systems but our use of the sign of
- - 

I 
the impact matrix for the determination of the model

type is incorrect. The next section will discuss

some of the shortcommings with our work and some areas that

we see as important for further development.

I Each of the systems (classified according to our

I 
initial expectations) will be discussed in turn.

Si: Force •- Force Models

I - i
I

- -— - -----— --- — •- — - —
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The typical behavior of a force - - force system is

given in Table Ia - Id. (The first table gives the impact

and trajectory matrices and goal vectors for each nation.

The second table gives a plot of the behavior of the two

nations in the two dimensional state space. IN all of our

examples, the simulations were allowed to generate fifty

pairs of behaviors. The state space dimensions are

illustrative only, and hence do not have any substantive

meaning attached to them. In all runs of the simulation

both nations start in the same position in state space,

- 
i.e., nation 1 • (3,5) and nation 2 • (-7 ,2). Nation i’s .1

movements are indicated by a ‘1’ on the plot, nation

2 by a ‘2’, and those points where both nation’s coincide

an asterisk, ‘~~~ ‘ is printed. The plots are minimum to

maximum plots. This means that the values of the increments

along the two axes are set so that all fifty points

I will fit on the plot. The orgin is respositioned accordingly.

I The third and fourth tables five the movements of the two

I 
nations along each dimension over time. The two dimensions

4 are respectively the X and Y axes in the full state plot.

~ I The starting point in these one dimensional plots is at

I the top of the page , with each line going down representing —

I one time unit.)

I In this first type of system both nations employ

I what we call a ‘force’ strategy . This strategy is

I’

~~~ 

predicated upon the supposition that a target nation will

1

4 

~ r 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —~~~ —

,
----~ —~ ~~~~~~~ — ---- —-___



I I
I respond to threatening behavi:: be moving toward the force-

ful nation. As can be seen in Table Ia this is represen-

ted in matrix form by positive entries along the major

I diagonal of the impact matrix. It can be seen that models

of this form will cause a nation to move away from a target

I nation in an effort to pull him to a goal state location.

I Our guess was that in a two nation world of force

nations the state locations would move in opposite direc-

tions. This is born out by our simulation results in

Tables Ia - Id.

-

- 
I S2: Conciliatory -- Conciliatory Models

- I 
A typical example of conciliatory -. conciliatory

systems is given in Table h a  - d. Since the conciliatory

I model states that another nation will respond positively

toward you only if you respond positively toward it, we
- 

I had initially expected that the two nations would proceed

I 
immediately toward the goal locations and sit there. It

did not turn out that way. Each nation “walked” toward

- I the other nation, and together they moved towards the

extremes of the state space. While it turns out to be the

I case that the initial position of the two nations vis-a-vis
- 

I 
each other does influence their initial behavior, once

both nations get on the same side of each other’s goals,

I they move to the extremes together. Thus in a system of

conciliatory nations, no nation can achieve its

I goal. This surprising result as will be discussed in more

detail below, is a function of how we have specified the

I
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1

state transition functions and should not be taken to be I
making assertions about a real world description of concilia-

tory (using the common sense notion of conciliatory) I
behavior.

S3: Force - - Conciliatory ‘lodels
A typical example of force -- conciliatory (or mixed J

models) is given in Table lila - d. The mixed model system

illustrates a world in which one nation employs a ‘force’ I

strategy and the second employs a ‘conciliatory’ strategy. 
1

We would expect a forcing nation to ‘pull’ a conciliatory 
-

nation to the forcing nation’s goal. When we examine the 1
simulation results we see that this is roughly what happens.

As nation 1 approaches the goals that nation 2 has for it, I
nation 2’s movements become smaller and smaller. The

movement of nation 2 is zero when nation 1 is at its goal.

As nation 1 moves over nation 2’s goal, nation 2 changes 1
the direction of its movement in an attempt to control -

the concilliator back to the goal state location. The same ‘

~~

sorts of behavioral characteristics are exhibited by the

conciliatory nation. As nation A crosses the goal

of nation B, nation B changes the direction of its behavior.

This flip -- flop results in the sinusoidal character of the
single dimensional plots and for the spiral appearance of

the full plots. -

As was noted above, the sign of the impact matrix is

not sufficient to determine the form of the behavior of the

II

~~~~~~ - -- - - - -~~-~ T :~~~-A i E~~~~~ —-



nations. It turns out to be the case that a force model

I can be made to exhibit the behavior of a conciliatory model.

The same holds true for the conciliatory model. Without

going into the mathematics of our system of difference
- 

I 
equations , the size and sign of the traj ectory coefficients

and the sign of the impact coefficients are jointly sufficient

I to predict the behavior of our system. The exact relation-

ship is given in Table IV. We do get the classes of be-

havior exhibited by what we have called force -- force,

I 
conciliator y - - conciliatory, and mixed forms of systems - -
but for reasons other than those we had anticipated. Tables

I Va - Vihid give illustrations of this sort.

Where To Now?

Our initial goal has been to investigate the stability

P 
properties of our two nations in state space. It soon

became clear that 1) behavior stability was not definable;

- p and 2) even if we could define behavior stability in terms

of state space our nations could never (except in degenerate

J and uninteresting solutions) exhibit state location stability

P 

given our definition of the state transition function.

In the broader thrust of our research efforts we

p intend to construct peaceful international systems and then

by introducing our three candidates for accidental war

I mentioned in the Introduction, assess their impact on

I 
nationa l behavior. Although this pape r represents just —

a first attempt to deal with some of these problems -.

I in the larger context of our research thrust we propose

- -
I 

_ _ _ _ _ _  

_ _  _ _  
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to represent ideological differences by specifying that

the state spaces that the nations operate within are

not the same for all nations . The causes of war based

upon factual errors will be represented by introducing

noise into the perceptions of nations. Accidental war

based upon incorrect judgement of the responses to a

nation’s actions will be based upon incongruous models of

the other nation’s behavior. It is our intention to

first build a perfect world having none of the perturbations

mentioned above. Then by systemat ically introducing

our candidates for accidental war , we will be in a

position to determine not only if these factors do in

fact cause our once stable system to break down, but also

how much of a perturbation is required to disrupt the

system. Since we do not link our state or orientation

space to behavior, stability (defined behaviorally)

in our system could not be determined - - since state space

alone is not sufficient for the determination of behavior.

Recalling our capitalist -- communist one dimensional
world, while we would expect the behavior of the two nations

to be different, there is as of yet no way to determine in

what way they are different. That determination must wait

until we have specified the second function machine mentioned

in the Big Picture (input x state • output).

The second point mentioned above, the inability of

our nations to exhibit state space stability , is a result

- - of our development of the form of the trajectory component

I
-_ _ _  _ _  _ _ _ _



I
I of the state transition function. It will be noted in Table

I I I I , the plot of the behavior of the system that took on

the least extreme state space positions after fifty itera-

tions , that the nations were oscillating around their goals ,

I 
but that the oscillations were getting larger and larger .

This is a result of the fact that one nation does not pose

L 
goals for the other nation. The trajectory component

specifies that if a nation did nothing, the other nation

~ I will change its position by the trajectory times the current

location. Thus even if both nations were sitting at the

goals that each nation had for the other, both nations

- i (assuming other than zero trajectory coefficients) will move,

since neither nation realizes that both nation’s goals are

completely satisfied at that particular state space lo-

cation configuration. Thus our immediate task is to determine

I alternate forms of the trajectory influence. But beyond that

i before we are in a position to talk about causes of

accidental war we must flesh out the skeleton that we have

— put forth here, and make our concepts of state, state

transition, output function, and behavior space explicitly

I operationalizeable. We have a long way to go -- but
we knew it wasn’t going to be easy when we started.

I
I
I

_ _ _ _  —i



Appendix on Dynamic Systems a -

i) A (general) time system is a system such that :

X • AT, Y • BT • s ç. AT x BT; where A and B are

alphabets and T a linearly ordered time set.

ii) A dynamical system is a time system for which there

are given a set Z and a pair of functions:

p: Z x X T • Y x T

0: Z X T x T • Z

such that :
( Z) (p(Z ,X ,T) • (Y,T)) ~~-‘ (X,Y) S

p(0(X,Y,T,T’) ,X ,T ’) • (Y ,T’)

common reference is:

1 — state space

p • state representation or system response

function

• state transition function

Although to the casual reader the Mesarovic formulation

might seem prohibitively rigorous the notion of the

dynamic systems is in fact a common sense one and can be

found in one form or another in many places. One such

popular formulation that is a close cousin to dynamic

systems is the Arbib (1964) finite automaton: “def;

a finite automaton is a quintuple, A • I,O,S,6,A~
where: I • finite set of inputs; 0 • finite set of outputs;

‘ this follows closely the development by Mihalo Mesarovic
in George Xlir’s Trends in General Systems Theory

I
— —.,.— —. - ---~-,-—-~~~-- -.-..---- —.— - -~—- -. ~- — -- -— __________ 
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— I
S - finite set of internal states ; ~: S x I • 5 , (next

- I state function; and 8: S ~ I • 0, (next output function).

I 
An examination of the Arbib automata shows it to be a

special case of the dynamic system. It is noted that present

I work by the authors is done in realm of development of

a reasonable 0 function and an exposition as to the

I utility of developing dynamic systems models of inter-

national behavior.

I
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Appendix on Control of Dynamic Systems:

An Introduction for Poets

For many years physical phenomena have with notable

success been controlled. This means that a physical process

was brought to a desired condition. Remembering our systems

- vocabulary, a preferred appearance of the system was con-

trolled so that it obtained. More strongly than a mere

occurance of a desired appearance, physical processes have

- been controlled while minimizing some objective function.

For example rockets might be sent to the moon while

minimizing time, or energy, or total cost. A plane might

be directed to land subject to a minimum number of direction

changes. While success has been rather stunning for

circuitry, social planning has managed to avoid direct

application of optimal control techniques. It is the

guess that social processes are in principle modelable that

leads us to do science at all and the further suspicion

that if a process is modelable we might as will cast it

I up in language that is amenable to control. Seen in

I perspective this is but the ground breaking for an enormous

I enterprise, the empirically useful formulation of inter- H

I nation behavior in formal control theoretic language and

I 
the application of control theory to those formulations.

- I Formalizing Controllability:

I Controllability is defined in reference to the objective

~ I of control. Let S: ti ~ U •Y be the system and C: P4 ~ Y •

V the performance function. Also, H is the control object,

S

- — ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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r I

while U can be the set of initial states or disturbances.

I S is controllable in V’ ~ V over U’ ~~ U ~~ ‘ (v)(v c V’),

(u)(u c U’), 3 m • Lv c Y’ and u t U’ • G(a,Sa,w)v)).

I
I
I

- I
U
I
I
I
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~~~~~

I
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Appendix on Matrix Arithmetic

Addition:

i) is defined only if the matrices to be added are

of the same dimension and addition of the elements is

defined.

A is m ~ n and B is p x q; we can add A+B iff

in • p, n - q, and ajj. bij are elements of the same field

(see appendix on fields).

ii) where addition is defined A+B • C implies cij

au • b1~.

Example:

~1 2 3 ~ 
(7 8 9~l B .  I I

t 4 S 6~ ~
lO 11 l2~

~i’i 2.8 5,9 ~ 
- I

A ’B— I  I
~4+iO 5+11 6+12)

Multiplication by a Scalar

A is an element of field F where A has in rows and

n columns. a is some element of field F:

te ’ a  a ’ a
-~~~~~ a • (A) • I . • 12 ,~~. • 

in
1

~~~~~~~~ 
a11~ $..a~2 ~~••  .(.

and s ’ (A) .( A ) . e .

Multiplication of Two Matrices

C •A .B : A i s an eieaent of F ; B i s an
-
~~ 

U m,n

element of F
p~ q

S Multiplication is defined only if n • p

a 

-- - _ _ _ _ _ _  - -_ _-  -- - _ _- - _ _ _ _
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and the entries are from the same field. C will be

I an in by q matrix with

i 
Cj j  - k~l 

aik bkj
Example:

I i  ~1 2~ ~S 6~A .~~ I B . t  I
~34~ ~78~

( 5+14 6+16~C .A . B — f  I
~lS.28 l8.32~

I Special Matrices and Operations

Transpose:

A’ is def ined as transpose of matrix A ,

l•t B • A’, then ~~ • a~j for all i,j.

1 Identity Matrix:

p I is a square matrix (n by n) with l’s in the major

diagonal and 0’s every where else . A • I - I • A.

Inverse Matrix :

A is an n by n element of 
~~~~ 

if there exists a

I matrix A 1 such that A . A 1 
• ~~~ - A~~ • A, then

I A 1 is the inverse of matrix A.

I
I
I
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Appendix on Fields

Let F be a set of elements : F — (~~~~ ,B , y ,6 ...
F is a field if and only if:

i) addition

Given aB , any pair of elements from F, their

sum (a • B) is an element of F which is uniquely

defined and:

al) a + B — B •a , (a ,B) (a B c F)

aZ) a + (B • y) • (a • B) 
~~

(cz,8,y) (a ,8,y £ F)

a3) there is an element in F, denoted by 0,

such t h a t a + 0 • a , (s)(.c F)

a4) for each a c F, there exists an element

in F, denoted by -a, such that a •(-s) — 0 J
t F)

ii) multiplication

Given u,B (any pair of elements in F) their

product is a unique element in F and:

ml) a • B — B • a, (a ,B) (a,8 c F) 1 -

- 1 -

(s ,B ,y ) ( a ,8,y c F)

m3) there exists an element in F denoted by 1

such that a • 1 • a 1 (e)(. 6 F)

a4) (s)(a ~ 0), there exists an element

denoted by a 1 such that a • a~~
S • S • 1 - ‘~

II ~
-------- - - - r- - -  — ______________________________ __________   
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Addition and multiplication are related by:

I a ~ (B + y) • a • B + a • y, (a ,8,y)(a ,B,y £ F)

~~, I

I I

I I- I
1
I
I
I
I

- I

~1
~~~~~~~

I
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Appendix on Vector Spaces

A set together with 1) addition of vectors and 2) scalar

multiplication.

x • i’~~2’~~3’ ~~~~
the members (x1,x2,x3) are called vectors. X is a vector

space if and only if:

a) addition

(x,~)(x,I c X) there exists a unique vector

b) scalar multiplication

(a)(a c F), where a is a scalar and (x)(x c X)

there exists a unique vector a • X £ X

Addition and scalar multiplication must satisfy:

i) X + • X , (
~
,i)(

~
,x £ X)

ii) (x + ~) • 
• x + (~ 

+ !). (
~ ,r.

,!)(!,z,! e X)

iii) there exists a null vector ! (! c X) such that

~~~~~~~~ 
(x) (x e X)

iv) (x)(x £ X ),  there exists a unique vector •
~~ such

thatx ’ (-x) — !

v) a • Cx • z) - a • X + a • 
~~ , 

(x,~ )(x ,z X), and

£ F)

-
~~~~ vi) (a + B) • x — a • + B x , (a ,B) (a ,B e F) and

(x)(x £ X)

vii) (a • 0) • • a • (0 x), (a ,B)(a ,B £ F) and

(
~
)(A £ X) —

viii)ø .x .ø~ 1~~ ~~~~~~~

.1
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I

I
I T 1 I i i T — trajectory coefficient

Impact Sign Trajectory Sign Behavior Type

+ force
+ - force -

- + conciliatory
- - conciliatory

I
- 1 > T > 1

— I
Impact Sign Traj ectory Sign Behavior Type

+ force J
+ - conciliatory
- + conciliatory
- - force I

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

In the case where the trajectory is -1, the nation’s

behavior is a linear function of the goal: -

- G S I •1 I
I

TABLE VI 1
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I i
NATION i’S IMPAC T s
2.0000 .0

2.0000

N ATION 2’S IMPACT •
I 4.0000 .0
• .0 4.0000

3
I NATION I’S TRAJ *

1 .50000
~~~~ .0 —.50000

NATION 2’S TRAJ •
—2.0000 50
.0 -2.0000

NA TION L’S GOAL • .0 .0
NATION 2’S GOAL — 10.000 1~.000

I
I
I PORCE BEHAVING AS MIXED

I
I TABLE Vs

I
I

I
I
I
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NATION I’S IMPAC T •
2.0000 .0
.0 2.0000

NATION 2’S IMPACT a
4.0000 .0
.0 4.0000

NATION I’S T*AJ *

— .50000 .0
50 —.50000

NAT ION 2’S TRAJ *

—2.0000 50
-2.0000

NA TION 1’S GOAL • .0 .0
NATION 2’S GOAL • 10.000 13.000

I
FORCE BEHAVING AS MIXED
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NATION I’S IMPAC T • 
-

—2.0000 50
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-
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—4.0000 .0
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-

.50000 .0 -
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I
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NA TION 1’S IMPACT •
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.0 -4.0000
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-
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-
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- 
~ tmensionalitIv and Sp&tj al Modellin~~*

A Critical Assessment
- 

I .  Introduction.
One important concern for any analysis of group decision-

ms~ing is the general problem of constructing a procedure for
passing from a set of known individual preference profiles to
a pattern of social preferences subject to the fulfil].m.nt of
certain specified conditions. In a classic study of the above

I problem, Arrow in Social Choice and Individual Values~ proposes
certain conditions which specify desirable, while at th. same

I tile seemingly innocuous properties which every social preference
rai~king should satisfy. When the conditions are applied over

I individual preferences, the social choice is determinedj but
the conditions are found to be inconsistent so that no method

I of social choice can possibly satisfy all of the specified
co1~ditions. The social choice is shown to be either imposed or

i dictated. Arrow ’s proof demonstrates that if certain of his

~~ 
I conditions are satisfied, the paradox of voting cannot be avoided

I SO that given a set of transitive individual preferences, there
does not result a transitive social preference.

The possibility that th~ paradox o~ voting exists such thatI social choices may be intransitive suggests serious problems for
d.~ieion-making under majority rule, if one feels that socialI chóic. should be dependent upon the preferences of individuals
1n .oci.ty. One approach which attempts to deal with the

I problem is classified under the heading “spatial models of party
coapetition.”~~Gen.rally, the spatial models approach seeks to

I td~ntify, elucidate and analyze the conditions, necessary and/or
sufficient, which ~zould indióate the existence of a dominant

I position or equilibrium point which a candidate.could choose in
order to secure at least a tie in an election or a positive
plurality if an opponent should choose any position which is

I not dominant. If certain of Arrow’s conditions were modified
by specifying other necessary and sufficient conditions which

l guiLxant.. an equilibrium point in an election for a candidate,
thSn Arrow’s General Possibility Thoorem might be avoided.

I - I
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In the spatial approach, Arrow’s conditions for rational
social choice appear to be modified in two general areas . ( 1)
the -assumption of dimensionality in a multidimensional world
and (2) the assumption that individuals act so as to maximize
utility. Most of the additional assumptions in the spatial
model, but not found in Arrow’s work, are related in one way
or another to these two assumptions. In this analysis the main
concern will be with the assumption of dimensionality and
several related assumptiona~ but it will al so be necessary to
include some mention of utility, since the two assumptions
must be considered in concert in order to make sense of the
spatial model.

The assumption of dimensionality is interesting in that
the spatial model deal s with the property of dimensionality in
a world which is completely uninterpreted empirically, but
which nevertheless has a highly developed formal or mathematical Jstructure requiring the specific properties of continuity,
infinity and single-peakedneas over a set of alternatives ordered
on a single dimension.

Using Arrow’s work as a standard for the problem of rational
social choice, it seems appropriate to ask of the spatial
approach first, what are the major properties or characteristics

— of the spatial model? S—u &~
-
~~~ - - is ther• an analogue in some oth•r

modelling enterprise fro~ -:ch inferences about the spatial
model can be drawn? Third, do the properties of continuity,
Infini ty and single-peakedness allow for a wide variety of
possible, desirable qualities that a rational choice Theory ]

• should satisfy? And fourth, returning to Arrow’s formulation,
how does the spatial model in general compare with Arrow’s ]
solution?

Since both Arrow and spatial analysts rely in part upon
formal, empirical and theoretical assum ptions in theory construct-
ion, it would seem appropriate to examine each along these lines.
One acceptable criteria for theory evaluation is. first, the
theory must be examined for internal consistency by means of
logical comparisons among the conclusions derived~ second, the

2
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1.
theory must be tested for compatabi].ity with existing empirical

a findings or opportunities fcr empirical testing created -by the

I theoryj and third, the theory must be compared with competing
alternatives so as to ascertain whether or not a scientific

I advancement has occurred.
For the most part. Arrow’s formulation, demonstration and

I conclusions concerning the theory of social choice will be

assumed as given. The reader is directed to Arrow’s work Social

I Choice and Individual Values
4 for a complete presentation of his

analysis. The mathematical notation concerning the problem of

I social choice will be based upon Arrow’s logical formulation.

The specific asau~ tiona required by spatial analysis will 
be

I presented in Section II. For a more complete and detailed
explication of these assumptions, the reader is directed to

I i Riker and Ordeshook, An Introduction to Poaiti~e Political Theory.
5

— II. Spatial analysis. the basic model.
- 

l 
- 

According to Riker and Ordeshook, a conceptualization of a
citizens’s most preferred candidate is best represented by a-
multidimensional model such that a candidate consists of a

I unique position on each of n finite dimensions given as a vector,

x (x1. x2. .... xe). where Xj is the position a citizen mostI prefers on dimension i In order to compare a citizens’s most
preferred position with a citizens’s actual perception of a

I candidate on each dimension, a candidate’s position may also
be given as a vector, 9~’~ (Q~. 9~. ...~~~ 9~). where represents
an estimate of candidate j’s position on each dimension. Thus
far , the analysis assumes that each dimension relevant to a

I citizen’s vote is representable in spatial terms. Also, the
spatail analysis is not sensitive to the number of relevant
dimensions and their labels.

I Given the vectors x1 and which summarize a citizen’s
preferences and perceptions, spatial analysis attempts to represent

I the utility a citizen expects to attain from ø~ , if a citizen
prefers x. Th. utility function relating these two vectors is

I given a. U(x,9~). Two properties are defined in terms of the
above formulatLons (1) if — x, then U(z, 0

3
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some maximum value s and (2) if 9- ~ x, then U(x,9 ) ( L. . Of
- -  - course, an infinite but countable, number of mathematical -

formulations of U satisfy the two properties above. This lack
of specificity with regard to the mathematical structure
allows for the inclusion of several assumptions about utility
functions.

One general assumption which satisfies the two properties
above is, U(x,9~) Is concave in 9~ so that the peak or maximum I
value of a concave utility function is given at 9 x and the
points to either side slope downward from x. This assumption I
implies a restriction equivalent to the property of single—
peakedness, since the individual orderings may be represented Ion a graph such that the y-axls gives the rank order of the
preference and the x—axis gives the set of alternatives with
the result that any preference curve has one and only one
dominant point or peak. 6 This utility function also imposes the
additional requirement that the alternatives along each dimension
be infinite and continuous.

The class of concave utility functions may be narrowed J
somewhat if only the quadratic form of the function is considered.
The form Is referred to as quadratic, since for one dimension I
the distance between x1-9~ is measured as the squared length
between both positions . This length may also be treated as a Jnorm. The more general expression of the above may be given as
U(x.9~) “ A - I ~ x-Q~II ~ ThIs expression was derived from the
equatLon U(x.Q~) * t amk(xm~

9jm)(xk~
9jk). where amk 

-

is the weighted sum and interaction between dimensions. It must -

be noted here that the magnitudes of each dimension depend upon
the units of measurement for each dimension. Also the relative
weights and possible dissimilar scales for each dimension and 1
between each dimension are unknown. Therefore, the analysis is
limited to theorems which are insensitive to the magnitude of
each dimension. The quadratic form, in addition, indicates 

-

that U(x,~~) must be symmetric about x. 1Together, concavity and it. quadratic form imply that as
th. distance between the ideal position preferred by a citizen - 

-

and the perceived position of the candidate increases, utility

~ -
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L I
1 dec~easea marginally, so that the slowest rate of decrease is
I experienced when 9~ and x are near oneanother and the most

I 
rapid when they .are apart.

With the addition of the assumption of quasi-concavity.

I 
givön as U(x~9~) ~ ,~~~ 

(A  -U x-9~ll ~), where ~ is any continuous
- monôtonically increasing function , the situation in which

U(x.9~) decreases at a slow rate when x is far from 9 may also

I be accommodated within the analysis.
If either the quadratic form or the quasi—concavity

— asuutption are required by the spatial model , then the following
restrictions are introduced into the analysis: ( 1) citizens

- I may prefer different policies, but the functional forms of their
•uti].~ity functions are identical; (2) all citizens weight the

I tssi~es In an identical fashion; (3) citizens assign the same
degree of relative importance to all issues vis—a—vis oneanother;

I and ~(4) all citizens use identical scales on each dimension.

- III. Physics models as analogues for spatial models.

I ; Since the spatial model.for a multidimensional world is
uninterpreted in the sense that It does not specify. (1) the

I 
precise scale of measurement for each dimension, (2) the weights
of each dimension with regard to others, (3) the relevant number
of djmensions to be considered in the model; and (4) the labels

• - I which each dimension will be assigned; it might be useful to
exam3.ne the technique of dimensional analysis in other scientific

I enterprises , namely physics and economics, in order to assess
the ~ignificance and implications of the multidimensional

-
~~~~~~ I interpretation in the spatial model. In the process of examining

the eharacteristics of other dimensional models, several questions

I are Indicated and can be answered. 
- 

First , what are dimensions?
Second, how are they discovered? And third, how are they related

I to empirical , theoretical and formal aspec ts of the models in
which they are found?
Three conceDts of dimension.I When considering the concept of dimension, at least three
vari~ties come to mm di ordinary language dimensions, geometrical

I djme$ajons and dimensions as concepts of measurement. All three
5
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are found In or are potentially applicable to the politlca1 -Jscience enterprise, especially the spatial model approach.r 
- The first concept of dimension , the ordinary language

variety, treats the concept as being analyzable by ordinary
• 

- language philosophy techniques which One might find in the
works of Wittgena-tein or Austin.7 In this interpretation the
concept may take’ variety of meanings for different individualsas well as a variety of meanings for any given individual.. I• Looking at the concept of dimension then1 one finds several

• usages most of which may not be synonomous. For the most part , Ithe meaning of the concept Is context dependent. An example of
one use of dimension would be when speaking of the complexity of
some phenomenon, one might say that it had many dimensions for
consideration; meaning that The phenomenon had several facets
all ol’ which are relevant in discussing the phenomenon. Another
use of dimension might be discovered when contemplatfng the
enormity of some object; in this usage, one might say, for
example, that the size of a Boeing 7117 is quite large in its
dimensions with regard to some other object not necessarily Janother aircraft. To reiterate, the point being made here is
that the - ordinary usage of dima~sion is variable across contexts Iin which it occurs and its precjgjo~ or explication is not
necesaartly highly developed, although Its meaning is reasonably Jclear in every day discourse. -

The second concept of dimension may be referred to as the
geometjca]. concept of dimension. One technical Instsnce

8
o~ theconcept may be characterized with regard to vector spaces, where4 a vector apace is symbolized as V. The vector space V contains

a set of points. vectors on which two operations are defined.
vector addition and sc*lar multiplication. Vectors belonging Ito a vector space may be classified into two classes, linearly
independent and linearly dependent. * linearly dependent set Jof vectors occurs when each vector in the set lies in the same
plane and each passes through the origin. If a collection of ]linearly independent vectors, which are a sat of vectors not in
th. same plane, may be represented as a linear combination of
n vectors, then these vectors are a baste for V. In this l

6 
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interpretation, dimension becomes dimensions of V given as n.
For example, in Euc].idean n-space, EY~, n represents the
dimensions of E.I Notice that the geometrical interpretation of dimension
differs from the ordinary language concept in that (1) it loses

- I its ordinary language connotations beco.tiñg a technical term,
(2) its meaning is precise so that agreement and disagreement

I about its properties and charac terisitcs may be discussed in
common terms, and (3) it Is reasonably clear where the concept
fits into the rest of mathematics. The two concepts when vi~wed
comparatively may be seen not as correc t or incorrect , but more
advantageous or appropriate with regard to their use in under-
standing certain phenomenon.

Now, it appears that the political science notion of dimena—I ion may occur variously under both concepts. Of prime concern
here would be its geometrical use, while language philosophers

I are concerned with the former concept, In the political science
usage or application of the concept, If I understand it correc tly,

I an interpreted mathematical structure is somehow mapped into
some political phenomenon in the world or In a possible world.

I The procedure for mapping one structure into another may be
undertaken by developing a model and mapping it into a world,

I or by taking some aspect of a world and mapping it into a model.
Next, some numerical assignment is given to the elements of the
vectors according to some rule of measurewit; this is called

I quantification or perhaps scaling in S. S. Stevens’ sense of the
term. The quantifed phenomenon is manipulated by any variety

I of techniques, in this case vector addition and scalar multipli-
-

• 
cation. A solution is obtained from these operations and this

I is taken to be a description” or “explanation” of the political
pheno menon .

I In practice, the above use of dimension in political science
and spatial modelling leads to certain paradoxes and inconsictenc-

I iee which are disturbing. In the case of spatial modelling,
consider first a situation wheniin the following circumstances
arise. Let a dimension expre!s the quantity . government aid to
education, measured on scale A. Suppose that 50% of the voters

I
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agree and 50% disagree on the alternatives. According to the
spatial model , either position is acceptable to a candidate . -

Next, introduce another dimension . role of government, state
versus federal, with regard to social programs measured on -

scale B. Suppose that 100% of the voters agree with the federal
support portion arid 0% agree with the state support alternative.
The spatial. model would indicate that an optimal location occurs
on the federal government alternative given at 100% agreement. I
Next, Introduce the dimension: aid to education as scale C. Let
100% of the voters favor the position and 0% disagree. Again I
the equilibrium point would be at 100% agreement. One conclusion
from scales A, B, and C is that scale A really is dichotomous Ibeing composed of scales B and C, where an optimal strategy
suggests locating at positions which favor federal support and
aid to education. Now consider a situation in which a dimeitsion
is given as federal aid to education, measured on scale A’.
Suppose that the voters split on this Issue 50% agreeing and 50% 1
disagreeing, so that either the disagree or agree position would
be appropriate for -a candidate location. Clearly, the above I
conclusion does not follow with the addition of this new scale
A’ since one would have expected the voters to align 100% In I
agreement on this issue. Indeed , this phenomenon, although
perhaps not manifested as clearly as above, occurs frequently in
survey data analysis. The results suggest that different scales ,
although relating to the same quantity or relationship, may
lead to alternate solutions.

Instead of viewing the above as the consequence of an
inappropriate use of the concepts dimension and. scale, political -

~~~~
-
. science suggests that there may be an error factor creeping in

which alters the results. For example, some respondents may J
choose always to respond positively to a question no matter what

- :  it says. Usually, then, the factor is added into the models In I
regression analysis, an “a” is added to the regression equation.
Another frequently observed explanation, given if the error
explanation is not satisfactory, would be that respondents in -

a survey are somehow Irrational or have undeveloped belief
systems, or have low centrality among attitudinal components.

1
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I i Clearly , the phenomenon cannot be explained in terms of theE r.~opt

~~ concept o~ dimension being us ’d, but must instead’
~to other ksv~s o(

I explanations. Given that these kinds of phenomenon arising Out
• of the geometrical use of dimension are undesirable, perhaps it

would be useful to search for another interpretation of
dimension which can account for these occurrences, even if it
may not in fact solve them, 

10

~ I This leads us to dimension as a concept of measurement. In
this interpretation , the analyst is concerned not only with

I dimension in a geometrical sense, but also with respect to
measurement considerations so that the interaction of both

I components becomes significant.

Dimension e~j  a concept of meaQurem!.~~I In order to understand the concept of dimension, it is
necessary first to understand the concept of quantity, eymboli~ed
as q. Generally , quantity is expressed as a magnitude multiplied
by a unit of measurement. An example of the quantity time’
would be 10 seconds, where 10 is the magnitude and seconds Is
the unit of measurement. Although quantities are expressed in
terms of magnitude and unit, quantities are independent of both
(this will be demonstrated later on in the analysis). Moøt
sciences view the concept as a primative term in the context
of Justification. Quantities are classified as primary and
secondary. A primary quantity is one in which the units are

I considered to be fundamental in the sense that they are not
reducible to any other quantity. In physics, these would include
mass, length and time. A secondary quantity is one whIch is
composed of a combination of primary quantities in a functional

I relationship. An example would be the equation for force, where
force Is equal to mass times acceleration, f — ma. The designat-
ion of primary and secondary quantities is entirely arbitraryI and dep.ndg for the most part upon the particular e.t of rules
governing a scientific paradigm which are convenient to adopt
in defining a system of measurement and upon the purpose of the
anal ysis. In some systems , for example , the quantity fore. may
be giv.n as a pr imary quantit y .

9
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The scales used in measuring quanti~~2
s are also important

in understanding the concept of dimension. By scale I mean (I. )
a rule for making numerical assignments to some phenomenon , (2)
so that the same numerical assignment may be given to the same
object under identical conditions and (3) so that the possibility
of assigning different numbers to different things under the
same conditions exists. Scales are usually given as similar
and disaisdiar when related to quantities. A similar set of
scales suggests that all of the units used to characterize a
quantity may be converted to any other unit so that sri absolute
ratio between two measurements remains the same regardless of a
change in unit. An exampl. for the quantity time would be 60
seconds are contained in one minute and one minute is contained
in one hour. A class of dissimilar scales does not allow for
conversion of one unit to another while at the same time
preserving an absolute significance between two measurements.
For example , time measured in seconds could not be converted to
time measured in “dogs ” so that the same absolute significance
is preserved. This is so since dogs may be measured in terms
of weight, color. volumn , number, breed, etc., which may vary
across the set of all dogs so that a relationship which transforms
seconds Into dogs is not pos3ible.

Dimension defined.
K.eping in mind the explication of quantity and scale above ,

th. concept of dimension as measurement may be d•fined as an
•xpr..eion of a quantity in terms of one class of similar scalea?3

Th. combination of two or more quantities by means of two
or more dimiestonal expressions of thee. quantities is given as
a functional relationship of the general form s

g — f(x 1, x2, ... , x~ ).
wh.r. q is a secondary quantity expressed as a secondary
dimension , ~ is a func tion and x1 through Xn are dimensions oX
quantities in the domain of the fu nctton~

4 r
Mow dimensions are 41s~ovej ~ 4.

Having defined dimensions as a concept of measurement in
terms of quantity and scale, the analysis will turn next to an

10
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1’~I explanation of how dimensions are discovered . A practical
•xample which might be cited would be the determination of the

I time of swing of a simple pendulum. Potential quantities to
be considered m ight bes 

-I n~me of quantity dimensions
time of swing t
length of pendulum 1

I mass of pendulum
acceleration of gravity g
angular amplitude of swing 9

I By combining the above in the 
!~

ot general functional form,
one obtains t — f(l. us. g, 9). Clearly, all of the above

I dimensions in the domain of the function seem completely
plausible and potentially relevant , but which ones ars relevant
end what is the specific form of the function combining them?
In other words, how is the correct equation, t • f(9) 1/g.
which has been determined by dimensional analysis in physicsI discovered? 

-

One strategy for solving the above problem would be to

J combine all of the above dimensions in a multitude of ways
eoncerning every possible combination, and then test each

J empirically to discover an appropriate formula. Certainly this
is infeasible , first, because as the number of dimensions
increases the number of combinations increases also so that

I empirical confirmation becomes increasingly more difficult or
even tusposatblem and second, because there is no guarantee that

I all of the relevant dimensions are in the list to be analyzed.
Another otratogy would be to formulate a mathematical or

e~~~ J formal structure prior to Th. determination of either the
quantities or dimensions in the hope that the correct structure

I has been chosen . Of course, the strategy evidences at least
two major problems, first, there arc an infinite number of

1 structures which may or may not accomodate the relevant dimensions,
and second , there is no guarantee that all of the relevant
dimensions may be accounted for in the structure which is being
posited.

S m. most plausible explanation for the discovery arid
manipulation of dimensions- an explanation which will point up

I 11



further difficulties with the two strategies mentioned above- 1e
one which ~lucldates the formal relationship between quantities
dimensions and numerical laws. To begin, numerical laws may be
defined as a functional relationship between two or more
quantities under specified conditions which may be confronted
ith data. Numerical laws are expressed in functional form in
a manner identical to the dimensional formulae except that the
numerical, law is independent of the dimensions which may define

Since the relationship between quantities is defined as J
constituting a numerical law , then if quantities are independent,
numerical laws must be independent also . This may be shown in Jthree ways. First, take a quantity “time” as the phenomenon for
analysis. In order to demonstrate that time is independent of
ths dimensions which may define it, consider at least two classes
of scales which are independent of oneanother and are used to
measure times clock time and mathematical time. Clock time,
expressed in seconds, is simply our everyday means of indicating
time. One notion of mathematical time would be an attempt to J
characterize time as being a geometrical entity having length
or sxtension. Not only does mathematical time differ in that it ]
ha,s extena~on, but within the ~uantity one finds that the kind
of dia tnace function, that is. Euclidean and non—Euc].idean,
offers an infinite number of possible dimensions, none of
which reduce to time in seconds, minutes or hours in the sense
of being classes of similar scab s. Clearly, if the same
quantity may be expressed according to a wide variety and infinite
number of independent scales, yet still refer tQ the same
phenomenon, then the quantity must exist independently of the
dimensions defining it.

Second suppose that an analyst dooires to measure the
uanttty gravity , given as g. Through empirical testing and

deductive manipulation , suppose that the secondary quantity for
gravity is determined to be m’1w • g. where w is the quantity
weight and is the reciprocal of the quantity mass. Anothor
analyst sees this and proposes a competing formula g • it’2,
wher• 1 ii the height an objoct falls and t”2 is th. square of

12 ]
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• I the reciprocal of time during which the object falls. Both
formulae are measuring the qtiantity gravity, yet each isI completely independent and not derivable from the other in terms
of the paradigm governing measurement. From this one can see

if I that the second ary quantity gravity must be independent of
the dimensions of the primary quantities which define it. And.

3 I the primary quantities are also independent of the dimensions
which define them . Therefore , since a numerical law is
composed of quantities, it too must be independent of the

I dimensions which define it.
And third, since the designation of primary arid secondary

J I quantities and their expression in terms of dimensions is
entirely arbitrary, depending upon the purpose and (as will be

~ I discussed later) the theoretical framework of the analysies it
is not impossible for any quantity or collection of quantities

I to have the same dimensions. In spite of this, the quantities
and numerical laws remain the same • Therefore • again the

I independence of quantities from dimensions which express them
is indicated. -

I Several formal imDlicatl ona of di,itensiong as viewed above.
Pojr~ ta one through three above • suggest several important

I eonsequences for the us. of dimensions in an anaiysisP One
• would be that even though quantities and numerical lawe are

I independent or the dimensions which may be used to express them
and even though the specification of primary and secondary
quantities is for the most part arbitrary, the choices in anI analysis which manifest the character of laws and quantities
determine , in part , th. functional, form the dimensional equation

I can assume. In like manner the choices with regard to classes
of similar scales in which dimensional equations are represented

I also det raine in part the formal nature of the dimensional
equation. Both opportunities requiring choices, then, may be

I seen as limiting the formal , mathematical structures of
dimensional equatiens.

I Mother cons.qu.nce would be that again, sine, quantities
are arbitrary, end quantities may be expressed in term s of

I 
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different laws and classes of similar scales, solutions to
problems concerning the same phenomenon will necessarily vary
with the possible result that they are contradictory or irrelevant
with regard to oneanother or no comparison may even be possible.
Therefore, in order to make sense of the solution to a problem,
it is necessary that the prior determinants be specified in
order to discover which interpretations are contradictory.
irrelevant or indeterminant. If the prior determinants are not
specified, then the dimensional equation provides a solution,
but it will not be possible to decide for which problem it
happens to be a solution. [f solutions are contradictory.
depending upon prior choices, then clearly the problem is highly
significant, because an analyst does not know which solution to
accept as apprpriate.

Yet another consequence would be thats if the specification
of quantities is arbitrary, if a single quadttty may be expressed
in terms of alternative numerical laws and if by definition
classes of similar scales are independent of other classes of
similar scales, then it can be shown to follow that a dimensional
equation cannot be used to deduce the formal structure of a
numerical law a priori. Suppose, for example, that an analyst
is given an uninterpreted diitensional equation xy a. Clearly.
this equation may represent any numerical law ranging from f ma
to E a mc2 . Therefore , in general One may conclude that
uninterpreted dimensional equations are of dubious value when
presented devoid of the results of prior knowledge which must
have preceded them or should have praceded them. The uninter —

preted equation may still be of interest from a pure mathematical
point of view, however. Next, consider the case wherein an
interpreted model is presented a priori. Initially, it seems
clear that it would be difficult or impossible to think up
dimensions which do not refer to well established numerical
laws. Even if the dimensions happened to be appiopriate. there
exists no a priori experience which would dictate their structure
short of listing every structure possible or guessing about the
natur. of any particular one . Even it one grants that d imensions
may be thought up and their struc ture determined , there still

14



appears to be no way of knowing whether all of the dimensions

are included. An example of this migh t be that one could list
I all of the dimensions in the previous pendulum problem and

derive its precise structure and correctly represent a law,

I but in order to do this one would have had to have knowledge
of most all of the other laws of physics, since the dimensional

I equation exists with a ceterie Dar~bus assumption with regard to
these laws . . In other words one would have to know that the

I laws of gravitational attraction , quantum mechanics, etc. should
or should not be included.

I A final consequence in light of the above would be that it
is incorrect to consider dimensions as transformation formulae
between scalee .18 This follows directly from the fact that

I dimensions axe determined by choices of numerical laws and
similar scales so that a dimension in one class of similar

I scales cannot be converted into the same dimension in another
class of similar scales. Therefore, there exists quantities

~ I 
which cannot be expressed such that given magnitudes and units
every dimensional representation may be converted into every

I other for any quantity which is designated an a primary or
secondary quantity. Instead, it appears to be the case that

I the follcwing characterietict are indicated $ (1) transformation
formulae express functional relationships between magnitudes of
quantities which are uninterpreted, but which have similar or

1 .quivalent scales, (2) dimensional formulae express functional
relationships between quantities being expressed as one class

I of independent, similar scales and magnitudes and ( 3)  numerical
laws express functional relationships between quantities.

I either primary or secondary, which are independent of dimensions
which may be used to express them.

I Spatial mod~laj some tonnal imi,lications,
In considering the spatial modelling approach in light of

I the formal characteristics of th. analysis thus far, the following
implications emerge . First, it has been noted above that our

I prior choices among .xpreseione for quantities and numerical laws
determines the structure of dimensional formulae, In the 

_ _



spatial model, one is given a voter’s vector apace
x (x . ~ ....x~) and a cand’dato’e vector space . 

-

9 — (9 • 9 , •, ,, Qf l )  which stand for dimension in the geometrical
sense of the term. Both vectors are combined into a numerical
law given as U(x ,G . ) ,  where this e:~preacion equalsi

A 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Clearly, this expression for quonlitios, laws and dimensions Idoes not in fact conform to the idet that the prior choices must
act as determinants for the di,a~ensional formula. As it now Istands, the .xpreseion of th. formula is true by definition
since it is equivalent to the “general form” of a dimensional
equation given earlier. What it doeø not do in specifg~. the
precise relationship which each dimension must have to every
other dimension a. mel]. as to the entire set of di*.nstons.
This of course applies here to th• case of one Lndividual and
one candidate; the problem is uore serious and complex when I
additional voters and candidates are added .

Second, the an~1yaie has auggectod that dimensions as I
concepts of mcasure~ent may generate problem solutione,.uhich are
contr adictory , irrelevant or indoterf ~inant . In spatial modelling , Iconsider a case wherein the sane dimension has two scales which
are not similar by definition, rather than derived, empirically
a. above in the “aid to education ozt~ plo” and which lead to
contradictory solutions. Suppose that an analyst proposes an
issue dimension which h~e one ocala given MS a valance issue—
“those that merely involve the linking of the parties with some
condition that is positively or ne~ativ ly valued by tL. electorate;” I
and the other scale as a pocition isiv.ae— ‘those that involve
advocacy of government action from a set of alternative~ over 1
which a distribution of voter prcfoz’snc~~, in defined.” Let the
valence scale and position oce.le be dicai~tla:. Further, let J•ach scale exist such that if one is chocen the other is precluded
from use. Suppose that the issue is givon as a position scale
and 100% of the voters agree and 0% dicagree, Next, the same
ieee. issue is given as a valence scale and 100$ of th. voters
disagree and 0% agree. C],oarly, the same dimension has one
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I I The empirical component is perhaps beat demonstrated by the

nature of dimensional eonstar.ts in dimensional formula.. A
dimensional constant is a constant which has dimensions so that
a change in numerical magnitude in accompanied by a change in
the size of the fundamental units involved. The obvious import-
ance of dimensional constants may be illustrated as follows.

1 Suppose an analyst wishes to discover the gravitational attract-
ion between two objects. All of the important dimensions and

r quantities may be listed for analysis.
name of quantity dimenalon
mass of first body m

F mass of second body a2distance between bodies r
tim. of revolution t

The moa t general form would be given as t • f(m1, a2, r). It
is clear that on th• l.ft side of the equation one finds a unit

1 of time, but on the right, no such dimension is poseible.
I Therefore , one might conclude that oven though all of the

variables which may be varied are included, there must be some-
thing missing from the equation which when included will Make

1 
the functional expression true. There are of course, an infinite
number of formal expressions which may be considered, but there
is no a priori way of diecove: ing the nature of this expressior..
In thin case, the missing eleiøent would be the gravitational
comtant G. given as a 1 t • The equation then becomes

1 — C a1m2/r
2 . The inclusion of the constant significantly

alter, the expression. Further, the coz~tant is not apparent
in any of the quantities which are listed as relevant, and is
th refore not derivable from any of the dimensions not matter
which ones would be indicated. Subsequently, one may ask how- -1 t is it that the constant G comes to be included in the dimensional.
formula? The constant is derived by knowledge of the empirical
Phenomenon and from the use of certain other numerical laws
which indicat, that th. constant is appropriate the and indeed
necessitated. This illustrates that dimensional formulae are
ptot only formal exprossions , but also highly empirical in nature.

Sometimes within a dimensional analysis, the dimensional
constants may be lift uninterpre ted. Generally, the consequences
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I
of doing this are as follows. if the number of dimensional
constants is less than the nu~ber of variables being considered
in an analysis, then dimensional analysis may proceed but 1
solutions may include an unknown constant or constants. This
is not entirely undesirable, depending on the purpose ø~ the
analysis and the nature of the solution desired. If the number
of constants is equal to the number of variables in an equation,
then the equation can provide no information at all and
dimensional analysis is impossible.

To summarize briefly, empirical components enter into an
analysis in at least three placess (1) past experience of other
laws, (2) use of laws in devising dimensional formulae and ]
(3)  the inclusion of dimensional constants in dimensional

22 -formulae.

~~y~eral em~,irical implications.
The notion that dimensional equations are by necessity part

empirical has several implicationu for dimensional models. Each
of the following points may be seen to parallel or correspond Iclosely to the iinplicatior~s arising out of the formal section of
this analysis.

First, even though it ap~eara that the formal or mathematical
rules and structures seem to t~ake numerical laws and dimensional
equations definitional, this is not the case sinee it is the
interpretation of the empirical phenomenon which dictates the
form of the law and structure. This was evidenced by the 1
discussion of the equations of the laws of motion and the use 

-

of dimensional constants. Therefore, just as the form~l I
structure of numerical laws was seen as determining the dimenslr’~-1

equation for the law, the empirical component when interpreted 1may be seen as a determinant in part of the formal structure
of numerical lawS. Clearly, the empirical and formal deterainan~e 1
of numerical laws must j~roced.C the cons truction of a dimensional I
equation. If this interprotation of dimensional analyèis i~ -

not followed, then diaencional formulae are not really dimensional
in the sense of the concept of measurement, but are instead
geometrical dimensions which arc of intorest in mathematics only. 1

20
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I Second. the r~ ure of numerical laws suggests that the
same -empirical phenomenon may be interpreted in many ways
according to the prior choices m ade in expressing them. Further,

the analysis has shown that the same mathematical structure

~ I 
applies to many empirical interpretations of a phenomenon, but
certainly not all. If this view is correct, then it follows
that in order to make sense of the solutions to an analysis,
the empirical and formal determinants must bs specified. If this
specification is not forthcoming, contradictory, irrelevant

I and indeterainant solutions cannot be id.ntified. This lack of
solution identification, then , would mean that we would not

I know what the snalylis means in relation to th. phenomenon.
. Third, given that the empirical and the formal aspects of

-

~ i • numerical laws are variable acr oss interpretations, that
I contradictory, irrelevant and indsterainant solutions may exist

and that the empirical component is a necessary element in the
I analysis of a phenoaenoni a conclusion that may be drawn is

that an uninterpreted dimsn.ional analysis, where dimensions
I are geometrical entities, does not admit of the possibility 0!

an a priori discovery or specification of numerical laws.
S
~
atial models. some emT’irical imDliCfttiOfln.

Having detailed some of the empirical implications for

I dimensional models , the analy~~s will attempt to relate these
implications directly to the spatial model.

I The first implication which muat be considered is that
dimensional formulae are in part empirical and that this
empirical portion - determines the formal structure of the dimen~~’
formulae • Consider in the spatial model the mathematical
property of single-peakedness and the numerical law which suggest

1 that individuals act in such a way as to maximize utility. Other
analyses have shown that single-pe akedness over a set of

I individual preferences will guarantee a ~~det social choice
in a model. Thin remains the case no matter what one calls the

I . 
orderings, that is , it does not matter whether individuals are
maximizing utility or acting according to some other decision

i criteria. Therefore, the mOdel gives a sufficient condition
1 for guaranteeing an equilibrium point independent of whether

1 /~ 
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the empirical phenomenon of utility maximization for individuals
exists.23 Consequently, it ar-2ears that the addition of the
assumption of utility adds not)-ing t~ the 3~atial ~~~~mI since
single—peakedness already has giarantecd the results. More
importantly, the empirical natuxe of utility maximization a
viewed dimensionally exists in nnine only, or by definition only.
-~~~~~ )~a not really determined ever~ in part the struc~t~ e of the
model as the previous analysis has suggested that it should.

By not considering the empirical component in utility
maximization, and by relying only upon the logical property of
single—peakedness, the spatial model may be seen as highly
reettictive in several potentially undesirable ways. (1) there are
a good many other formal propertias which also gucrantee a beat
social choice , but are not accounted for In the spatial mo$’.l.
Among these would be the qualitative properties. dichotomous,
echoic and antagonistic proference~ ; value—restricted preferences;
single-caved and two-group-separated - preferences; and taboo
preferences.2~ All of these properties may be presented in terms

- 

t~t utility, but they work indepefldently of tho property as well;
(2) the- -property of single-peakedness requires that the number
of individuals concerned In social choice be odd, if a best J
point ~~~ A 

~n eqvilibriuma point is desired. Clearly, this
limits the raodel since it cannot guarantee a best point, but
merely an equilibrium point point for even numbers of individuals
or free numbers, that is, numbers of individuals where oddness
or evenness is irrelevant. In the above alternative properties,
dichotomous, echoic and antagonistic prefcrences provide a best aoc~ia J
choice-when the number of individuals free;25 (3) It is
possible to find empirical cxr~.plee whare sii gle-peakednee would
not apply in important ~ecision-~taking contexts : Take for
example roll call votii ’~ in t~e United Nations Assembly; clearly
the property of ein~,le-paaked~w*io as a quantity common to
preference orderings is not applicable in nil cases; and (Ii )

- 
- the property of single- oake~nc~~ ei’ it ~taimdq in the spatial ‘1model can only demonstrate a sufficient coi .’Iition for an

equilibrium point, but not a necessary one.26 This suggests that
the property is ruch weaker analytically than other rational
choice theories which

22• :~*~~
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i i
i have specified necessary conditions for an equilibrium point as

~~ i I well as a “best” point. -

The spatial model may also be analyzed with regard to
~~~~: 

~ 
empirical implications by examining the nature and func tion of
dimensional constants within the dimensional model. Recall the

I general expression. - ~~ ,~~ 
l*k

(Xa~
9jm )(X k~

Q
jk )• where

the dimensional constant is intended to represent the

I welghts4. ~~~ s,4. the interaction between each pair of dimensions.
Clearly, from th. above analysis, dimensional analyst. in army

• empirical sense is impossible since the dimenaionm and
I dimensional constants are expre~s&. in k wr,.ti .~ ~~m
. Therefore • the expression can provide us with no information
I about the phenomenon under analysis. The -obvious reJeI~~tr t.

this would be that aJi that needs to be accomplished ii theI empirical interpretation and analysts of the unknown expressions
and a solution wi’]. be attained. But, this I. precisely the

I criticism being offered in this analysis. The first important
point to be noted here is that in spatial terms • the entire

- I problem of social choice reduces to the precise expression of
the constant. In essence then the expression of the entire

I w thessttcal ~ tructure Is somewhat meaningless without Information
• 

- 

about s~~. More importantly, the rejoinder does not consider the
- 

I 
fact that the dimensional constants , In physios at J~~st, can-
not be in many cases discovered within the relevant dimensions
of the phenomenon ander study, but initead derive from otherI empirica’ anal yses over other dimensions. This it will be
recalled is the ccc.. in the exin-ession of a eh~.ig, a.~~ ].

•~‘ I gravitational con;;tant . If this view is correct , then the
spatial ao~el - . hae really not solved the problem, but instead

I has shown that the constant must be determined in some other
• anL~ysIs.

I Another irtpljeation of the empirical analysis was that
since there are poesibljtjes for contradictory, irrelevant and
ind.t .rrminant solutions to dimensional problems , it ii necessary
for a dimensional modal to specify the exact empirical inter.
pretations and components so that the solutiovisto problems canI be made . 5ei~st. of according to the notion of dimension a. a
concept Cf measurement. When the spatial model is considered
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In ligh t of this implication it will be necessary only to
recall the example of “government aid to education ” presented

•arlter in order to assess the consequences of empirical

phenomenon for the spatial model. If the empirical component. J
ax. not considered, it will be iv4posvible for the spatial model

to give a solution which can be meaningfully .valuated , sines
the empirical phenomenon leads to two different equilibrium
points. Since one purpose of spatial modelling is to discover
a unique equilibrium point, the non-empirical aspect of the
model appears to be unsatisfactory . -

Yet another implication involved when conetder4.ng empirical I
aspects of a dimensional analysis is the notion that numerical
laws cannot be deduced from uninterpreted mathematical structures. I
This conclusion implies important consequences for the analysts

of empirical phenomcmon by means of the spatial model. Initially. I
upon examining the spatial modal, one finds that the numerical
law for individual utility maximization over a multidimensional

world 1. initially posit~d~ in the analysis . The law of utility

maximization, although assumed , does not enjoy exteneive
theoretical acceptance or empirical support vie—a—vt. other
alternatives • Among the more prominent alternate explanations,
one find, the following. (1) given the high cost of information 1
and lack of information , individuals m~Ly seek a “satisfactory”

choice, rather than come optimum onci; (2) individuals have ~ I
propensity to act out of i nterevt in a game or gamesmanship so
that even when alternatives are known , and probabilities are I
given, individuals attempt to beat the odds , thereby not
maximizing utility; ¶3) in some cases chosing qne’s most preferred
alternative in a vottr~ eituatton, may in a sense be wasting it ,
since it may not be a possible winner; whereas if a soit preferred
alternative is abandoned in favor of some less- preferred alt.rnat- -

lye, then perhaps some gain may be achieved . this point suggests
ooncept~0

suoh as “strategic” voting2,9 logrolling and Bayes I -
alnimax strategies which not only concern some maximum choice,
but also the notion of a minimum, as well as positions in I
betwsen~ (11) some individuals may not vote for utility on an
individual level, but instead out of altruistic motives; (5) q

2~
0 ’ 

I

~ 
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it is frequently the case that individuals possess littleI information about politics, and vote out of an Interest in
citizen duty rather that utility maxtmization;33(6) it is notI clear how utility would relate to undeveloped belief systems in
which their exist no opinions and non—attitudes, since

•~ I 
information appears to be a necessary condition for expression
of an individual ’s position on a set of dimension.; and (7)

I for a person to have an optimum choice with a subsequent ordering
should not depend upon the order in which the choices are

i presented , and the ordering should not chang. when the order in
I which the alternatives are presented changes without eO~e

genuine attitude change, empirically, this seems for some
I individuals not to be the case.33 -

From the above presentation the analysis has suggest.d withI regard to utility maximization, that there is substantial evidence
• that the phenomenon may not be especially warranted in many• I decision-making contexts . Combining this notion with th. previous

conclusions that the formal structure for utility maximizationI i .  unknown , there- are a multitudinous variety of ways in which
any law could be expressed, some of which may be mutually

• 
I 

exclusive ; and the nature of laws and quantities may lead to
eo].utions which are contradictory , irrelevant or indeterminant ;
It seems clear that the possibiltiy for deducing numerical lawsI is at worst impossible and at best extremely fortuitous.

I SD.tipl j 1lodel1in~ s can It be lustified?
Thus far , the formal and empirical components of dimensional

models in general, have serious implications for the spatialI model approach. Perhaps the polemic, in this regard may be
- ~~~

- presented as follows . if the analysis is correct in asserting
I that formal and empirical quantities - and numerical, laws must

•xiet and must be developed in order to derive a dimensional

I - equation and if the converse is not correct , then the spatial
model cannot be developed a priori. If it cannot be developed
a priori, then it cannot be used to discover laws, in thi, caset

4~ utility maximization in a multidimensional world . Instead, it
appear. to remain enti rely definitional . The spatial analyst

-

- 
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might object that although the spatial model is uninterpreted,
it may at some time, using the given structure, be made
interpreted and subsequently tested empirically. But, the
problem with this rejoinder is evident. if one needs to
interpret a structure , map it into some empirical representation
of a phenomenon and test it empirically, then the spatial model
appears to necessitate an additional, yet unrequired step. This
may ~e shown by observing that if the empirical phenomenon is
well enough understood to be cast in dimensional teral. it must
be well enough understood to be cast in terms of quantities and
numerical laws. Since dimensional analysis is an analysis of
an analysis, a dimensional interpretation derives elsa from
this empirical investigation. The extra step occurs in that
this derived dimensional analysis *eut be compared with the
posited a priori model. Clearly, if an analyst has a “properly”
derived dimensional model, it would not be especially productive
to have an a priori one 1lso. Furthermore , the complexity of
the simple physics problems like the pendulum problem above.
suggest that the possibility of atti

~niM 
a derived and an a

priori model which are identical is not high.

Svattal modell1nk 1 the problem of continuity . 1nfinit~ and
constraints.

Thus far the analyst. has discussed some of the apparent
consequences- formal and empirical- when developing an unint.r—
preted dimensional model prior to developing it. antecedents.
There exists another problem of an opposit. nature, when one
examines the highly specific mathematical assumptions necessary
to construct the dimensional structur. of the øpatia]. mdccl.
The properties of continuity, infinity and etngls peakedness
over alternatives on a dimension taken as asstm~ptione may serve
to illustrate this point. -

One potential problem created by the formal assumptions of
infinity anL4continuity over a set of individual preference
orderings occurs when constraints are introduced into the spatial
aodel3&o that certain alternatives 4htch may be desirable and
most preferred become infeasible. A possible example of this
problem would occur in the real world environment when individuals

26



4 desire that x amount of dollars be spent on a social program.
but a budget constraint of x-1 dollars makes the most preferred

j amount x infeasible. The problem above may be characterized as
follows , the assumption of single-peakedness is a sufficient
condition for the existence of an equilibrium point x over the
alternatives in one dim~mion; but if the equilibrium point x

- 

I ts outside the range of feasible alternatives, then one
• question becomes, is there some unique point in each subset of

• U ordered alternatives which represents a beet alternativ, or
equilibrium point?

- 
- Th. following analysis will demonstrate that the existence

I of an equilibrium point over any subset of alternative s, where
a constraint is imposed such that x represents only a unique

I solution to an unconstrained problem, may not be guaranteed. To
begin, the following notation and definitions will be offer ed.35

I L t  S b the set of all possible alternatives to be considered
for social choice. And let A be any given subset of S. Next,

I the concept of a maximal set may be defined; for any given
subset of S. the maximal set M(A) is;

(Yx )~(xU4(A)~ <-> (x ( A )  & (Yy)((y ~~AI which means there exists a i~et of al ternatives in A such that
no better social alternative in A may be found . Prom the

I definition for a MU), the definition for a. choice set CU) I.
given as. (Yx) t~x t C ( A ) ~~

(
~> ~(~~~ A) & (Yy )(( y L A) — ZRy)Ij,

which means that there exists some element of A which is at
least as good as any other element A.

I The maximal set M (A) and the choice set C(A) may be shown
to be related as follows , C (A) C M ( A ) .  If the alternatives in

i S are both reflexive and connected, then CU) ~ N(A). Of course,
• I a uniqu. element in CU) would be equivalent to an equilibrium

point. Using the concept of choice net , the definition of aI social choice function (SCF) over the subsit A may be given as
* functional relation that defines a non-em pty choice set for
every non-em pty subset of A.

A final definition which must be considered Is the property

4 of “foundedness”~~ ?oundedn eos is a condition where for any
subset A of S there does not exist an Infinitely long descendin g

2?



chain of the type C .  .x3Rx2 & x2Rx1) so that the alternatives
x are infinite. Using the above definitions, two analysts, Sen
and Pattanaik were able to prove the following theorems a neces-
sexy and sufficient condition for R to generate a non-empty
maximal set for every non-empty subset of S is that P should be
founded over S. If one notes that the binary relations,
R and P, are also reflexive and connected, then an additional
theorem may be derived . generates a choice function over S J
if and only if fi is reflexive and connected and P i~ founded
over S.

Nex t the above analysis will be applied directly to the
spatial model. Take any dimension in the spatial model which
possesses the properties outlined in Section 2. Let a constraint
constant be introduced into the model so that the dimension is
partitioned into two intervals, A Cx , - i)  and B— (4- ,xl, where
the constraints constant b is given a. being less than or equal
to x. In effect, B will be eliminated from the set of
feasible alternatives by stipulation. Graphically, the following
would result, where the shaded area represents B.

u(x,e1) 
-

I
(B} (A)

Since by construction, A ha. as one of its interval end—points
an open-ended element x,- such that for any point chosen in A
there exists another point which is more preferred, no
equilibrium point exists for the individual.

Since there exists the poasiblity that no dominant position
exists over a given subset of alternatives ordered by an
individual, it remains to be seen what effect this engender.
in the social choice.

Since the constraint constant affects all oitizena , some
• citizens or no citizen, several cases concerning the constant

must be discussed. - 
-
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Case ones consider a situation in which all citizens prefer

• I the same al ternative as their beet choice. Let the constraint
constant b for each citizen equal the constraint over theI social choice preference ordering so that b equals the median
of the density function f(x). Graphically, this may be
represented as follows .

I

Clearly, under the case of unanimity above, no social choice
is engendered .

Case two. consider a situation in which a majority of

I citizens prefer as their best choice , alternatives which are
equal to or less than the constraint constant a, so that the

I set of alternatives desired by the majority are infeasible.
‘raphically, this may be represented as foflow~ s

f(x)t

~~~~In the above case, the majority, assuming that everyone votes.
• must prefer an alternative which is greater than b, but less than

any other point. If b ~ x~,1 and descending from that point the
al ternatives are given a8 xi,,, .... x2, x1, then the- alternatives

I In the feasible subset of S above are not founded. This is true
since no matter what value is substituted for n, there exists atI least one alternative which is more preferred. C(A) is there-
fore empty and no dominant point exists.

I Case threes connidor a ci tuation in which a constraint
- ;

~

. constant is introduced ouch that the most preferred alternative
for society is not eliminated as a feasible alternative, where

29
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b is less than the median . Again, all citizer.. ar. assumed
to vote. Graphically this may be represented as followss - 

-

f x )

xi
In the above representation. i~ i~ clear that citizon~, whoso j
moat preferred position is less than b. engenders a situation
in which the moat preferred point desired by society is not J
the equilbrium point, but the ~ of the distribution, where
i ~ M. Also since the only restriction is that the constraint I
is less than b, there exists the possibility that the equilibrium
point may not be unique. -

Case four s it appears that under a world of constraints, an
equilibrium point only guaranteed, when for any given citizen,
the constraint constant b is always unequal - to x. This allows
for the complete range of alternatives to be ordered over the
density function f(x). I

Prom the above analysis, the study may now proceed to a
consideration of a world of two or more dimensions, in order I -

to discover the existence of an equilibrium point under the
existence of constraints. Consider initially a world of two J
dimensions x1 and x2 which order an individual’s preference
profile into a utility function with a most preferred position ~~.

Graphically , the following results ’ -

-
- 

u(x~e~ - I

indifference contours 1X2
roxt, let a constraint function be introduced into the 

1 1
analysis so that the set of feasible alternatives is limited 1
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I
I by a vector in two dimensions , g(x) — b, where g1(x 1,x 2 ) ~

end g2(x 1,x2) — b2 such that b (b1,b2)~ and where b a A
Also let cc

1 
be any indifference contour not constrained by b.

By construction, ~< must always be less than b and less than
)~_
. Graphically, the following resultes

~ 

m

iu_ •

~~~~~~~~~

%
soi:tion t

~

l
constrained

x2

I In order to show that there does not exist a most preferred
- 

‘ 
indifference contour for a citizen in two dimensions In the
above analysis, let an indifference contour which is most

I preferred equal ~~~~~ and let the set of indifference contours
descending from that contour equal o ,~~ • A. in the
case of one dimension, no matter which contour is chosen, such

I that the points are elements of the real numbers, there always
exists a contour which is more preferred. 

- -

I It seems apparent that if the vector x ~ (x1, x2,..., x~)
is considered, as long as any element x1 to Zn contains as
empty choice set in one or more dimensions , then as the number
of constrained dimensions increases the greater the dispersion
of poseiblities about a social equilibrium point.

Several theoret~cal imi,1jcatione.

I For those schools of thought which may advocate a “narrow
thesis of empiricism ,” that i., those who deny either the

I importance, necessity or existence of theoretical terms~~the
analysis might well have ended above. In so doing, the
empirical and formal components in a dimensional arelysia would

I remain the major detoraining factors. In the following sections,
theoretical considerations will be introduced into the analysis
of dimensions as a concept of measuremnt in orde r to show that
theoretical concerns are of considerable importance to
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I- I
dimensional enalys~a.

If a dimensional model is to be of any value theoretically.
it must be presented so that it. relevance and relationship to
other models, concepts and constructs within a theoretical -

paradigm and perhaps between theoretical paradigms is clearly .
established. Take for example the dimensional equation for I
centripetal force3~ iven as f ~ Ø’(m, v, r), where tis centripetal
force, ~ is a function defined over mass m, velocity v, and I
radius r. From the analysis thus far, the designation of
primary and secondary dimensions is entirely arbitrary. One Iset of dimensions which might be used would be a — a, v — 1t~~,and r 1 so that the equation for force becomes f — k mv2/r,
where k is a dimensional constant. Suppose that for some
reason our analysis posits the same dimensions for time and
length. Then the analysis would derive f — al 2, v —

r — 1 and it can be seen that any one of an infinite number of
combinations air , mv/r , mv2/r , mv~/r would satisfy the equation. I
Since dimensional analysis seeks a specific solution , this
solution seems to suggest that the above formula becomes somewhat I
meaningless for much of conventional analysis in physics so that
new c’oncepta of measurement must be developed for the entire Isystem. From the above, then, one might conclude ‘that
theoretical import gives rise to the inclusion and/or exclusion
of certain kinds of dimensions in various combinations according
to the theoretical and observational nature of the quantities
being analyzed. The combinations decided upon in ‘turn determine
the kind of theoretical explanation which may be offered and
which may not. It. therefore, becomes important for the 1
dimensional equation to be constructed so that its relevance 

-

to theoretical enterprises or paradigms is clearly established. 1
If this is not accomplished, then it will be difficult or 

-

impossible to tell from which theory a model is derived or how j]
- 

• it may be included in any theory. Ultimately, its contribution -

to scientific knowledge cannot be assessed , that is, it
con tribution toward poetdiction , prediction and explanation
will be unclear .
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I Spatial modoljinp s is it ~r6pèrly included within Arrow’s
parad i gm?

I Apparently, the spatial modelling enterprise derives at
least partially from the work of Anthony Downs, but the main
derivation appears to stem from Arrow ’s work as characterized

I in the introduction . It migh t be useful to look at both
formulations to discover whether or not the spatial model

I interpretation say be considered to be within the same
theoretical fr amework as that of Arrow. Taking the two appro aohess

I point by point, the following areas of divergence may be
elucidated.

Initially and emphatically, Arrow prohibits the use of
• I utility functions of any kind. This is perhaps most clearly

illustrated by Arrow’s Condition 3, The Independence of
I Irrelevant Alternatives, which explicitly eliminates utility

functions, but is not used directly in the proof of the General
I Impossibility Theorem.~FO Arrow 1s reasoning in this regard may be

summarized as fol1owss~\1) they are not measurable for one

I individual, (2) they cannot be compared across individuals,
(3) there are an infinite number of possible exprs ss~ons for

1 utility in terms of functions so that choosing any one is
essentially a normative judgment, and (Al ) they are unnecessarily

- 

I restrictive with regard to additional and alternate assumptions.
I The spatial model, of course , assumes that the poasiblity of

expressing individual preference. as utility exists. Although
I the approac h admits of the possibility of an infinite variety

of functions, they limit their analysis to the class of functions

J liste d in the explication of the spatial model. The approach
also considers poàeible restriction, or assumptions, some of the

I most important of which ares ( 1) functional forms of utility
functions for each individual are identical , (2) individuals

I weight dimensions in an identical fashion , (3) individuals
assign the same degree of relative importance to all issues
vis a-vie oneanother.

Another topic wherein divergence is high between the two

I 
approaches would be with regard to the specific assumptions made

- • abou t alternatives for social choice. In Arrow’s formulation

/ 3,
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of the problem of rational social choice, he explicitly
requires that alternatives be discrete over the entire set of
alternatives, as well as over any subset. Further, he requires

113

that the set of alternatives for social choice be finite.
Apparently, Arrow was aware of potential problems involved in
dealing with continuity and infinity . The spatial model
approach assumes quite the opposite , that is the spatial. model
works only when the alternatives ordered for an individual
preference profile are assumed to be continuous as well as
infinite.

Both approaches essentially require that certain limitation
on the orderings of alternatives for social choice. In other
words1 they both define those orderings which will be admissible.
For Arrow, orderings are admissible if they satisfy Axioms I. and
2 and his five conditi ons . Later in his work, Arrow rela,es
Condition I in order to admit orderings which are only single-
peaked. This causes the problem not to be cast in terms of
social welfare functions any longer, but does provide a sufficient
condition for eliminating the Impossibility Theorem. Other
analysts clearly in the tradition i Son, Pattanaik and Inada
have added necessary conditions as well, merely by relaxing
Condition 1. The spatial approach also assumes the property
of single-peakedneso, but they also add in utility maximization
thereby violating Condition 3 of Arrow’s work. The difference
in the two approaches is clears in the former, the relaxation
of a minimal number of conditions is paramount, while in the
latter, the concern is not with retaining conditions and attain—
ing solutions within the social welfare function framework.

One of the most important characteristics of Arrow ’s analysis
is that it applies to all decision rules meeting Arrow’s five
conditions such that it I. completely genera1~

5 This means that
any attempt to discover a specific rule which would avoid the
Impossibility Theorem will not succeed unless the axioms and
conditions are changed. The spatial model does not possess this
characteristic, however, since it applies only to methods of
majority decision-making which are compatable to a dimensional
interpretation.



Yet another significant point of divergence between the
two approaches would be the question of the possibility of a
dimensional solution ; this of course has been the central

I theme of this paper. Clearly, Arrow’s formulation of the
problem is entirely non-dimensional. Therefore, it is not

I subject to the kinds of criticism presented above whioh derive
• from one dimensional assumption or another. In addition to

I not being subject to the criticisms above, Arrow’s approach is
• not affected by the problem of accounting for a fixed struc ture

i which ralatee to a phenomenon which is highly variable over
I time .’6Arrow’s Conditions 2 and 3 account for preference

orderings at any one point in time. The spatial model, however,

I is a fixed multidimensional structure which may deal with a
P highly variable phenomenon. Therefore, it would seem that the

I spatial model is highly restricted in that it cannot account
for dimensions which are highly variable, temporary or possibly

-
~~ I irrelevant.

A final point of divergence which encompasses all of the

i 
above criteria is that of the number of essential assumptions

I and restrictions required by each model. For Arrow and indeed
rational choice theorists clearly in this tradition, the problem

I of social choice seems to be determined by positing an absolute
minimum number of restrictions upon decision-making situations.~

7

I The spatial model as evidenced throughout this analysis require.
• a good deal more in the way of assumptions, and therefore, may

be seen to be considerably more restricted and consequently
highly limited in possibilities for application.

l Given the above points of divergence, the possibility for
theoretical commonality between the two may be discovered by
examining the nature of the results which Arrow is trying to

I achieve and the results of the spatial analysts in comparison
with group decision rules. To begin with, group decision rules
in general may be shown to be distinguishable into subste of
oneanother according to the degree of restrictiveness imposed
by the conditions charac terizing each. The set of rules in
which all others are contained is simply labeled a rule. A rule

I may be defined as a functional relation f the range of which
‘5

I



constitutes a set of binary weak preference relations defined
over S and the domain of which is a class of ordered sets of
binary weak preference relations defined over the set of all
alternatives S. The notation for a rule is R f(R1....R~).
Contained within the set of rules is the subset dealing only
with social choice. These rules are called group decision rules.
The conditions imposed upon these two kinds of rules are not
stringent . For example, relations may be connected, reflexive
or transitive, but they need not all occur together.

A more restricted group decision rule which requires at
least two necessary conditions, reflexivity and connectedneas,
is the social choice function (SC?), defined briefly as a group
deciejon ’ rule which defines over every non—empty subset of S a
non—empty choice set, C(A). Stated in lens technical terms, a
social choice function exists when for any subset of alternatives
in S, there exists a unique alternative which is as good as or
better than any other alternative in the aubáet, Along with the
two necessary conditions above, several other conditions may be
added in various combinations in order to guarantee a. non-empty
choice set.

The social chocie function may be further narrowed by
requiring it to be a social decision function (SD?). A social
decision function may be defined as a social choice function
such that every social weak-preference relation in its range
engenders a social chocie function over S. A social decision
function which has as its range a set of complete social orderings-
that is, ordering, which are reflexive, connected and transitive-
characterizes a social welfare function (SW?).

Initially, it must be noted that the beginning definition
for a rule also is a subset of other Less restrictive mathematical
relations, while a social welfars~function is highly restricted,
represents only some possible restrictive conditions , but
certainly not all. The above explanation may be represented
more lucidly as follows;

rules C GDR C SCF C SD? C. SW? C.. other rules
Arrow’s theoretical world assumes a. a minimum , the conditions

necessary to guarantee a social welfare function. Of course, as
- 
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mentioned earlier, these conditions may lead to intranitive
social preference profiles and dictatorial choices for society.

• The imposition of single-peakedness on Arrow’s condition I
eliminates both problems above while only restricting the range
of feasible alternative orderings.

Spatial theorizing is not concerned so much with retaining
Arrow’s condition, as it is with representing the necessary
and/or sufficient conditions for an equilibrium point to exist
under majority rule in more than one dimension under the

I assumption that individual ordinal utility functions will lead
to the generation of such a point if in fact ons exists. In
terms of the functions delineated above , spatial modeling seeks

I only a social choice function with it. own set of restrictive
i conditions.
1 The initial representation of the sets of rules may be

modified to show Arrow’s formulation and the spatial models

I rulee~~~~GDR
~~~~~~~~~~~

4p

spatial Arrow
I models

From thi. it is clear that with the utilization of utility

I function., multidimensionality and other properties and conditions
the spatial model approach cannot move up the latter of

I restrictive subsets to Arrow ’s SW? and beyond to other more
restrictive rule , since this has becom. impossible by definition.

I 
This does not of course imply that the SC? subset of the latter
of restrictiveness is somehow inferior to the SD? or SW?. It
doe., however , imply that both approaches being oonsidered above

I ax. not theoretically in the same tradition.

I 
An additional t)teorettcal linDlication.

An important consequence of viewing quantities and numerical
laws as being independent of the di~’aensions which nay be used to

I express them is that the possibility for theoretical deductive
analysis and manipulation nay proceed even though empirical

I means for observation and dimensional measuremnt have not been
developed . One good example of this w~~d be the dev.lopm.nt of

I the theory of relativity which links Newton’s laws of notion
with the law, of motion for light rays. Generally , the theory

I 3?



contains constructs which are as of yet unmeasurable or
unobservable , but nevertheless it can explain both sets of 

48
phenomenon in a ~unifiedNway better than any other competitor.

- 
This important aspect of deductive theory seems to be most
significant for doing science when the quantities and laws are
interpreted; since if they are not interpreted, the resuls of
any deductive manipulations will be of interest only to the
mathematician or logician.

IV. Summary and conclusions. •

In the above analysis, three concepts of dimension applicable
to social science were considered; the ordinary language concept,
geometrical concept, and dimension as a concept of measurement.
Each concept was shown to have important consequences in the
pursuit of scientific knowledge when compared and contrasted with
the spatial modelling enterprise.

With regard to formal properties of quantities • numerical
laws and dimensions, it was shown that quantities and laws
determine dimensional models, but that working backwards from -J
dimensional models in order to deduce unknown quantities and
laws was not generally possible except perhaps in some fortuitous
manner. This lead to the conclusion that dimensional analysis
is not ana priori means for doing science, but instead, “an
anal ysis of an analysis ’ which has already been completed. It
was also shown that according to this interpretation there exists
a possibility of three kinds of solutions; contradictory,
irrelevant and indeterminant. This possibility indicated the
necessity of specifying interpreted dimensions go that a given

• 
solution can be evaluated as a solution to a specific problem.
The anaysis of the spatial model in these terms suggested that
the model could not account for the consequences and 1~plicat ions
of di*vi~i.ons as a concept of measurement.

Just as the formal antecedents of dimensional interpretations
determine the formal structur. of a dimensional model, the
analysis also suggested that an empirical element must be
considered . The empirical element was shown to be a necessary
element in a dimensional model end the notion further supported I!
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i 
the impossibility of an a priori interpretation and the

I possibility of alternate solutions, Again when compared to
the spatial model, the empirical section of the analysis suggested

- I that the spatial model could not adequately account for problems
arising in this area.

I By combining conclusions derived from the formal and
- : empirical sections of the analysis, the following conclusion

- - I was drawn ; if the apiuttial model by some fortuitous circumstances
can in fact account for the formal and empirical criticisms

- 

I rendered , it still appears to be at least an extra step in
gaining knowledge about a scientific interpretation of a

~ I phenomenon.
Next, the analysis attempted to show that the spatial

‘ 
modelling enterprise appeared to be seeking a solution or

- solutions to the problem of rational social choice in a manner
• very different from the traditional works in the field. Given

• I that the spatial modelling enterprise was not realy seeking
solutions to problems in the traditional formulation of rational
social choice, it las suggested that the uninterpreted nature
of the model was such that the relationship with other theoretical

~ I 
. paradigms could not be established with the model in this form.

Also closely related to this point is that the mathematical aod•l

I does not specify what wilt end will not qualify as observation
terms according to a theoretical framework. This again
indicated that the model was somewhat unclear as to what it

I could provide solutions for with respect to specific phenomenon.
- From the above summary, at least two very general conclusions

~~~~~

- might be drawn. First , perhaps when doing science , mathematics
and mathematical structures shou~ld be viewed as means toward

I achieving explanation of a phenomenon and not as ends in them-
selves. This, of course, is not to say that it is improper to

I study mathematics as an end, since this is precisely what is
done in the discipline of mathematics; instead , it is iap?oper
to study mathematics as an end in itself when doing science.
And second, perhaps the problems of infinity and continuity,
geometrical concepts of d imension and so on, indicat, the need to

____  

I develop new oy alternate mathematical enterprises which are or



could be more conducive to social science explanation.

- i
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I ’
Introduction -

This report serves as a user ’s manual for the oil module In its present

form. Earlier Project papers (especially Research Report ~o. 15) have

-

• 

described the oil industry as it might be seen by a producing-country decision-

maker. Certain aspects of the simulation module have been revised in order

to reflect structural changes In country-company relationships that have occurred

in the last six to nine months, but in general the context in which the module

functions Is accurately discussed in those papers. It will be assumed through-

out the remainder of this paper that the reader is familiar with the earlier

material.

The next section of this report will discuss the mechanics of how the

user convnunlcates with the module. Following that is a brief sumary of the

- ~~~ module ’s current structure and the relationship of that structure to the

changes in country-company relations mentioned earlier • Then a treatment of

the comeands necessary to run the model will precede a description of a sam-

• pie run of the module. In this sample run, an attempt is made to simulate

the recent embargo and Its aftermath (from the standpoint of Saudi Arabia).

• I Coumunicatinq with the flodule

As mentioned In earlier Project reports, the oil module is eventually

intended to send information to, and receive control from, a decision-module

which will simulate the actions of decisIon-makers In the producing country.
— 

‘-ihen the oil module becomes linked with the decision-module, the user will

not cormunicate directly with the oil module; .11 cormunicatlons will be

- 
handled by either the decision module or a higher level user Interface module

especially designed to perform input-output functions. Accordingly, some

interim arrangement is necessary to facilitate user ca uunlcation with the -4



module during the present stage of development and testing.

The Pt/I language in which the oil module Is written contains a feature

which accomplishes this interim coITInunications task wi th a minimum of Input-

output progranining. T!ie feature Is the GET DATA statement for input, and the

ste tement functions rather straightforwardly.

The module tsi 11 notify the user that I nfonnatl on may be entered by

prompting the user in two ways. First, a short message will be printed at the

user’s terminal. This message will identify to the user what Information may

be entered at this particular time. Ininedlately below the message will appear —

a colon (occasionally a short delay will occur after the message and before the

colon is printed). After the colon has been printed the user may enter Infor-

mation.
The format In which the Information Is entered is critical hut simple. If

one wished to set a variable (say PP, i. posted price) equal to some value

(say ~2.5U), one- would type the following (called an assignment):

PP.2.50

lotice that no blanks appear within the assignment. Blanks may appear before

an assignment, but not within one. If one wished to set a second variable (say

OPIR, or desired production Increase rate) to some value (say 200,000) then one

would type another assignment, either on the same line as the preceding one or

on the following line. If the second assignment were typed on the same line

as the first it would look like this: ‘1
PP.2.50 )PIR.2fl0000

(k,e or more blanks must appear ~~~ assignments on the same line. If

the second assignment were to be typed on the line following the first, then

it would look like this:

- .  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _



I
PP~2.50 •~J

I
~0TE: t~)signifies that the user pushes the carrIage return key.

I
In general, the user may type as many assignments as may be approprIate

I using either or both of the methods just described. For Instance, we might

i have:
U 

PP—2. 50 )P1R—200000 COCI—300

~: ~ 
Or we might have:

PP 2.50 DPIR~2OO0OO ‘
~~~~~~

~~

: I C0CI~30()

Or finally we could have:

PP.2.50 çf~

1 ¶WIR-200000 ~~~~~~~ .

C0CI~3OO

I iThen the user has entered all the assignments he wishes, he then enters

I a semicolon and pushes the carrIage return. The semicolon signals to the

module that no more assignments are to be made and that it should return to

I normal processing. If the user does not wish to make ~~ assignments at the

time of the prompt, he shou ld enter a semicolon and press the carr iage return

I after the colon appears. Thus our examples would look like this:

PP 2. 50 DPIR.200u00 C0CI~300; f~~:

I Or
,

I PP.2.50 OPIR.200000 t~~~

C0CI~3OO; f~

1 - —



Or

PP.2.50 (~i’-

!JPIR*200000 -.

~~~ I
COCI~3OO; (Ce’ 

-

‘-then entering informatIon, keep In mind the following points. J
1. DecImal points should be Included (if appropriate) in an

assignment. 1
2. Comas should not be included in an assignment (i.e., DPIR~200000, Inot OPIR~2OO,O0O). This Is so even though comas are Included

uhen the values of many variables are printed by the module as I
output.

3. :io blanks may appear within an assignment. I
4. At least 1 blank must appear between assIgnments which appear I

on one line.

. An assignment may not be continued from one line to the next; I
if the user cannot complete an assignment statement before the

end of the present line, he should backspace until he gets to I
the blank(s) at the end of the last complete assIgnment and then

press carriage return, typing the deleted assignment on the next

line. 1
3. Once the user has pressed carriage return, whether after a

semicolon or not, the line entered may not be changed. Check I
to see that all assignments on a tine are correct before pressing

the carriage return. (Remember that errors on a given line

may be corrected by backspacing. ) I
11

-4- •1
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j  
7. Occasionally one may wish to enter an assignment for a

variable which has letters (instead of numbers ) to the right

I of the equals sign. This is done by enclosing the value in

I apostrophes and by typing the letters In upper case. Example:

CONTROL~’STOP

I The user need not be concerned with the manner In which variable values

are printed by the module as output. It should he noted, however, that

1 occasionally a variable value printed as output will be printed wi th a semi-

colon following. This is of no importance and should ne ignored.
I This completes the discussion of user coninunication with the oil module.

I Further information concerning specific prompting messages and appropriate

user responses will be found In section IV.

- I Current Structure of ~1odul e

I 
As pointed out earlier, the oi$ module has undergone molificatlon, mainly

because of events In the last six to nine months. In Its present form, the

• I module has three stages. The first stage generates country revenue from oil

for the years 1963 through 1972. It determines the monthly revenue for any
- I given month of that period by taking one-twelfth of the country’s revenue for

the appropriate year. The annual revenue figures are taken directly from

I Table 95 (for Saudi Arabia) of the OPEC Stati~t1~~i~Bulljt~ifl for 1972. The

I use of this method provides an easy means of providing reasonably accurate
* revenue information for testing other modules over this time period while

I explicitly avoiding any attempt to model the structural conditions In effect

I 
during that time. Overwhelming changes In country-company relationships have

taken place since late 1972, with the result that the contractual structure

of that period is not at all relevant for future predictions of oil production

and revenues.

I
I



1
~eginning with January, 1973, the second stage of the oil module takes I

over. This stage Is an attempt to model the Saudl-ARAtICO participation con-

tract which came Into force at that time. Revenues resulting from the sales

of Independent and seliback crude are kept distinct from tax and royalty

revenues, and the Saudi government’s growing control over production capacity.

production level, and prices Is included in the model. In both the second I
(“participation ’) and third (“current”) stages, a distinction should be made

between technologically constrained parameters (such as the cost of production, I
or the cost of a daily barrel Increase In capacity) and “control ” parameters, I
the value of which Is set by actions of the producing-country government

(sometimes but not always In negotiation with the other members of OPEC and/or I
the liternational majors).

The third stage models the country-company contractual relationships I

J 

presently in force, and takes effect (in the module) beginnIng January 1974. 1
In this third stage, the producing country government sets prices and produc-

tion levels unilaterally, disregards entirely the Teheran, Geneva I, and I
Geneva 11 agreements, and determines Its own share of participation. As this

Is written, It appears that this “current” stage is flexible enough to be I
useful for various alternative scenarios of future choices by the producing

country government, and it also appears that there is little reason for the

government to change structural relationships very greatly in the near future. I
TM qoveinment can get virtually everything it wants by changing “control”
parameters under the current arangements. I

In the event that stilt another stage is warranted, either by further

• action on the part of producing country governments or because the user

would like to test a set of hypothetical contractual relationships, such a I
stage may be written by the user and employed in the oil module. h owever ,

I
- - 
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this last course will be rather “messy” for the user until the Project ’s

Terminal lonitor Program Is completed, and thus no discussion wilt be made

I during the remainder of this paper of a user-written stage.

I 
The operation of all three stages of the module may best be explained

through use of an illustrative example. Accordingly, such an example is

I -leveloped In the next section.

• An illustrative ~un

I The module Is accessed at present by first logging onto the Ohio State

University IRCC System 370’ s ISO system. Once logged on, the user should

I type either

I 
or 

userp ‘tj aOlO.sysproc ’

I free file(sysproc ) (ç~
• alloc file(sysproc) !a(’tjaOlO.syspro ’) ~~~I The system will reply wi th

I READY

The user should respond by typing

I
and then, after the system responds with

I
once again, he should type

runoil (VP)

I
The $80” conunand will set the system’s output line width to 80 colu’nns.

I The ‘runoil” conunand will cause the oil module to begin execution after a

I (hopefull y) short delay . If the sys tem Is servi ng a ‘arge rn ter of time-

sharing users when the “ runoll” command Is sent , however , the felay could be

II



as much as a minute or two.

-1 The oil module will begin by prompting the user for the year and month

In which he wishes the simulation to start. The prompt will appear as follows. 11
A typical user response is Indicated following the colon.

PIP OIL ~1O0ULE VERSIOU OF (date)

EITER STARTI’~G ~O~ITH Ah~1D YEAR, FOLLOt’IED BY A SC-1ICOLO”. I
tXNIPLE: YEAR 1967 iOtrIHa9;

J
year l9l2 monthal; ?~r’

Of course, any starting month (1 through 12) is valid for the years 1963

through 1972. If, however, one wishes to have the module begin using either I
the “participation” or the “current” stages , one should enter either

year.l973 month~l; ~~~ I
or

yearal9l4 monthal; ~~~~~ ‘

respectively. These two stages presently have default Initial values valid I
~~~ 

for January, 1973, and January, 1974 respectIvely. 
~~~ 

if the user

is prepared to enter the appropriate initial values for all required variables .1
for months other than these two should he start the module in months other

than these two.

The module will begin computation wi th the month and year given It and I
cycle monthly until instructed to stop. 10 prompting fcr user Input will take

place until the module reaches January 1913 (if it was given a starting month I
• earlier than that). Reginning in January 1973 (when the participation stage

becomes effective), the module will prompt each month for user inputs.

The “participation” stage Is composed of two subroutines: the “production” J
subroutine and the “participation” subroutine. Equations for the “production”

I’

~~~IIii:-~i ~~~~ 
--

~~~
-
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subroutine are listed in Appendix I, along with descriptions of variables.

~‘: I 
This subroutine produces as output the simulated measures of production level,

current production capacity, level of proved reserves, and so on. It is meant

I to represent the relatively fIxed ‘physical ’ process of oil productIon.

I 
The “participation’ subroutine simulates the dominant characteristics of

the participation contractual arrangements in existence between ARAIICO and Saudi

I’ Arabia in 1973. It generates as output such things as monthly revenues from
- independent sales of participation crude, from seliback sales of participation

• crude, and from tax revenues and royalties. it accepts as control inputs

values for posted price, for sellback price, for independent crude sales (as a

~ I percentage of total production), and so on. Equations for the “partIcipatIon”

subroutine are listed In Appendix II along with definitions of variables.

I Defaul t Initial values are provided for the appropriate variables for

f January, 1973 for both subroutines. Thus if one starts the module at that

month, or is prompted when the module reaches that month, and changes no values

when given the opportunity for that month, the subroutines will each begin an

j  

approximate “replication “of production and revenues In Saudi Arabia for 1973.
- - Taking the default Initial values would thus be the “normal” option for the

J “participation ’ stag.. Later during the year, however, the user will be

requIred to enter control information if he wishes to continue the “replication.”

The control information which he will be requIred to enter is much the same as

J that which was actually provided by the Saudi government to ARP&k0 in 1973.

For the purposes of this example let us do this. Assune that the starting

I
ye.r.1973 monthl; ~~~~~~

‘-

I The module would then respond by printing

I
- :-



I
YEAR~l973 Ot1TH~l~ I
P~OUUCT IO~ SUBROUT I IE PROtIPT

The user’s response would be

~ ~h~cr:

in order to take the default Initial values . After computations were completed 1
for production for the current month, the production subroutine would list the

values of all variables computed in the production subroutine equations. J
(OUTPUT APPEARS HERE....)

The module would then print I
PARTICiPATIO~! SUBROUTI~’JE PRO~1PT

to which we have agreed to respond by typing J
;(~~~~~

•

~

Once again the default ini tial values have been selected. And, In a manner I
identical to that just described for the “production” subroutine, the values

of all variables computed in the “participation” subroutine equation are printed

as output. I
(OUTPUT APPEARS HERE...)

The module would next print I
CO~1TROL PROt IPT 1

- i If the user wished the module to continue running, he would enter I
; %~ç~-

If , however, he wishes the module to stop running, he would enter I
runswitchs’STOP’; ,

~~~~~~ i ~
The basic cycle of the oil module Is, then, the following sequence of I

11
1-- •

-
- — -

~~~

- —



g prompts and outputs:
- OflH• YEAR- ;

I PRODUCT 1O~! SUBROUTIn E

(user Input, If any) ;

I (PRODUCT IO;~ SUBROUTEIE OUTPUT )

PARTICIPATIO1 SUBROUTI’IE PROIPT

1
I (user Input, If any) ;

• (PARTICIPATIO.! SUBROUTI IE OUTPUT)
• 

- I CONTROL PR(XV’T

I ; (j~) (or runswitcb ’STOP’; tv!J

I Duri nq the module’s cycle for the twelfth month of ~ ch year, however.

yearly agqregate values for some of the variables are printed in each sub-

I routine’s output. These yearly totals are clearly IdentIfIed and thus their

format will not be discussed here. Appendix III lists the control Inputs which

I must be entered by the user In order to “replicate” the actual events of 1973.

1 In January, 1974, the “current” stage begins. ‘mat happens inside the
I module is that the “participation” subroutIne is replaced by the “current’ sub-

I routine. The same “production” subroutine is used In this stage. The equations
and variabl e definitions for the “current” subroutine are given in Appendix

I IV, and it may be noticed that many of the variables are identical with those

in the “participation” subroutine. There are, houavsr, Important differences
concerning the increased unilat eral control of the producing country in setting

I the various prices involved.

The prompts that appear for the “current” subroutine are sImilar to those

I
- 

I .11.’

—



I

p for the “participation” subroutine: j
CURRENT SUBROUT lIE PR(X1PT

J
It Is suggested, of course, that the user accept the default initial values

for the subroutine by responding with

• I
to the January, 1974, prompt by the subroutine. Appendix V shows the appropriate

• control inputs by the user in order to “replicate” the first four months of 1
• 

• 
1974 and, in addition, to carry out the proposed ARAMCO capital Investment

program to Increase capacity to 201 barrels per day by the end of 1980. Output

• for the “current” subroutine Is similar to that of the “partlcipatlon” sub-

routine, and includes a similar yearly sununary for some variables.

Suuunary I
f The descriptions and instructions In earlier sections, when combined with

the information in the various Appendices, should provide the reader with a

reasonably clear understanding of how to run the oil module in Its present 1 ~stand-alone form. As mentioned earlier , the user module conununicatlon Interface

is temporary in the sense that it will be replaced wlsen the module Is joined I
with others in the near future. lonetheless, the module as presently running

provides a means of testing future alternative scenarIos. Furthermore, to the I
extent that the control inputs necessary to have the module “replicate” recent 1history have been Identified we hive a basis for attempting to construc t parts

of the decision module ; it should provide something close to these control Inputs I
when presented with a similar context.

It was hoped that a printout from the s~~ le run suggested In this report I
would be available. However, last minute computer problems prevented the inclu- ]
sion of such a printout in this report. -

.12.
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APPENDIX I
Production Subroutine Equations ,

I Variable Descriptions, and Initial Values

I
EQUATiONS:

I IR.(DPIR)(COCI)

where:
I ZR $ investment Rate: the amount of capital to be

I invested in order to achieve a given increase In

production capacity ADOR months later.

I OPIR bau d. DesIred Production Increase Rate: the nt~~er of

bbl/da production capacity is to be Increased
• I ADBR months later.

I CXI $/bbl/ds Cost of Capacity Increase: average overall cost

of an Increase of 1 bbl/d. In production capacity.

I
I C bbl/da ProductIon Capacity: average daily productIon

I capacity for current month.

El bbl/da Effective Investment: the Increase in production

•~ I 
capacity which is to becom. operational during

the current month (AOSR months after th. money

I was ~o ltted for its purchsse).
Ps(PAPC)(PC)

I p
~~ d1 usbo~1e~ P~oductIoi~ ~ ~~~~~ of Capacity: the level •f

range: 0.00 to 1.00 production desired by govainmant decisien—askers

I
— 

I ‘fl”



_1
p expressed as a proportIon of the present month’s 1

capacity.

P bbl/da Production Rate: average actual production per

day during the current month.

IN (DAYS) (P)

where: I
1P bbl ionthly Production: actual production for the

current month. I
DAYS da th~èer of days In the current month.

PR-(PRf1)(I~P).PR 
I

where: I
PR bbl Proved Reserves : current estimate of oil-In-

place which can be recovered with existing facill-

ties and technology and at current costs of

production. I
PRM dimensionless Proved Reserves tiultiplier: average ratio of net

Increase in proved reserves to monthly production

for a given month. J
ESTIMATES OR PARAMETER AND VARIABLE INITIAL. VALUES FOR JANUARY 1973:

ADOR . 3 months I
CXI • $300/bbl Ida

DPIR • 219,000 bbl /da

PAPC - 1.0 1
PC • 6,575,000 bbl /da

P~1 • 1.43 1
PR • 92,992,000 bbl 1

-14-
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I APPENDIX II

MPartlcipationN Subroutine Equations,

I Variable Descriptions, and Initial Values

I The following block of equations adjusts posted price according to the second

l Geneva agreement, and Is used for the months of June through December 1973.

IF MONT He6T HEN BEGIN:

I
TESTCUR (THISCUR-LASTCUR)Il 00

I IF TESTCUR •. ou THEN CF.TESTCUR

ELSE CFO
I
I PP.PP+(TPOST)(CF)

• END;

1 where

I 
TESTCUR dimensionless the percentage increase or decrease in the

value of THISCUR (as measured on the 23rd

of the previous month) compared with

LASTCUR, the value 0f THISCUR from the

I previous Iteration. j

I 
THISCUR $ the average value of a desIgnated group of

currencies as determined on the 23rd of the

I previous month.

CF dimensionless Currency Factor: the proportion of inflation

I or deflation of the designated group of

currencies referred to In THISCLJRS

I .15-



TPOST $ The value for PP that would be in effect I
during a given month under the terms of the

Teheran Agreement but excluding the terms of J
the first and second Geneva Agreements.

pp $ Posted Price: the artificial price used in I
country - company relationships a~. a basis 1
for determining (for tax purposes only)

company •S profi ts~’. 1
For the months January through lay, the following simple assignments of posted

prices which resulted from applicatIon of the Second Geneva Agreement are made: 1
IF fiONTH~l THEN PP~2.594

IF ~I0NTH 5 THEII PP-2. 742

For all months in 1973, the following participation equations are used to deter- J
mine revenues:

TAXPAID.(PP-C0P~(R0YALTY)(PP))(TAXRATE)+(ROYALTY)(PP) I
where 1

TAXPAID $/bbl Tax Paid Price: the price (less production
- costs ) paid by oil companies for their share

of the oil produced. - -

COP /bbl Cost of Production: average cost of I
4 . 

producing one bbl of crude oil and deli-

vering it to a tanker loading facility.

ROYALTY dimensIonless The fixed proportion of posted price which 1
Is paid, on each company owned barrel, as a 

--

royalty to the producIng-country government. - 1
TAXRATE dimensionless The proportion of company Hprofitw (on each

barrel of crude oil)which is owed to the

‘
~1 ~

-

- -• -16-
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I producing country government as a tax.
ms(TAXPA IO)(MP)(l...SIIAR()

where

I TR $ Tax Revenue: the swn of all royalties and

taxes paid to the producing country govern-

I ment for the current month’s productIon.

SHARE dimensionless the ownership share (proportion) held by
I the producing country government under the

terms of a participation agreement.

IUOCRUO.(CRUDPCT)(IIP)

J where

CRUDPCT dimensionless Ratio of that portion of the current month s

I production which is owed by the produclnq

j  country government, and which is to be sold

independently by the government, to the

II current month s production.

INOCRUD bbl The amount (of the current month s produc-
ii tion) which will be sold independently by

It the producing country govevvaant.

SELMCNSELBACC (PP-TAXPAID)+TAXPAID

~ ll
I 

SELBACP $/bbl Sell Back Price : the price at which

participation oil not sold Independently

I by the government is sold back to the

companies.

I SEL~~C dlasnsionless The proportion of the difference be~~sen

taxpaId cost and posted wice that is added



to taxpaid cost In order to arrive at the

seliback price.

SELBAC”(SELBACP)((SIIARE)(tiP)-INDCRUD)

where

SELBAC $ Revenue receIved by the producIng country

government as a result of sales of Its

share of crude oil productIon by the oil

companies through their regular channels.

Such oil is said to be Hsold back” to the

companies.

INDSALE.(INCRUD)((INDPCT)(PP)-coP)

INOSALE $ Jet revenue received by the producing J
country government from its Independent

sales of crude oil.

INOPCT dimensionless Ratio of the price at which independent

sales of crude oil are made (by the pro-

ducing country government) to the posted

price.

CR INDSALE+SELBAC

where

CR $ Crude Revenue: total revenue accruin g to a

producing country government through sales

of crude oil it owns as a resul t of

participation contracts .

- - 

,
-

- n
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I INITIAL VALUES for parameters and variables in January 1973.

PP 2.594 $/bbl

I COP • .10 $/bbl

ROYALTY • .125

TAX RATF • .55

I SHARE • .25

CRUDPCT • .025
: SELBACC - .810

I UIDPCT - 1.0
. 1  THISOJR - 100

1 TPOST • 2.392

LASTCUR • 100

1
I
I
I
1
I
I

- I
I
I
I •19-



APPENDIX III

Control Inputs to TMReplicate” Actual Production for 1973

tOt JTH I IPUTS

1 none

2 none - I
3 none 

-

4 none

5 none -

6 none . 1
7 THIS 1O2.899

8 THISCUR-105.716 -

9 THISCUR-103.922

10 PP-4. 126 
- -

DPIR O I
PAPC .9074 -

11 PP.5.176

PAPC .6784 • 1
12 PAPC—. 7165

1

-20-
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~ APPENDIX IV

I “Current’ Subroutine Equations,

Variable Descriptions, and InitIal Values

I
In the following equations, all variables not explicitly described are

I identical to the variables with the same names defined In Appendix 11.

TAXPAID.(PP~C0P-(ROYALTY-ROYCRUD)(PP))(TAXRATE)+(ROYALTY-ROYCRUD)(PP)

I where

ROYCRUD dimensionless The proportion (which can never exceed

f ROYALTY) of the companIes’ share of

production which the producing country

government chooses to take in the form of

oil Instead of roya lty payments .

TR-(TAXPAIO)QIP)(l-SHARE-(ROYCRUD)(l-SHARE))

II It10CRUD.(CRUDPCT+(l-BACKR0Y)(R0YCRUD)(l-SHARE)3(~1P)

IT 
SELBACP-(BACPCT)(PP)

H where

I BACPCT dimensionless proportion of posted price at which sell-

back transactions take place.

I BACKROY dimensionless proportion of royalty crude to be sold

back to companies.
I SELBACe(SELBACP)((SHARE+(8AC~~OY)(ROYCRU0)(l-SNARE)

I where 
—

DOMJSE bbl/da Domestic Usage: amount of crude oil

I required for daily domestic consia~ tion

during the current month.

INOSALE.(INXRUO)((INDPCT)(PP)—cOP)

~~~

-
- - -

~ I CR INDSALE+SELBAC - -

- .1.



I
~~ 

Initial values for “current” subroutine parameters and variables for -

January 1974:

PP 11.651 $/bbl

COP • .10 S/bbl .1
ROYALTY — .125

ROYCRUD • 0

TAXRAT E • .55 1
SHARE • .25 -

CRUDPCT — .025 1
BACPCT • .93

DOt uSE • 60000 bbl Ida

INDPCT - .93 ]
BACKROY • 0

I
II
I
I
I
11
ri

Ii
-22-
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APPENDIX V

I Control Inputs to “Replicate” Actual Production for 1974

I tlonth INPUTS

I 1 DPIR.95000

L 
PAPC-.8l36r 

~ 
2 PAPC-.8439

3 PAPC .8803

1 4

a 5 none
1 6 none

I 7

8

1 9

a 10
1 11

1 12

NOTE: In order to simulate carrying out the proposed ARAIICO capita l

I Investment program,

set DPIR—147000 in OCT 75
I and DPIR-O in OCT l98O

I
I
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I An obvious objective of U.S. middle and long rang. These objectives obviously require-tb. study of
planning is the d.vslopment of forecasting tech— U.S. foreign policy and , if this research ii to
niques to the point wher e alternative policiea - have any positive impact upon the policy planning
tovard specific countrie , can be unambiguously co unity. it is critical tha t our work be directly

I 
rank.d with respect to their desirability in the end continually related to their missions. While

— light of specif ied national policy goals. In this - acadamics may possess a knowledge of analytical 
—paper vs will describe a project which is invest- ethoda end techniques, planners have an under—

lgating the utility of co.puc.r sla4stion,soctal standing of the pra ctical and sebsta ntivs .xp.ctat—
science data , and the mental ienges of U.S. policy • ions that U.S. planning most take into account.

I planners in accomplishing this objective. The • Successful policy research requires bath these
• project is in progress and this is a very prelia— kinds of skills end thus our research design has

leery report. involved consultation with policy planners at all
- - phases. In this way we hope to avoid some of the

I 
A. a substant ive target , U.S. rslatioos with sew— criticises which have been sad. of applied behav—
era l Middle—Eastern oil producing countries was iora l science reSearch . For example , it recently
chosen. Specifically Iraq , Iran , Saudi Arabia , I has been argued that a major diffsr.ncs between
Libya and Algeria are he nation. being analysed , behavioral science applied research and applied
Several country specific modules (oil production , - - 

research in the physical and engineering sciences
agriculture, hmmee resources and national accounts, is that in contr est to his colleagues in the latt e
end guvermoent) are being developed to portray the areas , the behavioral scientist doss most of his
dyn ics within each country that sight either , research in the University end does not interact
affect or be affected by U.S. policy actions . The in a continuous way with th. potent ial consumers of
modules are being developed kaep ing in mind two his research.

I sets of criteria : Th. fir st is tha t vs want to • “The quest for solutions to social probimas
specify those area. that policy planne rs feel are should involve applied research in a sense that
significantly affected by U.S. actions. The sec— has not usually been understood by the social

-: end goal is to insure that indicators are included I scientists——a continued and close intera ction

‘ 
in the simulations changes in which are likely to between those who do the research and those who
affect U.S. policy preferences in this region. most make the decisions and policies that resul

in the application of research. The quest she d
Ware specif ically, we hope to: • also include rapid and continuous exchange of

1. Specify end inventory missions, options, inforastion and knowledge between these doing

I desired outcomes and rationale for actions, the research and those who are doing the things
as seen by forecasters and planners in the that research has indicated to be necessary for
U.S. edlitary. - - the solution of the problime. To achieve these

2. Inventory and develop Coudtry lsvel over— interactions , it may be uec.a.ar74~ change...
time relatiseabips betwees key domestic the methodology of research 

I oa,eracserlstics such as indicators of -

economic development , political stabil ity~ ~~~CRIP1’X~ I ~~and world political orieet.tioe.
3. Develop a computer simulation for project— Task ii a 0 i- I 

- ing the impsct of altetnetive U.S. actions 
- 

outcome re i • or
- toward these esuetrie.. spec ic actions.

4. Combine the rationale for acting sad the
desired outccmes of policy planners with ! I~~ y tool. might be used to orlebise sad to ke
the simulation model in erder to develop - sense of the complex enviroaneet in which U.S.
performance measures to be used with the foreign policy is developed. One of these tools

- 
simulation . is the model—a set of eleneats together with the

—

‘L ‘ 

-

~~~~~~~~~~ 
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— relations defined upon them. A model may be of The task at this stage i. to comb through the data
many types, e.g. physical , mathematical, and - currentl y available and to identify a set of var—i

-— mental. A mental model or nags is simply an i lable. and the relationships between variables 
—

abstraction of various aspects of perpetual exper— which are deemed important to policy planners and .
isace. Tor example , a decision maker might have a • long range forecasters. Certainly measures of ‘mental model of bow agricultural decisions are economic development , power capability, political
made in Iran . He would then use this image in stability, and international political orientation
evaluating the potential impact of alternative are obvious candidates for a simulation model.
U.S. policies t oward that country. While mental - In addition such foreign policy outputs as economic

_~~ models are frequently relied upon , there are major and diplomatic indicators of agreement or dis—
proble ms associated with this form of modeling. • : agreement with major world powers , and military
Decision makers often will have many different ! conflict will also be included. The exact van —
mental models, each dealing with s wide range of able. will be identified in discussion with
over lapping problems and each, frequently, incon— policy planners and long range forecasters.
sistant with the others . Planners ar. faced with
difficult ies in knowing which model La applicable - Task 3: The development of a computer
to a specific case. Since the relationships in - I simulation .
the mental model are generally not explicitly and

—~ clearly identified , the sources of contradiction Mental images of foreign policy interactions are
are not Lmeediate ly obvious. Policies made upon - often misleading due to the complexity of the
the basis of such images of the world are likely foreign policy envirooment. The human mind simply
to have unintended and often undesired consequencea~ is not well adapted to dealing intuitively with
In addition , the lack of explicitness in mental i large nunbers of variables whict ~ interact in
Images makes it difficult to coeeunicate the unfamiliar (e.g. ,non—linear) fashion. In fac t
assuspt ioas upon which policy preferences are most att empts to generate explicit models of
based . In these cases disputes about policy alter— foreign policy behavior rely on linear relatiaes
motives or eutc~~~s may actually result from among relatively few variables (e.g. , linear
maideatifiad disegreomeut concerning the 1mph — regression models and factor aaalysis). These
cations of action.. Perhaps more Importantly from easumptiom. of lineerity will generally provide
a long range planning perspective, it is difficult fairly accurate short tern (several years) pro—
to manipulate the variables In mental aodals 00 . • jections since any curve , over a short enough
assess the vaxiáss impacts of U.S. strategic interval , can be approx imated by a straigh t line.
lnteracniooa . That is, the complexity of social - Wovever , the longer into the future the project—
ph— ’— makes it almost impossible to move from . • ions are made the greeter will be the likely
a vague set of assweptions shout the world to the error. Is designing long term planni ng syst ,
dymemic consequences these asauni tiona have for I we most be prepared to work with non-linear
the Impact of various policy alternatives . syst~~~ . Thus computer simulatio n becomes a

usef ul reoheique.
Even ref lecting the dynamic (i.e. , overtime) beb- -
awior of a system of nations is not, of course , Task 4: IdenUt~ rerfor.snce measures on
emeugh. Ia addition, we need to saticipste the ‘ the simulation.
outcome of U.S. actions. lane once egsla p.opl.e
actually involved in long range planni ng have I linulatiag the syscom La not enough, however. If
vital contributions to make. All planners and data based simulation i to be useful in evalmatiag
policy makers routinely make estimates which cam I policy impacts, it must provide answers as to
be abstracted and become the basi. of an explicit I which alternative strat egies are likely to avoid
sad hopefully, consistent theory of how various um.ented 000sequeaces. To this sad there Sust be
strat egic options are related to changes in cx— • be a set of performance measures defined upon the
ogenous conditions . outcomes in such a way that alternative policies

• can be compared in te~~~ of the desirebi lity of
Task 2: Iduntifi c.tioa of within cosetrr j their eq.cted impacts. The performance measures

n,latisea!Ii.. for • specific set I of vario us strat egies will be assessed against
Sri variables, independe nt ratings of the importance of dif terse

objectives with regard to U.S. relations with
The euet of data on iciormatlen about the other aatioms. The performence measures must be
eead&tians La specified countries currently defined in such a way that they rank stra tegies
aweilable to polit ical scientist. sad students off accord ing to their outcomes as anticipe ted in the
latermatiemel relations is truly etaUerla .. It - simulation. The question thee becomes; given a
is relatively meay today to find ecomonic .se~~~ee set of cbjeetivs. with regard to a specific aetic • J
such as Cross lattemal Product of almost any say Irsail, what set of policy actions would best
mat iea is the world. We know the ount of trade, realis, stated objectives given the aasvsed
the ~~~~ar of ~~~asssdore sent abroad, or the s relationships betwsea manipulable exogenous wart—
diplomatic protests exchanged between any two ablee (tha t is, u.s. strategic Options) for that
motion. for selected years. We have the war I country and the set of essimptisas about both
experience of the systen as far beck as 3~~ I C .  mes-muaipulable sasg..ena variables (such as the
tails we have relatively few time series data, impact of Soviet or Chine.. init iative toward the
vs certainly have information about the post eeuntry) and mos-mesipulable eadogessus vaniebles
World War II period covering macb of the national (such as the Impact of sco~~~ic developmeet).
behavior - eberectentuics. - .1 - I

.1
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Oftentimes , it is extremely difficult to quantify policy exchanges. Pirst , there is a very broad
the elements in the performance index . Tor exemphe, data analysis problem . To what extent can data—

~ suppose the performance index include political I even tine series data—— be used to identify the
stabil ity, economic development, and attitudes I basic atructure of the model for a theory of
toward the U.S. government. Prom a policy making I International behavior. Since most analysis
perspect ive , th. temptation bsre is to take the j I strategies cannot be used to distinguish between
element most easily quantified (in this case - - str ucture and para meters , it is the resp oneibility
probably economic development) and attempt to r of the theorist to impose a basic structure on ,~~s
maximize (minimize) it with the hope the othe rs observations ~ftyr to statistical manipulation.

4 will follow along. Oftentimes, however, yielding 1 Cain and Watts point out , “withou t a theoretical
to this temptation can have dieastroqs long tern r framework to p rovide order end rational. for the
consequences. In the case where, over some inter— I larger nuabers of variables , we have no way of
val , increases in economic development lead to a I ~iterpreting statistical results. Regression
decrease in stability which in turn encourages I analysis is properly used to estimate parameters
hostility toward the U .S. ,  a policy maker who for a model only when the structure of tha t model —

simply optimized on economic development might aud the elements which make up the theory are 5.1—
soon be confronted with a rapidly deteriorati ng ready well specifed. Thi. specification of the
situation. I structure must precede the application of the

statistical techniques.”
It is easy to write tha t variables which ar. not I
easily quantified moat not be excluded; it is In a somewhat novel attempt to get around this
much more difficult to reco end how to include ‘ difficulty we have chosen to use policy analysts
them. Once again , working closely with policy ‘ mental images as the initial theoretical ground—
plan ners and policy-makers will be helpful both in work for structuring a theory . Thus we had to
avoiding the trap of ignoring “soft” variables I I explain to the analysts that we were not particular—

r — and La t1ag ~~~e to j ades thee. variables. ly int.reste~ in collecting data and using computers
to search through the ~~~~~..s po.aibl. relation- —

~~~~~~~~ 
~~ I~~ITAL D~~~~ ships between all of the var iables in hope. of

scoring a success in “theory hunting.” isther , we
Since one of our .b3ectivee ia to delineate the I were interested in using their images to suggest
mental images of policy-makers and then to employ ( particular structures and then to analyze the In-
these Images. in identifying decision algonit~~~ I plications of that structure for policy decisions .
for foreign policy planning, we are lead to a dif—

at. rssponses from policy-makers which wilt permit I ourselves and our goals to policy planner. and to
I tcult set of practical quest ions on bow to goner— - - The initial interviews were pri marily to introduce

us to formalize their asstmpticea. lot surprisingly elicit from them key concepts and s~~~ idea of the
we rapidly found that getting useful responses ; relationships between these concepts that we sheul
would not con. from a straightforward quest ion be sensitive to in the development of our models.
and answer routine . Those we interviewed Initially The overall Intent of the interv iews is to identif
were worried , for ex le, tha t we were products I Images in th. areas of syston identification, con—
of the “qua ntitative internatio nal politics I tnols, and outputs. Interviews were perfo rm ed in
syndrome” . They seemed to fear thi s “syndrome” i the Department of Defense’s Internat ional Security

I 
I a s  it means , from their standpoint , attempting to I Affairs end the State Department ’s Intel ligence

quantify the unquantifiable or to collect data ‘ and Research Groups. Subsequently , interviews
on almost anything regardless of it ’s relevancy to have been held in the Defense Department ’s Policy
their seeds. Vs quickly had to make distinctions j Analysis and Evaluation Agency.
between quantitative data end the careful (e.g. , , .

• 

I 
I mathe.at ical) specifications of relationships , initial interviews coupled with a good deal of

readi ng in the areas of .il production, egrtcuitsn :
The quantification of information about subjects • economics and bunan resource economics produted I
of interest has long been seem as a desired goal initial flow diagr such as that shown in Figure Ji
La the study ef international relations. Unf or— for oil. These flow disgr~~~ wer. used to $eneratd -

Omeately, it has frequently been the case that responses, in ter ms of agreement or disagreement
• this measUrement probles baa bees confused with with the relationships demarcated , f roe the inter- I

the problem of explicitly relating variables — I vievees. I .
i.e. • theo ry development. In general, the adequate

• sp.cificatios of a relationship cannot be doap 1~~ Several of those interviewed responded with helpfu4
purely empir ical means . hr exespie, $rvmeer ’ - suggestions. unfortu nately moat of those inter—
has demanstrated very comvinctngly that the data viewed (not surprisingly) found the flow diagren
analysis strategies presently suplsyed by pohitiaal diffionit to work with or were reluctant to c ement
scientists (such as corr elation sad regression . until they could assess whet the relationships led
analysis) will usually not reveal the underlying Co La terms of specific output. This has led to

• structure of a syatan being theorized sheet. Thu the interesting problem of hating more difficulty
viii be the case regardless of whether the system identifying the syaton in talking with analysts
behavior i analysed crose-mati.nahly at a p.1st • than in identifying the controls they would apply
in t ime or individually is a t ine series. Th,s, : or some assessment of the quality of the output
there are several important problems feting of the eimalation itself. Den next effort was the
political scientists is the explanatio, 1 foreign production of operating models in all three areas.

— -

1 ; -
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The operating models for the agriculture sector • We began work in this area by requesting from the
and the oil production cycles are now progrsened. ; State Department country papers on each of tha
Thea. are being used in discussions with policy - five countries under analysis. We also requested
planners in the State Department and Defense De— 

~ 
“five year” plans and major speeches from the em—

parenent to check the plausibility of the output • basaics of each of the five countries. The re—
of the model under various parameter configurations, sponse was good in each case and we bed more than
to elicit responses i~ terms of the boundaries of • enough material to begin analyzing t~~~partLcular
acceptable behavior on the part of each decision— - goals on a country—b y—country basis. The
nakar , and to encourage discussion of the inter— - speeches of major decision— makers In each of the

~~ action between outputs in these area. and U.S . -
~ countries were examined . The primary source of

goals via—a—v ia each of the countries we are dea l— goal statements are the reports in the Foreign f9~ing with. There are obvious problems in relying Sroadc oat Infonintion Service 
~~~~~ Report (EBIS)~ ‘

too heav~~y upon a criterion . As Newell and Simon ! This source has been aug mented by some other pri—
observe : • mary docunentr and in conjunction with the five

The plausibility of a funda mental hypothesi s year plan financial state ments , allowed us to —

abou t the world is almost always tine depen— estimate the particular directions which each coun—
dent. Hypothese , are seldom though t plausible j try was likely to attempt to take. Country decision—
when they are new and have not been widely making nodels are being developed from this mater— f

~ DOO~ accepted. Empir ical evid ence supp orts our tat . Once they are operating we will , use the
hypothes is increasingly, and if the hypothe sis systems to interact again with policy—makers In
succeeds in providing explanation for a sut— Washington. In this way we hope to make sure that~ficient range of phenomena it becomes more - the model ’s estimate of the likely responses of
and more plausible. • host countries is similar to the estimates that

- 
would be made by U. S. policy analysts.

Whi le these sorts of difficulties night mitigate
— agaiaat using plausibility as a criterion for cer~ The major thrust of future research will be aimed —

Cain theoretical objectives, vu may not vast to 
- 
at delineating the relationship between output on

make important policy changes until the predicted - - a country—by—country basis in the Middle Rest ared
effects are , in s~~~ sense plaus ible. , - the operating rules the United States is likely to

• employ in attempt to influence the process. In
How do we know whether policy theory 1. plausib le? this area we are taki ng advantage of previo~g)
Again, one way is to ask peopl , involved with the governe ent work in The Department of State.
proc ess. As vs stated earlier , policy plan ners
and long range forecastors have a~~~ mental images 

~. 
A joint EUR/INR Net Assessment Group paper attempt

of the phenomenon which they operate and routinely - - lag to assess the impact of an enlarged EC on MiTO
make predictions regarding the consequences of . and the Implications of this impact on the it f cc—

t act ions . These should be of assistan ce in evalua— , tivemes. of current U.S. European defense policies
ting the plausibility .f the structural relation— - proj ected into the period 1974—75. They introduced
.hlp. defined . a new methodology of eliciting estimates of the

Impac t of European Rations’ actions upon the oh—
Sever al conclusion. seen justified based upon our • j ectives of the U.S. The resea rch groups also
work thus tar. To bagia with , operati ng simulations elicited state ments about the likelihood of a par—

• do encourage policy-ushers and planna rs to tr y ticular obj ective being reached given a specified
ideas out on the siusslatiose in terms of their in— I 

~~s• goat. The pro cedure was to provide matrices
pressions of plausible scenar ios for each of the in which respondents were asked to identify cells
countries being studied. At one point in present— in which the intercept ion of action with an obj ec— -

imp an operating simulation to policy analysts in tive was thought to produce a positive, negative o
the Defense Department the simulstion cane to a • no effect. They had a good deal of success identify—
question and answering rout ine which required that ing est imates in both cases. Matrices like the two
the operator respond with a yes or no state ment. • developed in the Europolicy exercise should provid.
The operator was gently pushed out of the way by information which can structure contingency models
a Ceneral who was anxious to cont inue the simula— from which to develop decision nodual s,
ties. The General r~~~ised at the controls of the
terminal for approx imately forty—five minutes In addition , we have a graduate student developing
gem.ra tiag scenario, which be thought were plausi— decision trees on Forei gn IUi.itary Assistance pro—
hi. and explain ing what he would do ware that par — grams from both the State and Defense Depar tments’
titular cost iguratiam of outputs to occur . This persp ective. Re is working on published hearings
strategy permits ascerta ining the player ’s per— before Congress and has found it possible to die—

• 
- - cspciea ef critical values fro. the Deited State ’s tinguish between State ’s role in deciding the

position via—a—vi, the productiem of oil in each desirab ility of assistance or sales end defense ’ a
of these countries , abs prices charged for oil, • 

logistics perspect ive on delivery and support.
and the host oeuaery ’s future intent ions. The bifurcat ion of resPonsthili~~,e has lead to some

• simulations also 1st ma use the policy planner very intereeting scenarios.
coesects assistance in the h,m.n resource and ag— J
nienitoral are a with .il prsductio.. - , ~t J I U~ ICtI

~~scb.r aspect of our model develep.ent has bees The preliminary work we have done thus far support ,

Ltbe identificati.s of host country decision-making, the poeition that policy planners sad PolLny-ii.aker~ -J I
-

~~~~~~~~~~ 
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— can be extremely helpful in develop ing simulation - •

g J based forecasting systems . This helpfulness cx—
V U tends through all stages including identification

of the system , specificatio n of alternative policies !~~tI~1fl th is l~C~

the system response. Such helpfulness does , how— II 
(controls) and evaluation of the plausibility of

-
- 

ever , seem to depend upon fairl y frequent inter— - 
• -.— .— .-..--.•~- .-.—.—-. -~~~~

action between the policy people and the research-,
crc. Weedless to say, crucial work in external

I 
~ validat ion remaina. : 

• 
•. 

• 
- - 
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Definitional discussions , especially in short papers ,

I may appear to be carried on at the expense of “doing what

T the paper is about.” However, I prefer to view the clarifi-

I cation of definitional problems as initial investments which

I 
yield high (and immediate) rates of return in the form of

both increased clarity and conciseness. Therefore the fir,t

section of this paper will involve stating as precisely as

-; possible the questions to be discussed in the following

I sections. In addition, though no less important , the next

I 
section should serve to provide a general context in which

the specific topics I will be treating become interesting .

I I Problems and Context

The task of this paper, as is evident from its title is

I to appraise the methodological practices used in the Inter-

I Nation Simulation Project (INS). Such a task almost requires

quoting the remarks with which R.F. Harrod (1938) began a

I “methodological essay:”

Exposed as a bore the methodologist cannot

I take refuge behind a cloak of modesty . On
the contrary, he stands forward ready by his
own claim to give advice to all and sundry,

I to criticise the work of others, which , whether
valuable or not, at least attempts to be con-
structive; he sets himself up as the final
interpreter of the past and dictator of futureI efforts.

I 
Such observations are especially important as one attempts

to “assess” such a major and obviously constructive project as
INS. The enormity of thc technical output generated in INS

: 

: 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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related research can be begun to be sensed as one reads the

annotated bibliography of Leserman (1972). That a political

scientist might undertake to critique INS from a methodological

perspective is itself an indication of the successful accom- 1
plishment of Guetzkow’s goal of developing a “college of simu - -

lators’1 within political science. Indeed, one measure of the -

success of an innovative project such as INS might well be the 
j

variety and quality of criticism it draws.

Since this paper involves, in part, “doing methodology ,” J
it will be useful to clarify how I will be using the term.

This is especially important since many behavioral scientists

appear to use the two tei’ms “methodology” and “technique” as I
synonyms. I would like to distinguish the two and suggest the

following. Methodology deals with questions of justification. I
“The method of a science is, indeed, the rationale on which it

bases its acceptance or rejection of hypothesis or theories

(Rudner , 1966:5).” Techn iques , on the other hand , are ways of I
generating information which is used in evaluating a hypothesis

or theory. Thus methodological positions will influence choice I 
-

of technique. For example, a Hempelian scientist would probably 1argue that, for methodological reasons, the technique of crystal

ball gazing is an inappropriate technique for the scientist. 1
Techniques then are ways of generating evidence and methodology

provides the rules according to which the evidence is admitted I
and , if admitted , evaluated.

IL
— _-_-~~~~~ - - - - - - - - — --— —-- -
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The distinction I am drawing between technique and

methodology is important for several reasons . First , it

suggests that we can not critique the use of a particular

I technique without first specifying the methodological

I perspective from which our critique is directed. Second, and

perhaps a corollary of the first, techniques which are inappro-

I priate from one methodological perspective can become appropri-

ate under another. Thus in appraising the techniques used in

I INS I must be concerned with questions of methodology choices.

I 
Indeed, as will be argued, different methodological choices

may be made depending upon the purpose(s) of the investigation.

I Third , and perhaps least important for this paper, distinguishing

technique from methodology allows the possibility that not being
— I able to use all the techniques of, say physics, does not preclude

I the use of a methodology appropriate to physics. To summar-

ize, all three reasons support the position that question of

F 
— I technique cannot be totally separated from the philosophical

questions surrounding choice of method .

I Since whatever else INS may be viewed ~s hav ing done ,

I it certainly involves the use of simulation in the investigation

of international relations phenomena, it is important to define

I what is meant by the term simulation. In doing this, it will be

-
- 

I 
helpful to discuss the related concepts of model and theory.

After providing explications and definitions for those terms ,

I will then attempt to pose the specific questions the remainder 3I

I
___________________ —
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of this paper will address.

Harold Guetzkow has defined a simulation as

“An operating representation in reduced
and/or simplified form of relations among
social units by means of symbolic and/or
replicate component parts (Guetzkow, 1959,
p. 184).”

The use of the adjective “social” restricts the class -

of simulations , but to generalize the definition one need only

remove social. Indeed , this definition suggests that there

are three elements which need be specified in talking about I
a simulation. First there is the system to be simulated, S. I
Second there is the representation of that system, M. Third

there are the statements according to which the representation I
is described and/or “operates,” T. These statements might be

in Fortran, PL1, English , Chinese , etc. We can think S,M, and I
T as being sets. That is, S is the set of all referrents (or 1
systems to be simulated); M is the set of all representations

of S; and T is the set of all statements according to which the 1
representations “operate.”* Notationally we can write:

S: ( 
~i’ ~

2’••••
~~~

- 

H: { m1, m2,....m0} I
T: ( t~~, t21....t~ }

Any specific simulation can then be identified with an ordered I
triple which tells us which member of S is being represented by

what member of H in terms of what statements in T. These dis-

tinctions are use are useful because they point out that under I
- 

- 

* This discussion is based in part upon Zoigler , (1970) 1

- 
-._ -~ — 

— .
- — - j 

~~~~~~~~~ 
- -~ - - -~~~~-
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the Guetzkow definition changing any one of the three elements

I gives us a new simulation. Thus in predicating statements of

INS we must be as careful as we can in specifying each of the

I three components. All too often the literature seems to equate

I INS only with an element of M. As will be argued below , this

has the implication of ignoring the impact changes in the sCS

I night have upon the resolution of methodological and technical

questions.

I However before I can make these arguments I must first

i explicate more completely what elements of S and M look like.

Elements of S are difficult to visualize in any concrete way

I since, by visualizing them they become represented. The elements

of S are the “realities” discussed in Guetzkow (1968) or, equi-

I valently the “reference systems” discussed in Hermann (1967,

1 p.220). There is no reason to require that these realities be

in any sense completely known. Indeed it is precisely because

I they are complex (and perhaps partially unknown) that we choose

I to represent them as a part of a simulation effort (an elegant

argument for this point is found in Naylor, 1971, pp. 2-10 ).

I An adequate representation consists of specifying the

objects making up the representation and the relations which

I are defined on these objects. That is, a representation con-

I sists of a well specified world. This notion of representation

is, I be lieve , the one intended by Guctakow when he writes,
“Simulations in internationa l relations attempt to represent

the on-going internationul system or components there of, such as

I
I - : - -
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world alliances, international organizations , regional trade

processes, etc. (1969, 285),” and by Hermann , “A simulation

or game is a partial representation of some independent system..

(1967, 216)”. -

A representation is a mathematical structure (a collection 1
of objects and relations) and one can ask questions of possible

relations between the representation and the referrent reality. 1
For example , is there a homomorphism between s

~ 
and m~; an iso-

morphism; or, more generally, what sorts of morphisms (“general-

ized” mappings) might one be willing to assert to obtain between I
S
i 
and m. . Loosely speaking these might be termed questions

of external validity. Answers to these questions will require 
-

an examination of possible purposes of INS.and will be considered 1later in this essay.

Simply representing a referrent reality (i.e., picking 1
an mEM) is not enough to provide us with a simulation. The

representation will often be too complex to study directly . I
Therefore we will be interested in seeing what sorts of beha-

viors are produced (generated) by the representation . This

objective requires developing a theory of the representation . 1
This theory will take the form of statements “about” the repre-

sentation. In the case of a simulation , the theory may be viewed 1
as a set of “operating rules.” The language in which these 1
operating rules or statements are written will depend in part 

-

upon the mechanism chosen for use in the simulation . In an all

machine simu lation, the statements might all be in Fortran , or

ii
_ _ _ _ _  —~~~~~~~--

-
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~ Dynamo, or Simscript , etc. In a simulation combining human

I subjects and a computer, the operating rules may be partly

in Fortran and partly in some natural language.

~ I Once again, in any specific simulation effort, we will be

I I led to ask questions as to possible relations to assert be-

I tween elements of T and the elements of S and M. Here, however,

I I our concern is with relations between structures (m~ and s~)

and sets of sentences (tk). Or, more generally, one concern

is with the relations between sentences and objects and rela-

~ I 
tions “referred to” by those sentences. Such relations may

- be termed semantic (Tarski, 1944). An example of such a seman-

I tic relation is truth. Are the sentences true of the represen-

— 

I tation? Are they true of the referrent reality? Whether or not
-

- particular sentences (or sets of sentences) are accepted as true

I I is a question of methodology . What it means to assert them to

be true is a (non-trivial) question of semantics.

I Thus far this discussion has been focused upon siinula-

I tion. Perhaps the reader has sensed that what is involved in

doing simulation is quite similar to what is involved in doing

I theory in general. Therefore it will be useful to quickly

relate what has been done so far to the commonly encountered

• I terms theory and model. Accomplishing this will enable me to

I bring in more general methodological points as this essay pro-

gresses.

I The particular set of sentences or statements (i.e., tcT)

making up the siMulation are roughly equivalent to a technical

I
~1

I -
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p  

sense of theory. They are sets of sentences which are

asserted to be true of some world. Further, these sets of

sentences will generally (always if an artificial programming

language is used) have some preassigned logical framework or j
“calculus axioms” (e.g., first order predicate calculus, prob-

ability theory, etc.). These axioms allow us to investigate I
the implications of subsets of our set of theory statements.

A model for a theory is that “thing” which makes the

- 
•

sentences in a theory true. In theorizing we generally want 
I

to order or account for some aspects of a perceived reality

or referrent system. Thus we represent reality in terms of I
some posited objects and relations. Whether or not these posited

objects and relations indeed represent reality is of course in

many senses moot and is certainly contingent upon both our per- I
ceptual system and our ability to make and hold to distinctions.

However , as we have seen, a collection of objects and rela- I
tions is a mathematical structure and not a theory. We must iwrite down some sentences describing (i.e., which are true of)

this structure. These sentences I have termed a theory. The I
underlying structure I will call a model for that theory.

More specifically, a mathematical structure m is a set I
of elements (objects),  A — (a1, a2,...), together with a 

~
set of relations of order i, P~~l, P2~2,..., and may be 

1

expressed I
, 2 ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ •

11
I

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  - • 
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A formal language L in which properties of M can be

I expressed will consist of formulas generated by a specified

set of rules, say the predicate calculus , from an alphabet

consisting of relation symbols (R1, R2, . . .) ,  variable sym-

I bols (x 1, x 2 , . . .), connectives ( 1 ,
’~~d’,I’\ . . .) and quan-

tifiers (V ,3 ). Since functions and constants are special

L I kinds of relations, function symbols (f1, f2, . . .) and con-
- I I stant symbols (c1, and c2, . . .) will also be used in L. The

V language L will be assumed to be first order, that is, its varia-

I bles range over the elements of A (as opposed to ranging over

the subsets of A, or sets of subsets, etc.). Sentences in L

I are formulas containing no free variables.

Let T be a set of axioms in a language L. If • is a mapping

of constant symbols occurring in T into the set of objects A ,

I and also a mapping of relation symbols occurring in T into the

- 

I 
set of relations in M, then M provides an interpretation of

T under •. If this interpretation results in the sentences in

I T being true, then P4 is said to satisfy T and H is a model of

the axiom set T. A model for a set of axioms then, is a mathe-

matical structure which is used to interpret the axioms in

I such a way that the axioms are true.*

The above discussion may appear needlessly abstract.

I However , its generality enables us to do several things. First

it makes explicit a relationship between the simulation enter-

- 

* This discussion is taken from S. Thor son ard tever , U974) 11
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prise and the theory enterprise. To be specific , under I
these definitions , simulations become a subset of theory .

This means we can employ (as is suggested in Guetzkow (1968))

the kinds of critical methodological tools used to analyze I
scientific theory to analyze simulation efforts such as INS.

Second, I have said that one component of any simulation I
is an explicit representation (mEM) of a referrent system. Thus -J
simulations belong to the subclass of theories with explicit 

-

models. By a result from model theory, we know that if an I
axiomatic deductive theory has a model, then it is logically

consistent (i.e., it is non-contradictory). This point, while I
subtle, is of extreme importance. It was not until the nine-

teenth century, for examp le, that model theory was employed

to show that negating the parallel lines axiom of Euclidean I
geometry did not lead to an inconsistency (assuming Euclidean

geometry itself to be consistent).

Third, by making the representation (model) explicit, I
it is possible to efficiently investigate results of slightly

(or grossly) perturbing the representation. This kind of sen- I
sitivity testing is very difficult to do for theories without

explicit models. That INS was used in such a way is documented

by the number of INS “variants” which have been produced (e.g., 1
Bremer (1970), Smoker (1968), Abt and Gordon (1969), and Lcavitt 

-

(1971)). - I
I ,

.4 1
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I Having defined simulation and related this definition

i to that of theory and model it should be apparent that a

P methodological critique (under my use of methodology) of INS

I must address questions of the utility of INS in the develop-

I ment of international relations theory. To be fair to the

INS project, such an appraisal must attempt to perform this

I evaluation within the context of the projects stated theore-

tical goals. Therefore, I will organize the remainder of this

I essay around the general problem of validity with respect to

a variety of stated theoretical objectives.

I
I
1

I
I

I

: 
—•- — — — — __________________________________
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P 11 Methodological Critique

One of the great strengths of the INS project may be seen

as its continuing and serious concern with problems of valid-

ation. This concern has been reflected in such papers as Alger

(1963), Chadwick (1967), Crow and Noel (1965) Guetzkow

(1966, 1967), Hermann (1967), Hermann and Hermann (1967), Xress

(1966),McGowan (1972), Nardin and Cutler (1967), Noel (1963),

Raser, Campbell,and Chadwick (1972), Robinson et al (1966),

and Verba (1964). Given the methodological focus of this essay,

perhaps two of the most important of these papers are Guetzkow

(1968) and Hermann (1967). The Hermann paper is something of

a classic and is often cited both within and outside of the

behavioral sciences as a standard piece on the validation of

simulations.

Herinann (1967, 217) argues that “....validity is not a

singular issue...” and that “...we may more accurately refer

to multiple validity issues.” He then goes on to identify 
j

three components of validity issues.

First the validity of an operating model is:~ affected by the purpose or use for which the
~j  J game or simulation has been constructed. What

may be a -relatively valid operating model for
one objective may be strikingly unsatisfactory
for another. Second, model validation can be
expected to vary according to the type of validitycriteria employed. Third , the validation issues

L 

will be significantly altered depending on whether
human parti cipants are introduced into the model
(1967: 217). - t

11
Ii 

- iTi~~~~~~~1i -
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Guetzkow (1969) identified three general purposes for

I simulations in the study of international relations:

Simulations may serve in three ways as

I formats through which intellectuals may
consolidate and use knowledge about inter-
national relations : (1) Simulations may
be used as techniques for increasing the

I coherence within and among models, enabling
scholars to assess gaps and closures in
our theories; (2) Simulations may be used
as constructions in terms of which empiri-
cal research may be organized , so that the
validity of our assertions may be appraised;

- 

I (3) Simu lat ions may be used by members of
the decision-making community in the devel-
opaent of policy, both as devices for

‘ I making systematic critiques, through “box-
scoring” its failures and successes, and 0,
as formats for the exploration of alter-

I 
native plans fqr action (1969, 286).

These three purposes might be labelled “programmatic

I 

guide to research,” “description,” and “policy” respectively.

That is, in the first the concern is with integrating “islands

I of theory” and organizing “the division of labor more coherent~,y

I 
among the scholars working within international affairs (1969:

288).” In the second, the emphasis is upon the degree of corre-

I spondence between the representation and the referenc e system ,

i.e., description. In the third, pr imary focus is upon policy

~~~~~~ I planning and the specification of alternative futures. Policy

I 
planning may be viewed as involving the specification of prob-
ability distributions over consequences of alternative (feasible)

- 

I policies.- For the purposes of this essay it will be helpful

to separate the “policy” objective from what might be termed

k. I the “design ” objective .

I
1
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p I
In design we are less concerned with identifying impact 

-

of alternative (presently) feasible policies and more concern- I
ed with identifying new structures for the achievement of

particular goals. This notion of design is compatible with

what Guetzkow (1966, 1969) has termed “constructin alternative 
I

futures”. As he points out, this concern with design is one

of the oldest raditions in political science. And , he argues, i
I 

simulation is an important tool for the design theorist. One 

~1reason for this importance is, as we have already seen, due to -

the relative case with which the impact of alternative represent- 1
ations (models) can be investigated.

A fifth purpose for simulation (and INS in particular) .1

which is often cited (e.g., Guetzkow (1959)) is that of educa- 
1

tion. INS has been used to teach principles of international 
-

politics in high schools, colleges and universities and -

various governmental bureaucra cies. The few studies I have -

seen of the effectiveness of INS versus more traditional tech-

niques (e.g., case studies, Robinson (1961)) have not found 
1

INS to be clearly “superior”. However,given the lack of

•
4r~ agreement on appropriate educational objectives (even within I

the cognitive domain) the question of the relative utility of -

INS type simulations for students with certain educational

objectives is still an open one .

Leaving aside the educational purpose, let me next examine

ii

11 
—-- .- — — ------ —.- - — 

- - . 
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p1 
~ 

INS along each of the first four objectives in somewhat more

P 1 detail. These four were:

1) Programmatic guide to research
2) Description

I 3) Poli cy
4) Design

i Programmatic guide to research: This purpose is potentially
one of the most important for large scale simulation projects.

I Reasons for this importance have been brought out in another

~ 

context by Allen Newell (1972) in a very interesting analysis
of contemporary experimental psychology. He argues “that the

I two constructs that drive our current experimental style are 1)
at a low level, the discoyery and empirical exploration of (dis-

I crete empirical phenomena) and 2) at the middle level, the for-

- I mulation of questions to be put to nature that center on the
resolution of binary oppositions.” This characterization could

I be equally well made of the contemporary empirical study of
international relations. A look at recent journal articles or

I convention papers illustrates the concern with discrete phenomena.

I 

Further these investigations are often driven by and imbedded
in such binary distinctions as internal/external, conflict/

I cooperation, rational/irrationai, large/small , open/closed,
developed/underdeveloped , etc. Will this approach to scienceI (Newell terms it “playing twenty questions with nature”) work?

I 

It may. However, “reality” may be too complex to yield to this
approach. That is, we may not be able simply to add up answers

I to these “simple” questions to get a general theory of inter-

- :-:T IT —
~~~~
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national relations. An alternative to playing twenty questions

with nature is to. construc t “complete processing models,” i.e.,

large scale simulations such as INS. Such simulations allow us

to examine particular phenomena (e.g., nuclear proliferation

(Brody, 1963) or public goods and alliances Burgess and Robin-

son (1969)) as part of a general problem structure (INS).

INS appears to have been moderately successful in terms of

this objective. Numerous studies have been done using INS

as a representation within which to investigate specific hypo-

theses. However, before we can begin to assess the utility of

these studies it will be necessary to consider the related ob-

jective of description.

Description: In the introductory section of this paper I

identified three elements in a simulation - referrent system (S), I

representation or model (H), and statements (T). The question of

descriptive adequacy is a question of the S-M relationship .

If both the referrent system (reality) and the model are viewed

as “black boxes” with inputs and outputs , the problem of descrip-

tive adequacy can be posed in terms of the morphism (mappings)

which are preserved between S and M.

Brodbeck (1959) in her essay on models and theories suggests
- - that there should be an isomorphism between s and m. An isomor-

phism is a term used to denote a mapping between two structures

such that there is a one to one correspondence between the ob-

jects and relations of the first and the second structure. Yet ,

[I
[1

—-—- —- --
_______  — — ——--- .  — - - _a__ - - -
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I as Guetzkow (1968, 207) points out , such a requiremen t is

I far too strict. I would even go beyond this and argue that

such a requirement is generally undesirable. A model which

~ I was isomorphic to reality would be as intractable as reality

~~
. itself. “...siinulations... - like other models - are always

a simplification of their reference system (Hermann , 1967:

F 217).” Thus we generally ask that the relation between the
h

reference system (s) and the model (m) be a homomorphism

(Guetzkow , 1968: 207). Here, at an intuitive level, rather
than requiring a one-one corresponce, we allow many elements

and relations of s to be mapped into those of m.

However , and to my knowledge this has not been explicitly
considered in INS related research, there are a variety of

morphisms which might be asserted to obtain between s and m

(e.g., see Ze igler , 1970, 1971). Three such morphisms can be

termed “behavior preserving,” “function preserving,” and

I 
“structure preserving.” The weakest of these is behavior

preserving. Here the concern is only that equivalent inputs

11 in s and m produce equivalent outputs. Function preserving

morphisms preserve not only input-output relations, but also-“ I,
internal state changes (see Arbib , 1969 for a discuss ion of

[1 state) Finally the most restrictive morphism - structure

preserving - preserves (in addition to input-output relations
II and state transition functions) the manner in which

g these relations and functions arise out of local coordinate
I

~~1
I
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functions (see Zeigler, 1970; pp 6ff). While I will not -

discuss structure preserving morphisms in this paper , the

set theoretic view of simulation developed in the beginning

of this essay is general enough to pursue such investigations .

The first two of these morphisms - behavior preserving

and structure preserving - may be formalizations of what

Guetzkow meant when he wrote : J
Some homomorphy may exist among outputs as

well as between the very processes which result
in such outputs. As we analyze the corres-
pondences between simulations and “realities”
sometimes an internal process, 1i~ - - the repre-
sentation of the decision-maki’ig within foreign
offices, helps produce an outcome of some vali-
dity, such as the constellation of internation
alliances. At other times less often because of Jlack of appropriate research an internal process
will be judged to be of some validity because 

-

the very process itself has some congruence with
corresponding processes in the reference data
(1968, 207).

A homomorphism among only outputs would be similar to the I
behavior prece.. ing morphism , while a morphism which preserved

outputs as well as “internal processes” would be a function

preserving morphism. J
Most of the Hermann (1967) essay seems to be concerned

with identifying criteria for being able to assert a behavior 1
preserving morphism between s and m . In the section discussi’tg 

j
r1’.ria for assessing the “fidelity with which a model pro-

~~,.a •~p .t ~ of rea l i t y , ” he suggests five validity standards: I
I

- -- 
- - 

~~- I . . ’ - -. 

— --.-
-
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1) Internal validity

2) Pace validity

3) Variable - parameter validity

1 
4) Event validity

5) Hypothesis validity

- 
I It will, I think, be useful to consider briefly each of these

I 
for each has implications for the method by which simulations

are constructed.

I “Any exogenous inputs introduced during the course of

the game are held constant across all trials or runs. The

unexplained variance between these intended replications would

I 
provide a measure of relIability or what Campbell (1957) calls

‘internal validity.’ When the structured simulation properties

I are held constant, the smaller the between-run variance, the

I 
greater the internal validity is assumed to be (Hermann, 1967:

220).” This notion of internal validity or reliability seems

I to me to be somewhat misleading. First of all note that the

concern here is not with a relation between s and m. Rather

J an interest is purely in properties of m (or perhaps relations

.;~~ between m and t ) .
~~~~~

Hermann seems to be asserting that it is desirab le for two

-

~ 

J 
runs of the same simulation with equivalent input to show equi-

valent output (response). With input fixed, he wants to mini-

I mize between run variance. However if the simulation is

stochastic (i.e., probabilistic) either due to the explicit

I -

I
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use of pseudo-random number generators or due to “noise” I
resulting from the use of human subjects (as in INS), the

response surface of the simulation will itself be a random

- vari~ble which will have associated with it a variance etc. I
One reason for constructing the simulation may be to estimate

the variance associated with the response. In fact, a similar I

sort of argument may be found in Guetzkow )l963; 117). There

is no general a priori reason to desire low between run van-

ance.* I
This criticism may appear trivial, but I think that it

I ’
generalizes too much of the INS validation effort. That is,

reality itself (s) is seen as highly internally valid in the J
Hermann sense and it therefore is expected to have very low

variance. Since, by hypothesis, reality is low variance, j
the external validity of INS ought depend in large part upon 

1

its ability to reproduce reality. This position should become

clearer as we discuss Hermann’s remaining four criteria. I
The second such cr iteria, face validity, “is a surface

or initial impression of a simulation or game’s realism (1967: 1
221).” As Hermann points out, this criterion is rather vague 1• and is generally useful only in early stages of simulation -

development. However, recent efforts (Thorson and Phillips, 1
1974; Richardson, 1974) suggest that face validity may be

H ‘
I

* It might be counter argued that in the case of stochastic
computer simulations the pseudo random number seed is also I

an input value. Therefore we would want to have low between
run variance with the seed fixed. However this argument
loses force when the problem of internally validating the
pseudo random number generator itself is considered (see
N ihram , 1972 pp 18-146). 1
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I capable of being rendered more precise by identifying the mental

I images of individuals who “work with” the process being repre-

sented.

~:, The notion of variable-parameter validity “involves com-

parisons of the simulations ’s variables and parameters with their

~ I assumed counterparts in the observable universe (1967: 222).”

In terms of one earlier discussion, we are concerned that the

( objects of in correspond to objects in s. There are at least

~ I 
two problems with the use of variable-parameter validity in

I evaluating INS. First there is the problem of aggregation.

I Even a complex simulation such as INS deals with variables at a

-

~~ 1 highly aggregated level. Thus we might not expect the INS van -

1 ables to have simple “real world counterparts.” In fact, unless
we are willing to assert a structure preserving morphism between

INS and “reality” we would not expect such a correspondence. The

I earlier quotes from Guetzkow and Hermann suggest that no struc-

I ture preserving morphism is posited.

If we are not willing to assert a simple correspondence

I between INS variables and those of the real world , then the

problem of measurement becomes critical. Measurement theory

I deals with how numbers can be associated with attributes or

l appearances of objects in such a way that the properties of the

- attribute are represented as numerical properties (see Krantz

et al 1971). The problems of identifying the measurement struct-

ure necessary to discuss variable-parameter validity in highly

- 
‘

~~~~~~
- aggregated simulations have, to my knowledge, not been discussed. My

I -

I
—-a-- -- ___-- .-- - - - --_ _ _
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guess is that simple additive structures would not suffice.

Yet without confronting the aggregation and measurement pro- 
I

blems, it seems to me that the idea of variable-parameter

validity cannot be applied to INS in any but an intuitive .1

I manner. - J
The fourth standard discussed by Hermann, event validity ,

uses “ ‘natural’ events as criteria against which to compare 1
outcomes occurring in the simulation (1967: 222).” For exam-

ple, Hermann and Hermann (1967)-used INS in an attempt to sim - 1
ulate the outbreak of World War I. The primary purpose of their 

1
study was to evaluate the validity of INS. “One means of inves-

tigating this question is to ascertain if a simulation produces I
events similar to those reported in a historical situation

(1967: 401).” Thus one of the validity criteria being used

was event validity. I
However , for the reasons discussed under internal validity ,

such a use of event validity requires a commitment to a low I
variance external world. What if the “true” probability of

the specific chain of events leading to World War I is .3?

Would we then want to say that a simulation which “reliably” 1
reproduced these events was valid? This same point is made by

Verba (1964: 513) when he notes that stochastic “forces” may be ]

operating both in the simulation and in the real world. Thus

it would seem that high event-validity is neither necessary ~

11~~

~
‘1
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r ~I nor sufficient to having a “valid” simulation.

I The fifth and last criterion discussed by Hermann is

hypothesis validity.” If X is observed to bear a given rela-

I tionship to Y in the observable universe, then X’ should bear

I a corresponding relationship to Y’ in a valid operating model

(1967: 223).” This criterion would seem to be identical to

I 
the behavior preserving morphism discussed earlier. Again,

the use of hypothesis validity requires making considerable

I measurement assumptions. These assumptions should be explicated .

The last four of Hermann’s five criteria are all concerned

with assessing the descriptive validity of simulations. Bach

I of these cr iter ia deals with certain posi ted correspondences
between the refereent system and the simulation . The strongest

I of these correspondences would appear to be the behavior pre-

serving morphism of hypothesis validity . I have suggested that

applications of these criteria to INS may suffer from a deter-

I ministic (i.e., low variance) view of “reality ” and, given the

aggregated nature of INS , a too simple view of measurement.
I These criticisms of the methodological assumptions under-

m~gest wt~r D4S

I 
lying the evaluation of the descriptive adequacy of INV’has not
been more successfu l as a guide to programm atic research in the

I development of scientific theories of international relations.

By this I do not mean, of course, that INS has not served as

I a catalyst for a number of very important substantive studies

in international relations. It most clearly has.

-
- I

I
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However one of the luxuries of the arm chair critic is

to suggest what might have been done differently. My guess is

that had there been more attention paid to questions of aggre-

gation and the related problems of measurement as the simulation

was being constructed, later researchers would have found it I
much easier to imbed specific research questions in the general

INS structure. Some work we have done at Ohio State with I
Forrester’s World Dynamics simulation strongly indicates that

once a complex simulation (especially one with significant non

lineanities) is constructed , it is too late to disaggregate the 
J

concepts and relations to consider specific hypoths.s using

simple measurement structures. The tendency then is to do I
I experiments on the simulation itself and to compare only broad

behavior patterns in the simulation with those in the referrent

system. For certain purpose s, of course, this is perfectly ade-

quate. However if there is a need for a simulation to serve as

a “cc~~lete processing model” with which to investigate the I

complexity of international relations , then there is a need to

cons ider early problems of measurement and aggregation and dis-

aggre gation . Such a purpose would seem to be what Gtietzkow had I
in mind when he wrote that simu lat ions “...peninit the coherent

amalgamation of subtheonies into interactive, hosistic construc- I
tions of great complexity (1969: 206).” Further he (Guetzkow, 1
1968: 210) clearly recognizes the measurement problems I have -

outlined. 1

1 ~it- -
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Policy : A third genera l objective according to which IN S

I might be evaluated is “policy. ” There ar e numerou s ways in
which INS has been re levant to the policy co vnity. TheseI include pretesting of alternative policies on INS, providin g

i $ monitoring system , and training policy makers to be aware of
the complexities underlying th. impacts of policies by involving

I the. in INS. As many of the papers coming out of the INS projec t

have pointed out , the “valid ity ” of INS has not boon suffic ien t ly
1 established to rely on it very heavily in the actual policy

making process. 1a4 .d, in order to so use INS we would prob-
ably want to be abl, to assert at least a function preserving

morphism between the simulation and the r.f.r.nt reali ty . Yet ,
as was argued earl ier , the major validation efforts have cem •

i 
— tsred upon •sta blish ing only a behav ior preservi ng morphism

(i.e., preserv ing input-output relationships ).

Wi th r.gard to the policy objective , it might have been
usefu l to have e~iopte~ s~ ‘ore explicit control theoretic .truc•

r ture. This would have ~~~~
- 

~ it far easier to address questions
of system opt imsiation using existing techniquas (e.g., lox,

•~ 1 
1954, Box and Hunter , i9ss , Draper , 1962, or Gardiner et al
1959). Had this been done it would be (at least theoretically

I if not computationally) possible to investigate within INS :
v (a) the rela t ive importance of al ternat iveI pol icies , if different environmental

condit ions , on if differing parame tric

I specifications as they affect the similar
response at some point T in simular time;

i I.~ 
and ,

I
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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(b) that set (or combination) of policies ,
environmental conditions , and pa rametr ic
specifications which will provide , in
some sense, the optimal similar response
at time I (Mihraa , 1972: 402).

Answering (or even posing ) such questions would probably
require reconceptualizing INS in response surface terms (this

might not hay. been all that difficult since several of the

“exper imental designs ” employed in INS reports approached I
doing this). More importantly, it becomes necessary to attach
some sort of objective function to the simulation so that alter-

native outco mes can be ordered with respect to their “desira-
bility. ” The problem of id.ntify ing such functions for social
systems is most difficult (for an analysis of the problem see I
Raiffa , 1960). Yet if simulation ii to be seriously used In

policy selection it would seem that such problems must be

addressed. I
1
I
1
I
I
I
ii
1 -

_ 
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Design: Whereas with the policy objective the concern
P’ 

I was with identifying and implementing feasible strategies to

meet some goal(s), design problems deal with identifying and

I describing various mechanisms for the achievement of goals.

I The distinction I am making here between policy and design is

analogous to the distinction between the values of variables

~ I 
(including parameters) and their structure. Policy changes

are changes in the level of variables and design changes are

I changes in the structure relating the variables.

Simulation is a very powerful technique (i.e., means of
generating data) for the design theorist. The low cost of

I computer computation makós it possible to examine numbers of

complex mechanis ms in a vari ety of “environments . ” Moreover ,

I the use of simulation allows the investigator to deal with

I non-linearities, time lagged feedback and other complications

numerically where analytic solutions may either not exist or ,

I if they exist , be beyond the symbol manipu lation skil ls of
most behaviora l scientists.

I Notice too , a key distinction between the policy objective
and the design objective . In the case of policy the represen-
tation (i.e., agt4) is taken as being fixed . Our concern is with
the impact of parametr ic and variable value (i.e., level) changes .

However , in the case of design , the representation itself isI the datum and our concern is with identifying desirable (perhaps

in a constrained sense) elements of M. Thus experiments designed

I -

I
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to optimize existing simulations will not generally serve the

purpose of design as I have outlined it here (though, of I
course, it may give us an idea of the “best” that particular

m can do). I
Moreover, in the case of design, simulation can be quite I

properly be viewed as a data generating technique. The data

generated are, of course, the performances of various m N. I
Under this view of design , questions of appropriate methodology

again become relevant. Here, for example, we are less con- I
• cerned with “correspondences” between m and s. Rather we are J

interested in developing preference orderings over the elements

of N. As Guetzkow (1966) suggests , some of the methodological I
positions of “traditional” utopian thinkers may be applicable.

III  Conclusion

The title notwithstanding, this essay has been more a 1
critical review of selected aspects of the methodology of INS

than it has an “appraisal. ” According to the O.E.D., to appraise 1

may be rewritten “to estimate the amount, quality, or excellence

of. ” The narrow scope of this essay does not permit an ap- -

praisal. Moreover , such a task requires a more experienced 1
appraiser than I. However, and this may be more revealing any-

way , I would be willing to bet that in the year 2000 it will I
be commonly acknowledged that the-state of international relations 1theory owe s a great debt to INS related activities. Already , -

in 1974, one cannot help but notice the number of rather sophis- I
ticated projects employing simulation (and employing it as a

[I
— - — -~~~~~- -~~ -- ---‘- - - — - -- — _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-
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1 matter of course). Compare this to 1964 or 1954. Had Harold

I Guetakow not begun the Simulated International Processes pro-

ject, a large number of us would be unable (for a wide variety.

I of reasons) to do what we are today. Assuming that we value

that which we are doing, how can we do other than consider

INS a success?

I
I
I
I
I

I

I 
_ _  

_ _  _ _
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Introduction

The purposes of this report are twofold: 1) a further elaboration

I and integration of the general approach to the modeling of national de-

cision processes in Anderson (1974); and 2) a fairly careful discussion

I of the properties and operation of one component of that general model,

I 
the observation interface . As will be discussed more fully below, the

nation is conceived as an adaptive goal seeking system. The system has

I goals for the configuration of its external environment . Observations

are taken on that environment by the observation interface. The sys-

I tern then takes the pictures of that environment, evaluates it with re~

I 
spect to the system ’s goals , a~d through a process describes below, de-

term.ines actions or behavior to be emitted that will bring the environ-

I ment closer to the goal state. In order for a decision system having

these properties to be constructed, there must he careful explication

I of 1) exactly what those properties are ; 2) which system parts are re-

I 
sponsible for their production , implementation and maintenance; 3)

how those system components operate ; 4) structural and information

I requirements necessary for the operation of the components; and 5)

how the sys tem components are lInked through channels of corim~nication

~~~~

. and control (Cf . Deutsch 1966 on colni.mication and control and Newell’s

(197Th) discussion of the control structure) . The answers to those

I five questions will represent the transformation of the general notion

I of an adaptive framework of nat ional decision systems from what Slrcn

(1973) in somewhat different context has called an ill-structured prob-

1 lem t~ the specification of a well-structured problem - - a ful l blown

process model of the national decision making process. Until the notion

: 1 
_ _ _ _ _
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of an adaptive goal seeking national decision system can be expressed

in a well-structured maimer the model cannot be built. Thus it is

towards the transformation of general goal seeking notions about the

behavior of national decision systems into a well-structured format -

that the efforts ’of this report are aimed. As will become more appar-

ent below, one of the advantages of the basic conceptual framework J
upon which efforts are focused to express in a well-structured manner

is the ability of the general framework to identify separable (not I
separate) clusters of issues. Separability does not make the speci-

fication of a well-structured problem easy; it does make it easier.

The explication of the notion of the observation interface and a re- I
lated conception called the sentence writer (SW) constitute the second

portion of this report. I
I
I
I
1
1
1

F’



4 The Big Picture

The basic components of the adaptive goal seeking framework for

~ I national decision systems is illustrated in Fi gure 1. The components

I are: 1) the inner environment (Hi) ; 2) the outer environment (OE) ;

3) the access interface (Al); 4) the observation interface (01); and

~: ~ 
5) the model (or image) of the OE (M). While the framework is dis-

cussed more fully in Thorson (1971) some coninents seem in order. The

~~
. I interpretation of this framework into national decision system terms

~ I 
results in the following names being assigned the basic components :

1) the inner environment is the government of a particulat nation;

( 
~ 

2) the outerenvironment is potentially everything that is external to

the governmental. structure of the IE; 3) the observation interface are

L I those portions of the bureaucracy that are responsible for the obser-

I 
vation of the current state of the OE; 4) the access interface is com-

posed of those components of the bureaucracy that are responsible for

I executing the actions that flow from the IE; and 5) the model is a

shorthand term referr ing to how the various elements in the national

I bureaucracy responsible for the determination of decisions believe

I the OE works. It is important to note that the IE is defined strictly

as the government. In cont~~~orary theorizing in the field of inter-

•~ I 
national relations it is often the case that the ta~it of analysis is

the nation, often expressed as the “political system.” This view is

1 best ex~~~1ified by the efforts of Ib..nnel’s (1971) status field theory

I and Singer ’s (1972) Correlates of War Project. The claim is not being

made that the approach advocated here is strictly better than the spec-

I ification of the tmit of analysis as the nation. But it does seem

to be the case that given the types of concerns expressed and the sort

I

-
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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of explanation and theoretical structure that are desired , the specif i-

cation of the IE as the government is better than the specification of

the IE as the nation. On the other hand , there are instances where it

may be more efficient to view the unit of analysis as the nation as a

whole. It is important to notice that taking the government as the

unit of analysis does not imply that a choice has also been made be-

tween the unitary actor or bureaucratic/organizational (Cf . Allison

1971; and Allison and Halperin, 1972) representation of the government.

Both are consistent with the adaptive framework. While the work re-

ported here does view the national system as composed of several or-

ganizational actors the concepts developed are not restricted to a

bureaucratic/organizational viewpoint . The second aspect that deserves

mention is the definition of the outer environment as potentially con-

sisting of everything that is external to the IE. This distinction is

captured to a certain extent in Singer’s (1961) discussion of the no-

tion of levels of analysis. While our approach is a systems approach,

it is not a systematic approach as characterized by Easton (1953),

Kaplan (1957) or Parsons (1958). While part of the OE would in cur-

rent international relations parlance be called the international sys-

ten, this is not the same international system of which Kaplan et. al.

speak. The system is the national government. What is called the

international system portion of the OF is Kaplan’s international sys-

F:; ten minus the nation that is wider study. What is called the domastic

• political system in Easton’s terms is also included in the OF in the

s e  ummier as Kaplan’s system is Included. While the physical envi-

ronment of the national government consists of everything that is not

part of that government, that physical envir*~iiaent represents ordy the

— - • _ _ _ _ _ _  - _ _ _ _- - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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I potential environment for the national decision system. The distinc-

• tion is made here between the physical and effective OF’s. That dis-

I tinction rests upon what “really” impacts on the ability of the system

I to achieve its goals and what the system “thinks” has an impact on its

ability to be goal attaining . If it were the case that the flT~ consisted

I of several independent subsystems not all of which could impact on the

level of goal achievement , those subsystems independent of goal achieve -

I ment would not he a part of the “real” environment . Thus in some ulti-

I mte sense, OF consists of those elements and the relat ions defined upon

them that impact upon the level of goal attainment. Prom the perspec-

I tive of the national decision system, the OE consists of those elements

of the physical OF that are considered by the decision mechanism to

I impact upon goal attainment. Those portions of the physical OF that

I are “though” to affect goal achievement (i.e., the relevant causal.

linkages) are expressed in the model (M) of the system of the OF. (In

I other discussions of this basic framework (Thorson, 1971, 1972; Bailey

and Holt 1971) the model of’ the OF was termed the image of the OF.

I As will be seen below, a major portion of this report is concerned with

I perceptions of the current state of the OF. In order to avoid confu-

sion between the image of the current state and the image of the cau-

I sal operation of the OF, the term model will refer to the system’s con-

ception of the causal operation of the OF, and image will refer to the

I perceived “snapshot” state of the 013.) Since it is logically possible

(though not too probable) that both the “real” and “perceived” envi-

1 rormient may in fact consist of everything that is external to the IF,

I at a maxinun the OF could consist of the total physical environment.

But since It is also possible (and certainly more probable) that only

I
- i
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a portion of the physical environment will in fact be relevant to

the goal attaining ability of the system (both from the perspective

of the “real” and “perceived” OF’ s) the OF may not constitute the

entirety of the physical environment. The final coninents concern

the nature of the observation and access interfaces (01 and Al). Both

the 01 and Al are part of the IF., i.e., they are portions of the na-

tional governmental bureaucracy. Because they perform distinct sorts

of functions (emit different classes of behavior) they represent sep-

arable components. A second important observation about the 01 and

Al is that they need not be distinct organizational members of the

national governmental bureaucracy. Consider the Wage and Price Con-

trol Board. They had the responsibility of monitoring wage and price

levels (01) and they had the power to control wage and price changes

(Al). But because there were two classes of behavior that the Board

could emit (observation and access) the functions of the Board can he

assigned to both the Ar and 0!.

While the operation of general goal seeking has been described

in more detail elsewhere (Anderson, 1974), the following should be

sufficient to provide a context for the developnent of what is called

the sentence writer . The nat ional decision system has a set of goals

for the configuration of the 013. Under the control of the decision

mechanism the 0! takes observations on the OF and sends that informa-

tion to the decision mechanism. The decision mechanism then compares

the image It receives of the OF with the goal state. Based upon the

perceived discrepancies between the goal state of the OF and the per-

ceived state of the OF , the decision mechanism begins to search for

behaviors it could melt that would cause the OF to irøve closer to
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L the goal state. The decision mechanism uses its causal model of the

t 
OF as a means for assessing the degree to which a given behavior or

set of behaviors will increase the level of goal attainment. When

I the decision mechanism has discovered a set of behaviors it deems ac-

ceptable, it instructs the AX to emit those behaviors. Because of the

~‘ I manner in which the decision system uses its causal model, both the

behavior and structure of the 0! and A! are affected by the content of

j I the model. The 0! will only be sensitive to those features of the en-

~

- I vironment the H has identified as important. The behavior of the Al

will obviously depend to a great deal upon the content of the ~•1 (in

I addition to the search procedure and the acceptability criteria used

by the decision mechanism) to determine the behaviors that the A! will

I emit and the sorts of behaviors that the A! must have the capability

I of emitting. The center of attention of this report, the sentence

writer, intersects the conminication channel between the 0! and the

I decision mechanism. The role that it plays in the operation of the

- system is the generation of sentences about the current state of the

I 013. The total system including the sentence writer and the decision

I mechanism is illustrated in Fiture II, along with the lines of infor-

• ination and control. As can be seen in Figure II, the sentence writer
4 I does not replace the 01, but rather serves to transform the outputs

of the 0! before they reach the decision mechanism. By separating

I the 0! and the SW (sentence writer) it is possible to separate the

I information that the system receives about the state of the OF and

the interpretation given to that information. While the concept of

I a sentence writer could have been merged into the 01, by making the

SW distinct from the 01 conceptual clarity is increased . With this

;:~ II
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p separation , the 0! is responsible for transmitting to the SW those

aspects of the OF the decision mechanism, by the use of the H, deems

relevant . The SW then takes the raw information and produces an in- I
terpretation or image of the current state of the ()I. This notion Iis in line with some people ’s notion of the role of the intelligence

community in the decision making process of the United States . Recent ]
news stories indicate that one position currently held by policy

makers is that the CIA and DIA should report only “facts” and leave I
matters of interpretation to the decision makers . While the notion j
of reporting only the “facts” is a spurious one (de Rivera , 1968) a

certain amount of conceptual clarity and analytic tractability is - J
gained by the separation of these empirical ly inseparable notions.

Thus the 0! scans the OF and detects what will be called “discrete I
facts” which describe the OF. These discrete facts include such

things as the current price of oil , current wheat yield, and actions ,

statements of action , and statements of intention on the part of 1
other governments in the OF. The sentence writer then takes these

“objective” discrete facts and produces as output “discrete sentences” I
(which amount to direct translations of discrete facts) and “complex

sentences.” Complex sentences are either composed of discrete facts

• of inferences based upon discrete facts and the current knowledge 1
- - state of the system. While the concept of a complex sentence will

be discussed more fully below, the following should give some idea I
of the nature of a cai~,lex sentence: Suppose that the Saudi Arabian 1

• SW receives from the 0! the discrete fact: “The United States an- I
n~mced that it would begin an initiecilate airlift to resupply Israeli

material lost in the war.” A c~~ lex sentence based upon that dis-

_-_: - -_ _-
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crete fact might be: “The United States is ignoring our threat of an

oil embargo.”

I This concludes the introduction of the main theme . As was dis-

I cussed in the introduction , the purpose of this report is to bui ld a

framework so that the problems involved in the construction of the de-

I cision system can be posed in a well-structured manner. That portion

of the decision system that will attempt to be transformed into a

I well-posed problem is the linkage between the OF. and the IF.. Thus the

I central question for the remainder of this report is: What character-

izes the process by which information contained in the OF is trans-

I mitted and transformed into a form such that the decision mechanism

can use it in its evaluation of the current state of goal attainment

I as a guide for determining appropriate sorts of behaviors. Before

• I c~ntinuing with a detailed discussion of the SW, the next seciton will

be concerned with the general issues of the role of images, causal

models, and perception.

Images, ?k,dels, and Perceptions

• The purpose of this section is to discuss in general terms some

I of the issues involved in the transmission of information from the

OF to the IF. In the international relations literature attention

I has been paid to the concepts of perceptions and images . There have

I been studies of misperception (Holsti , 1965; Iloisti , Brody, and North,

1965; Holsti , North , and Brody, 1968 ; Zinnes , 1968; Jervis , 1968) ;

I the role of belief systems (Iloisti , 1962); the notion of images (Bould-

ding , 1959, 1966 ; Jerv~s, 1970) ; the definition of the situation

1 (Snyder, Bruck, and Sapin , 1962 ; Pruitt , 1965) ; and the process of

• I selective attention (Pool and kessler , 1965) . I lendrix (1973) observes

that efforts at the construction of intelligent machines (artificial

I
- 

•— •- 
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intelligence) generally make a distinction between two types of know-

ledge , state and process knowledge. These two notions fit  very nicely

into the conceptual system described above . State knowledge relates I
to knowledge about the world at ccrtain instances in time (our image) .

Process knowledge is a body of information describing how one state

may be transformed into another (our causal model) . By making this J
distinction between process and state knowledge (or images about what

• is and the projection of what will be) a greater degree of conceptual

clarity is gained . In the literature in the field of international

relations, the distinction is seldom made. A notable exception ~s

in de Rivera’s The Psycholo&ical Dimensions of Foreign Policy (1968), 1
where he emphasizes the distinction between the construction of re-

ality (state knowledge) and the projection of the future (process J
knowledge). In fact, he devotes a chapter to each topic . There are

certain conceptual advantages to be had by making this distinction

(especially if one ’s goal is the design and construction of a mech- I• anism that has the capability for perceiving and misperceiving) .
- While incorrect images of the current state of the OF. and faulty be- 1

liefs about how the OF. responds to behaviors applied upon it both re-

sult in what is commonly known as misperceptions, there are different

processes and influences involved in their production. To place this
• distinction more directly in an international relat ions frame of’ .ref-

erence consider the surprise attack on Pearl Harbor and the Russian J
troop mobilization immediately prior to the outbreak of MV!.

Wohlstetter’s (1962) analysis of the Pearl h arbor perceptual failure I
on the part of the United States is clearly one of a faulty image of

the current state of the OIL The si gns were there that should have

1



‘H
I indicated that something was in the making. The unintended response

of Germany to the Russian mobilization during the 1914 crisis is attrl-

I butable to a faulty causal model on the part of the Russians.

I While the distinction between state and process knowledge is used

in the artificial intelligence literature, when one examines the inter-

I national relations literature cited above, one finds that very little

attention has been paid to state knowledge as a separate entity . The

I role of a causal model often is not even mentioned. Pruitt (1965)

i 
discusses three sorts of “images” that constitute the definition of

the situation: 1) predictions of the fLiture behavior of the other

I nation; 2) perceptions of the basic characteristics of the other na-

tion; and 3) conceptions of appropriate ways for dealing with the

I other nation . Predictions about the future behavi
4
or of other nations

I (the CE) is represented by the output from the causal mod~1. Concep-

tions of appropriate ways for dealing with the other nation are out-

I puts of the decision mechanism, resulting from the interaction between

state knowledge, process knowledge, and the goal set. Pruitt ’s exam-
- 1 pies of basic characteristics are the concepts of friendly, hostile,

I weak, or trustworthy. Pruitt says that these characteristics are

predicated of nations as a whole. They represent affective evalua-

tions of other nations or actors . Rather than being part of eIu~sr

• the image of the OF or the model of the CE, these evaluative .ssei-

I tions would be part of the current knowledge state. As will be amils

more explicit below, the SW only produces evaluations of the current

OF. (~te does not directly “see” hostility, or trust, They are

produced by the decision mechan ian . The SW does have the capacity

for generating sentences of the form: Nation X is still hostile, or

I

I
_________ ‘ ~ ~~~~~~ 
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Nation Y has betrayed our trust. These sorts of sentences may change

the current knowledge state by either reinforcing or contracting cur-

rent evaluative assertions, but it is up to the decision mechanism I
I to make those changes--the SW is a passive transmitter of the current

state ofzthe OF. The Stanford Studies (Holsti , 1965; floisti , et. al.,

1965 , 1968; and Zinnes, 1968 among others) have not made the distinc- 1
t tion between process and state knowledge or between perceptions gener-

ated by the SW and the perceptions generated by the causal model in I
conjunction with the decision mechanism. While they did code refer-

ences to time, they did not have a conceptual framework that allowed

them to manipulate those sorts of distinctions in a manner that would I
be of help in the construction of the SW. Jervis (1968) enmanerates 14

hypotheses in misperception , but they either treat the notion of image I
in a non-systematic fashion, or they are concerned with the process of

changing attitudes and beliefs (the current knowledge state). Boulding’s

treatment of images (Boulding, 1966, 1959) relies almost entirely upon J
the notions of a world view, evaluative assertions , and the problems of

incompatibility among images. Ibisti (1962) treats a belief system as I
a complete world view. While noting that included in a world view or

belief system are images of what has been, is, and will be , he does not

develop the structure and interrelations any further than that. He 1
makes no distinction in the coding of the evaluative assertions of

Thilles between perceptions of what the Soviet Union is currently doing, 1
and perceptions of what the Soviet Union will do. He attempts to mea- 

1
sure the current knowledge state of Ibiles without investigating the

structure of that knowledge state. (bly the efforts of Pool and JJ
Kessler (1965) even begin to make the sorts of distinctions that are

11
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• I being made here . Unfortunately, they go no further than to suggest

I 
several factors affecting the order ,in which sti,mili from the OF are

attended to. They do not discuss how statements describing the Ofl

I are integrated and processed so as to form a perception of the cur-

rent state of the OF.

I In view of the above coimnents, it should cane as no surprise

that the notion of perception of the OR as developed here is not a

I well-structured problem. Especially since the notion of a sentence

writer appears to have received no discussion.

Giving Structure to the SW

Consider the SW for Saudi Arabia receiving the following messages

I fran the 0!:

1) The total wheat crop is X bushels

I 2) Y men are employed in fanning• 3) “Since Israel cannot continue to resist Egyptian
aggression if it is not given replacement materials,
we (the U.S.) will begin the imediate resupply of

I • Israel .”

The SW should be able to generate statements like the following:

I 1) Labor productivity is low
2) The U.S. will resupply Israel

I 3) The U.S. is ignoring our threat of an oil embargo
4) The U.S. is still pro-Israeli and anti-Arab
5) The U.S. is supportive of Israeli behavior
6) The total wheat crop is X bushels

1 7) Y men were employed in faming
8) Labor productivity is Z. -

I The output sentences 2,6, and 7 represent discrete sentences (direct

transfers with no interpretation) . The rest are examples of sentences

I that require the interpretation of discrete facts. As noted above,

these are called ccu~ lex sentences. The first question is: What are

I the necessary properties of a SW that could generate these eight

sentences? For the three discrete sentences, the SW niist be able to

1
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r parse the sentence for the basic action and place it in the short term I
memory of the decision system. For the last two sentences that is a

fairly trivial job ; in fact the SW need only recognize the first two

discrete facts as being in the form of discrete sentences. For the

generation of sentence 2 , the SW has a somewhat more difficult task.

It must be able to “know” what the central theme of the sentence is. I
It must have the capability to recognize that the last clause conveys

the basic action. Techniques by which the SW can make that detennin-

ation will be discussed below. For the generation of the complex son-

tence “Labor productivity is low ,” the SW must have the capacity for

manipulating the total wheat crop and total ntsnber of farm laborers

to produce a value for labor productivi ty (complex sentence 8). In 
-

addition, it must also have the capability for determining whether I
that specific value for labor productivity is hig l% , low, or moderate.

In order for the SW to produce the complex sentence: “The U.S. is -

ignoring air threat of an oil embargo” the sentence writer must know 1
that a threat of an oil embargo has been made. In addition to which ,

it also must have a means for assessing the relationship between the I
threat and the discrete fact from the 01. The SW must have a char- 1acterization of the past behavior of the United States and be able

to recognize that the resupply of Israel is a continuation of that I
behavior if it is to generate complex sentence 4. If the SW is to

generate the complex sentence 5 (“The U.S. is supportive of Israeli I
behavior.”) the SW nu.st be able to abstract fran the discrete fact 1
support for Israeli behavior . ‘I -

(be property of the SW bmiediately follows from above- -it must ]
have access to (and there mist exist in the decision system) a record

11
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~ I of past incoming and outgoing info~~~tion . In order to gener:te cam-

i plex sentences 3 and 4, the SW must make reference to the past threat

on the part of Saudi Arabia a characterization of past U.S. action.

I It will be recalled fran the discussion above that the SW does not

‘ 
make evaluative assertions. The generation of sentence 4 would seem

I to contradict that statement. It does not . The SW in this instance

I is not generating an evaluative assertion, but rather interpreting

the behavior of the U.S. in light of a current evaluative assertion .

The distinction is subtle , but crucial. The assertion of a general

evaluation of the behavior of another nation requires the ability to

- I observe the general pattern of behavior over an extended period .f

I time. The SW does not have that capability. The SW receives only

a single t ime slice, which it must interpret with respect to the cur-

I rent knowledge state of the system. Only the decision mechanism has

the ability to observe many points In time simultaneously. Since the

I SW has access to the current knowledge state (both the short term

I and long term memories) it can make comparisons between the discrete

facts and the current knowledge state.

I The technique for the generation of the sentences concerned with

labor productivity are relatively simple. The SW must “know” that if

I it “sees” values for yield and manpower it divides the crop yield by

the um ber of farm employees to produce a value for labor product ivity.

I A camparison then would be made against some standard far the evalua-

I tion of whether or not the level of labor productivity was high, me-

dha, or low.

I While th. generation of sentences concerning labor productivity

are simple and straight forward, the production of sentences 3, 4, and 
• 

-

I S are another matter entirely . As was discussed in f iMerson (1974) ,
I

•~~~~~~
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caimsinications between various nations is linguistic. Communication 

- I
takes place wi thin a strictly defined subset of English. The graninar

of the language will determine whether or not the sentence is well- .1
formed , but it will not convey the mean ing of the sentence. The SW j
and the decision mechanism must have the capability for the understand-

ing of sentences in that language. In an effort to explicate what is 1
required for the understanding of sentences in a language (and how the

SW does it) attention will first be paid to same very specific and I
restrictive examples of how the process of understanding takes place .

Once the skeleton of the process of semantic interpretation takes

places, the discussion will turn to the generation of semantic inter - J
pretations of sentences in a more general frame .

- The key to the semantic interpretation of sentences is the exist- I
ence of a set of rules or procedures that define a set of manipulations

on the basic sentence. This set of rules will be called the linguistic

axioms or model . The elements of the linguistic axioms can be divided 1
into two categories- -those that are syntactically based and those that

are semantically based. The syntactic ax ians are responsible for the 1
recognition phase (Cf . McXeeman et. al., 1970) of the process. The -

recognition phase determines whether or not a given sentence is a

meirJ,er of the language. Only those sentences that conform to the gram-

mar of the language have possible semantic content. The SW must rec -

ognize a string of symbols as being a legitimate sentence in the lang- 1
uage before it can begin the process of determining its meaning. Con- -

sider the following two sentences :

1) Colorless green dreams sleep furiously.
2) FurIously sleep ideas green colorless. (from thcmsky , 1957).

Sentonce~ 1 and 2 could both be considered nonsensical (no semantic

4

_ _  __________ _ _ _ _ _±
_ _ _  _ _ _ _ _  

-~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ - -~~~~
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content) , hut only sentence 1 would be considered grammatical. (Al-

I 
though as Wilks (1972) points out there is considerably less than to-

tal agreement on the subject.) A gramatical sentence assures that

I information (in the semantic sense) could be conveyed by the sentence,

but it does not guarantee it. In other words, the property of being

I grammatical is necessary but not sufficient for the transmission of

semantic information. It is also the case that the sharing of a can-

I mon grammar does not insure identical semantic interpretations will

I he given to a sentence by two receivers. The semantic axioms are in

a sense independent fran the syntactic axioms. Consider the follow-

- I ing sentence: “They are flying planes .” Does “they” refer to the

planes or to the individuals who are flying the planes? With respect

I to the English grammar this sentence is ambiguous. As will be dis-

I cussed more fully below, this partial independence of syntactic and

semantic axioms provides one means for the generation of mi spercep-
- 

- I tions about the OF. If the meaning that was intended to he trans-

mitted by the sender were the first sense of the above sentence and

I the receiver thought that “they” referred to the individuals who

I were flying the planes there would be a misperception. But while

there is a certain independence in the relationship between semantic

1 and syntactic axioms, there is also a certain degree of dependency .

This results from the fact that the semantic ax ioms are only appli-

I cable to grammatical sentences.

I An appropriate question might be: What does it mean to state

that semantic axioms are applicable? It turns out that the not ion of

I applicability (or how the semant ic axioms manipulate discrete facts)

is central to the generation of semantic interpretations . Looking at

I the three discrete facts that were exhibited as ex~~ 1es of inputs to

I
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the Saudi SW and the eight sentences produced as outputs, it would I
seem to be the case that the input sentences in sane manner imply the

output sentences . The total wheat crop of X bushels and the Y men I
employed in fanning seem to imply that labor productivity is (say)

high. The fact the Saudi ’s had issued a threat of an oil embargo and

the fact that the U.S. announced that it intended to resupply Israel I
would seem to imply that the U.S. was ignoring the Saudi threat. That 

-

is the argument being made here . By us ing the notion of a set of I
linguistic axioms (both semantic and syntactic) that intuitive 1mph - 1
cat ion can be more more explicit . Specifically , the output sentences

can be conceptualized as deductions about the current state of the J
OE with the semantic model as a set of ax ioms and the current know-

ledge state, discrete facts, and sentences (both discrete and complex) I
serv ing as the premises. Thus given the linguistic axiom: If there

has been a threat of an oil embargo made to a country if that country -

aids Israel , and a country says that it intends to aid Israel , then 1
that country is ignoring the threat of an oil embargo . If knowledge

of the threat is in the current knowledge state of the system (the 
- J

memory); if the 11.5. generates a sentence (which becomes, from the -

perspective of the Saudi SW, a discrete fact) that the U.S. will aid -

Israel ; then the conditions of the axioms are satisfied. The deduc- 1
tion can then be made that the U.S. is ignoring the Saudi threat of

an oil embargo. Structurally this condition--deduction, or if-then ]
form of the axioms- -fits very nicely into the production system (see

Anderson, 1974; and Newell, 1973a ) conception that is planned for

the construction of the decision system. A production system con-

sists of a set of statements called productions. A production is a

1

~~~~~TI - -—
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statement of the form condition--action. If the condition isztrue

then the action is taken by the system. In terms of the SW, if the

I conditions of the axiom are true , then the deduction is made. This

I structural similarity between production systems and the linguistic

axioms has an additional desirable property besides theoretical ele-

I gance. Fran Klahr (1973) a production system obeys several operating

rules . Those relevant to this context include:

I i. The productions are considered in sequence, starting with
the first.

I ii. Each condition is compared with the .urrent state of
knowledge.

iii. If a condition is not satisfied , the next production rule
in the order list of production rules is considered.

I iv. If a condition is satisfied, the actions to the right
of the arrow are taken. Then the production system is
reentered from the top (Step i).

I These four rules are easily interpreted in the linguistic axiom con-

I text. Just substitute linguistic axiom for production, and action

would be replaced by deduction or semantic inference. Now consider

I the propositions about selective perception found in Pool and Kessler

(1965):

I 1. People pay more attention to news that deals with then.
2. People pay less attention to facts that contradict their

I previous views.
3. People pay more attention to news fran trusted, liked

sources.
4. People pay more attention to facts that they will have

I to act upon or discuss because of attention by 3thers .
5. People pay more attention to facts bearing on actions

they are already involved in , i .e. ,  action creates

I Co1i%itflleflt.

By having the operation of the SW and the linguistic modelzorzaxion

I set follow those four production system rules, the five propositions

that Pool and Kessler identify as being aspects of the process of

I select ive pr operties can be exhibited without the explicit Invocation

of 3eparate structure and pmco’.s. In essence, by relying tçon. h

_________________________________ _______________________— 
~~1 - 
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notion of production systems we get something for nothing. Th is not

only do production systems represent an elegant solution to the spec-

ification of the operating rules of the system, they also have embodied

within them a great deal of theoretical power. Take Poll and Kessler’s

second proposition. By placing those l inguistic axioms that would re-

sult in the generation of sentences that contradict currently held

views at the bottom of the ranked list of axioms, the system can be

made to behave as if it paid less attention to facts that contradict

its previous views .‘~ The propositions stating that people pay more

attention to news that deals with then , to facts that they will have

to act upon, and to facts bearing on actions that they are already I
involved in, can all be reinterpreted as stating that a decision sys-

tem pays more attention to facts, news, and actions that affect the ]
system’s level of goal achievement. The placing of those linguistic

axionx relating to the goals of the (lecis ion mechanism near the top I
of the list of axioms will cause the predication of those three prop- 1
ositions to the behavior of the system. By making the conditional

portions of the linguistic axioms contingent upon the amount of trust 1
or degree of liking attributed to the source of the message, behavior

consistent with the proposition that people pay more attention to news 1
from trusted , liked sources can be exhibited. The realization of 1
this proposition can be accomplished by placing the “trusted axioms”

higher up in the list of the linguistic axioms than the “distrusted

axioms.” The realization of this last proposition implies that by

using the product ion system notion to exhibit the phenomena of selec- 1
C See Anderscn (1974) for a discussion of )

~~ the ordering of
productions will produce this result .

I 
—
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I tive perception we are not getting something for nothing . The gener-

ality and elegance of the set of linguistic axioms is sacrificed for

I the production of an empirica l proposition . While a formal linguist

I would decry this convolution of his formal system, we are not giving

up anything of grea t consequence. Compared to the alternative of as-

I signing a “salience score” the linguist ’s dismay is the IR theorist ’s

delight .

t I The realization of the three propositions of selective percep-

t tion that were interpreted as involving the goals of the decision

system highlight an additional condition that must be placed on the

I form of zthe outputs that the SW generates . The sentences produced

by the SW are intended to be used by the decision mechanism as 1) a

I description of the current state of the OF.; 2) a means for determin-

I ing the level of goal achievement ; and 3) inputs to the causal model

to produce forecasts of future states of the OP. contingent upon the

I application of sets of behavior by the Al. These three uses (espe-

cially uses 2 and 3) place demands upon the characteristics of the

I SW outputs. If the decision mechanism is to use SW outputs to de-

I terinine goal achievement , the sentences of the SW must be ccm~arable

to the statements of the goals of the system . I f the sentences gen-

crated by the SW are to be used as part of the inputs to the causal

model of the (~ , they imist be in a form such that the M can digest

I then. Thus in the construction and specificat ion of the linguistic

axioms attention must be paid to what will be done with the output

I sentences. The design process must show sensitivities to the goals

of the system, the sorts of - inputs the causal model is capable of

pocessing, and the Information processing capacity and capability

I of the decision mechanism.

I
‘ I  _ _ _ _ _
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The last topic that will he discussed before a more thorough

discussion of the syntactic parsing and semantic inference techniques

is perhaps one of the most fundamental--that of control . Prior to

this there has been some discussion of the flow of information within

the system. But what Newell (1973b) has called the control structure

has only informally been discussed . While the challens of co~inunica -

tion and information do represent important aspects of the control

structure , the concept of control channels changes a basically passive

adaptive system into an active adaptive system. Until channels of

control are specified, the system is only behaving as if it were

adapting . Without the capability to change its outputs and modify

its images as a result of past experience the apparent ability of the

system to adapt to its environment is only that--an illusion . It J
must learn. The system must have the capacity to internalize past

experience. The system can learn only with the existence of feedback

loops and control channels. The system must have the capacity to -J
modify its causal model of the OF.. It must be able to change its

perceptions of the basic characteristics of other nations . Its per -

ceptual system must show a sensitivity to past experience. While

Thorson (1972) has shown that there exists no adaptive system that

can adapt to all environments , the class , number, and complexity of

the environments that the system can adapt to and or adapt is a func -

tion of its ability to learn . The basic lines of control and self-

modification are shown In Figure II .  Of the numerous channels of

control pictured in Figure II, only those dealing with the SW will be

discussed here. (The others must wait the well-structuring of those

system ccmçonents affected.) WIth the ability of the system to change

its current knowledge state , it becomes necessary that certain portions
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of the SW be open to modification by the decision mechanism. Consider

the second proposition dealing with selective perception . It states

that people pay less attention to facts that contradict their previous-

I ly held views. When the system ’s “previously held views” change , the

operation of the SW must also reflect that change . It will be recalled

I that this proposition was realized in the SW by ranking those l inguistic

axioms that would generate sentences contradicting currently held views

below those that generate sentences consistent with the current know-

~ I 
ledge state . Thus the ordering of the linguist ic axioms under the

productions system-like control must be subj ect to modification. The

~ I 
three of the selective perception propositions interpreted as being

sensitive to the goals of the decision system will also necessitate

the rearranging of certain linguistic axioms as the goals of the sys-

i tern are modified . Since the proposition dealing with trusted or liked

sources of information was realized by making axioms cont ingent upon

I the current evaluation of the source, as the state of knowledge of the

system changes (which inc ludes the current evaluative assertions) will

I automatically be reflected in the behavior of the SW without further
- I modificat ion of the SW. If the system has the ability to perform major

modifications of its causal image of the OF and the introduction or

I elimination of goal statements, the system must have the ability to do

more than simply re-order the linguistic axioms . It must have the

I capability to delete axioms and generate new ones . (It is doubtful

I that the system will have the ability to make such major modifications

in light of the techni cal difficulties in the realization of that power .

-

~~~~~ I At most, we can strive for the design of a “smart” machine . The design

of a truly “Intelligent” machine will probably have to wait the resolu-

I
I

_ _ _
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tion of certain fundamental issues in the field of artificial intelli-

gence. The full specification of the process of self-modification is

the topic for another report . Before we can talk about the process

and techniques of self-modificat ion , that which is to he modified must

must be well structured . As of yet, the SW is not well structured

enough to permit that sort of inquiry.

Semantics, Syntax, Parsing, et.al.

The purpose of this section is not to present an algorithm that

will perceive discrete facts and produce semantic interpretations as

outputs . While there is every reason to believe that such a presenta-

tion will evantually be made , the specification of the algorithm will I
be difficult- -hut it is not impossible. Before such a specification 1can be made certain issues must he resolved and certain decisions must -

be made. This section represents a first attempt to specify what must 1
be overcome in order to specify a complete and effective (in the sense

of computable) procedure for the mechanical generation of semantic I
interpretations .

The first and most obvious element that must he specific if one -

is to talk about the generation of semantic inferences is the thing J
that the semantic inferences are defined upon, language. Figure III

is a working version of a language structure. It modifies a less 1
sophisticated version presented in Anderson (1974). It should be em- -

phasized that this structure is not a finished product. There are

several respects in which it is lacking. The most obvious of which

is that there Is no specification of the admissible actors or of the

admissable actions . It Is only a list of 20 sentential forms. Fur- I
thermore in order to serve as the basis for the specification of a 

-

1 
- ~~—- --~~~~ 
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I SW, it must be presented in what is called a phrase structure format.

As it is presently given , this is not a true gramar- -only the skele-

ton. A phrase structure grammar has as its basis a set of phrases

formed from the concatenation of other phrases and words. Consider a

portion of a phrase structure grammar for English. One of the basic

I structures of that grammar might be a “simple sentence.” A simple

sentence might be defined as a “subject” followed by a “predicate.”

I Under this structure, a sentence like: “He threw the election.” would

I be recognized structurally as being a simple sentence, with “He” as

the subject and “threw the election” as the predicate . The predicate

I might further be broken down as being a transitive verb and a direct

object. This process of breaking down a sentence is called parsing.

I The first use that the grammar is pit to in the semantic interpreta-

tion process is the determination of whether or not the sentence is

gra~miatica1- -whether or not it is in the language. The process of r.c-

I ognition proceeds in a manner like the following: The sentence is

scanned to determine the recognizable phrases, i.e., transitive verbs,
- - I conjunctions, adjectives , adverbs , etc . Then the sentence is re-

I scanned to determine whether or not those phrases can be ckmked to

form other phrases, e.g., a transitive verb followed by a direct oh-
- I j ect is a predicate. This process of chunking continues until one

of two things happens, either the sentence is reduced to one chunk or

I it is not. If the sentence is fully reduced it is grasinatical , i.e.,

I 
part of the language. If the sentence is not reducable to one c)u*,

th. sentence is not in the language. If the goal symbol ‘happened to

I be a simple sentence, then “Ho threw the election” could be reduced to
one chunk . (~ the other hand, ‘lie the election threw” would not be

- 
. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~
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reducable to a simple sentence. This is exactly the type of process

used by programing language compilers when they re)ect statements of

a program . A compiler can recognize that a - b + c is a legitimate

sentence, where a c h + is not . This process of syntactic analysis

f is the least problematic of the problems that are faced in the speci-

fication of the SW. In fact , given a well-formed grammar, the syntac- J
tic analysis of a language is quite straight forward. Niinerous booksr have been written on the subject, the techniques and requirements are I
well-defined, and there even exist programs which will take a grammar

as input and generate a program that will do the syntactic analysis.

As a further illustration of how this syntactic recognition process I
works, consider a sentence from the language specific in Figure III:

“Since Israel cannot resist T~gypt if Israel is not resupplied then th~ I
U.S. will resupply Israel.” From an inspection of Figure III it can

ye seen that this sentence has the same structure as sentential form

1.3: Since 
_____ 

then 
_____

. The quasi-phrase structure parse of this I
sentence is given in Figure IV. The following is a description of

that parse : On scanning the sentence from left to right , the first J
complete sentential form that is recognizable is that of “Israel can-

not resist Egypt” which is form 1. That phrase is replaced with a

marker indicat ing a type 1 phrase. The scann ing continues from I
left to right. The next phrase to be recognized is “Israel is not

resupplied,” or AC~0R is not ACFI(!4. A marker for sentence type 6 1
replaces that phrase. The next phrase is that of form 3. At this

point the partially parsed sentence looks like this: SINO~ (1) IF

- (6) ThEN (3) . Since the end of the input string has been reached , ]
hut the reduction or c)imking is not c~~~lete, the process starts -
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I over from the left on this new string . The next recognizable phrase

is that of 
____  

IF 
____

, which is form 18. The “(1) IF (6)” part
I of the string is replaced by (18) resulting in the following stri ng:

, 

I SINCE (18) ThEN (3). The scanning is restarted from the left once

mere. This time the whole of the remaining string is recognized as

a sentenc e of the type SINCE 
_____ 

THEN 
_____

. The entire string is

replaced by the marker (13) , and the recognition phrase is complete ,

the sentence is part of the language. Notice that in the process of

recognition the original sentence has been lost . This is overcome by

keeping a copy of the origina l sentence in memory. That original sen-

t tence plus the entire phrase tree is passed on to the next stage in

I 
the process, that of synthesis. Before moving on to the topic of syn-

thesis (which is really at the heart of the matter) a couple of cein-

J ments are in order about recognition , grammars , and the particu lar

quasi-gr ammar exhibited in Figure I I I .  Upon inspection of the grammar,

J it can be seen that it represents a very restricted language . Not

everything is expressable in that language. That is how it should be.

I The sort of grammar being sought is a grammar that allows one to say

enough, but not too much. While it might be nice to use the entire

English language as the basis for the conmimication in the specifica-

I tion of the decision system, elegant prose is not our goal. Attas~ts

at the recognition or translation of natural language have proven to

I be dismal failures. No one has yet succeeded in writing down the

I grammar for English. Mechanical translations have produced more gar-

bage than anything else. Natural languages cannot (as of yet) be

I processed mechanically. The problems in doing so appear (to same)

to be insurmountable. ~at is has been posathie to design, construct

T~ 
~L j
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and run machin es that can handle artificial languages and/or very spec-

ific subsets of natural languages (Cf. Wilks, 1972; Hinsky, 1968; and

Siklossy and Simon , 1972) . Thus it is impractible to use F.nglish as 1
the basis for the language specification- -but it can be done with a

— subset of that language. The selection of that subset is (and probably

forever will be) an ill-structured problem . The subjec t must be able I
to express what must be expressed , but on the other hand, the smaller

the scope of the langua ge the easier it will be to produce a mechanical I
realization of it. These two trade-offs are responsible for the pro-

visional status of the language speci fied in Figure I I I .  It is not

known how acceptable that language is. The abilit y to recognize an I
acceptable language requires structure. (It might seem circular that

before giving structure to part A of the system, part B must bezstruc- I
tured, but before part B can be structured , part A must first be struc-

tured. To a large extent that is true. A provisional structure must

first be guessed at. Then through the interaction ofzthe specifica - J
tion of the various system parts , that provisional structure can be

modified. &it the closer that first guess is to the “true” structure, J ~
the quicker will be the convergence. It is by discussing the holes

in the entire system before specifying the provisional structure for I 
~

one of the components, can the chance that the provisional guess is J
close to right be increased. We will abaply have to deal with a~ ig-

uity for a while.) J
To help illustrate some of the problems faced in the specifica-

tion of seimntic inferences , consider what could be characterized as I
a brute force approach to th. problem. (~e obvious way to get the

- -~ semantic Interpretat ions would be to list all possible sentences and
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determine the permissible semantic inferences. That will not work

I for several reasons. First of all , the quasi-gramar in Figure III

defines an infinite ntanber of sentences. The recursive property

I of the gramar which accounts for its power implies an infinite nisu-

I ber of sentences in the language. Secondly, as was indicated above,

the semantic interpretations of a given sentence depends upon the

current state of knowledge of the system. As the current knowledge

state changes , the SW’s semantic inferences should reflect those

I changes . Semantic interpretations depend upon the goals of the de-

cision systems. As the amount of goal achievement varies, so could

the semantic interpretations vary . A decision system that constant-

I ly experienced a low degree of goal achievement could view the world

in a different -light than a “top-dog.” The phenomena of rising ex-

I pectat ions followed by a decrease in goal achievement could cause

I semantic inferences to change . From this it follows that the rules

of semantic interpretat ion ‘mist be sufficiently general so as to

I produce different interpretations under certain classes of differ-

ences in the state of the system. As another illustration of the

I issues involved , consider these four sentences in the language of

Figure III:  The U.S. will resupply Israel so that Israel can resist

Egypt. Since Israel cannot resist Egypt if Israe l is not resupplied

I then the U.S. will resupply Israel . The U.S. will resupply Israel

because Israel cannot resist Egypt if Israel is not resupplied. The

I U.S. will resupply Israel. The Saudi Arabian SW should produce iden-

t ical sentences given the reception of any of the four sentences. As

I can be seen from an Inspection of the Ks~~~ir , each of these fair son-

tences is a different sentential type. (~o could perhaps argue that
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the graninar is too sophisticated for its purposes. It may not be

necessary to have four ways of expressing the same “thought .” The

degree of sophistication of the languages hinges upon what sorts of

information are required for the decision mechanism to operate. It

is possible that the decision mechanism only needs very simple state-

ments of action to generate decisions. If it happened to be the case

that the decision mechanism only needed simple statements as inputs,

but was capable of generating more sophisticated statements as outputs;

then a dual level of sophistication could be employed. It would be

useful , if only for the purposes of “seeing what was on the decision

mechanism’s mind,” to have sophisticated sentences generated. The SW

could easily strip away all of the “unnecessary” sophistication. This

would simplify the specification of the SW . No matter what the capa-

bilities of the decision mechanism may turn out to be , it is clear

that the graninar in Figure III represents a sort of upper bound on I
sophistication.

One possible approach to the specification of the SW is loosely

analogous to the operation of the General Ir~uirer (Stone, et. al.,

1966). The General Inquirer computer program for the content analy-

sis of statements has as its basis a dictionary. Depending upon the

relevant “cognitive dimensions ,“ each word in the dictionary is as-

signed a score on those dbnens ions. For example if the dimensions

were active-passive, strong-weak, and good-bad (Cf. Osgood, 1962)

the word “b~~~” would be given a score indicat ing very active, strong,

and bad . Th. General Inquirer system “tags” all of the words in the

text , ntpulates the scores (by additig and or averaging then) and

generates “percept Ions.” fluent La ity what has been done In the con-
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struction of the dictionary is that the words have been assigned to

~ 

equivalence classes. All those words having the same scores on the

dimensions are members of the same equivalence class. The SW could

I also be based on a similar procedure . The SW would be provided a

dictionary , but this dictionary would not contain only words .

I It would probab ly contain more phrases than words . The

I linguistic axioms would provide the manipulation rules for breaking

down the input strings into “elemental chunks” (syntax) and for the

I assignment of meaning according to the equivalence classes to which

the elemental chunks belong (semantics). The SW would then take

the evaluations of those elemental chunks and by applying an add i -

I 
tional set of rules , produce a general semantic evaluation . If it

turns out that the decision mechanism does not need a sophisticated

I l anguage to operate , this process of re -combining could he avoided .

Consider the simple sentence : The U.S. will initiate an ininediate

I airlift of replacement parts anim*nition, and planes to Israel .

‘ 
Replacement parts, ammmition , and planes could all belong to the

equivalence class of “material support .” The basic “thought” or

I expressed meaning of that action is: U.S. (material support) Israel.

If there were linguistic axioms of the form: (country) (material

U support) Israel • (country) pro-Israel , anti-Arab, the semantic

I inference can be made . [f more sophisticated statements are re-

ceived as input , appropriate syntactical rules or axioms could ban-

U die the de-c~~~osition. The question is whether or not the seman-

tics of the sentence are invariant under this process of de-composi-

I tion. If more scpJ~isticat.d sentences were required for input into

I H
I H
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the decision mechanism, the question is: whethe r or not the semantics

of the original sentence are invariant under deanposition and re-

composition? The use of the techn ique s of a dictionary, elemental

chunks, decomposition , and recomposition , seems to hold promise . By

using these notions the basic requircments and properties of a SW can

be identified . The quest ion is: Can a set of linguistic axioms be I -
specified that will meet the requirements?

Conclusion: How Well-Structured is the SW?

The purpose of this report has been to begin the process of spe- - I -

cifying a well-structured problem- -the sentence writer. In assessing

how far we have cane (and how far we have to go) Simon ’s criteria for

a well-structured problem are of use:

(A) problem may be regarded as well-structured to the extent - I
that it has some or all of the following characteristics:

1) There is a definite cr iterion for testi ng any proposed
solution, and a mechanizable process for applying the
criterion.

2) There is at least one problem space in which can be
— represented the initial problem state, the goal state,

and all other states that nay he reached, or considered,
in the course of attem pting a solution of E}~e problem.

3) Attainable state changes (legal moves) can be represented
in a problem space, as trans lat ions from given states to
the states directly attainable fran them. But considerable
moves, whether legal or not, can also be represented- - that
is, all transitions from one considerable state to another.

4) Any knowledge that the problem solver can acquire about the
problem can be represented in one or more problem spaces. 

~15) If the actual problem involves acting upon the external
world, then the definition of state changes and of the 1’

effects upon the state of applying any operator reflect
with cciiqlete accuracy in one or more problem spaces the
laws (laws of nature) that govern the external world.

t I
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6) Al ]. of these conditi ons hold in the strong sense that
the basic processes postulated require only practicable
amounts of computation , and the infounat ion postulated

I is effect ively available to the process--i.e., available
with the help of only practicab le amounts of search .

I (Simon , 1973:183)

It should be pointed out that the problem solver that Simon refers

I to is a computer program , hence the references to amounts of canputa-

tion and mechanization . The purpose here is not to program a SW. At

this point in time we are the problem solvers and the problem is the

I SW . (At sane point in time, Simon ’s notion of well-structured will

also apply to the problem that the decision system faces- -that of

I adapti ng to its enviro nnent .) The probl em space that Simon refers to

is the manner in which we have conceptualiz ed the SW. The states

I refer to their resolution. The “laws of nature ” for the SW turn out

I to be the laws of logic. References to computation and information

re fer to the scope of the problem to be solved . If a SW cannot be

I conceptualized in manageable sized chunks , and if solutions to the

issues cannot be reached within “reasonable” amounts of search and

I effort , the problem is not well-structured enough to permit the con-

I struction of a working SW. 8y comparing this list with the contcnt

of this report , it can be seen that we have not reached our goal - -

I structure still eludes us. But all is not hopeless . The problem

space is imich more clearly specified , the basic issues and requirements

I have for the most part been identified. It does not appear that the

I SW will require “excessive amounts of computation” to conceptualize.

We have what ~~~n~ts to an Initial problem state. The goal Is known.

- - It mist only he realized.

I
- 

I
- 
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FIGURE III -

1: <ACrOR> <CAN I CANNCIr> <ACTION> <ACTOR>~
2: <ACTOR> <COULD ~COUW NOr> <ACTION> <ACTOR>* J
3: <ACTOR> <WILL I WIlL NOT> <ACTION> PCrOR>*

4: <ACTOR> <S~~UI.D I SHO~U) NOT> <ACTION> CACTOR>*

5: AC1OR> <DID I DID NOT> <ACTION> <ACIOR>* J
6: <ACTOR> <IS~IS NOT> <ACTION> cACTOR>*

7: WILL <ACTOR> <DO NOT DO> <ACTION> CACTOR>* I
8: SIDJLD <ACTOR> <DO I NOT DO> <ACTION> <ACTOR>* I
9: DID <ACTOR> <DO I NOT DO> <ACTION> <ACTOR>*

10: IS <ACTOR> <DOING INOT DOING> <ACTION> <ACTOR>* I
U: CAN cACTOR> <DO(NOT DO> <ACTION> <ACTOR>1

12: IF <‘..> Thfl’J c...> I
13: SI~~E < •• ‘>  T}~~4 < ‘ >

14: c•”> BD~AIJSE <•‘• >

15: <•“> SO ThAT < •“> I
16: <•••> AND <•••>

17: c..•> OR <•~~ •>
4

18: c~••> IF c’•’> 1
19: (e.~.> AND NOT < .s .>

20: c.’.> OR NOT c•• ’> J
* Optional; tha actor (target) may be omitted. I( means that one of the two choices should be selected.

means that any one of the 20 sentential forms may be selected.
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—- ‘ From T. Murray, ed., Interd iscipli ”
1 Aspects of General Systems Theory

(McGregor. & Werner: Wash~rigton D.C1974 .

MODELING CONTROL STRUCTUR ES FOR COMPLEX SOCIAL SYSTEMS

The Ohio Stats University, Columbus. Ohio

Abstract behavior must be capable of accounting for these
kinds of observations. Such an accounting requires.
a careful consideration of the control structure s

Basic systems concepts are reviewed and used to of the systems being studied. The purposes of thisdefine artificial systems. The artificial system paper wil l  be to explica te what is meant by con-structure Is given both a contro l theoretic and a trol structure In this context and to suggest some“ po litical science ” interpretation. Under the organizing concepts of possible use in modelingpolitical science Interpretation, the Inner env ir— these struc tur es.
on.snt becomes the government and the outer envi r—
omeent the system external to the government. The I 1 Introduction
concept of “c~mp1exIty” Is discussed from a systemstheoretic perspective and Implications are drawn In order to put the following discussion into afor the modeling of governments as control st ruc— unified perspective , it will be helpfu l to provideture s. Several principles - hierarchical organi— an overview of some basic systems conce pts. Sincezation , mul tipli cit y of goals , and potential re. these concepts are treated In detail elsewhere ,dundancy of control — are offered to aid in re— what follow s will simply be a review of basic def—str icting the class of control stru ctures possibl y init lons.
aduissible as models of governments. Production
systems are proposed as a possible approach to the Follow ing Mesarov ic (1961) syst ems wil l be vieweddevelopment of control str uctures which satisfy abstractly as set—theoreti c structures. Morethese principles. The notion of a production sys— specifically:
tern Is Illustra ted wi th a sim ple example.

- •l.et a family of objects be given
V(V iIleI) where u s  the index setA nørber of scholars have employed “systems concepts ” for th. family V. A system S is

In invest igating phenomena from the domain of simply a relation defined on V. i.e.international relations (e.g., see Rosenau, 1970;
McGowan, 1970; Forrester, 1971; Phill Ips, 1974). SC x(Vj~isI)Nawever, the number of systems oriented researchers where x indicates cartesian product.
who have explici tly considered what might be called
the “ control structures” of the socia l systems they On the basis of this definition , generalstudy Is relat ive ly small. For exampl e, Forrester ’ s systems theory becomes simply a genera
well known “World Model” contains no explicit dcci - theory of relations. Following a for —
sion making mechanisms and unless run Interactively, mil izatio n approach , one starts from such
his simulation is mechanistic . a general notion of a system and then

proceeds to assume more structure fo r
Yet even casua l observers of the international the object “I, 

~n and investi gates
scene are often struck wi th the seemingly adaptive the prop erties induced by the relation
nature of nationa l foreign policy behaviors. Al - S (p. 223).”
l iances often seem to shift in apparent response to
changing “realities ” such as a perceived scarcity In this context , the family V Is simply a collec—
of crude oil. Yet, as with most all adaptive tion of sets of objects V. The set u s  used to
mechanisms, the range of adaptation has l imits. Index the sets in V. The use of object here
Some policies (perhaps the U.S. policy toward China may be thought of as a generalization of the no-would serve as an example) change very slowly and tion of a variable. The members of -a particular
the reasons seem more related to the internal poll- object set then become possible values or “appear—
tics of government then to the external environment ances ” for the object. As an example a student
the government is attempting to deal with. of international polit ics coding the affective as-

pect of national foreign policy behaviors as being
If the sorts of behaviors described above are taken either friendly or hostile could be viewed as moa-
t. be roughly descriptive of Internati ona l politics, sur ing the object named affect. The elements orthen clearly any theory of , say, foreign policy appearances of the object would be ( friendly ,

I
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hostile). Most systems of interest will have more Interface and send policies or behaviors Into the
than one object and an appearance of a system can O.E. through an access interface. Finally, in

V be given by listing the appearance of each object order to evaluate alternative policies (withoutr in the system. In the case of dynamic systems actually implementing them) the I.E. must have a
(those directly pa rameterized by time ) a concern is representation or “Image’ o~ the outer environment.often with relating system appearances at one time The structure coninon to artificial systems is
to system appearances at future or previous t imes. shown in figure 1

From this general definition of syst em It is pos— For the purposes of this paper, the I.E. will be
sible (Mesarovic, Macko, and Takahara, 1970) to interpreted as being a national government and
move to a familiar “ black box ” view of a system - the O.E. as that which Is externa l to the govern—
where the object family V is broken Into an Input ment (Including objects from both “domestic ” and
set U, and output set Y and a state set Z. The “international ” domains). The observation Inter—
system can then be rewritten as: face includes those as pects of the I.E. which are

charged with monitoring the appearances of the
5: 14.Y (1) O.E. while the access interface includes those

aspects of the government responsible for getting
That is , the output of the system Is a function (in po licies into the O.E.. The “image” includes the
the mathematical sense) of the input and the present gover nments long and short term images (to be
sta te of the system. A minimal description of a explicated below ) as wel l as various planning and
system in this sense requires identifying the set of forecasting components.
Input objects (U). the set of state objects (Z) and
the set of Output (Y) objects together with a state Prior to providing a simple illustration of these
transition function (ZxU Z) and the outpu t function components several coemients on this approach are
(ZxU4Y). Several observations about this approach In order. First this approach requires no ‘in
are relevant. First , the sets I’ and Z need not be principl e” position on a unitary rational actor ap-
dis j oint. Second , the sp ecification of 1 and the preach versus a bureaucra tic /or ganizational approach
state transition function is generall y not unique. (All ison, 1971 ; Halperin , 1974). While the course
The state objects in 1 are si mply selected in such taken here Is compat ible with the organ izat iona l
a way as to irake the system “ functional ” in the perspective, some if the inns race work (e.g..
sense described in (1). Third , no disturbance term Brito , 1972) could be restruc tured Into the
has yet explicitly entered into the f ramewor k. arti ficial systems framework and, as such , would

represent a unitary rational actor approach.
In theorizing about inter national relations, it has Second, the use of the observation Interf ace allows
been suggested that it is possibl e to put more a clear distinction between the O.E. as It “ really ”
structure into the general ‘black box” view of is and the O.E. as filtered by the observation
systems by viewing fo reign po licy behavior from the Interface. Finally, care should be taken not to
pers pective of “ adaptive syste ms” (Rosenau , 1970. reify the obj ects in the artificial system. Objects
McGowan , 1970, Thorson , 1974). Such systems belong believed to be in the world may be represented is
to the general class labelled by Simon as “ artificial being obj ects in more than one component. For
systems” and are characterized by being directed example, the U.S. Wage and Price Control Board
toward human goals. Accordin g to Simon (1969): had the responsibility of monitoring wage and price

levels (observation interface ) as well as the
“1. Artificial things are synthesized responsibility to effect wage and pric e chan ges

(though not always or usually with (access interface). Thus the Board can be assign-
full forethought) by man. to both the access and observation interface.

2. Artificial things may Imi tate An understanding of how the artificial syst~~appearances in natural things components inter-relate can be enhanced by going
while lacking , in one or many through a simple example. Let the inner environ-
respects, the reality of the mont (I.E.) represent a count ry ’ s economic policy
latter. bureaucrac y and the outer environ ment (O.E.) rep-

resent the country ’s economy. Assume further that
3. Artificial things may be charact - the bureaucrac y ’ s obj ective is to keep the economic

•rlzed In terms of function , goals , syste m in a certain specified set of acceptable
adaptation , states.- The state of the economy is then repre-

sented by the vector ~ and might include such
4. Artificial things are often dii- things as each citizen ’s inc~~ , all sales trans —

cussed , particularly when they act ions , and other such obj ects .
are being des igned , in terms of
imperatives as well as descrip — Tb. officials must have some way of Observ ing ~ so
tiv es (pp. 5-6] . tha t they can determine whether the econom y Is in

an acceptable state. However , they can not observe
An artific ial system has a number of components or each and every sa les transaction . etc. , direct ly.
subsystems. There is an Inner environment (I.E.) In fact , even if all this info rmation could be
which is “attempting” to achieve goals In an outer obtained , it would probably exceed their Inform—
or task environment (G.E.). The I.E. receives in- ation processing capab ility . Therefore they must
formation about the O.(. through an observation filter all of the minute economic information into ç

r~
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I something manageable. This is the task of the It as unambiguously as ~ ss ible.

I 
observation interface and would inc lude various
agencies to collect and aggregate econoa1~ data . This specification can begin by writing down the
Since, in this example , x would contain fir too objects (and their possible appearances) which

- much Information , the ob?ervatlon Interface might populate the representation. It is completed
Thcorporate some sort of indicator system. Thus when, in addition , the theoretically allowable
instead of having x as an output, the I.E. receives co njunctions of appearances are specified. Ther I The vector ~ might Include such indicators as fact that the set of logical ly possible conjunctions

and unemployment rates. In some cases ~ and of appear ances is greater than the set of thee-
Awl11 be equivalent. Most often, however , thi s ret lcally al lowable conj unctions is what gives
will not be the case and the notation reflects this structure to the world and allows scientific

‘ 
possible distinction , theorizing to be at all successful. Writin g down

the world being theorized about is equivalent
Upon receiving ~~, the I.E. must evaluate it to (under the terminology of this paper ) to specifyin g
determine what sort of po licy is indicated , The the system the theory is about.
results of this evaluation will depend in part

I upon I.E. ’ s image of the O.E. The image might for I 2 Complexity
example, consist of a Brookings forecasting model
of the economy. Generally, this Image will , at The artificial syste ms framework discussed in the
least in part, contain the elements of v. In this previous section is structurally very similar to

I way ~ can be used to set the ‘state” of”the Image a systems control problem. In control theoretic
and various po licy alternatives (ii) can be put into vocabulary the I.E. is the “control mechanism ” and
the image to access their differential impacts (j). the O.E. Is the “ process ” or “ plant ” being con-

trolled . Arbib (1972) descri bed a control problem

I The elements of the u vector , to have any impact , as: “Given reasonably accurate descriptions of a
mast have some way o7 getting into the 0.1.; that system and some performance required of it, to find
Is, the I.E. must have some access interface which inputs which , when applied to the system , will
Is capable of implementing u in the 0.(. Fiscal elicit (a reasonable approximation to) the desired

• control mechanism (which must be done if It isI and monetary policy might serve as accesses. performance (p. 80). ” ViewIng a govern ment as a

This very crude economic example hopefully makes asserted to be ‘adaptive ” ) does not require that
more clear the basic components of an artificial It be considered an optimal contro l mechanism (I.e.,

I sys tem. In addit ion , it should serve to illustrate that ft produces “best ” policies). Such a view
the high degree of inter -relation between the does, however, allow the use of many control theo-
co~ onents. This example was not intended to s~j g . retic conce pts in the developm ent of theory.
gest that the components of an~~Ftifi c ial system
will have si mple “ real” world inte rpretations. me Given a control perspective , there are several gen—

I distinction between the com ponents Is analytic and eral sorts of questions the analyst might ask.
it may be that the vocabulary generally used in First, for particular nations , what do the goals ,
theorizing about governments Is incapable of inner arid outer environments look like? Second,
reflecting these distinctions. In using arti ficial given an inner and outer envIronment, (that is

I ~~~~ it may be necessary to develop some ..~~ cement fixed) how can certain goals be “best’ems concepts to construct empirically grounded holding the structure of the Inner and outer envir-

terminology . achieved? And third, given souie set of obj ectives.
what sorts of inner and/or outer environ ments can

I This overview, while superficial should provide “best” achieve them? These can be termed ques.
clues to the systems framework which will be tions of descr ipt ion, policy, and design respec-
~~loyed In this paper. Specifically, systems are tively. Elsewhere (Thorson, 1975) it Is argued
viewed as set theoretic structures. Explicit that these questions can be ordered in the sense

I acceptance of such a view makes It difficul t for that in answer to pol icy questions will gen erall y
the theorist to fall Into the trap of reifyi ng require having fairly good answers to descriptive
systems. A sys tem is something the theorist posits questions and that solutions to problems of pou t-
to stand in some relation to objects he believes to ical design will require prior work in the po licy

J comprise (parts of) the wo rld. arid descri ptive areas. However , the focus of this
paper will be essentially upon description . Do-

Further, the abst ract notion of a system as a scription Is being used in a very general fashion
relation on the cartesian product of obj ects (i.e. , to refer to a standard concern in co nstructing

I 
sets of appearances), forces the theorist to specify scientific theor y - accounting for observations ,
the obj ects about which he is theorizing. All too identif ying interr elationshIps among them, and
•ft.n , especiall y in theories expressed In natural predicting new observations.
languages such as English , the tendency is to assume
that “everyone knows” what is being theorized about. At its most abstract level , the descri ptive prob lem

I Since “everyone knows”, there is no need to specif y is made difficult by the apparent complexity of the
explic itly what objocts make up that world. Yet , internationa l system. Von Neumann (1966), for ex-
it can be argued that theo ries are n*t about the ample, argued, “ It is characteristic of objects of
world but about “representations” of the world (or low complexity that it Is easier to ta lk about the

to make public that representation by specifying properties than to build it. But in com plicatedI indeed, there say be many worlds), and it is useful object than produce it and easier to predic t its

I
—
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parts of fo rmal logic it is always one order of Baby salama nders, for example, live completely on
magnitude harder to tel l what an object can do than land for a time after they are born before enter—
to produce the object. The domain of validity of ing the water in searc h of new forms of food. Is
the question Is of a higher type than the question their ability to swim learned in some fashion;
Itself.” Whil e the precise meaning of this pas— perha ps by imitating other salamanders or by trial
‘sage may be unclear , Von Neumann seems to be sug- and error? Coghi ll (1929) anesthetIzed a salaman—
gesting that as systems get beyond some threshold der at birth and kept it in this condition for the
level of complexity , modes of understanding them length of time salamanders had been observed to
change. Shaw (1970) uses Von Neumann ’s state- remain on land bef ore beginning to swim. Af ter
merit to conclude that “any science , like psycho— this time had elapsed , the salamander was dropped
logy , which desires for mal mode ls of highly coin- into water. Even though no learning could have
plex systems, like organisms, will have to con— taken place, the salamander was able to swim effic—

• sider Von Neumann’s conjecture a threat to the ful— tlvely . The reason for the delay between the time
f lllment of its explanatory goals. ” Indeed , the of birth and the onset of the ability to swim was
claim is often heard that the relatively primi— that, as a part of the maturation process, a cer—
tive state of the social sciences can be attribut- tam neural connection had to be made in the

• ad to the complexity of the phenomena , salamander ’ s spinal cord . The abilIty to swim is
preprograxuned into the develo pmenta l proces s of

Given the prime-facia plausibility of the “argu— the salamander , The effect of dropping a one
sent from Complexity,” it will be useful to cx- week old salamander into a pool of water would be
plicate somewha t more completely what might be very differen t from that of dropping a fi ve month
understood by complexity in a systems context. old salamander into the same pool. Does the corn—
Forre s ter (1969) defines co mplex systems as sys- plexity of the pool of water change if one animal

• tess with “a high—orde r, multiple -loop, nonlinear is able to deal effectively with it while another
feedback structure ,” and he argues that such sys— is not? A more rigorous example drawn from auto—
teas behave very differently from the si mple sys— mata theory might make this point more clearly.
tess often encountered. Forrester ’ s position Is The problem is to design a Turing machine which
a special case of the more genera l view (Lev ins, can determine whether a string of symbols reads
1970) that complex systems are systems with many the same backwards as forwar ds (as i. AILE WAS I
objects and few constraints In the relations be— ERE I SAW ELBA). Arb ib (1969) proves that , for
tween the objects. As a si mple example of the a Turing machine with one reading head the time
impact of the number of objects (I.e., variables), necessary to decide the problem increases with the
consider a social system with N objects. Object squa re of the length of the symbol sequence. For
3 in this system takes on the appearance N with a Turing machine with two reading heads, however,
probability ‘/N and the appearance 0 wIth probe— the, time Increases only as a linear function of
bility 1 - 1/N. As N gets very large , the cx— the sequence length. If the complexity of the
pected appearance of obj ect j goes to 1, yet the problem is indexed by the time required to solve
probability of ever observIng 3 in an appearance it, it is clea r that the internal structure of
other than 0 goes to 0. It is unl i kely that even the “solving machine ” must be specified rather
the most sophisticated empirical work would uncover carefully.
object j, yet from say a policy standpoint the
presence of j in the system, even at 0 value , may These examples lead to a conclusion similar to
be of extre me importa nce in designing policies , that of Nurmi (1974). “Complexity can be viewed

as an ontolog ical property of the relationship
From examples such as these It is tempting to con— between the actor and the environment (p. 84).”
d ude that complexity is an “ intri nsic ” character— As long as the focus of study is systems with
Ist ic of a system. However, for a vari ety of rca— control structures , complexity must be viewed in
sons it appears that no adequate characterization a contingent fashion , The next section will sug—
of the complexity of a sys tem can be given m dc- gest implicati ons of th is contingent view for
pendent of the class of systems operating (or , In theorizing about control structures.
the sense employed here, cont rolling ) with that

• ~~~ sys tem. The reason for this Is that the structure I 3 Control Structures
of a “controlling” system can be so designed as to
remove some of the “ intuitive intrinsic complexity ” Hintion has been made of the similari ty between
from its environment. For example, many living an adaptive systems approach and a control theo—
species may well be facing a less complex environ - ret ic perspective . If governments are to be con-sent now than they did thousands of years ago. vi ncingly modelled as control struct ures , it is
Through evolution many of the common relational important that the models be capable of exhibiting
structures have been “preprogranred” into the hu- • a similar range of behaviors as do the governm ents
men brain. That is , the brain has developed in being modelled . For exam ple, most govern ments are
suc h a way as to operate extremely effectively in organi zed hierarchically , have multiple (som eti mes
an enviro nment of three dimension s, fast response conflicti ng) goals and exhibit “ redundanc y of p0-
time (the time It takes for the ~~~~~~~~ I to re— tential control.” Whil e’the re are numerous other
spend to external stimuli ), and few relevant van — properties which might be predicted to govern-
ables. This preprogra.sing through evolution or mints , the above three are enough to greatly limit
design may well be a key to any syste m’ s behaving the class of adeissable cont rol structures. Since
adapt ively in a seemingly complex envlrenmaM. the first two of these have bees treated in some

detail elsewhere (Anderson , 1174; PhillI ps, 1974;

-..~~-— ,
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Thorson, 1974), only the “redundance” notion will be called the short-term image (SI!). The contents
be discussed here. of the SI! is used in conjunction with the IT! toU determine precedence of contro l wi th in the I.E.According to Arbib (1972, p. 17) the principle of
redundancy of potential control “states , essential— This distinction between the SI! and the LII leadsly, that conrand should pass to the region with the very naturally to a particular way of modeling themost important information. ” As an il lustration control structure of the “complex ” artificial sys-
Arbib (who attributes the example to Warren tern - that of production systems. A production
NcCulloch) cites “ a World War I nava l fleet where system is a means of explicitly modelling redundan—the behavior of the whole fleet Is control led (at cy of potential control . “It consists of a set of
least temporarily) by the signal s from whichever productions, each production consisting of a condi—shi p fir st s ig hts the enemy, the point being that tion and an action (Newel l, 1973b, p. 463).” Pro-this ship need not be the flagship, in which comand ductions are rules stated In the form of a condi-normally. resides (p. 17).” The criti cal point tion and an action: C..A. In our terms , the ‘con—here is that potential control need not reside in dition ” refers to the contents of the SIX and the
only one portion of a government. Indeed the way actions may involve policy changes C )  Intended to
in which various governments resolve the redundancy lead to goal satisfaction or, more frequently to
Is critical to understanding and expl aining its changes (transformations) on the STI. Thesebehavior , changes involve modification (including deletions)

of content of SI! as well as addition of new con-If it is accepted that governments are characteriz ed tent (which may appear externally as a switch in
by redundancy of potential control then very careful control. A more complete description of the rules
attention must be paid to how research questions governing production systems is provided by Klahrabout governmental behaviors are posed. In another (1973):context Newell (l973a) was critical of a view of
science which holds that: 1. The productions are considered in sequence,

starting with the first.
Science advances by playing twenty 11. Each condition is compared with the current
questions with nature. The proper state of knowledge in thi syttdei, Htactic is to frame a general ques— sented by the symbols in (SI!). If all oftion, hopefully binary , that can be the elements in a condition can be matchedattacked experimenta lly. Having with elements (in any order) in (SI!), thensettled that bits-worth , one can the condition is satisfied .proceed to the next. The policy iii. If a condition is not satisfied , the next

.. appears optimal . . . Unfortunately production rule in the ordered list of pro—the questions never seem to be . duction rules is consider ed .really answered, the strategy does iv. if a condition is satisfied , the actions tonot seem to work (p. 290). the right of the arrow are taken. Then the
production system is reentered from the topAs an alternative, Newell proposes the developmen t (Step I).of “complete processing models.” Such complete v. When a condition Is satisfied , all those SI!models of recesslty inc lude a specification of the elements that were matched are moved to theentire control structure. Such a specification front of SI!,would see. especially appr opriate In the face of vi. Actions can change the state of goals, re-control redundancy since studies focusing on only p lace elements, apply oper ators, or adda portion of the control structure will generally elements to SI!.fail to face the critical question of under what vii . The SIX is a stack in which a new elementcircumstances control passes from one location to •~pears at the top pushing all else in theanother. stack down one position. Since SI! is
limited in size, elements may be lost.One way to begin to develop answers to these ques. (p. 528-529) ,

tions is to put more structure into the “image”
component of the artificial system. In order for
a government to respond adaptively to 0.E. changes A substantive exam ple of a rather si mple (and veryIt is essential for there to be some sort of image stXlized) production system is provided in Figureof the O.E. This use of Image is not meant to sug - 2.pest the existence of a “ picture ’ ~rthe 0.E.
somewhere in the government archives. Rather, the Ihe production system in Figure 2 is an attempt
concept Is used abstractly to refer to that portion to describe the behavior of the Libyan Revo lution -of the I.E. which “organizes” past 0.E. behaviors any Couunand Council. Recently Kaddafi was askedand thereby uses new information to trigg er re- to step down from his political-diplomatic pos ition
spomses. In this sense it is useful to distingui sh 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _two sorts of images. The first is a long term

‘ 
image (LI!) and includes representations of rela. * Paul Anderson and Michael Mainline assisted intively Invariant properties of the O.C. Within the develo pment of this example. A more complete
many bureaucracies rather formal standard Operating description may be found in Anderson (1974),procedures act as a LI!. More ambient or current
Infomastlon about the 0.1. is stored in what sight
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but retain his position as Conunander—in—Chief of be when neither anything good nor bad was happening.
the Libyan armed forces. The Illustrative produc— If it were Inserted after productIon 11 , the only
tion system is an attemp t to specify those condi— time that he would be asked to resign is when he
tions under which the Coun cil will request that had accumulated four strikes, and at the present
Kaddafi step down. This production system was time all was going well , i.e., the short term
built upon the assumption that the reasons that memory was filled either with junk or positive sym—
Kaddafl might be asked to step down reflect the bols. Depending upon the sorts of things that the
perception on the part of the members of the Coun— Council could be expected to receive from the en-
d l  that things are not going well for Libya Some vironment, by rearranging the individual produc—
of the indicators picked up through the observa — tions, the chance that Kaddaf i would be requested
tion interface that the Council night consider are: to step down could be varIed. Thus it Is not
fiscal irresponsibility, food shortages and exces— enough to say that fiscal Irresponsibilit y and
sive religious orthodoxy. It was also assumed that food shortag es count against Kaddafi in the eyes
the Council was more wil l ing to Ignore some of the of the Council. One must be more specific about
bad points (marks in the production system) if exactly what the conditions are that will cause
there were favorable aspects of the situation to the Council to request his removal.
off-set the marks. For example , if Sadat looses
face, there is an increase in skilled labor, or Research is presently underway to develop more
if there Is a food surplus (relativel y), the coun— sophisticated sets of production systems for par—
cii will overlook some of the bad points about t icu lar governments. The access interface Is
Kaddafi ’s management. If It is the case that even being model led as receiving strings of symbol s
wi th the good points, Kiddafi has managed to accu— (~~~) 

from the 0.1. and operating on these symbols.
naalate four marks , the Counci l will request his These operations then produce (x.) for the SI! of
resignation. Initially the SI! of the Council is the various production systems co mprising the I.E.
filled with NIL or blank symbols. Since none of Redundancy of control will be determined by the
the first 15 productions will be satisfied, the production systems in conjunction with the content
sixteenth production, which contains no condition of STI. Such a procedure allows multiple goals
will be executed . The action READ means that the (conf licting or not) to be “considered .” The
Council looks at the environment and takes a read— goals are imbedded into the structure of the
ing of the current state. As long as the symbol . production systems and resolution of the redundanc y
read from the environment does not invoke a prod uc- question in effect “ resolves” the problem of con—
tion , the system will continue reading until one Is flicting goals.
found. Suppose the first “ recognizable ” symbol is
a food shortage. After it is placed in the SI! by
the READ operation, production S will be executed. s 4 Conclusion
This resi~lts in FOOD SHORTAGE being marked as OLD.
The OLD ** operator is a replacement that modifies While the arguments presented In this paper do not
the contents of the SI!. After the matched symbols really settle any substantive issues , they do sug—
have been moved to the top of STI, the first symbol gest certain st ra~egies for doing research — both
in SIX is replaced by (OLD **), where ** is replaced theoretical and empirical - on the behavior of
by the first symbol. This prevents the system from nations. First, explicit attention must be paid
counting FOOD SHORTAGE twice , since FOOD SHORTAGE to the control structure of the government.
and (OLD FOOD SHORTAGE) are not the same. The Second , if the principle of “potential redundancy
production also results in a MARK being placed in of control ” is accepted then a “ com plete processin g
SI!. If at any time, Kaddafi has supported four model” approach is indicated. That is, theories
radical foreign causes with no noticeable achIeve— must be able to account for how redundancy is re-
sent, production 7 Is executed , which results in all solved. Research focusing only upon “sub—control ”
four supports of radical foreign causes being marked modules wil l  not provide answers to this question.
as old , and the addition of a MARk to the SI!. if Third, such complete processing models may be too
it happens that there is an increase in skilled la— ‘complex ” to provide useful analytic solutions.
bor when there is also a MARK in SI!, both the As Levins (1970) points out:
skilled labor increase and the MARK are masked. In
essense, one of the strikes Is erased -- although Suppose we did know the interrelations
it still takes up a position in the SI!. !f at among all parts of a system and could
any time, Kaddafi has managed to accumulate four describe the rate of change of each
MARKS, the symbol REQUEST will be placed in STI. variable as a function of the others.
This results In the RevolutIonary Command Council Then we would have a very large set of
asking Kaddaf I for his resignation. simultaneous non—linear equations in

a vest nuu~er of variables , and de—
Notice that all of the productions that erase pending on so many parameters, the es-
‘marks ’ from the SI! are at the end of the system. timation of each of which may take a
This means that a mark can only be erased if there lifetime . . . . These equations will
are no ‘bad things in the SI!. if the set of usually be insolqable. They would like-
productions that erased mark s were to be moved to ly be too numerous to com pute, Ii we
the top of the system, the chance for an erasure could solve the equ ations the answer
wo uld be greater (and the chance for rimeval less). would be a com pli cated expression in.
If production 3 were placed at the end, the oøly the parameters that would have no mean-
time that Kaddafl wo uld be asked to step down would 1mg for us (p. 75).

1
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Thus it may be necessary to rely upon coeip ute’~ slims — Mesarov ic, N., Macko 0., $ Takahara , V. Theory oflations to provide a basis for experiments on Con— Hierarchical Multilevel Systems , Ac idemictrol structures. Production systems are a possible Press , 1970.mode of representing these control structur es.

- . - Newel l , A. “Production System: Models of Control
- Structure,” in WillIam 6. Chase (ed.) Visua l
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FIgure 2 A Simplified Production System
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I The Role of Ccsnplete Processing Models in
- Theories of Inter-Nation Behavior

I.
Paul A. Anderson

The Ohio State University S

t 
This paper falls into t~~ portions. 1~~ nature of the

scientific enterprise is considered in the first portion. ~~
question is asked: Why does the field of intemational relations
fail to exhibit the ct~isilative quality that characterizes a scier~ e?

J The reason for the lack of c~~ ilativity is argued to be the tendency
to forimilate research questions too narr~~ly. “Canpiete processing
n~dels” are offered as an alternative to the current style of theor-

J izirig. The role of carçuter siimilations in this alternative theor-
etical style are briefly discussed. An illustration of this a].tern-
ative approach cc~~rises the second portion of the paper. After

- 
-~~ disozssir~ tna in~ lications of n~de1ing the national government as

a goal seekir€ system, specific techniques and approaches to the
S sij talaticn of a general goal seeking ncdel are illustrated and

discussed .

• I
I
I .



The Roic of Cai~)1ete Processing Models:

I Diagnosis and Prognosis

I Upon a reading of recent prefaces and other introductory remarks

I 
by scholars in the field of international relations, one is stn~ck by

a growing dissatisfaction in the field (Cf. anong others, Jonas and

I Singer, 1972; Wilkenfeld, 1973; MoC~~~n and Shapiro, 1973; A].ker and

Bock, 1972; and Deutsch, 1973). What disturbs then is the fact that

I the cunulative quality of the scientific enterprise that we have all

a~aited with high expectations has failed to develop. The recurrent

I theme is: Why haven’t we been able to pat it all tcgether? There are

I no bridges between cur “islands of theories” (Cf . Guetz1~~i, 1950). For

- 
• same the answer lies ira the further identification of potent variables

I (Wilkenfeld, 1973). For others, it is in the oa~unication of

basic findings and propositions (Jones and Singer, 1972; Mc~Q~mera andI Shapiro; A]Jcer and Bock, 1972). If we look around at cur sister dis-

• I 
cip].ines in the social sciences we find that aw problem is not unique.

We are not alone in our feelings of distress . In a recent paper ,

I Allen Newell (1973a) wrestled with the saame problem. He asked his

I 
colleagues in the field of psychoicgy:

Suppose you had all those additional papers (that you will
write until the tiime of your retirement), just like those of

• 
I 

today (except being on new aspects of the problem), ~Eaere will
pe~vhology then be? Will we have achieved a scienoe of ~~n

~~ quate in p~*r and ca~tarnsurate with his o~~ lexity? And

I if so, 1~~ will this have happened via these papers that I
have ju st ~‘ented you? Or will we be asking for yet another• q~~ta of papere in the next dollop of tlime? (p. 2814).

I In art att~~~t to c~~~ to ripe with the ecn~ Mt disturbing question 
S

- I  S

- -j: ~~~~~~ 
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he asked, Newell posed another question: Can you play 20 ques- -

tioris with nature and win? Beyond the field of psychology, it seems 1to me thet the answer to this question has relevance for efforts at

the explanation of the behavior of hunaan systems fran a ~~l1 group I
to a nation and beyond. Newell’s 20 questions game is a characteri—

zation of a strategy for doing science. This strategy is based upon

the view that J(s]cience advances by playing twenty questions with nature.
The proper tactic is to frame a general question, hopefully
binary that can be attacked experimentally. Having settled that
bits-~~rth , one can proceed to the next. The policy appears op-
timal--one never risks nuch, there is feedback fran nature at
every step, and progress is inevitable. Unfortunately, the ques-
tions never seem to really be answered, the strategy does not
seem to ~,rk. (Newell, 1973a:290)

Instead of just accepting Newell’s assessment of psychology as I
characterizing the field of internat~icnal relations, it ~~u1d seem pru-

dent to see whether or not “20 Questions” is a popular game in IR , and

whether or not it is ~~rking. Obviously, the first change in the rules I
of the game is that questions are rarely (Cf. Hermann, 1969; Robinson,

Herln3nn , and Hermann , 1969) attacked experimentally. “Natural sources” j
of observations have been (and probably will continue to be) the main-

stay of the discipline . Aggregate, content analytic, and events data -

manipulated with techniques ranging fran the si~~1e correlation coef- 1
ficient to factor analysis and beyond are the basic tools of the dis-

CiPline. &it that difference is only cosmetic. 1~~ real question is: 1
we use those tools to play 20 Questions? The balbnar4c of 20 Ques-

tions is the friening of a general question in a binary sort of way. Dc-

ançles of the binary approach in psychology are: nature versus nurture ]
or contixuicus versus all-or-none learning. Newell identified 2t4 of then.

S 
I
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While the explanation of the behavior of nations is still in its infancy

I canpar’ed to psychology there are several respects in which the field is

patterned along a binary approach. Rosenau’s (1966) ‘pre_theorty’ has

I resulted in a number of binary oppositions based upon nation types

i (e.g. , ~iall versus large states) (East and Her,nann, 1974; East, 1973).

The study of crisis has resulted in several binary questions (crisis

I behavior versus noncrisis behavior, and certain aspects of crisis behav-

ior itself) (Hermann, 1969; Robinson, et al., 1969; }blsti, 1965, anong

I others). Are internal factor’s or external factors mrs potent for the

I explanation of the foreign policy behavior of nations (Rosenau and

~bggard, 1971; Rosenau and Ramaey, 1973)? Which is n~xe important in

foreign policy: the past behavior of a nation or the behavior of another

nation (Tanter, 1972)? Probably the longest n~nning session of 20 Questions

I involved the relationship between foreign and &iasstic conflict behavior

• 
(1~mJrE1, l963a, l963b; Tanter’, 1966; Wilkenfeld, 1968, 1969). It niist

U be eiphasized that there is no intention of disparaging the above cited

~~rks. They have all made significant contributions to the constr uction

of (~.ietzkow’s (1950) islands of theory. The question really is: Is it

1 islands of theory that we need? I think not. Nor do we need the grand-

- 
S I sweep, macro-type theory for which Guetz3~~ ’ s islands were an alternative.

- 
- The problem with the large scale theorizing is that it lacks struct .ue.

I When one atte~çts to take a theory based upon ‘the’ political system

with its inputs, outputs, da~iands, and authoritative allocations and

I really use it, it turns out that ni~.h of the substance of the theoretical

• 
etn~ ture, the “stuff” that holds it together, is not there. ~~~t sesimd

I at f fret glance to be a hard )oernal was in reality too soft and pliable.

I (
~aetziuw’i str~t.gy for dealing with this problem was to develop middle

- 5 - St — S - — ‘ ,  -5--- — 
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r~ing~ theories. This strategy was based upon the view that the binding

forte missing in the grand style of theorizing could most efficiently be

built as a bridge between specific and def inite islands of theory.

After aimst twenty-five years of building, it seems we can’t get off the S I
islands. It turns out that Guetzkow’ s islands of theory strategy is

another name for 20 Questions. And it seems in fact that we can’t play

20 Questions with nature and win.

Newell approached the problem of the identification of this binding

force between the islands in this way:

Suppose you kiui about an infor~~t ion processing sys-
• tern: its m~x~ries, its encodings, and it s primitive

operations (both tests and manipulations). What more
~~uld you require to obtain a canp].ete picture? You
need to Jc~~ 1u~i the system organizes these primitives
into an effective processing of its )~~ rJledge. This
additional organization is called the contol structure.
(Newell , l973b: ’e64)

In more general tenns, Newell’s statement beoc*nes: Suppose you have

answers to all the binary questions you could put to nature. What more

would you require to obtain a ccinplete picture? The central point to

Newell’s arguT~nt is not that you can’t play 20 Questions with nature.

it is that you can’t play 20 Questions with nature and win. Even if we

Jmew that size made a difference , and that internal factor’s were more

potent, and that for certain nation types there is a relationship between ]
foreign and dcz~stic conflict behavior, we still ~~uld not have a ~~n-

plete picture of the nation. We still ~~uld not have a science of

nations “adequate in p~*r and caimensurate with their complexity.” We

~~u1d not ic~~ hc*. these “facts” that we have discovered about a nation

are organized to produce the behavior we observe. Newell terms this ]
additional organization, the ocntrol structure. The control structure
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specifies how all these facts aJxut a nation fit together to produce
S behavior -- the nystm arthitectur’e. This notion of architecture can be

S 
made more explicit by taking a process view of a nation. (See Newell,

S 
1973a and Thorson, 1975a for a further discussion. ) Suppcse that a nation

I is considered to be a decision making system. flirther suppose that the
- decision process has been broken d~ n into specific cclnponents or sub-

I processes , e.g. , perception, information and alternat ive search, the

I 
influence of goals on choice, the choice process itself , and implemen-

tation. That knowledge alone is not enough to model a nation. You

I would have to know how those elementary processes are organized to form

a whole. Thi.s organization is the control Structure.

1 Newell’s notion of control structure characterizes exactly what is

I 
missing in the field of international relations. That is the source of

~~ our disoanfort. The grand stroke style of theorizing did not specify

- I the control structure -- it was too abstract. Although it was hinted at

in flow diagrane, e.g. , I~ utsch’s (1966) a:minications model in ~~

I Nerves of Govem~ nt. The island style of theorizing does not specify

the control structure -- it is too specific. The grand island theorists

I wait for island builders to finn up their structure. 1~e island builders

I wait for the grand theorists to build their ~~idges. Newell’s eoluticn

- to this dilem~ is to stop waiting. He calls for his ooilegues in

I psychology to build oai~lete prooessir~ models rather than the partial

models they now construct . A ocmplete processing model (as its nene• I ~~uld suggest) oc~ ,letely models the process. This notion of o~~ 1ate-

I ness can be iUue~~~tad as foUcz~s: &ipç~o.e that a nation is a decision

king syst~~. That is not a cceçiets fcr alaticn. ‘ibo .ach is left

I ~~~1nsd and w~.p.oifi.d. ‘i~ere are lit~~al2y dozee of ways to

H 1
— 
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model the decision process, ranging fran econanic rationality to satis-

licing, or even a roulette wheel. Not all of these for,m.a].ations will be

descriptive of the way in which nations actually make decisions. Iheir

control structures are different. A process model is made more oczi~ lete S I
when it specifies one of these ways for modeling the decision process. IA ca~~lete processing model of the decision process has canpletely

contained within itself the capability to generate decisions . Cai~ leteness

should not be confused with truth. Cor~ leteness refers only to capability . 
-

The outputs fran the model nay not be correct . All that is required is I
S 

that the model have the capability to produce outputs characteristic of

the behavior of nations. By introducing the notion of the control

structure, a~~itional constraints ax~ placed upon the complete processing 1
model. Not only must the outputs be characteristic of national behavior --

S so nust the process by which they were generated. S

This explicit modeling of the control structure through the specif i- 1cation of a cai~1ete processing model can best be illustrated by certain

uses of the technique of cai~uter simulation. ‘fle sort of ca~ uter 1 ~sinLalation that best captures this notion is not nerely a system of

equations that describes the behavior of a nation. It goes beyond I
description into an investigation of the internal structure of a nation.

This structural approach to simulation explicitly models the control

structure. A linear model may very wall describe the behavior of a I
nation. ~it in that case, the control structure is by default , linear

al ebra. In a oc~iplete processing model with an explicit atta~t to I
the control structure, the internal operations of the system are

S 

t~ecrsticsuy descriptive of nation. -- not just the outputs. fl cin the 1

S field of ps logy, the efforts of N~iell and Slza~n (1972) are eaa~~les

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  — — ~~~~~~
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•1
of control structure simulations. In their investigation of human

I problem solving, they have progrmixed a ca~ uter to prove theorema in

I el~ientary predicate calculus logic. ~~y have progrwrined a c~~~uter to

play chess. It is vitally crucial to note that these efforts are not
S siii~ly technical displays of carputer prograrining proficiency. Newell

and Simon have atterçted not to just program a carçuter to play chess --

I but to play chess in the same manner as do humans. If one takes the

I decision making perspective on the behavior of nations, a carplete

pr ocessing n~ iel of a nation not only produces outputs that bear a

I strong resemblance to the decision outputs of rations, the model actually

makes decision “in the sate manner” as do nations. While the only

I exatples of carp].ete processing models with a sensitivity to the control

:~ 
structure are sinulations in the style of Newell and Simon, that surely

will not always be the case. &at it does seem clear that until we have

I gr~~n more accustamad to thinking in terms of control st-ructtwes and

ca~~lete processing models, the simulations of Newell and Simon will

I provide the exe~plar. They serve as a convenient crutch to support this

S flelJ strategy in theory building during its infancy.

As was nentioned above, the basic notion of a oontrol structure has

always been close to the surface in oont.~çcry theorizing. ~~ heuristic

models consisting of boxes and arr~ as, information flais, and control

I are r eally very informal representations of the control structure, e.g.,

I Figure I be]~ i. There ar-s uses for heuristic models or conceptual

fresm*,rks. ~ at on. of t)~ n is not the representation of the control

I structur e of a systen. ‘fle modeling of cantr~ l structues Via oC*rplete S

proosuirrg models requires a mi.ach more rigor~ is and formal approach.

I

55- S 
S — 
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A Stmte~ r for the Cons triaction of Oxplete Processing Mxlels

S Before outlining a strategy for the modeling of’ control structures J
~~~ vi~ sijtp~laticn, it should be emphasized that no matter ha~ pranising the

notion of car~,lete processing models nay look, there is a great chance I
(if past experience holds true) that all of this will came to naught.
The “long road to theory” is strewn with conceptualizations that have
been tried aix] disgarded. ~~t it also naist be remembered that it is 1
through this process of conjectures and refutations that scientific

krK.~4edge grows (Popper, 1965). 1
There are t~~ basic themes that will be used to develop thi:; research

S strategy: 1) generative explanations ; and 2) the role of cciliputer
sinulat ions. In a generative explanat ion, it nrust be d~ ronstrated 

~~~ I
the behavior ir question is generated (Molt and 1\~rner, 1970; Simon,
1969). The strategy becanes one of desi~i: What structures and processes I
will result in the production of the observed behavior? One has a
potential generative explanation when one can exhibit a process that is
sufficient to “mimic” the behavior in question. Thorson (19mb) calls I
these potential generative explanations, descriptive theories; Zeigler
(1970) calls then behavior preserving mor’phisme; Newell and Simon (1965) 1
call then sufficiency models. If it can be sh~in that the structures
and processes are necessary and sufficient, arts has a generative expla-
nation. The process of moving fran a position of sufficiency to ore of I
necessitity aix] sufficiency can be characterized t~ the concept of

S &tion. (Nenecn, 1958) Initially, one starts with a model sufficient I
S to mimic behavior. The behavior of this sufficiency model will generally

have i~~liaaticns beyond the model in oev&~al respects. These urpli-
cation. will suggest new pe’o~wtias and behavior ~~ich shou]4 be true of 11

____  
S 

S
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nations. lhese additions.]. i~ ,lications, plus the direct ccqarison

I bet~ en the behavior of the nation aix] the model provide the basis for

I further modifications of the model. It is at this point that the binary

approach noted above can be used with greater confidence. &~t this use

I of a binary approach is not the game of 20 Questions. It is different in

several respects: 1) There is a finn theoretical basis provided by tie
~ U

I ccinplete processing model; aix] 2) Slice there is a basic mode]. of the

I control structure, the choice of one or the other of the t~~ alternatives

wiU have other consequences for the behavior of the system . Under this

I approach, it is possible to use the whole of the theoretical structure

in answering the question. (For a sanewhat different forimilation of this

I strategy, see Ackoff and !)nery (1972) , especially chapter 13.) The

‘ 
issue now becanes: &~w does one construct these sufficiency models? One

strategy, illustrated in the later portions of this paper , is based upon

the notion of organizing principles. By predicating certain properties

of nations the class of acbnissible control structures is limited . These

I organizing principles restrict the class of systems which are considered

I to model the nation. For exam ,le, suppose that a nation is characterized

as a goal. seeking system. This initial predication means that any goal.

I seeking system can be taken as a model for the goverunent. Then by

explicating those p,~opex’ties that suet characterize the model for a

nation, the class of adeissible (or equivalent) systems is reduced.

I Gov~~inents have certain p~op5rt1es that set then apart fran a general

goal seeking system. Only certain types of goal seeking system exhibit

I the properties necessary for tie modeling of a goverunent. For 
S

aces of the cr~~ iis~ng ~*~inoiples developed belay. are that nations are

I iltipls goal seeking sys~~~, and that governments follow a satisficing

I S
I
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I
decision procedure . In other ~~rds, any system taken as the model for a

nation nzist be a multiple goal, satisf icing, goal seeking system. In

sum~ry, this r’eseareh/discovery strategy is based upon t~~ question:

1) What must I ass~ne to be true of a goverment if my model is to

generate characteristic behavior; and 2) What can I not assuse to

characterize a government, given what I already know (or believe) to be -

true of a government . The first question illustrates the deductive 1
nature of the enterprise. The second illustrates its ijyjuctive nature. 

S

The other point , tie use of simulation , plays a vital role in the J
strategy. Solutions cane easiest when a question is well posed. Many

past uses of sinulation have been criticized on tl~ se grounds: Why

simulate? You are using sij iulation as a way of generating deductions. J
If you had posed your problem correctly you could have an analytic’

solution. For IMny atten~ts at simulation, this criticism is justified. I
(Cf. Nordhaus’ (1973) analytic solution of Forrester’s (1971) World

Dynamics sinmilat ion.) But it does not l~ 1d true for all uses of simu-

lation. One response is that while it is true that simulations often J
represent attei~ts to deal. with ill structured problems, the process of

sinii].ating defines ti~se problems. In fact, Sinon (1969) has argued J
that simulations are the ideal tool for increasing our understarxuthg

S about such systems. In a sense, sijailations tell us more about the

system than ~~ told the simulation about the system. In addition, Sim~n 1
further argues that science is biilt fran the roof down to the yet

S 

unconstructed foundations . This “top-down” approach works because the ]
S behavior of the system at one level depends on only a very abstracted

.
5 

S and ap~wcximate charecterization of the system on the next lower level. S

It Is also the case that analytic solutions are not always appropriate.
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I For the types of problems that Newell and Sincn (1972) consider, for the

I system that is developed later in this paper, and for generative expla-

nations in general, the notion of an analytic solution in the traditional

I nHthem~tica). sense has no meaning. But the notion of a control str~~ture

I does. In fact, one cannot simulate a ocinpiete processing model unless

it is in fact oc*ip].ete in the sense of canpieteness used above. Is not

I that what is meant by a well posed problem in the first place? A problem

posed canpietely and clearly, with no loose ends.

I The remainder of this paper represents an illustration of the

I construction of a canpiete processing model of a nation. It falls into

t~~ parts: 1) the representation of a nation; and 2) the programm ing of

I that representation as a canputer simulation. ‘fle perspective taken is

that the nation is a goal seeking system. ‘fl-e next section takes this

I basic representation and further refines it through the process of

I equivalence classes of systems. The second portion is oonoerrted with

techniques and issues involved in the modeling of a cc*iplete processing

I model of a nation.

1
I~~

I
I

I
I
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S ‘fle Nation as a Goal Seeking Decision System: A Representation

What does it mean to characterize a nation as a goal seeking system?

Simply put , the predication of the property of goal seeking to a system

means that the behavior exhibited by the system is the system’ s attempt

to steer or control (Cf. Deutsch, 1966; Simon, 1969) its environment so

as to achieve a set of goals. As was mentioned above, the research and

discovery strategy used here is based upon the notion of equivalence

classes. Through successive iterations the class of system to which the

nation is posited to belong to is refined. This refinement is essentially

the identification of properties which are held to be true of nations

but not of the general class of goal seeking systems. By simply including

the nation as a member of the class of goal seeking systems there is the

implicit statement that a servo mechanism and a nation are alike in all

I significant respec s. There are several reasons why a nation cannot be

considered equivalent to a servo mechanism. lie pur pose of this section

is to identify and explicate those reasons.

lie basic canponents of the adaptive goal seeking framework

FIWRE I ABCIJT ~~~E

I are: 1) the inner environment (IX) ; 2) the outer environment (OE) ; 3)

I the access interface (AX) ; ‘~) the observation interface (01); and 5) the

1 model (or image) of tie OE (Pt). (Cf. Bailey and ibit , 1971; Siixn,

I 1969; I?orecn, 19714) The interpretation of this framework into

I national decision system terms results in the following naimes being

I assi~~ed the basic canponents: 1) the inner environment is the govern-

I inent of a particular nation; 2) tie outer environment consists of every-

I thii~ that is external to the governmental structw’e of the IX; 3) the

I obaervaticn interface are those portions of the government that are

— - --‘--5- 
r 
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vesponaible for the observation of the current state of the OE; 14) the

I access interface is canposed of those canporents of the bureaucracy that

I 
are responsible for executing the actions that flcw fran the IE; and 5)

the model is a shorthand term referring to how the various elements in

the national bureaucracy responsible for the determination of decisions
1k

5 believe the OE works. It is important to note that the IE is defined

S strictly as the government. (For the purposes of this paper , we will

only be concerned with the decision making aspects of the IE. The term

I decision mechanism represents those aspects.) In contemporary theoriz-

1 ing in tie field of interc~tional relations it is often the case that

the unit of analysis is the nation, often expressed as the “political

I system.” This view is best exemplified by the efforts of I~.muel’s

(1971) status field theory or Singer’s (1972) Correlates of War Project .

I It is not claimed that the approach advocated here is strictly better
S than the specification of the unit of analysis as the nation. i~~.it given

the types of concerns expressed and the sort of explanation and theor-

I etical structure desired, tie specification of the IE as the government

seems more useful than tie specification of the IX as the nation. On

I the otter hand, there are instances where it mey be more efficient to

: view tie unit of analysis as the nation as a whole. Note that taking

the government as the unit of analysis does not imply that a choice has

I been mede bet~.een tie unitary actor or bureaucratic/organizational (Cf.

Allison, 1971; and Allison and Halperin, 1972) representations of’ the

I government. ~~th are consistent with the adaptive fr~ nework . While tie

I 
work reported here does view the government as composed of several

organizational actors the concepts developed are rot restricted to a

I bwSauOr%tio/orgaftizationhl viewpoint. The second 4apsct that deserves

1
S — -
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p14 mention is the definition of the outer environment as everything external £

to the IE. This distinction is captured to a certain extent in Singer ’ s

(l96]~) discussion of the notion of levels of analysis. While this

approach is a systems approach, it i~ not a systemic approach as charac- 1
terized by Easton (1953), I(aplan (1957) or Parsons (1958). While part

of the OE would , in current international relations parlance be called

the international system, this is not the same international system of

which Kaplan et. al. speak. Tie system is the national government. What

is called the international system portion of the OE is Kaplan’s inter- J
national system, minus the nation under study. What is called the

dczxestic political system in Easton ’ s terms is also included in the OE 1
in the sane nenner as Kaplan’ s system is included. There is not a Ipriori distinction between dcrmestic and forei~~ envir’orvients . While it

is the case that in sc~e ultimate sense everything externa l to the 1
nation is part of the OE , considerable simplification of the size,

ccinplexity , and extent of tie OE is possible . (See Simon (1969) for a I
discussion of tie architecture of canplexity.) From the perspective of Ithe system, the model (K) of the OE will specify the causally relevant

linkages. The final coment concerns the nature of the observation and J
aocess interfaces (01 and Al). Both the 01 and AX are part of the IE,

i.e., they are portions of tie national governmental structure. Because I
they perform distinct sorts of functions (exhibit different classes of Ibehavior) they represent separable ccinponents. &at the access and

S observation interfaces themselves need not be distinct organizational I
imembers of tie national governmental bureaucracy. Consider the Wage and

Price Control Board. It had the responsibility of monitoring ~~ge and I
price levels (observation) and it had tie pcx~mr to control ~~ge and
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~~~ pr ice changen (acce’..). Bot becaure there were t~~ classes of behavior

I that the Board could exhibit (observation and control) the functions of

I 
the Board can be assigned to both the AX and 01.

At a basic level the system operates as fol l~~s: The national

i decision system has a set of goals for tie conf iguration of tie OE.

Under the control of tie decision mechanism, the 01 takes observations

I on the OE and sends that information to the decision mechanism. The
S 

decision mechanism then cc*npares the image it receives of the OE with

I the goal state. Based upon the perceived discrepancies between the goal

I state of tie OE and tie perceived state of the OE, the decision mechanism

begins to search for behaviors it could emit to move the OE closer to
S J the goal state. The decision mechanism uses its causal model of the OE

to assess the degree to which a given behavior or set of behaviors will

I increase tie level of goal attairgment. When the decision mechanism

j  discovers a set of behaviors it deems acceptable, it instructs tie AX to

emit these behaviors. Because of the manner in which the decision

J system uses its causal model, both the behavior and structure of the 01

and AX are affected by the content of the model. The 01 will only be

I sensitive to those features of the enviroiinent the M has identified as

iiiçortant . ‘fle behavior of the AX will olwiously depend to a great deal

upon tie content of the M (in addition to tie search procedure and the

J acceptability criteria used by the decision mechanism). Tie H will

influence the behaviors the AX will emit and the sorts of behaviors tie

I AZ iiist have the capability of enitting. The behavior of the system is

i an endless loop: perceive , ecmçare, decide, react, perceive, ..., et

cetera. S S~ • •

I
I S~~~~

5
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j
The basic process has been explicated. N~~ the operation of the

system will be examined mor e closely for the purposes of 1) putting sane J
constraints on the operation of the various oc~nponents; 2) highlighting

the effect of those constraints on the operation of the system as a

whole; and 3) ircr’easirzg tie specificity of the sub-class of goal 1
seeking systems to which the nation belongs.

While it is ki~~n that the operation of the 01 and the AX are by ro

means unproblematical — the bureaucratic politics “paradigr~” (Allison,

1971; Allison and Halperin, 1972) is centrally concerned with the con-

tingent character of these processes -- it simplifies the discussion 1
greatly to make this assumption. Since we have made these simplifying

assumptions about tie nature of the interfaces, we are now in a position J
to begin talking about tie decision process and the role of environ-

mental images or models in tie operation of the decision mechanism.

mere are three steps in the operation of tie system yet to be specified: J
1) A camparison of the degree of difference between the observed and

goal enviroriients; 2) The use of the decision mechanism’s image of the ]
enviroriient to “predict” changes in the envixoTlnental state as a function

of tie behavior of the AX’s; and 3) A choice of AX actions based upon S

sane sort of “maximization” criteria applied to goal achievement. 1
We really aren’t sure what calculus decision makers use in determin-

ating goal achievement. Ccumon sense ~~uld indicate that the decision 1
mechanism is not physically capable of considering all goals at the sane 

1
time • In fact it could be argued that the 01 is cmly capable of scanning I
a proper subset of tie variables the decision mechanism ~~.zld like to I
scan. Since tie system cannot be equally co~~izant of all goals and -

their associated enviroij iental indicators, at any gwen point in time
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S the decision mechanism n*ist in saie n~nner select those goals to which

I it will be attentive . The question beccines: By what process are

I certain goals selected for more attention than others? Notice that for

a simple decision mechanism, a servo mechanism for example, there is

I only one goal. In this case the process of goal attentiveness or the

definition of a preference ordering of all environmental states is

I straight forMard. Consider a servo mechanism attached to the motor of a

I phonograph turntable. The goal is a rotation speed of 33 1/3 revolutions

per miruite . The envir’orinental state is the actual speed of tie rotation.

I The servo mechanism can easily define a preference ordering over all

envirounental states. Tc further simplify the example let us suppose

I that tie mechanism f inds any speed other than 33 1/3 revolutions per

I mimxte equally undesirable. The system finds the decision as to which

environmental variables to monitor and which goal to be attentive to

S unproblenatical. The servo mechanism has tie task of monitoring the

speed of the rotation of the turntable (or saie analog of it) and

I adjusting the speed accordingly. In a situation where the system is

I faced with t~~ or ~~re goals, it mu st saiei~~ determine a preference

ordering over all of tie possible envfrornental states. Consider the

I case of a person in tie midst of an energy shortage. The individual has

t~~ goals — save energy and maintain a certain level of ocinfor’t. (The

I fact that these goals can be considered nu.itually exclusive makes the

I 
pO)xtt clearer bit does not imply that this relationship holds only in

the case of mutually exclusive goals.) ‘lie issue the individual must

face is whether saving energy or staying ~~rm is more Important. Is the

dissatisfaction greater when tie roan is cooler than desired, bat more

I er~~~~ is bsix~~ saved —- or whsn the roan is ~~nfcz’table, but ener’~ r is
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p
not being conserved? The question is not merely so simple as it was

when there was only one goal. 1
Even though the problems outlined above have not been solved, let

“ S us assume that sane suitable preference ordering over all environmental

states has been achieved, i.e. , ~~ know how the decision mechanism I
evaluates the variou s possible mixes of environienta l states . me next

topic that will be considered will be how the decision mechanism “decides” J
what is the “best” way to decrease goal dissatisfaction. me major

assumption or observation about the ability of humans to make decisions

S that is crucial to this element of the process is: humans do not have I
the capacity to consider all of the possible var iables they could manipu-

late; they do not have sufficient information at their disposal to 1
accanplish the task, even if they had the powar to do so; and finally

since a decision mechanism must depend upon its fallible model of how I
the OE ~~rks, even if it had all of the informetion and the ability to I
process it, the decision mechanism does not know enough about how tie

~~r’1d ~~rks to make a “best” choice. One of the first to recognize that I
htmbans ware rot the “all p~~ rful and rational beings” that much of

decision theory held them to be, was Herbert Sijrcn . Sii~ n (1955) intro- I
duced the notions of satisficing and bounded rationality as descriptions 1of l~~ men really behaved . Under Sij ion ’s conception of the decision

process, decision makers did not search until they found the optimal J
solution, tut rather they looked until they f~ n~d ore that they t1~ .ight

was good enough. Once they found a solution that satisfied their minimum I ~
criteria of acceptance they stopped looking. This notion of tie decision

p~ooess seems very close to the manner in which decision makers seen to

behave. thing this satief icing notion for tie basis of the operation of I

— 
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S 

the search and decision proced ure , there are two basic interpretations

I that can be used as the basis for a decision algoritlvn. The first is
S 

that the decision mechanism searches for alternatives to the ct~~entI policy mixture only if the dissatisfaction is above the satisficing

I limit. The second is that the decision mechanism always searches for

alternatives when there is any degree of goal dissatisfaction. Using

this rerz’esentat ion, the decision mechanism always searches. &zt if the

goal achieveient is below the satisifcing threshold, tie search for

alternatives will be more enocinpassing and further reaching. These two

basic search and selection algorithms use tie notion of an absolute

satisficing limit . They can both be reinterpeted in a relative sort of

I frame of reference. Thus the satisficing limit might be: Decrease the

current dissatisfaction by 30%. The decision mechanism ~m~uld search forI a relative increase in goal achievenent rather than an absolute level.

u Regardless of which of the four procedures are used as the basis for the

algorithm, tie system must have sane sort of tine or length of search

1 limit. The time limit criteria is needed for those cases when the

decision necienime is unable to locate a set of inputs that would be

I expected to tying the goal achieveient up to sane acceptable level.

1 Since it is ass~ied that there is sane urgency associated with tie

decision process, the decision mechanism must prodtoe sane outpats.

S When the time or length of search limit has been reached, the decision

mechanism will take the best alternative it has uncovered up to that

I point and use it, hoping to find sanething better next time.

I Once the decision mechanism has decided i~àether or not it is going

to search, and )~~~~~ i broadly it is going to search, tie decision mechanism

I is faosd with finding a set of outputs that will increase the c~.u~.nt

- 
-

~ 

___________________
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level of goal achieveient. The decision mechanism searches for sets of

output values for tie variables that it “thinks” are iirçortant and J
checks, by means of its model, whether or rot it can be reasonably

expected the outputs will achieve their intended consequences. In

effect the system generates the expectations of what the 01 will be j
S sending it on the next decision cycle, contingent upon that particular

S set of inputs being applied to the OE. If the propos ed solution takes I
(or at any rate the decision mechanism thinks it takes) it further away

Iran its goal, the decision mechanism will try a different route. On
the other hand, if tie mechanism perceives that a particular class of Itie manipulable variables is taking it closer to its goal, it will

contirue search in that sane direction. Since the model is not perfect I
it will make mistakes. One would expect that since the decision

mechanism has sane idea of ha, the world works, its search for variable
S 

vali~ s would not proceed in an entirely randan basis. Derived ~~~ Imodel and experience would be sane expectations as to the effects of

various outputs on the behavior of the OE. It would be expected that I
the decision makers would use these expectations as a guide in their

search. It will not always be the case that tie decision mechanism S

proceeds in a totally “rational” fashion. If tie basic model that the
S mechanism uses to “thfrjc” about the OE is bad, inconsistent, or largely

unspecified, the search behavior would be expected to be influenced J
accordingly. Mother factor that would influence the pattern of search S

behavior would be tie caçlexity of the conceptual model. A model,

fairly oaçlsx and sensitive to tie various inputs the decision mslrar

can feed it, would be expected to result in a v~ y diff,~ ent patt~ t~ of

search behavior than would a model based upon ease very ~ ‘ose and ~uds
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notions about ~ow the world works • As was mentioned above, tie decision

‘ 
I maker will continue searching until either one of two things happen: 1)

I A proposed input mixture brings the goal satisfaction belc*,, sane level;
S or 2) Sane sort of time or length of search limit has been reached.

I It is important to note that at the beginning, this discussion

S considered a goverrment as a member of the class of goal seeking syste~e.

S ~ While the goverrment is still considered to be a goal seeking system,

r several properties of governments set them apart fran the general class

of goal seeking systei~ . The government is a member of the class of goal.

seeking systems that have these additional properties: 1) They are

multiple goal seeking systeme; 2) They operate under one of the satis-

ficing search and selection algorith ms; and 3) They react to a perceived

envir’oment. As was rioted above, this search for equivalence classes
1. thr~x~gh tie explication of the control stn*cture is central to the

fl process of discovery used here. While a fair amount of the control

structure for national goal seeking decision systems has been identified

up to this point, there are several aspects of the operation of the
S system that have rot been discussed . Probably the most important of

I which are the notions of learning or the intenializat ion of past experi-.

~: fl eroe, the structure of the cause ’ model of the OE, the manner in which

the decision mechanism internally represents its kz~~aledge about tie OE,

the manner in which tie Al and 01 interact with the OE, and the process

of perception. In addition, the bzeauoratic aspects of tie operation

ii of the decision mechanism have rot been dealt with. Instead of contlnu-

I ing the discussion of the aspects eca~rising the control stri.oture of a

gcwervvient modeled as a goal seeking system, the discussion will r~ v turn

I to consider techaiquse and ap~woaches to tie realizdt ion of the system and

its control structure as a set of rules -- a oou~ uter progr~ n.
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. 1
The Realization of the Control Structure

At f irst it might seen that this shift in emphasis fran a discuss—

ion of the control structure to a specification of the control structure 1
is inappropriate. There axe several reasons why this is rot the case.

The primary reason rests upon the relationship between tie explication

of the control structure and its realization, a computer program. In

rough terms, a representation is a conceptual model. A realization is a I
computer program. Th help illustrate this relationship, consider another

type of representation of the nation, Richardson’s (1960) arms race
S models . In tie case of Richardson’ s differential equation model of tiez I

nation , tie representation is tie realization. fle behavior of tie

nation in Richardson’s case is represented as a differential equation. I
~~~t representation can be directly manipulated. No additional trans- 1
lation of the representation is required before it can be manipulated, S

i.e., produce implications. In tie present case the representation (the (
government as a goal. seeking system) and tie realization (a computer 

S

program that behaves like a goal. seeking system) are rot the sane. One I
cannot dir etly manipulate tie notion of a goal. seeking system. Because 9
the representation is not directly manipulable. and because tie re~1iza- 1

tion of the representation is crucially dependent upon tie control f
structure, tie specification of the system in terne of a cor~ iter progren -

turns out to be a]noet as theoretically relavent as is that which is 1
L epreeented. In other ~~rds, )~~ the system is represented became8 a

important question. It is often the case that the b~ lica- 
S

S tione of tie relaticrehip between representation and realization are, if

i~ t lgiu’s1, at least not fully discussed. When mathematical tools are

S used for tie manipulation of syvr~ols, InvariabLy certain eln~lifyfrg I
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assLq)ticns are used to aid in the anlaysis. The stipulation that

certain relationship are in a specific form (e.g., a quadratic or linear

I function) or the assumption of certain properties (e.g., a normal distri-
S butiorr or interval level measurenent) are ail assumptions that are

I dictated by the mathematical stnicture. They are assumptions made for

I the purposes of expediting mathematical manipulations. &ish and ~~steUer

(195S:Le6) provide a typical example:

I~e form of these operators is dictated chiefly by mathei~tical
considerations -- linear operators are chosen in order to make the
theory more managable.

I When ore is concer ned with modeling the control structure via ocimplete

I processing models, tie form of the operators becaxes a theoretically

important question. Since the form of the operators is a theoretical

I statement, they should not be dictated chiefly by mathematical consider-

ations By making the realization just as important as the representa- -

I tion (fran a theoretical perspective) they both miist be considered at

the sane time. They cannot be separated. Ore portion of a theory

I cannot be closed, with the expectation that the other art~itrary portion

I to fall meekly and consistently in line. There are crucial interdepen-

dencies at ~~r k. It is with a sensitivity to theses inter dependencies

I that ~~ r~~ tw~ to a consideration of the techniques for the realization

of the control stn~ture as a oozçuter pro~ eu. ‘fle approach is composed

I of t~~ related notions: 1) a structure f o r  expressing the process

I models; and 2) the role of a language in the behavior of the system.

I
I

_____ - S — r  —
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1
S Production Systems: A Theory and Language for Process ?bdels S

S Allen Newell has stated in another context that in order to “predict I
(the behavior of) a subject you imist )a~a.i: (1) his goals; (2) the I
structure of tie task envirurnent; and (3) tIe Invariant structure of

his processing irecheni~ns.” (Newell 1973a : 293) The notion of goals has 1
been discussed previousl y. 1~e structure of the task enviroim~~t is

identical to the manner in which the system perceives tie envix’orment it I
is attempting to control. Production systems represent a means for I
expressing tie third elenent in Newell’s list--the structure of the pro-

cessing rnechani~n (the control structure). I
Production systems represent a form for describing processing

S models -- a theory laden programm ing structure. Production systems I
S explicitly incorporate theoretical assumptions, and provide a means of I

expressing the control structure explicitly. In fact they force one to

be explicit about the control structure by making it an integral part of J
the specification of the process. Production systems have been used

extensively in psyclolc~ , (Newell , 1973b,l966; Newell and Simon, 1972) 1
for tie expression of theories of lumen problem solving. I

Fran a practical programming point of view, there are several

programming ~~~ uages which could serve as the basis for the specifi- 1 1
cation. &zt as will be developed be1~a, a production system is a very

simple , yet very pc~mrful structure. Ptich more so than, say }~~ RAN. 1 ~
~t,re importantly, production systems themselves &e a control structure.

S 
(See Newell, 1973a ) No attempt is made here to defend production systems

against other possible fcrmmilatians of a control structure. Production S

system do S11GJ very natural inter~~ataticne of the contol s~ucture of

a government. Production syet~~~ ne1~ a tiecretical statament — FORTRAN I
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~i1~~~ T -  ~~~~~~ 5~~~~~~~~~~ S S 5 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

- S - - - - -
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0 1
I Processing models written as production systems are forimed by a

I 
collection of independent rules, called productions. Tie rules (or

productions ) are stated in the form of a condition and an action: C A.

I The condition refers to tie symbols in the short-term unage (STE ) of the

system. The STI represents tie system’s transient image of tie current

I state of the OE. The actions of tie productions consists of transfor-

mations on the STI “including the generation, interpretation, and satis-

faction of goals, modification of existing elements, and addition of new

I ones.” (Klahr, 1973:528) A production system obeys simple operating

rules :

I i. The productions are considered in sequence, starting with

I
ii. E~ich condition is ccinpared with the current state of knowledgethe first.

in the system, as represented by the symbols in STI. If all of
the elements In a condition can be matched with elements (in
any order) in STI , then tie condition is satisfied.

I iii. If a condit ion is rot satisfied, the next production rule the
ordered list of production rules is considered.

iv. If a condition is satisfied, the actions to tie right of the

I arra~ ar’s taken. ‘flen tie production system is reentered fran
the top (Step i).

v. When a ~cnditicn is satisfied, 
all, those STI elements that were

‘ 
matched axe moved to the front of STI.

vi. Actions can change tie state of goals, replace elements, apply
S operators, or add elements to STI.

vii. The STI is a stack in which a new element appears at the top

~j iushing all else in tie stack dom ore position . Sizoe STI
is limited in size, elements may be lost. (fran 1Q.ahr 1973:528-29)

I While a production system may appear to be deceptively simple (if rOt

simplistic), there is a reservoir of analytic power underlying that

I simple structure. Post (194e3) has proven that any Thring machire (a

very pc%erful and abstract oo.~*iter) can be modeled as a production system.

I &zt even more importantly, there is a one-to-one correspordence between

i tie el nts of a Thrir~ m~~hine and a production system. This it may

I 
_______________________________ 

__________ 

S
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be possible by reformulating the production system as a Turing machine

quintuple to use the analytic structure upon which ‘1~,iring machines are

built as an additioral neans of exploring the implications of the

model.

The illustrative production system in Figure II is a highly stylized

——--INS~~F FIGURE II ABOUT }~~.E———
S system that attempts to describe the behavior of the Libyan Revolution-

ai’y Qxinand Council. (Although it should be roted that in terms of

canpiexity and the resolution of the issues raised in this paper , the S

system in Fig~we II bears about as mu ch resemblance to our goal as a j
fla~ hart for making fudge resembles a program.) Recently Kaddafi was

asked to step dcx~n from his politioal-diplaiatic position bit retain his J
position as Cci~imender-in-O’iief of the Libyan armed forces. ‘lie example

production system is an attempt to specify those oonditions under which

the Cow~ il will request that Kadaffi step d~ti’t (or go to the desert for I
meditation). This production system was bu t upon the assumption that

the reasons 1(addafi was asked to step dcMn ~~~~nt to the perception I
on the part of of tie members of tie Council that things are rot going

well for Libya. Some of the indicators or monitor variables that the

Council might consider axe: fiscal irresponsibility, food ‘tages, I
excessive religicus orthodoxy. It was also assumed that the Council was 

-

more willing to ignore same of the bad points if there were favorable 1
aspects of tie situation to offset the bad points (or as they are express-

ed in the production system, mar4cs). This if Sadat looses face, tiers

ie anin aee ifl Skil1ed l5bor, o nf t 5j 8 0O )1ti8~~~~ 5t~v5iY), I
tie ocimoil will ovsrlook same of tie bad points about )°‘ddAfi’ a manage-

iment . If it is the case that a ‘ with tie good points, K~dd~fi has

____________ ____________________________________________________ 

:~ 
~

- S-S----~~~~~ S - - 
~y~~~S• -~~ ~— 

—_____________________
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S managed to accumulate four marks, the Council will request his resig-

nation. The actual oper ation of the production system is as folla~s:

I tnitially the STI of the Council is filled with NIL or blank symbols.

Since rone of the first 15 productions will be satisfied, the sixteenth

I production, which contains no condition is satisfied . The action READ

means that the Council looks at the envix’orinent and takes a reading of

L I the current state. As long as the symbols read fran the enviroment
~ does rot invoke a production, tie system will continue reading until one

is found. Let us say that the first “recognizable” symbol is a food

I shortage. After it is placed in the STI by the READ operation, produc-

tion 5 will be executed. This results in FOOD SHORrN3E being marked as

S OU). The OLD(**) operator is a replacement or masking operation . 1~e

i application of OLLX**) to the symbol $$$, results in $$$ being replaced S

by OLD(~~$) in the STI. OTD (**) operates on the symbols of tie condition—

J al portion of a procut ion. Thit prevents tie system fran counting FOOD

S SHORTN3E twice, since FOOD 9~ORTAGE and OLD(FOOD SHORTAGE) are not the

I same. ‘lie production also results in a MARK being placed in STI . If at S

S 

any tine, Kaddafi has supported four radical foreign causes with no

noticable achievement, production 7 is executed, which results in all

four supports of radical foreign causes being marked as old, and tie

addition of a MARK to the STI. If it happens that there is an increase

in skilled labor when there is also a MARK in STI , both the skilled

I labor increase and the MARK are masked. In essence, ore of the strikes

is erased although it still takes up a position In the STI. If at any

I time, Yadafi has managed to acctmu].ate four MAR3~ , the symbol RIX~UtST

will be placed in STI. This results in the Revolutionary C~n~end CouncilI asking Kadaffi for his resignation.

_ - S _Ii
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One of the striking things about production systems is that the

order in which the productions are ordered has very real consequences

for the operation of tie system. Notice that all of the productions that

erase ‘marks ’ fi~an the STI are at the end of the system. This means that

a mark can only be erased if there are no ‘bad things’ in the STI. If S

the set of productions that erased marks were to be moved to the top of

the system, the chance for an erasure would be greater (and the chance I
for reroval less). If production 3 were placed at the end , tie only -

time that Kadaffi would be asked to step doi~m would be when neither

anything good nor bad was happening. If it were inserted after production J
U, the only tine that he would be asked to go the desert is when he had

~~~tssulated four str ikes, and at the present time all was going well, 1
i.e •, the shárt-term image was fIlled either with junk or positive

symbols. Depending upon the sorts of things that the Council could be I
expected to receive fran tie envirorment, by rearanging the individual Iproductions, the chance that Kadaffi would be requested to step dc*a~
could be varied. This it is rot enough to say that fiscal irresponsi- I
bility and food shortages count against Kadaffi in the eyes of the

C~~~cil. One must be more specific about exactly what the conditions 1
are that will cause the Council to request his re~vval. IAs an example of a production system with more theoretical interest,

consider the example in Figure III . This illustration is a portion of j 
~———— INS~~r FIGJRE III ABOLII’ HER E———

a ]ar~~ pa~vduction system that attempts to model the behavior of the I
Mlnistty of gricultwe of Saudi Arabia. lie portion of U~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Iilustreted here is concerned with the relationship bet~.een land and

labor pro~ ictivity (infonnat ion fran the observation interface) a~ 1]

1
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allocations of land, labor, mechanization, fertilizer, and irrigation

S water’ (actions of the acec~s interface). This portion o~ the production

I 1y1 tern results Lii the genervition of geiter~il policy gu i~ ~c I I ~~~~ ‘Ihese

general policy recannendat ions serve as inputs to another portion 01 the

I system responsible for translating these general directives into specific

I 
levels of fertilizer , etc . It . is worth noting that the conditional

portions of the production system (low labor ~3roductivity, for example)

I are not represented in the system as a number -- th~ are linguistic

cxpr’esslons The observation interface genera tes a sentence describing

I a quality of the OE. The production system operates upon that sentence

(as well as the specific level the linguistic expression r epresents) in

I the generation of a decision. This linguistic aspect of the system will

J be discussed in more detail below.

This canpl~~-~ the general discussion of production systens. Before

j proceeding ~.ith the discussion of the role of language and the notion of

a gr~nuur’, there are severa l aspects of the specification that deserve

I note . Since production systems ar e being used for the reali zation of a

govern ment, the capabilities of the production system imist be character-

istic of the capabilities of a gover ii~~nt. Mong other things this

implies that: 1) The production system have the capability to perceive

and misperceive the current state of the OE; 2) The production system

I must take irociming messages fran the enviroment and interpret them

I according to the beliefs, presumptions, presuppositions, and biases

peculiar to tie decision makers in a given country; 3) The production

I .vntem ~sist have the capability to rewrite the goals of the system; ~)

7ie ~~~kx,ticn system must have tie capability to change the perceptual

I ~~~~~ nile.; b) ‘lie production system should invoke a cognitive map or

I
-~~~~~
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_ _ _image of the environment in its attempts to determine appcopriate actions;

and 6) ‘lie total production system should te modeled to reflect the

bureaucratic/organizational aspects of the decision process. In short, -

the production system must have the capability to mEke decisions. S

t S

11
I
I
I
I
ii
I
I

S~~~S~~~~~~S S

i
I
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Tie Role of Language and a Greminar

I When we ccm~nicate with another person or a ccrmputer we do so by

S
. 

using a set of symbols that we both are able to perceive. In addition,

only certain strings of those symbols make sense (or convey the intended

I meaning). We can ’t camnunicate with a ccmputer by shouting at it , since

it cannot perceive our attempts to cariTLz nicate . In addition we oan ’~tI tell it just anything, since it has the capability of making sense out

I of very specific strings of special symbols. The system that we use to

ccxivnunicate with is called a language , the - symbols are elements ol the

~~~
• I alphabet of that language, arid the rules for forming possibly intelli-

gible strings of symbols is called a granmar. The gr’anrnar will not

S ~~~~~ ~~ t the meaning that was intended is actually conveyed , since

i others can misinterpret what we had intended. In addition, greninatical

sentences can have absolutely no meaning what so ever. ‘lie sentence:

I “Colorless green dreams sleep furious ly.” (Clunsky, 1957) might be

considered a graninatioal sentence but it conveys no meaning.

I Since nations cc,miunicate with each other, arty carpl ete processing

I model of a nation must also include this capability . Using these notions

of language and grammar, a language could be used for the ocminioation

I of the behavior of the national decision systems. Governments ~~uld

caiiminicate with each other by sending sentences in a language. The

I output frun the sim.alatiai iCuld be a list of sentences • For exaimple:

I Since Israel cannot resist E~ppt if Israel is not resupplied, the U.S.

will, resupply Israel. ‘lie Arabs could respond by saying: We will not

I provide ti’s U.S. with oil because of its resupply of Israel. A language

could serve as a medium for camunications within a government : If we

I cb not give the U.S. oil, it will not encourage Israeli aggression.

~~~~ ,_J~ __=~__ _•~~_ 
~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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These nations of granunar arid language are really not as alien to

the field of international relations as first might be imagined. One of 
-

the main sources or types of data that has been used in the field is

events data. (McClel].and arid Young 1969; Hennann et. al., 1974; Burgess

arid Láwton, 1972). Events are actions by national decision systems, arid

events data simply represents the coding of these actions a single S

S cOthng scheme, generally of the form : action, actor, target . L anguage ~ I
is a coding scheme. It is the representation (coding) of meaning accor d- 

-

ing to a set of rules (a graninar). 1
This approach to the representation of action differs fran the

standard events data approach in t~~ respects. ‘lie first difference is

in the level of detail (the information content of t~’ie event). A cam~n J
event coding category is official diplanatic protest. While there has

been same effort to also include in the coding scheme the context of the I
protest, in all cases a]i~ st all of the actual content (what the protest

was about) has not been coded for analysis pur poses. While it is possible

to conceive of situations in which one could make sense out of cor~e- I
lations between event type categorie s, it seems virtually impossible to

begin to build a process nx idel of international relations in which the 1
only means of car~.inication between the various national bureaucx~.cies

is by ocntentless statements. In order to go beyond the type of theoriz-

ing that says : if a nation receives a diplanatic protest it will respond 1
with an unofficial ~~rning and an armed farce mobilizatian, exercise

u and/or display (to use t~~ of ti’s categories fran WEIS), a different 1
sort of language will be required. That lar usge n*ist have content
(meaning) as ~~ll as form (the type of ecticn). Since the asei~ ticn that I
gov~ T~~~tS ~~. goal .e&dng systeme is taken seriously, it is l çeretive I

_~ *__  -~~ 
5_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ —v — - — — S



t
that the language that gover~inents “talk” with be able to express the

1 1 goals of the decision makers. While Callahan’s (19714) analysis of the

~~~~~ goals of the five oil producing nations identified a wide range of

~ S
5 I goals, none of the goals he identified ~~re of the form: “Decrease the

- 

I nustber of fori~al diplametic protests by three-fourths.” A language is
needed that is capable of expressing a mt~ h richer content than any of

I the existing event category schemes are capable of providing.

The second difference between typical events coding and this

I language building effort stems primarily fran the assumption that nations
perceive inocining messages within the context that they are generated.

~ The standard approach fol1~~~d by all, existing events data efforts is

1 the use of the coding category for the interpretation of actions. There

is an explicit attempt to make perceptual decisions . Ccimon categories

~ I include threats, accusations , and rewards. Since nations operate on a

I 
perceived OE, the perception of the meaning of the actions nu~ist be the
responsibility of the decision system. What is a negative deed fran the

I perspective of one nation may be a very desirable action as far as same
ot~~~ nation is concerned. This perceptual. role in the standard approach

J to the recording of international interactions is handled by the coders,
wt~ are assigned the responsibility of making the distinction between a

threat and a praniae. (A threat is really nothing nore than a prcxnise

J with a negative consequence.) ‘lie siimi].ated goverrinents nD,lst make that

distinction.

I If the language is to be a neutral affair intended only for the

tran~nieaion of ideas and not predetermined perceptions by sane third

party, the language must be structured so as to avoid the gross prepro-

I ceased pe~ceptual categories of the standard events data approach. This

I
_ _ _  

_ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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implie s that the basic units of the language should be statements of

action rather than perceptual categories. It will then be up to the I
perceptual portion of the decision system to parse the action message

into its ~~n cognitive map or conceptual categories . This is not to say

that the ~ord “threat” cannot appear in the language, but that it will I
be the job of the decision system to determine whether an action really

is a thr eat , the conseque nces the action will have on the goals for the I
system, as well as the credibility of the action. This conception of

the role of the language has same implications for the structure of the

language, the second distinction between events coding schemes this I
approach. ‘lie manner in which “events people” have approached the

structure of their coding categories is to devise a mutually exclusive 1
t and collectively exhaustive typology for the classification of inter’-

national interactions. In essence they have listed all of the possible I
sentences in their language. ‘hey then look at the event or interaction I
and determine which of the sentential forms fits the action. This

approach differs fran the event approach in that rules for generating I
sentences in the language are specified rather than listing each possible

sentence individually. If one has a ~iall language consisting of only a I
few sentences, the list approach has same merit. On the other hand, if 

Ithe language is large and capable of expressing a wide variety of sentences,

sane ~f which may be appropriate only in certain circumstances, the I
exhaustive listing of all sentences may be impossible . Ininagine this

situation: Suppose you are a proofreader, and it is your responsibility I
to insure that this paper contains only grexinatical sentences • Further ii5 suppose that you have no kx~~4edge of the grxixrnar of the D*lish language.

Your only means for determining if a sentence is graninatical is to 
J

5~~~~~~~ 5 11



look it up in a book that purports to contain all possible grenmatical

I sentences. Nc~, imagine that you have a set of rules for determining the

I correctness of a sentence. With those rules (the gr~aninar) the job is

vastly simplified. The way that formal linguists generally express it is

I that a granmar is the set of rules specifying a~nissible nanipilations

(stringing together) of the ~~rds of language. By taking a finite set

• I of ~~r’ds and a finite set of rules, it is possible to generate an infinite

I number of sentences • The advantages of listing the rules over listing

all possible sentences is subst~intial. By basing the language on a
- I modest set of objects (actions and actors ) and on a small set of rules,

a rich language can efficiently be specified. A language of greater

~ I 
precision, breadth , depth, ccinplexity , and richness than could be hoped

to listing all possible sentences. It will result in a more cctnplex,

conceptually leaner, and theoretically powerful system for expressing
• 
I 

the behavior of a nation than an event coding typology could ever hope

to generate.

I Very large demands axe being placed upon the language. It must be

I able to describe a context that will allow the perceptual system of the

decision modules to determine meaning; it must be able to describe the

I current state of the envirorinent so that a decision can be made; it must

be a medi~zn by which the actions of a government can be tran~nitted

I between and within gover’rtnents. In fairness to those who have taken the

I 
events coding approach, it should be mentioned that these demands upon

the language are nnach more severe than those of the events people. They

I wish only to describe very gross types of behavior, while we have to 3
express not only the type of behavior, but also the substance of the

I act. While severe demands are made of the language, because of the

~L I
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conceptual power of the approach to language building through a granmar,

the task in sare ways is sin~lified. Because of the nature of the 1

approach the entire problem can be broken down into separable (riot

separate) clusters • Rather than being forced to consider the language as

a whole, it can be broken da~m into the problems of a granmar, sentential 1
fonz~ , and objects.

As an example of the p~~~r of the approach, consider the rough 1

specification of a language in Figure IV. ~~ structure specified in

-—FIGURE IV ABC(rr HERE————

Figure IV is not the specification of a graninar. It only gives 20 1
basic sentential forma. It is the structure of a language -- not a

specification. The structure could became a specification with the I
inclusion of a set of actors and actions. ~~t even on a s~~~ctursl

level, the language reveals a considerable degree of p~~ r. Sentence

for~na 3, ~4 , 5, 6, 12, and 13 ax~ -~~ 9.cient to generate a language of I
greater’ canplexity than the 63 WPD ~~ing categories (Pk~Clelland and

Y~~g, 1969). For example sentence 12 could be represented as a threat , I
pranise, the offer of a proposal, a demand, a warning, or an ulti~metiun

(to use same fo the WEIS categories). In addition, the six forma alone

can generate sentences of greater complexity and sophistioaicn than WEIS
4..

or any other coding scheme can specify. For example: Since X will riot

do A then if X does B, Y will, do C. This sentence structure represents J
the enbedments of sentence type 3. in type 6. It is this ability of a

gr~ inar to define embe~~~nts in a recursive manner that acocunte for its 1
generality and p~~~~. As a further indication of both the p~~~r of the 1approach and the d nands being placed upon the language, suppose that

the OX for Seixli Arabia receives these three sentences :

I
—- —.--.— —; 
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1 1) The total wheat crop is X buqhels.
I I 2) Y man are employed in fanning.

3) “Since Israel cannot continue to resist F~ rptian

I aggression if it is not given replacement materials,
we [the U • S.] will begin the inmediate resupply of
Israel.”

I The perceptual system of the Saudi production system Sbould be able to

produce these eight sentences as outputs:

1 1) Labor productivity is low.
2) The U.S. will resupply Israel.

• 3) ~~ U.S. is ignoring our threat of an oil embargo.
— I L~) The U.S. is still pro-Israeli and anti-Arab.

5) ~~ U.S. is supportive of Israeli behavior.
6) The total wheat crop is X bushels.

I ~ ~ man are employed in fanning.
8) Labor productivity is Z bushels per ran.

‘ 

This examPle rakes extrenely strong deands not only upon the language

but also on the production system. But because of the basic p~~r of

I both production systems and languages the demands are not overly severe.

One of the side pay-offs of this effort at specifying a language

I for the car~runioation of the decisions of national decision systems is

I 
the potential linkage with current events data collection efforts.

While the basic approach is samewhat different, there is a very important

I linkage bet~~en the two types of efforts. The decision systeme will

generate a data source expressible in an event type coding typology.

I The system should be able to generate the raw data of events data collec-

I tian efforts. This fact has two Important implications : 1) this ajçroach

is riot alien to raich of the work now being done in the field of inter-

I national relations; and 2) existing events data collections can serve as

an lnçcrtant e~ z’ce of validating data. It should be possible to take

I the output frcei the sljm.alations (sentences in the language) and code

I t1~~ according to an events coding typo]cgy. That oodlz€ could be

oa~çered to ahwr snt data sets to assess the aiø.int of agreument. This

_ 
.~~ I
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it
interface between events data and our efforts at the specification of 

-

language also has the implication that goal seeking propositions could 1
be translated into event type propositions. In addition, the result of 

1
these efforts should serve as the basis for’ a strong theoretical ground-

ing for an even coding schema. ‘flare is a potential s~~~ce of uutual 1
benefit. - -

I
I
I
I

’

I
1
I
I

Ii-
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p.
• Suniary, Overview, and Corv~luding Cciimants

1 This paper has covered a wide variety of topics -- ranging

I Iran a gan~ called 20 Questions to a consideration of grania rs.

Through out the course of the developant, assertions have been

made which nust be supported, and pranises have been made which

I nust be kept . Sane of the assertions conoem the nature of the
scientific enterpr ise:

I (1) ‘I~~ binary approach to the construction of theories
will not work.

(2) The binary approach will not work because there is notI a specification of the control structure.

(3) One pranising approach to the n*~deliiig of control
I stx~uctures is the construct ion of ccmplete processing

niodels.

- I (Li ) There exists a definate and workable strategy for the
construction of ccinplete processing ni~dels, based upon
the use of genera tive explanations and simulations.

I Others ooncen~ the specific approach illustrated in the later

I 
portions of the paper :

(5) A gover’rmant can be faithfully nodeled as a g~~ seek-
~~& 

system.

1 (6) A production system can be specified that will produce
behavior’ characteristic of the behavior of goverrvients.

~ 1 (7) A language suitable for the expression of the behavior
governaents can be specified.

I (8) A production system, that corresporEis to point 6 , can
be specified as a language processor.

I ‘ibese last four’ are the prunises.

Oarrently, work is under’ wey towerd the fulfilm ent of those

• I four prcimiaes. While the implications that I draw fran the binary 4
apçroach are riot necessarily shared by n~ collegues, the last fourI pranie.s are the central core of our work. While there is mach to

r~~~ - -~~~~~ -~~~~- _ _ _ _ _ _
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.1
• be done, the fact that separable issue clusters have been identified - 

-

should praiote the atta irtne nt of the final goal -- a science of nations
adequate in p~~~r . and ca~mansurate with their coniplexity .

1

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

~i I
- • 

• ~1
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FICURE IV

I ’1: c~~IOR, cCAN~CANM7F> ~AC’ri ON (ACTOR)*

2: c~~1OR> <CX)ULD J CVUW NOT> < ACTION’ .CAC1OR,*

I 3: cACIOR, CWILLI WILL. NOT> <ACTION> CACrOR>*

4: <ACIVR> cS}ØJU) SWMID NOT’ <ACTION> <AC1OR>*

I 5: <ACTOR~ <DID I DID NOT’ <ACTION> <ACrOR>*

6: ~ACIVR> CISIIS NOT> <ACTION’ <ACTOR,*

7: WIlL <ACTOR> <DOINOT DO> <ACZ’ION’ cACIOR>*

r 8: ~ ØJLD c~~rOR> CDOINO T DO’ <~C~ION>

9: DID <ACTOR> cDO~NOT DO> <ACTION> <ACTOR>5

I 10: IS <~~I’OR> <DOI)1~ NOT DOING’ <ACTION’ <ACTOR’5

I U: CAN <ACI~)R> cDO INOT DO> <ACTION> cACFOR>5

12: IF~~..•>~~~~ I < . . . >

I 13: SDCE <• •“  T}~~4

14: c ’• ’> BD AIJ SE <• ‘•>

I 15: ••‘> SO TIY~T

16: ~~.e.>  A~~~ <•~~•>

17: (I..> OR <. .‘>

I 18: “> IF

I 19: c’s., AND NOT <’’.,

20: c••.’ OR NOT ..‘

I * Optional ; the actor (target ) may be anitted .
I w~ that one of the t~~ ct~ices stx~uld be selected.•‘. ~~~ne that ar~ a~ of the 20 sentential fonas may be select d.
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I
ABSTRACT NE ADAPTIVE NATURE 0? COMPLEX SYSTE)~I This paper presents a review of three major Systems of the nature we are examining ar. a r ti—
problems in the current developmen t of General ficial or adaptive in a very specific way .
Syste.s Theory as represented by J.C. Miller ’s

I Living Systems. The three topics deal with: They are cc they ar. only because of a
(1) the analytic repre sentat ion of the adaptive system’s being molded , by goals or pur—
nature of conpiex systems , (2) th. hierarchica l poses to the environment in which it
nature of information and authority in complex lives. If natural phenomena have an air
syste~ns, and (3) the dynamic nature of the deci— of “necessity ” about them in theirI sion problem . Each topic ii developed in terms subservience to natura l law, art ificial
of recen t additions to theory in the ‘ystema phenomena haVe in air of “cont ingency ”
approach. in their malleability by snvironment

(Simon, 1969: ix).

I James G. Miller has suggested tha t a “general An adaptiv, system is one tha t produces (saner—
system. theory” can be developed by ab stracting at es) outputs in such a manner as to atta in or
properties peculiar to physical, biological , seek to attain certain goals. Adaptiv , systems

I and social systems.1 The primary emphasis of ,u’0~d to environmental change. by slts~ing
thi. approach is on ascertaining the substantive policies so ss to minimi se the discrepanc y
proper ties shared by the variou s syste ms. 2 This Eileen policy outcomes and prsdetermined goal
attempt, however, has not been altogethe r cue— stat es. 3 In the area of energy policy, for exam—

I css.ful. In part, success depend. upon thie pie, a goal might be to maintain present demo—
state of the art in each discipli ne correspond — graphi c distribution patter ns in a particular
ins to the level of analysis upon which the the— region , perhaps Western Europe. Paced with
ory focuses. Serious difficulties have arisen environmental changes tha t redu ce th . avail—
at the more macro—syst em. level, particularly ab fltty of crude oil , then , an adaptive system

I in political science and internationa l relations , might seek to convert electrical production
General Systems Theory embraces the notion of from a procedure based on oil to one based on
teleology at most system levels; but the vet— coal while retaini ng high levels of gaeoline
.ions of General Systems Theory practiced in production . If this policy allows continuation

I political science and intern a t ional relation s of suburban and rural living and lengthy com—
tend to strip sway the heart of the formulation moting, the system has successfully adapted to
leaving, in most cases , an empty inpu t—output thi. envi ron mental change.
shell with which to work. This is due, at least
in part, to the rejec t ion of the structural— M*ptiv. systems have a numb.r of component s.

I func t ional approaches to political develop ment. There is an inne r envtro n.snt (I .E .)  which
It may also be the result of a lack of under- atte mpts to ach ieve goals in an outer environ-
standing of the need for decision s1~orLums or ..nt or task environment (0.1.). The inner
goal—e..king apparatus in C.n.r al Systems Theory . envi rot ent receive. information (reduced qusa—

I This shortcoming stems pri ma rily from a lack of t it ’ of crude oil) about th. outer environ ment
formal development of the sys t~~~ theoretical through an observation interface. Simila r ly,
approach. The concepts developed in that the inner environment implements its dectsiona
approach are too often furthered by the use of (alters electrical production function. ) through

I . analogy and metaphor. This paper is an att empt n access interface. In order to evaluate a1t.r —
to examine some of this major concept , which, in native policies without actually t.plemsnttng
r.c.nt years , have bean developed beyond the the., the inner .nviroi.sat must have a rear.—
level of sophistication present in the current seittattom or Image of the outer envir onment.
versions of Livina Systems and the i,Is,la General The stru ctur e coamon to .daptivs syet~~~ is.I Syet~~~ Theory persp ective. It will deal with shown in Pigur. 1.
system, at the nation al level and reference both
nation.l and eupernational systems.

I
- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _- 
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,, that many of the quantitative indicators or
event analyses in interna tional relations today
could be used to address this particular ques—

particular research approach. 5

I...., — Upon receiving Y , the inner environment muSt
,._,..u_ J

tion if goals and purposes were built into that

evaluate it to determine what sort of policy is
indicated . Results of this evaluation will

~~ I depend on thc nature of Y and on the inner envi-
ronment ’s image of the outer environment. The
image might , for example , consist of an economic

This structure is very similar to the problems model in which the critical variable is the

studied by control engineers. From a control price elasticity of gasoline for private trans—

perspective , the inner environmen t would be por tatlon use. Generally, this image will , at
labeled the controller and the outer environ— least in part , contain the elements of Y. In

ment , the process to be controlled .4 this way V can he used to set the state of the
image , and varioua policy alternatives ti can be

The easiest way to explain this perspecti ve ~ 
put into the image to assess the differ neial

to examine the energy policies that were di.— impacts V. To have any impact, the element , of

cussed above . Let the inner environment be an the U vector must have some way of entering the

energy office in an internationa l organization outer environment; that is , the inner environ—

such as the EEC. which is responsible for silo— nent most have some access interface that can

eating crude oil for various refined products im~~~~~it ~ in the outer environment. Refinery Jand setting price levels for those refined prod— allocation , gasoline rationing , and price adjuat—

ucts. Let us further stipulate that the cff i— meats might serve as access points for the o.~fi—

d ais ’ goals ste to maintain prasent coemunity cials in this example.

patterns and present demographic distributions
of population in country members. Of course, the model structure outlined here Imerely identifies the important characteristics

Information concerning the state of the environ— of adaptive system.. For theorists to implement

meat is now represented by the vector X and goal—directed policy effectively in a changing

might include the use of public transp rtation , environment model , the system must be capable Inew cars sold, and movement to and from suburban of:
areas. The officials must have some way of
observing X so that they can determine whether Specifying systems’ goals in terms of
their goals are being acceptably met. However , desired characteristics in the environ—

they cannot observe every sales transaction or ment in which policy is implemented , I
every family move directly. In fact, even if
they could obtain all of this information , it e Possessing an access interface with the

would probably exceed their information— outer environment which permits it to

processing capability. Therefore , they need a alter that outer environment , I
mechanism that filters the minute information
into manageable form. This is the task of the 5 Maintaining a realistic mental image
observation interface , of that outer environment which allows

it to gauge the impact of alternative
The observation interface is the inne r environ— policy actions prior to their actua l I
mant ’s sensing device for gauging changes in the implementation and ,
outer environment. In this example it might
include the various agencies that collect and e Possessing an observation interface with

aggregate data on gasoline availability and the outer environment wh ich permits it to
price , automobile usage, automobile purchasing, onitor changes in the outer environment

etc. To avoid information overload fr om X , the constantly and efficiently and to ass...

observation interface might incorporate an m di— the actual effect of the already imple—
cator system. Thus, instead of having a lot of mented policies with respect to goals.
information about the outer environment (X) a.
an input, the inne r enviro nment receives V. Vec— Msunmg tha t the system has an identifiable
tor ~ might includ e such ind icators as cI~ nges set of goal, and possible alternative policies.
in the level of public transportation use and a mode l of the process requires an “ image” of 1changes in the rate of new car purchasing . In the outer environment end en observa t ion inter—

some case. I and K vLll be equivalent. Most face for monitoring that outer environment. The

ofte n , however, V will be some ausmary eesure goals provide criteria for ut ilizing policy
of K and the notation reflects this distinction , alternatives to regulate change in thi, outer

enviro nment . There are three aspects of this IAn Important research quastion steeming fr om decision process that characterize natio ns as
this perspective concerns just what infor mation system.: (1) nations are goal—seeking system..
is needed to accompl ich pollcy— mski rs ’ goals end (2) nat Ions hold many goals simultaneously, end
how such infor ma tion should be £I l L c r cd and ut i— (3) natIons are r esponsive to a perceived rather
lised in the po1 icy-making process , We nasune than an objective enviro nment , This lest of thee . 1

C



I
assertions is seen in the development of images
in the above adaptive systems approach. The
first ,  that nations are goal—seeking, stems svi?vs

and is consistent with the position held by
Snyder, Br uck , and Sapin (1962). the Sprouts
(1956). and Hoisti , et al. (1968 , 1965) on for—

directly from the whole adaptive systems approach

taneously is the crucial element that distin—

sign policy decision-maki ng and international _________
relations. That nations hold many goals simul— T i  I
guishes them from most lover level systems. _________ _________

This is one of the most difficult aspects in the
development of a general systems theory for

L 
7

large, complex systems . When dealing with
nations or supernationa l units , social scientista
must deal with the fact that there is no single
goal that can adequately describe the operation 1 ‘ I 1’
of the system. If the goals of the system are ‘ I : ‘i ‘~ I ~ Pu I
inconsistent, one goal can be achieved only at ‘ ‘ I

a ’
the expanse of th. other. Ia tha t case the sye—

NJ
be achieved at the same time because the systems

determine which trade—off s are acceptable. Even

: I 
tem (nation , org an izati on, or individual) mus t

if the goals are consistent, all goals may no~

have only a finite amount of resources. Again ,
the system mus t determine the optimum allocation
of resources. 

FIG& ~ 3 .  A ~~.tibtt 11111)1 WITh 5 twimi Cmo~~HIE RARCHICAL SYSTEMS STRUCTURE ~~ g sinu u,wn. cmrnot svs:ts’
In recent years the forei gn policy decision— • 

~~ ~ma ~~~~~~ Li Ii.. $71. P. M
making literature has sugges t ed that the rela-
tionship ~~tween foreign policy decision—making
responsibilities and information—collecting and
distributio n responsibilities is an integra l
aspect of effective organization perfor mance. ______________________________________

Edward Morse states the case succinctly: “Chan—
nelteg and handling information has become an ,—— — — —— 
organizationa l problem no foreign ministry he.
master ed” (1970: 386) . The process suggests ~~~~~~~~~~ simemsi.

tha t there are patterns of behavior that are
strongly influenced by organ izationa l position.
Hills.an (1971). for instanc e, describes organt—
nations in ter ms of thi. network of interpersona l
relations at various levels. There seems to be
s recognized agreement between policy—makers end
academics on the existence of levels of author—
ity, on the interaction of motivation and goals, uemims.
and on the Impac t of information on preferred ~~~t .s
.odes of action at different levels of the
policy process. Some of the elements of these
concerns can be .ad. explicit if we introduce
modern system. t heories that treat organi zations UCTI

4 as multilevel system. . The concep t of a multi-
level hierarchy structure canno t be defined by
short , succinct statements. Whe t can be dome —

at this point is to (1) introduce some basic

‘ 
concepts for clasaificatiom and study of our 5u5CW
syet~~~ in general • (2) provide a conceptual
foundation for the problem of coordination , and
(3) indicate so.. feature, of hierarch ical •ys—
t~~~~ that make them attractive for use in the
study of large—scale decteton systems.’

Th. total national system can be deatgnet.d a. ,,
~~ ). ~~~~~~ ~~ttIAYfl Mu SICS SlINKS?a simple schem. in Figure 2, plu. th. ongoing

I proce .e of foreign policy impute and outputs. e 
~~~~ ,~~~~ ~~~~ ~~,. wi. ,. a

(lee Figure 3 for a .mak mere abst ract vstsie,.)

I



The operation of a subsystem on any level is second level. While it is true that some policy
influenced directl y and explicitly by the higher is made in the “cablee ,” these changes in the
levels, especially the immediately superseding algorithms for responding must be in harmony
level. This influence , while not always binding, with the objectives passed down from above or
reflects the pr ior i t ies  set by the higher levt.ls. there may be requests for a change in activity.
The influence is termed Inte rv enti on.  Pr ior i t ies
are oriented downward in a command fashion; but The second level in our control system has two
the success of the overall foreign policy aye— inputs: coordInation y provided by the higher
tern and indeed of the un i t s  on any level depends level from a given set r , and the feedback ~upon the performance of all units in the syatem. from a given set E coming from the process . The
Since a chol,’e of action ta citly assumes that output is the control intervention m selected
intervention precedes the sctions of lower units , from the set M. The system is a mapping:
the success of the higher uni ts depend s upon
that action or the resulting performance of the C~ : F x ~1

+ Milower level units. Performance can be viewed ,
therefore , as a feedback and response to inter— At a managerial level , the task of coordinating
vention. Feedback is oriented upward as shown the organizing goal s of the admin istration
by the performance feedback channels (the with the realities of the daily routine must be
upward arrows in Figure 2). Each of the layers carried out. It is here that decisions about
that we have laid Out can be divided into func— the feasibility of particular plans are decided.
tional decision hierarchies. These levels must provid e policy plans for oper-

ators to use as algorithms in acting. This
The functional hierarchy should contain three level must suggest plans , get then accepted by
layers as shown in Figure 3. The lowest level , the administration , and implement them at the
the selection level, accepts the information selection level .
from outside the unite and applies a decision
algorithm to derive a course of action. The The highest level is responsible for coordine—
algorithm must be defined as an organizationa l Lion. It has only one set of inputs , the feed—
means of reaching a solution to a specific inter— back information w from the second level which
ventlon from above. it uaea to arrive at the coordination output.

The system is assumed to be a mapping .
The goal of the second—layer activity, the
learning and adaptation level, is to reduce C : W.F
uncertainty. Given a set of priorities and
goals and the importance of actions from a where W is the set of feedback information
higher level , thi. learning or adaptation layer inputs w. Except in rare instances , such as a
must decide how to respond to the needs pro— crisis , the administration level sets national
scribed from above. This layer must reduce the interests, chooses a policy plan , or combines
uncerta inty In making responses and Initiative s suggestions of several plans from the managerial
as much as possible, providing a simplified job level and assigns responsibility to a lead
for the selcctlnn level, bureau at the second level; but it does not

involve itself in the process directly.
The self-organizing layer must select the struc-
ture, function s, and strategies that should be To complete the description of this syste. we
used on the lower layers so that an overall goal aust specify the nature of the feedback infor—
or set of national interests can be pursued a. nation. The feedback information E to the
closely as possible. It can change the direc— second level contains direct information on the
tiona for action of the first level if the over— process F; it i. therefore a function of the
all goal is not accomplished , or change the control m, the disturbance u, and the ou tput y,
learning strategy used on the second layer if given by the mapp ing:
the estimation of uncertatatien proves to be
unsatisfactory. f

~ 
H z ‘f~

We can formalize the coordination of activities Similarly, the feedback information received by
at this point. Consider the process P with two the highest level contains information con—
inputs: a control of intervention input from concerning the behavior of the second level and
the second level (m from a given set H) and an is therefore assumed to be given by a mapping:
input w from s given set II, called the input.
It also has an ou tput y in a given set T. The f0 : r x ( x Pt. W ,
process P is assumed to be a mapping.

which is a function of the coordination y, feed-
?: Si *11. y back B and outpu t ..

In foreign policy terms, the process or selec - It should be pointed out that this functional
tion level concerns the execution of daily hierarchy is based on the conceptual recognition
actions in cacti of the burea uc racies Involved in of the essential funetioni in a complex deris ion
forei gn policy. The tasks lucre are to apply an system . It provide , only a starting point for
algorithm for respond i ng to s t i m u l i  from the a rational approach to auusi gn proper functions
envtromeent which has been provided by the to different layers . In fact, each functional

_ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  



layer can be imp lemented by further decomposi— the foreign policy task and therefore have a
Lion. For our purposes i t  is only essent ial to more complex decision problem than those at the
lay out the elements of the decision—making pro— lower levels. They have a longer time frame
cess and to borrow this funct ional  hierarchy of with which to look at prob lems , and therefore
levels or tasks so that we can demonstrate at are concerned with slower aspects of the over—
what place a specific form of forecasting might all foreign policy behavior. As we turn to
be beneficially used. In order to do this, we specific forecaating techniques anti review
need to make a Set of assertions about the types their capabilities we should ksep in mind these
of planning appropriate to each of these levels , characteristics so that we can decide at which

stage and at which level in foreign policy
In spite of several common features, the tasks decision—making and planning the techniques are
and roles of the system can be differentiated applicable.
by levels at this point:

The point that needs reemphasizing at this stage
1. A higher level unit is concerned with the is that at each of the nodes in Figure 2, dcci—

broader aspects of the overall foreig, .ions must be made that result in outputs.
policy behavior. This is reflected in These decisions are based upon information eon—
the fact that a higher level unit is cerning the current state of the process and by
auperlor to two or more units and its goals either passed down in the form of inter—
decisions determine the activities of the venttons or decided upon at this level. Sut
lower levels, uncertainty exists at each stage and in thu pro—

ces, of reaching decisions, forecast. of the
2. The decision period of a higher unit is likely impact of these decisions must be mad..

longer than that of lower units. Lower At certain levels responsibility for dealing
level units are responsible for today’s with uncertainty is limited to issues with low
decisions, that Is, whether to respond to levels of complexity. This is especially the
previous actions or to initiate new case at the process level. In issues of higher
actions. Hence, the time fram. of these complexity, managers or senior political of I i—
decisions is quite limited. However, to cers may be brought into the decision. It is
evaluate the effect of ecordination. not only the case that different individuals or
higher levels cannot act more often than levels in the hierarchy ar e involved at dli far—
the lower levels, whose behavior is con— ant levels of uncertainty, but that different
dit~oned by this coordination. Therefore, routines for handling uncertainty and informs—
it is essential to recognize inherent dif— tion in forecasting must be employed. This
ferences in the time frames of most dcci— brings us to the decision problem. -

sions as we proceed up the decision hier-
archy. Certainly there are specific Three deciaion problems are associated with
strategies or issue., such as ’ the Cuban this system:
)iissile Crisis, when the normal proce..
is shortcircuit.d by making moat dcci— e D is the overall decision problem ref lect—
sions operative at u much higher level in ing an exogenously given objective fume—
the hierarchy. tion, for example , a social welfar , func-

tion in an economy.

slower aspect s of the overall system ’s s P is the set of N infimal decision prob—
3. A higher level unit is concerned with the

behavior whereas th. lower l.vels are con— lame reflecting the goals of each infimal
cerned with more particular local chan ges participant.
in the foreign policy process. The high
cr levels cannot respond to variations . D0 is the decision problem of the coor—
either in the environment or in the pro— dinators, C°.
ceas itself which are faster than the
variations of concern to the lover levels. If we assume that D is given and known, and

that certain critical characteristics of the
4. Descriptions and problems of the higher syutaa are known and unchangeable , such as the

levels are lees structured with more distribution of power and information, then we
uncertainties and are more difficult to can define the active coordination problem a.
formalize quantitatively. Decision prob— follow.:
lens in the higher levels can be con-
sidered more complex and en approximation Definition: The active coordination prob—
can be used to derive a solution to a len is to find a coordination scheme , CS,
higher level problem; but accuracy is implying a coordinator ’s decision problem,
then reduced. One ha. to be cautiou s D0, such that there exists a coordination
when in terpreting the reeults, input g* CG with the properties that:

In general, for any level there is a specific a. g
5 solves p0, and

Uv. forecasting problem.. According to the of D. OlsTe Dg5 represents the m u s t
est of techniqu e. suitab le for solving rsspec— b. solution of Pg5 Implies the solution

system characteristics, units of the higher d~ciui on problem D param.tsrissd by
echelon. are concerned with broader aspects of g ).

I
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RecognLtin~ that the suliprocess interactions of assumes that  the outer environment and the aye—
C° give ri se to the need for active coordination ten ’. goals remain constant .  Edwards note. ,
in a sy~;tt ’m , Mesarovie. et al. developed three with respect to static approaches, that:
modes in which interaction might be handled.
These modes arc cal led in t e r a c t i o n  decoupl ing,  In any case the decision maker chooses and
in t e ra c t io n  prediction , .lrtd i n t e rac tion  e.stima — executes one of his courses of action ,
Lion. Each mode is suited to classee uf systems receives th e value or payoff associated with
with specific distrIbut~nns of power and infor— the intersection of that course of action and
nation , a po int  which Is  relat ively poorly made the state of the world which actually
by the authors. Brock (1971) discusses the obtaine d——and then the world ends . The dcci—
problem in some detail and extends the Mesarovic sion maker (in principle) never gets to make
work by reviewing the way Aoki (1970) and Baumol a second decision in which he might apply
and Fabian (1964) handle the issues of power and whatever he may have learned as a consequence
infor m at ion  d is t r ibu t ion  in hierarchical sys— of the f i r s t .
tens . Tile issues a re l i t t l e  more than recog-
nized at this stage in the development of for— In dynamic decision theory, decision makers
mel theories in a systems perspective. But are conceived of as making sequences of dcci—
obviously if we are to adapt large, complex sys— sions. Earlier decisions, in general, pro—
tens to perhaps even more complex environment, duce both payoffs and information; the infor—
we need to deal with the organizational approaches nation may or nay not be relevant to the
to this problem. improvement of later decision.. The objec-

tive of the decision maker may be taken to be
DYNAMIC DE CISION RUL1~S FOR COMPLEX SYSTEMS maximization of total profit over the long

run. But it is quite likely to be desirable
Of the many approaches to the study of political to give up short—run profit in order to
phenomena , none has achieved more mathematical increase long—run profit. The most common
development than decision-making. it has been instance of such a conflict would arise in
moat frequently applied to conflict behavior situations where some course, of act ion  lead
(Axeirod , 1970) and strategic deterrence to more information and less profit , while
(Ellsberg, 1964 ; Hunter , 1971) in foreign policy, other, lead to less information and more
More specifically, previous developments have profi t  (1962: 59—60) .
focused on decision rules which, if followed ,
will allegedly yield a “best” course of action Much has been written to date about decision—

• (at least under the conditions specif ted). making in institution. (e.g., government bureau—
Unfortunately, previous rules tended either to cracles), and from this research has come the
make unrealistic simplifying assumptions or were notion of “bounded rationality.” Hughes cites
so mathematically complex as to be less than three implications of “bounded rationality”:
adequate for explaining decision—making in the
“real world. ” First , problems are generally broken up into

quasi—independent parts, and the decision—
• The primary guide to the decision rule’s fornu— aakers deal with these parts individually....

lation may be found in Chernof I who suggests the
following: - Second, rather than maximizing or optimizing,

decision—makers will sati.fice. That is,
4. rather than considering all alternatives, and

In a given problem, the statistician should choosing one calculated to produce the moSt
first eliminate those strategic. which are desirable consequences, organizations will
obviously bad. He should then dispose of select art action calculated to be “good
some of the remaining which, while not so enough.” Organizations have some notion of
obviously bad , still fai l  to make the grade. what con stitutes minimally acceptable per for—
After a certain amount of elimination, the mance , and resources devoted to decision—
remaining strategies will be considered ade— making beyond that level will seldom be corn—
quate. The stat istician will have no reason mitted. Another way of looking at this... is
to prefer any of these strategies to the that there is a point beyond which the costs
others. The set of thewe adequate strateg ies ~f greater than the expected benefits ofwill be called the solution to the problem. improved act ion. . . .
It is not implied that the statistician
necessarily considers that two elements of Third, decision—makers are working in an
the solution are equiviilent (1954: 427). enviro~~~nt of uncertainty concerning the

consequences of their actions , and will act
In this solution set , then (which is termed the in such a way as to minimize that uncertainty.
region or class of acceptable decisions), it is One major implication of this has been devel—
not assumed tha t a complete and atrong ordering oped by Lindhlom (1939). In order to obt ain
exists among the alternatives , although that feedback concerning the consequences of
sy in feet prove to be so. policy, decision—makers will act incremen-

tally and frequently, rather than attempting
The major drawback to most decision approache s to cospletely solve a problem with initial
is that th . algorithms are static and not action (1972: 19—20).
dynamic (Phillips and Yarnoll , 1974). This

1
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- 4 Rounded rationality, with its emphasis on feed— dimensions or variables; i.e., the alternative
back of performance and with its teliance on must be minimally acceptable on all k. An
satiaficin g , mitigates against a static approach alternative now comes up for evaluation. By
and moves toward a dynamic one. what rule is it to be accepted or eliminated?

I It may be argued that satisficing says the

I A dynamic approach would probably be very dii it— following: If one is .1 certaim that this
cult. Edwards suggests why: alternative will , generate at least Y~ Ci • 1.

2,...,k) utility, then it is accepted ; otherwise
I In dynamic situations, a new complication not it is rejected. There are then k+l parameters

I found in the static situations arises. The to be specified by the dacision—maker.
environ ment in which the decision is set say
be changing , either as a function of the The major advantage to this rather si.pls but
sequence of decisions, or independently of novel representation of satisficing is tha t it

I them, or both. It I. this possibility of an sensitizes the decision—maker to the para meter
I environment which changes while you collect X, a probability. This, together with the view

information about. it which makes the work of of probability as a function of information
dynamic decision theory so d i f f icu l t . .  .“ (i.e., entropy) , sensitizes the decision—maker

I (1962: 60). to issues such as (1) whether to delay ispi.—
menting !PX decision until sore information is

He goes on to suggest six different relations acquired in order to raise X, or at least Co j et
between the type of environment (stationary vs. a better “f ix ” on it; (2) when th. decision—
non—starionary) . and information abâut the effect maker should ~~~p acquiring information (Brook,
of decisions on that environment, Each relation 1969); and (3) the importance of having a good

I might specify a different decision rule, descriptive theory since such a theory provides
Edwards (1962) also presents * model of a prob— information as to th. sore eff.ctive alternattv..

• abilistic information processor which fits Finally , the explicit repreuentattt-n of X ought

• I (analytically) either into the artificial system to permit more valid simulations , sinc e obviously

I of Thorson (1973), or the hierarchic modeling of the t~~ge of the search over alternative , is a
Hughes (1974), bessel and Hughes (1973), and function of k+l parameters: (1) the degree to
liesarovic and P.stel (1972). which th. state of the outer env ironment is net

i consistent with essential values——the k pars—
Let us state the problem as follows: Supposedly meters——and (2) the degree of certainty with
vs ar. attempting to keep a system on some given which the decision-maker views the effectiveness
path. ‘~h~~5 path say be the result of some prior of the alt.rnative— the k4let parameter , X .
optimization or it may represent some hoc Host simulations simply deal with the first k
goals such as full employment, price stability, parameters and ignore X. Current work in ice -
or a target rats of growth. Further, let us nasic development demonstrates that myopic rules
assume tha t this path is feasible for the system. can be developed which do indeed reflect the
Finally, suppose tha t we have a choice of the information problem present to d.ci.ion-makers
following class.. of policies: (1) policies without reachi ng a level of unrerogmizabl. math—
based on the predictors of the role of state esat ical manipulati on (Nelson and Winter . 1973;
variables at some time in the future; (2) pol— Kelly, Williamson and Chsstham. 1974).
icies based on observation, of the state van —

• able. at the present time ; (3) policies that do FOOTIIOTES
not depend in th. short run, on either eatimate s
or observations of the state variables. Having 1. S.. Miller (1973, 1972, 1971a, 1971b , 1971c,
first defined a suitable metric on the notion of 1965) . Ses also the Yearbook of the SocietY
stability, our problem is then to select the for General Syitess Souarch. Prominent among
policy that wilt result in the etabtl ity for our the exponent. of Gener al Systems Theory ar e
system when (1) there are errors in th. measure— L. Von aertalanfy, K. boulding , 1.11. Cersrd a.
sent of the state variables; (2) there are lags well as Miller.
in the observation of the state variable. and/or
the action of the controllsrs, and (3) the con— 2. Perhaps the most skeptical review of this
trol can be varied only in discists vsount.. work can he seen in Simon and Newell (1965) .

Simon (1969) presents a more recent review of
The tools with which this sight be accomplished the prospects of such a synthesis.
are also being developed . Obviously, the math-
ematic. of controlling dynamic syst~~~ would be 3. Several t heor ists hews considered an adaptive
essential; here, too, Mosarovtc, ~~ ~~ 

(1970) modal in the examination of social system. as
come to mind. But it is uncer ta in u to how particularly viable for the itudy of changing
such analytic and sathesatie techniques say be conditiessa . Among th. most important are Aahby
incorporated into a decision ~~~~sj tha t is, (1952); Campbe ll (1963); Pr ingle (196$); and
while dynamic progressing and satisficing rule Buckley (1967).
out linear progr~~~1ng and hence gam. theoretic
spinoffs, they don’t specify a unique rule a. 4. This davalojims*t was first suggested by

• I as alternative . We might prop.e. sattef icing, Stuart Thereon (1973). gince then both Thorsoss
which as a r ule says to adopt the L’v$ ,~ tn t— and I heve applied it to the energy production

• I~J 
.cc3vt.ble,~Ilt.t p1!.’ Suppo.. ‘idn i— proble. of Middle Eastern countries , to the need

• sally accept able re fer ’s in particular to k to develop appropriat e standard operating pro—
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Abstract

I Although the concept of diii~nsion is widely used in social science

research , its conceptual foundations remain unspecified. This is apparent

in the lack of specificity with regard to diversity in conceptual maaning,

I necessary assumptions , inherent limitations and relatedness beti~ en concepts.

The analysis offer’s a preliminary solution to this pr’oblen by identifying

I four concepts of din~nsion. Each concept nay be distinguished on the basis

I of a rigorous logical , ~npfriea1 and theoretical foundation. 1~~ found-

ations require that certain assumptions be mat in order to utilize each

I concept . Given the ass~.mptions necessary for deter~nining each concept ,

certain limitations nay be identified. By establishing the foundations in

I this analysis , it is possible to heirerchically arrange the four concepts

I so that each nay be used in conjunction with certain kinds of research un-

der’takings. The ultimate purpose of the analysis is to (1) establish a

I preliminary conceptual fr nst rk so that each concept may be fully elaborated

I 
in subeeq~~nt analyses and (2) posit a framework with ~~ich to evaluate the

use of each concept in various ~ çix’ical and theoretical enterprises .

I

~~ I
I
I

t~~~~~~:.

I

~ 
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Introduction

I One concept which is used extensively in the social sciences is the

I ccx~ept of dimension. Sane scholars use the concept to r efer to categori-

zation schemes for classifying the canponents of a phencrnenon. Io’arsfeld,

I for example, speaks of “latent structures” which nay be used to classify

“nanifest data .”1 And C1ausen develops a theory of “policy dimensions” htlich

I may be used to understand legislative decision—making2. Other scholars use

1 the concept to express sane mathematical str~~ture which may reflect relation-

ships between important canponents of a pheranenon. ~Dxgerson, for instance,

I uses the term to refer to an “attribute” of a particular property of a stizii].us-

ot,ject.3 Anderson, et. a]., in their methodologj~ for ].egistlative roU call

analysis suggest that dimensions are equivalent to the number of “factors ”

which express a given number of correlated variables in terms of a lesser

runber of uncorTelated ones. Still other scholars use the concept to refer

I to the similarity ancng measurable aspects of a phencmenon. Th~neThart and

(~ eeno, for example, hypothesize that the “similarity ” between stinuli

I influences individual choice behavior.5 1\rersky and 1b~isso use a similar concept

I in t)~efr etxly of “interstlnp.Llus similarity” and “substitutability” in binary

choices an~ng alternatives for Individuals.

I 1~~ applications of the use of the concept of dimension illustrate its

I ubiquitousness in the analysis of social science phenanena, especially with

regard to their variegated substantive r f ~~~bces. The applications suggest

I that the generic concept of dimension masks sane highly differential semantic

uses of the term in ordinary language. And the applications indicate that the

I i~ anlz€ and use of the oor~ept nay v~ y aco~ d.thg to its association with I~~1oa1

I and mathsatica.l considerations. The very nature of the applications suggests 
• 

-

that the concept is i~~ort.nt In wvieretandlz$ social science research.

I 
_ _ _ _ _ _  

_ _ _ _ _
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In spite of the importance of the concept of dimension, the applications

L are studies iruch more than the concept itself . This is evident in that it is

possible to find many applications, t*it it is impossible to find a standardized I
cc*x~eptual analysis which will specify the alternative concepts of dimension;

the asstrnptions, iirplications and shortccrnir~gs, explicit and implicit in each I
concept ; and the relationship, if any, which exists between concepts. The 1ccncept of dimension is non-standard in its usage across social science research

enterprises. I
If the concept of dimension is important, yet at the same time non-standard

in its usage, then there exists a need for greater conceptual clarity. With this I
in mind, the purpose of this paper is to (1) sort out the various concepts of J
dimension into categories which can be used effectively in research; (2) specify

the important implicit and explicit asstmipticns inherent in each conceptual J
application; (3) offer sane possible imp lications and shortcanings involved in

the use of each concept , and (4) arrange these concepts in a useful relationship 1
to one another so that various kinds of research problems nay be undertaken. I

I. The Category Concept of Dimension

The first concept of dimension which is apparent in social science J
research is discovered by employing a conceptual scheme whereby the canponents

of a pheraiancm are grouped, matched, pigeon-holed, isolated, analyzed, canbined, —

consolidated or partitioned into any Tunber of equivalence ciasses or categories.7 1
An example of this i~ uld be the statenent that a ocr~gres~ an’ s roll call vote can

be understood by exanining the various ccznponents: party affiliation, constituency 1
Interest, state party delegation membership, cxmenittee assi~~~nt and party

leadership.8

~~te~~~y concept of dimension defined. 1 -

DIJNnsions, according to the above athens nay be def ined as ar~ set of

.atually ~~~lueive categoriss ox’ .quivalanoe ~~~ases 1~~~ssd upon a pI*r~~~~~n 9
1i~ -

-I — 
.-
~ 

______________________— .
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• I 
such that each ele~cnt in the set represents a dimension of the phenanenon.

This notion of dimension may be r eferred to as the “category concept of dimen-

I
I Procedure for determining dimensions

It is important to note that no criteria of admissibility has been required

! I or established with regard to categorizing or partitioning. Therefore, to the

canponents of the congres~nan’ s roll call vote analysis, one could legitimately

I add the category of “uniconis.” Perhaps this additional category shocks our

I sensibilities in that it is seen as not only imeginary, bit also nonsensical and

absurd. ‘lb entertain this view, however, is to believe strongly in the notion

I that sane~~i there exists a certain order, meaningfulness, relatedness or rationale

I 
inherent in the categories themselves. &it the categorical concept of dimension

only presupposes a purposiveness in an analyst ’s desire to classify the canponents

I of a pheiueanon; it does not impose any necessary assumptions as to the relatedness

of the categories themselves other then their mutual exclusiveness. In this con-

I cept of dimension, “uniconis” are admissible.

I 
Given the above characteristics, category dimensions nay serve two functions

In social science research. First , they can be used to organize the ccznponents

of a phenanemn into understandable units for analysis . And second, they can

serve as an initial, preparatory step in using a noze restrictive concept of

dimension.

I n • ~~~~ Geanetrical Concept of Dimension

Purpo~~ pf second porcept o~f d~mens ion

I The category concept of dimension above serves to categorize the ocinpcments

of a pliencaancm. It avoids the use of aseu~çtions requiring relatedness , me~inlng,

I or association betnmen categ~zIas. In the second concept of dimension which this

I analysis will consider, the proceckire for defining dimensions will include not

only a oat.~~rioa]. echems, but also an attempt to specify sane ~‘der, relatedness,

I
____________________________________________________________ - - - -- —
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association , concatenation, juxtaposition, dependence, similitude (or the con-

verse of these terms) between the categories.

Initially, then, the conceptual schena to be developed is an attempt I
to eliminate as nany extraneous or “nori-dinansional” categories in the cate-

gorical schena as possible by establishing a rigorous criterion which will I
exclude them fran the analysis. This criterion will, serve to eliminate cate— Igcvies in two ways: (1) by showing that the categories do not fulfill cer-

tain conceptual requirements and (2 ) by relating the categories together , I
thereby limiting their number or canposition. By way of example, the next

procedure will attempt to develop a scheme whereby “uniconis” may be elimin- I
ated fran the dimensional analysis of a roll call vote , assuming that “uni-

corns” as a dimension would be undesirable or “non-dijiansiorial.” Of course ,

other categories may be eliminated in the process as well. J
Foundation for a Seccnd Concept of Dimension

In order to develop a conceptual foundation for the second concept of

dimension, it is necessary to require that the concept include the princi- I
pie defining characteristic of category dimensions, that is, that a pheno-

n~~~~ under analysis must be able to be organized into mutually exclusive

categories or partitioned into equivalence classes. I
C~ce the categorization scheme is required, a process for relating the

categories or classes must be developed. Although it is possible to relate I
categories by any ntmt’er of processes, the second concept of dimension re-

quires that one and only process be considered for relating categories.

‘l~~ process chosen for the second concept of dimension requires that a phen-

a~ms~n under analysis be represented as an “arbitrary vector apace.”

By representing a phenanencn as an arbitrary vector space, it becanea I
pcasible to express th. categories or equivalence classes of a phenanenon

in tense of scalars and vectors. ‘l1~ i~sp&eeentaticn of categories as vect~~s

- H
- - - - -
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I suggests two possibilities. The first nay be labeled as a linearly dependent

vector, or dependent vector. It nay be defined as: given V, an arbitrary

I vector space, and K, a field of scalars , a set of vectors V1,. .. ,V~cV are lin-

I 
early dependent over K, if there exists scalars a1,. . . ,ancK not all of them
0, such that: a1v1

+ a2v2+.. . + a1,~v~: 0. The second may be labeled as a u n —

early independent vector, or independent vector. It differs fran the depen-

dent vector in that : a1v1
+ a2v2+.. .a~v~

: 0, if and only if a1= 0, a2 0,...,

I ~~~~~

Gemetrical Concept of Dimension Defined

I 
With the above concepts in mind, the second concept of dimension nay be defined

as: if the vectors v1,v2,. . . ,v~ are linearly independent such that every vector

I in V can be represented by these n vectors, then these vectors form a basis for

V, the arbitrary vector space, and the “dimension” of V is n. This nay be sym-

I bo].izcd as dim V~n. Another concept which is identical to this is the concept

I 
of diinensionality. When a social science phenanenon is given as above, the

“geanetrical concept of dimension” is being used.

I Sane Prooedwes for Relatir~ Dimensions

‘ 
By using the geanetrioal concept of dimension, it is possible to reduce

the nijnber of categories which might serve as dimensions. First , the categor-

I lea axe greatly reduced in number when an analyst requires that they be utilized

only when representable as vectors in a vector space. Once the set of vectors

I is chosen for analysis , the dependent vectors nay be eliminated as possible

I damensions since they may be expressed as a canbination of independent vectors
~

~~ich are in fact dimensions. In using geanetrical dimensions, an analyst is

I not forced to accept any basis, but is fr ee to manipulate or transform vectors

in en analysis to construct any runber of different bases. This suggests that

I vectors dm’ived In an analysis may be treated as dependent in one ncdel and

I
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independent in another .

In order to relate dimensions together, an analyst nay perf or~n many

different operations upon the vectors in a given vector space . Mx ng these

~~uld be scalar multiplication, vector addition and inner product .

Geanetrical Dimensions: Sane Asstj~~tions and Implications

Having represented a phencmenon under analysis with an arbitrary vector space

and having defined dimensions as independent vectors in the arbitrary vector

space, an i1T~ortant question occurs with regard to the lustification or ration-

ale for such a conceptual scheme. There appears to be at least three reasons

which are identifiable . First , the phenanenon may be represented as a vector

space ncdel merely by assuming that such a representation makes sense for the

sake of analysis . Second , several previous analyses of the phenanenon or similar

phenaflefla may suggest the representation. Or third , an entirely different method

of analysis of the phenanenon may suggest the representation. Although these

reasons are entirely different in a procedural sense , all three have in camon

the notion that the phenanenon mist be “stipulated” a~ equivalent to a rep~~~

sentation as an arbitrary vector space.

Once the rationale for the use of the geanetrical concept of dimension is

established , the vector space node 1 of the phenanenon suggests several important

implications. First , since dimensions in art arbitrary vector space are equiva-
~
~ uI. lent to independent vectors defining the basis of the vector space, it makes 1

no sense to speak of partial or inoanpiete dimensions in a vector space. Dimen-

sions either exist in this sense or they do not . This is given as an all or

nothing proposition.

Second, if during the course of an analysis any portion of the vector

space criterion is violated, then the use at the geanetrical concept of dimmi-

sion is curtailed . Violation of the criterion nay occur in many fonna . (~e

~~y %~culd be a case wherein an analyst becanes unwilling to accept a thecz~~t J
I I
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derived fran the axians canprising the vector space nodel. When this situa-

tion occurs , an analyst rmist either abandon the nodel or reconstruct the nodel;

I but the analyst nay not ignore valid theor~ns and still use the gecinetrical

I 
concept of dimension. And another way which is similar to that above ~~uld

involve the use of mathematical operations such as vector addition and scalar

I nultiplicat ion. Should a situation erise wherein certain mathematical opera-

tions becate unacceptable , then the vector space nodel in use m~ist be abandoned

I or reconstructed, but the results of valid operations mist always be accepted

J once a nodel is fornulated.

And third, the geanetrical concept of dimension nay be given as a proper

f subset of the category concept of dijTlerision . Therefore, what is true for the

category concept of dimension is also true for the gecinetrical; but , what is

I ~ ue for the geanetrical may not be true of category dimensions.

F~ mal and Th~irical Relational Structures t uished

The geatetrical concept of dimension as resented requires that any phen-

II cinerton under analysis be representable as art arbitrary vector space. An inçor-

J] tent consequence of this is that empirically diverse phenaiena nay have the sane

underlying mathematical structure: the same vector space nvdel nay represent

fl a roll call vote, general equilibrium in an economy , and the notion of par’ti-

des  suspended in a liquid. An exanpie of an underlying logical relation in a

mathematical structure cam~~ to all three phencznena might be the relation

“greater than,” symbolized “>“. The logical relation “< “ can be analyzed and

manipulated Independently of whether one is working with votes, equilibria or

fl particles. When it is possible to speak meaningfully about the underlying math-

einatical structure without reference to the ~~~irioal nature of the phenaTenon,

I then the discussion concerns a “fonMl relational fltT’ucture.”~~ In addition

to manifesting a fonnal relational structure, an artiti 4iy vector space may be

used to r epresent an “aepirical relational st~rtw~s~” which may be illustrated

El .. 

.. 

—

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  — i— __ __-
~~~ ~~~~~
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by the following : Suppose an analyst observes two phenomena. One concerns -

a relationship between attitudes, while the other concerns a relationship

bet~~en physical measur~nents of length. Now, it is clear that both pheno- J
mena nay be stipulated to have camion logical relations in the same formal

relatioAal structure. For example, it nay be the case that sane component x

is “greater than” sane component y in each phenomenon represented . When the

phenomena are examined with regard to their empirical relational structure,

ha,~ver , the sisnple formal relation becomes greatly nodified by the inclusion I
t of empirical components in the relations. Thking the same phenomena, art atti-

tude x beccmes nor’e “intense” than another attitude y, and a length x becomes I
“longer” than another length y. Clearly, there is an important difference

bet~~en “intensity” and “length,” even though the formal relation “~ ‘eater

than” is the sane for both phenanena. I
Geometrical Dimensions: An Important Limitation I

In order to adequately account for empirical relations such as “intensity”

and “length” above, it is necessary to develop art explicit , ~~ll-formuilated I
theory of measur’enent . A theory of measurement as a minimum requires a spec-

ification of (1) a deductive system consisting of a complete set of axians and

transfornaticn rules to be used in an analysis, (2) a model-theoretic or semantic 1
interpretation of the deductive system in terms of empirica l relations, (3) a

means for partitioning actual operational definitions and measurement opera- I
tions into equivalence classes, and (4) a irocedure for relating the results

of points 1-3 above in a logically consistent manner across a wide range of

~ pirioal and theoretical applications. I
~~qulring a theory of nieas~wement to account for empirical relations as

above ,~~a2d greatly reduce the possibilit ies for analysis in the social sciences, ]
sloe the level of Jmcwledge in many practical applications is not sufficiently 1
developed to fulfill the requirements of a ~~l1-fonsulated thec*y of measure- - I

I I, ____ -

~

_ _ _  _ _
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• j ment. At the sane time, it is desixeble in the pursuit of knowledge in the

social sciences to attempt to attain as much rigor as possible in dealing

with empirical relations, even though certain limitations nay exist. This

I being the case, the geometrical concept of dimension nay be seen as dealing

primarily with the problem of representing formal relations in arbitrary vec-

tor spaces; while the representation of empirical relations is only required

to the extent that it is practicable in the particular application under anal-

I
The Usefulness of the Concept

T Given the above conceptual scheme, geometrical dimensions serve three

functions in social science research. First, they allow for a specification

of dimensions in rigorous mathenatical terms, that is , independent vectors

in an arbitrary vector space. Second, they allow for these dimensions to be

I meaningfully related to one another through such operations as vector addi-

tion, dot product and so on. And third, they serve as preparatory step in
II developing a third concept of dimension which will adequately account for a

well-fonailated theory of measurement .

II III. Dimensions as Concepts of ?~ asurenent

P~~,ose of the Third Concept of Dimension
H In the third concept of dimension, an attempt is made to discover a

I conceptual scheme which will not only account for formal relations as does

the geanetrical concept of dimension ; but also will account for empirical

I relations. The process for specifying such a conceptual scheme involves

finding a means for’ (1) determining relevant and irrelevant dimensions, (2)

determining the completeness of the set of dijne?nsions relevant to a pheno-

I mo,at , (3) defining a functional relationship between dimensions, (4) speci-

fying the natwe and brpar’tance of dimensional constants and (5) dealing with
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the concept of similarity which becomes important when moving fran the phen-

a~encn as a prototype to the phenomenon as a model. In so doing, “intensity ”

and “length” became important in determining, distinguishing and relating I
cor~epts of dimension.

1
Foundation for a Third Concept of Dimension

The foundation for a third concept of dimension, based upon an ~~~frical

relational structure involves three equally important theoretical concerns.

First , the concept of dimension must be ccznpatable with a theory of measure-

ment12 that allows for (1) the specification and in principle perfornance of I
actual operational or measurement procedures upon a phenomenon, and (2) the

assignment of an interpretation of meaning to a purely deductive system or I
formal language. Such a theory of measurement is based upon the interpreta-

tion of the concepts : quantity, scale , unit , magnitude, and fundamental

and derived measurement. I
Second, the concept of dimension must be based upon a specific deductive

system or formal language.13 One such system or language ~~u1d be first order’ I
logic or first order predicate calculus. ~~~~~~~ deductive system or formal language

is important to the concept of dimension in that it constitutes an axiom set

which represents (1) the primitive statements or proper axiame used to deter- I
mine dimensions and (2) the set of rules or ca]cuh~s axians used to manipulate

dimensions. An axiom set of this kind may be referred to as a “theory” in math- I
ematical logic.

And third, the concept of dimension must be an integral part of a “model”

for the deductive system or formal language “intevp~eted” In light of the I
meaning (semantics) given in the theory of measurement. A mathematical model

ta’ a theory which is realized by the given formal language and theory of mea- I
wanent nay be referred to as a “quantity BtrUcture.”14 A quantity structure

may be thc*~ght of as one kind of eçfrical relational stnx~twe.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~
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0 
Measurement Theory

One objective of any science is to measure phencinena. Since not all

I phenomena are measureable, science is limited to measurement of a certain

I class of pherKxnena. This class of phenanena will be designated as a set of

“quantities.” !bre formally, a quantity is an entity capable of being assigned

a niznerical value either as a variable or a constant . ‘ItiO examples of quantity

~ u1d be time and distance.

I In order to determine or designate a quantity, two conditions are neces-

I sary . First , there must exist a “rule” for defining the measurement of a quan-
I . . . . . . 3.5tity. Call this rule a “scale” and let it satisfy the fo1l~ ns~ criteria :

1 (1) malces numerical assignments across every aspect of a quantity and not just

I 
a portion of it , (2) the same xunerals are always assigned under the same con-

ditions, and (3) there exists the possibility of assigning different numbers

to different quantities , or to the sane quantities under different conditions .

And second , there must exist a “unit” name which specifies precisely the par-

I ticular scale on which the numerical assignment is made to a given quantity)6

I r~~mp1es of units would be seconds and meters.

Units of measur~nsnt, for purposes of this analysis, are of two kinds :

I “fundamental” and “derived”.17 The fundamental units of neasurensnt are those

which do not depend upon the measurement of anything else. In physics, for’

I ex~~,].e, the fundamental units are based upon the quantities time, length and

I mass. ~~~ derived units are those which do depend upon the measur~ ment of

eanething else. For the most part derived units may be determined or developed

by ocinbining two or more fundamental units. For ex~~~1e, the derived unit

“cubic Inches” results fran the cubing of a quantity length in inches.

I One Important characteristic of fundamental and derived units is that

I their initial desi~~aticn is quite arbitrary. In one system of measurement

a unit nay be fundamental, while In another it may be derived. A practical

,

. 

— -
~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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example in physics is that the quantity “force” may be fundamental in one 1
system, given as f , but derived in another, where force is equal to mass

tiiies acceleration (f ma) . Once the fundamental units are determined, I
1~~ ever, the derived units may be expressed only as canbinations of funda-

mentals. 1~e only real restriction upon the use of fundamental and derived 1
units is that they be used in a logically consistent manner. I

Having determined or designated a quantity in terms of scale and unit ,

the quantity may be measured in fact or treated as being neasureble in prin- 1
ciple. The quantity being measured, when associated or ccinpared with a unit

of measurement may be said to possess “magnitude.”18 Z’bre specifically, meg-

nitude is defined as a ratio of a quantity to a unit of measurement. For ex- I
t ~~~1e, the length of a table is two feet. A magnitude then, may be thought of

as an expression or representation of a quantity. 1
The expression of a quantity as a magnitude must be qit~1if led in one im-

portant way,19 perhaps best illustrated by an example . Suppose a quantity

representing a congressman’s attitude on welfare policy is measured as a I
series of responses on an interview questionnaire. Next, suppose that the

attitude is measured as a function of sane physiological reaction In the I
congressman’ s cognitive process. Clearly , both define an “attitude” on wel-

fare policy, yet neither may be converted into the other. In other words, I ~
the expression of the quantity as a response carniot be mathematically trens-

formed Into the expressicn of the quantity as a physiological reaction. %~ en

this situation occur’s, the scales of measurement relating to a magnitude mist J
be referred to as “dissimi]ar.” If the e çr’ess ions of the quantity could be

converted one to another’, than the scales mist be referred to as “similar.”

An exeaple of a set of similar scales would be inches, feet , yards and meters. J ~~~en though a quantity is measured by means of a scale and unit, e~çrassed j
as a magnitude and determined by fundamental or derived units; nothing can I ?
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.be said about the “actual” or “real” nature of quantities. It is flOt Imown

whether they are metaphysical, theoretical, logical, empirical or quasi-

empirical entities, or, s~inp1y nonsensical or meaningless. ~ eref ore, in

I 
this theory of measurement, statements about quantities are not to be treated

as statements about quantities themselves, but instead are to be treated as

I statements about scales, units and magnitudes which are expressions or repre-

I 
sentations of quantities.

The (~~antity Struct~.ue

In Part II, the analysis suggested that an arbitrary vector space constituted

a model for a theory fran which the geanetrica]. concept of dimension could be

I constructed. Dimensions in this conceptual scheme were defined as independent

I vectors in a vector space. Dnpirical relations were discussed under the geo-

metrical concept of dimension, but a well-form.ilated theory of neasuranent

I which would account for than was not imposed upon the model.

It is possible to account for empirical relations and measurement theory

I in an arbitrary vector space model by restricting the “interpretation” and

I “realization” of theory so that quantities and their acocmpanying conceptual

framework are included in the sar~ntics of the model. This means that dlnen—

I sions of a vector space no longer refer to independent vectors in the space,

I 
but instead refer to quantities. Of course, quantities are still expressed

in the same ~ay as vector’s. When the vector space model includes the restric-

I tions imposed by the notion of quantity, the analysis will refer to the model

as a “quantity structure .”20

Dimension as a Concept of Measurement Defined

I It ~ae suggested that units name particular scales of measurement. k~I

it ‘.es also suggested that although the units of m easurement may be different

I ~*ien ~~ çer’ing several scales with one another, same of these scales may in

I .
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fact be viewed as “dissimilar .” By canbining these notions with the concept

of dimension as relating to quantities in a quantity str ucture, dimension may

be defined as a particular class of similar scales used in the measurement of

a quantity and expressible as independent vectors in a quantity stnicture .21 
-

When this concept is being used, dimensions are considered as “concepts of

measurement.”

In order to symnbolically distinguish quantity structures and dimensions

fran vector spaces and their dimensions, quantity structures are given as I
bracketed capital letters , [A], and diinensicns are given as bracketed lower

case letters, [a].

Fair Important Properties of Quantities in a Quantity Structure I
When the theory of measurement is combined with a quantity structure to

fonn a model, the following properties are appropriate to the analysis of a

quantities: (1) quantities axe to be measured on a ratio scale, r’cgardlccc J
of ~Eether this is stated explicitly or implicitly in an analysis; (2) quan-

tities may be cathined irult ip].icatively ; (3) quantities may be canbined by I
division; and (Is ) it is possible to extract integral roots of positive quan- I
titles (for example, 25m2 

~~~a].s Sex 5cn) ~22 -

~~~ntity Structures and Dimensional Analysis

Meving defined quantity structures and dimensions, and having given an 1
acca.uit of measurement theory, the analysis will next consider same important

restrictions and properties relating to quantity and dimension.23 1
Dimensional D~uations and Mjmerical ~~~~~ 1

(bce the concept of dimension is defined and the rules for manipulation

of the concept er~e specified , the notion of “dimensional equation” may be 1
developed. A dimensional equation is an equation which defines a relationship H
between two or n~~’e quantities expressed as magnitudes. Dimensional equations

~
] :



are of ~~~ kinds , “definitional” and t~~~~~icai.1~2Is A definitional equation

expresses relationships between dimensions of quantities which are true by

definition. An e~rpirical equation expresses a proposed relationship between

dimensions which axe true as a result of an empirical investigation.

I~ finitional dimensional equations in and of themselves may be “vacu-

I ously true” in that they are mathematically true, bit are not brought to

bare in any empirical way. fl~pirical equations in and of themeelves may be

I erroneous, since they are potentially at least formally inva)!id . Clearly , the

combination of the definitional and empirical , defined over the quantity

structure, provides the mst powerful explanatory procedure ; since it limits

I the occurrence of these extraneous statements in an analysis . Of cairse, it

must be noted that what is extraneous in one analysis nay not be so in another.

I The combination of definitional and empirical equations still allows for

I many extraneous statements. One way to further limit their occurrence is to

require that dimensional equations express only “functional relationships”

I between dimensions. These functional relationships which limit dimensional

equations may be defined as “rumerical laws.”25 The most general form of a

I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I rived measurement expressed as a function of a canbination of derived and/or

fundamental measurement given as x1, x2 , . . . ,  
~~~~

.

I By requiring that dimensional equations be limited to numerical laws,

an arpirical relation m ight be represented by the following. First, a

1 quantity may be expressed in terms of magnitudes which represent the results

of actual or in principle measurement operations. This is apparent in the

necessary use of fundamental measurement operations expressed as classes of

I ~4~ 11ar scales. And second, a quantity may be represented as a functional

relaticwehip between magnitudes which also depend upon measurement operations.

This is apparent in that many functional relationships are discovered by

L.! _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _
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empirical testing and simply by for~al/deductive manipulation. Both points

illustrate the possibility of including extensive empirical considerations in

what ~~uld otherwise be purely formal relation with empirical labels.

Dimensional Hai~geneity

Dimensional analysis requires and defines an important property of all

numerical laws: the “principle of dimensional hciicgeneity .”26 & ief’iy, the

principle involves the notion that when every magnitude occurring in a numeri-

cal law is reduced to its fundamental units of measurement , every term in

the equation consists of the sane magnitudes raised to the sane power. Stated J
in a slightly dif ferent way, the exponent of a dimension of a quantity in any

term of a numerical law must be the same as that in any other.

~ e principle of dimensional lurcgeneity provides the basis for the i

~~ I
tim that the fonn of the numerical law does not in any way depend upon the

cheice of fundamental units of measurement in a quantity structure. An exam- I
pie27 of this may be given as follows: suppose an initial measurement In a

consistent system of measurement yields the ru.merical law y f(x1, x2, ..., x~).

N~ct , suppose that the units of measurement are changed~ yielding the numerical I
~~~ 

..•, ~~~~~~
. If the numerical laws are ~~ergeneous, then

the same functimal relatimships are maintained in the equations even I
theugh the units of x1 are changed to 

~~~~

. This suggests that the quantities

have a definite relationship with one another independent of the units

which nay define the measurements upon them. This definite r%lationship is J
ecj iatij ies refer red to as the “absolute significance”28 of relationships be-

tween cp.iantities. At any rate, the relationship is equivalent to a matic- II
Matical function which maps the structure [A) onto itself (i.e. , f: [A)4A) )

so that the function is one-to-one and onto.
I

~~ien the ru~erica1 law are dlinenuionafly )Kscgeneous, dimensicnal I
alyeis c~~ deal with the problem of relevancy of dimensions with regard
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to accounting for empirical relations.

To begin with, dimensional analysis can separate the relevant and

I irrelevant dimensions.29 Once this is accaiplished, the relevant dimensions

i are retained, while the irrelevant are dropped from the analysis. If the

remaining relevant dimensions are cceplete, that is, if all of the necessary

dimensions axe given or determined, then dimensional analysis is finished. At

the sane time, the problem of relevancy is solved. Returning to the example

I of a congressman’s vote, the procedure would eliminate “unicorns” or any other

I irrelevant dimensions. Note the geometrical concept of dimension eliminated

“unicorns” fran the basis exclusively by stipulation .

I If the set of relevant dimensions is inccznplete, dimensional analysis

cannot determine what they are. In addition, the analysis cannot irJicate

I what they might be. Therefore, additional empirical or theoretical analysis

I ~~ild be required. Even theugh this nay be the case, it is possible to obtain

a partial solution fran an .ncanplete set of relevant dimensions.

Dimensional Constants

I ~~~t as the principle of dimensional ~uxgeneity restricts the mapping

procedure undertaken in a dimensional equation, dimensional constants nay

I also serve to restrict or at least modify these equations.3° A “dimensional

I constant” nay be defined as a constant of proportionality between two or more

quantities expressed as magnitudes. Several well—)olcMn dimensional constants

I in physics are: universal griavitaticnal constant , velocity of light and e].ec-

tron charge.

I The 1j~ ,crtance of the dimensional constant in aooc~mtii~ for .~ irioal

relat icwa cannot be over-stressed . F~rhaps a simple ex~iple fnc physics

viii illustrate this point. ~ippoee an analyst wishes to discover the gravi-

I tational attraction between two objects. All of the 1~çcrtant quantities

and di~neneims ~~~~~~~ given as: •
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~~antity Dimension 1
mass of first body m1mass of second body in2distance between bodies r
time of revolution t

‘lie most general form of the d:unensional equation waild be t f(zr.~,m2, r) I
~~ the left side of the equat ion one finds a unit of time, but on the right

no such unit is given. Clearly, sane expression is missing fran the equation

which will make the functional relationship true. In this case, the missing I
element is the universal gravitational constant G, given as m~~l

3t 2. The

appropriate dimensional equation becanes t Gm,~m2/r
2 . I

The inclusion of the constant in the equation is important in the fol-

lowing ways. First, the dimensional constant significantly alters the ori-

ginal equation. Second, the constant exists independently of the quantities I
being analyzed in the analysis . Third, the constant cannot be derived fran

any canbination or manipulation of the given quantities. Fourth, it aenrot I
be discovered a priori, but depends upon the results of related empirical Ianalyses. And fifth , the constant is necessary in order to arrive at an

appx~pi~’iate solution for the equation, or more generally to express a ~.meri- I
cal law.

Dimensional analysis, based upon dimensions as concepts of measurement 1
can aocxint for the modifications resulting fran the requirement of dimen- Isional constants in sane dimensional equations. The possibility of ircludirg

dimensional constants which are in part enpirioal adds further reason for I
believing that a~çfrical relations nay be accc*inted for under this concept

of dimension.

Principle of Similitude I
Above, the principle of dimensional hciTcgeneity ~~s shown to restrict

f~.mcticns in quantity etnotures so that a napping f: A -A remained the same

~j L
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regardless of the units used. Scanetimes it nay be necessary or desirable

to perfc: ~n a different kind of mapping which ~~u1d take sane structure [A)

onto another structure [B] using variais kinds of transfonnat ion operations.

For ex~mp1e, it might be useful to build a model31 airplane, test it in a

laboratory, and then by applying variais transformation operations attempt

to build a full-scale airplane prototype.

As before, the structure of the model and the prototype upon which

transfor~ational operations are to be performed are of t~~ types. The first

is the for~al relational structure which involves the logical properties

of the representation of a phenawrnon. The operations which are appropriate

to this structure are those appropriate to any axt)itrary vector space. And

further , all results of appropriate operations ntzst be accepted liz order to

use the arbitrary vector space model. The second is the empirical relational

structure which involves sane logical properties and sane empirical ones. All

appropriate operations and the results of these operations which apply to

I the formal structure nay not be acceptable when performed on the empirical

relational structure. When they are appropriate to the empirical structure,

the “principle of similitude”32 is being utilized. ‘Ihe principle nay be

I stated as follows : there exists the possibility that the primary and secondary

quantities of a quantity structure are such that an equivalent quantity struc-

I ture may be constructed which are exactly similar to the initial expression.

i of the quantity structure.
I ‘De airplane example above provides a means whereby the different be-

I t~~en trerzsfonTation operations in the formal relational structure and those

in the eçirioal relational structure nay be illustrated . Suppose that an

I aerodynamic engineer constructs a model airplane and tests it in his ]aborat *y .

I The model per fonne as predicted. Next, the engineer constructs a full-scale

prototype of the model. A test pilot f lye the prototype afrplans and it

I
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crashes. A subsequent analysis of the envizortnental factors shows that this -

was not the cause of the crash. The prototype as a scaled transformation of -

the model remains as the only possible source of trouble. One explanation ]
for the crash is that the model and prototype differ according to sane

“scale factor influence .”33 This refers to the fact that even though trans- J
fannations on a formal structure may be valid, there may be additional modi-

fications which are empirically necessitated , but which are not indicated -

by any of the formal r equirements. In the airplane e cample , the engineer may

modify the prototype by incorporating changes which are necessitated merely

as a function of moving fran one size mode]. to another. 34 I
Dimensions as concepts of measurement can account for the problems re-

lating to the principle of similitude, either by requiring that operations

upon empirical reiational structures maintain a certain similitude or by J
Stowing that similitude is not a problen in performing a particular operation

or a particular empirical structure. I
Relationship Between Gecmetrica]. and Measurement Dimensions J

The quantity structure with its explicit notion of dimension gives use to

additional rigor and restriction with regard to the arbitrary vector space I
model given in the geametrical interpretation of dimension . This is accan- I
pu shed primarily by means of the inclusion of measurement theory in a model-

theoretic quantity structure. This suggests, therefore, that dimensions as II
concepts of neastn’ezent might be viewad as a proper subset of the geanetrioal

concept of dimension.

Aj k t en tial Problem

The mathodological underpirming of dimensions as concepts of measurenant -,
consists of a concatenation of the empirical, theoretical and formal in such

a very that each is i~çortant in developing a theory of dimension. In addition, [I
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each mist be weighed against the other so that scientific explanation

becanes in many ways a synthesis of these cczmponents. The clearest instance

of this occurs when transformations fran models to prototypes a e  undertaken.

The theceetical and formal aspects of the model and prototype suggest that

the results of a transformation may be valid; h i t  a ccinparison of these re-

sults with the empirical results of measurement operations sugg~sts that these

transformations mist be modified by adding in “scale factor” influence in order

to match the theoreticalfformal solution with the empirical solution.

These modifications (trensforim~tions having only one case) usually are

riot thought of as aiunalies, but instead appear to be the result of measure-

ment error or i.ncamplete informat ion about the nature of this pi’oblem under

analysis. One question arises fran this : are these modifications the result

of imprecision and insufficient information, or could they represent an incor-

rect ccmceptw~lization of the concept of dimension? In other w&ds, is there

a fourth concept of dimension which could eliminate these ancinaties?

~k~fortunately, the method cannot answer these questions within its own

ocioeptual freme~~rk. To illustrate this it is only necessary to review the

method in a cursory ~~y. First , certain theoretical, formal an~ empirical

considerations are formulated in or~er to construct a quantity ~tructure which

is stipulated as representing a phenanenon. Next , sane camponents of the

quantity structtne are operationally defined, either in fact or in principle.

~~~~ 
measurements are perfonnad and results are obtained. And, the results

axe campar’ed with the initial theoretical , formal and empirical consideze-

ticns. These results either support the initial considerations,or are used

to modify them. Once this process is canpieted it begins over again ~~
infinit~xn.

These reçtseentaticns are essentially arbitrary and are limited only In

t~~me of Iogioal consistency, validity, applicability and convenience. TheTe-.

I
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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• fore, if an ananaly in one representation is to be understood or eliminated ,

then it is necessary to construct another representation . One problem with

this is that the representations can only be evaluated in terms “relative”

to one another. They cannot be evaluated in terms which are “absolute.” Clearly,

this is a function of the arbitrariness of the method. It is apparent then ,

t}a~ there exists no means whereby one can transcend the method itself in

order to evaluate any representation.

The problem of ananaly as presented above sea’ns to offer two alternatives .

The first ~~.ild suggest that the problem is in fact a shortcaning or limitation -

in the use of dimensions as concepts of measurement; but that the effects of

the problem can be ameliorated or understood in most cases so that the problem I
may riot be as severe as it first appenrs. At any rate, even if the problem

was severe , there is no way to solve it. The second would argue that the I
problem is in fact severe in cases where it is known to exist , but even more

important , there exists a possibility that its ultimate effects may go unno-

ticed thereby undenninirig the entire approach. The solution to the problem 1
of anaiialy for this alternative seems to lie in the examination of the “abso-

lute” nature of the phencinenon and not its “representation” relative to same- I
thii~ else. 1

In one sense, the third concept of dimension may serve as a preparatory -

step in developing the c~riteria for a fourth concept of dimension.35 In another, ]
depending upon the possibility of developing the fourth concept of dimension ,

it may serve as a final or ultimate concept of dimension.36 1
IV. The albsolute Concept of Dimension

Purpose of the Fourth Concept of DimenEd on I
Dimensions as concepts of moasurcm~nt allow for an adequate treathent of

~~~frical r slaticne by ccns~~acting models which are quantity structures. One I

0~~
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problem arises when using this concept , ho~~ver , and this involves the possi-

bility that a phencznenon nay be represented by stipulating an inf inite nu’nber

of quantity structures. The problem with this is that certain ananalies may

arise when canparing or moving fran one structure to another. The problem

may be one of measurement isnpr’ecisjort on the one hand, or insuf f icient know-

ledge on the other.

In the fourth concept of dimension, analysts nay accept measurement un -

I precision arid insufficient knowledge as courses of anona].y , but they suggest

a that these may also be caused by the “arbitrariness” and “relativity” in pre-
I senting quantity structures for analysis. Therefore, the purpose of the fourth

I concept is to eliminate arbitrariness and relativity, and substitute in instead ,

a notion of sane “absolute” representation of a phenanenon.

Foundation for a Fourth Concept of Dimension

I In the development of the ~iipirical, foimal and theoretical foundations

of the categorical , gecmetrical arid measurement concepts of dimension, it wasI possible to specify precisely the nature, assumptions arid limitations of each.

I t.b fortunate].y, rio such precision exists with regard to a specification of the

foundation of a fourth concept of dimension. For the most part, mention of

I the concept has been either limited to mere allusion suggesting that the con-

cept is the next logical step to be taken after the development of dimensionsI as concepts of measurement;37 or, mention has been in the form of a categorical

I rejection of the concept .38 At any rate, little or nothing has been forth-

caning concerning the precise nature of the concept or even its possibility.

A General Sketch of the Concept

I Since there is no infon~it ion concerning the foundations for a fourth

concept of dimension, on a superfici.t1 treatment of sane poa~$ble characteristics

I of the ooncept may be given. Of course, it wil be inçoesible to state )u~,t hj s

I
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foundation may be achieved or even if such a foundation is possible . The I
following constitutes a catalog of sane important considerations.

1. A theory of measurement might be developed which would not be based I
upon operational definitions and measurement operations, but instead upon i
sane actual , knowable characteristic of the phenanenon itself . If this were

not possible , then a weaker version of this measurement theory would ~~~~ I
that only one operational definition or set of operational definitions actu-

ally characterizes a phenanenon, while the others would be rejected as meaning- I
less or nonsensical in absolute terms. I2. An axiczn set would be necessitated such that every axicin accounted

for or chax’acterized every canponent arid relation of a phenanerion derived I
fran the theory of measurement.

3. A ncdel which would “realize” both the theory of measurement and forn~l

theory aspects of a phenanenon would require specification. The n~del would I
then constitute a ]~~~im~rphism with the knowable properties of the phenanerion

itself. I
4. Quantities, scales, units, magnitudes and dimensions would be unique

arid invariant with respect to a given phencrnerion. Similarily transformations

between units, scales and magnitudes would then be eliminated. I
5. The quantities, scales, units, magnitudes and dimensions of a phen-

anenon would be combined to form dimensional equations and numerical laws 1
according to one and only one functional relationship which is unique and

invariant .

6. Dimensional ha~ geneity would characterize each valid dimensional J
equation.

7. Dimensional constants would be eliminated in the senoe of not being 1
discovered in another separate eiplx’ica]. analysis. Instead, dimensional con-

stants would be unique arid invariant In each dimensional equation characterizing

a phenomenon. I
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8. 1~~ principle of similitude would apply , but there would exist no

I ~neliorating or n~difying effect due to scale factor influence.

A concept of dimension which manifests at least the eight criteria above

I may be referred to as the “absolute concept of dimension.”

i Sane Strategic Considerations in Searohing for Absolute Dimensions

One group of scholars argue that the absolute concept of dimension does

I not or could not exist. Therefore, it is meaningless, as well as costly to

atte~npt to develop such a framework. Another group argues that absolute

I dimensions have not been found simply because the proper questions in the proper

I framework have not been asked , so that an effort in this direction would be of

great value. The proponents of the former argument cannot legitimately reject

I absolute dimensions outright since they cannot transcend the relativity con-

siderations inherent in the fabric of their own method. The adherents of

I the latter position , having proposed no method for defining and discovering

i absolute dimensions, cannot show that there are grounds for accepting the

existence of absolute dimensions.

I The solution to this iinpass seems quite simple. ‘lb begin with, it is

hard to see why the developnent of absolute dimensions, if they do exist ,

I ~~ ild not arise out of sane crisis in scientific explanation which dimensions

I as concepts of ineasurenent could not account for. This being the case, both

groups sheuld be able to participate in any ongoing scientific paradigm, al-

I t}K*€h their individual purposes in same ultimate sense would be quite differ-.

I 
ant .39 In this way, no additional costs are acenied and no a priori acceptance

or rejection of the concept is entertained . Research would oontix~e in spite

1 of the lack of resolution of this theoretical problem.

I
. 1
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V. Conclusion

The analysis above identified four related concepts of dimension which

may be of use in the social sciences. The first of these was discovered

by classifying the various components of a phencznenon. Dimensions derived

fran this procedure are referred to as “category dimerisicns” so that each

classification constitutes a single or separate dimensicn.

Once category dimensions are determined, a second concept of dimension

may be developed . This involved a conceptual scheme such that a phenomenon

is treated “as if” it were an abstract vector space with its canponents

given as either dependent or independent vectors . This is based entirely upon

the willingness of an analyst to “stipulate” the equivalence of a pher~~nenon

and a vector space. Dimensions found by this procedure are ref erred to as

“gecrnetrioal” concepts of dimension, and axe equivalent to independent vec-

tors in the art itrer”~, vector space. The advantage of this method over the

categorical is that the procedure allows for the specification of the “rela-

tionships” between dimensions in mathematical terms.

&ilding upon the geometrical ooncept of dimension, it is possible to

determine a third conceptual sch~ne whereby dimensions are not only cate-

gorized and fot~~.Uy related, but also allow for a representation of enpiri-

cal. relations in a model. The procedure which determines this conceptual

scheme is based upon a “realization” of a theory of measurement and an arbi-

tx~~y vector space as a nathenatical n~del given as a “quantity structure.”

Dimensions found In this method refer to classes of similar scales , which

represent independent vectors in a quantity structure. Dimensions are

characteristic of quantities and based upon operational definitions or

measiw€siients perfore~d.

It is not clear whether measurement dimensions can be restricted further

to ~~~struct a fourth concept of dimension. ~1t, assuning that one can or
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that this should at least be attempted , the fourth concept of dimension

would allow for a transcendence of the dimensions which relate exclusively

to sets of operations, and attempt instead to apply the concept of dimen-

sion directly to an absolute representation of the phenomenon itself . The

purpose of the procedure would be to eliminate relativity arising out of

a combination of measurement theory and Jm3del theory. If this method were

possible , dimensions of a pher~~enon would be “absolute .”

I The four concepts of dimension are arranged so that the absolute is a

proper subset of the measurement, the measurt~nent of the geometrical and

the gecznetrical a proper subset of the categorical.. This may be illustrated

in the following Venn diagram.

I
I 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

I c&te_orical

I ge rical non-

measuremen dimensional

I absolute

Figure 1

ii
- I

_ _  ~~~ rn
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~~ advantage of arranging the concepts in this menner is that the results

of an analysis based on one concept can be used as a preparatory or initial

step in an analysis using a subsequent concept of dimension. I
The above classification scheme for dimensions is not intended as a

“cookbook” procedure for specifying how one would go about discovering

dimensions in a social science research enterprise. Instead, it is a con- 
- J

ceptual analysis which relates a rigorous fremework for determining whether 
-

or not a concept of dimension is being used, and if so which one. In order .1

to accanplish this, each concept is catalogued according to its asstnnpt ions, I
relationships , implications and limitations all of which indicate what one

should mean when using any concept of dimension. 1
Once the above conceptual framework is established , it should ~e possi-

ble to accomplish in subsequent analyses three additional undertakings: 1
first , various research enterprises both empirical and analytical nay be J
analyzed in terms of the four concepts of dimension to see )utz the concept

is applied. Second, once the applications axe examined, additional analyses I
might be undertaken to ascertain whether or not an application is assumed

to have properties unwarranted by the concept of dimension being used; or I
whether or not a nore rigorous concept of dimension might be warranted in I
an application. And third, the conceptual analysis of dimension may serve

as a preliminary basis for the developnent of a problem fremewo~ c which ~~ ild ]
suggest mrs elaborate and extensive applications, limitations and shor t-

àcinlnga, ~ cplicit and implicit , In each concept of dimension above. -

1
11
Ii
I
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Htman Resources in Saudi Arabia

I~~’ROWCrION - Part I

Munan resources in Saudi Arabia are zw.deled here as a flow process

I (see R.E. Wendell, August 19714). The flow process “sees” the population

of Saudi Arabia at any given time as divided into a collection of mutually

~~

‘ I exclusive and exhaustive categories. Persons “flow” fran one category

I to arother over a time horizon according to specified transitional

constants. To illustrate, a person might n~ve fran intermediate education

I to secondary education with a probability of .2, whereas probability of

moving fran secondary to intenmadiate might be .0. A matrix containing

• I aB. transition probabilities , called the total transition matrix, to-

I 
gether with a baseline vector of rnznbers of persons within each category

generates vector descriptions of Saudi lunan resources.

I
Notation:

I
I P

t population at t

n = iunbar of categories in luman resairces description vector

I Tt = an (mc~) matrix of transition constants . This matrix will be
ass~.vnad to be filled with real runbers rather than functions
of tima.

I Mt : an (nxl) vector description of Saudi ~unan resources at t.
Note that the sun of entries equals population at t.

I
Basic Rslaticnship:

I Mt4] :T t *M T

Vector description of lunan resoia’oes at t+ 1 equals total tran-

sition matrix nultiplisd by vector description at t.

I
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Discussion : I

Several tasks present thenselves. One is to select the categories

which mske up the vector description of the ]‘n.man resources sector . This

problen was adc~ essed in a pra~nstic manner. Categories ~~re chosen, I
in part , according to the existence of data. Ancther consideration in

the selection of these categories was that wa ~~u1d like to be able to I
address questions of industrial, oil, and agricultural expansion with

these categories. The vector selected, ml, . . . m15, is: I
ml persons i~n unstructured pool I
m2 “ “ el~nentar’y school

m3 “ “ intermediate school I
m14 = “ “ secondary school

mS “ “ teacher training school I
m6 “ “ tec~u~ioa]. and adult school

m7 “ “ universities (Saudi and non-Saudi)

m8 petroleum wage earners J
m9 ncn—petroleiun wage earners 

-

mlO = civilian governnental ~np1oyeas I
mU military goverrinantal employees im12 non—industrial wage earners

m13 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 1
m14 = se].f-.nployed a~ ’ia.mltura1

m i S : persons having n~ved through lunen resouroes I
The next pr’obl~n is to collect data to estimate a buelins M

vector and transition constants. Collection of data and specification -

of a baselin. M vector are fri Part 2. The estimation of transition I
constants is found in Part 3.

________________ ____________ ________ __________________ ______________ 

1 1
—~~~--~~- . ~~~—. --~ - — — - — .•-— __________________

— —  
—
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r BASIC L~TA - Part II

The second section of “Human Resources in Saudi Arabia” will
I consist of the data used for the analysis . There are t~~ broad

I kinds of data in the analysis . First , there are prisnery or direct

data . These are data reported in sar~ source, such as a statistical

I abstract . Secondly , there are derived data . These are data generated

- • I by The Project for Theoretical Politics. In the foll~dng exposition ,

~ direct data will be presented first, foll~~~d by derived data .
- I The first bit of data is about the Saudi Arabian educational

system. Other bits of pri.marg data include ~~rk force division

I sizes as a percentage of the total ~~rk force and United Nations

• I 
population estimates. These pieces of direct infonm~tt ion are used

to generate Table IV.

I Table I Diucationa]. Data

I• 69/70 383 ,6144 43~1455 8,917 9, 631 50 , 521 14,604 510 ,429
68/69 252 , 207 33 , 547 6 ,913 2 , 173 44 ,932 12,416 457 , 570

1 67/68 2314,726 30 ,676 5 ,834 2,093 44 , 134 10 ,903 415,115
66/67 212 ,674 20 ,279 3 ,428 3 ,438 ‘45 ,913 9 ,399 295 ,131• 1 65/66 193 ,140 18,497 2, 876 5 ,245 36 , 877 7 ,917 264 , 552
64/65 1714 ,514 14,832 2, 484 7 ,556 37 ,407 6 ,479 2143,272

1 63/614 156,780 13,768 2, 290 6,876 28 ,619 5,177 213,510
62/63 139 ,338 11,148 1,997 5,576 25 ,440 4 ,601 188 ,100

I 61/62 122 ,905 9 ,229 1, 547 4 ,395 19,570 3 ,391
60/61 104 ,203 7 ,875 1, 136 3 ,497 11,184 2 ,899

I Data for this table are taken fran the Saudi Arabian Statistical
Abstract 1970.

I
I

-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -

~~~~~~ 

_ _ _
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$ Table II Manpc~~r Data I

Percentage of
~~npc*~r Category Total Work Force I
Petroleum wage earners 1 • 0

Non-petroleum, industrial wage earners .8 I
Civilian goverrinental employees 9.0 I
Military employees 6.0

Non-industrial wage earners 8.2 I
Self-employed, non-agricultural 1.0

Self-employed, agricultural 74 .0 1
100.0

Number of Persons

I
J~ ivate 1,140,000

Public 160,000 I
TOTAL 1,000 ,000 1,300 ,000

Category percentages are taken fran &mgh, 19731. Total labor estimates I
fall between those in the Haniiad dissertation and the Rugh article .

I
Table III ~k~pulaticn2

POpulation 6,1420 ,000 8,200 ,000 1
of a New Middle Class in Saudi Arabia” The Middle East I .

~Journal V. 27, No. 1.
2United Nations ~~~~~~~~~~ Yearbook 1973 1

I
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Derived Constants

Granted the t~~ point fixes on the labor force an annual grwth
¶
~ I constant of 1.03 fits available data. Similarly , a constant of 1.028

I is selected for population data. Primary data , together with these

constants yield a derived table , Table IV.

I Table IV

I r tructured
Year Population Education Labor Pool

1963 6,420 ,000 188,100* 970,874 5,261,026

• 
1964 6 ,597 ,000* 213,510* 1,000 ,000 5,383,490
1965 6 ,781,000 2143,272* 1,030 ,000 5,537 ,490
1966 6,968,000 264 ,552* 1,060,900 5,642 ,548

I 1967 7 ,164,000 295 ,131* 1,092 ,727 5,776 ,142
• 1968 7 ,359 ,000 415,115* 1,125,509 5,818,376

1969 7 ,563,000 1457 ,570* 1,159,274 5,946 ,156
I 1970 7 ,773 ,000 510,429* 1,194,052 6,068 ,519
• 1971 7 ,988 ,000 —— 1,229 ,8714

1972 8,200 ,000* —— 1,250 ,000 ——
1973 8,1437 ,000 —— 1~304 ,773 ——
* indicates direct data

I Table IV was generated by C].) establishing entries for the population

colum~ by means of applying the population gr~~th constant to U.N. data

I (page 4) , (2) transcribing educational data (3) generating labor

data by means of estimates for 1964 and 1972 together with ].abor

force growth oonstant ( ‘4) and finally subtracting education and labor

• sectors of the population fran the total population. The unathactured

I pool of Table IV is, as the name suggests, a body of Saudis about

whan we 3a~~ little. Ignorance of such vast proportions are

mitigated to sane extent by the supposition that roughly half of

I the pool consists of ~~en. Since t~~nen in Saudi society are

system atically e*~1uded fran labor and to a lesser extent fr~~ education,

I
-

• - -~ -~~~~~~~
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ignorance as to the status of Saudis with respect to our n~del of

that society is not so great as it might appear .

Fran Tables I, II , and IV, a baseline data vector for 1970 is

constructed.
- 6 ,068,519 *

383,6414
143 ,1455
8,917

197” 9,631
M 50,521

114,604
11,940

9,552
107,1465
71,640

* 97 ,912
11,941

883,600
0

*See page 2 , Part 1

cONs~Ruc’rIoN OF TRANSITICt~ CONSTANTS - Part 111

Recall the basic relationship of the flow ncdel, Mt~~ T * Mt .

For the purpose of vector and transition probability estimation the

human resources n,~dule decanposes into (1) unstructtued pool; I
(2) educational system; and (3) labor force.

l

~~
!

~~~~
:
~~

_ 
t+1 

-- 

A1J A2 
— 

Pool t

~duo~tion A~ A3 
- A4 

* 
?ducation

labor A8 A6 A5 ~aJ3or
_____ ____ —

I

_ _ _ _  - - -_ _ _ _

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
“-
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Transition Sub—blocks

A1 and A2 together give us as a function of mt . Because

this is an unstructured pool of persons it is assu~ d that a growth

I 
constant is acceptable . That is to say that A.1 will be a constant

and A2 a vector filled with zeros. ~~t+l is modeled as a function

1 
0f~~~~y~~~t •

I A3 - Is intra~-educationa1 transitions. Here flow through the Saudi
educational system is modeled.

I A.~ - Is labor to education transition. The constants for moving fran
labor back into education are here.

A5 - This is the intra-labor transition matrix. Here constants forI moving fran one sector of labor to another are given.

A6 - Education to labor matrix. These constants model flows franI the Saudi educational system into the labor sector.

A7 - This block gives movement fran the unstructured pool at t

~ I 
into the educational system at t+l.

A8 - This block models direct movement fran the unstructured pool
at t into the labor force at t+1.

~1
I

~i I
I I

I
I I  

a

I i: 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ______________________________________________________

-—-- — — — -- 
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Estimation Procedure for Transition Constants

The construction of transition constants that provide a reasonable
I representation of the data in Table V and yield yearly vector predictions

I 
is the task at hand. Procedures with various error minimization techniques

and 1c~own statistical properties are available. Rather than blindly

I apply such techniques knowledge of the Saudi system is modeled into

I the total transition matrix, follc*Jed by error minimization procedures.

To illustrate, ~~ go through the teacher tra ining institutions estimation,

I m5. It is krx~ n that these inst itutions are of secondary level.

Because of this, m5 is assun~d to be a function of itself , i.e., those

I ~*ko have begun the teacher training pro~~ain and have neither matri-

culated nor dropped out , and of intermediate education m3. It is

expected that people don’t j i.nnp fran eleentary to secondary education.

I Accordingly, rn2 is given zero for a transition constant . Similar

reasoning holds for the unstructured pool. We don’t expect people

I to back up in the educational system resulting in the zero transition

I 
fran universities. Although people might move fran one secondary sort

of education to another, it is not modeled into our transition matrix,

I hence zeros for m4 and m6. Finally, ~~ don’t allow mov~ent fran the

labor pool back to teacher training. Such m:v~ent is modeled into

I adult education.

I 
In the above style of reasoning, free variables are selected

according to intuition and conventional wisdcin. A final transition

I constant is oatçuted so that the model will match data sequences for

each category. This is acoaiiplished by oc~nputing absolute deviations,

I sumiing deviation, averaging the awn and dividing by averaged input

pool size.

I
-i - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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e.g., m
~
(t+l) x1(m1t) 

+ x
2(mjt) -

Size of ITii~ m1 category x1 m~(t) Error

t+l fl
1 X

1 
fl

2 
in1 

- X
1 

fl2 1 1
t x1 n3 ln2 -x1 n3 1
t-l n3 x1 n~ in3 

- X
1 

fl 1~ 1 1t—2 n4 x1 n5 in4 - x1 n5 1
t-3 n5 x1 n6 ).n~ - x1 n6 1 1t—4 fl

6 X
1 

fl7 1116 
— x1 n7 1 -

x2 average error/average mj E of error Javerage error
average of mj

ml: estimation of unstructured pool

As already mentioned, this category is treated as if m1~~~ is I
a function of mit .. The following procedure for estimation was used: Jthe absolute value of yearly data (see Table IV) minus average site

of unstructured pooi was taken, summed and divided by its n. This I
number , an average absolute deviation was divided by average site of

pool yielding a constant . I
Year - Data Average Size Deviation I1964 5,383,490 5,684,034 300,544
1965 5,537,490 5,684,034 146,544
1966 5,642,548 5,684,034 41,486
1967 5,776,142 5,684,034 92,168
1968 5,818,376 5,684,034 134,342
1969 5,946,150 5,684,034 262,116
1970

l6~,~67 = .022 Total Deviation 977,200
ml = 1.022 fl%]~t Total/N = 162,867

Ii
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I m2: elementary education

It was decided that m2t~~ f( mit , m2t). F\ir’ther~~re, the form

I and content were chosen as:

I m2t~~ 75~~t + x1m].~ + C
2

.75 was chosen due to the nature of Saudi education. It is patterned

I on the U.S. scale of 1-6 ele~ ntary followed by three years of inter-

mediate and secondary, respectively.

1
I.
T .
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

‘ I
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1970 was the first year for which female statistics are available . I

Therefore, constants are based on nal~ only data. Baseline data,

~~ h~4ever, includes f~ia].e students.

t+1 t I
m2 ~~m2

1970 268,689 189,155 
. 

79 , 534 I1969 252,207 176,045 76,162
1968 234,726 159,506 75,220
1967 212,674 144,855 67,819
1966 193,140 130,889 66,241
1965 174,514 117,585 56,929

SUM OF ERROR 421,905 I
AVER~~E ERROR = 70317.5

AVERAGE OF xml = 5,684 ,034

x2 70317.5/5 , 684 ,034 = .01237 
. 

I
jn3 : intermediate education 

J

m3t+l 
= x1m3~ + x2m2~ is an assumed relationship. .5 is picked

for x1. x2 is derived.

t+1 t I
m3 ~~m3

1970 38 ,930 16,774 22 ,156 11969 33 ,547 15 ,338 18,209
1968 30 ,076 10,140 20, 536
1967 20 ,279 9 ,249 11,030
1966 18,497 7,416 11,081 -

1965 14,832 6,884 7 ,948

S~14 OF~~~~R : 9 0 ,960 1
AVER~3E ~~ OR = 15,160

SUI OF EIfl ’~ NTARY = 1,224,041 
-

AVERA1~ E1D~~ITARY 204,007 II
= 15,160/204,007 .075 

~~~~~~~~~

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
— — — —
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mte : secondary education

~~t+1 
= x~m4~ + x2m3t is the assumed relationship. Picking .5 for

I x1, x2 is derived .

t+l m4t~~ x~~t4 t Err or

I 1970 8 ,479 3 ,457 5 ,022
1969 6 ,913 2 ,917 3 ,996
1968 5 ,834 1,714 4 ,120

I 1967 3 ,428 1, 438 1,990

U 1966 2 ,876 1,242 1, 034
1965 2 ,484 1,145 1, 339

SUM OF ERROR = 18, 101

AVERAGE ERROR = 3016.8

I 
SUM OF in3 131, 599

AVERA~3E m3 21,933

I = 3016.8/21, 933 = .1375

I inS : teacher training schools

I 
m5t~~ x1m~t + 2Ifl3 is the assun~ d relationship. .5 is picked

for x1, x2 is derive d.

I t+i
t+1 inS x1m5 

Error

1 1970 9,631 1,087 9,544
1969 2,173 1,047 1,126
1968 2 ,093 1,719 3714

I 1967 3,438 2,623 815
1966 5,245 3,778 1,467
1965 7,556 3,438 4,118

51.11 OF }~~~R 16,444

I AY1P~~~ !~ROR : 2740.7

I AV1P~~ m3 ‘ 21,933

*2 • 27140.7/21,933 = .12149
- . 

_ _ _ _ _ _-
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1fl6: tecIu~ica1 and adult school 
. 

I
m6t+i x1m6t + x2lu3t + x3mlt is the assumed relationship.

x1 ~1 ~~ ~ ~nd is chosen as .1. x3 is derived.

t+l ~~6
tf]. x1xn6t x~7n3 t Error

1970 50,521 22,466 3,355 24,700 1
1969 44,932 22 ,067 3 , 068 19,797
1968 144,134 22 ,957 2,028 19,149
1967 45 ,913 18 ,1439 1, 850 25 ,624
1966 36,877 18,704 1,1483 16,690
1965 37 ,407 l’e,310 1, 377 21,720

SUM OF ERROR = 127 ,680

AVERAGE ERROR 21, 280 I
AVERAGE in]. 5,684 ,034

= 21,280/5,684,034 = .0037

I
m7: university

rn7t+l x,~m7~ + x3m6~ is the assumed relationship. x1 and I
picked at .7 and .1, respectively. x3 is derived.

t+]. m7t~
l xlxn7

t x2nii4
t I

1965 6,1479 3,624 248 2,607
1966 7,917 4,535 288 3,104

.1. 1967 9,399 5,542 343 2,756
1968 10,903 6,579 583 3,741
1969 12,416 7,631 691 4,094
1970 14,604 10,691 848 3,065 1

&I4 OF ER~~R = ‘11,803

AV~~M3E~~~~R :6,934 I
~.11OF mL 4 :  237,1432

AV~~~~~~ e : 39,572

*3 • 6,931i/39,572 • .1749 
H
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~ 
j m8: ps~~’o1eun wage earner

= x1m8t + x2in3~ + xjnl~ is the assIzMd relation. .9 and

U .01 are picked f’or ~~~~ ~~~~. x~ is derived.

+ 
_  _  _k ~~t 1 ~~~ t ~~~ t Error

r 1 1965 103,000 90, 000 138 12,862
1966 106,090 95,481 l’48 10,461
1967 109,273 98 ,376 185 10,712
1968 112,551 98 ,3146 203 14,002
1969 115,927 101, 296 307 14,324
1970 119,405 104,334 335 14,736

I SUM OF ERROR 77,126

I AVERAGE ERROR 12,854

AVERAGE OF ml 5,684,03’L

1 1218.8/5 ,684 ,034 = .000214

xn9 : r~ n—petro1ewn wage earners

mgt+1 x1
mgt + x~m3t + x3m] t is the aseumbed relationship. .9 and

.01 are chosen for )C] ~~ x2. x 3 is derived .

i ~~t+l x].~I9t

1965 8,000 6,990 111 899

I 1966 8,240 7 ,200 138 902
1967 8,487 7,416 1148 923
1968 8,7142 7,638 185 919
1969 9,0014 7,868 203 933

1 1970 9,27’4 8,104 307 863

SUI OF ERROR = 5,439

I AVERAGE ERROR 906.5

I AVER~~~ ml = 5,68’e,034

= 906.5/5,084,034 .000159

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _
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p mit) : civilians erxployed by goverxinent I

mi0t~~ = x1m10~ + x2m14 L + x..m5t + x4m6t + x.,m7t + s
€m1.

’ is

the assumed relation. .9, .1, .133, .1, .067 are picked for . . . x5, I
respectively . x6 is derived.

t+1 m10~~ 
~~~].t)t x2m4

t x~~S~ xj,m6
t x~n7~ Error I

1966 92,700 81,000 229 913 2,862 3147 7,3149
1966 95 ,481 83 ,430 2148 1,0014 3 ,741 435 6 ,623
1967 98,3145 85,933 288 698 3,688 530 7,2C8
1968 101,296 88,511 3143 1457 4,591 629 6,765
1969 10’4,335 91,166 583 278 4,413 75]. 7,1144
1970 107,1465 96,719 691 289 ‘4,493 832 4,4141

SUM OF ERROR 39,530 I
AVERAGE ERROR = 6588.3

AVERAGE ml 5 ,684 ,034

x6 = 6588.3/5,6814,034 = .001159

inil: military personnel
- ~{~

•
ff1].].

t + x2m14
t + x3m5

t + x4m6t + x5ml
t + ~~m]~ is

the asstm~d relation. .9, .1, .133, .1, .067 are picked for I
x.1 . . . x5, respectively. x6 is derived .

~~~t+1 x1m1l~ x2m4t x~nSt x~In6t ~~~~ Error I
1965 61,800 54,000 229 913 2,862 347 7,349
1966 63,650 55,020 248 1,004 3,74]. 435 6,623
1967 65,500 57,290 288 698 3,688 530 7,208
1968 67,530 59,000 3143 1457 ‘4,591 629 6,765
1969 69,560 60,780 583 278 14,1413 751 7,144
1970 71,640 62,600 691 289 4,493 832 14,14141 ]

Sill OF D~ROR = 16,757 ]
AVERAGE ERROR = 2,793

AVERAGE nil 5,6814 ,0314 I

• 2,793/5,6614,034 .0001491 

- - -.~~~~~~ -
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m12: non—industrial wage earners

m12t~~ = x1m12t + x2m3t + x3m4
t + x4m5t + x5m6

t + x6m7t + x.7m] t

Assume = .9, x2 = ~~ x3 .1, x4 .133, x5 .1, and .067.

~~~
- - 

~~

t+l mi2t+
~ x1m12t x2m3t )~~ ‘4t x~m5~ x~m6t x6ln7t ~~~~~~~~I

I 1965 814,460 73,800 11]. 229 913 2,862 3147 6,198
1966 80 ,99’4 76 ,014 138 2148 1,0014 3,714]. 1435 5,414

I 1967 89,604 78,295 1148 288 698 3,688 530 5,957
— 

1968 92,922 80,644 185 3143 457 1,591 629 6,073
• 1969 95,060 83,630 203 583 278 ‘4,413 75]. 5,202

1970 97 ,912 85 ,554 307 691 289 14 ,493 832 5 ,746

SUM OF ERROR 34,590

I AVERAGE ERROR 5,705

I AVERAGE ml = 5 ,084 ,0314

x7 = 5,765/5,6814,034 .0010114

I ml3: se1f~-~np1oyed non-agricultural

11113 ~~~~~ + + + ~~ the assumed relationship. .~~ ~~~

I picked for x1, x2 is asawned. .01, x3 is derived .

- I m13t~~ ______ _____

1965 10 ,300 9 ,000 1,300
I 1966 10,609 9,270 1,339
• 1967 10,927 - 9,548 1,379

1968 11,255 9 , 8314 1,1421

I 1969 11,593 10,130 1,463
1970 11,941 10,14314 1,507

I
AVERAGE ERROR 1,401

I AVEIW2E ml = 5 ,6814 ,0314

I 1,401/ 5,6814,034 = .0002146
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m14: self-employed agricultural

= x1ml4
t 

+ x2m2t + )c3mlt is the assumed relationship.

.9 and .1 are picked for x1 and x2. x3 is derived.

t+1 m].4t~~ x1m].4
t x~n2

t

1965 762,200 666,000 15,678 80,522 1
1966 785 , 066 685 ,980 17 ,1451 81,635
1967 808 ,620 706 ,559 19,3114 82 ,7147
1968 832 ,900 727 ,758 21,2614 83 ,880
1969 857 ,900 7149,610 23 , 1472 84 ,818
1970 883 ,600 772, 110 25 , 271 86 ,219 

-

SUM OF ERROR 499 ,82]. 
-

AVERAGE ERROR = 83303.5 1
AVERAGE ml = 5 ,6814,0314 1

x3 83303.5/5,6814,034 = .0147

I
nilS: persons having n~ved through himiari res~~rces sector.

Once people have entered this category they are of no inter’est

to us. No records are kept. ml5~~~ is conveniently a function of 1
all other variables at t.

1
1
1
I
U

— - 
.
~~~ - - -~
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CO1+IENrS - Part IV 
. I

S’ine interesting probl ems surface in develop ing the flow n~de1

of Saudi htm~n resources. We known exactly where we would like to have

better information. In general, we would like to have primary data

strings for each of our categories. As the n~de1 currently stands,

these strings are derived fran work force estimates and percentages 1
that are ten years out of date. Secondly, we would like to know

where people in Saudi Arabia typically n~ve with respect to our .1
categories. It is one thing to c].aim “Saudi ’s don ’t nvve nan Ilabor positions back to teacher training” and quite another to know

that this is the case. The transition matrix, although fitting I
data strings , is user constructed and could have been done entirely

differently with equal data matching performance. I
The questions we would really like to get at, or perhaps the

ones that the Saudi’s would like to get at , ar’e untouched by our

analysis. Specifically, we are interested in the behavior of the I
transition matrix over time. How do the transition constants change?

Are they controllable in the technical sense of being functions of 1
variables that are purposively manipulable or at least potentially

purposively manipulable by the Saudi govermnent? These questions

are asst~ned out of existence by the constant nature of our transition

matrix. Rather than being an interesting control throttle for

our decision stratum, human resources becanes as niich an external I
constraint as length of daylight and teinpereture.

One advantage of the current fonmilation of human resources is

• that it can be easily re-est~~~ted. ~~ot~~~ is that should s~~~one

invent a process which generates transition constants it could be

~~ogreumed as a sub-routiz* witlcut necessitating a redesign of

the hiamin r’es~~’ces n~,&1e.

• -- , • •
~~ • , •  - ___________________

-4-
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• The Conte,ct*

I Oil clearly has been a daninant factor in the econanies of the oil-

• I producing countries of the Middle East . Yet, to focus entirely upon oil

• is to view a rather distorted picture of these countries. For despite

I the trenerx~ous wealth derived fran oil production, there has been little

appreciable change in the overall econanic situation in these countries .

I &at then the econanic development of each country depends upon nuch nore

I than the acc~inu].at ion of capital surpluses, upon ncre than the gzwth
• in productivity of a single econanic sector. It also depends heavily

I upon the n~dernization and development of other econanic sectors ,

particularly the agricultural sector .

I Recognizing the importance of the agricultural sector to the

• l econcinies of these oil-producing countries we have attepted to con-

struct a simmilaticn of that sector as viewed by the decision-makers

I in each ocuntr’y) More precisely, we have sought in this paper to

for~mmlate a structure which will enable us to (1) identify and traceI the various information and material flows in the agricultural pro-

I duction process that influence the decision-makers ’ choices of develop-

nment al policies and progr~ns, and (2) project the consequences that

their choices might have for the outp.lts of the agricultural sector.

To this end, we have adopted what w term a “building-block” approach

I to ncdellng the agricultural sector .

I With this “building-block” approach, the ccrplex array of var iables

and relationship . o~z~~ia1ng the agricultural sector ie oonouptualiy

4 1 W~~~~ aut1~~e wish to thank Farid Abolfathi and Gary )Gaynon of CACI for
their anmw’nts and suggssticns during revision of the sector ma del -

:

with which this paper deals.

I
-4-
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P grouped into several sequentially-linked “logical canponents” (or I

building blocks) to sini.ilate various facets of the production process.

Four such canponents are included in the present version of our model : 1
resource allocation, modery~ization, production, and constnption/danand I
ecinponents. The output fran each carçonent serves as either an input

to another canponent or a performance measure , or both . The final I
outputs of the model thus include not only physical outputs, but also

a set of performance measures . It is this set of measures which the I
decision-makers evaluate and canpare with policy goals when cboosing

• their policies and programs for the next t imime period.

• At present, then, we have a model which is structured to sinulate 1
the production of field crops (specifically wheat, the principal crop

and food staple in the five oil-producing countries examined here). 1
Parameter values as well as initial values for the variables have been

collected for Saudi Arabia. Utilizing these values we have made

sev&al test runs of the model. The results of these preliminary runs I
sugges-~ that despite sa~me apparent substantive and tecfriical s~x*’t-

canings in the model , the relationships expressed in the model are I
logically consistent . Moreover, the outputs generated during these

r~~s seen to make sense substantively.

+ The Setting: A~~iculture in the Middle East 1
Agriculture constitutes a major sector of both the econany and 

-

the social structure of each of the five Middle Eastern countries ] 
+

examined in this study. After oil , it is the largest single oon—

tributor to the national accounts (i.e., the national inocine, the

(~(P, the ba1arx*-of—pa~manta, etc.) of each country. And, whereas I
• 

u i
_ _ _ _ _  

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

+ r iL
- —~~~ 
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I the oil sector represents the major source of revenue for these countries,

I the agricultural sector is the principal source of employment and

individual inccme. More than half of the population in each country

I (except Libya) derive their livelihoods directly fran agricultural

production. In Libya’s case this figure is considerably ~naller
• 
I (approxin~tely one-third of the population), but it still represents

I 
the largest share of the population involved in any one sector of the

Libyan econany.

I Despite this rather sizable input of labor into the agricultural

sector, agricultural productivity in these countries remains rather

I lc*z. Winter grains such as wheat and barley, (the principal grain

crops in these ca.~ntries) , for example , rarely yield more than fifteen

I bushels per acre per year, even in relatively good years At such

• I levels of productivity, these countries are barely able (if at all)

to produce enough on their c~n to meet the present needs of their

I respective populations. Al]. too often they must import large quantities

of food to “fill up” their frequently-deficient food accounts.

- 
I Confronted with ever-growing populations and rising demands for

I better standards of living, their countries are thus likely to beca~~

even n~~e dependent upon exten~al sources of food. In an age where

I these countries are fervently trying to establish their econanic

independence, the prospect of becaning increasingly dependent upon

I other countries for - food ~~uld clearly seen to represent an anathema.

I &it unless agricultural productivity can be significantly raised

above present levels (cr otherwise au~nented) , these countries are

likely to ~cperienoe widespread famines in the not-too-distant future.

II
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To avert the possibility of famine, considerable efforts are thus j
being made in these countries to modernize and develop their agricultural

sectors . If these efforts are to succeed , hc~~ ver , several rather

formidable obstacles must be overcane. One such obstacle which has J- 
• long constrained agricultural production in these countries is their

• relative lack of adequate water supplies. j
For the most part, these countries depend upon rainfall to provide

the water needed for crop production . But because of the arid nature

• of the climate in these countries , the rainfall is both lc~ and highly 1
variable over time . Many areas of these countries , in fact, received

so little rain as to make the production of rainfed crops well-nigh I
impossible. As a result , the amount of cultivable land In each country

is limited to a very ~nall percentage of each’s total land area . I
And where this land is actually put under cultivation, the utilization I
of this land for rainfed crops (which the major share of the crops

in most of these countries are) requires the adoption of such I ~practices as placing the cropped area in fallc~ during alternate growing

seasons . Under such conditions it is hardly surprising that these 1 j
countries have thus far been unable to realize their full agricultural

potential.

The alternative to this dependence upon rainfall for crop pro- J ~duction is, of course, the ~ctensicn of irrigation to the areas to be

cultivated (both present and potential) . But to king these areas I
under irrigation requires that these countries have alternative e~rces 1
of water in sufficient amounts to meet the water requirements of the

• area (and crop) to be irrigated. Of the five countries, h~~sver, only ]
11
i1~~

— - - ~~~~~~~~~~~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  —
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I Iraq appears to be endowed with such a supply of irrigation water.

Specifically, with a canbined average annual flow of around 61 million

I acre-feet , the Tigris and Euphrates rivers provide Iraq with great

irrigation potential.3 Utilizing only part of this potential (i.e.,

approximately 28.4 million acre-feet) , the Iraqis can presently put

~ I 
an estimated 7.5 million acres of crop land under irrigation .4p The other four countries do not possess any readily-accessible

~
• I supplies of irrigaticn water which are ccxnparable to those found in Iraq.

I Iran , it is true, also relies upon the Euphrates for irrigation water.

The amount of water it extracts fran this source is considerably less

1 than that extracted by Iraq, however. And as such, this source is,

by itself , insufficient to meet Iran ’s present and projected water needs.j The situation is even bleaker for Algeria, Libya and Saudi Arabia;

J 
there are no rivers, lakes, etc., of any potential significance in

these countries .

J Fran where, then , can these four countries get the water they j

need for irrigation? One source is to be found underground, i.e •,

I groundwater fran underground streams and lakes. InforlMtion on how

I extensive the supply of this water is, however, is rather scanty.

A n~re certain sa~ ce of potential irrigation water is, of course,

seawater. But the production costs involved in tapping this source,

as well as those associated with groundwater, are substantial . The

I cost of producing grcw~~~ter, for example , presently runs around

$130 per acre-foot .5 This contrasts sharply with the cost of de-

I ealinated water which, given present technology, costs an estln~ted one

I dollar per 1000 gal]cn*i, or about $326 per’ acre-foot .6 As these

countries have to dig deeper wells, end as desalination technology

I
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advances, however, the difference in the costs of these two alternative

sources is likely to diminish .7 But for the present time (and for the

foreseeable future), it is the production of groundwater which, in

terms of cost , constitutes the more practical solution to the water -

probl~ n in these countries

Whatever the source, it is abundantly clear that the developuent 1
of irrigation is an essential canponent of any effort to raise agricul-

tural productivity of these five countries . However, expanded irrigation 1
is not the only prerequisite for increased agricultural production:

“Indeed, neither water nor any other single input is the magic wand

that will quickly and painlessly produce agricultural plenty and

prosperity” . Thus, if the expansion of irrigation in the cultivated

areas is to be of any value, it must be acoanpanied by a ntunber of J
additional but equally important production inputs. After all , the

scarcity of water does not constitute the only obstacle to the ex-

pansion of agricultural production in the five countries . 1
Mother major obstacle to increased agricultural production is the

general lack of soils suitable for cultivation. Suitable soils are as I
scarce in these countries as water, if not rrore so. As a consequence,

only a ~~~ll fraction of the land in each country is truly cultivable. I
Even in those areas where cultivation is feasible , the suitability of I
the soil is limited . In particular , there are two aspects of the

soils in these countries which pose major limitations upon agricul- 1
turel production. First , with continued wetting and drying cut , the 

-

soil has a tendency to aoctrmzlate a high concentration of salt . This 1
problem is especially great in Iraq where between twenty and thIrty percent 1

_________ 
ii

- -_ _ _ _
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of the cultivable land has to be abandoned each year due to salinat ion .

I Second , the soils are very low in nitrogen content. Nitrogen is

necessary to sustain high production in these soils. As a consequence

I of both limitations, the productivity of the soil tends to be ex-

hausted rather quickly with the result that much of the cultivated

I land must be placed in fallow during alternate years. Moreover, even

I when this land is cropped , the resulting yields tend to be quite low.

Clearly, then overcaning this second obstacle constitutes another

I major prerequisite for increased agricultural production. But again ,

no single input will be sufficient to achieve this. Instead , there

I are several separate but closely interrelated inputs which should help

improve the suitability of the soils for production. Among these is,

first of all , the construction of a drainage systemu for “flushing”

~~

• I harmful salts out of the soils. In conjunction with this, these

countries need to improve their use of land and water. What this

I specifically entails is the adoption of such practices as land

I leveling, flood control , and moisture conservation . Additionally,

more extensive use must be made of fertilizers, particularly nitrogen

I fertilizers. Both potassitmt and pho8p)~~ is fertilizers are available

in these countries , but not in sufficient amounts to sustain a wide

1 variety of crops at high production levels . Fran oil , however, these
- 

I countries could derive the needed amounts of nitrogen fertilizer ,

although this ~~ild require sizable investh~nts in the developMnt

I of the apizopriate production facilities. Finally, with increased

fertilization and irrigation, n~~ varieties of crops could be intro-

duced which are of the high-yield type.

- l
I



1
All of the inputs identified above, including the extension of

irrigation , are directed at raising the per acre yields of the culti-

vated lands in these countries . But raising per acre yields represents

only one aspect of the overall pr’obl~n of increasing agricultural

production. Another equally important aspect of this probløn is that

of raising t~e per capita productivity of labor.

As we noted at the beginning of this report , a major share of the

population (and thus the labor foroe) in each of the five countries is

engaged in agriculture. Yet, the per capita productivity of agricul- -

tural labor is presently quite low, raced with insufficient water -

supplies and poor soils, the individual fanner , of course , is not

going to be very productive. But even with the necessary inputs to

overcane these two obstacles , he is still not likely to be very I
productive. For to raise the per capita productivity of agricultural

labor in these countries , two obstacles must be overcane . The first

of these relates to the availabili’y of labor in sufficient nt~nbers to I
support an intensive effort to expand agricultural production.

Of those eniployed in the agricultural sector , most are engaged 1
in traditional subsistence fanning . With agricultural production thus -

being directed primarily at meeting the food needs of the individual

household (or production unit ) , the labor input required to produce

this food is provided principally by the household itself . And more

often then rot, this labor is sufficient to meet the labor requir’enEnts 1
for subsistence fanning. With the mov~nent away fran subsistence -

farming and t~ ard expanded production, 1~~iever , “. . . . the need for

¶ 

labor will increase so considerably that Ir’esent surpluses (if any

- — ________________ _________________________
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I exist at all) will hardly suffice to satisfy the new requirenents.”10

I Put somewhat differently, by raising production yields these countries

‘ 
are likely to create another problem for themselves, namely, the problem

I of shortages of labor. There are no other sources of labor in sufficient

amounts which these countries can draw upon to meet prospective labor

I requirements. The situation is further aggravated by the fact that

I the agricultural sector loses part of its labor supply each year.

This loss of labor results not only fran normal attrition (e.g., death ,

I retirement, etc.), but also fran the movement of siz.~ble ntmibers fran

the rural areas to the cities.

~ f How, then, is the problem of labor shortages to be overcome? One

way, of course, is to substitute machinery for human labor, i.e •,  to

“mechanize” the agricultural sector. At present the level of mechani-

I zation in these countries is rather low; farmers still depend largely

upon huii~n and anisial power. Thus, to increase the per capita produc-

- I tivity of the e~ ~~ing labor supply (and , in turn , to decrease the

amount of labor reauir’ed for the intensification of agricultural

I production), th~’se countries will have to input sizable amounts of

I farm machinery (e.g., tractors, harvestors, etc.). Farm machinery,

in this sense, constitutes both a labor-saving device and a means

I to increase production.

But is the inputting of this machinery enough? To reiterate a

I point made earlier , the introduction of any single input (such as

I farm machinery) is not by itself sufficient to bring about the

desired changes in agricultural production. Thus, “. . . . mechani-

I ?.aticm mild acoanplish relatively little unless acoanpanied by better
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P irrigation and drainage, greater fertilizer use, better crop varieties ,

better control of weeds and crop diseases, and by other components of

a technologically advanced agriculture. . . .

Nor is the mere inputting of these factors of production together I
enough. There must also be a willingness on the part of individual

farmers to adopt these production inputs . What this essentially boils 1
down to is the existence of economic opportunities that are rewarding 

-

to these fanners. Herein lies the final obstacle to increased agri- I
cultural production to be discussed here, namely, the relative lack J
of such opportunities in these f ive countries.

As Schultz (l96L~) has noted, traditional agriculture (which 1
agriculture in these countries predaninarit].y is) has certain built-

in resistors to any change in the existing state of the art : “The I
concept of traditional agricultures i~~lies long -established routines

with respect to all production activities.”12 Arid because farmers in

traditional agriculture have a wealth of experience with these routines J
to draw upon, the risks and uncertainties associated with the production

possibilities of traditional factors of production are minimal. But I
with the introduction of new factors of production, these farmers are

faced not only with having to ireak with the well-established practices

of the past , but also with having to cope with risks and uncertainties 1
which are as yet unicnown)~

3 As a result, they are likely to be rather

hesitant to adopt these new factors. Yet , it is only t~rough experience I
that they will be able to learn what the risks and uncertainties in-

herent in these factors are . -

I
I

_ _ _ _ _  

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  -~~~ —~~
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i But how are those engaged in traditional agriculture to be induced

to try these new production inputs? The answer to this question lies

in the ~conanic opportunities that agricultural production and, in turn,

I the use of these new inputs offer to the farmer. More precisely , the

willingness of individual farmers to adopt the new production inputs

I depends largely upon (1) the payoffs to their production activities,

arid (2) the costs (as well as the supply) of these inputs. What this

essentially means is that there must be a system of prices which will

I enable farmers to make a reasonable margin of profit and, at the same

time, to obtain the necessary new inputs at prices that permit this

profit margin. It is this margin of profit , then, that provides the

necessary inducement , or lack thereof , to adopt the new production

inputs .

f In the five countries examined here, however, such a system of

prices is, for the nr st part , missing. Prices for farm products in

these countries generally tend to be depressed and distorted. More-

J over, the costs of the required inputs r~ ains quite high. The

overall effect of the present system of prices thus has been to leave

J farmers in these countries with relatively ~~ ll margins of profit,

if any at all. As a result , there is little incentive for them to

I produce nuch rr~re than what is necessary to meet their own cons~nption

I 
demands, let alone to purchase the new production inputs.

Clearly, the establislinent of a nore efficient system is

I essential to overcane this final obstacle. But again, the overocuning

of this one obstacle is not, by itself , enough to bring about an

I increase in production. True, an efficient system of prices is likely

I
I

-~ _ _ _ _
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to lead to an increased willingness on the part of faiiners to grow J
nore, but their efforts will not get very far unless there are adequate

supplies of the necessary production inputs available. 1
In s~nn , then, the essence of agricultural developnent in these

five Middle Eastern countries lies in

the application of a package of separate but closely Iinterrelated programs, technologies, and processes; it is
their interrelationship which is truly significant .
Any single program may have limited and sanetisnes even
negative effect , if taken by itself; but may be highly
productive if canbined with ot~~r programs in proper
proportions and proper timing.

The problem facing decision-makers in these countries thus is one of

finding that proper canbination of programs, in the proper sequence, I
which will produce the results they seek.

As the preceding discussion indicates , the effort to modernize the I
agricultural sector in the five countries examined here is clearly no

simple matter. There are munerous physical, econciriic, social and

political factors , the dynamic interactions between which affect the I

f 

- decision-makers’ choices of developnental policies and programs. To

provide a clearer picture of how this canpiex array of factors arid I
their interrelationships affect these choices, we have constructed

a sij~ulation model of the agricultural sector in these countries.

.~~~~ What this model purpOrt8 to offer is a way (1) to identify and trace J
the essential information and material flows influencing the decision-

makers’ choices, and (2) to analyze and project the consequences that I
their choices might have for the perforinence of the agricultural sector .

To sln~lify the pict~~~ even further , we have confined our attention I
in the con~~~ cticn of this model to the ~~~ducticn of but one ~~~~:

111
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wheat . This narrowing of focus is based , in part , on the fact that

I 
wheat constitutes the principal crop grown in these countries in terms

of both the quantity produced and the anv~.znt of crop land devoted to

I it. Moreover, wheat represents the major staple in the diets of the

people in these countries. Finally, we contend that even with this

I focus on one crop we will still be able to present a fairly represen-

tative picture of the setting within which decisions on the develolinentI of the agricultural sector are made in these countries. That is to

I say, we hold that the structure of the model (i.e., the equations)

will r~~ in similar whether we are dealing with the production of

I wheat, barley, dates, or vegetables . What will change, of course ,

are the values for the parameters and variables included in the

I model . But now let us look at the model itself .

I In constructing our model of wheat production, we have employed

what we shall term a “building-block” approach.15 Basic to this

I approach is the asstlnption that the system to be r~odeled is ocinposed

of several functionally interrelated “building-blocks .” Linking these

I canponents are the outputs of the canponents themselves. That is to

I say, each cauponent yields an output (or set of outputs) which ~exves

either as an input to another ccluponent in the system, or as a measure

I of the cciiçonent’ s performance. Collectively, the performance measures

generated by these ccznponenta ccxnprise a “performance vector” which,

I in turyi, serves as an input to the decision strattin (i.e., as the

information upon which the decision-n~kera ’ base, for the most part ,

their choices for’ the next time period) .

I
I

i 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  - -
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I

The Model

This section will describe the four’ canponents (resource allocation , -

modernization, production, and consumption/deiand ) which make up the 1
agricultural sector model. Simplifying assumptions have, of necessity, 

-

• been made in each canponent . However, for the sake of clarity each 1
canponent ’s description will be brief and (for the most part ) the

simplifying assumptions will be considered in a separate section at -

the conclusion of this paper. 1
Considerable revision of the model has been undertaken. The

changes correct errors which were discovered in earlier versions and J
also make the model more appropriate for use in sinulating the wheat

sector of Saudi Arabia. Still , the model should be considered an initial I
effort which will doubtless require revision. Suggestions or caiments

fran readers of this paper are encouraged and will be gratefully

received . I
A. RESOU~~E AII~CATION

The first oanponent (or “building block”) deals with the allo- I
cation of resources for wheat production. First we shall consider Ithe allocation of land.

In our model , the anoint of cultivable land available is assumed 1
to remain constant throug)oit the sinulation run . This assumption is

based on the further contention that it will be sane time (say thirty 11
years or so) before these countries axe likely to make any marked

progress towards expanding the amount of cultivable land. Not all of

this cultivable land, of course , is actually cultivated at any one 11
time. Both the nature of the ooiln tnd the prevailing farm practices

necessitate the placing of sane of this land In fallow each growing H
iauon.

~~~~ ~~*~~~~~_ • •••t~ • . •  -~ - — —-  —
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I A distinction is made between rainfed land , which is farmed with

I ~~~ditional methods, and irrigated land, which is farmed with modern

methods. We assume that far Saudi Arabia the anx unt of rainfed land

I available is constant throughout a simulation run. The policy-maker

may only influence the amount of this land that is used f o r  wheat

I production. This is expressed in the following equation:

I T(YI’RFAW P1*TOTRFA (Ri )

~ where: TOTRFAW rainfed land to be used for wheat production (hectares)

- I TOTRFA = total re.infed land (hectares)

P1 the proportion of total rainfed land to be used for wheat

I production (dimensionless)

On rainfed land in most of Saudi Arabia, however, cropland may be used

I only every other year . Thus we have the equation :

RFAWEAT 0. 5*TC1rRFAW (R2) •

I where: RFAWEAT = the anoint of rain-fed land available for wheat
production in any given year (hectares)

- I The allocation of ir~’igated land is sanewbat more cauplex ; a

I policy-maker ni.ist determine how much irrigated land is available each

year’ as well as decide how much of the available land is to be devoted

I to wheat pr oduction. The amount of irrigated land available at any time

is a result of past expenditures on irrigation developnent, and hence

1 the anoint of land available at sane future time is dependent upon

present expenditures. Our model includes the following assumptions

about irrigation developiient projects:

1 1) Any developnent project will take a km~~ n time to oQuplete.

2) A project provides no additional irrigation capability until

I construction is canplete.

3) Constr~~tion cost of a project accrues In equal annual instal]n~~tsduring the construction period. -

I
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P1 Thus, the following equations represent the process of planning for a - )
new irrigation develoFinent project :

IRRNU = BUDI/COSTI (R3)
CALL INPIPE ( IRRIG, IRRNU , IRRDEL&) (R’~)
CALL UNICOST ( IRRCOSr , BUDI , IBRDELA) (R5)

where: IRRNU = the amount of water to be provides by a given new
irrigation developnent project (m /year) [,n3: cubic meters].

BUDI = the total amount budgeted for the (entire) cost of the
project (5) .

cosrI : the cost per3sn3 per year of the irrigation developent
project (S/rn /year).

CALL INPIPE invokes a can~~ter subroutine which delays the
appearance of the new irrigation water until a
certain number of iterations (equal to the number

- of years needed for construction of the project)
has occurr ed.

IRRIG : a variable which is part of the INPIPE subroutine.

IRRDELA~ the number of years required for this particular
project to be canpleted (years) .

CALL UNICOST invokes a canputer subroutine which keeps track
of both the total annual costs for all irrigation
developnent pr . acts underway at a given time, and
the number of -

~ reething until each project
is canpieted .

IRRCOST = a variable which is ~~rt of the UNICOST subroutine.

it should be appamnt that the model nust alsO yieldafigUre for

any new irrigation water which becaues available during the current

iteration. This is done through the following equation:

IRD : ol.TrPIPE (IR.RIG) (R6 )

where: IRD = irrigation developent rate; the anoint of water beocxning
available as a result of the campletion of one or more
irrigation d~velopnent projects during the current
iteration Cm /year).

OIfrPIPE (IRRIG) invokes a ccm~uter subroutine which determines,
frun stored infonetian on earlier irrigation
developent project planning decisions1 how nuch
new water because available during the ci.wrent
iteration.

-a
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p 1 The fol].owing equations provide for the determination of how much

irrigated land will be available and for the allocation of part of

I that land to wheat production. The equations also allow for the assuxnp-

I tion that irrigated land resulting fran recent irrigation development

projects should tend to be double-cropped. Thus, we keep track of

I both the actual land devoted to wheat and the cropped land devoted

to wheat, where the latter’ is the number of physical hectares times the

I average number of crops grown on them per year.16

3~J)/IRR + n~r (R7)

I IR1~dFAT NUCROP*IRP*P2 + OLDCROP*IRA*P3 CR8 )

I TaIWEAT RFAWE~tT + IR1~ EAT (R9)

JJJc : TOTRFA + IRA + IRP (Rio)

I IThI : RFAWEAT + IRA*P3 + fl~P*p2 CR11)

i IRR~~T : IRA + IRP

where: IRP new irrigated land resulting fran the canpietion of

I 
irrigation-development projects (hectares).

IRR the amount of water required for very sigh yield wheat
production assuming double-crupping Cm ) .

1 IRRWEAT : total irrigated cropped land allocated to ~theat
— production (hectares).

I ~~~ROP : cropping ratio (ratio of cropped land to physical land)
for new irrigated land (dimensionless).

I OU)CROP = cropping ratio for old irrigated land ( land irrigated
but not as part of a modern irrigation development
project) (dimensionless).

I IRA total old irrigated land (hectares).

P2 : proportion of new irrigated land to be allocated to wheat jI production (dimensionless),

P3 proportion of old irrigated land to be allocated to wheat - - ,
I production (dimensionless).

I ‘ H
I
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TtfIWEAT : total cropped land allocated to wheat production I(hectares) -

UJC = total physical land under cultivation (hectares) I
LCW : total physical land allocated to wheat production

(hectares) 1IRRIU~ = total irrigated physical land under cultivation
(hectares) 1

B. ThE MODERNIZATION COMPONENT

As we have noted so often in this paper , the development of a single

input (e.g. , water) is not by itself sufficient to bring about increased

agricultural production. Instead , a number of separate (but closely 1
interrelated) modernizing inputs are required, including fertilizers,

fann2mechinery, improved seed varieties, etc. In order to explore the

impact of these modernizing inputs upon agricultural production, a J
“modernization” ccmponent has been built into the model. This can-

pcnent focuses specifically on the impact of b~ such inputs on the II ~
production of wheat in the five countries : fertilization and imechani-

zation. The principal output of this ccinponent is azmaas~ze of pro-

ductivity (yield per hectare). I
There are t~~ main influences on productivity of land if water is

adequate. They are the level of fertilization and the level of mechani- 1
zation. i•J~ levels of usage of fertilizer and modern machinery and the 1
effects of those levels of usage enter into this canponent through the

following equations : ]
= BUDF/GVPFERT (Ml) 

-

FERFA 1~ø~* RF~~’F/IRRWEAT (M2) I
RMIX3~ = BLLt1/GVRfX~H (M3)

I’
11
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ATP (l_(l /WEAROUT))*ATP + RI€CH (M4 )

I 
POW ATP/IRRffff 045)

YPHM MIN (YLDF(FERTA), YLCM(POW)) (M6)

I YPH = (YPHT*RF~WEAT + Y t*IR~ .7EAT)/L~~

where RFERT = the amount of fertilizers obtained by the goverrment

I for a given year (metric tons).

BUDF the amount budgeted (and spent) by the goverrment for

I 
purchase of fertilizers during a given year (5).

GVPFERI’ the government’s price of fertilizer. This is a
weighted price for nitrogen, phosphate, and potash

I fertilizers purchased in the proportion 5:2:2
(S/metric ton) .

I FER~A = the fertilizer application rate (kg/hectare).

IR~ JE~T the amount of irrigated cropped land devoted to
wheat (see earlier def inition in Resource Allocation

I ccinponent) (hectares) .

RMECH = the amount of mechanization obtained by the government

I for a given year (hp).

BUtt1 = the amount budgeted (and spent) by the government for the
acquisition of new and replac~~~nt tractors during a

I given year (5) .

GVPMECH the government’ s price of fann tractors (S/hp).

I ATP = available tractor power. This is the total of all
available operative tractors (hp) .

I WEARC1YI’ = the average expected useful life of a tractor (years).

= the average rate of power (tractor) utilization - - -I
IRRTOT = total irrigated land (hectares).

1 Y~~1 = yield per hectare (modern) . This is the average yield
for land fanmed with modern methods (kg/hectare). -

I MIN( ) is a function which selects the lust of the values
enclosed in parentheses. Here it selects either YWF
(FEWFA) -or Y1fl1 (POW), whichever is lower.

I -

I
- -
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YLDF (FERrA) a function which relates the wheat yield to Ifertilizer application rate, assuming adequate -

water and mechanization (See Appendix I)
(kg/hectare). ]

Y1fl4 (POWU ) a function which gives the wheat yield possible 
-

with any given level of mechanization, assuming
adequate water and fertilization (See Appendix II) -(kg/hectare).

YPH = average overall yield for wheat (kg/hectare). I
YPHT yield per hectare (traditional). This is the average

yield on rainfed land with traditional methods (kg/hectare). I
JIM = total land in wheat production (hectares). 

-

With regard to the above equations , t~~ points should be kept in ]
mind . First , there is no provision for the accumulation of fertilizers

over time. Such a provision may easily be added if it should turn out I
to be needed . However, we assume that because of the low quality of

the soils in these countries farmers will use all of the fertilizer

they are able to get . Second , we assume that the productivity of

traditional (rainfed) land will remain constant throughout the

sinulation run since so little of that land is susceptible to modern I
capital-intensive methods. This is the case for wheat in Saudi

Arabia , at least.

C. ThE PROWC~ION CCt4PONE~ r 1 -

The third canponent in our model deals with production and with

the returns (or losses) to the farmers and to the government as a -

result of wheat pr<xiuction activities. The following set of equations 1
makes up this canponent :

YLD .øøl*YPH*LCW (P1) 1
OUTC = PcON*YU) (P2) -

= YLD—cXJTC (P3)

9 .
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GVCOST = (GVPFERr_rIIPFERr)*RFERr + (GVR€c~*r - FT~~1EQ~*ATp)* (LCW-RFAWFAT)/
IRP + IRA) (P4)

I TINC DMPRICE*YLD - -

I 
ATP (P5)

INCPC TINC/SALF (P6 )

I INCH TINC/LCW (P7)

LABP YLD/SALF (PB)

~~ I where: YLt) total production actually achieved (metric tons).

OUTC quantity of wheat produced which is allocated to da~ sticI consumption (metric tons).

PCON = proportion of wheat production allocated to damestic

I consumption. This is a policy variable expressed as a
deciime]. value between 0 and 1.0 (dimensionless).

OUrE quantity of wheat produced which is available for export

I (metric tons).

GVCOST = net cost to the government of subsidizing modern• - I wheat fanning practices through provision of fertilizer
and machinery ( 5) .

FMPFER~ = farm price of fertilizer. This is the price paidI by the farmer (S/metric ton).

fl1RIECH = farm price of mechanization. This is the cost to

I the farmer of using 3. hp for one year (S/hp-year).

TINC = total incane (net) for all farmers (5) .

I LMPRICE = damestic price of wheat (price received by farmers )
(S/kg) .

INCPC = average net income fran wheat per agricultural person
(S/man) .

I SALF = size of the agricultural labor force engaged in growing
wheat .

- 
IN~~ = average net income fran wheat per hectare of land usedzI in wheat production ($/hectare).

IJABP = a measure of labor productivity: the average yield per

4 person engaged in grwing wheat (kg/man) .

I
L I 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

_ _ _ _ _ _  
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_______________________________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  - - — -
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D. CONSUF~~~~I’ION/D}i1AND CO!~~ONENT -l
This final component in our proposed mod.~l assent ially represents

a budgetary accounting mechanism. It takes infor,nat ion on production

outputs (fran the prcduction/merketing component) and computes the

values for several variables measuring the overall performance of

the production process being modeled. Put more simply , the purpose of 1
this component is to compute the final set of variables comprising the -
performence vector . These variables include the value of crop - J
exports (Equation Cl) arid the demand for food imports (Equation C3) .

VALD~P WP*OIrrE (ci)

• tMHEAT BASED*(POPI/loo + ELAsT*(INDxPcI:/POPi - 1.0)
(C2)

t1,~!-1I’AT - ou’rc (C3)

POPI = (1 + POPGR)*POPI (Ci+ )

where: VAJ1~ P = total value of wheat exported (5) .  1
WP ~~rld price for wheat (S/metric ton).

rYIJHEAT cons~nnption d~~ nd for wheat for the current year I
(See Asfair, p. 25) (metric ton~) .

BASED consumption de~ nd for food in a base year J(metric tons).

POPI index of population for the current year relative to the 1base year (dimensionless). -.

ELAST elasticity coefficient of d~~ nd for wheat (dimensionless). I
INtXPCE = index of total private consumption expenditure for’ -

the current year.

= IMPORr = imports of wheat required during the current year in
order to meet d~~~nd.

POPGR = annual proportional increase in population (expressed - - - -

as a decimel value) (dimensionless).

1’
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

_______________ -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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pu I E. DISCUSSION

Perhaps the most critical change present in this revised model of

the agricultural sector is that of ignoring the microeconcxnic behavior

~: 
of the individual far~ner. It is assumed that the adoption of modern

farming met1~ ds will occur only when heavy subs idization of the required

I inputs and intensive efforts by agricultural extension teams are present .

This se~ ns reasonable , since the adoption of modern metlx ds as a result

I of extension ~~rk alone has been minimal in Saudi Arabi a.~
7 in a~~ition,

I since there exists no true country-wide price and /or transport syst~ n,

the price paid to the fan~ r in a subsidized progr am will likely be

I cont rolled (either dire ctly or ind irectly ) by the gover rnent .

Thus, in our model we ass~me that :

I a) all fertilizer is bought by the goverrment and resold to
to the far~~rs;

I b) all tractors and other mechanized equip~ent is bought and
maintain~~ by the govemnent, and rented to individual
farmers; aix!

I a) the government pays the total cost of constructing and
operating water development projects.

I We also assume that the govern ment is willing to absorb a reasonable loss

I l-fl subsidizing the production of wheat in order to lessen the country’s
dependence on imports.

p Thus our model n~ay be seen to be structured ain~st totally arou nd

the policy-maker. The costs involved are costs to the government. ~~

J canputed average ircane per person engaged in wheat production, for

instance, is really more a social indicator for the policy-maJ~er than aI measure of earned incane and eccnQnic strength in a free imerket sector .

I The goverunent controls the fanmers’ incames through sett ing prices on

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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wheat , fertilizer , and machinery. And so on.

To the extent that thi s image of the agricultural sector in Saudi

Arabia is correct , the model may not be too far off the mark. If these

simplifying assumptions are found to be unwarranted, howaver, then

considerably more detail may be necessary in the model. Given the

difficulty of obtaining relia ble ( let alone extensive) data on Saudi

Ara bian agriculture , howaver, thi s model se~ ns a reasonable beginning.

TI
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I APPt~4DIX I

YIELD RESPONSE TO FERTILIZER ASSIJIING,~ I 
ADEQUATE WATER ANI) LEVEL OF ~~CHANIZATION

The function used in this model for giving the yield response to

~ I level of fertilization (assuming water and mechanization level are

I suffic ient ) is necessarily a hypothetical one . The foU~dng ca~inents

present the assumptions made in hypothesizing this particular response

I curve .

First , it was assumed that the shape of the curve would be one in

~ I which the slope was steep initially , was less steep and approximately

I linear through a middle range, fell to zero as sane point of inexirnu n

possible yield was passed through, and became increasingly negative

f beyond that point .1

Second , the slope of the approx imately linear portion of the curve

j was taken to be 15 kg/kg . This figure was arrived at on the basis of

I . estimates indicating that app roximately 2 pounds of nitrogen and

.8-1.0 pounds each of P205 and 1<20 would be needed per ixishel of wheat

I produced.2

Third , the point of maxirnun yield was assumed to be slightly greater

J than the 6720 kg/ha shown in Table 6.3 of Seifert , et a]. (p. 60). No

I 
assertion is made here that this is an accurate estimate of the point

of maxi.nun yield; it is simply a point of relatively high yield

I ar~,itrarily selected for use in order to permit testing the model ’ s

general behavior.

I Fourth, points on the low end of the curve ware selected on the

I 
basis of an assumption of l’eOO kg/ha with very little fertilizer and

I

~ I
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870 kg/ha with nc fertilizer. The fir st figure canes from Clawson,

Landsberg , and Alexander (p. 299) . The second is estis~ ted fra n the

same work (p. 228 ) ,  and is used with the assumption that yields in

years fran 1951-1957 reflect a virtually zero level of fertilizer

utilization.3

Fifth , the use of seed varieties responsive to high fertilizatio n

levels is assumed .

Once again, the response function shown in Figure A-I is hypo-

thetica ]., but its general shape should be correct , and the curve

itself nay be easily changed on the basis of ~~re accura te data .

11
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• J A-I FOOTNOTES

United Nat ions Food and A~~iculture Organization, The State of
Food and Agriculture (1968), pp. 90—91 and especially Table 111—5. -

N~ote that Table 111-5 either assumes zero output if no fertilizer is
applied or else has incorrect figures for total crop output . Since
the table is hypothetical and meant only to illustrate the text ,
1~~iever, it was assumed that these errors should not prevent the
inference concerning the shape of the fertilizer response curve -

underlying the table .
2~~~ C].awson, et a]., p. l~5. See also United Nations, FAO, p. 89. 1
These figures also provide the basis for the assumed 5:2:2 (N ,

~
‘2~5~ 

1<20) ratio. 13See also Asfour , pp. 62—63 and 73_7L~. Approximately 10 kg/ha of
fertilizer was used in Saudi Arabia in 1961.
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I
l’~~HANI7ATION CONSTRAINT ON YIELDI RESPONSE TO FERTILIZER ASSTJMING ADEQUATE WATER

The function (shown in Figure A-2) for mechanization level required

I to reach various production levels is even nore conjectural than that

for yield response to fertilizer. It is assumed here that mechanization

is required if high yields are to be obtained; the process of obtaining

I such high yields requires many nore operations (irrigation, fertilization,

mechanical harvesting, tilage, etc.) than are required in traditional

I agriculture . Moreover , high levels of mechanization should permit

I double-cropping in Saudi Arabia)

Exactly what levels of mechanization are required for particular

I levels of output (assuming adequate water and ferti lizer) , however, is

highly speculative . Estimates of the need for various levels of

mechanization are couched in p~~ases such as “ . . . underpowered at 0.5

horsep ower per hectare, and that 1.0 horsepower per hecta re ~~ ild

represent o~~~ r ing • •

I The function used in the rTxxIel at this t une takes its shap e fran

a plot of hp/ha vs. average aggr egate yield of major food crops for

I several nations.13 Few nations show power utilization levels greater

than 1.0 hp/ha , but a level of 1.0 hp/ha general ly is associated with
+only 2300-3400 kg/ha yields . Yields of 5000 kg/ha are shown only for

I nations using 1.7—2.1 hp/ha.

Hence for this effort a p~~~r utilization level of 1.2 hp/ha was

I arbitrarily chosen as necessary to achieve a 6000 kg/ha yield , 0.5 hp/ha

for a 3000 kg/ha yield, and 0.2 hp/ha for an 1800 kg/ha yield.

I

_ -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
_ _ _
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Mechanization and fertilizer axe treated as mutual constraints ; a high I
level of fer tilization cannot produce a high yield if mechanization

sufficient to permit efficient per’for~nence of other required operations 
-

is not available, and mechanization is of limited utility without -

fertilizer.

As is the case for the fertilizer response function, the mechanization ]
constra ‘~t function should be revised when better data are obtained .

I
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A—I l FOOTNOTES I
tSee Seifert , et al , p. 63. 

~12Clawson , Landsberg, Alexander , p. 149. 
-

3United Nation s FAO, p. 93.
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FOOTNOTES

I ~1e refer specifically to the following five countries :
Iran , Iraq, Libya, and Saudi Arabia.

I 2Clawson , Marion , Hans Landsberg and Lyle Alexander (1971) The
Agricultural Potential of ~-h~ Midd le East. New York : Amer~~~n
Elsevier Publishing Co., Inc. p. 2.

3Clawson , L~ndsberg and Alexander, p. 37.

I 4lbid .

I 5Clawson , Landsberg and Alexander, p. 115.

6Thid

.7
‘As Clawson, Laridsberg and Alexander have indicated , it is estimated

I that the costs for producing groundwater fran pumped deep wells runs
~~ between $250 and $370 per acre—foot (1971, p. 115). In contrast, Fried

Edlurid (1971) suggest that with the developnent of a large-scale single
purpose plant based on oil or gas , the cost of desal ination could be

r brought down to around 25 to 35 cents per 1000 gallons, which is equi-.
valent to $81 to $114 per acre-foot.

I 8~~~ use of groundwater is an even nore pra ctical alternative in Libya ,
where along with the continued search for oil has cc~ne , in recent years,

I 
the discovery of bountiful sources of underground water.

9Clawson, Landsberg arid Alexander, p. 4.

J 10&ey~ er , Y.S. (1971) The Econc~nics of Agricultur al Developnent .
Ithaca , N.Y. : Corn ell University Press, p. 50.

I UClawson, Laridsberg arid Alexander, p. 41.

I 12Scbiltz , T.W. (1964) Trensfonning Thaditio nal AgriCUltUr e
New Haven: Yale University Press, p. 33.

I l3~~~~

I 
C:Laweon, Landsber’g arid Alexander, p. 111

a “building block” ap~roach, we refer specifically to the nodeling
apiroach developed by Glen Jolwson, et a)., nenely “the generalized eystenI slnviation

I
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l6
~~ is i~~~~ ant to keep ~~ ck of this distinction (be~~een ~~~pped and
physical 1a~:d) .

l7~~~ Seifert, et al, pp. 54—55 , and Asfour , pp. 73-74.

18See Asfour , p. 73 , Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency, p. 49 , and Saudi
Arabia Central Deparb~ nt of Statistics, pp. 72-73.

I
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ABSTRACT :

p I Basic concepts of fornal theor ies and nodels are reviewed and used

for a ncdel theor etic analysis of sane of the app lications of methei~ticalI ~~~~~~ fr ~ theorizjng and nodel construction. The systems theoretic

I concept of the construc tive specification of a nodel is discussed and

cptlinization, particularly optin~l contr ol, appr oaches to n~de1 con-

I str’uction are considered in this light . The results provide a frame~~rk

in which it is possible to distinguish the analytic requirements of a

theory (used to obta in a constr uctive specification ) fran substantive

~ I 
requir ements . It is argued that a theory can have policy relevance

p aily if the state ments of the theory are based on substantive grounds

and the nodel which represents the theory has sane established ties with

I a real system. Since specific results riust be specific theory dependent ,

an analysis of & ito’s (1972) paper on dynamic arms races is performed .

This paper was selected because it conta ins a general problem statement

• and claims policy relevance. It is sh~~n that statements in the Brito
I theor y are included only to meet the requirements of the particular

- I optimsi control foznulaticn used . It is also sboi~ that his theory

distinguishes between logically equivalent constructive specificati ons,

J accepting one and rejecting ancther.

I I
.

I .

I
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1
S 1 Introduction

I • As in other areas of social science, international politics theorists

I are increasingly turning to methenatics for languages in which to express
thei r theories . While examples of specific problem areas which have seen

I extensive uses of methematics abound , perhaps the zrost techn ically sophis-

ticated are the various extensions to the Richardson analysis of arms ra ces

1 (e.g. , Richa rdson, 1960; Intriigaton, 1964; Brito, 1972; Zinnes and Gil]es-

I pie, 1973), severa l of which have analyzed arms races as cptimsl control

1*oblem.

• 
I 

In this paper we adop t a n~del-thearetic (see 52) perspective to inves-

tigate the vari ous roles nethemet iqs might play in problem for’nulation andI theory developient and to rela te tI~ese roles to the various purpose s to

I which the theories might be put . While the argument to be made is general ,
the specific evidence is specific theory dependent . Therefore nuch of an

I analysis will, be done on Brito’ s (1972) paper on dynamic arms races . The

Br ’ito foniulation was chosen because it is both a very general statementI o( the anne race problem fran the optimal control perspective and is easily
• 

I 
accessible . ~~~ general conclusions of this analysi s ar e, we believe , appli-

cable beyond the Brito paper. The next section develops the ncdel-theor etic

perspective fran which we will view the application of optimal control theory

to the study of arms races.

I

I .
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V 2 i
2 Varieties of Models and Theories

P Ther e are a variety of terms which will be used in a technical -

sense in developing the arg ument of this paper. Since these tenne (e.g., j
theory, ncdel, system, etc.) are employed in the inte rnationa l, politics

• litera ture in a variety of imatually inconsistent bays, it is necessary - I
that sane space be devoted to developing rather precise definitions.

The first term to be defined is “theory. ” Most all uses of “theo ry”

suggest that theories are linguistic , that is they are expressed in some J
language. In international politics , the language is generally a “nat ural”

a~ such as Norwegian or English. However, sane are expressed in artificial I
languages such as differential equations (Richardson equations) or Ux’NAMO 

I(Forr ester’s World Model ). In general, as will, be argued below, the lan-

guage in which a theory is .expressed is consequential. Language s are not I
aliays intervhangeable and propositio ns which are expressible in one may

may not be expressible in another. I
Secondly , the sentences in a theory of international politics I

generally are assertions that sane state of affairs obtains in sane

~ar3.d ; that is, that it is true in sane ~~rld . For example, one version 
, I

of ~~senau ’ $ adaptation theory contains the sentence “Variations in the

structw~ of a nation are related to changes in the nation ’s external

envirainent.” That the sentences in a theory axe asserted to be true I
~~rId seem to be fairly unobjectionable (for an opposing position see

TPiedean, 1953). Of cour se, to assert a sentence to b, true does not 1
ke it true. ~1iether particular sentences are accepted as th~e is ilar gely dependent upon epistemological, methodological, and eocio-

logical conoerns which are outside the scope of this essay. Thath J
1 s  is bsing e~~lcyed in the sense of Tarski C1944).



This far a theory has been said to be a set of sentences each of

which is asserte d to be true . Since the concern of this paper will be

peiinarily with theories which have sane deductive structure relat ing

I the sentences , the definition can further be sharpened to read : “A

I theo ry, in a technical sense , is a set of sentences where each sentence

is asserted to be true and where the set is closed under deduction.”

‘I ~~~t is, the theory set contains any sentence logically implied by any

I other sentence in the set . This, this concept requires sane preassi gned

logical freme~~rk such as the predicate calculus. ~~~ definition given

I above is a fairly standard one with in the context of the deductive sciences .

In most of the international politics literature , no clear distinction

I is drawn and maintained between models and theories. Indeed, the carncn

i prectice is to use “model” and “theo ry” as synonyms . This in ~~~
I contexts the Richardson equations are termed a “model” of the arms race

~. I and in others a “theory” of the arms race. While there is noth ing wrong

with having synonyms for frequently used ~~rds such as “theory,” there is

I a useful technical distinction which can be made between “model” and

I “theory.”

~~rrespcnding to the technical sense of theory defined above , is a

I technical notion of model where a model for a set of sentences (i.e., a

theory) is a set theoretic structure which satisfies those sentences.I (Thi~ discussion of model is based upon Thorson and Stever , l97~e.) More

specifically, a set-theoretic structure M is a set of elements (objects),

A ”  (a1, a2, . . .) toget~~~ with a set of relations of order i, ~,l,

I .., P~2, and may be expressed

I f l a  A P~ l, P~ 2, . . ., P~n, . .

I
I - 

V
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1.  . 
I’

This ide-a of a set theoretical structure is important to the develoFnent

of the argtznent of this paper and will be returned to below. The point I
to note here , however , is that A is an abstract set (i.e., collection of

objects ). No particular dcsnain fran which the objects nust be drawn has

been specified . The element s of A could be nt~nbers (a nunerical dc~nain) , 1
weapons systems (a political danain) , words (a linguistic dcznain) etc .

Quite clear ly if the goal is to develop a theory which is empirical ly de-

scriptive of sane aspect of politics , e.g. , arms races, sane of the ele- J
ments of A should resemble objects believed to be present in the referent

rea lity being theorized about . The relations in M are subsets of i-fold 1
cartesian products on elements in A. Given a set of theoretic structure

which is felt to in sane (as yet undefined) sense represent the referent

r eality , the theorist will want to write down sentences which are descrip- I
tive of prvper’ties of M. These sentences fonn a theo ry of M. As an infor-

nml example, the anne race work to be considered below appears to be devel- I
cping a theory of a set theoretic structure where A consists of two nations, 

I
each nati on’s stock of weapons, a ccns*,mpticn stock for each nation , and

na~ey. The relations include reaction rules and utility functions for 1
each nation. In order to develop a theory of such a structure, it is nec-

essary to have a language in which the properties of K can be expressed.

&~ h language L in which prope rt ies of H can be expressed will, consist 1
of foniula s generated by a specified set of ru les, say the predicate calcu-

los, fran an alphabet consisting of relation symbols CR1, R2, . . . ), ver- 1
I.able s~r~ols (x1, x2, . . . ), connectives (-‘ ,A, ,y ,  . . . ), and quanti— 

1

flare , (3 ,V) .  Since functions and constants are special kinds of rela . I

tlans, functi on symbols (f1, f2 , .  . ) a n d ccnstant sumbols (c11c 2 , .  ~~~~~~~~~ 1
will also be used in L. The language L is generally assuned to be first or-

dsr, that is, its variables rengs over the elanents of A (as opposed to

- _ _ _ _



51~ rang ing over the subsets of A, or set of subsets , etc.). Sentences in 1.

I are for nulas containing no free variables.

I Let T be a set of axians in a language L. If 0 isa  mappi ng of con-

stant symbols occw.ring in T into the set of objects A, and also a mapp ing

I of relation symbols occurri ng in T into the set of relations in H, then H

i*’ovides an interpretation of T under 0. If this Interpretation results in

the sentences in T being true , then H is said to satisf y T and M is a ncdel

I of the axian set T. A ncdel for a set of axians then, is a set-theoretic

mathematical structure which together with the mapping 0 interpret s the

j~ I a,dane in such a wey that the axians are true.

L I The distinction just made between object s and symbols denoting objects

(constants ) and between relations and relation symbols should be e~ hasized .~

I • The reason for this distinction is that each mapping onto the objects and

relations in a structure H provides an inte rp retation of the symbols in T.

I This is ii~çcrtant since (as will be shown) a given axian set can have nore

I than one interesting interpretation , and only sane of them will be ncdels of

the set .

I (~!ie of the ncst obvious problane with the above definition of ircd el

is what is meant by a sentence being “bue .” Rather than provide an extendedI discussion of tr uth, the reader is referred to Tarski (19~e’i). The notion of
VV ~~ truth being azp]cyed here is semantic aid rot “nethodologioal.” The iirpor-

tent question is rot how we know whether a particular sentence is tr ue but

I rather what is meant to assert a sentence to be true . 1b~ghly the idea of

I truth being suggested here is similar to that of Aristotl e: “To say of what

is that it is not, or of what is rot that it is, is false , while to say of

I w t nt i sth atit is, cr of what j e nót that j t j s not, jg tyije.ft

ntlc definition of truth vi.ws “bu th” as a relation between sentences

I of a language and the abject. and relations “referred” to by thes, sentences.

V.—.—— 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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This, in the tenns of. this ~~per , truth is structure dependent . That is,

sentences which are true of one~,4et-theoretic structure will rot in gener-

al be true of amther. 
V

V 

This “nodel dependence ” of truth is quite important to bear in mind

in evaluating math~~~tica l theorie s of “non-mathe matical” phenomena since

the Tar ski def inition of tr uth is the one generally ei~ployed by nathemati-
V 

clans and logicians. One consequence of Tar ski’s definition is that if

sane set-theoretic. structure together with an appropriate mapping ~~~~~~
as a nodel for an axian set, then 1) by def init ion, the axians are true of

the nodel and 2) all deductive consequences of the axioms i.e. , the theory

sentences are true of the nodel . However , being true of one nodel does

rot in~ ly anything about being true of other structures (unless these other

ebuctures can be shown to stand in sane special relation (e.g., isazorphisi~)

to the nodel. Thus, for exasple, great care nust be exercised in iioving

fran one structure, e.g. , a weU specif ied nodel, to another, e.g. , “the

real world.” While this point will be developed further below, it will be

helpful to first illustrate what is meant by nodel using several exanpies.

In order to make this definition of nodel nore clear, consider a very

siaple Theory T’ which contains only two axiom sentences.
- Al: ( x 1) (x1Rx1)

*2: C x1
)( x2)( x3) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~risider further the following two mathematical structures:

?P: cA,~P
2
~> ~dwe2A is a finite set of “alternatives”

and P is the binary relation “is preferred

P0*: cI4F2
~ 14)srs L is the set of “living males” andr is the binary relation “is the father of.”

If ths s~wbol R is mapped onto ~2, and the variables are asesimd to

~~~r A, then Al would read “for all alternatives in the set A, it is never

- —  

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .
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the case that an alte rnative in A is preferred to itself. ” Axiom A2

I ~~ .i1d read: “For any triple of alternatives in the set A, if the fir st

alte nat ive is preferred to the second, and the second is pref err ed to
I the third, then the first alter native is preferred to the third .” To

I c]aim H* to be a nodel of T’ is to assert the truth of these two sentences

(Al and A2) . Fur ther , Tar ski (194te ) shows that assert ing a sentence to be
- I true is equivalent to saying it is satisfied by all its objects . Again,

I 
. there exists no algorithn for determining whether a particular sentence is

in fact satisfied by all its objects . However, to assert that T’ is nodeled

I by P1* is to say that each sentence in T’ is satisfied by all its objects .

Let us r~~j examine the relation between the structure M~~ ~~~I sentences in T’ . Ec we went to assert that M** is a nodel of T’? In this

I case the function naps the relation symbcl R onto the relation F2. Int er-

pr eting Al with M~~ results in the sentence:

I
“For all males in the set of all living males, it is never

I the case that a male is the father of himself .”

‘lb assert that M** is a nodel for T’ is to assert this to be a true

I sentence. And, indeed, the sentence is ~rplrically true. However, we

I ist be careful not to nove hastily fran this observation to asserting

that P’P~ is a nodel for T’. The definition of a nodel requires that all

I the axioms be true when interpreted by a nodel.~ Cbnsider A2. 
• 

Under M**

we have the following sentence:

I
I V “For any t~~oe males 1fl 14 if male1 is the father of

lS3~ and male 2 is the father of male3, then male1

I is the father of male3. ”

i .
~~~~ - V V ~_~~ — ‘- . --—. — 

V - VV ~ -~



Again, to assert M** is a ifExiel for T; is to assert the tru th of this

sentence . Yet this sentence is enpiricafly untrue. Indeed , an ordinary 
-

language translation of this sentence would result in the assertion that

a grandfather is the father of his grandson. The reason “is preferred to”

se
~

ns a sat isfactory interpretation of R and “is the father of” does not,

is that “is prefer red to” is genera lly thought to be a transitive relation 
-

(as asserted by A2) and “is the father of” is not tra nsitive . Thus the j
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ M** is not a rrcd el for T’ . 

IAnother trans itive relation is “is greater then.” If the letter “I”

denotes the set of integers, and “>“ denotes “is greater then,” then the I
stru cture I ,> is a nodel for T’ . A third transit ive relation “is greater

than or equal to” may be denoted by “‘.“ O~nsider whether the structure J
I,’ is nodel of T’ . Clearly axiom A2 is ~~~e with this intex~~~tation; 

Ihowever, A]. reads as follows:

- 
V 1

- 
“For any integer , it is never the case that the integer

is greater than or equal to itself . ”

~1Host of us would assert this sentence to be false and rot allow

I,’ as a ircdel forT’. -j
Hopefu lly, these sinplistic exanpies provide a general sense of how -

V 

the terma “nodel” and theory” are being used in this paper. Moreover, it

sbould be clear fran the above discussion that it is pos~ib1e to develop 
-

a theory of nodels. In Robinson’s (1963) words: “ttdel theory deals with

the relations between the prcçert~ee of sentences or sets of sentences

specified in a formal languag. on one hand, and of the math~nnatioal atnic-
tree which satisfy these s.ntoncss, on the other hand (p.13.” 

V

This notion of node]. is central to the theory b.iildirg enter prise.

~ 

V~~~~~~~~~~ — - -
— ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ . — ‘. _ _~a ~_~_~_ __ _ __~__ 
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In theorizing about any phenomena (be it arms races , ethic s, or whatever )

4 a necessary first step is to isolate a set of “objects ” (variables ) with

P which the theory will be concerned . Each of these objects in turn can

take on a ntxnber of values. Each of these values is sometimes termed an

I appearance of the object. For example, suppose some theory of arms ra ces

partitioned overall weapons stock into three values or appearances -

• I low, medium , high. Fran the node]. theoretic perspective , thi s xr~ans the

A corponent of the neth~ratical structure <A; will include weapons stock

as an object which is itself a set consisting of three elcnents where each

I element corresponds to one of the app eara nces of the object.
- 

I Since the arms ra ce work to be examined is based upon syst~~~ theory

concepts it will be helpful to briefly illust ra te the equivalence between

a set theoretic structure and ar t abst ra ct system. In general, theories

will not be about phenaiena with only one object (e.g. , weapons stock) but

I . 
rather about worlds with “f l” objects , X1 X2, . . . X~. A general system

- can then be defined (Mesarovic, 1968; Wirtdekrtecht , 1971) as a relation in
- the cartesian product of these objects :

I I Ss~xl K K ~ • • K

~~ cartesian product of n sets is the set of all orde red n-trip les

I (X1, X2, . . . where x3~X1, x2c X2, . . . %t X~. A relation on the

I cartesian product of n sets is simply a subset of a].]. ordered n-tuples.

This any systen is a mathenatical structure and may serve as a node]. for
a theory. While this definition is quite abstract, it is possible to get

- 

I frca it to the familiar black box with inputs X and outputs Y. This is

done by first defining an index set :

I I z  (1, 2, . . .
and then partitioning I Into

I
I .
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1~~
:(ji, i2’ . 

~~ 
. 

- I
y~ rn+l’ m+2’ • •

Since this is a partition, I
I~~U I ~~= I

Next define an input set X;

x = (xjIicI~
) j

and an output set Y IY = (x~!icI~)

A system can r~~ be defined as a relation on the cartesian product of 1
inputs and outputs , or:

ScXxy

While this may seem excessively abstract , such a view nekcs it very Jdifficult to fall into the tra p of reifying systems. A system is something
the theorist inputes on the objects believed to make up the wor]d. If ob-~ I
jects are “badly” picked then stat ements tr ue of the system will not in
general be tnie of the world . That a system can be inputed reflects the

constraints on the alloi.able conjuncti ons of appearance s the objects in

the theorists world are allowed to evince.

fli As , the set theoretic system structwe considered above is gener- 1
ally at best a statement of existence made by the theorist . The claim is

~~~e that saie relation on the specified objectb does in fact exist . Un-
fortunately , except for very sinple systems one cannot actually specify the
system at this level of abstraction. ~~~t is, genera lly it is Impossible

to la ite down or otherwis e determine which elements of the carteSian product 1
~~-e contained in the subset S and which are rot . This sbould be eçected 

• ]
since even in mathe matics very few of the objects and relations of interest

- 
- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _



are specified directly and one of the key problans of mathematics is that
— of the searoh for bases or generatOrs for various sets (Hanmer,. 1971). Forp.

example, it is not possible to list all of the elements in S~XxY, X:Y:setI of positive real ntur~ers, even when S is graphica lly represented by the
following figure.

k : 
1

It is possible however to express S in terms of the equation of the line,

1
i.e. ,

I S ((x ,y )cXxY~y=x )

I The corresponding task for theoris ts constructing models of systems is
constructive specification (Mesarovic, 1968; Windekneckt , 1971).

I The process of constru ctive specifica tion is very familiar and is
probably the cause of much confusion in the modeling process. For example,I consider:

I . A ( l , 2, 3}

B :(2,3,4)

I • = ((1,2) , (2 ,3) , (3 ,4) ) EA x B

I In this example S is actually a function

5: MB

I and clearl y

(a,b)cS4-~b a+1, acA 
.I where + refers to Ordinary additio n of real rtumbers. This observation



allows an alter nate descrip tion of the set S, that is:

= ((a ,b)cAx8fb a+1}

S’ and S are clearly the same set . ~~~t is, S ~as defined by listing its
elensnts and S’ was defined by giving a rule which determined its elements .
S’ is a constructive specificatio n of S which simply means that the elements
in S are determined by a specified for~mj 1a. F~.irther, it is important to
note that the constr uctive specification is not unique . For example:

= ((a ,c)tAxCIa=c_3)

where C (~e , 5, 6) , is a different construction bot S” is the s~ xe set
- as S. It slould be clear that a large proportion of the sets considered J

in mathematics are const ru ctively specified .

In the theory proposed by Mesarovic (1968), the constn,~tive speci-

fication of a system is achieved through auxiliary functi ons (to be defined J
below) and requires the concept of a state representation of S. Any input

output system can be written as a relation I
S~~XxY

In general the system will in fact be a relation and not a function . ~~ t

La, there will genera lly be more than one output element in Y corresponding I
to a given, unique input in X. A state representation of X provides su.ffi-
cient addition al information about the system to re~ove this airbiguity and
irovide for a unique element in Y given the state and the Input . Ithially Ithis is achieved by representing the given system as the unicn of several
systems each of which is a function in the math~~~tical sense (unique inputs I
gives unique output ). That is, let

P ~ (f~f:X.Y $ f~S)

Then, S : U T .  It is then pouible to deflzis a mapping vi, I
~*dch associated a uniqus nene with seofa furotian in F. Z is the set of I

n



labels or names. Then, the system

S : ZxX+YS
can be defined with the prop erty that

I (z,x,y )cS’-’ (z,y) c S

i In Mesar’ovic’s terms Z is the global state object of the system and S~ is
the global state representation. Essentially, the state ztZ defines which

I function in? is used to specify the output ycY for a given input xcX.

The state representation re~~ves ambiguity fra n the system in an ab-I stract sense but it does not necessarily provide any real insight into the
- 

I system structure. I~~iever, a constructive specification sanetimes can be
developed to provid e such insight . Essentially , a constructive specifica-

I ticn is a new system S~ which is in saiie sense simpler than S and can be

I used to specify the elements of S. It genera lly takes the form of sane type
of algorithm. Roughly , the intent is to provide a mechanism by which given

I the state (an element in Z) arK! the inpu t (an element in X) the output can
be determined ,

I A constructive specification typically would have the following struc-

ft twe. Mappings

• :

11 Y :  Y0-’.Y

are specified and a new system

II ‘ S~
: ZxX0-.Y0

I is determined. To be of use, S~ should be algorithnically determined ,
i.e. , given z€ Z and x~cX0 a well defined procedure should exist to deter-

I aine the corresponding element y~cY0. A constructive specification of S
is obtained if:I ((x,y)cXKY~y:~(S0(5, •(x))) ,
We are explicitly assuning the danain of S~ is the car tesian product ZxX.

1
_ _ _  -~
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As an example of the procedure, consider :

S XxY * 
. -

X :  (x1, x2), ‘i’: 
~y1, ~

‘2’~
’3~ 1S ( e 1,s 2, g3, s4)

1
1t .

s3 :(x2 ,y2) 1
I 

- 

1 :(x 2 , y 2)

A state representation is achieved if we define Z = (1, 2} and let
= ((1, x1, y1), (1, x2, 

~
‘2~’ (2 , x1, y2), (2 , x2, y2)) IA construction specification of this system is now described . Let

)(~ = (1,2}, Y0 = (3 , 5,9), Z= (l,2) J
and let

5c~
, 
~~~ X~ Y~)I~0~~

12
~c0 zcZ, x0cX0}

flan,with J• t ( ( x1, l) , (x2, 2))

~~~~~~~~ y1~, ~~ ~‘2~’ ~ - I
it follows that

8’ ((x ,y)~y = ?(z+2,(x)) ~~~~ zcZ} I
and S’ S. 1 -

)btioe that given a state and Input, say z:1, x x1, we cap “caçute”
y. Thati., S 1

Y0~~~2 2 % 1 + 2 ~l * 3
V(y0) a t ( 3 ) y 1 1

1~. ccno1u.I~n is that Cx1, y1) e 8’ aM henc, In S.

H I



I

. 

It should be explicit ly pointed cut that the use of runbers and
arit~vnetic In the example is not particularly si~ üficant . ‘fle importance

I 
is that a well defined, well understood set of operetions was used to

g determ ine the elements which appear In S.
- It should also be obvious that there is not nuch utility in the

- - I construction for ~nall finite problans. There is no particular advantage, i In using the constructive specification of S instead of S itself for such
- a system. However , in general the system S cannot explicitly be written

~ I 
d~e~ and constructive specification provides a way of increasing under-

- standing of the structure of the system.

I I ~~ concepts of auxiliary functions (~, ‘I’, S~) and constructive
~ I specification are very cannon in engineering oriented system theories.

In fact as WirK!ekneckt points out (Wind., 1971) they are so cannon thatr the basic process and the assunptions ar e often overlooked. Difference
- 

equations, different ial equations, stochastic proce sses, math ematicalI prograni ning, etc., are all standard models methods used by system

I engineers and systems theori sts. A large portion of the systems theory

work tends to be the search for more and more general ways of establishing

1 I the properties of the syst~ ns of concery~.

I The results of such efforts are Invalua ble but certain cautions nust

be taken . It should be clear that the result of a constructive specification

.t~ I isasysten

= ((x,y )tXxY~y~~(z,•(x)),z~Z}

I It is not within the realm of the constructive specification procedure to

establish that S’ ~ S or even to establish sane lesser form of equivalence

between the systana.

I In msr~ Instances the s~sten $ is not carefully specified even to the
I degree of defining the cb~scta, With out a definiti on of S the mappings

- 1 and t oamot be defined and by default are implicitly assured to be



~
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C. thO system model is then the logical
result of the specification and nothing more. -

-
~~~~~~ Mother point can also be made. The global state object defined ear-

lier as well as the global state representation were introduced as mathemati-

cal artifacts . Substantive analysis of the system is always required if they

are to have any meaning or interpretation . The analyst or theorist is not

at liber ty to assume a specification procedure and consider his result s truth
in anything but the system S’.

‘lb better illust ra te the point consider an engineer ing problem of de-
scribing the time behavior of the displacement fran equilibrium of the mass
in the simple mechanical system in the diagram below for vari ous app lied

forces. It is very reasonable to assume that the diagra m accur ately reflects
the actual interconnections of canponents in the system.

~~irIng Shock absorber

With forces as a function of time and displacement fran equilibrium as a
fimction of time as basic cbjects an engineer would probably establish mat’~.-
aistical time furcticns

S: T.R

to describe disp3aeaasnt and force rospoctivoly. H. ~iou1d thin proceed with

-~~~ - ——-~~~~~-—— - _____________________ - - ______________________________
w~~_ . —

_ _  - - -
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a differential equation
I avl2x(t) 

+ cdx(t) 
+ Joc t) = f(t)

I dt

where m, c, k denote mass, dampiiig constant, and spring constant respect-I ively ; x(t) and f(t ) are real numbers representing displacement and force

L 
• 

at time t resp ectively, i.e. , tcT , f(t ) tR , x(t )cR. All numbers are inter-
preted with respect to establi shed scales of measur ement .

~ I The engineer ~~uld then use the algorithn (differential equation) to
fInd nathanutical fur ictions in X which satisfy the equation for a given
function in F representing force. The resulting solutions are his model
of the system. The differential equation is his constructive specification .

The point of the example is that the engineer has confidence that his

~

•

, I model accurately represents the behavior of the physical system over a spec-
ffied range of conditions. This confidence arises fran an understanding of
eech ca~çonent (spring, mass, shock absorber) and confidence in the physical

I principles used in establis hing the behavior of the ccrn ponents when connected
in the system. Each part of the model can be justified and interpreted criI ~~~

I If the engineer were asked to construct the same system model without
)ux~Jledge of the system itself but given several graphs of time historie s

I duscribed as inputs and outputs , he conceivably could obtain the same differ-
ential equation using data analyti c technique. Hc*iever, even though theI re~ alting equation and system model is the sane as that derived above, the
i,~ inesr does not have the sane degree of tu~)erstanding of the physical sys-

~~~ modeled. In th. later case he does not have any Interpretation for

1 a~~iticnal variables brought into the model ~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~, m, k, a). He fur.-

I ~~~~~~ ca~i~ t ensure that his model will describe the “real” system be-
hivlcr for any inputs other than those on which the n~~el derivation was
bes~~.1
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(k~der the conceptualization developed here , systems based theory

l~iilding involves theorizing about at least three and scinetimes~ four dis-

tinct set theor etic structures. The first , the “referent reality” is not I
)oxMable directly and Ja~owledge of it is mediated by perception and cog-

nition as well as measur ing devices. Based upon this indirect knowledge , I
a set of variables and relations is posited (the model , S) and a theory of

this model (sentences which are true of it) is developed. If  S is a good

representation of the referent rea lity, then the theory will be descriptive- I
ly useful in making state ments about the referent reality. However, often

S will be too cauplex to specify it constr uctively and to thereby develop I
useful theories of it. In such cases it is necessary to develop another Istructure , S’ , which is constructive and which therefore may permit the de-

veicçment of interesting theory. In the best case, S’ will be related to I
S in the sense that there exists (in the sense of Zeigler, 1971) a behavior

preserving morphiin fran S to S’. That is, S’ preserves the Input-output I
relations in S. A theory of S’ is useful in making predictions about the I
behavior of S but will in general not be very helpful in assessing the ef-

fect of “reorganizations” of S. Thus , to the extent policy advice concerns I
other than input changes, S’ may not be helpful in giving policy advice
even if S is Jc~~in to correspond well tc~ the “referent reality” and S’ pro- I
serves Input-output relations in S.

Finally, even S’ may not be tractable for certain p.~poses. For ex~~- I
pies, if all the Inputs and outputs In S’ have distur bance tet~e associated

idth then, it may be difficult to say certain sorts of Things about S’ • In

a~ch cases a fourth structure S~ may be constructed . S~ might be an opti- I
l control fox uulaticn which is reached by fur ther simplifying S’. ~.ain

statwents true of will not generally be tr ue of S. This is not to say

~~~t statsients at~ut S~ may not provide Insight Into S, but only that one j

--~~~~~~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  T - - - ~~ITTTTTTh
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s}uild be very wary of using optim ization models of the arr ~ race as

“...an effective frame..iork within which critica l policy issues can be ex-
plored (Brito, l972:37’~).”

I 
• In order to illustrate this last point , it is necessary to consider

I a particular theory of the ax~~ race . Since the 1972 Brito fonma]aticn
is one of the most general of the optimization fonrij iations we will againI retw~ to it and examine the adequacy of both the theory and the model.

~~ 

Our nethod will be to critique the model and the theory by den~nstrating

the questionable and highly isi~ lausible stat enents which the model and

F I tteory support . Such an attack is legitimite given the deductive nature

of the Brito theory. If this is a theory in the technical sense, then the

theory liust conta in all sentence s deducible fran the asm.m~tions . The

theorist is not free to pick and choose among the deductions those which
he wishes to retain and those he wishes thrown out.

~I
I

I
I
I
I .

1

I •
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• 1 3 ~~nstr’uction Specification based on Opt imization Methods

As developed , the process has at least three basic parts , i
1) a model S~~XxY 

• 1• 2) a specification

I: ]
•: Y0*Y

3) the constructively specified model 
• -I

S’~((x,y)cX cY~y=~(S0(z, •(x))), zcZ) 
-

The basic system model S is prestinably based on substantive analysis of the 1
system and is a model of sane theory consistent with empirical evidence. No-

tice that even in the ideal case when S’ç S,tha nulel S’ and the model S are

only behaviorally equivalent in the sense that Input pairs appearing in S’ ]
appear in S. There is no requirement that $, * or S~, have any particular

~ jbstantive interpr~taticn. Particularly, one cannot conclude that the art- .1
ificisily produced cb~ects used in the specification actually ilitininate the IItr~~twe of the system S. The best one can say is that S behaves as if it

performad the operations used by S0; one cannot say S performs those opera- ]
thms.

This is particular true of i~~els S’ based on optimization procedures .
A model specified with optimization notions typically has the following struc- ]
ttz.. The system model is Ag*iT~

• scxxy I
kit the specification ass*.vies the existence of a decision maker who selects

the Inputs In a particular manner. That is,

$0s Z xX.Y 
• 1

-

~ 

. 

. 

. 

. 1
~~~ s~~t.d, ‘~ I’~~ ~~ is the system model and P The psr’fQtuane. f~s~ tlcn 1
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which evalua tes possible appearances of the systan S(~. V is a value set

I and is partially ordered by sane relation, denoted here b y ’. We asstnn e

S0=X, y
0

=y for clarity only.
I With this structure, it is assirned that the decision maker selects

~ I 
the elements in X corresponding to each state zcZ so that

P(z,x ,y ) < P(z,x ,y) V xcX

~ •I •

. *¶1~at is, the decision maker selects inputs x corresponding to a given state
*

L 

‘ 
z which then establishes the output y . This appearance of S0 satisfies the

partial order re lation on V and hence determines which appearances are accept-

~ I 
able . The model S’ is then

S’ ((x ,y )EXXYIP (z,x ,y ) c P(z ,x ,y) ztZ)

~ I (‘ily solutions to the optimization problem are included in the model S’.

&ich optimization or maxinnmt pr inciple approac hes to model genera tion

are used in Lan~~angian mechanics in physics for example. The reader is

~ I referred to Samielson (1971) for an ~ccellent discussion of such methods.

t J 
main however, the result is a behavioral model, i.e., S’~ S and the opti-

• ~i’-~ticn itself often does not have any substantive interpretation. It is

I used only to sinplify the specification of the model S’. This can sanetines
leed to confusion if the models are to be used for policy analysis and de-

J sign. This point will be discussed below.

I ,
• .

I

~~ I . 

•

I
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I ‘4 Control Systel8 as ibdels for Policy Evaluation

The discussions to this point have dealt mainly with the problems of

developing descriptive theories and n~~e1s, that is theorie s ar id models

which account for observations in the e~pirical world and identify inter-

relationshi ps. It is reasct~able to assi.me that policy analysis and synthe- I
sis cannot proceed without valid descriptive models. In fact it is often

necessary to develop more detailed and structured models consistent with

descriptive theories before policy design can be attempted. I
The use of control syste~e and adaptive systeme in structures has often

been suggested for policy oriented theory developnent (e.g. , see the papers I
in 1bsenau, 197’4). I

It is important at this point to distinguish between control systema

and control problems. Control systems are syst~ e with a particular struc- 1
ture. They are dynamic (parameterized by tine), and have input objects

~~~t can be partitioned into at least two classes, manipulable inputs arid

disturbance inputs, i.e. , X:M4~1 where M denotes manipulable inputs, W de- 1
notes disturbance inputs. The system is therefore modeled by

scM ~twxy ]
arid each object is a tine object (set of tine functions). The system has

Internal iimchanisn~ for determining values for the manipulated variables I
at each point in tine. The nechanimn presumably enables the system to -

~~

&~hieve desirable configurations arid satisfactory overall performsrice.

A c~~twl problem on the other hand is a problem statement that need 1
not have any relationship with a “zeal” system. Generally, a control prob- -

l consists of a system model :1
I

d perfc~msncs specifications consisting of the following triple;

~~ 
L_~~_J 

- ~.- -- - 

- 

—
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a tolerance function

T : W m+V

ar id satisf icing relation

RC VXV

lbs terminology is that of Mesarovic (1970). The control problem is con-

sider ed solved if there is an elanent in m, say m5, such that f o r  all ele-I nents UZm~ Z and wcWrn cWm

I (P (z ,m8,w,y) , T(w) ) £

That is satisfactory performance is achieved for the disturbance set speci-

I fied asst~ning the model SmS

~ i 
In a]nost all cases Sm is a constructively specified model and W , M

and V are sets with a great deal of mathematical structure. The highly pop-

ular optimal control problems require that R be a part ial order and T define

the mininun (or mvdmurn ) element in V for each element in Wm• Essentially

then the solution of a control problem is a constructive specificat ion of a

model . Whether or not this model is useful for policy analysis depends on
• the validity of Sm and the interpre tations of the performance measures.

• I Such utili ty is not guaranteed simply because the model derivation followed

• fran a control problem formulation . That is, what is true of Sm need notI be bue of S unless S and Sm stand in sane “3ox~wn” relation to one another.

F~v the results to be useful the model Sm ff~JSt in fact be a good repre-

sentation of the system S. This most certainly requires that the disturbance

I set model We adequately represent W and not be the result of mathematical

I convenience. It also requires that predictio ns made with be in sane well

defined sense be e~çirically correc t. This fact is clearly recognized by the

I leaders in the development of optimal control theory , Athans (1971).

&~LtO (1972) uses an optimal control fcn~u1ation in his derivat ion of

I ~~ a~~~ race model. His overall system involves t~~ nations each of which

II
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is modeled in ter~~ of the above structure. Specifically, the following

structure is used .

Nation one is modeled by • .1
S~~: W1XC.1xY19W1
P1 : C1xW1xW2+R 

-

and nation t~~ is modeled by 1
S~~: W2xC2xY2-.W2

C2xW1xW2-.R

All of the objects are sets of non-negative real valued time functions and 
• J

time is modeled by the non-negative reals. Specifically , for each nation

S~~: ((W ~ C~, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I
P~ (~~r W2, Ci,Pi) I P i~~~

_r t (u (c., D.(W ,W ) )  dt

• for some real ninnber r , 
~~~ 1functions and D~)

I
The utility function is not specified but is ass~ned to have the following

properties: I
~~~ (0, D~(W1~W2)) = ~~~ W1,W2 -•

sci
?g~ 

(c~ D~(o1o)) = K <— C~ I
, $Dj 

-

0 C~,W1,W2 • 1
aC~aD~

Also, the functiçi~s D~ are ass~.vned to have the following properties: 1
aD• ~~~~~ F .

III
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- 

1
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I
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• In Brito’s formulation C models the consumption level, W weapons

0 stock levels , Y net national product levels. ‘lbs weapons stock of ration
i is the state and output of system i. The manipulated variable in system
i is constmpt ion level . The net national product of nation i is an external

I input to system i and can be considered the input . The weapon level of na-

tion j is an external input and is a disturbance in system i.

• Each control problem leads to a constructive specification for each

I system. That is, a set of solutions can be generated given utility func-

tions and inputs. Specifically, the specification of system 1. is of the

• I fx~n 

* *i
I (W1,Y1, C1)cS and W2 specified )

A similar construction holds f o r  system t~~. Essentially, the specification

I consists of solutions to the control problem under the assumption that infor-

nation about the disturbance (other rations weapons stocks) is given.

Brito is interested only in weapons stocks so the overall constructive

• I • specification of his system is

S’ = ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ & (Y2,C21W2)(S;)
I It is clear fran the above development that the functions which finally

I appear in the model S’ are strongly dependent on the form of the individual

system models and the structure of the performance measures . . The only justi-

1 ficat ion given for the model is that it is in tact optimal with respec t to

I stated measures of performance and equations of notion. The class of func-

ticns defined by S’ is brand, but as we will show later it is not necessar ily

I representative of ar~y “real ” or even reasonable arms race system.

Pb control engineer would implement a control law (policy ) without firstI verifying that it does in fact produce satisfac tory pc~rfonMnce . ~~pical1y

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

• •

~~~~~~~~~~~ 
--

~~~~~~~~
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this is aocanplished .through testing on a prototype system or when this is

not possible through test on a more detailed and more canpiete model than I
the model used to design the control law.

In particular, cptimelity does rot imply that the control law is usable.

Optimality is always a property of the node]. but rot necessarily of the con-

trolled system. This is why optimel control is useful for space flights

where disturbances are minimal and system dynamics well understood bit less I
useful for process control applications where the system dynamics and dis- Itw bances are less well understood. In fact , it is no exaggeration to say

that no discrete state control system was ever designed with the methods of

cptimi]. control theory.
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I S Implications

Brito (1972) claims that his model of the arms race provides “an effec-

tive framework in which critical policy issues can be explored. ” He further

claims his model pr oves that “. . .although the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks
nay succeed in reaching an agreement to maintain the status quo, neither side

will agree to reduce arms levels.” These are very strorg claims based on a

• model , in fact on a constructive specificatio n of a model , which is based on

very tenuous substantive assumptions.

I It is more accurate to stat e that Brito observed no pairs (W1,W2 )cS’ ;

I where S’ is the constructive specification of his theory, that decreased with

time. Clearly , this observation about S’ does rot imply the same is true in

I sane empirical system modeled by S. In fact no system S is established. It
is safe to say that nearly all , if not all , of the statements in the theory

I are included for the constructive specification proces s and are not based on

i observed chara cteris tics of real arms races. For example, the conclusion

about ron-decreasing weapons stocks is dependent directly upon assumptions

I about the utility functions involved and these assumptions are at best ad
hoc.

I It is enlightening to look carefully at same of the requirements of the

• I &‘ito theory. For mathematical reasons only, “smooth” utility functions are
used and marginal uti lity with respect to weapons is paraineterized in the

I following way,

3UjCC~
,D~

(W 1,W2) = 
aU~ aD~

U aw~ IDj  PW~

I Various assixriptions are made about the given partial derivaties and this

Ms sane Interesting consequences.

• 1
I
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M~ nme that nation one has the following utility function

I ~~,~~~W1,W2fl ln(C1) + DCW11W2)

with

D: (W1—W2)2

The utility function is therefore
• 

31(C1,W1,W2 ) = ln(C1) + (W 1—W2)
2

This utility function is not allowed by the &~ito theory because

• 82Dj =

and the theory require that this partial derivative be non-positive.

• Now, consider the utility function

• Uj (C1, D~(W1, W2)) = 3j s(C1) + D2CW1, W2)

clearly,

i4 (C1,D1(W1,W2)) = In (C1) + (W1—W2) . I
which is identically the same as U1 defined above. U1 is allowable under

• the Brito theory. All derivative conditions on U are nut and

1> 0

= . c 0

= ~~~~~~~~~~~~

sr 2
p 1  

• 

= 0 > 0
• 31123W2

Hsnce we have one utility fenctien which is accepted by theory under on.

aiiscificaticn but not another. ~~S ~~JId expect an economic thoOflf to be

o~nc.med about me utility function b.~t one c.rtainl~i would not expect
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the theory to distinguish between alternate writings of the sane function .
The theory is clearly dependent on the specificat ion and in fact is designed
to meet the analytical needs of a particular model. The theory is not in-

• terriafly consiste nt . Brito ’s desire to “discriminate between these appar-

I ently conflicting viewpoints” of aims race stability is certainly not aided
by a theory that cannot recognize the same utili ty function in two logically

• 
I equivalent forms .

• Claims about policy relevance certainly are rot justified. We have
been given a new theory and a new ur~del was const ru cted hit this model has

I no substantive content. We are treated to an exeroise in math ematics , not
policy ana lysis .

I The sentences in the Brito theory have been s~~~n to have highly In-

~ I 
plausible deductive consequences. That is, two logicafly equivalen t forms
of the utility function are treated different ly within the theory. This,

I as a theory of arms rac es (i.e., of a referen t reality consisting in part
of weapons stocks , etc.) the Br ito theory appears to be unsatisfact ory.I However it nay be that the struct ure itself , S’ , is still useful and that

I the theory simply is an inaccurate descri ption of the prcperties of S’ . TO
show that this is not the case requires a different form of argument.

I Recall tha t the structure considered by Brito consists of objects such

I as nations, each nati on’s stock of weapons and consumer goods, money and of
relations such as reac tion equations and utili ty functions fo~ each nation.

I The question at hand is the extent to which these objects and relations cor-
resp~a.d to those of the referent reality in which arms races are believed toI • take place. The point is not that a model imist reproduce all of “reality.”

i ~ ich a positlcn is clearly absurd since such a model would be no less tract-
able than “riality.” However, to deny that nod31s need replicate reality is

I not to say that any set of objects and relations is acceptable . As S~iuelson
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(1962) po3nts cut in a re lated context , “If the abstract models contain empir-
ical falsities, we must j ettison the models, not g!oss over their inadequacies.”
Similarly , a putative model for a theory of arms races must not i~~ora without
reason objects and relations which appear to be an important aspect of the
referent reality. A partial (non-ordered ) list of such aspects would prob- f
ably include time variant utility functions (e.g., in periods of wer), arms
transfers, disturbance terms, observability problems, differences between

decisions to build a particular level of arms and arms actually produced,
iu~ hcxnogeniety of weapons systens with regard to threat, cost, deployment ,

t lead time, “depreciation rate ,” etc., technological Innovation, requirements J
•for a nation to consider more than one nation ’s level of ar maments In setting
its own, selective target ing, and on and on. None of these seen to be ex- I
pressible purely in terms of the objects and relations considered by Brito.
The ptn’pose of this list is not to suggest that we cannot usefully model arms
races. Rather the argument of this paper has been that the modeling approach
employed and the Interpretation given to any results must be governed by sub-
stantive not mathematical c~~oery~s • Thus we have shown optimal solutions to
be very “~ ‘itt1e” In the sense that their existence and stability ic directly

tied to the form of the equaticris used in writing the theory. If the form

is chosen for mathematical rather then substantive reasons, then there is no J
reason to e3çect that policies which are optimal In S’ will also be optimal
or even “desirable ” In S (especially when S is left unspecified) . We sizmp~y
do rot know enough about axma races to embark upon an armaments policy which J
is based, for Instance, upon the difference between differentiable and ron
differentiable utility fi goticns. I

In si~~ary, thametics provides a wide array of tools wh~ch are extz~maly 1vsluebl. to international politics theorists both in the area of ircdel epsaif i—

IV 3 Ii
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cation and in theory development . However, it is important that the specific

~~~ 
mathematical tools chosen be chosen for substantive rather than purely mathe-

mat ical reasons. This is not to say that substantive theory build ing cannot

I be greatly aided by having sane people posing and solving analytic puzzles

I which provide insight into various “hasic” pr inciples . The recent history
of psychology and econanics suggests that the posing of such puzzles can be

I of considereble aid to theory development . However, and this is the point

of az paper, such puzzles mast not be confused with models for substantiveI theories . Unfortunat ely, it may be that as incentives for “policy relevance ”
irore ase, the temptation to confuse analytic puzzles with substantive models
will became almost ir resistable. Yet , as we have shown , much of the power

I of mathematical argument canes fran its abili ty to identify “ncn—obvious”
i~~)1ications fra n explicit assumptions. Many mathematical results - and ,I’ In general , solutions to optimization problema - ar e extremely sensitive to

I the stat ement of assumptions. If there is no reason to prefer the precise
stat ement to other s which appea r “roughly the same ” but which do rot all per-

J mit the existence of an opt mum then we should be very cautious about our

J Interpretation of “optimal solutio ns” in a policy context .

It is not suf ficient that mathematical models are valid in the sense

J that they contain no errors in der ivation. They must also be corTect in
that they be asserted to describe sane “real” system. It should serve as

I a challenge to. those who wish to use analytic mathematical structures in

I policy related pr’cblema to develop more robust models and provide explicit
ties with substa ntive models .

I
I’I
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I Allen Newell (l973a , 290) has observed that there is a cuiv~ n view that

“science advances by playing twenty questions with nature. Tts proper tactic

is to frame a general question, hopefully binary , that can be attacked experi- k

I mentally. Having settled that bits-worth, one can proceed to the next . The

policy appears optimal - one never risks nuth , there is feedback from natw ’e at

1 every step and progress is inevitable. Unfortunately, the questions never seen

to be really answered, the strategy does not seem to ~~~k. ” As an alternative

Newell suggests developing explicit “complete processing models” of control

st~~turee (what we nsar. by “control structure” will, be discussed In * 3,4)

I capable of exhibiting goal. seeking behavior in fairly Iroad range of task

I erwfroments. While the particular substantive do~ain Newell was .riting

about was experimental psyclolcgy, his coiments are e~tzUy applicable to the

J field of international politics . Much of the research In international politics

I ~ is centered around such binary issues as big-esail, open-closed, stabilizing-

destabilizing, domestic-international, center-periphery and so on. Unfortunately

J research on these and other bis~ry oppositions has rot so far resulted In the

sort of general theory of national behavior that many of us would 1IJ~e to see.

J Per~ape, as is sometimes argued , it is still too early and we irust continue

I rather narrow gauge exercises for a while longer before expecting theoretical

payoff - we nust move el~ aly fran the simple to the mor e complex.

I ~~ iever, there are several problems with the “simple to the occplex” view.

First, the terms “simple” and “complex” are themselves relative to a particul ar

I desa’iptia~ and it nay be that “simple” deecript ions of anything as “complex”

I as the wey govern ments ptvoss. infcnmetlcn to produce behaviors will simply

be useless or misi.~iing. Indeed this logical possibility ~ma suggested by

I Von )*et m (1966, ) when he wrote: “There is a good deal in fcaeal logic.

I I _ — _
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to indicate that the description of an atrtonaton is simpler than the autoMton I
it self as long as the aut ai~aton is not very complicated , 1*it that when you get

to high complications, the actual object is simpler than the litera ry descrip - I
tion.” In other words, models of governn~ntal control structures nay be simpler

to construct and exhibit than to describe . If such is the case computer simula-

tion becomes a useful tool.

A second problem with the “simple to complex” position is that it fails to

recognize that the simple is interesting only in the context of same (perhaps I
veiled) picture of the complex. Without a comprehensive view we run the danger

of retracing the steps of Sa~mer~ioff’ s spy who was so obsessed with detail that

he follcMed the telephone cables of the Pentagon to w~cover the “true” source I
of p~~er - and located the Pentagon telephone exchange .

The purpo se of this paper is to use a preliminary att empt to model Saudi 1
Arabian decision making to illustrate how control concepts can be useful in

developing complete processing models of govern ments. The Saudi govern ment is

viewed as an information processing system. ~ich systeme can be described gen - I
ereily in terma of 1) the goals of the processor 2) the str ucture of the proc-

essor 3) the structure of the outer environment (or specific task enviroments). 1
The structure of the processor will be mcdeled by a scheme Jcnown as production 1
systems (see 7). One difference between the approach presented in this paper

and most other uses of control theory in international relations is our concern I
with modeling the internal structure of the processor . While formal reasons for

this coroern are presented in § 7 , a frequently encountered example might serve 1
to illustrate the sense in which we are interested in internal structure .

As a final exam an electrical engineering class is given a sealed black

box with three input terminals and two output terminals together with a catalog J
of electrical components. The exam task in discover the internal “wiring” of

the box by observing its behaviors as functions of changes In Input si~~ala I



I
I (probably in the form of electrical impulses). Specifically , they must drew a

I schematic diagram of the black box mechanism which is complete enough to allow

a replica to be lxiilt .

‘lb solve the problem, a student must analyze input-output relations to cane

up with possible napping functions. However, an input-output analysis is rot

I enough. He must also synthesize and tu ild a mechanism which can actually

I 
perform the mappings identified in the analysis. That is, he must model a

structure which processes inputs In such a ~~y as to produce the observed

I outputs. Clearly, not only will any “blueprint” for the mechanism be

ron-unique, bit so will any specification of procedures for’ moving fran

I the blueprint to an operating realizaticn of the mechanism. Yet , these

I 
additional conSiderations will, be of interest to the student of international

politics . This process of modeling internal structure might be termed

I mechanism elucidation (after Fedorov, 1972). It is in this sense that

irput-c utp,it analysis is not enough.

I The black box example is, we believe, analogous to the problem of developing

l 
theories of the behaviors of governments. Again we must be concerned with the

structure which processes information as well as the input-output relations

I which obtain. Pt~ eover, while we have no “cata log of components” to aid in

structural specification, there are a number of observations which, taken .

I together , greatl y limit the class of aónissible structures. These

char acteristics of goveriwnente 411 be outlined in the next section .

I
I

II
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2 STRUCIURAL C1!ARACTERISTICS I

In modeling goverrvr~nts there appear to be severa l structural characteristics

which any potential ccznplete processing model of a goverriient should exhibit . I
While each of these principles is fairly simple, taken together there are few Iexisting models which simultaneously satisfy all of them. In this section these

principles will be briefly introduced. Succeeding sections will then discuss I
how control structures might be identified which satisfy them.

First, goverrinents attempt to manipulate specific external environments I
and therefore if the goverrment is modeled as a control structure, explicit

attention must also be paid to modeling the range of envirorments in which

the gover1~rrent operates . Modeling the goverrun ent as a control struct~z’e in ic

way entails treating it as an optimal controller. A well )a~own attempt to

model international behaviors without treating goverurents as control structures I
is found in Forrester (1971). In constructing the models of goverrinental Ic~~trol structures and their environments it is important to explicitly

allow for distuitances. The importance of disturbances in the international I
ewfrorment receives implicit support fran the ongoing concern over~ such issues

as “accidental way.” Disturbances play important roles even in such relativel y I
sophisticated devices as militar y communications channels. Ik1~ (1973) cites

the example of the Joint Chiefs decision at the beginning of the Six-Day War

to order the U.S. ship Liberty into less dang erous wat ers. The order was I
sent In at least four different messages over the 13 hour period prior to

the Israe li attack . None of the messages was received in time by the 1
Liberty . ‘l~~ of the messages were misrouted, a third was lost in a relay

stat ion, and a fourth was delayed until hours after the attack , “The failure

in ee~~geTcy cc(munications oocun~ëd under almost perfect condit ions: No J
I
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V facilities had been disabled , there was ro enemy janrning and no restrictions

I
on the use of available ccminication modes (273 ) . ” Att erpts must be made

to model such disturba nces.

I Second, the internal structure of the goverrnient should be modeled . ~~~t

is, useful models of goverrinerits must go beyond preserving input-output

I relationships to also characterizing the manner in which input information is

I 
transfo rmed into outputs . There is considerable evidence to suggest that

such an approach requires at least modeling bureaucratic stru ctures within

gove.c’rii~nts (e.g. , see Allison, 1971; flalperin, 1974). Such an approach

is distinct fran, for example, the “unitary rational actor ” perspective

I adopted by most of the anne race modelers . Ftirtheniore, bureaucracie s within

govexuients are organized hierarchically . There is considerable specialization

within goverrixents and different infor~ration and decisions are processed

I at different points in the hierarchy. This suggests that the control

structure will, in sane sense, be modeled by a multi-level controller.

I ~irther support for this claim can be found in Phillips (l971~); Anderson

I 
(1974); and Nur,ni (1974).

Third, goverruxents pursue multiple (and sanetimes conflicting) goals.

J For example , with respect to the decision to cancel the Skybolt air-to-ground

missile, Halper’in and Kanter (1973,402) point out “each actor had a different

problem and pursued varying objectives . ” The report on Skybolt by Brendon

I 
(1973) suggests that a consideretion of these different objectives within

both U.S. and U. K. would be required in any des~~iptive policy study. Fran

a methenetical control perspective, the multiple goals issue poses interesting

t.th~ioal and philosophical issues and 15 ii devoted to a discussion of them,

I 1~~~th, governments exhibit r dwdancy of potential control. According

to Arbib (1972 , p. 17) the principle of r.dundamy of potential control “stats .,

I
-

~~~-~~~~
.-- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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r essentially, that ca~ii~nd should pass to the region with the most important

information.” As an illustr~t ion Arbib (who attributes the example to Warren

?~ Qilloch) cites “a World War I naval fleet where the behavior of the whole fleet

is controlled (at least temporarily) by the signals from whichever ship first

sights the enemy, the point being that this ship need not be the flagship,

in which conriend norm~Uy resides (p. 17).” The critical point here is that

potential control need not reside in only one portion of a goverunent. Indeed

the way in which various govemients resolve the redundancy is critical to

understanding and explaining its behavior . Qirrent attempts by the U.S.

m ilitary to up~~’ade its cannand, control , and communications “systene” reflect s -

an implicit recognition of the redundancy nation within one tur eaucracy . !breover , 1
inçortant decisions (e.g., whether to sell a sophisticated weapons system to

same country) generally involve more than one bureaucracy at more than one I
level of the hierarchy.

Fifth , govern ments are event-based (that is, goverunents respond to events

in the external environment). These events may have associated with them

particular probability distributions. ?breover, the notion of tine

~ ip1oyed in the model should be “event tine,” that is, the “time flow” against I
which the system states are plotted should be event based . This suggests,

for example, that differential equation models are either inappropriate or

require considerable reinteirprstation. The anne race models and the Farrester I
model are inconsistent with this principle . Crecine (1969) provides evidence

for the event-based nature of goverilmental stru ctures. 11~ implications of 1
this far specifying time sets in for~mal control problems ax’s discussed below.

The structurel properties just outlined are serving as framework conditions

~* attempt to elucidate the mechani~ ns through which governments process I
infczmat ion by micdoling to Saudi Arabian decision meking with respect to a 

-

I



variety of danestic policy areas. A computer sixru].ation approach has been

- 

I adopted. The present preliminary version of the Saudi sinu].ation is divided

into t1~ ee external environment modules: an agricultural module, an oil

module , and a human resources nodule. A fourth module, the decision nodule,

serves as a model of the goverunerital control structure. While our central

interest is in modeling the control structure, the first principle mentioned

above requires that same attention be paid to modeling the external environ-

nent. These simulations ar’s being developed in interaction with policy

planners in the U.S. State and Defense Departments ( see Phillips and Tiorson,

1 1974, for a descri ption of the interaction) . In this paper the focus will

be on that portion of the decision module attempting to “control” the

agriculture nodule. However, before getting into a discussion of the

I specific sinulation, it is necessary to state more precisely the claims which

have been mede tbus far and to show how such claims entail a different view

I of control problems than that generally encountered in international politics .

I

:~; I
I
I

~

I
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~ 3 FORMAL MODELS OF CONTROL SYSTEMS

It has been argued that governments can be viewed as control stn.otures oper-

ating in specific environments. In this section an abst ra ct fonmal description of

control systene is presented and several structural properties of control systems

~~ ar’s detailed. This structure provide s the background necessary to distinguish be-

tween control systems and control problems and will be used later in the paper to

relate production systems and control systeos.

C~~trol systems are systems with particular structure . The structure is

graphically represented in Figure 1. The basic elements ar e 1) the inner environ-

ment or government or controller ; 2) an access interface ; 3) the outer environment

or the controlled process; 4) an observation interface. Formally the system can

be described as an abstract system as follows :

S~~I E x A I x O E x O I

The system then is a set theoretic relation on the inner environment, the access

interface , the outer environ ment , and the observation inter face . Each of these

is also an abstract system:

I E c Y x U

A I ç U x M

OEC_ M K

oI~~x K

where Y, U, M , X denote the set of possible observations, the set of nsnipulated

Inputs or controls, the set of implemented controls , and the set of outer environ-

ment responses r espectively. Furthenmore, the system is dynamic (paxmansterized

~ r time) which means that the system objects are sets of time functions , i.e •,

Y ~ AT

uc 8T

Mc c~
xcDT

1
-, — I- - - .  ‘— .
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where T is a tine set and A, B, C, D are the alphabets or sets of possible values

for the respect ive system objects. The superscript notation is used to represent

the set of all tine functions, e.g.

AT : (yIy :T ~ A)

I Tie alphabets are arbitrsry and finite cardinality is possible bit not iecesury.

I The time set T is assumed to be, following Winde3a~echt (1971) , an ordered commuta-

tive nonoid.

I The system is further structured by the requirement that it be closed In the

sense that

I s : (y 1, u1, u2, m1,~~~, x 1, x2 , y 2) c S

• 
y1 y2 ; u~~u2; m1:m2 ; x1x~

This does not imply that each subsystem is functional (i.e., a methematical func-

tion) bit simply requires that the outputs of each subsystem are the Inputs of the

I For i*~~oses of analysis it is custcimery to place the observation and access

I interfaces together with either the inner or outer envirorrent. That is, the sys-

tem can be modeled by

I ~ EIE x~~~

~~~= O I o(OEoAI)

I where 0 denotes the eamçosition of relation .. This in genersi cause, no confusion
• 

, bit same caution maist be taken to m aw. that given data are es.ociatsd 4th the

I a~~~priate system objects.

In modeling and theorizing about govsr~~~~ts the ~ ‘i ry object of analysis

I is the Inner envircnment IE,

i IE~~~~Y~~~U

— Ccr’ o~~~ositIcn 1n~~~vlng the 1r,~~ .tvfr cr nt and the cbs.rmtion and acoeu
frttsrfaøss.) At this level of abstraction the g~~extIment is modeled by an ordered

-~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - - -
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~~ pair of t ine functions, which serve to establish the objects of interest but which

cannot provide much descri ptive or prescriptive information . If one could be cer—

tam that goverments were tine invariant in an intuit ive sense and that off line J
experine nts could be perfonmed to identify the model, sm.ch a model might provide

stx~h Infor~~tion. I
Nevertheless, certain additional properties must be accounted for even at this

level of abstraction. The most iniortant proper ty is that the IE subsystem must

be a non-anticipatory processor (more precisely a state determined transitional 1
processor , Winde3otecht , 1971). Specifically, the inner environment must be decan-

posible into the composition of a stat ic system and a transitional system, I
I E = ~~~o r

r~~ Y x Z

~~E Z x U  , I
for sane set E, the state object of OE. ~ must be a static pr ocessor (system)

which means that for each t c T the set I
(( z(t) , u(t)) c ExB (z,u)c ~)

is a function. r is required to be transitional, i.e., the set

trr : ((((yt)
t
~, z(t)), z(t+t’)) I (y,z) e r  A t , t ’ cT} I

must be a function. (y )t denotes an element in Y~(t, t+t’) which is the set of

inputs restricted to Et , t+t ’). I
The function trr is the state trensition function for IE w~d t~ is the

output function. ‘flmese funct ions are auxilliary functions which can be used to

constructively specify the inner environment. In particular this structure ~~r- 1
antees that every output value depends only on previous inputs and the system

state. ii

‘fle representation used above is that of a very general dynunical system. In -

~~~~ 
of subst~~ ive descriptive modeling issues, the f~~~~~t ion clearly ~~~s

the need for’ identifying the state object, the state trensition fis~ ticns and out-

* 
~~

-- - - .,

~~~~~~~
--— --

~

---

- -
-,

~
-, - ,- --
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put functions of the govenrrent or inner environment . The e~phasis is on the
nechaniem or process by which inputs fran the observation interface are converted

• to responses and not on the characteristics of these inputs and outputs per Be.

Clearly however, given the interual structure of the processor, outputs can be

I generated given inputs , or in other ~~rds , if the detailed structure of the sys-

I tem is )mown its behavior can be predicted. The nethc~ by which these structures

are to be identified is not established by the abstract structure, bit the need

for such identificati on is clearly established.

In stimery then, goverunents are dynamic nechanisne which are presurably

I “goal-seeking.” Goals will provide one way in which the internal structure of

the inner environment can be specified . Before examining this issue in greater

detail, the technicalities of control problene and goals for conti o]. systene will

be examined .

I
I
I

;~4 
~
I
I
1
I

•-
~~ •*~~~~~ - -

-
~ 

--
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; ‘4 X)NTT~ L PROB1.fl~~, OPTIMAL ANT) SATISFACTORY

The basic structure of the inner envirorument or controller of a control sys- - I
ten was presented in the previous section . There are clearl y an infinity of mech- J
anisms that could serve as controllers and which meet the structw~l requirements.

The c~~ice of one mechanism over another depends on the objective s or goals that

the system is to achieve. In thi s section goals are formally modeled with per-

fon~erce maasur es and other related mathematical apparatus and relationships be- 1
tween mechanism and goals are obtained. Op~tiJTal control problene are examined j
first folicwed by satisfactory performance problems arid multiple goal problems.

Optimal Control Problems J
All control problems require add itional abstraction beyond that of the general

control system model presented in the previous section. Here, an inage or model I
of the extemal envirorgient (controlled process ) is needed. To sinçlify the devel-

opment scrxewhat the access and observation interfaces are caiçosed with the outer

envix~xu~~nt and the model describes the overall u to y response. In addition, it 1
is convenient in control problems to posit exogenous bit ron-manipulated inputs or

disturbances which influence system behavior. Specifically,

~~~C U m X W m X Y m J
U~~= B ~

1 1
W : F T1
in rn

y~~~~j~~1

&
,~
, B~~, F

11~ are model alphabets and T1 is the model tine set . The disturbance set J
nay have physical interpretations as it does In process control applications or

it nay eIn~ ly represent model uncertainty, i.e. , a mathematical object used to J
account for deviations between observations and model appearQroeB. The ot)~~ piece

cC apparatus needed for an optinal control problem is a porfcsnrenoe function

11

— — -— — ------ 
— -.-

~ 
-— -  —_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _
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P: OEm -, V
where V is a value set partially ordered by sate relation denoted here by < .

The perfor mance function evaluates appearance s of the model ar id presu mably allows

one to pick a best input asstm~ing one exists.

I Without loss of generality it can be assumed that OE~ is constructively spec-

ified with state transition and output functi ons. Specifically, assur e that

r
I Y ç o ~~x~~~ ,

i 
n c U m K W m X Q ~n

r is static arid c~ transitional which thçlies that for each ttT the set

I t ’  = ( (q(t) , y(t)~ ~~Xp~~~ (q,y) ‘P }

is a function arid the set

I {(((~~)t1, (wt)
t
~, q(t)), q(t+t’)) I (u,w,q) € ,~ t,t ’ c T1}

is also a fur ctiQn. With these funct ions it is possible to write the model output

I as a function of the initial state arid intervening inputs. For any t~T1

I 
y(t) = t’y ~~~~~

= t’Y (trQ ( (u0)t, ( w ) t , q(o)))

I fle initial tine or least element in T1 is denoted by a. Notice that the initial

state nay play the sane role as a disturbance. Also, if desired it is possible

I to represent the disturbance as a state determined system bat there is little point

-
~~~~~ in doing so here.

• The structure of the optimal control problem can now be discussed . An optimal

I control will in general depend on the specific disturbance input and initial state .

C~rreepondirig to each disturbance Input, Initial state pair consider the set

~~~~~ 
z (u’dJ~ I (u*,w,~~) 

~ 
A

i 

P(u*,w,y*) c P(u,w,y) V UCU~ A V
U teT1 y*Ct) t~(tz,O((u )t, cw ) t , q(o))))

I This set is the set of ccntrols which are optimal under the psrforiia me function

I

i

-~~~~~~•
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P for the given distur bance, initia l state pair . Clearly, the set %wU* is

em~,ty if no optimal solution exists.

As pointed out above there is typically a distinct set of optimal controls for

each disturbance input . In most problems of pr actical interest the control designer

nust specify a class of disturbances and initial states for which the system is to

operate opt imally . Label this set Wm~ 
WmE WmXG and assume that for each element -J(w,QcW the set %WU* is obtained. These sets can be used to form a relat ion which

provides the possible optimal controls given the disturbances. That is, the relation

£ W XU I U*C%WU* )

associates a set of controls with each disturbance initial state pair.

Sane very important arid general observations can be made based on the above J
description of the optimal control problem solution. First, the solutions are time

functions , U*CU~:B~
1. Second, obtaining sixth solutions generally requires clair- J

voyance since controls are paired with disturbances (which are in genera]. also time

functions) by the relation U~. Third, opt inality is ~xIged by the cuter envirornent I
model OEm and not by the outer envfrorinent itself. Unless there is sane guarantee I
that OB

~ 
is in sane sense a valid model, optina].ity is a useless property (see Miller

and ‘ orson, 1975). 1
Under certain circumstances, i.e., certain disturbance classes ar id perfonlarce

measures, the clairvo yance difficulties may not be so 5evere. For example, there 1
exists an open loop control u*tU~ which solves the optimal control problem for ]
all disturbance , initial state pairs if and only if

1
This requires that controls be in sane sense independent of the disturbances.

Similar conditions can be obtained for certain disturbances with which the I
optimal control is only a function of the Initial. state . Clearly, for problems

of any substantive interest open loop controls typicall y will rot exist for ’ rich

disturbance classes. fl

—I - —
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g Satisfactory Control

Sane of the difficulties can be eliminated with the notion of satisfactory

I performance as proposed by Sisii n , 1957 . A modification of the formalization of

I Mesarovic, et a]., 1970 , is used here. Basically , the problem structure is the
same as above but a tolerance functio n and satisfaction relation are incltided.

I Particularly,

T: Wm X G  .V

I SR

I Per’fonn~nce is deare d satisfactor y if with a control U, given disturbance w, and

initial state

I (P(u,w,y), T(w,% )) e SR

Notice that V does not have to be ordered to use tie satisfaction relation. Typi-

I caily however V ~~uld be ordered by the relat ion ~ used in the optimization prob-

I len. The satisfaction ~~u1d then define a mininum (or naxin~~n) level so that per-
fonraro e ~~ ild be deemed acceptable if

J P(u,w,y) c T(w ,%)

For a given performance function , tolera nce function arid satisficing rela-

J tion the contr ol problem solution can be expressed in irtoh the sane manner as fax’

J the optimal control problem. For each element (w,%) C W,~ C W m x (3 define the
set

J q~,wLJ : (UIUm I (u,w,y) £

,~ 
(P(u,v,y), T(%,w)) £ SR A

I V tCT1 y(t)~ty(t~’ ~cu~~
t, (w0)

t,

I The definition is very similar to that used for the optimal control, but presum-
ably the tolerance function arid satisfactio n relation are such that contr ols are

I easier to coste by. In partloul*r, the tolerance function arid satisfaction rs]a-
tion reduce the severity of the clafrvc y~nce problem.I It stust be pointed ~ xt however that the satisfacti on problem as posed ~~~~~,

T~ - - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -
- — —
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t still results in a relation pairing disturbances and controls, i.e., the sets

%WU can be used to construct the relation

US:{((%,w) ,u) cW~ x Urn I uc%w(J}
Selection of a control requires knc~ ledge of initial state ar id disturbance, but

presumably a given control solves the control problem for a class of disturbances.

iblerance functions and satisficing relations are often introduced implicitly.

For example, if design is based on a “typical” disturbance ~~~, a control which opti-

mizes performance for this disturbance is found. Optimal performance will rot

necessarily be achieved for other disturbances arid a range of performance is possi-

ble depending on the possible disturbances. This range essentially defines the

satisficing relation in V x

‘fl~e sane is true of probabilistic methods. If a control is selected to mini-

mize the expected performance, a range of performance is again possible depending

on disturbances. A design which determines a control to keep the perfoxm3nce

value within a specified region with sane probability is explicitly using a

tolerance - satisfaction approach.

The basic problem with both the optimal control and satisfactory control re-

sults of this section is their structure. They are time functions and not proc-

essors or systems. This resulted because of the structure of the , control problem

for~mi1ation. In section ~6 the realization problem and duality between mech-

aniem and goal is examined . This will provide the tie between the descriptive re-

sults of the previous section arid the control probl em results of this section .

First , the problem of multiple goals is briefly considered.

.—
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j ~ 5 ?IJLTIPLE GOALS

It is generally recognized that governments are multiple goal organizations

but it is quite difficult to establi sh what this stat~ ient means in any but an in-

I tuitive way. In defining arid modeling governments as control mechaniems however,

it is iiiportant to have a precise for~ .ilation of what is meant by multiple goals.

One such structure is provided in this section.

The same overall rracro view of the outer environment of a government that was

used in the previous section is again used here. The same state determined model

I of the cuter envirorinent that was used in the previous section is again assumed .

For purposes of discussion here , a multiple goal control problem is one in
- I which there are several performance measures of interest for the system. That is,

there are say k distinct functions which evalua te system per formance :

I Pj : O Em + V i

I ‘fle value sets need rot be identical. It is assumed however that for each i there

is a relation R~ which partially orders Vi, .
- I ~~ comments ab ut this str ucture are in order. First , we do not assume the

e,dstence of an explicit aggregate performance function , i.e., a function (or even

a class of functions ) of the form

I P: K p
2 ~~~~~~ 

~k
is rot assimed. The reason for this assumption is that such an aggregate, single

I valued performance function reduces the problem to the single performance measure

problem discussed in the previous section . It seems unreasor~ble to impose this

I ac~d1t1onal structure at the outset although it perhaps is necessary for algorithn

I developient. The second cc*mnent deals with the relationship between the structure

of the process model and the structure of individual performance measures. The

I system model is iriilti cthnensiorial involving control inputs, disturbances , and out-

puts or outcomas. The perfcnnance fwotion is assumed to map 
~~~~~ appearances ,

I

- l
~~ _ _  

—
~~ 

—
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

-
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as represented by the model, to sa~ value set . Each performance function can

therefore provide tradeoffs between the various system obj ects arid each perfor-

nance function represents one such tr ade-off evaluation . For purposes of dis-

cussion here , multiple goal situations refer to cases in which the designer or (
decision-maker or controller has several methods of evaluat ing perf ormance.

t4iltiple goal or multiple objective probleme have not received a great deal I
of attention in the control theory literature. The inatieuatica l programin g

Iliterature provides saie results under the label of multi ple objective programing

and goal programming bit these typically deal with ways of combining or I
aggregating individual measures (Cochriane and Ze].eny, 1973). Some recent

methods however allow significant interaction with the decision maker I
(Geoffrion et al, 1967). All of these result s ~~~ever deal with probleJne that

have a great deal more natl’ernetical structure than has been inçosed here. I
Given that the issue is concept development it is undesirable to let such I
methods dictate problem formulation.

It seeme that a more general and less const ra ining view of multiple goal J
than that provided by the natiematical programming literature is that provided

by a generalization of the satisfaction notion of the previous section . Assume I
that corresponding to each performance function a tolerance function is also de- 1
fined. That is,

T~: Wm x G ~ * V j I
A satisfaction relation is then a relation of the form

sR c, V1KV1XV 2XV2X ...xVkxVk 
1

Given an appearance of the system model , s: (u,w, y) correspo nding to the distur- 1
hence w arid some initial state %, the control u is satisfact ory if

((P1(s),T1(w,%)), (P2(s)1T2(w,%)), ... (PR(s)~TR(w~%))) £ SR. 1
~~ prcblan is certainly more complex than a single goal problem, bit certain

features axe unchanged. Satisfactory controls are still tied to disturbance furo- - I

1
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tions and initial states. The satisfac tion relation essentially allows represen-

tat ion of the probl em in terms of constra:ints . It is rich enough to include or-

I dering or ranking of objective functions (thrc*igh choice of individual tolera nce

I functions ), it includes as a special case situations in which certain performance

functions are optimized (again through choice of individual tolerance functions).

No method is provided for defining overall system performance and hence satisfac-

tory solutions cannot be ranked except on individual performance di~iensions.

I The point of the discussion 1~~ ever is that with single or multiple goals,

I satisfaction or optimality, the control problems as posed always lead to a rela-

tion of the form

I U5: {((%,w), u) £ Wm x U Uc%WU)

where q0wU is the set of controls which achieve satisfactory performance given

I the initial state arid disturbance w. ?i ilt iple goals presumably increase the

I difficulty of the technical problem of finding solutions arid satisfaction measures

reduce scmawhat the information requirements, bit neither changes the basic math-

I enatical stnictur-e of the solution. Also, this structure in its present form

cannot be used to directly describe goverrUlents. Performance functions even with

I good outer envirormant models, do not lead directly to models of goveri unent . The

I reason, as will be shown in the next section, is very similar to the reason why

solutions of optimal control problerre do rot necessarily lead to solutions of con-

trol system design problems.

I
I

II
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S 6 STATE DECOMPOSITION OF A COW~ROL PROBLflI SOLUTION

The result s of the previous t~~ sections show that the solution s of control

problems are mathematical relations establishing control trujectories in teni~s of

distur~bance traj ectories. The problem of interest in this section is that of

constructing a processor to realize the control inputs in a transitional manner using

only available information. In the process relat ionships between performance re-

quirenents arid mechanism or processor descr iptions of the controller are dev loped .

The first step is to develop a model of the inner envirorment to realize the

controls with respect to the model of the outer envirormant model . Recall that

the satisfaction or optimal control problems provide, assuming solut ions exist ,

a relation 1
U~: {((%,w),u) £ (GXWm)xUm Uc%WU)

That is corresponding to each initial state arid disturbance there is at least one

control which solves the control problem based on an outer envir’orinent model,

OEm: G x W m x U m~+ Y m
This description of the outer envirorinent model is an initial state representation

which clearly follows fran the state decomposition model used earlier .

W~n OEm it follows that for each control ucU8 there is a corresponding outccme

y. Therefore , appearances of O!~ using optimal or satisfactory controls can be

written

OE~ {(% ‘,w,u~y) £ GXWmXUmXYm (q~,w,u) c U5
A (%,w,u,y) C OEm)

OE~ is that subset of OEm which results when non-satisfactory controls are

excluded. A general processor model of the inner envirorunent then follows I
inviediately,

IE.~ ((y,u) YmxUm I~ (%,w): (%,w,u,ykOE~} 
1

This model is the general dynamical system or processor which solves the control I
problem for the given cuter envirorinent model.

Results of Windeknecht (1971) are now uced to provide a t~tate decompositi on

Of tEm Defi~ne
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ut : ( ( t , u(t+ T )) I~~ cTi)

arid for each ucIE~, where

IE~ {u I (y, u) c lEm)

associate the set

I flit u :( (t ,ut ) I  tcT 1)

I u.~ is a left translation of the function u and is itself a tu ne function . Fut u

is the set of appeara nces of translation of the input u at all tines tcT1. s ’

I stat e decomposition of the inner envix’orinent is provided using these sets.

Let

I Fm {(y, Fut u) I (y, u) c lEm)

I ((flit u, u) I ucIE~)

Clearly

I ~~m~~~ m 0 r m
The transit ion function of F is

I tX~Fm
: ((((yt)

tt
,(Fut u)(t )) ,(Fut u)(t+t’)) I (y,u)cIE~~ t,t’cT1)

I careful examination will show that

(Fut u) (t)

I T~at is, (flit u)(t) is flit u evaluated at t and is the left translation of u

I 
corresponding to time t. Therefore

trrm ~~((yt )t , u~
) ~~~ I (Y,u)cIEm At ,t’ CT1)

I ‘lb see that tr is a function , ass~.me that (((y .~ )
t u~) ~~~~~ tr

I (((z~)
T
~, v,)~ v~+~~

) £tDFm
Then, ~~~~ (yt)

tt (z T )” it follows that the time shift is the sane. Th~~, if

I = v~ then oarvz~n time shift implies

I
Ut+t t V

~ ~~~~

I which proves that tr is a function.
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is a uniformly static functio n . That is, the attainable space of is

((flit u)( t ) , u ( t ) ) I  uc IE~~~tcT1)

((u
~

,u (t )) ucIE~ .~tcT1)

is a function since

(z r , z ( r ) )  c

(Ut, u(t )) c

arid z,~ u.~ ~ z~
(o) u~

(o) -
~~ z( t+o) u(t+o) -,

z(r) u(t).

The conclusion is that rm aTK1 ~m 
provide a state decanposition of the inner

envfrorrent model. Furthermore, the set
2lEm = (Ut I ueIE ‘~tcr1)

is a state space for the inner envirorynent model, the set of initial states is

IE~ and the set of state trajectorie s is {ftt u ucIE~}

The above proves the existence of a state deccsnposition of the inner environ-

merit model. In pra ctice it is rot necessary to ~~rk with the above decomposition

arid a more convenient state represe ntation can be obtained arid used. The represen- -

tation presented above is }~~ ever the smallest (in the sense of the carcilnality of

the set of state trajectories) state deccmposition that can be used . The interested

reader is referred to Wirideknecht (1971) for more details.

It is inç~ortan t to fully understa nd the significa nce of these results . In

order to facilitate the discussion an equivalent state decomposit ion is used . Con-
• 

~~~~~ • aider a one-one , onto function f ,

f: F~~’~~Zm , z,~ C F ~’

and let

~
1’m rmo f

j~~~~~~ • o f ~~m

7
• “ 

~~~~ -~~
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i m~~~mX U J m

r 
~ 

Ym~~
tm X Zm

j~ I
~~~~~ m a~~ ‘1’m are another state decomposition of I E .  This change does not

I alter the substance of the problem at all , but allows us to use labels or indices

for the states .

‘l~e behavior of the state real ized model of the inner envirorment can n ~i be

I examined. Using the state deccwposition it follows that for any time tcT1,

I ~ 
u(t) a+m(t r ((yo)t , z0)

I where a~m denotes the attainable set of

I aim : (( z(t ) , u ( t ) ) I ( z, u)c m ’~ 
t€T1}

The function which defines u can be interpreted as a control law or policy. That

is, it is a r ule which is used to nap information to all control actions . At

I 
present it is a policy which applies only to the model of the outer environ ment,

not the outer envirorment itself.

I This co,~tio1 law has sane very interesting features ho~~ver. First , it is

designed to operate only as those elements of that are outputs in OE~ . It

is entirely possible that there exist outputs in 
~m (corresponding to disturbances

I 
not considered) that cannot be processed by the controller , i.e., the state

transitions are rot defined for such inputs. Second, corresponding to each

I controller initial state is a family of control trajectories each member a function

of tie response obtained and hence dependent on the disturbance • l~e probl~ n of

I l~~ the controller gets into a particular initial state is not answered by the

I 
state deoav~ositicn method. The method simply says that ~~~~~ initial state and

tie observation trajectory, oo~d to1 trajectories can be cc*rçuted. In a sei ~~ one

I prob].ert hes been replaced by another. Selection of a control trajectory required

I
I

—. —•--
—- - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  - - - - - - - - - - ___-
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clairvoyance, initializat ion of the controller requires knowledge of the proper

init ial state and hence clairvo yance. That is , there is no apriori guarantee

that performance is satisfactory if the controller starts in arty but the correct I
initial state or set of states. -

Fortunately, things are not as bad as they first seem although there can be

difficulty if optimal performance is insisted upon. ~~~re is a wide class of

problems which meet the conditions imposed - control engineers ~~.ild be out of

business otherwise. Satisfactory performance plays an important role here .

Static controllers is one class which does rot have initial condition problems.

With a static controller only the current observation value is needed to compute the

control , i.e., the set

tIE,~ ((y(t), u(t)~(y, u) CIEm ,~ tcT1)

is a function. The state of the controller at time t is y(t) and the control is J
canputed with tIEm~ 

The widely studied linear-quadratic regulator problem of optimal

control theory falls in this class if canpiete state measurements are av~~lAhle I
(Athans 6 Falb, 1966). 1

Stochastic regulators and observers lx,wever do suffer from the problem in

the sense that the controller initial conditions im~ist be properly set for I
perfor mence to be optimal (Bryson & Ho, l9~~ ; Miller , 1973) .

Satisfactory performance plays an important role at this point . Essentially, the I
r ole of the tolerance function arid satisfaction relation is to enrich the set I
of acceptable controls in a control problem. If the set U~ is a relation arid rot a

function, then the satisfactory control corresponding to a given disturbance ~~ 1
rot unique. Recall that U8 was defined in the previous section and relates die-

turbances with acceptable controls. If U8 is in sara sense large enough that all. I
controller initial conditions produce control traj ectories in output set of

-
~~~~~~~ 11
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U8 the problem is eliminated. One way to guara ntee this is to restrict the

problem to selecting mechanisms. That is, a class of controllers ( state trait-

I sit ion functions and controller output functions) are posited arid the design

I objective is to select one of these mechanisms. This is precisely the pro-

cedure followed in nost classical control theory arid it is the way most control

I engineering ~~rk proceeds.

The view expressed above is the technical design view. Given that govent-

I ments are operating syst~ ne, a more appropriate view is that of the evolution

of the process or system. 1~osely speaking this reflects a concern about ~Eet

tie system itself looks like at tine t rather than a concern about the particular

I a~~earance of the system. ‘fl~e initial state issue is of less concern in this view

• and adaptation concepts take on art important role . This concept will not be

I pursued fw’ther in this paper.

I The conclusion to be drawn from this section is clear. There is a very strong

relationship between control problem solutions arid the mechanisms which are used

I to realize control syst~ne. •i1~ performance requirements reflected tirough

performance functions , tolerance functions and satisfaction relations together with

I an outer environnent model place constraints on acceptable controller behavior.

- I These constraints are directly reflected in the state space and state deoc*zçosition

used to represent the control mechanism.

- I
I

I
. 1

II
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~~ 7 REALIZATIONS OF ‘IHE CONTROLLER VIA PROI1JCI’ION SYSTflIS 1
The discussion of the previous section is concerned with the problem of

constructively specifying the control mechanism at the level of the model or J
image of the outer environment . In a sense, the resulting system is the con-

ceptual model of the way in which the controller is put together and functions . I
It is clearly defined in terms of the alphabets arid tine sets of the outer environ- -J
ment model arid not those of the outer enviroriTent .

A control problem is not ocmplete when a model can be controlled. The model (
mechanism must be mapped to a stnoture defined on the alphabets and tine sets 

-

of the outer environ ment arid this stn.~cture must be physically realized . Suffice I
it to say that the detailed strtotur’e of the implemented or realized controller J
always differs fran the model structure arid the controller must opera te in an

ezwiruin ent that is far more complex than the environment assumed for the control 1
• problem . Whereas mathematical convenience might dictate the choice of model

• alphabets , time sets and relations, it cannot dictate the realiza tion. I
Idea lly there exists function preserving nor’phisrns (and therefore behavior

preserving norphimme) in the sense of Zeigler (1970) between tie realized

control system arid the model. ‘Ilere need rot however be structure preserving 1
noriphisme in the strict sense . That is, the precise way in which the contro ller

is constncted and operates is rot generally of concern in the control problem - •1
controller realization activi ty. Certa ir . d.nds of state transition functions, 1
output functions ar id associated trappings are r~~uired , bot the precise manner

in which these operations are actuall y performed is not of concern . Detailed I
structure is rot necessarily preserved (arid generally is not preserved). For

example, a control engineer probably does rot care if a digital computer or I
an aze]og computer is used to inplelvrn t a process control system as long as

I
• ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

-
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~~ tie desired control behavior is achieved and control function carrie d Out. The

detailed structure of the t~~ control systems so realized ~~ild ?mJever clearly

be diff erent.

The iirpl ication for modeling governments is clear. The control problem

I formulation can be used to provide a state decomposition of the government n~de1

u which is at best functionally equivalent to the government operation . Precisely,

• state decx~ziposed set theoretic model discussed in section § 6 ,  can be napped to

the controller model IEm• This model does rot, however , describe hc~ the

government goes about producing the state transitions. It sinply says that they

I do make such transitions.

:~
- I !.breover, as was mentioned above, in order for a government to respond

adaptively to the O.E., it is essential that it have sane sort of image or model

of the O.E. The concept “image” here is being used abstract ly to refer to that

porti on of the I.E. which “organizes” past O.E . behaviors and thereby uses new

I information in generating re sponses. In thi s sense it is useful to distinguish

• i between a long term image (LTI) and a short term image (STI). The LTI includes

representations of relatively invariant properties of the O.E. Within many
- 

• I Ixirea ucr ecies formal standard operating procedures act as an LTI. )bre

ambient or current information is stored in the STI . The contents of the STI

I are used in conjunction with the LTI to determine control procedure within the

I I.E.

This distinction between the STI arid LTI together with the explicit con-

cer’ns for modeling the way in which information is processed within bzreau-

cracies mentioned above lead very naturally to a particular way of modeling

I contiol structures - that of production systems. A production system ” .

• 
I 

consists of a set of productions , each production consist ing of a condition

ar id an action (Nsrj ell, L973b, p. 1463). ”

I
I
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Product ion systems thereby explicitly incorporate theoretical statements about

• operation arid force the modeler to be explicit about detailed control structure.

• Of equal inportarce is the fact that the mathenatical structure of the allc~able

object s is not very constrained. Production systems the refore provide a particularly

desirable method of creating detailed constructive specifications of models of

f 

government. Structure is explicitly embedded arid behavior can be sij iulated .

• Essentially the only technical constraint on the realized system that is

iii~osed by the production system method is that the tine sets be discrete. That J
is, T must be isalorphic to the non-negative integers . Such tine sets model

discrete tine in the ordin ary clock tine notion of discrete tine and event

time as well. In event time, only the ordering of the occurrence of events

is recorded ar id rot the clock tine of the occurrence of the event .

With any discrete tine set sane simplification in the abstract model of

the controller is possible . Inpits ar id outputs in this case are sequences of symbols

fran the alphabets, and a next state transiti on can be defined . ‘flat is, given

a state de~xmposition

~ YXZ AT ET

•CZXU : ETX BT

with T a discrete time set. It follows fran

trr = ~~((yt)
t , z(t)), z(t+t’)I(y, z)crA t, t’€ T}

that a one step transition can be obtained by setting ~~
1 = ~ That is

itrr = ~~((y )1 z(t)), z(t+l)~(y, z)cr A tcT) J
Since T is discrete

(y)1 a yCt)

~ erefcTe,

itrr a (((yCt), 2(t)), z(t+l)f (y, z)cr A tcT)

Production systeim provide a var~y general method for constructing this one step I
~ eiisitiori ftmctlcn .

_ _ _ _ _ _  

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- - -
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Notice that by using a one step transition function and by assuming the same

time set for inputs and outputs , we implicitly assume that the system responds to

I each input . This response can be no response, the rull element in B, hot a re-

I sponse in the form of sane element in B must be produced. This causes no difficul-

ty as long as the controller has ~ifficienit time to make the state transition and

produce an output before the next input fran the environment is received.

This ass~zrpt ion is rot a limitation of the production system method arid can

be eliminated through use of different time sets for the inputs, outputs, arid

F states , hot thi s introduces additional canpiexity that is not needed for this dis-

cussion . It is interesting to note in passing tha t the time scale problem is a
• 
[ caivron one In real time canputer control systems (e.g. , canputer control of physical

processes) bit is genera lly rot a critical issue in typical general purpose infor’-

nation processing applications .

- As mentioned ahove, the role of production systems in modeling governments

is in constr ucting mechani~ ns to realize the one step state transition function.

All information processing require ments ar id operations must be explicitly defined

and implemented. Specifically, productions are rules stated in the form of a con-

1~i 
dition and an action: CiA. In our terms, the “condition” refers to the contents

of the STI and the actions may involve policy changes (U) intended to lead to goal
I satisfacti on or, more frequently to changes (trans fonmations) on the STI . ~ ese

ij  
. changes involve modification (including delet ions ) of content of STI as well as 3

- 
addition of new content (which may appear externally as a switch in control). A

Ilor e complete description of the rules governing production systems is provided by
)Q,a)r (1973):

i. Tha productions are considered in sequence, starting with the f~~ t .

11 il. Esch coridition is conparsd with the curr.nt

the systen, as reprssented by the symbole in (S’rI). If all ot the

[1 .leimnts In a condition can be matched with elements (in any order)

in (Sfl), then the condition is satisfied.
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iii. If a condition is not satisfied , the next production rule in the

order ed list of production rules is àonsidered .

iv. If a condit ion is satisfied , the act ions to the ri ght of the I
arrow are taken. Then the production system is reentered fran

the top (Step i). I
v. When a condition is satisfied , all those STI elements that were

matched are n~ ,ed to the front of STI .

vi. Actions can change the state of goals, replace elements , apply J
operators, or add elements to STI .

vii. The STI is a stack in which a new element appears at the top I
pushing all else in the stack down one position . Since STI

is limited in size, elements may be lost.

(p. 528— 529 ) . 1
M Th ample of a Production System I

In order to illustrate the wey production systems operate it will be useful

first to discuss the basic operation of a portion of a preliminary production sys-

tem model of the Saudi Ministry of Agriculture. Following this general discussion I
the actuel production system will be treated in detail. As discussed above, a num-

ber of organizing principles have been eiplcyed as constraints on the construction I
of goverurental control structures. Not all of those principles are directly re-

flected in the portion of the decision module which roughly corresponds to the

Saudi Arabian Ministry of Agriculture presented here. In particular , the princi- J
pies of hierarchical organization, redundancy of potential control , arid multi-goal

seeking are rot represented because the siiiulation module employed here is only I
a portion of the total str ucture. tn addition, since the decision module is a

dsve1~ menta1 version, the decision making proçerties of the module are at a re3.-

stively pr imitiv, state . In spite of these s)’ortooming~, the module, as presented

11
- —.— --_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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above , does serve as a useful illustration of the basic techniques and its potential.

In essence, the decision module can be conceptualized as att e~qti ng to improve

dcmestic agricultural performance as indexed by a function with t~~ arguments (yield

f(fertilizer constraint on yield , mechanization constraint on yield) . With in the

I agriculture module, the yield at any given point in time is a function of the level

of fertilizer application and mechanization usage . The fertilizer constraint on

yield can be expressed as follows : given the cur rent level of fertilization , what

is the maximum possible yield? The mechanization constraint has a similar expres sion

since the actual yield will be const ra ined by the smallest constraint . If yield is

I to be increased , the lesser of the t~K~ constraints must be increased . The policy

var iables open the government in this simple example are the exunt budgeted for gov-

errinental fertilizer purchase arid the amount budgeted for gover’rmental provision of

tractors.

If the Saudi government budget is increasing, the motivation for the remiltant

I governmental output is as follows: Assume there is more money to spend, the operant

const ra int is (say) fertilizer and mechanizat ion. Mechanization could be decreased

since saiie money spent on mechanizat ion is wasted , h i t  since it is rot known exactly

1
~

xi the mechanization constr aint behaves with respect to budget levels, ar id since

money is “cheap” and decreased yields are “costly, ” it is more prudent to take the

I chance of “wasting” sane money by spending more on fertilizer to improve the chance

I of increasing yield..

Fran a more operational perspective, it is required that governments make ob-.

I servations on the environment arid base outputs upon those “perceptions” of the cur’-

rent state of the cuter envirormerit . As a r’emilt, inputs into the decisicn module

are symbol strings describing the current mechanization and fertilizer oor 4nta

on yield as being very high, high, moderate, low, or very low. Judgments between
I ym~y high repr~eaent finer distinctions then does a jud~nent between high

I and moderate. This scale and the use of &~
. ~~M1 description of the cuter environ..

I_____________________ — -~~~~~~~- -~~ -- ii --~~~~~-
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t

~~ 

ment is based on t~~ assumptions: The first is that the Saudi government does

rot have the infonnation processing capacity to make (nor the measur~ nent sophis-

tication to use) f iner distinct ions. The second is that the Saudi’s are capable j
of making relati vely finer distinctions at the extrenes of the scale. This claim

about the capability of the Saudi’s to process information is supported by Al-

~~~ji ’s (1971 :1147) description of the planning syst~ n as “institutionally

fragmented and substantially ineffective,” the lack of qualified manpower to I
staff the Saudi bureaucracy (A].-Awaji, 1971:218) for example, as of today , there i
still has rot been a thorough census of the Saudi population.

Based upon the absolute judgments of the constraints, the decision module J
makes a canparison between the two constraints, resulting in relative state-

iments such as: “The fer’tilization constraint is much greater than the mecharii- I
zation constraint .” This caiparison reflects the fact that judgments are more

fine grained at the extramun of the scale . One constraint is higher than

another if a “boundary,” i.e. , the cutoff point between high arid medium is 1
crossed. For example, a very high constraint is judged greater than a high

constraint, and a high constraint is judged greater than a medium constraint . I
If two “boundaries” are crossed, the ocirparison of that is very high. Thus, a

very high constraint is very much greater than a medium constraint, arid a medium

constraint is very much higher than a very low constraint . If more than two

boundaries are crossed, the cariparison is ‘isuch greater than.’

These t~~ ren)cings of the constraints serve as the basic input to the choice I
portion of the production syst~n. The structure of the decision module ka’eaks the I
process of generating outputs into two portions. First the budget to be mani-

pulated is determined, e.g. , budget for’ fertilizer purchase, arid/or budget for

tractor purchase. Secondly , the ~iount of change in the budget ’s selected

(Increase a little, increase, increase a lot) is determined. The decision I

I
a- -—

--
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module uses the first relativ e judgment (greater than ) to determine which budget

to manipulate. If one const-r’aint is less than the other, the lowest constraint

I is chosen If both constraints are “about the same ,” both budgets are increased

L I If the budget to be increased has a high or very high constraint , the budget is

increased “a little.” If the constraint is medium, the budget (or budgets) is

~ I simply “increased.” If the level of the constraint is low or very low, the budget

is increased “a lot.”

I ki input-output table which shows the decision module re sponse to fert ilizer

and mechanization budget constraint inputs is given in Table 1. It is clear

from this table that this particular decision module i5 a static syst~ n. Only

the cw’rent input information is needed to define the response that will obtain.

This table oor~esponds to the general state decomposed model of the inner environ-

ment discussed previously. Based on the previous discussion of the decision

I module operation, it should be clear that the production systøn which i’~ used

to realize the syst~n has a more complex internal structure than is apparent

I fran the input-output or oo~ ttrol descri ption of the nodule . T~~t is, the

production syst~ n if functicnally equivalent to the syst~ n defined by Table 1

I but not stnicturafly equivalent .

I
‘~: I

I
. 1

I
I

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  -_ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _  _ _ _ _
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In the current implementation of the decision nodule, increase a little

means to increase the budget by 20 percent, inèrease means increase the budget

by 50 percent, and increase a lot means to increase the budget by 150 percent . I
Since the actual budget changes will in the final analysis be determined by the

Council of Ministers, the current procedure represents only a terq orery method I
for allowing a portion of the decision nodule to operate for testing purposes.

The rates of increase should not be taken too seriously . In addition , the

portion of the nodule discussed above assumes no budget decrease takes place. I
In light of the above discussion of the rules upon w~ . ~h a production system

operates, and the non-technical ( from a programming pcint of view) discussion of

the operation of the nodule , the portio n of the agriculture nodule in Figure 2

should be fairly straightfor ward. The system in Figure 2 is that port ion of

the production system that takes the jud gments of the size of the constraints I
and determines which budgets to increase and by how much they should be increased .

There is only one operator that was implemented, the ** operator . The ~ I
operator takes the ~r~- t lament in the short term image (STI ) and replaces

it with the double stars. Thus , if the ** expression were: OLD (**) and

the first element in the STI where $$$$$, then after the execution of the ~ , I
the front of STI would be: OLD($$$S$) . This operator was necessar y to insure

that the system wa.ild not go into an endless loop. If a production were satis- I
fied by the elements of STI, after the operation of the ‘s” operator , the pro- Iduction would not be executed again, until the masked condition were reentered

into STI . I
As an example , consider the operation when the STI contains the symbols

YI’CGf ~EDIt11, Yn~ ]~ GREAIER ThAN YMEQ1. The system starts with production 1. 1
~ ice the conditions of production 1 are not in SrI the system cheeks producti on 1

ThiS p7occRs continues until production 12 is executed . The elements in SrI

11
i



1
~~ match the conditio ns of the prod uction , and the action portion of the prodt~ tion

is executed . This result s in 1) the elements ~n STI that matched the production
conditions being placed in the front of SrI; 2) the ~~ operator is app lied

I to the first element in STI , YFERT GREATER ThAN YMEUl. The result is tha t
OLD(YFER2 GREATER ThAN YMEQi) is now the first element in SrI ; 3) the symbol

I string INCREASE BMECB A LOT is placed in the front of STI, moving all other
symbol strings down one position; 14) control is passed to the first production.
The system loops through the productions until none of the productions is

I 
satisfied . At that point control passes to the portion of the nodule responsible
for taking these qualitative chenges in the budgets and produc ing actual budget

I figures.

The agriculture decision nodule presented here serves only as a pr’s-

I liminar’y ver sion upon which nor’s sophisticated and reasonable nodules can be

I 
based . Besides the obvious necessity of addressing the question of the validity
of the simulations (see Thorson, Anderson, and Thorson, 1975 ar~ Her~nann, Phillips,

J and T1orson, 1975) there is need for future development in two main areas.
The first is the development of the processing sophistication of the decision

• J nodule. For example, it is necessary to model learning and adap tation

I within the bureaucracy. This development will require the use of more
sophisticated inner environment models at the contro). system level. The

J second area is that of language process ing. The quality of language processing
becanes especially important when dealing with the international aspects of
the outer envirorment. Diplc~acy is in many respects a linguistic exercise.

I 
The capability for language processing entai ls that outpits fran the simulations
be sentences in a language. For the production systems to have this capabLi ty,

I several thing s are necessary . First the language and its associated gr~ niar
Du st be specified . Secaxily, the rvut ineFi ra~st be wri tten which will take

II
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sentences describing either states of the environment or actions of other actors

as input and produce perceptions of the current level of goal achievement to

serve as inputs into the decision making portion of the system. I
1

4’ 1
I
]
1
I
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4 • 
S 8 CONCLUSION

In this paper we have attempted to develop and illustrate a perspectiveI fran which complete processing models of govern mental control structures can
be formulated . Specifically , it was argue d that govern ments can be viewed as
infcirmation processors and that atte ntion must be paid to specifying the

I internal structure of the processor. This perspective was related to that
of abstract control problems and connection~ between goals , control nechania.~sI and reali zations were discussed . It was shcMri that while control mechanisms

P i in general do not requi re explicit tr eatment of the internal stnictu re of
the processor , a functional equivalent of control mechanisms - production

• I systems - does require such a specification . An example of a production system

mode]. of a port ion of the Saudi Arabian Ministry of Agriculture was used toI illustrate these points.

I
I

. 1
I
I
I
I

-
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F~~ ilizer Constraint 
~

•

\ •
Mech. \
ODnstraint\ Very Low Low Medium High Very High -

Very low a lot 
a 

a lot a lot a lot a lot

a lot a lot -- -- --
-- a lot a lot a lot a lot

a lot a lot ncreas~ -- -- IMedium -- -- increase increase increasc -

lot a lot increas littL —— -

High •- —- -- a 1i-tt a litt i

a lot a lot increas* a litti ~~~~~ little
VeryHigh •- -- -- -- a lit

-- denote s no change. -

The upper entry in each bux is the fertilizer budget increase reocrromendat ion; -

the lower entry mechanization budget increase recam~eridat ion. 1
I

Table 1

Decision Module Input-Output Table

I

I
it
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STRUCTURA L REQU I REMENTS
I

I
1. SPECIFICATION OF OUTER ENVIRONMENTS
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~~ASI-E~~~~~~~~AL ~~~~~~ OF ~~~ TARY ASSISTAN~~
~~~ UI~C~4 IM~ERNATIONAL CONFLICT /~ND COO~ERATICtJ

1~ nald A. Sylvan
The Ohio State University

Department of Polit ical Science

Effects of military assistance upon recipient nation international
conflict relative to cooperation are investigated . Since traditiona l
bivar’iate and rnultivariate statistical techniques are often conceptually
inapplicable to this subject matter , a quasi- experin~nta l design which
relies upon autoregressiv e novirsg average i~~dels and exponential
s~~othing forecast ing mechanisms is employed. Twenty-six annual obser-
vat ions, fran 19’&6 through 1971, of fifteen Asian nations serve as the
data base . Key findings are : (1) lump sums of military assista rce tend
to change the recip ient nation ’s international conflict and cooperative
behavior decidedly ; (2) in a substantial majority of cases examined,
the direction of that behavior change is toward increased conflict and
decreased cooperation; and (3) a two year lag between military assistance
and recipient nation internationai conflict rela tive to cooperation is
statistically supported . Bureauc ratic politics, habit , expectation , and
prior deals are offered as possible reasons for these results • The paper ’s
findings seem to refute the argu ~ent that giving milita ry aid to a nation
not involved in a war will help strengthen that nation and thereby avoid

- • future conflict .
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Is there a greater chance that a country will be involved in nore

I international conflict relative to cooperation if that count ry receives

I one or a few large sums of military assistance 1 than if it does not?

This is the priz~kiry question which I address in this paper. The answer

I is yes, the chance is greater.

I
I have divided this paper into five sections : (1) the reasons which

led me to use quasi-experizrcntal design; (2) a discussicn of the various

I types of quasi-exper imental design; (3) a descri pt ion of my data set

and variable operatio rializations; (4) an elaboration of the path which

I I followed to answer my primary question , as well as a ncre detailed

answer to that question; and (5) conclusions.

- 1 Why Use (~iasi-Exper imenta 1 Design?

Most stati stical techniques used in international politics involve

- I examining the patterns of two or n~re variables. They make the
- 

I 
assu~ tion that a dependent variable , datestic conflict for instance,

changes in a manner related closely to the variation in one or ucre

- I independent variables , such as military assistance. This seems to

be a reasonable assijv~tion in cases where the sequence reserbl es the

I following pattern : Inputs are made to a system; those inputs are

I 
eventually converted to outputs ; and the outputs are sensitive to

fluctuations in the inputs. For many countries, converting econcinic

I assistance to soonanic capacity is an example of this type of situation.

Inor~iental changes in grants or loans can be expected to change the

I econanic capacity of the recipient in a specifiable manner.

I
I
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. . .  I
H~~ever, not all aid giving patterns are annual, and even when

they are, the pattern may be one of fiscal rather than calendar years.

I, therefore, icid that there is no reason to expect that variations 
~~ I

data on independent variables which is collected in annual se~~~nts will

be reflected in similarly partitioned dependent variables. Influences I
on the effects of foreign assistance suáh as t~zeaucratic politics ,

psyciclogical factors, and prior deals point to additional proble~ns

with traditional bivari ate and imiltivariate techniques such as regression I
analysis . For instance, in a case where a large sum of assistance is

given by one nation to another, and conparatively little additional I
assistance is given for a few years, the actions of the recipient nation

(especially as captured by a variable such as international cooperation)

m ight be motivated by a feeling of expectation of futtae aid fran the J
doncr. Therefore , what might appear, when d~serving annual se~nents

of aid, to be a substantial decrease in value for the independent variable I
~~uld not be reflected in the dependent variable ’s patt ~~~ of change. 1
Receiving one l~xp stan of aid might cause expectation of another similar

gift to motivate a recipient nation for a period of years. As I will J
discuss later in this paper, the sane dependent variable pattern could

result fran either b~reauoratic politics or prior deals.

These expected dependent variable patt~~~ led am to choose quasi- I
experinnental design over nultivariate statistical techniques. I shall

test the bypothesis stated by an affinnative an~ aer to u~ prinnery - J
questlai with ltarp s~zine of military assistance as the quui-experbwtml

inte!venticn. I



Types of Quasi-Experimental Design

~~wentiona1 qu si-e erimerital techniques, as elaborated by

I Canpbefl (1969) , Campbell and Stanley (1966), Caporaso and Pelowski

(1971), and Caporaso and Roos (1973), can detect t~ree types of

I inte rventi on effects. By intervention effects , I mean a change

in the patte rn of the dependent variable over time. One pattex1~
exists before the effect of the intervention is felt and another

I exists after ~~rd. The latter t~o of the t~r~ee effects detected by

ccswentional quasi-experimental designs asstm~ a stationary (i.e

I constant mean for a given side of the intervention line) dependent

variable pattern. The t)~ee patterns axe slope change, stationary

level change, and change in variability. The following is a graphic

I ex~~~1e of slope change.

I
1
1 VARIAB~~~~______

I
A bypothetiosi case i4~ere this type of slope change mi~it ooctr is

I cna ~4iive a boost (e.g. , technological irmovation leading to ixx3reaeed

piv~~ ticn) to a nation’s QQfl~~~ increases the rate at ~~1ch the Q’IP
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~~~~s. Stationary level change, a second type of intervention effect

~~
ich can be detected by conventional quasi-experimental techni ques,

could look li)ce this ~~aphioally:

~~~~ A M 2

V j 1
..n ~~Rvnma4 }mT

A~~ 
I.

I !  I

A

L I I

TIPt

The 1970 floods In Bangladesh m~.gJ~t well have produced such a

change in the average indivicLal food ccnstiipticn In that coiz~try.

• ~~~ third type of change is one of variability. The following

dia~~~n illustrates an e~~~~1e of a change in variability.

DINRAM 3

I

V ; ç- DKIERVUITKI’I m~T
A ~ ‘I.

I I j \ I  ‘
A — 

~~ 
‘-~~~ ‘ “ 

~“ ‘

~~~  

I k...

—-~~~~~~—-— — ~-— - - - ~~~~~~~~~~~ 
— _________________ _________________________
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One example of this type of pattern change is a case where the eccnanlc

stability of a nation is shaken, thereby increasing seasonal fb3ctuatiCm

of Q~P, while the average Q4P remains about the sane .

The three conventional quasi-experimental tests which I have

described t)~is far do not always reflect changes which have occurred.

I shall, therefore, look at a fourth. It is a method Introduced by

Bc~c and Tiao (1965) and carried further by Magui.re and ClasS (1967).

The method evaluates the change in level between successive points in

tine in a ncn-staticnary (i.e., a constant mean cannot be asstin~d) tine

series. Any situation resethling the one illustrated to Diagram tê might

well draw conclusions of either ~no intervention effect r or “no deter-

mination of absence or presence of treatment effect can be made ’ if only

DIAGPAM

V ..D1rERVINrI~~ (TREAT-
A ‘tn4T) EFFECF

• R ‘~- .1\ A
I / \• ~ 

.! \/ ‘v”—A —
~ 

-
~~~~

(rat B H
L /

—) E
l______

the t)u~~ tests of qussi-.,~perlinsntal Influence which have been discussed

tts * far L~L-~~ applied . H~~~ver, by applying either an &~tcregreseivs

wvixtg averag e (A~~~) u~del sii~4l~v to the Integrated ria~ing average

i

~

del employed by BOK and Tieo, or an ,çcnantial oncothing forecasting

•‘ 
-
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ncdel, changes due to intervention which are at least in part obscurred

cm graj*as by sligjtt drifts , cycles or trends can be detected . In addition

a ocmçarison of actual post-intervention points with forecasts of those

points based on a pre-intervention nødel, will detect any of the thr ee

quasi-experimental effects discussed previously. I will neke such a

caiçarison, and explain it in sore detail , later in this paper.

Deta Set Description and Operetionalizations

The data set used in this paper consists of information on fifteen .1

Asian countries.3 Each of the t~o var iables, military assistance and J
International conflict relative to cooperation (henceforth ICC) is

observed amially for the twenty-six years fran 19% through 1971. J
I chose to deal with these Asian countries for three reasons. First,

the region contains many mtlitary assistance recipients . Each of the

c~.mtriee Included here have received bilateral aid for a continuous I
span ci at least a decade since ti~~ ld War IX. In addition, this assistance

has caia fran all the majcr pc.t-~~~1d War IX aid dc*u’s: Cnlna1/ the J
U.S.S.R. , the U.S.A. , Japan, ~~~ Western D~rcpe. Second , the diitrit**tion •1

of aid Ms varied decidedly. The post 14 War II period in Asia 1

Ms witnessed wide variations both within and between nations on the I
~~~.u~ts of aid received (See Sy1~mn, 19?’i, Table 3—2 ) . Third ,

rslatively reliable data wee nore readily available for Asia than J
for otMs’ regions which may have had similar characteristics with 1
respect to the fir st t~o reasons . _ I

(~ie ci the ti~~ var iables considered in this paper is military

easis~~~s. It is apee.ticnalizsd hare as the asoistt of military aid

_ _ _ _ _  -
~~ 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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which a nation receives in a year divided by that nat ion’s military

expenditures. The defloninator is included in order to capture the

I aid’s im pact. My ar1g~z~ nt is that two million dollar s of military

I hardware will sean less to a country with an extremely large military

budget then to a nation with a small military budget. My prinery

I sources for the milita ry assista nce variable were Bendix (1971) and

the S.I.P .R.I. yearbook (1972).

I Interrational conflict relative to cooperation (ICC) has two

I equally weighted components. The international cooperation index

consists of information on diplana tic visits bilateral and defense

I treaties, and shared U.N. voting . Values for each of these three

variables are recorded for each count ry for each year . The highest

I such value for each var iable is then given a scare of 1000, while the

I 1a~est is set equal to zero. This creates an interval scale fran which

scores ~~e assigeed to all other observations. ~ e three scores for

I each country-year are then added to arrive at a total for the inter-

national cocçeraticn caçonent . An international conflict cceçonent is

I t1~~ created in an identical n~z~~r, with the three contributing variables

I being territorial disputes, minority disputes and intensity of violent

conflict. The total international conflict score is then subtracted

I fran the International cooperation score to arrive at an ICC score

for each country-year. Bendix (1971) served as the data s~~~ce.

I

I
I
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Description of Quasi-T~xperiine nta l Design
Steps, and Answer to Prima ry Question

I followed six steps in answering my primary question through quasi-

experimental design. The six were (1) choosing a control and an experi-

mental group; (2) specifying a lag tine ; (3) forecasting post-inter-

vention effect ICC values for each year in each country; (‘4) the

“absolute value test ; and (5) the directional test • The last two 
I

steps include intetp~’etaticn of results. I shall r~~ describe ~~~, I went

about perf orming each of the five procedures, and report the results, I

thereby answering my primary question. I
Choosing an experimental and a control group was the first step

in my design. I argue that military assistance should only be treated J
as an intervention in eases where a country has received a 1tm~ sun of

it. Therefore, only if a country had either (1) military assistance I
value which exceeded one (i.e., in a given year, milita ry aid to a I
country was larger than the country’s national military expenditure)

or (2) an Increase of ~~er twenty tines in milita ry assistance values 1
fran one year to the next, did I include it In the experimental group.

These two alternative criteria , then, beocme my cperationalizaticn of

hiiç sun.4 Based on these criter ia, then, my experimental group con- 1
sisted of Afghanistan, India, Indonesia, Lace, South Y~~ea, Taiwan,

~~~ ~~~iland. 1~e renam ing eight nations constitute the control 
1

soup. One challenge to any quasi—experimental desi~~i (see Campbell

and Stanley (1963), p. 70) is that the experimental and contr ol groups

reflect eanathing other than the division which they were designed to ]
reflect. I have caiçared my two groups on a tuther of att ibates and

f~~~ iu~e which clearly divide then into the two groupings examined here . I

— ____________  -___________________
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Dealing with the iqeue of t ine lags was the second task in my design.

I For this step I had to decide when I thought the lu~~ sun of milita ry

I assista nce would take effect on the recipient ’ s ICC behavior. In Sylvan

C197’e ) I argue that a runber of variables such as econcxnic capacity, aid

k I dispensing mechanisms and national integr ation intervene in converting

assistance to ICC behavior . There , I conclude that a four year lag is

appropri ate . The body of this paper presents test s with that four year
lag. The Appendix, however, test s zero, one , two, three, and four year

U lags, and finds slightly stro nger results with a two year lag .

I In cases where my limp stir. criteria are net nore than once for a

count ry,5 I tr eat the first limp stun observation as the intervention.

I The inpressicn is made with the first gift . I argue , for example,

I that once a nation actually rece ives one lump sun of military assistance ,

its altered behavior patter n is set.

J Step three was to forecast ICC values for all post-test years for

each country, on the basis of a nodel ~ iilt on the data for each country ’s

I pre-test years. I did this first with a four year lag and an autoregressive

ncving average (ARMA) ncdel.6 The ARMA nodel treated ICC for a given year

as the dependent variable, and ICC for the previous tine point, year

I for the previous tine point , and an error term as the Independent

I 
variables. In equation fcrm, this means

IOC+ :sIU~t.l + Byeart 1 + e t + y e t_i, wIere •,s , and y are

I coefficients, and e :  error of ICC ( which is theoretically accounted

for by the ARM~ randan normel process). Note that for the first post-

test year , ICC~~1 is an actual value, t*at it is a forecast value fran :~

I 
then on. This is consistent with using only pre-test values to

determine the ef f ec t  of the intervention.

- 

- —
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1
For ’ the nations in the control group, I chose the midpoint of the

available ICC t ine series as the intervention effect point . I did so

because that point best approximated the interventi on effect point for 
I

experimental group countries. The method by which I forecast ICC values

for the control group countries ’ post-test period wes identic al to the I
procedure for the experimental group.

Step four in my quasi-experimental design was perf or ming the

“absolute value test .” This is the first ca~~arison between forecast and I
actual post-intervention effect ICC values. My general hypothesis is that

experimental group forecasts should be less accur ate than post-intervention I
effect forecasts for the control group. That hypothesis follows from the

assirpticn that military assistance has an impact upon ICC behavior. .~~:

Dlagr~n 5 illustrates my point : I
DIPGRAM S I

Military Assistance Hypothesized
‘lb Ta)ce Effect j

‘V 7

I - ~I
C Actual Values ..
C ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ --~. — . — —

~ I
Forecast \/al~~s I

I :
Fbi’ e,çsr’4inentsl group count ries the ‘ aid effect line’ has a meaning,

and one , therefore , woulii expect the differ enco between actual and forecast

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _   

1~-
~~~~~- -- ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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ICC values to be greater than for control group countr ies, where the lime

is artificial. In the absolute value test , the percentage err’or~ of the

I forecast value is computed in each post-test year by the following

I~ I ____f i percentage erro r = 
___________

I After calculating the absolute value of the percenta ge error of the

A1~1~ forecast of ICC for each year for each country, I averaged those

I absolute values for each country. ~~~se figure s are reported in

Table 3. • In order for those figures to relate to the primary question

I of this chapter, calculations of group means for the experimental and

I for the control groups are necessary. Such group means for all fifteen

cc*antries can also be found in Table 1.- I .
J
I

I
I
I
I
I

— -~~~
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p
TABIL 1

ABSOW~E VALUE TEST FOR A QUASI-DCPERThD~TAL
EFFECF OF MILITARY ASSISTANCE ON ICC

I~cperimenta1 Group
(higher error percentages ex~ected)

O~*ntry Average of Absolute
Value of Err or Per-
ceritages of ARIIA
Forecasts of ICC

Afghanistan 31. 8OL~
India I~3•3’e1
Indone sia 75 .261
laos 58. ’422
South Korea 66.q52
Taiwen 10~4.15l
Thaila nd 12.250

~~~JP I’~N~ 55.95*4
GROUP Stt ’f 391.681

1
Ca~tro1 Group
(icwer ert~~ percentages expected)

~irma 28.038
C~r~odia 39.678
Ceylon (Sri Lanka ) 53 .552
Japan 17.831
P~1aysia 16.518
Pa)dstan 17.577
Philipp ines 11.707
South Vietnam 59.0214

~~~JP I~EAN 30. ’491

-I
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p4 1
The logical next question is how significant the results reported in

I Table 3. are. My initial inclination was to apply a t-test of the difference

i of means. However, I have no reason to asstme that the population of n~
statistical universe is nonmally distributed. Non-parametric statistics

I such as Mann-Whitney U would be another option, but I reject their require-

ment that I ignore information by considering nr3r data to be ord inal ra t3 ~rI than interva l in nature . One reasonable alternative is a simple ccii~parison

I of group means to see if they differ in the expected direction. Table 1

shows us that the exper in~nta 1 group mean (55.95**) is, as predicted ,

I higher than the control group mean (3O .~ 9l) . The appendix shows us that

all other lags also exhibit result s in this directi on. As hypothesized ,

I the experimental group post-test forecasts was always less accurate than

I control group post-test forecasts . Military assistance appears to be

having the expected effect on ICC behavior.

I To further test these preliminary findings, I have adopted an approach

which is entirely different than any discussed this far .8 Instead of

I treating the fifteen Asian countries as a randan sample of the world,

I I leave it to each reader to decide ~~~ representative this group is Of

the Third World aid recipients to which I would like to generalize . The

I variety of aid donors and aid anx~unts in Asia during the 1946-1971 period

I 
lead me to see them as reasonably representative . However, the test

reported here makes no assurçtion that the countries ~~ data studied

here are statistically rep resentative of any larger group Instead,

it treats the fifteen nation groupings as its universe. It asks the

I question, “Given the actual distribution of the 15 count ry average

national error percentages fran which ea~rçles of size seven are dra~m,

I exactly I~~ likely is it that a seven nation sun of average e~~c’~

I percentages would be equal to or greater than the sun of average
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p.; 
_ _national error percentages for the seven nation experimental group?” No

apprcx.inations or statistica l assunpticns ar e involved because the universe

is )mown. The answer for the data in Table 1 to the question just posed ]
can be found in Table 2.

TABLE .2
O.}~JLA’flVE PROBABILITIES OF 7 COU~T1W GR(YJP
S~1~ GIVD’J TABLE 1 ERROR PERCINI’ACE VAlu ES

Seven Country Sun of Absolute Probability of ‘flat
Values of Average National Sum or ?bre
~~ror Percentages —

211 .95
229 .90
241 .85
251 .80
259 .75
267 .70
275 .65
282 .60
289 .55
296 .50
303 .45
310 .40
317 .35
325 .30
333 .25
342 .20
352 .15
365 .10
382 .05

______Table 2 tells us for instan ce, that seventy-five percent of the

possible seven country suiw of absolute values of national er~~~ percentages

~~~e either equal to or greater than 259. Pr an Table 1 we see that the

sun for the seven country s~çer1mental group wes 391.681. Table 2 tells

us that less than five percent of the seven cc*xttry ~~~ ~~~e 382 or

q 
S

. - —~~~~~~~~~~~~ . -
-

~ 

- - -~~~~~ S --_ _ _ _ _
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higher. Pctually, there is only a .030 chance of achiev ing the exper imental

a group sun or higher given the distrib ition of error percentages in Table 1.

I t~ccept far the zero year lag, Appendix Table 1 shows us that for all lags

tested , the results would be obtained 7.5 percent of the tine or less.

I This means that those countries which received a luip sun of military

assistance exhibited a substantially greater departure of ICC fran the ancun t

I forecast for the post-test period than did countries which did not receive
- 

I such assistance. These test results are clearly consistent with an answer

of yes to this paper ’s primary question.

I A directional or raw value test served as the fifth and final step In

my quasi-experimental design. This directional test directl y questions a

I recamendation such as , ‘We should give military assistance to country x.

1 After all, they are not i~~~~~ involved in a war (i.e., their present national

military expenditures are not very high), so giving them military assistance

I will help strengt hen then and thereby avoid future conflict .” With this

step, I tested to see whether the experimental group exhibited higher levels

I (with respect to forecasts fra n a pre-t est ncdel) of international conflict
- I with respect to coopera tion (as opposed to merely exhibiting the h.i~~~r

deviations fran forecasts which the absolute value test s~~~ed) in the

I post-test period than did the control group. The initial steps In this

I 
directional teat were identical to the Initial procedures in the absolute

value test. Roth forecast ICC for each post-test year and caipare those

forecasts with actual post-test values. However, the directional test

uses the r~w value of the a~~’-~~ percentages rather than the absolute

I values. Thu is reflected in the foniiula

veroentags enw ~ actual forecast - forecast value

I 1/2(actual + forecast value)

I 
_ _ _ _ _ _  

_ _ _ _ _ _ _  
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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TABLE 3

RPI4 VAWE OR DIRECTIONAL TEST FOR A QUASI-DCPERIH~~~AL
EF}tCT OF !~ffL.ITARY ASSISTAN~~ ON ICC

(higher or n~~e positive ez~or percentages expected)

Country 
- Average of Raw Value

of 1~ror Percenta ges
of ARWt Forecasts -

of ICC

Afghanistan —25.475 1
India 5.692
Indonesia — 9.42’
Laos 23. ’e17
South Xcrea ~e0.807
Tai~an 80.987
Thailand 11.035 1
G~~JP !fAN 18.148

~~~JP S~}1 127.039 1
O~~tk~1 &‘OUp 

_ _ _  _ _ _ _ _  I(lower or ncre negative error p~~~entages expected)

11.0714
Ca~~odia —18.553
Ceylon (~~i Lanka ) ~1e8.663
Japan 5.469
P~1aysia —16.202 -

Pakistan —17.112
— “““ 1S~ zth Vistnun .56.071 -

~~~iP I€N1 —18.1474 1
1 .

ii
~1
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a As Table 3 reveals, the oxperinental group mean wes 18 • 1148, while

the control group mean wee -18.14714. This se~~e to be a clear out

I difference in the hypothesized direction. This paper’s appendix

I shows us that the group means are very close for the zero and one

year lags, while the other lags exhibit differences in group means

~ I 
which are nore clear cut, and in the hypothesized direction. Mcng

f the appendix findings, the t~o year lag again prod~x~es the nost striking

result.

To substantiate the directional (or raw value) test differences of

means findings, I again relied upon a probability test given exact

I distrik*itional data. It sh~~~d that a value equal to or greater than

the experimental group sun reported in Table 3 (127.039) ~culd only

~ I occur with a .017 probability. Th other~a~ds, this result is i n s

I select group of only 1.7 percent of the strongest results atta .inable

with the distr’il*ztion of &ror percentages reported in Table 3. Appendix

I Table A-2 shows weak results for zero and one year lags on the directional

test, with str cr€er results for the other lags, t~o years exhibitingI the strongest.

Results such as the .017 probability just reported clear ly nova
I In the direction of a “yes” an~ ier for This paper ’s pr iner y question.

I The policy recannendation mentioned at the beginning of this step

seens resoundly refuted : the situation where military aid is given toI a country which is nat In a wer (canpara tively low national military

i expenditures) Is exactly the ait~aticn which this test &~~s is likely

ti~ iced to higher levels of conflict than if the assistance ~~e not

I given.

I
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In an effort to explain why I have found that there is a greater

chance that a country will, be involved in nore internati onal conflict 1
relative to cooperation if that country receives one or a few large suns

of military assistance than if it does not , I shall rett~~ to the three 1
alternative explanations advanced earlier. The three are bireaucratie

politics , psychological factors, and prior deals.

~~e bureaucratic politics explanation of the results ~~~1d be ]
attributing then to a bureaucrat in a donor nation who sought an increase

In his or her national leverage. Such a bireaucret might have reacted I
quickly as a conflict brdGe cut, and jugg1ed’~ the present and unreleased 1past figures on ancunts of military assistance to meke it appear as

t}~~agh (s)he foresaw the conflict and tried to avert is hy I
military aid to the side which the bweaucrat now )cnows his or her govern-

ment favors. Another . bureaucratic politics explanation of the results is I
even mrs anoral. It is possibl e tha t a bureaucrat identified with U~ Imilitary sector in a donor nation sought to Inçrove his position . He

pz~oee1y n~Mpulated military assistance to arcourege wer, because -
_

~ I
deicnstretes uniqueness, and in a zero sun budgeting game uniqueness is

quite helpful in inpr wing one’s position . A third bureaucratic 1
politics explanation might involve the b.reaucretic politics of a I
recipient nation. A recipient nation tureaucr’at might have helped

hasten the onset of conflict In order to strengthen the military Insti- I
tutlons of his country.

Habit and ~ çectation ar e the t~m major psychological factors9 I
~ddd~! feel might e,q~1ain sy results. Bath factors ~~~~a help inter-. Ip1st r~~~tIons of recipients to 1t~~ ~~~~~~, as cppossd to rm~ilw an*aal

j 1~

_ _  
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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a str~ of military assistance . In the case of habit , the recipient continues

to reap many of the benefits of the aid (e.g. , a type of military hardware

I which does not require a great deal of maintenance), and reacts as though

the aid were continuing at a constant level. If this were the case, the

I results could be Interpreted as if they were regressi on results: izx ree ed

I 
ancun ts of military hardware on hand produces increased conflict . In the

case of expectation, a nation might become involved in nore conflict because

J it expects its military assistance to Increase .

A third possible explanation of the results ~!ould be a prior

I deal • In a case where it ~~~ld be advantageous to a donor to see a war

I change the status quo, that do,~~ could make a deal with an aid recipient

that if the dorxx supplied an abundance of ~~~ey, the recipient would

J cxoper~ate with the donor by going to war with a third country. -

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

~~~~~~~~~~ 
______________
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ca~1cIJJsIQ~Is

1 Is there a greater chance that a country will be involved in nu’e

International conflict relative to cooperation if that c~ mtry receives one

t or a few large su~ of military assistance than if it does not? According

t to the statistical evidence presented in this paper, there is clearly a

I greater chance. I have advanced a nu~~er of plausible explanationis for’

F this finding, bit I do not have the data to doose between them. A mrs

t. tli*ough nodel of the process of converting military assistance to ICC

is necessary for that . My only hint at the process is that the conversion

aj~ ears to take around t~~ years.

The clearest finding of this paper caies fran the “absolute value

test”: lunp stiis of military assistance tend to change recipient nation

international conflict and cooperative behavior decidedly. Directional

tests have s1~~ n us that in a substantial majority of the cases the

direction of that behavior change is tc~’ard increased conflict and

decreased cocpe~iation.

a e~
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APPD~lDIX: TESTING DIFFERENT TIME LASS

I As noted in the body of this pape r, my original research pointed

i toward a four year lag between the tine military assistance is given and

the tine such assistance is reflected in ICC behavior. 1~~ tests pre-

I sented thus far dealt only with tha t four year lag. In this Append ix,
I present tests of 0, 1, 2, 3, and 44 year lags.1° Because I changed

I academic Institutions between the original and follow—up tests , I can

no longer readily access an autore gressive noving average (ARM~) fore-

cast ing routine which is applicable to a 26 year time series. Therefore ,

I the tests reported in this Appendi x are based on a different , slightly

less accurate , forecasting mdcl. The forecasting routine uses exponent ial

• I smoothing, and was developed by James A. Bartos and David C. Fish (197*4),

I as adopted fran Winters (1960). Like ARM~ forecasting, the exponential

~~~othing routine adj usts for trend , but not as finely. However, I )i ld

1 I that as long as I use the same forecast ing algorit)in for each country

incltxled in a given ca*parison of country groupings, any inaccuracy

I or distortion will be constant , and thereby cancel out. In other’

I ~ ,rds, I can coeçare experimental and control groups if both sets of tz’~O’~

percentages are generated by the same forecasting routine. Cctnipariaons

I of A~~~ and exponential wooththg forecasts wittout adjustment for a

constant factor ~~uld be invalid, however.

I Thble A-i presents ‘ absolute value” ~~to’~ percentages for 0, 1,

I 2, 3, and *4 year lags as obtained with the exponential ~eoothing fore-

oaetirg routine.

l

I
_ _  - - - - -  
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1
TABLE A-i

“ABSO1i~T1E VALUE” ER1~)R PERCI}1TP~~~

(higher error’ percentages expected )

C~ mtry 0 Year Lag 1 Year th~g 2 Year Lag 3 Year Lag 4 Year La.

Afghanistan 85 32 *42 144 5].
India 75 727 6568 591 276
Indonesia 11*4 1166 66 1*8 12
Laos 40 173 48 160 78
South Korea ~46 l~9 208 85 61
Taiwan 252 1*414 9*4 113 109
‘fle.i].and 70 V 23 8 1].

~~~JP MEAN 97.14 328.9 1007 1140.7 85.4

~~~JP SIll 682 2302 70449 985 598

Control Group
(lower eLL~ot~ percentages expected) V

3244 216 75 15 32
CawI,odia 38 ‘43 13  *444 *86

Ceylon 36 31 36 27 52
Japan 88 25 2’l 445 26
Malaysia 62 *43 40 20 39
Pakistan 9 18 11 17 16
Philippines 114 7 12 12 13 1 1
South Vietnam 59 1*89 67 448 36

~~~.JP ttNl 78.7 66.5 3 8 5  28.5 32.5

P~~~ABIU1Y
01’ ~ G~ Rfl’~NML
~~~JP SU1 OR~~~ ATER .312 .075 .026 .029 .0141

tbte: AU country entries are avera ge national error P~~~~’~~~”of post—inte~vsEticn effect forecasts.

V El
I

V 
- ;  - 

LL~~
V
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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I This table is cons~~~oted In a me~~er p~~~Ue1 to Table 1, and its

results are discussed in the body of this paper’. I shall mere ly re-

I enphasize here that “probability of experimental group st.vn or seat er”

refers to the same e~~ct probability testing procedu re elaborated upon

I in the text and illustrated for another exanpie with Table 2. The

V I reader will note that while four of the five probabilities axe extre~ely
stron g, a two year lag produces the stra~gest .

I Table A—2 presents results for the dfre cti~~a1 test . AS discussed

in the text , it para llels Table 3, and again finds two year lag result s to

I be the strulgest. V •~~ 
•

V

I
. 1

I
- I
I -
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I
I
I
I
I
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TABLE A-2

tt
~p~4 VAWE” OR “DIRECTI0MAL~’ ERROR PER TAGE~ I

Thcperimental_Group

k (higher error percentages expected)

Cc*intry 0 Year Lag 1 Year Lag 2 Year Lag 3 Year Lag *4 Year La~
Afghanistan 85 31 42 8 51
India ‘43 727 6568 591 276
Indonesia 54 —632 66 iLl 1].
Laos —31 132 —28 —5 —14
South Korea —26 13 128 83 9
Taiwan 252 —1*44 ‘t~3 —113 —109
Thaila nd —70 —10 23 —2 7

G~~JP MEAN ‘43.9 16.7 - 958 82.3 33

~~~JP SIll 307 117 6706 576 231

Control Group I
(1c~.er error’ percentages expected)

324 216 75 4 22
C~itodi~ 26 29 27 23 2
Ceylon —35 —26 16 —17 18
Jap an 88 —19 13 39 16
Malaysia -62 —*43 —leO -.1 21
Pakistan .~1e -17 6 1*4 —l ’s
Philippine. 9 3 —k 5 —3
S~ ath Visthe. 43 5*8 67 43 27

~~ UPPEAN 485 24.6 20 12.8 13.4
PROW~BILflY OFDG~ERD~~(rAL G~~JP
~11 OR GREATER .473 .528 .215 .332 .367

Note: Al]. c~a~try entries are average national err~~ percentagesof post—Intervention effect forecasts.

I
I

I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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NOTES

elaborated upon later in thi s paper , military assistanoe is operation-g alized by dividing aid by national military expenditu res.

2Taken fran Maguire and Class (1967), P. 7’s7.

I 3MgI~~ istan, ~~~~~ CaJnl)odja, Ceylon (now Sri lanka) , India, Indonesi a,
Japan, Laos, Malaysia, Pakistan, Philippines, South Korea, South Vietnam,

I Taiwan, and Thailand.

V ‘1There is a clear enough division between groups, though, so that alnostI any sim ilar criteria would have resulted in the same experi mental and
control groups.

I 5No country meets them nore than three times.

I 
6For a nore detailed description of autoregressive noving aver age nodels,
see Box and Jenkins (1970), Werbos ( 1974 ) , and Sylvan (19714).

7The error percentages reported in Tables 1 and 3 nay be defl.ated because of
the ass~a~ption that the erro’~ term and the indepe ndent vari V’!,ie are UflOOrr e_
lated. While this bias cancels cut in the prob~bility te~ : rt’~orted next,

I the reader should not interpr et the percentage e~~or tercn~ Verally. For
an excellent discussion of bias present in ass*ii(.ing 0 cor~~i~tion between
~~~~~~~~ term and independent variable , especially in cases (~ ich as this one)
where the dependent variable at t-l is tre ated as an indepand ent variable ,I see Hibbs (19714) .

I 
8i thank Stuart ~~orson for his suggestion to use this test .

9Fcr a discussion of the related subject matter of cultural and other
factors utider’lying M~rioan attitudes toward foreign aid, see Geiger andI Hansen (1968).

I ~
0For an exasple of experimentation with different lags on a different subject
flatter, see ‘I~~h.ms (1970) . I did not test lags beyond f ive years, because
of the decrease in the r~jrber’ of points in the post-test period in a total
26 year time period.

I
I
I
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The study of international relation s, as are all the social sciences, is deeply

I concerned with purposive behav ior , and goal-directed , or teleological systems. Indeed

~ I 
nothing in the field of internat ional relations is more basic than the notion of goal-

directed behavior for “political” activities are largely “purposive” activities.

~ I 
Whether under the rubric of interests, objectives, ends, or goals, scholars have,

either implicitly or explicitly , always thought of and explained international

I politics and foreign policy in terms of preferred end- states. Yet, despite the

I fundamental conceptual role played by goals in the understanding of international

politics , its treatment as a concept has been unsatisfactory. For a variety of

L I reasons to be discussed later, it rcmains an elusive, primitive term defying adequate

1- conceptualization.

1
I ThE RJNCTI(~ OF GOALS IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS ThEORI ZING

- I Any science aspiring to theory must assume some sort of underlying regularity

in the world . Without positing such regularity, descriptive laws of nature and

scientific predictions become impossible. Researchers would be forever limited

to particular statements on unique events. Generalizations, without some posited

order in one’s universe of discourse, would be, at best, blind leaps of faith.

I In the physical sciences, the regularity assunpt Ion is provided by a “mecha-

nical postulate” which presupposes an order in the physical world independent of
.4

spiritual or metaphysical forces . Physical entities are assumed to exhibit

I regularities in behavior about which scientific theories can be framed.

In the social sciences, the regularity ass*zrq tion is often int roduced by

I the notion of goal-directed behavior. A~ noted by Riker and Ordeshook :

I
-

~~~ I

_ _ _  

I
_ _  

- _ _ _ _ _  
_ _ _ _ _ _
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1* When one is generaliz ing about the physical world, the conventional

postulate is the mechanistic one; that is, we rule out vitalism,

divine intervention, luck, witchcraft, and so on. When one is

generalizing about the social world, however, where, clearly, the

actors are vital, one can hardly rule out vitalism. Hence the

postulate for regularity changes to a notion of the pursuit of

goals; that is, we assume actors in society seek to attain their
1purposes .

Attributing goal-directed behavior to social entities allows us to make sense -

of observed regularities in social behavior . It provides a rationale for theorizing 1and predicting regularities with s~~~ degree of assur ance . It provides a specification

for the meaning of an action and how it might be distinguished from other forms of 1
behavior.2 Finally, attributing goal-directed behavior to a social entity often eases

the lo~ wledge requirem ent s of the entity’s internal stru cture necessary for prediction . 1
For example , in an economic context, Herbert Simon notes :

If we know of a bus iness organization only that it is a profit -

maximizing system, we can often predict how its behavior will

change if we change its environment - - how it will alter its I I
prices if a sales tax is levied on its products. We can make

this prediction - - and economists do make it repeatedly - - with- I
out any detailed assimptions about the adaptive mechanism, the

decision-making apparatus that constitutes the inner environment I
of the business finn .

1~~ basic strategies exist for e~~loying the goal -directedness assimption In social

science theori z ing. Riker and Ord eshook call them revealed preference and posited

I
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preference.4 In the revealed preference procedure, rules of behavior (e.g., transi-

V 
tivity, utility maximization) are posited and then applied to observed behavior to

I discover those goals consistent with the aforementioned posited rules and observed

I behaviors. Hence, under the revealed preference strategy , goals are inferred from

(1) asstmq,tions about behavior, and (2) behavior actually observed .

I In international relations research, revealed preference strategy is illustrated

by what Graham Allison calls the “rational actor” mode of analysis:

If a nation performed a particular action, that nation nust have

V had ends toward which the action constituted a maximizing means .

The Rational Actor Model ’s explanatory power stems from this

inference pattern. ~~~~~~ p~izzlc is solved by firidin~ the rurr~osive

I pattern within which the occurrence can he located as a value -

maximizing means.

I
V In a somewhat stylized example , if an analyst assumes Coumunist nations with

strong armies seek to increase their spheres of influence, and then notices the

I People ’s Republic of Qtina (PRC) maintains a very large army, he could conclude,

I under the rational actor approach, the PRC’s goal is to apply external, strategic

military pressure abroad. Unfortunately, this mode of analysis is far fran fool-

I proof since an imaginative analyst, given a set of observed behaviors and posited
V 

rules of behavior, can usually find seine set of goals consistent with his observations

I and opening assi.mptions.

I The second, posited preference strategy assumes a given goal for an actor and

certain rules of behavior . The actor ’s behavior Is then Inferred. If these Inferences

- V are confirmed by observation, our confidence both in the initial poalte d goals for the

actor and the posited rules of behavior is Inc reased . Rut , I f our inferred behavior

I
U
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4 1
P for the actor doesn’t occur, then either our posited goals or posited rules of behavior ,

or both are fa~lty.

In general , the analytical choice between revealed preference and posited preference I
is dependent on the problem being addressed . Often research requires shifting between

the twe methods. For ex~~~le, we noted earlier how an ana lyst , operating from a revealed 1
preference perspective , might conclude the People ’s Republic of China ’s goal (we are, Iof course, assuming here a unitary actor perspect ive) is the aggressive exertion of
military pressu re abroad . ~~~~ver , assume further observati ons reveal the PRC’ s 1
foreign activities to be defensive and cautious, contrary to posited preference expec-

tations. The analyst i~uld then be forced to alter his posited PRC goal (i.e., I
V 

aggressive military expansion) or his initial, posited rule of behavior (i.e.,

f Co mmist nat ions with stro~~ armies are expans ionist) or both , and then restart

his analysis. In the process of such modification - - fonmilating goals and 1
rules of behavior, coeparing inferred behavior with observed behavior, refonmilat ing

goals and rule s, etc. - - the analyst shifts from posited preference to revealed I
preference and back .gkin . Both modes are necessary , one ccmplement ing the other . 

i I
To be of analytical value, the cyclic use of posited and revealed preference ~ j

strategies requires caref ul conceptualization and explicit fr ing of theoretical I ~assimptions. &acii conceptual standards, unfort unately, have not often characterized

the past trea tment of goals and goal-directed behavior in the study of internationa l I
relations . We now exaine the conceptual state of goals in internat ional relations

research.

IPASr TREAThE~r OF O(~ LS IN IWTE~~ATICNAL RELATIG4S

~~ong traditional International relat ions scholar s, goals have often been I
stipulated in an a priori maimer. Hans Morgenthau , for eximple, saw p~~er as the 

1
constant aim dominat ing internat lcnal politics. IM fortunat oly, MDrgenthlas’ a

~ 
4 .

~
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historical style of analysis and his strong prescriptive bent clouded his theoretical
intent. While initial ly defining power as psycholog ica l control between individuals ,

I Morgenthau app lied the term to nations without addressing the resulting levels of

I analysis problem. Further, depending on the context and Morgenthau’s purpose,
power could be a relationship, a goal of policy , a stinvlus for policy , and a

I means for realizing policy ends. Given this unusual flexibility in the use of
the term, almost every conceivable behavior was interpreted as a pursuit for power.

C~erating from a similar, traditional perspective, Haas and Whiting6 identifict:

L self-preservation, self-extension, and self-abncgation (i.e., policies of retrenchment

or withdrawal) as basic goals in interna t iona l pol itics . To take a final exan~ile
of traditional goal positing, Puchala ’s7 list of fundamental goals included self-

preservation, security, prosperity, prestige, and peace. Generally, these enumerative,

a priori approaches to the goals of international politics were unsatisfying for
similar reasons. First, they were defined too abstractly and ieprecisely to be

of such analytical use. What does it mean, for exaiiple, for a nation to strive

D for self-preservation or prosperity? How can one decide whether particular policies
are in accord with such nebulous goals as peace or security? For exaii~le , was

El ‘aerican interv ention in Vietnmn a contribution toward U.S. security or self-
preservation? Second, a priori stipulation of national goals ixi~lied a homogeneous,

I F unitary actor interpretation of nations which wasn’t capable of treating internal

U policy dissension or bureaucratic political processes . Differences over concrete
questions of policy ii~~lenentaticn were left unexanined . Furth er , goal priorities
and goal conflicts were difficult to handle at this rarefied level of abstrac t ion .
Third , the dynaic quality of goal forsu lat ion and trans formation was ignored .11 Stipulation of a prior i goals I~~lied a permanence of Interes t Independen t of
Internal politics , external international change, and time which was highly

questionab le. For exaeple, even such a primary “goal” as nat ional self-preservation

I
I
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might , in extraordinary circumstances, be suspended as in 1938, when Austrians

voted overwhe lmingly for Anschluss and politica l domination by Nazi Germany.

Another approach toward goals adopted by traditiona l scholars involved the I
identif ying of underlying goal dimensions and the constructing of a classification Ibased on these dimensions. For example, t ime has served as an underlying dimension

for goal classification (Organski ’s long-range vs. inmiediate goals) . Other goal t
dimensions proposed: core values vs. instrumental ones (Holsti, 1967), vital vs.

secondary goals (Hartmann , 1957) , genera l vs. specific goals (Org ansk i , 1968) , 1
competitive vs. absolute (Organski) , unified vs. divergent (Org anski) , national ivs. humanitarian (Org anski) . Unfortunately, these approaches also suffered from

the same conceptual problems noted above . While perhaps descriptively appealing , I
these goal images were too abstract , too nebulous , to capture the dynamic, diverse ,

and contingent quality of goals and goal-directed behavior . I
The weaknesses connected with this sort of traditiona l , macro-leve l concep tua l

treat ment became increasingly evident as scholars adopted more forma l research

strategies. Operationa lization and the demands of mathematical tractibility often I
required more theoretical struc ture for goals than was available. This problem of

structure, what Mesarovic and Thorson refer to as constructive specification ,8 was I
met in a number of ways. One strategy sidestepped the goal problem by adopting

a macro-level perspective depending on aggregate indicators for description and

international trend analysis. Work in international integration (Dentsch et a l., 1
1957) , international organizations,9 and field theory (l~nane1, 1963) serve as

examples. Such monitoring and ma~~thg activities allowed the use of statistica l I
or linear algebraic analyses while avoiding the explicit t reat ment of goals.

Another strategy dealt with goals by positing them at a particular level of

analysis. Cane theoretic trea tments, for example, viewed goals in terms of relative

payoffs between players in highly structured conceptual settin gs. The players were

I
I
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seen as unitary actors at a fixed level of analysis (such as the nation-state, the

bureaucracy , or the individual). By abstracting away the complexity of goals and

4’ goal contexts, the analytical power of game theory could be utilized to the fullest

I measure. Similar conceptual simplifications concerning goals, for the sake of

mathematical tractibility, were made in arms race process model ling ~ is Lewis

I Richardson (Richardson, 1960). Here, the differential equations which specified

‘ 
national arms race behavior were the posited goals.

Similar goal positing was also adopted when international systems theorizing ,

I characterized by equilibrium interpretations of system behavior came into vogue.
10McGowan, for example, collapsed the myriad goals pursued by groups within a nation-

I state using a series of difference equations. National goals were interpreted as

the need to “dampen” the paths produced by these difference equations over time - -

I a rather unorthodox goal conception , rcuuired by the tvuthcmatica l techniques

I McGowan wished to employ.

Unfortunately, the internationa l systems approach , like its predecessors,

I failed in general to deal meaningfully with purposive behavior. The approach

often lapsed into an anthropomorphic mode of explanation whereby internat iona l

I systems assumed the character of holistic entities imbued with inininent , purposive

I rules of behavior. For exai~,ie, Morton Kaplan , in his systems approach to internation al

politics (Kaplan, 1957) posited “essential rules ” for system mm~~ers deemed necessary

for a system ’ s existence. Yet , the nature of these rules was unclear . They might

be Interpreted as operat ing “automatically ,” akin to Mam ~nith ’s invisible

I hand ; they might be “semi-automatic ,” requiring the conscious ru le promoting

effort s of “select” nations; or they might be “manual ,“ requiri ng the ful l and

conscious participation of all nations in the system .11 In short , these rules of

behavior seemed somehow prior to concrete activity. This same “a priori” treatment

of purpose as a need-fulfilling function of a rei fied system of components also

I
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characterized McGowan ’ s theoretica l treatment of national foreign policy mentioned

earlier .

The general systems approach of Taicott Parsons
12 was another example of a

j macro-level systems perspective with an “a priori,” need-fulfilling quality. (
~~-

crating at a high level of abstraction, Parsons defined four essential functions

every social system nnist satisfy to assure its surviva l - - pattern maintenance (i .e. ,

the preservation of essential system traits ) , adaptation , goal attai Tinent , and

integration (i.e. , the coord ination of system components) . Like Kaplan ’s i~ rk , the

Parsonian systems perspective suggested innate system purposes lurki ng behind the 0

scene .

Unfort unately, t reat ing need-fulfilling functions of a system (what sociologists 1
call the functional requisites for survival ) as system goals was misleadin g . M~ile a

strong empirica l connection between need-fulfilling , surviv~1 functions and system J
goals ~~uldn’t be surprising (since those systems available for observation are

those most likely to have survived for sane time) , survival functions and goals

needn’t be identical . For example , explaining the increase of white cells in the I
bloodstream durin g infection in terms of its survival function and nat ural selection

would be biologically sound; explaining it as a collective goal pursued by the body 1
would be bizarre . Similarl y, in a political context, ftaerican actions in Vietna a

might be explained in terms of Presidential goals; but, less plausibly so in terms 1
of national funct ional requisites , aga in suggesting survival functions and goals

needn’t be synonymous . In general, if need-fulfilling functions reserèle goals ,

the res~~~1ance is empirical , not definitional . Nothing requires that goals have J
survival value. -

Yet, despite the shortcomings of the systems school, it did re~ qthasize, though 1
not always explicitly or consistent ly, an Important aspect of purposive behavi or which -

had been obscurr ed by the earlier “point-blank” positing of goals. That is, the systems

1
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perspective was usua l ly not of the form “the goal of the nation-state is power ,

prestige , wealth , and the like.” Universal drives were not ascribed to nations.

Rat her , system treatments of goals made allus ions, however obliquely, to the

I existence of a process or environment . Purpos ive behavior was imbedded within a

context of system entities or interactions . This view, that goals are linked to

sane enviro nmental context , that is , are context dependen t , is important and will

I receive more treatment later.

When we move down to the organizational or bureaucratic level of analysis we

I find trea tments of goals whi ch seek to move away f rom goa l posi t ing and the attendant

danger of reifying organizations while , at the same t ime , avoiding the mistake of

I ass~aiing organ izationa l goals are simply the acctrul at ed goals of all its individua l

m~~ers. One approach is Stuart Thorson ’ s use of production systems, essentially a

I sirm~lation utilizing a list of “productions” (i.e., instructions) processed sequentially,

to represent the control structure of a government . 13 The productions or instruc t ions

which pro duce government behavior are the government ’ s goals; that is, the pro-

f] ducticm system struc tur e is the government ’s goal structure . ’4 The production system

approach is especially attractive for two importan t reasons . First , unl ike many mathe-

11 mat ica 1 modeling approaches , it doesn ’ t requi re a high degree of constructive

rj specification (i.e. , the formal , mathematical properties introduced in one’s axiomatic

structure for deductive convenience) . The productions can be couched in very general ,

qualitative terms -- an importan t working and conceptua l advantag e since international

relations has no guiding theories of any high precision. Second, since few

11 restric t ions govern the list of productions, the production system scheme has a large

degree of flexibility which might be used to model nultiple goals, goal conflicts , and
I redundancy of potential control (whereby subgoals can shift depending on interna l

[J and external cli’cuastances). Hence, this flexibility pot entially allows one to move

well beyond macro-level goal positing .

~11 

TT -
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Another imaginative approach, suggested by Herbert Simon,15 involves concep- I
tualizing organizational goals in terms of constra int s or requirements which nust

be satisfied before an organization embarks on a course of action . In particular , I
organizational goals, he suggests, might be characterized by the constraint sets and

goal searching criteria of the upper level decision-makers in the organization . While

analyzing such constraint sets would not, by themselve s, fully define organizational I
behavior, Simon argue s they capture most of the “goal-like ” properties associated

with decision-making. Unfortunatel y, Simon ’s approach towards goals is not completely I
satisf ying because: (1) the notion of constraint s isn ’t sharply specified; (2) the

upper level decision-makers, whose constraint sets are used to define goals , aren ’t

identified clearly; and (3) all Simon’s organizationa l examples are drawn from highly J
structured sett ings such as facto ry assembly lines , feed manufacturing , and investing .

Nonetheless, Simon’s view of goal as constraint set is intriguing because it relates I
goals to decision-making stru cture , it can treat imiltip le goals , and It moves beyond

simple goal positing.

James Thoapson suggests a different way of avoiding the reification problems I
connected with group goals. He defines organizational goals as goals specified for

the organization by a dominant coalition. lixis, the pitfall of ascribing “intent” I
to an abstract organization is avoided. From Thompson ’s perspective , “organizati onal

goals are established by individuals - - but interdependent individuals who collectively

have sufficient control of organizational resources to comit them in certain directions p
and to withhold them from others .”6 Unfortunately, Thompson’s conception of

goals is not without difficulties. The twin problems of defining coalition goals and

identifying dominant coalitions are left untreated. Like Simon’s constraint approach

t~~~rds goals , the dominant coalition approach remains an m~~ryonic, suggestive I
att~~~t. Ibwever, Th~~~son does move beyond simple goal positing towards some notion 1

- - of organizational goals which is linked to organizational decision-making structure. -

II
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I Another approach towards goals, related to Thompson ’s dominant coalition attack ,

springs fros,i an emerg ing movement to harness events data for foreign policy decision-

I making research. One events data perspective17 defines nation goals as all goals

I 
expressed by “authoritative decision-makers” (i.e., governmental representatives

with formal responsibility for policy-mak ing) and reported publicly. Goals are

never inferred from behavior.

Potentially at least , this particular events data perspective can handle

niiltiple goals, contradictory goals, and differing goal priorities . Further,

I unlike Thompson’s approach, the problem of identif ying coalitions doesn ’t arise.

However , the question of specifying “authoritative decision-makers” remains. Nore-

over, the professed goal definition is not linked explicitly to organizational

processes or structure. Unlike the Thorson , Simon , or Thompson perspectives , its

role is more data indicator than theoretical construct. The co~ceptha l price paid

:~ for such operationalizing convenience may turn out to be steep indeed.

Having now reviewed some approaches to organizationa l goals what conclusions

can we draw? First , goal positing pred ominates , especial ly among t raditional inter-

national relations researchers, as a preferred mode of analysis because of its

I simplicity . Further , goal positing reflects a belief among many scholar s that

organizations , and especially nations, often have a set of “core ” goals which are

I relatively impervious to change. The nationa l core values idea posited by Hoisti ,

I the vital goals of Hartmann, and the genera l , absolute goals of Organski are all

reflections of this belief.

I Second , the notion of time has often either explicitly or implicitly played

• a significant role in goal conceptualization . Indeed , the view of goals as pre-

I ferred , future end states implies some conception of t ime. Organski ’s long-range

U vs. laun ediate goal dichotomy, McGowan ’s use of differenc e equations implying a discrete

t ime interval perspective, and the Richa rdson process equations , which assune a

I I
I

-
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continuous time perspective, are all examples of t ime ’s import in goal conceptua lization .

Third, the search for suitable organizational goal conceptions has dovetailed with

~~rk on organizational structure (what Thorson has referred to as control structure’8).

Indeed, it is probably no accident that, while goals are used on many levels of analysis - -

the international system, nation-state, and organizatio nal-ixireaucratic levels , goal

conceptualization becomes increas ingly more sophisticated as one moves down the

ladder of abstraction, where goals are linked conceptually to organizational

processing (as in the Thorson production systems approach) or organizational structure

(as in the Simon “constraints set” or the Thompson dominant coalition approaches).

A fourth related point concerns the notion of subgoals. Since organizations

aren’t generally directed towards a single, overarching goal , conceptual approaches

which can handle imiltiple goals, conflicting goals, and switches in goal priorities

(i.e., redundancy of potential control) are especially valuable. Such conceptual

concerns require close attention to organizationa l structure and processing - - attention

which only Thorson ’ s production system, Simon’s “constraint set ,” and Thompson ’s

dominant coalition persp ective seem capable of. All the other approache s appear too

abstract.

A final observation concerns the notion of a setting or enviro nment within

which goals are defined. Especially with the advent of the systems pers pective ,

researchers have focused attention on external environ ments and their rela t ionships

to internal organizational structure. This sensitivi ty to enviro nments is

important becau se goals depend upon the interplay between organization s and environ-

ments , upon both organiz ational and environmental changes. From this stand point ,

the blanket positing of universal goals, characteristic of early international relations

work , is decidedly inadequate.

This brief literature review on goals has revealed important definit ional

trends involving time , organizational structure, subgoals, and env i ronmental setting .

- ~~— - •~~~~ - _ _ _ _ _
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The fol lowing sections of this paper will examine these conceptua l theme s and their

implications , arguing in the end, that any useful conceptualization or organizat iona l
I goals cannot afford to neglect them; that , in short, goals are context dependent .

I
cRIThRIA lOR G(~.L-DIRECFED 813-IAVIOR

I Before moving further we should try to cap ture the intuitive features of goal-

directed behavior by identifying and characterizing at least some of its criteria.

I Such criteria will provide a necessary background for the discussion in the following

I section on goal-directed systems .

• Gerd Soninerhoff19 has argued the essence of goal-directed behavior is flexibility;

that is , any goal-directed entity must be capable of modif ying its behavior in accordanc e

with pertinent environmental charges. The problem here is capturing th is  flex ibil i ty

I in abstract terms .

I Two conditions appear necessary if an entity’s behavior is to be called goal-

directed. First, the causal link between action and environment with respect to a goal

must be brought about by the entity . In other words, the realization of a goal must

• depend, in some sense, on the entity’s behavior. This condition excludes cases

I where the fulfillment of an effect is inevitable , independent of any considerations

I of an enti ty’s goal or behavior. For example, under this condition and the per-

spective of modern physics, a shaman who recites an incantation each night to insure

I next morning’s sunrise would not be exhibiting goal-directed behavior.

The second condition of goal-directed behavior concerns the coupling of an

I entity with its environment. The coupling must be such that changes in relevant

I features of the environment will induce entity behavior changes . In particular ,

goal-directed behavior demands the existence of feedback loops which register in-

I formation about the environment , and , hence , the margin of error at which an entity

stands at a given moment with respect to a given goal. Further , goal-directed

I
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behavior requires sane sort of internal process ing capability (processing structure) 
- I

which uses feedbac k signals to direct entity behavior . This interna l processing 
-

structure incorporates within itself , by virtue of its design (e.g., the enviro nmental .1
variables monitored , the manipulable variables toward which behavior is directed) ,

sane abstracted image of the causal links in the entity ’ s operating environment. -

For example , the behavior of a magnetic compass would qualif y here as goal-directed

behavior . The compass ’ magnetized needle provides both the feedback loop to the

envi ronment and the proces sing struc ture necessary for goal-directedness. For the I
compass , the environment is composed solely of magnetic lines of force . Envi ronmental

changes which do not disturb these force lines are irrelevant and have no influence

on the compass ’ behavior . In general , if environmental changes do not alter the I
causal links upon which an entity ’ s processing structure is based (i.e., the abstracted

environmental image implied by the processing struc ture ’s m ode of organizing and 1
directing behavior) , the entity will continue to goal-seek successfully. But , if

environmental changes render an entity ’s environmental image inadequate , the entity

will cease to exhibit goal-direc ted behavior . A c~~ ass placed within a strongly 1
oscillati ng magnetic field, or a light-seeking mechanism placed in the dark will not

goal-seek . Hence , an entity’s ability to exhibit goal-directed behavior is not an

innate trai t , but depends on a given envir onment . A goal-directed ent ity in one

environment nee.~n ’t be goal-directed in another. I
Further, goal-directed behavior , as specified above , cannot be unambi guously 1

determined from observing entity behavior alone. Goal-directed ness is dependent upon

a particular description - - a description of an ent ity ’s internal processing structure , 1
with all the causal assu~~tions int,edded in its image of the environmen t , and a

descr iption of the entity’s enviro nment relevant to the goal oug 20 This descript ion- I
or theory-dependent nature of goal-directed behavior can be elucidated by re-examining -

~~an example presented earlier . We noted a shaman, using incantations to tnaure each

TI
- I
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mornings ’ sunrise, would not be exhibiting goal—dire cted behavior because some causa l

link nust exist between his actions and his goal (i.e., causing the sun to rise).
I However , the existence or non-existen ce of such a causal link cannot be unequivocal ly

I proven - - it arises from current theoretical knowledge in astronomy. If later develop-

ments reveal a link between incantations and sunrises or if we adopt the shaman’s image
-

- 
of the universe as a standard for evaluation, we would be forced to call the shaman’s

I 
behavior goal-directed .

Further, if the analytical perspective used to assess the shaman ’s behavior were

I switched from astronomy to say, sociology, we might argue the incantations are directed

towards preserving social cohesion in the face of nature ’s uncertainty . By spinning
• 

a socio-psychological narrative connecting the shaman’s incantations with triba l

psychology, we might reasonably conclude the shaman ’s behavior is indeed goal-directed

I with respect to social cohesion . The important point here is goal-directed behavior

must be treated within some theoretical context if it is to be of any analyt ical use.

The notion of goal-directed behavior, when devoid of theory, reduces to a metaphysical

assunption. Hence, if a theorist wishes to speak of goal-directed behavior, he should

spec .fy those objects which give thetiretical substance to the concept - - namely, a

• I description of the goal-seek ing entity ’ s processing structure and the entity ’s
- I operating environment. Unfortunately, as revealed in our earlier literature review,

this theoretical completeness is often neglected , especial ly i.i the more t raditionally

I based international relations research . As Thorson noted, in a related context :

I All too often, especially in theories expressed in natural

languages such as English , the tendency is to assuse tha t “every-

I one knows” what Is being the’ rized about, Since “everyone knows ,”

there is no necd to specify explic~t I y  wha t objects make up that

I world . Yet , It can be argued that theories are not about the world

I
I
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• but about “representations ” of the world (or indeed , there may be

4 many worlds) , and it is useful to make public that representation by

specifying it as unambiguously as possible .21

In fac t , the most interesting disagreements in international relations spring

from different theoretical recons tructions of posited goal-directed behavior , suggesting

the crucial importance in specifying clearly one ’s world representation or description .

1~o final points about our criteria for goal-di recte d behavior : first , such

behavior neither pre supposes the eventual realization of the goal by the agent nor

the contingent possibility of the goal’ s attainment . Hence, searches for nonexistent

obj ects , such as an alchemist’ s search for the philosopher ’s stone , may very well

qualify as goal-directed behavior , given a suitable theoretical framework or system

of beliefs for evaluat ing the action under study. For example , suppose an astron~~ r

searches for a nonexistent planet , which he believes exists . If the astronomer ’s

theoretical framework is adopted as a standard of evaluation , then the astronomer is

indeed exhibiting goal-directed behavior . If , however , sane other , more advanced

theory, which demonstrates the impossibility of the planet ’s existence , is used as

a standard , then the astronomer’s behavior must be adjud ged ncngoal-dire cted .

The second point about our criteria for goal-directed behavior is goal realizati on

doesn’t aut omatically imply goal-directed behavior . According to our two goal-directed

criteria and current astronomical knowledg e, our shaman would not be exhibit ing goal-

directed behavior however much we might envy his success record .

Having established general , abstract criteria for goal-directed behavior we

can further sharpen this concept by considering three basic kinds of information upon

which goal-directed behavior might depend.

- -  - _ _ _
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Karl Deut sch has observed :

A society or caimtunity that is to stee r itself must continue

I
to receive a full flow of 3 kind s of information : first , in-

formation about the world out side ; second , information fran

the past , with a wide range of recall and recanbination ; and

third , information about itsel f and its own parts.

The first type of information cited by Deutsch , information about the environ-

ment , represent s at e of the necessary conditions introduced earlier cha racterizing

• goal-directed behavior. However, entities which are limited to th is sing le sourc e

of information are often extremely inflex ible. They depend solely on those environ -

I 
mental variables “designed” or “progranuned” into their processin g structure . Further,

the inability to update this “environmental image” renders flexible , long-term

operating perspectives impossible; hence, imparting a reflex action quality to entity

behavior. The story of the spy, who wished to locate the seat of Mierican power by

I trailing Pentagon telephone cables and, instead, discovered the Pentagon telephone

I 
exchange, is a hianorous example of goal-di rected behavior dependent solely on external

enviro nmental cues. A colmm of army ants , progra nined by nature to respond to such a

I constrained set of environmental cues (i .e. ,  the presenc e of other army ants) that it

may lock itself in a circular “suicide mill” and continue circling to exhaustion, is

I another graphic example of the narrowness of goal-directed behavior dependent solely

‘ 
on imediate environmental information. Still another, more sophisticated example

is the military’s experimental missile guidance system called Terrain Contour Hatching.

I Under this system a missile’s processing structure is given a digital map of its

flight path in terms of topographical features expressed In altitude values. While

1 the missile is in f light, it scans the ground below, compares its findings with its

I
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programed course, and makes the necessary course adjustments. No updating in flight

of the missile ’s digital map is possible, or really necessary because its operating

environment , the terrain along its flight path, is, for all practical purposes, t ime-

invariant . If , however , the terrain along the missile’s path were to change signif I-

cantly fran its digital map values, the missile would be hopelessly lost. In general ,

because of the low level of sophistication displayed by such goal-seeking entities

relying solely on environmental information , their heuristic value for studying

international political phenanena is understandably modest.

Entity behavior guided by both environmental information and messages about

changes in the entity’s own internal processing structure represents the next level

of potential capacity in goal-directed behavior . Devices which can monitor both

their environments and internal structu re have the potential of greater steering

precision . Information on internal states might be used to control or even re-

direct an entity ’s sensory devices, permitting greater flexibility and precision

in the identification of environmental information gathered and processed in

preference to others. Further, information on internal states can be used to

protect an entity’s processing structure , rendering it less vulnerable to threatenin g

environmental variations or internal malfunctions. Entities with an automatic

shutoff capability such as NASA’s manned launch vehicles , which are programed to

shut off if any internal malfunction is detected prior to liftoff , are examples

(in late 1965 , during the Ge,nini-6 Mission, this automatic system was activated,

aborting the launch).

However, entities with enviromnental and intern al monitoring capabilities like

their less sophisticated, servomechanistic counterpart s, suffer from a very narrow

time perspective -- they have no capability for stori ng and retrieving past experience. I
11~ limitations imposed on goal-directed behavior unaided by a recall capability are

I

_ _ _ _ _ _  -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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suggested by Frances Fitzgerald ’s description of the “t meless quality” characterizing

Vietnamese pacification efforts - - the “Really New Life Hamlet” program (1967) super-

ceding the “New Life Hamlet ” program , which , earlier , had superceded the Strate gic

I Hamlet program . “There was an archeo logy of pacification ,” Fitzgerald notes, “going

back ten , somet imes twenty years . Many of the PP (Popular Forces ) outposts . . . had

~ I been bui lt by the French for the fathe rs of those same peasant soldier s. ”23 She observes,

I “For those who stayed in Vietnam long enough, it was like standing on the ground and

watch ing a carousel revolve. ” 24

I Goal-directed behavior, supported by a memory device (i.e., any facility which

• allows data from past experience to be stored and held available for recall and later

• I processing25), potentially has a better chance of avoiding this “carousel effect” than

I 
goal-directed behavior unassisted by a memory capability . 3y enlarging an entity ’s

data base beyond inmiediate information to enccmçass past experience s, memory devices

I provide a way by which an entit y might avoid “endless loop” traps where unsuccessful

• behavior is cont inuously repeated . Hence, memory capability renders a goal-seeking

I I entity less sensitive to immediate environ mental variations . Of course , depending

I
on the circumstances this can either be beneficial or det rimental . A memory capabil ity

would help an army ant colony avoid the endless circl ing of the “suicide mill ,” where

• 
I 

we are implicitly assuming a relativel y fixed enviro nmental context . ftit , under

• changing envi ronmental condition s, a memory may not alway s be beneficial.

I The effectiveness of a memory cap ability depends on the frequency of memory

I 
updating and the stabilit y of the relevan t variables in an entity ’s operating environ-

ment . An entity in a relativel y unchanging envirusaent would need fewer i~~~ ry updates ,

than one operating in an unst able one . Unfort unate ly, static envir onment s don’t

characterize the world of Internationa l politics. Intern ationa l enviro nmental

contexts change -- often more frequently than organizat tons review and update their

store of long-term opeTatlng principles, in such instances a memory capability can

I
- • -~~ •
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be detrimental. For exaçle, the legacy of the 1950’s -- the Ccminist takeover of
thina, the Korean War , ~~Carthyism, Lkzlles ’ foreign policies - - has been convincingly

invoked as the institutional “memory” which shaped, with disastrous consequences, U.S.

Asian policy in the 1960 ’s. Writes Ja.es Theinson:

in 1961 the U.S. government’s East Asian establislinent was

imdo thtedly the most rigid and dectrinaire of Washington’s regional

divisions in foreign affairs. This was especially true at the

I~partment of State . . . It was a bureau that had been purged

of its best thina expertise, and of farsighted, dispassionate men,
$ as a result of McCarthyisuL 26

A tentative conclusion, then, for goal-directed behavior augmented by a memory

capability is that it represents a potentially more sophisticated mode of performance;

but, that its actual value, like the notion of goal itself , is strongly context depen-

dent.27

&~G(~.LS MID DECISI(~4-WJCIM HIERARQ~IES

Up to this point, we have established general criteria for goal-directed behavior.

Further, we have identified some distinctions in goal-directed behavior based upon

three kinds of information sources -- environmental, internal, and memory. These

• criteria were purposefully left abstract enough to ~~~race different definitional

approaches toward goals (e.g., the production system approach, the constraint set

approach, the dominant coalition perspective). The goal concept, because of its

richness, adeits a iltiplicity of meanings; hence, at this juncture, it is perhaps

more fruitful to treat goals Indirectly through characterization, rather than by

frontal, definitional useult. Moreover, definitional stipulation, without adequate

background preparation, would risk the premature di scouraging of future, more promising

conceptual approaches towards goals.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Thus far, our discussion on goal-direc ted behavior has asstined a single goal ,

unitary entity approach. Under this perspective , such phenomena as imiltiple goals

• and switches in goal priorities (i.e., redundancy of potential control) are not

I readily manageable. Yet, intuitively, these phenomena appear to more accurately

characterize the organizational problems of international politics than the single

goal , serial processing na ture of a servomechanism.

I 
The additional conceptua l structure needed to treat nultiple goals and redundancy

of potential control could , so contend a nuther of researchers, be provided by the

I notion of a hierarc hy . J. Watkins , for example , argues a prope r explanation of

seemingly inconsisten t behavior s requ ires the construction of a “hierarch y of

• I dispositions ,” that is , a hierarchy of goals. 28 Herbert Simon sees hierarchies as
• the basic framework , the “architecture ” of complex systems . 29 Purthe r , prelimina ry

1 modelling efforts us ing . goal hierarchies have been carried out by Gordon Pa sk and

i by Bossel and Hughes.3°

At the outset , two different hierarchical frameworks n*~st be distinguished - - a

I hierarchical classification of “adaptive or purposive capability ” and a hierarch y of

decision-making units. The hierarchy of ada ptive or purposive capability arises

I naturally fran the consideration of two tasks which might confront a decision-making

I entity: goal-setting and goal-seeking. Goal-seeking merely refers to goal-directed

behavior . Goal-setting refers to goal-directed behavior where goal changes are possible.

I Hence, by definition , any entity with a goal-setting capability also has a goal-seeking

one . The adapt ive capabilities displayed by an entity under various goal-setting and

I goal-seeking situations give us a rough indication of its decision-making “sophistication.

I 
This hierarchy of adapt ive capabilities is shown In Table 1. Goal-sett ing and goal-

seeking behavior is s~~divided into different situations depending on whether the entity’s

I enviro~inent, goal, and behavior remain stable or change. Under the se criteria , four 4
distinct goal-setting and four goal-seeking situations are identifiable.

I
:1
•L. 
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• ~~

• 
- Table 1. Hierarchy of adaptive capabilities 1

Goal-setting capabilities (goal-directed behavior where changes in goals
are possible)

Goal Environment Entit y Behavior J
1) changi ng stable chang ing
2) changing changing changing
3) changing chang ing stable
4) changing stable stable

• Goal-seeking capabilities (goal-directed behavior)

Goal Enviroment Entity Behavior I
1) fixed stable changing

• 2) fixed changing changing
3) fixed changing stable
4) fixed stable stable < regulating

behavior I
The goal-setting and goal-seeking distinctions made in Table 1 are on a very high

level of abstracti on . Goal, envirooment, and entity behavior changes are all determined

relative to sane theoretical description which is here left unspecified . Such a

description would specify those relevant variables (1~e they votes , temperature, torque ,

defense spending, velocity, osmotic pressure and the like) of theoretical interest

under the particular analysis in question which define an entity’s environment, J
goal , and behavior. Within this sort of implied .framework of identified variables,

the enviro.aental, goal, and entity behavior changes in Table 1 refer to the addition J
or elimination of variables relative to an entity’s operating capacity, and not

necessarily to every change in a variable’s value over time. For example, a temperature - I
change from 75 degrees farenhelt to 85 degrees farenheit would not constitute an

envirosaental change for an ordinary home thermostat - i.e. , the thermostat ’s

envircsaent over this change is stable. I k*vover, a t~~perature change from 75 J
degrees fareitheit to 6000 degrees far enheit would qualify as an envir imsenta l

I
- -
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~ change since the molten remains of the thermos tat would no longer be able to monitor

temperature change. For all practical purposes , temperature cou]d (at 6000 degrees F)

I
‘ 

be omitted as a variable relevan t to the thermostat’s operating capacity. Minitted]y,

this mode of specif ying relevant environmental , goal , and entity behavior changes

relative to a given theoretical descript ion is fuzzy; however, the requirements of

I generality make’ further precision difficult. Given this understanding of change

relative to environments, goals, and behaviors, we now consider sane examples of

goal-setting and goal-seeking.

I Goal-setting clearly is the most sophisticated adaptive capability an entity

can have, and is the least understood. No general theory of goal-setting exists.

I Nonetheless , at least three distinct goal-setting situations can be discerned , some

I 
of which are approximated by inanimate systems . The first situation (see Table 1)

involves a stable enviro nment where an entity ’s goal and behavior change. Political

I situati ons sensitive to the idiosyncrasies of wavering, uncertain elites serve as

examples. The second goal-setting situation involves a changing environment in which

• an entity ’s goal and behav ior change. Ackoff ’s hypothetical computer , programmed to

I 
play checkers and tic-tac - toe , and designed with a memory updating capability depen-

dent on past games played might serve as an example. In this case, the playing styles

I of the computer ’s opponents and game switching between checkers and tic-ta c-toe would

represent envircmental changes . The third goal- setting situation involves a

I changing environment, a corresponding change in an entity ’s goal , but unchanging

I 
behavior . A crude illustration might involve a nation which maintains a strong

army for defens ive purposes , then later finds all its external enemies have

i collapsed; but, nonetheless, continues to maintain its large azw for internal

domestic and economic reasons . Here , a particular behavior (maintaining a large

1 army) rm~~ins unchanged despite environmental change s (disappearance of externa l

enemies) and goal changes (the switch fran a defensive military policy to an

L1 
• _ _ _ _ _ _  

•
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internal security one). The fourth goal-setting situation entails a change in

an enti ty ’s goal , but no changes in environment or behavior. A stylized example

might involve a gambler at roulette who plays to win, then alters his goal and

plays to lose. The gambler’s goal switch, in this case, is accompanied neither

by an environmental nor behavior change .

Unlike goal-setting, goal-seeking is a less canp licated theoretical and design

problem, since goal-seeking implies a goal has alread y been set in some fashion. Hence,

each of the four goal-seeking situations in Table 1 can be illustrated using inanimate

systems and devices. The first, goal-seeking situation involves a stable environment,

a fixed goal , but changing entity behavior. A siii~le example would be a computer-con-

trolled anti-aircraft system which fires shells at an incoming intruder, fails to down

it within a certain t ime period, and then shift s to a more costl y, heat -seeking ~missile

system. 31 A possible , second goal-seeking situation involves a changing environment ,

a fixed goal , and changing entity behavior . A chess playing computer which mcxli fies

its playing on the basis of past games and which always seeks to win could serve as

an example . A third goal-seeking situation entails a changing environment , a fixed

goal, and tn~ hanging behavior . A missile guided by radar , encountering chaff and

then switching to infrared guidance serves as an example. The final , and perhaps

simplest goal-seeking situation involves a stable envir onment , a fixed goal , and

unchanging behavior. The regulating behavior of a thermostat falls into this category .

Up to this point , we have examined a hierarchical classification of adaptive •

capehilities , providing part of the fra mework which will enable us to treat subgoals.

However, another concept of hierarchy, developed by V4esarovic ,32 is necessary for

handling subgoals - - a hierar chy of decision-making units. This type of hierarchy

requires : (1) the entity wider anal ysis be decaçosable into sane sort ox interact ing

f ily of stthsyst.as; (2) all these subsystems exhibit goal-directed behavior ; and

(3) these subsyst~~~ be arranged hierarchically whereb y some subsystame are influenced

1
• _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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directed behavior , and entity behavior , the concept of a decision-mak ing hierarch y

t 

or controlled by others. Again, like our earlier notions of environments, goal-

I is description dependent. Its character and form depend upon the analytical intent and

i research interests of the researcher employing this hierarchical perspective.

Taking this notion of a decision-making hierarchy ~tr.d relating it to our earlier

I discussion on adaptive capabilities provides a useful framework for discussin g sub-

goals. Each subsystem in a decision-mak ing hierarchy can be thou ght of as pursuing some

I goal (however a researcher chooses to define it), which can be considered a subgoa l

• I relative to the whole. decision-making hierarchy. Moreover, in dealing with systems

whose complexity requires hierarchical treatment , subgoals are likely to be of

1 greater anal ytical use than a single, overall, composite goal representing the whole

hierarchy because: (1) a composite goal, in order to capture all contingencies, is

I likely to be underspecified (e.g., survival, stability , and the like), or (2) if

I 
mathematically formulated , is likely to be of as nuch heuristic value as a specificat ion

of some large set, say a dictionary via ernineration.

I Having established a decision-making hierarchy, our earlier adaptive hierarchy
• of capabilities encompassing possible goal-seeking and goal-setting situations can

• be applied to each subsystem. Hence, each subsystem can be viewed as engaging in

I 
some form of goal-setting or goal-seeking behavior. In this sense , the adaptive

capability hierarchy is i,rbedded within the decision-making one . Further , the

capability level of each subsystem relative to its subgoal is a rough indication

of its “decision latitude.” This notion of subsystem decision latitude , in turn ,

I leads natural ly to a discussion of the redundancy of potential control phenomenon.

I 
, The principle of redLmdan cy of potential control refers, essentially, to

the switching of coumnand or control in a system fran one location to another. In-

I tuitively, four situations might oxist to account for such control switching :

(1) MMyste are, in sane sense, competing for control over a ntinber of events or

I

I i  
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trials , and when a subsystem passes a certain information threshold in a given trial

it commands until the next trial or event; (2) a single subsystem in a decision-

making hierarchy may have the ab ility to “delegate ” tempora ry control to other lower

subsystems in the hierarchy ; (3) a fixed , rotation or app ointing procedure may

exist; or (4) a subsystem may exercise control on its own initiative.

The first, “competitive” interpretation of control redundancy appears closely

related to the notion of subsystem decision latitude; that is , the degree of adaptive

• capability enjoyed by a subsystem. A subsystem, for example, which is so severely

constrained structurally, say because it lacks a m~ ory capability, tha t it can

goal-seek only under fixed conditions is likely to be far less successful in “competing”

for control than a subsystem which can both goal - seek and goal-set . A political

example of control redundancy under ccmq etition which stresses the importance of

decision latitude concerns the Army’s struggle over close air support missions. In

the 1950’s, the Army, believing the Air Force was neglecting combat support missions

in favor of more glamorous strategic ones, began pushing vigorously for responsibility

over close tactical air support roles involving helicopters and tactical transports.

Eventually, the Army, aided by advances in helicopter technology and the Air Force’s

inability to satisfy Aziuy needs won significant control over close ground support 
• 1

missions (the Army now has more pilots than the Air Force) .~~~~ Another graphic

example of the Importance of decision latitude concerns the Navy ’s develoilnent of

nuclear armed, carrier based aircraft. To sidestep Congressional and Air Force

objections , the Navy simply developed a crude, low budget nuclear delivery system

witheut approval . This fait acccmpli broke the Air Force ’s monopoly over nuclear

weaponry , and guaranteed Nava l control over seaborne nuclear delivery systems .~~
The second, “delegative” interpretation of control redundancy, where by a single

high level subsystem delegate s t~ i~orary control to a lower subsystem is illustrated by

a naval fleet which follows the commands from the fir st ship to sight the
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Such authority is delegated by the fleet commander.

The third , “fixed rotation or appointment” interpretation of control redundancy

I refers to contro l shifts which are cyclically predetermined so all subsystems

I eventua lly have an opportunity to exercise cont rol. A group of children who

voluntarily take turns being captain of a baseball team or the rotating chair-

I manship of the Joint chiefs of Staff serve as examples.

The fourth, “seizing the initiative ,” interpretation of control redundancy

I refers to control shifts arising from a subsystem ’s exercising of control on its

I own initiative. Churchill’s unauthorized mobilization of the Royal Navy just prior

to the outbreak of World War I is an example.

I Besides the redundancy of potential control phenomenon, certain other features
• of subsystems in a decision-making hierarchy deserve ment ion.36 First , a higher leve l

I subsystem in a decision-making hierarchy will probably have coordination tasks over

lower levels, and hence , be concerned with a larger share of overall systems behavior.

Moreover, such coordination tasks mean these higher level subsystems have longer decision

I periods than lower units. The reason - - they cannot act more often than those lower

units being coordinated . This , in turn , implies memory capabilities are likely to be

• more sophisticated on higher rather than lower levels.

I
A second feature of decision-making hierarchies concern s environmental information .

We earlier identified three possible information flows connected with goal-directed

I behavior: environmental , internal, and memory. The coordination responsibilities

of upper decision-making units require a significant dependence on memory and internal

I monitoring capabilities. However, as Mesarovic notes , “The hi gher levels cannot

I 
respond to variations in the environment . . . ,  which are faster than the

variations of concern to the lower levels, since the latter are reacting faster and

more concerned with more particular , local changes .”37 
~~~ suggests lower level

units , while perhaps endowed with little or no memory capabil ity, are far more

I sensitive to environmental feedback than upper level units . 38

— ~~~~~ • • • -• 
— 

• •  
• —
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A final observation on decision-making hierarchies concern s its possible use

for coping with the anal ytical problem of goal-setting. We noted earlier no general

theory of goal-setting exists. However, goal-setting might be conveniently handled

by positing a suitable decision-making hierarchy whereby goal-setting on one level

is a consequence of goal-seeking on a higher level. Hence , the problem of goal-

setting on lower levels is side-stepped by invok ing the goal-seeking proces ses on

the next higher level . At the highest decision-making levels the goal-setting

problem is avoided by simply positing goals. The justi fication for such positing

comes from asstining: (1) the highest control levels deal with goals requiring long

term decision times; (2) such long-range goals will , for a relatively long t ime

span, elicit weak feedback; and (3) over this t ime span, the highest control levels 1
can be analyzed in isolation without regardin g feedback complications - - in

particular , goals at these levels can be held constant . 39 Of course , this approach J
cannot treat goal-setting on all levels concurrent ly; however , this needn ’t discoura ge

us. In genera l , no matter how elaborate any experimental design, certain simplify ing

assunptions must always be made . Of concern to us is the realis m of cur asstmlptions . J
Holding goals constant at the highest control levels of a decision-making hierarchy is

such an assunpticn, with, as suggested above, much value. J
TIME I

• The notion of goal-directed behavior implies certain th ings . It implies some

entity, possessing an internal processing structure and feedback monitoring capability,

to which goal-directed behavior can be imputed . It implies some environment in which ]
the goal-directed behavior takes place . Finally , it implies some notion of time

since goal-directed behavior , by its very nature, is concerned with some future state ii
of affairs . Goal-directed entitie s and their corresponding environ ment s have been I
treated above . Here, we consider some Implications of time for the analysis of go.~l-

directed behavior . fl
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• The temporal framework used to study goal-directed behavior can have profound

~ I 
analytica l implications. It must be, in some as yet nonrigor ously defined sense ,

appropriate tc the phenomena studied . A motivating example demonstrating the

I importance of the “prop er” conception of time arises from a paradox posed by the

I 
Greek philosophe r , Zeno . According to Zeno ’ s tale , Achilles and a tortise dec ide ,

one day , to have a race. Since Achilles can run twice as fast as the tortise , he
• 
I 

generously gives the little animal a headstart of distance x. Now, in order to

catch up with the tortise Achilles must cover this distance x. But in the time

it takes Achilles to cover x, the tortise is moving also and has forged ahead a
• distance . Achilles must cover this additional distance to catch up; however,

1 in the t ime it takes Achilles to cover the tortise has again moved ahead by a

I distance ~~
.. In the next action sequence, Achilles covers ~~

-
, but the tortise moves

ahead again by ~~
.. Since this “catch up” process is a never-ending one, Zeno ’ s

I conclusion is Achilles never passes the tortise!
• The key to this puzzle lies in the way time is framed in the story. Each

I action sequence of the race, where the momentary positions of Achilles and the

tortise are compared , can be thoug ht of as a “snapshot ” in t ime. The first

• snapshot at the race’s beginning, pictures the tortise ahead of Achilles by a

I distance x, the tortise’s headstart. Asstmie this snapshot is taken at time t.

The next snapshot shows the tortise ahead of Achilles by a distance ~~~. This second

•~: I snapshot is taken at time t + 
~~. The third snapshot is taken at time t + +

I 
showing the tortise leading by a distance The fourth snapshot is taken at time

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ In short ,

the snapshots of the rac.~ are being taken at shorter and shorter time intervals,

where the stan of these intervals l sa converging, Infini te series ~~~ 4i- 2t).

This snapshot sequencing, that is the way time is being structured, prevents you

from seeing Achilles catch the tortise , because an “infini te niather” of snapshots

I •,y

-~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ _ _ _ _
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would be required. Hence, Zeno’s paradox arises , it can be argued, because of the 1
peculiar way tinE is structured in the story .

Severa l important lessons can be drawn from Zeno’s story . First, t ime clear ly 1
poses an important conceptual challenge in studying goal-directed behavior. As

demonstrated by Zeno’ s paradox , the way t ime is framed has crucial substantive
• implications which require close scrut iny. Another example drawn from international I

relations is Richardson’s use of differential equations in his arms race work . These

equations imply a continuous t ime perspective where nations are capable of continuous I
monitoring and adjustments in arms stocks . The realism of such an assumption is ,

given such complications as bureaucratic inertia , budgetary cycles , and lead times
• for weapons develo~ment, open to question. I

Second, Zeno’s story shows time needn’t necessarily mean clock time, that is , a

continuous flow of seconds , minutes, hours, days, years, and so forth . In fact, for

analytical purposes, time is most useful ly conceived of as a mode of ordering events

or observations. This , in turn, implies t ime, like goals , is context-dependent and takes I
on meaning only with respect to a particular description of events. Further , for such

a reference system, the time framework or event ordering selected can have a profound

impact on the event patterns observed. In Zeno’s story , for example, the infinite , I
converging time intervals ordering observations prevented us from seeing Achilles

pass the tortise. If these time intervals had been equal, however, Zeno’s paradox I
would have evaporated, and we would indeed have seen Achilles win the race . Hence, J

‘5 tIme framework must be appropriate, in some intuitive sense, to the research

problem under analysis . J
Clock time is sufficient for most research purposes~ however, it is not always

convenient. Por ex~~~le, studies on biorhyth m (biological clocks ) use physiological I
processes and cycles for event ordering. Geologists and paleontologists use geologic

I
- -
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t ime measured by decay rates of various radioactive isotopes . Economists somet imes

I find it useful to order events by fiscal year s, economic five year plans , stage s of

economic growth (
~~ 

la W. Rostow) , and Kondratieff cycles. So far , most of these

I examples can be translated into clock time with little difficulty . However , this isn ’t

always so. For example , international crisis research frequently uses the not ion of

• I respons e time - - a crisis is identified , in part , as a situation involving low

I 
response time for some decision-maker .4° Unfortunately, response t ime canno t be

equated with clock time because it implies more than tempora l duration . First ,

I response t ime depends on the decision-making skills and processes being studied . What

might appear as a low response time situation for one decision-maker might be a high

I re sponse t ime situati on for another , more skillful one . Second, response t ime depends

I
on the task being addressed . One hour migh t be a generou s response time for a simple

true-false histo ry test , but miserly for a test in partial diffe rential equations .

The point here is clock time needn’t always be convenient or even app ropriate for

all research problems .

I Since clock t ime is not suitable in all cases , it is useful to examine other

modes of ordering events, relat ed to the structural properties of the phenomena

I being analyzed . In particular , when considering some entity ’s goal -directed behavior ,

i potential t ime frameworks, can be drawn from two basic sources : (1) cycles within

or related to the entity ’s internal processing structure ; and (2) the enviro nment ’s

I response cycles or patte rn s, if any, to the entity ’s behavior.

Often, time frameworks based on an entity ’s processing struc ture are con-

I veniently represented by clock t ime. This is often true for enti ty’ s with simple

I 
internal process ing structure or continuous processing capabilities (e.g., a thermo-

stat) . However , other time treatments such as event-based frameworks may be necessary

for more involved entities and situations. For example, during the Second World War ,

I I

_____ __________________________________________________________________
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4 some Army Air Corps units automatically rotated bomber crews home after forty missions. I
Since the t ime necessary to complete these missions varied from unit to unit , air

crews often conceptualized t ime in terms of missions flown, rather than months served . I
Ikzrther , if the entity under analysis has a n~~~ry capability , the frequency

‘ 

of memory updating or alteration might be used to order events. Governmental up-

heavals due to elections , coups purges and the like are some potentially useful

examples of such organizati onal “memory alteration ” which might serve as the

bas is for a t ime scheme. I
The problem of selecting a suitabl e time fram ework based on processin g

structure becomes more complicated when dealing with a hierarchy of decision- I
making units . Here , suitable time frameworks most be found for all levels of I
the hierarchy with no guarantee these frameworks will be identical. This , in

turn, can lead to problems of comparing different t ime frames. If , for example, I
one hierarchical level is best treated using a clock t ime scheme while another

level demands an event-based time framework , the problem of relating these different I
time frames arises . Unfortunately, such conceptual problems have not yet , in general, I
been satisfactori ly resolved .

Like time frameworks based on an enti ty’s processing structure , those frame - 1
works keying on environment response cycles are often conveniently represented by

clock time. For example, after mailing an order to a company , we usually measure I
response time in terms of days , weeks , or months . In other situat ions , environment

oriented time frameworks may require event-based treatments. A slot machine en-

t)vsiast , for ex~~,le, might measure the length of his Las Vegas visit in terms of

amber of jackpots won. A more serious ex~~~le concerns the inflationary spiral

generated in 1966 by the Vietnam ~mr. Thinking in ter ms of fiscal periods , I
government pl~ mers were sttmned by th. swiftness with which the ecoi~*y overheated. J

4
11



I Major sectors of the economy , it now appears, roused by events in Vietn am and on

Capitol hill , anticipated increased military spendin g and exp~rnded their ac t ivi t ies

accordi ngly even before Federal spending actua l ly penetrated the economy . In short ,

~ 
had the Johnson acbninistrat ion adopted an event time perspective , instead of one

based on the fiscal year , timing of the Vietnam war ’s inflat ionary impact on the

I economy might have been more ac~ ira tely estimat ed .

i 
So far we have treated separat ely time frameworks based on entity proc essing

structure and on environm ent responsive ness. Ibvever , it is worthwhile noting

the implications of w ide discrepancies , when ccmpari scn via clock time is

possible , between time perspectives based on e n t i t y  processing structure and

I environment responsiv eness , since such discrepancie s can have significan t impact

on international politica l theorizing . Before spinning out these implications ,
I a few underlying asstmpt ions will be aired .

i Firs t , it will be ass*aned the use of smaller t ime units encourage s smaller

analytical t ime horizon s than the use of larger time units. For example , a person
who orders his life ’s activities in terms of days will probably have a more circtmi-

scribed t ime horizon than one who thinks in terms of weeks or month s. Second, it wi ll

I be assumed the interna tional environment in which nations oper ate is characterized by

long-resp onse times to foreign policy actions . This charac terist ic was highlighted by

Dean Acheson’ a remark on carpent ry as a nice hobby because one needn ’t wait twenty

years to learn the results. Finall y, it will be assumed interna tiona l environmental

response t imes are longer than the cyclic processing times of entity ’s operating in

1 this international environment.

I 
For cases where these asstmpt ions are accurate, one would expect a t ime perspective

based on entity processing cycles to ~~ loy ~~~ller time units than one based on inter-

I national enviro nment responsiveness; hence, encouraging a smaller analytical t ime

I

- - -
.. 
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horizon . A nice exasple is Daniel Ellsberg ’s arg ument that U.S. President ’s, over two

decades , knowingly chose a stalemate policy in Vietnam. Ellsberg essentially keys on

nationa l elections , the interna l processing cycle upon which his analyt ical t ime

perspective depends , arguing all maj or escalato ry decisions in Vietnam were constrained -

by the narrow t ime hor izon imposed by election concerns . The result , Ellsberg contends ,

was a series of short-term, “no win - - no lose,” holding actions.41

For cases where t ime perspectives are based on envir onmental responsiveness , one

would expect relatively large time units and, hence, generous analytical time

horizons . For example , the Jay Forrester world dynamics model42 can be thought of as a

sinulation of environmental responsiveness to nation activities , which ei~,loys a

longer time horizon than is cust~~~ry in foreign policy analyses . Indeed, this J
discrepancy between the t ime hori zon derived from an environmen tally -based time

framework and the smaller time hor izon associated with national processing struc tures I
is the key to , what many believe is, the impending collapse of the global social and

economic order . Nations, it is argued, tend assiduously to problems sharply localized

in time while global disasters , unfoldin g with in a larger tenporal context , threaten j
to engulf everyone.

These examples hopefully demonstrate the theoretical importance of t ime frame - I
works for evaluating goal-directed behavior . Certa inly, no single t ime framework is

inherently s~~erior. The appropriateness of a given time perspective a~st be judged I
on a case-by-cas e basis . Hence, ful l disclosure of temporal assLm~ tions is Ia~ortant . i
In particular, an e~q licit conception of time mast be a part of any theory of politics,

especially if time is defined in terms of entity proce ssing or environmental cycles . J
(~‘ily then can one ’s t ime framework be evaluated for its analyt ical appropriate ness.

I
I

I
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&M4ARY

We began our examination of the goal concept in internationa l relations research

by consideri ng its role in theorizing . Goals and goal-directed behavior are working

I assumptions which reflect the posited regularity or under lying order of events in

international relations upon which theorizing depends . Further , we identified two

I analyt ical strategies, posited preference and revealed pre ference , by which goal-

I 
directedness contributes to internationa l relations theorizing .

After considering the analytical ut ility of goals , we briefly surveyed i t s  past

use in internat iona l relations research. While no consisten t approach towards goa ls

emerged from our survey , certain key themes and issues were discern ible such as the

I linking of goals to organizationa l processing and structure , the notion of subgoals

I 
and switches in goal priorities , and the relationship of time to goals.

Next , to provide the necessary analytical back ground for treat ing these issues,

we turned our efforts towards developing criteria for goal-directed behavior , avoiding

the danger of prematurely specifying a single goal definition . It was then argued

I goal-directed behavior might be usefully characterized by two conditions: (1) some

I 
goal notion (left unspecified here) and attendant theory causally linking an entity ’s

behavior and its goal , and (2) some feedback loop connecting the enti ty ’s processing

I structure to its environment. We further noted the potential advantages of goal -

directed behavior backed by memory and internal monitoring capabilities .

I T~~ notions of hierarchies , a hierarchy of adaptive capabilities and a hierarchy

of decision-making units, were introduced. The hierarch y of adaptive capabilities

I aided us in distinguish ing between different goal-setting and goal-seeking situations .

I The hierarchy of decision-making units provided a conceptual framework for dis-

cussing s~1)goals, the notion of redundancy of poten tial control , goal-setting , and

-

~~~ 1 goal-seeking.

I
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Next, the problem of time was raised. First, we argued clock time isn’t always

analytically appropriate for treating goal-directed behavior. Second , in cases

where clock time proves inappropriate, two alt ernative sources for structuring I
I t ime were examined: (1) cycles or patterns related to an entity ’s internal

processing structure, and (2) the enviromient’ s response cycles , if any, to the

entity ’s behavior. Finally, the iaplications of differing time horizons arising I
from wide discrepancies between these two t ime perspectives were examined . Throughout

this discussion, the context-dependent nature of time relative to the particular

issue under study was stressed, this re-emphasizing the description-dependent nature -

of goal-directed behavior in general.

1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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17Linda Brady “Goal Properties of Foreig n Policy : Professed Orientation To Change
and Goal Subject” (Vanderbilt University, CRE()~ Project, 1974) .

18Stuart Thorson “Modeling Control Structures For Complex Social Systems” (thio
State University, Project for Theoretical Politic s, 1974) , pp. 3-6.

m9 Scmmerhoff suggests three conditions for goal-directed behavior : (1) the goal pursued
must be contingently possible, (2) system outputs or actions nusn ’t be causally related
by environmental variables; that is, the realization of goals must be achieved by
the system, and (3) observed, goal-directed system behavior would have been appr opriate-
ly modified to achieve the goal, if environmental conditions had differed from those
actually observed.

The latter t~vo conditions seem acceptable; but, the first condition, demanding contingen
possibility , can be questioned. Histo ry abounds with explorers seeking nonexistent citie
or continents (e.g., the Spanish search for the fabled Seven Cities of Cibola, the
British search for a rumored southern Pacific cont inent , the search for a Northwest
passage) . Intuitive ly, one would like to call these searches goal-directed. Hence,
in this paper, Sou~~ rhoff ’s first contingent possibility condition is dropped. See
Gerd Somerhoff, Logic of the Living Brain (London, John Wiley ~ Sons, 1974), pp. 16-25.

2O.~~ relat ive, context dependent nature of purposes was clearly recognized by Rosenblueth
and Wiener . They wrote : JWe believe . . . that the notion of purpose is not absolute, but

relative ; it aânits degrees. We further believe that it involves
a humen element, namely the attitude and objective of the observer .
Different observers may well differ in their evaluation of the
degre e of purposefulness of a given behavior . And the same ob-
server may study a given behavior as purposeful or purposeless ,
with different objectives . But these limitations of the notion
of purpose are coma~in to many other scientific categories , and
do not detract from their validity and usefulness . Arturo
Rosenblueth and Norbert Wiener, “Purposeful and Non-Purposeful
Behavior,” in Modern Systema Research for the Behavioral Scientist ,
od. by Walter aickley 1U’i icngo, ?~li( i nc PIE I Ishi ng C~~ any, ~] 9b8) ,
p. 235. J
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2
~Thorson, “Modeling Contro l Structures ,” p. 3.

22Karl Deutsch , The Nerves of Government (New York, The Free Press, 1966) , p. 129.

23Frances Fit zgera id , Fire In the Lake (New York , Vintage Books, 1972) , p . 453.

I 24 Ibid., p. 453.

I 25~ used here, a memory refers to the capacity for storing and retrieving past experiences
which the entity has reacted to in some fashion. Data which has initially been ~wired
or designed” into an entity at inception as part of its processing stru cture would ,I therefore, not be considered a product of memory since this data did not arise from
the entity ’s past operating experiences. So, for example, the digital map which s
programmed before launch into the military ’s Terrain Contour Matching mi ssile guidanc~’I I system would not constitute a memory, as defined here.

26J~~~s Thomson “How Could Vietnam Happen? An Autopsy ,” in Read ings In American

I Foreign Policy, ed. by M. Halperin and A. Kanter (Boston, Little, Brown and Company ,
1973) , p. 99.

I 
27.~~ context dependent nature of memory , and indeed of organization in genera l , also
holds in a biological context as demonstrated by W. Ross Ashby :

I Is it not good that a brain should have memory? Not at all, I reply - -
only when the envir~nment is of a type in which the future often
copies the past; should the future often be the inverse of the past ,
memory is actually disadvantageous. A well known example is given when

I the sewer rat faces the environmental system known as “pre-baiting .”
The naive rat is very suspicious, and takes strange food only in small
quantities. If , however, wholesome food appears at some place for three

I days in succession, the sewer rat will learn, and on the fourth day will
eat to repletion and die. The rat without memory, however , is as
suspicious on the fourth day as on the first, and lives. Thus, in

I this environment, memory is positively disadvantageous. Prolonged
contact with this environment will lead, other things being equal ,
to evolution in the direction of diminished memory-capacity.
W. Ross Ashby, “Pr inciples of the Self-Organizing System,” inI Modern Systems Research for the Behavioral Scientist, ed. by
Walter Buckley (Chicago, AlilTflC PthlIshing Ccmpany, 1968) , pp.

I 
112-113.

28J W N  Watkins “Ideal Types and Historical Explanation,” in The Philosophy of
Social Explanation, ed. by Alan Ryan (Bristol, England, Oxford University Press, 1973) ,

I p. 101.

Simon “The Sciences of the Artificial ” (Cai~ ridge, MIT Press, 1969),

I pp. 84-118.

~~See Gordon Pask, “The Cybernetics of lkthavior and Cognition Hxt cnd lng the MeaningI of ‘Goal ’,” Cyhornetica , No. 4 , Vol . X I I I  (1~)7O) , pp. 247-248. See also IIart~~tU II. Bessel and Berry lLaghcs , Sinaala tkm of Valu~-ControI ted tk~cisIon-Mekin&:
~ )Proach and Prototype (K a r Isruhc, FcJiiãl Repd,lIc of Getmuny , Inst itut Tur

I ~~ste tecbnlk tz~ Innovationsforschung, August , 1973) .

-
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31Another , less militaristic example, cited by Ackoff, involves an electronic maze-

solving rat (a simple autanata) which , when blocked by a wall in maze , moves in a
programmed sequence of ways until an open path is found . The sequence is such that
it can solve at least some solvable mazes. If this rat has a memory device, it
can also be programmed to take a “solution path” on subsequent trials in a familiar
maze . See Ibi ssell Ackoff and Fred Finery, (~ Purposeful Systems (New York , Aldine-
Atherton, 1972), p. 31.

~ M.D. Mesarovic, D. Mecko, and Y. Takahara Theory of Hierarchical , Molti level, Systens
(New York, Academic Press, 1970), pp.49-56. J

33See Morton Halperin Bureaucratic Politics and Foreign Policy (Washington D.C . ,
Brook ings Institution , 1974) , pp. 43-46.

See Vincent Davis “The Development of a Capability to Deliver Nuclear Weap ons by
Carrier-Based Aircraft ,” in Readin gs In American Foreign Policy, ed. by M. Halperin
and A. Kanter (Boston, Little , Brown, and Company, 1973) , pp. 26 1-275.

35morson “Modelling Control Structures,” p. 5. J
36These characteristics are taken from Mesarovic. See Mesarovic, Mecko, and Takahara,

pp. 54-56 .

37Ibid ., p. 55.

38Stories of “awn in the field” (i.e., lower level units of some decision-making
hierarchy) who develop a greater sensitivity for their local areas than the
people back at the “home office” (i.e., upper level units) are leg ion. More
interesting are the tales of actual “memory suppression” on lower levels. Con-
sider, for example , the plight of a military officer assigned to the Defense
Intelligence Agency (DIA) during the Vietnam era : I

He knows or soon learns that he will be thrust into a position
in which, on occasion, his professional judgment will vary
markedly from that of his parent service. He will be expected
to defend a position that could enrage his Chief of Staff - -
but officers who do so more than once get known fast and are
accorded an appropriate “reward” at a later date in terms of
promotion and assignment . Consider also that a tour at DIA --
normally two to three years - - a very short when compared to a
20- to 30-year military career. And so most officers assigned 1to DIA go through a predictable pattern. They come on board
as “hard-chargers,” ready to set the world on fire . They stick
to their principles through one or two scrapes. Then they
become a litt le more circumspect, letting individual issues slide
by and rationalizing that it wasn ’t a crunch question anyway.
Finally, they resign themselves to “sweating out” their tours
and playing every situation by ear. They avoid comumi tt ing them - .
selves or making decisions . They refuse to tackle the agency ’s
long-teim organi zationa l ills, because doing so would make
too many waves.
Patrick t.tGarvey, “MA : Intelligence To Please, ’ in Readings in ~~erican
Foreign Policy, ad. by M. Halperin and A. Kanter (Boston , Little , Brown,
and Company, 1973) , p. 325. 9
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~~ ~
9me ass~~ t ions listed here are derived from the work of Simon and Ando on deccmposa-
bility and aggregati on of systems. One of their theorems (as interpreted by
Crecine) implies if feedback is weak , there exists a time span over which aj system can be analyzed in isolation without regarding feedback complications .
The t ime span over which this analysis is valid depends on the weakness of
the feedbacks . See J. Crecine , Governmental Problem- Solving: A Computer

I Simulation of ?4.micipal Budget ing (Chicago, Rand W.Nally, 1969) . See also A.
Ando, F. Fisher , and H. Simon, Essays on the Structure of Social Science Models
(Cambridge , MIT Press , 1963) .

I ~°james Robinson “Crisis: An Appraisal of Concepts and Theories,” in International
Crises: Insights From Behavioral Research, ed. by Charles Hermsnn (New York, The Free

I Press, 1972), pp. 23-25.

4
~taniel Ellsberg Papers on the War (New York, Simon and Shuster, 1972), pp. 42-135.

42~~ Jay Forrester, World Dynamics (Cambridge , Wri ght-Allen Press, 1971).
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ii T~rr~owcrrcn -

i.sy. Th. reasoning behind this cl.ilm hlng .s on the ck,-The pw pose of this paper is to describe a carçuter perdence of nost conditions of opt uul ity  (undcr nostsbenlation based project designed to elucidate the trech- - any usual sense of ptiinality) upon certain very finclyanien by which national goverroents obtain and pr~~ess grainod (detailed ) hypotheses (e.g., continuity, exi~-information about their enviroments and pruluce ~ehav- ter~~ of second derivatives, etc.) being true of thelore which are sent back to their envircnnents. The pro- ~~rlthcedure will then be to perfonn experiments on these siru-
- latlons. ~tre specifically, this report will discuss A second node of experimentation h~s been calleda preliminary ver~icn of a large scale sini.ilaticn of “mechanism-elucidating experiments” (FCdOZ-OV, 1972 , pp.Saudi Arabian dccision making with respect to suci~ cicim.. 3-6). Here the interest is nore in the “global” beh~v-estic policy areas as oil, agriculture, ~~ icr of the structure. That is, the task is to investi-

~~aces. Following a trea tment of the sisulation in gate isplications of possible functional rclatlona be-its present status , prob1~rs of evaluating, validating, tween Input and output variables . Mechanism-elucidatingend modifying the simulation will be examined. First experiments appear to - be appropriate where cxistir,ghe.’ever it is necessary to outline briefly the method- thO~~y is weak or nonexistent and where the purpose iiological perspective fran which the aimelations ~~ to develop theory . The siaulatlons reported on in thisbeing developed , paper’ are being designed to ba u~’.~J in mechanion-oiu~.L~dating experiments. Problems of validating suTh sisu-Within the field of international politics a y~~~~ latiOns will be discussed In a later section.bar of scholars have begun to e!ploy concepts rooted Inf • y5~~~ theory” to develop theories of govex’rmental be- - As wet mentioned earlier , the desi~ a of any experi-h~vlor (e.g., see Kaplan, 1957 ; Rosensu, 1970; Forrester, rent derives fran an attempt to exploit existing lava:.
Meat all of these researchers eament on the relative tent to $‘JTmirjzo the broad “operating chwscteristics”
1971; ItGowen, 1974 ; Phillips, 1974; Thorson 1974a). ledg. to suggest new Ja~~ ledge. Therefore it is iiipcr-
“amplexity” of interrational politico and the varisty ce’ “principles” which any structure posited as I pose I-of difficulti es this ce~rplexity poses for the ~~~~~~~~~ 

ble nodal of a govertirent rust have . These properties
As exmi~les, it is likely that any reasonable theory be viewed as ~rct erties necessary to any structureclaimed to be a irodel of govex~ment . While the proper-meld have to include a fairly large rimiber of variables; ties individually seer quite reasonable , there ar. fewthat the ro1atio;~ between these variables may often existing models which si~m.altaneous1y satisfy all of then.be simple linear ones; and that there are fairly long Sire. these principles are discussed elsewhere, theytl~~ delays operating with the international system. will briefly be motivated and reference will be Mdc to&ath characteristics naturally suggest a cosçuter ~~~~ ~~~~~ f~~ ~~~~~lation approach to the modeling of govervmantal decision..
reking. 

~~~~~~~~ ~~su~ observers of politics are (requontly
While the above list of “cceple,dtias” is suggu-. struck with the changing aid often apparently adaptive

natwe of national policy behaviors. International alli-tivs it is nowhere near cceplete erc’.# to restrict use- erect seem to shift in apparent response to changingfully the class of admissible models of gover~vrents. Yet “realities” m ach as a perceived scaroity of oil . Yet,the basic motivat ion behind any kind of experimentation -
bs it siaulatfr ~n tesed or otherwise - is to use prior as with most all, adaptive mechanisms, the rung. of adap-

tation has limits. S~~ policies (U.S. policy towardskaø.ledge. Quite obviously, the more detailed the priOr O~ina ~‘cui.d serve as an exampl.) change very slowly and~~~4edge, the acre detailed will be the ~~~~~ th. reasons f or the slow change seer related nor’s to theseated the’ough a well-designed experiment . Squally ob-
viously, it is gancrolly easier to ciosign optimei xp~~ 

intermel structure of the rrecluniwn itself (e.g., bureau-
cratic aid individual level “politics”) than to the mc—l nts (cptimel hero is being used in the sense of ternai ervirorarent the govenisent is attseçting to ban-Tndoru,, 1972) In situations where the store of relevantprior la~~4edge is lar ge. A basic problem in macro-icy-

.1 modeling of gov.r,wTlentel decision making is that i~iun togs*er, these observations suggest severalsyLlabi. knowledge is neither detailed ~~~~~ ‘ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~ pri cipl.s. First, aid of co ruble ~~~~ ance ,
The design of experiments rust not only talc. Into ~~~~~~~~~~~~ rust be modeled as control structures 

~~~~~~acccimt available knowledge; it also requires a clear ~~ !P~c1tcextcrT1a i_envir’onxn~nts . Thrt ii, gov.
specification of The research question(s). At an ab -errunsnts attempt to JMt%i~i~late spccit’!~ external envir’-

orments. No claim is made that goverments are opt lnul$tr sot level t~m kiiIs of .cperisw nts can be distin- control mechanisms • POrther support for’ this claim candahed. Th. first kind, sanetimu tensed “extrseul e—
psI~~ ts,” is er~icy.~d to ans~~’ questions concenting be found In Rosensu, 1970; Posenau, 1974; aid
The conditions wider which the ~1ructure being i u -  197$.a. A usl1-kno~u exeaple of an attenpt to model in-
gated will satisfy r~cme optlcnaiity criterion, T h e  i~ 

ternationg behaviors without viewing goverceents as con-
trol. s~~etw.s is (curd In Fbrrester, 1973.edght be askod under what ccrditlcne a grvenrsnt will

allocat. its roscureco enong dcmestie and internetional 
~~~~~ *0 ~~~~ ________  ~~ ~~ _________qaerdituroa In such a ~eiy as to moximis. sane agb~’.gate

utility ~~~ tlon. Elscwhoze (filler’ nd ~~~~~ 107k, rust be 
~~~~~~~~~~~ 

anzI~I~id. in sy tneu iigee, tl~~out-
b) it has bevn .rrgwed that not sn~ igh in ~mt km~m ~~~ 

j~~
’ort ~~ .ntaI control structure will be a lure-

~~
wm,nti to per’(oue exu emg ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ .M tl~n (In the mst)~e~atlce1 sans.) of the irçuts and the

— - . --- -- -~~-- - S - _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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- cura cnt st.~te of the goven-iaent. i’ro is considerable ~fle seven principles out lin. 1 .j Iuve~ rcrvc as I ~~~~~~
evidence to ~urZest tha t a c~~in~ the state of thu r,ov— ,~ork coidition~ within which th ’ :: i,m,I.Jtj oi p to he ci.:-
er~...ental structt rc r’cquirc~ at ) e~st the ,rrxiel ing of signed below is being developed . t%i: ;ically, .the &:~~~~-
b4reaucrctic stn~cture~ withi .n the ~‘pvcrm~cnt . in~ irical t ic portion of the Saud i Arabia sinuL. ~t ion i~ div it l 1
support for thi s claim is fourwi in Allison , 1971; into three external cnvirorvnent rv.xh~ls: an agriculture
Ha.lperin and Kanter, 1973; aid ~ i1pcrin , 1971e . ~tich of module, an oil nodule , and a htr~~n re~.ourccs nudtile . A
the ar~ns race modeling effort (e.g. , Br ito, 1972) vio— fourth module , the decision nodule , ~.crves as a nodal of
later this principle and considers the governnent as a the goverrvnontal control structure . These si,ru1.~tions
“unitary rationa!. actor.” are being developed in interaction with policy pla3lners

In the State and Defense Departnonts ( see Ph illips ar.d
Third , internally foverrrlents are on’anized hier Therson, 1974 for a descr iptio n of the intera ction) . In

archically. ‘In other wr;rds there i~~a’ large degi~Tof this paper the focus will be on the decision aid the
special’ization within a govcrrnent. Different kinds of agr’iculture modules.

I information aid decisions are processed at different 1ev-
sir of the hierar chy. Support for this assert ion is ~ 2 OVE RVILW or ThE S1743!ATION
fcwti in Phillips , 1974 ; Mderson, 1974; Mesarovic and
Pestel, 1974; aid Nunri , 1974. Again, most ax~~ race Ai~ att enpt to model a govenrn ent using a computer
models and the Forrester WORLD2 model violate this sbulaticn rust address t~o points: 1) What are the

I prireiple. structural characteristics of a govevnvent; and 2) I~~i
is the structure to be implenented as a c’a uter s~jru1a-

)burth, gover rre nt s *wsue noltiple (and sanrtiaes tion? The first point deals with the rut re of tha t
conflicting) goals. This pr inciple is re1~~~d to the which is siaulated . The second , with its ‘ealization as

*
~
evious principle, and support for it can be (cur d in a c~~ uter px ’sii%.

the sane sowces. While this claim seans most reason-
able, there ore sara tecimical reasons (Miller ~~ The basic characterization urced to structure tL~r
11acrsc n, 1975b) ~~y this principle may need to be nod - nat ure of goven-rents is expressed in one of the or~~

I fled . Nonetheless, it has guided the modeling effort re- izing principles discussod above : Governnents are gou .
ported in this paper. .e&cing systems. But to sinply state tha t gover. ~nts

are goal seeking systems does rot provide suffi ci. r ~
Fifth, goverrisents exhibit redundercy of potential srr uct’uro to allow ruchine iaç1a~rn ta tion . /4idit i ‘t~~1

I ocmtr’ol. ftcording to Arbib (l9’12, p. l’i) ~~r principle structUre is required. The addltiorul str ucture i3~3~orcd
F~~~~~~dancy of potential control “states, essenti ally, U~Ofl the c~rr’acterizationa of govcrrsnents is illustrated

that ccmrund should pass to the region with the most in.. in Figure 1 • fl-e basic elcient s of this structure are :
portent information. ” As an illustrat ion Arbib (~~~ 1) the goverseont (or inner enviror~ir~nt) ; 2) the ou ter

I 
attr’ibites the ex&~,le to Warren McQg).och) cites “a envucrrent (the process to be controted); 3) t he oL,ser-
World War I naval fleet where the behavior of t~ wtoie vation Interface; 4) the access interface ; aM 5) ~he
fleet is controlled (at least temporarily) by the rig- model of the cuter envirorrnent . (Cf . Sisra n , 1969;
ntis from whichever ship first sig$~ts the eneny, the Thereon, 1974). Under this Interpretation, goverlrn.’nts

- ‘ 
point being that this ship need not be the flagship, ~~ take observations of the current state of the outer en-

I which camurd nonselly resides (p. 17). ” The critical vfrOnTerzt . Based upon those observations, the govern-
point here is that potential control need not r-e~icie ir~ rent, with the use of the image of the causal operation
only one portion of a goveninent. Indeed the way in of the outer envira-enent , generates outputs (access
which various goverrrents resolve the redundancy is a n-  Interface actions) that are intended to Increase the

I tical to understanding and explaining its behavior. Q~r’- level of goal achievement. - ... -

rent att seçts by the U.S. military to upgrade its car -
m~ d, control , and coumrinications “systose” reflects an In the Saudi Arabian athiulation presented here, the
i~~1icit recognition of the redund ancy notion within one livise’ erivfronient , access Interface , and observation

- I breaucrocy. roreover, ir~~rtant decisions (e.g. , whetli- interface are aU parts of the Saudi bur eaucracy . The
or to sell a sophirticated weapons system to scare coun- vi~t~..eat can be usefully partitioned into tie classes,
try) generally involve more than one b.aroaucracy at more the danestic and international enviroments. in the
than one level of the hierarchy . We could find no exist- sisiilation, the dc*nestic envir orinent has been addition-
irg models which have th, redundancy property. ally decaiç’osed into three sectors: oil, agriculture,

aid )uaun resources • Each of those three calpanents axe
eninents ar e event-based (that is, goveni- slaula tions In their’ own rights . Thu oil module models

ments~~~~p n cven~EI~ i~~the external envirorenent). oil pr oduction and petroieter reverue, the agriculture
Thsse events awry have associated with them particular nodule models the production of wheat , and tiran re-
probability distributions. That long-range forecasting sources models the flow of peiple In Saudi Ara bia fran
(though rot policy planning) nay be very difficult. More-, the perspective of educat ion and arployment . Thea on
~~~~~~~ ‘ the notion of t iara .içlcyed in the model, should be OflS level, ths decision nodule atteaçts to control these
“event time,” that is, thu “time flow” against which the thret domestic envizorinents so as to achiev, a set of
system state s are plotted should be event based . This goals. In addition, the goverriie nt of Saudi Arabia has
.*gurtr , for example , that differential equation models goals for the International eiwirorerrnt. The entities
er’s either inappropriate or require considerable reinter’- in the international enviroranent consists of other ire-
pretation. lie farms race models and the Forreator model t3ons, e.g., Iran, Egypt , Israel, the United States,
are inconsistent with this principle. Crecirre, 1969, goverriuuntat organizations, e.g., OPEC, the Arab League,
fWOvIdes eVIdCI Ior for the cvcnt-bioed nature of govern- the PLO, aid the I~, as well as non-governmental actor ..,
mental ntn~cLu.~~1. Sec Miller aid Thereon, 1975b, tar ~ e.g. , AMICO. In this repor t , the only portion of the

- ~~‘s detailed aiI:ac.ix~~~on of thin aid the next point. tiimai*tlon to be discussed in any depth will be Lbs
agriculture modul e (the e,wirervnent) aid the port ion ci

$oventh, .‘.b’ie: ni ~~~~nw’ntn mint ntlcw for’ din., the docielan aerkain with primory n~ pnnsibliiLy icr con-
s t n ~rr. it.~~~~Ti’Trvni rn w~s.rcIs ~wc&,xientn operate trolling it (tie Saudi MbUntiy of Agr LcutU ’ro ).
‘ifl mo1it~ tnuI i ,’.I’u, ,I lutrn fxx iceu ai ry ha Important in
“defj Mzr

~

’,” the  .viiiI ,I to which gc en1mtiL~a ~~ ponl. 11i I~ven with a ch iructcriza tion of t ha t whi ch, Is to ta
geeserec of’ dkit usl” ucctt in especially isi~ortant to rca— alaiuletod , and the or~yinLzIng principles conn Liurl nLr~ ,iuA. 4

opaLs. if ~~~~~~ miparisionts arc to be dosigocid. aitseable solutions, tiers is st ill the question of 1Ju4~l~-



nontnt~on. Since the construction of the ej iaj iatloir is Ions of a condition aid an aetiuis: 1 ‘ A. lie conil—r. ar. el tort at elucidating the int erna l mcchirthm by tion refers to tie Nyanhel In tk~ t~Iiii t—t ’nn iiwrge (~TX)
which govcrnsr’nts generate behaviors, tie rurvier in of tic I.yutean . lir~ ~FI reprusoutt; Lirn ~;v~Lan ’~ tran-
a.ihich the model is repres~ntcd as a caliputer program is sient iairrgc of the current state ut’ the CC. The act Ions
consequential. In the area of computer si,ir.zlations of of the productions consists of trunsfonautions on the
)maen problem solving, similar conecn~s have been ax- SrI “Including the generat ion, interpretation , and sut i~-petted . Allen Newell (1973a ) developed the notion of faction of goals, modification of cxi sting clenients, and
control structure as a means for addressing this point , addit ion of new ones~” (Klahr, 1973 : 528) Fr production
lie control structure of a model is reug~r1y the system system obeys rwrple operating rules:
architecture. The control struct~e specifies tow the
bmsic processes of the model are orZanized into a ester- I. lie productions are considered in sequeree ,
sot whole. The control structur e is in part detennined starting with the first.
by the programming language us d. it. Each condition is compared with the cwrent

state of leowlodgo in t ie system, as rap e—
A language such as FORTRM (or any other, for sainted by the syntols in SrI. If all of
that matter) ney be aeon as a device to evoke the elements In a condition can be natched
a sequence of primitive operations, the exact with elements (In any or der) in SIX, then
sequence being conditional upon the data . The the condition is satisfied.
primitive operations in TURTRAN are the arith- iii. If a condition is not satisfied , the next

tic operations, th. given frictions • . . ,  the po~ etion rule , the ordered lit , of
assi~ vrerrt of a value to a variable, the irçut production rules, is considered.
and output operations, etc. Each of these iv. If a condition is satisfied, the ~~tions
has a tame in the language (+ , -, SIN , LOG , to the right of the arr~~ axe taken.
eta.). Hcuever, just having the r~~ncs is TPma the production system is reentered
not enough. Specifying the eciditionil si— tram the top (Step i).
quece is also required aid what does that V. Wan a condition is satisfied , all those
is called the control structure. In FORTRAN sri elements that were matched are moved
it includes the syntax of algetraic expel- to the front of SIX.... the order of statements . ... the vi. Actions can change th. state of goals,
syntax of the iteration statement, . • the xeplaob elements, apply operators , or
forma t of the conditional aid unconditional edd elements to sri .
tren ch. (Newell , l973b 297) vii. ‘lie STI is a stack in which a new element

- 
- spp..r.at the top pushing all else in the

ftc same priposea , it is acceptable to let the ~~em- stack dorar one position. Since STI is
mug language detennine in large Par t the control str uc— limited in size, element s msy be lost.
tuee. Other times contraints such as minijm,m execution - (tr am IQahe 1973 :528-29)
ti_, cc minimum storage requirements will help deter-
mine t~~. the control structure is realized. ~.rt if one Prior to a discussion of the pr oduction system for
wishes to make a theoretical statement using the strum- the Sexhi Ministry of Agriculture j ar detail , the bas~o
tire of the program itself , these solutions er~ r.~t ac- opsratk’n of the module will be discussed . After the
ceptable, since such solutions contain implicit hot m ad- operation of the system has been discussed in a verbal
~~.,th le theor etical claims, ‘lie programming techrique fashion, a portion of th. production system will be di.-
(end control structure) that is used for the decision cussed in detail as a production system.
nodule is called a production system. Sines the intent
is only to theorize about goveninents , Pill has been used Ia discussed above, a rur~ai’ of organizing princi-
icr programming the oil, agriculture, and lumen reecusces pies have been anpicyad as constraints on adotissable eel-
simulation nodule. NcMell developed this pro vmebrg ution to the construction of a simulated goverranent • hot
tnjcture for the sini.zlation of cogeitiv. processes. all of these principles axe directly reflected in that

lhImil. the operation of production systers will be dis- aspect ci the decision module which roughly corresponds
erased In mere detail below, several cw~~~ts are In or- to the Saudi ftebian Ministry of Agriculture presented
den’. ‘lie first is that all operators, other than the hues for several reasons. In particular , the principles
basic flow of control in prod uction systevie must be ex- of hierarchical organization, redundancy of potential
plicitly definod . Second, pc~~~ams structured as produc.. control, and multi-goal seeking are rot represented be-
tion systans do not result in the minimization of pro- cause the siima],ation nodule as represented here is only
~ am coding time, execution time, or storage require- a ~or’tIon of the total structure. In addition, sires

rts. There exist “easier” methods for coding a program the decision module is a developmental version, the do-
- - to produce similar outputs. art those other rays to pro. cision making properties of the nodule are at a relative-

the decision nodule hews the potential fcc brtroduc- ly primitive state • In spite of these ahortccminga , the
methods aid processes that do rot reasonably reflect module, as presented above, does serve as a useful illus-

time structure or capability of the processing mechsniem tration of the basic teateique and its potential.
of goverirrents. Given the basic flow of control inherent
In production systens, it was necessary to define only In ess.nse, the decision nodule can be conceptu.
ens additional operator, the se operator discussed be— ~14eaii as attarçting to Improve pcrfbzronce as indexsd
low. This method for struct uri ng the decisico nodule by a friction with twe arguments yield a f(fertj lizw
h the advantage that the clAimer about the information constraint on yield, mechanization constraint on yield).
p1o,.saaig capability of governments are explicit . NW Within the agriculture nodule, time yield at any given
sssr~~ticra about the capability of governments to pioc- point in time is a function of the level of fertilizer
~~ Information had to be explicitly dofined . flus the application and mechanization usage. The fertilizer
dame. of asking un martantionel, capability claims as a constraint on yield can be expressed as follows a given
result of time way in which the dicision nodule was pro- the ~~~~~~~ level of fertilization, assuming all other

....aJ hew. iron mi nlatsod . factors ore cptlmrl , rd~at is the maximum poerailbi ’ yield?
‘lie machanizatien constraint leer a *1*11w e~q*ecnton

PticeelsthE isu ’ik’In ne itten so production syesteniu ira fines the actual yloll mill be conmntralnont by tie ass] 1-
formed by a orilb r’I i~wr of indcpcndent rules, called pie- est constraint, if yield is to ho Lncroancd, tire irnear
r~~thxvs. 11.’ i~nk.n a b c  productiosii ) ins sLated in tire of the two constraints stru t be incnacu,cd. ‘fir policy



I—

v~vI.ibleu Open to the vextyim~nt , under tht a int cfl)ncta .’ ~t~ntpul~ th . If o~~ constrainL I. ~~ tkm t ie ot ’Ir ’s ,t~on1 are the O1TOtrflt bud~ctcd for govcrrstontal fcr t ilj zcr ’ tIv j ltam,~iL cvn~tru int is chosen. I I  t~~t ii c~~n~;t’rOint .
- prrvhasc, and tie ~uvc~int taidgctod for govcrment4 pr ovi— are “ abnut t h e  ~~~~~ IoLh lnxJ g~t~ •.i~ int ’s v,v~’d. flsion of tractors. tin, biiJgu t to be in~ri~~ed has •r hi t~I i or vca’y high ei’n—

- ctraiu L , the bu ipj,t in it~~ un~cd “.t l i t t i n. ” It ’ t tk ’ conAssuming tha t the Saudi s budget is increasing, straint in nudiun , the budget (ot t U t ~ ’t~ ) Is c1jr~’lyI 
- the inotiv.~tion for the resultan t goverr .iontal output is “Inc reased. ” If the leve l of the c r t ~t~~iint is low øras follows: A~suiie there is not e roncy to spend , the very low, the budget is increase d “a lot. ”constr aint is (~~y) fertilize r , and the desire is to ru ise

yield. More norey should be spent on fertilizer and the In the currrnt inplcit~’ntation a the decision n dulsame mount on mechanization . Huchanizatlon could be Incre ase a little means to Increase the budget by 2C~~,decreased since Sa ie money spent on mechanization is increase means increase the budget by 501, and incrc.~~emasted, bit since it is rot icy~wn exactly how the mechan- a lot imeans to increase the budp/? t by iSOt. Since t l~cization constrain t behaves with respect to budget levels actual budget chtngos will in the fina l an alysis be ~c-and since money is “cheap” aixi decreased yields are terinined by the Council of Minister ’s , the current pt occ-“coatly” it is wore prudent to take the chance of “ra st - dure represents only a tmporary method for allowing asane money by spending more on fertilizer to in- portion of the decision m odule to operate for test ir~prove the chance of increasing yield. purposes • The ra tes of increase should met be taken too
ser iously. In addit ion , the port hn o the nodule ci~s-

Fran a wore operational perspective, it is required cussed above assures to budget decrease takes place .
that goverroents make observations of the eawir’cnnent and

• base outputs upon those “pereept ions” of the current -

state of the outer envirorirant. - As a result, inputs A Production Systen Thcamrple
into the decision module are state ments describing the
oe~ ent mechanization aid fertilizer constraints on In light of the above discussion of the rules t~~ n
yield as being very high, high, moderate, low, arid very which a production system opera tes , and the mon-tech ti-
low. These descriptions of the constraints are deter- ca]. (fran a programming point of view) discussion o: themim~~ according to the scale in Figure 2. An Inspect ion operation of the module, the port ion of the agricult~re
of Figure 2 shows the scale not to be an equal Interval nodule In Figure 3 should be fairly straig ht forward .scale. Judgments between high arid very high represent The system in Figure 3 is that port ion of the pzuJuc L ion
finer distinctions than does a judgment between high and system that takes the jud~jments of the size of the curt-
moderate. This scale arid the use of an ordinal descrip- straints and detentu nes which budgets to increas and by
tion of tire cuter environment is bused on tre assump- Perr much they should be increased .
tiorre: The first is that the Saudi goverrmant does not
have the information processing capacity to handle (ror As mentioned above, there is only one operator thatthe Irsesurenent sophistication to use) finer distinc- usa implemented , the ~~ operator. The ~° operator takestiorme . Tie second is that the Saudi’s are capable of the first element in the short ter m iJiege (STI) and re-areking relatively finer ’ distinctions at the extresr,es of places it with the double stars . Thea , if the ~* e,q’res•tie scale. This claIm about the capability of the sion mars: OLD(fr ~) arid the first element in the STI
Saudi s to process information is supported by by where $$$$$ , then after the .~‘xec.~t ion of the **, the
Al-Naj i’s (1971;1Ls7) description of the plarming system front of $11 weuld be: OW(~~~$$$). This operator wasas “institutionally fra&ranted and substantially inef- necessary to Insure that the system mould not go Into anfictive ,” the lack of qualified manpower to staff tie endless loop. If a production were satisfied by the
Saudi biwea....crecy (Al ~aaj i , 1971:218) , and the fact elements of Sri , after the operation of tire ~~ cperator,that as of today, there still has rot been a thorough the production mould not be executed again until the
cermea of the Sarzti population. sksd condition were reentered into Sri .

Based Icon the absolute judgments of the con-

I . strsints, the decision nodule makes a carpax’ison between As an example, consider the operation when the STI
the twe constraints, resulting in relative statements contains the s)ebols ~1EGI 1CDIU4,YItRT GREA’ItR ThANsuch as: “The fertilizer constraint is much greater than YIWI . lime system start s with production 1 • Sincethe ~~~hmnization constraint.” This comparison in also the conditions of production 1 are rot in SrI , the sys-
based upon the scale in Figure 2 and reflects the fact ten checks product ion 2. This process continues until
that judgments are more fine grained at the extra~ s of production 12 is executed . ‘fits element s in SrI match
time scale. One constraint is higher than arether if a the conditions of tie production, and the action portion
“bcraii~ry,” i.e. , the cutoff point between high arid of the product ion is executed. This result s in 1) the

diua, is crossed . For example, a very high constraint elements in STI that matched the production conditions
is jut%ed greater than a high constraint, arid a high con- being placed in the front of STI ; 2) the aI~ operator is
stu nt is judg ed greater than a medium constraint . If applied to the first clentont In SrI , YItRT GREATER IVANtwo “bouj~~r’j~s” are crossed , the comparison is that YiCOI, The result is that OUXYIERT GREATER ThItN Y~~QI)
Of very high. This , a very high constraint is very much is now the fir st eleaent in SrI; 3) the systol strinithan a medium constraint, and a medium constraint INCREASE ~~ O1 A WT is placed lit the front of Sit ,very such higher than a very low constraint . If wore moving all other s~rnbo1 strings down one position; tt )
them two bowxkiries are crossed, the carpariaon is ‘mmxth e~~trv1 is passed to the first production. The system

‘ 
greater than’. loops tirough tire productions until none of the produc-

tions is satisfied . At that point control passes to
These two rankings of the constraints serve as the the portion of the module responsi ble for taking thesebasic input to the choice port ion of the production aye- qualitative chan ges in the tazigets and prulucirig actualtam. The rrtructrnr of the decision ne~hr1o breaks the budget figures.I . process of ~~nr n.~t ing outputs Into tuc portions. First

time budg~ot to tm’ miri n i laula ted in csctervI%ned , e.g. , hiadgpt lime a~ ’ Lcultw o dormnion enxlu)e prcoentod herefor (crtllla ~r rwnrlmw u , and/ar’ lutir t (or trector put’- (AflVSS Only 4fl 4 pie] kp.Inu’y vet ’m .~on upon which moredress, &wnhI y, l i r e  .vrnunt of vImurg ~ in the biwl~~t ’a noplmlutboatu,I aid rv~unawb ie ivuit tlet: can be brt .c~%. 1~ .nelectc,J (tuc.~’.r.” •i little , Imrvrano, lnerc.’ioo ~t lot) Is sides (hr cibekatu ncer r .t r i ty  oh kbm r~1ng (in~ quontinfldetermined . ‘Iii’ sI~~inIon modulo woos liii first relative of the virUdity of the t~lst;1atbo, n (dlnru r .ocd W its) ,jm~~~~~t C~n~r Iei ’ I l ium ) to determine which budget to the next path fos’ futwe dcvu3cpn~nt are h r  two main



I

~~~ The first is the development of the rcssini~ Fcdurw, 1~i2 , p. 6) . tk~wovcr, io. I i ~, t~ % s f4MIU outl ined
.cplu sticotion of the decision module ; lot’ c~ur~lc the in ci lisa ~dj nulation repor ted on huiiv in viewed nor .’ ~~noceccity to n~~ cl learning within the t~ure ;aucnicy. h i t  aiding In cLticidetiIi i~ IDl e uaeto—I ive ] or ] ihe3 att ~‘i—-
in its present fore , no learning tokeo place in the de- bates and lx~)iiviorn . As a result tk ’re are scveru l
cision module. In addit ion , the implicit model of the validity issues which teist be ror.ot ved prior to ext~”n—
environment the rcxiule is attempting to contro l is made sive consideration of oonstnmct ar id P~pothesis valid ity
t of monotonically increasing functions. For example , quest ions.
the decision module implicitly assumes that the yield
functi on always increas es with increased levels of the It isa argued In ii that it ia~n necessa ry to model
relevant var iables. Thus , Iran the perspective of the the Internal structure of the govcn’snent. This (us ing
decision module, if 2 kiogrens of fertilizer per hec- the language of Zeiglar , 1970) the desire Is rot only to
tere are good,200000 kilograne of fertilizer will re- establish an input-output rorphimu between the pro duction
molt in even better yields. The second class of soph- systems and the Saudi gov~ ’rrnent hit also to p resor ic
istication that is planned for the decision module is certain internal ~rocensthg relat ions intervening b:twcen
that of language processi ng. The qual ity of language inputs and outputs. Measures rust therefore be estab-
processing becomes especially frpcrtant when dea1~ng lished for bireaucratle varia bles as well as for excer’- -with the International aspects of the outer erwirormnent • nal envfruvment variables. For c.ainp le, bireaucracies
Diplanacy is in many respects a linguistic exercise. The in ‘the Middle East vary in their’ sophistication, and
oapability for language processing entails that outputs level of trained personnel. This their information
fran the sij a.alations be sentences in a language. For processing capabilities also vary .
the sinulation to have this capability, several things
are necessary . First the language arid its i ssociated Norwover since the slimi.alatlon hopefully will be
gimemiar rust be specified. Secondly , the routines must dsveloped fran its present primitive state to a nor~be weitten t.ttich will take sentences describing either “sophisticated” fore , there is no point in awlying very
states of the environment or actions of other actors as strict operational tests to the relations when fair ..y
irput and produce perceptions of the current level of crude observations are sufficient to suggest reeded re-
geal achievement to serve as Irputs into the decision structuring. For exeiple, King Faisal is a dcminant
.e)dng portion of the system. force in Saudi Arabia, yet his inpect has yet to be in-

chided. In addition, the agriculture process model coin-
pletely ignores ‘the role of labor. That is, yield Ia

• 3 VMIWtTION independent of the rumber of farmers . Nonetheless, it
-. seens reasonable to r~~uir’e that the simulations be con-

Since a em ulation approach tas adopted cut of tIn~ slly monitored in order to ensure a satisfactory
a concern f o r  explicitly modeling the complexity of in- (mel product. Fitting the evaluational criteria to
tanational politics, the validity of the simulation is the purpose of the simulat ion at various stages in Its
vexy difficult to assess . Nonetheless, it seems clear development is consistent with such monitoring. Not e
(at least in a “lessons learned” sense ) that large scale specifically, the different modules are in different
social simulation efforts imast be cantiriaally concerned stages of development . For example, thorough definin g
with validity issues (e.g. , see Brewer, 19714). fle dis— of converging measures of variables artd statistical corn-
cussicn of valicaticn problems provided in Hermnsnn, parison of postulated with observed relationships among
(1967) is a very useful streery of the issues Involved, values on the varia bles is appropriate far evaluation
Rather tiren repeat his points , this discussion will fo- of portions of the egricuitwe, htmien resou rces and oil
ems on problems specific to the “production system” ap- production modules. That there is a positive cerrelatiert
preach described above and to the concern for doing between manber of tractors purchased and rumber of bush—

chardan elucidating experiments. If tire research els of wheat produced is already directly testable • But
questions necessitated (ar id at sane point they will) cx- for the decision module , and for other aspects of tire
ta~~~l scperlinents , then it would be critical to consider external, environment modules, these procedures would be
thS problem of construct validity much more then has been premistur.. There are at least two lirpcrtsnt reasons far
done thee far. Ideally , each variable in the simulation thi s clal.sa. First , for examining the output behavior
would have several ccrwerging measures or indicies. of th. decision module, a ao%~histicated description of
If cbsei’ved values of a particular measure of a car- tim. awirwvient upon which it must act is required.
tam variable can be used to predict to observed values Such a description is rot yet available. Second, for
ed other ~~~sw’es of the semis variable, confidence Is evaluation of relationships the exact functional fore
Ijereesed that the variable is being measured in a valid relating variables rust be specified . Currently merit is

um5r . For example, if the output of the agriculture still underway examining various possible fon ts and it
- 

_____ is cperationalized as (1) v4torted rwiber of is not yet clear just whet the most satisfactory Ions
babel. of wheat per acre, and es (2) reported ruts ’ of of these functions should be.
bi*isls of cona per acre, the output construct is vali-
det.d if both measures increase concordantly. If they Clear ly, however, aspects of the module are ait ’a-
do ret, t ime definitions are not corster ging arid therefore ble to’ other tons of evaluation even at its early stag.
cia or tire other or both are ret valid, of dsvelcTrn.nt. Tcmmserid (1972) in comparing poycl’ologi-

cal, Informat ion-processing models, suggests that the
A usoond criterion limportant for evaluating elmil ’.- limits of what responses the models can produce is an in-

tictre used in extrenel experiments is the “precise” car- por tent place to start in evaluating the models , This
respondence between the hypothesized relations among the can be done at the simulat ion level only or at both a
.em’iable. in the simulAtion and those in the system be- theoretical and an empirical level . For example, in the
Ing simula ted . If the agriculture utoduls hypothesizes agricultur, decision module , the amount of fert ili-
uret agricultural output will Increase melon tie muter ration arid iurbor of tractors arc constrained so that if
of ta-setore iia Inetrased, then once both varLmblnn I s  one increases the other usast also lmrvss. or resin
defined, tim vnrr ’l.mIcd 1,noreaoco suit be demonstrated stabi.. Whether ’ such a constraint holds orpiricall y Is
ta sane’. ik,th ecmvi Ll’jct validity aid “hypothesis valid- a qusatlon that con be invusti tod,
tty are cr11 m u  ly i.i~e,’tiurt to entnW inlr prior to dolrg
extrenul c,qrnt’l .iii:a imlimo ouch oxpin’himentc assunc that A oocorhi irapect of tie oiurnlailun whtch can tsr
both tire ~~~~~~~~~ .~~~ Ireh~ measured “wall” aid that the evaluated is the degree to which it Includes varl,’tl4on
t~artIosme1 faire iel~thmg the variables is looter (ass which are clearly relevant to tie operations it is cat ’-

- - - . , --- --- ‘-  —- 
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ry-1 v~ out . Fs1~ec~a1ly at .~n early nta~o of development fruit fu l one to t sy, in tha t i t  •I , . .~; . i l luw thc .ibsl ,s ,ctt,uej i que~tionz~ are ci~ici.fl to ~ :k of iI . ~ ~imul~ tj on, ing ci beliuvj~,~i1 rLvix~eu iu st c i .u tu~.ubte quanti L.’ii.~For example , the oil proiuction nodu~c t~kcs only t~.oinputs , b.ic~gct for explorat ion and pro -Juction. Pczi~~psskilled labor is also important for deter mining final A second possibility for measur ing variables in t~.pro duction level. . decision nodule hinges on the nodule’s observat ion intr ~face with the external cnvirornent . ‘Ihe interface operOne valua ble source of infonn ition about what var~a-. atcs on the external envirotmient , e.g., the t~~ con-bios ought be included has proven to be policy planncrs in otmints and their. qualitative measurem ent discussedthe Stat e and Defense Departments. These people ar-c ac- above , produc ing a filtered “picture ” for the decisiontively involved in nonitoring the proce sses being simu- nodule. This process can be Indexed by comparing , forlated and , as a result, have fonned “mental images” of exairple, New York Times descriptions of events to re-these proces ses. Initi al interviews were ~~nducted to por ted perceptions or tfosc sane events by Saud i or7 i-Introduce ourselve s and our goals to policy planners arid caals and in Saudi techjtical repov ts. Once the evcr~tsto elicit from than their idea of key variables and the ¶ data anslysis has allowed catogorizat ion of Times cia-relationships between these variables. The overall in- scriptions , they can be compare d to event dat~~~~~1ysestent of the interviews was to identif y images in the of reported perception s inside Saudi Arabia.areas of system identification , oon~~ols, and outputs.Intewiews were pcrfornocj in the De~ nQnt_9LD~fert so ’ s Before event data descriptions can be usefully an-International Security Affafrs and the Stat e De~arencnt ’s ployed, the lan~uq~o processing caçubilities of theIntelligence Research Groups. &ibsequentt ly, interviews simulation discussed above Imust be impl anented. Onz~ehave been held in the Defense Department’s Policy Anal- the basic language has been specified , the resultani~ysis and Evaluation Agency. taxoixiny of event s will allow event descriptions to
be coded into the langua ge of the simulation for ’ cc~ ç~.irInitial interviews coupled with a preliminary analy- icon. In addition , the outputs fran the decision rs-sis of relevant academic literature in the areas of oil dale (sentence , in the language ) can be coded accor’c~ingproduction, agricultural economies and hznan resource to existing event data coding schemes . This whileecorxriics prod uced initial flow diagrams. flese flow current event data collection effort s are not directlydiagrams were used to generat e responses , in terms of relevant , the simulation outputs can be made canp ar~tb leagreement or disagreement with the relationships danar’- to existing dath coUeetions.cated, fruit the interviewees. Several of those inter-viewed responded with helpful suggestions . LJnfortunt- In addition to the general probl ems of validity ,ately rest of those interviewed (not murprisingly) there are theee questions tha t pertain to validity that: I found the flow diagrams difficult to ~~rk with or’ were can be asked of the sThactu re of the decision nodulereluctant to cce~nant until they could assess what the for the Saudi Ministry of Agriculture. The first ir~:relationships lui to in tens of specific output . This Dees the production system faithfully reflect the n~nnerawi~ ..t evaluation efforts In part on letting the policy in which the Saudi ’s process information about the en-plamers interact with the operat ing simulations. vix onnent? In the production system illustrated above,this question has several implicat ions. It is the caseTh. above oo.tsider’ations, then, are central to that the Saudi ’s make the sorts of distinctions aboi teve~ustIonal ‘monitoring of the Saudi Arabia simulation, the infcxrnation they received that the node assumeslie last part of t h s  section of the paper will attaipt that t hey do? In the production syst em, an explicitto take an additional step toward evaluation of what re- scale is used to represent knowledge about the environ-mains the ‘most problematical aspect of the simulat ion - mnent. Additionally, the production system itwokes anthe decision nodule. Th. difficulty in evaluating the explicit model of )~~. the enviroment will respond tonodule concerns possibilities for defining appropriate various decision irodula outputs , e.g. , levels of themeirege, for the variables contained in the nodule. l~io various budgets. The second question is: Are the de-possibilities which may yield a considerable payoff will scriptions of the environment In the decision nodulebe discussed. consistent with these that the Saudi’s use to describe

the euwiroratent? For example in the decision nodule,A first possibility lies In taking an event data the tuc variables upon which the description of the en-
~~prooch to deFining variables. As described by &urgess vlronuent are based are the fer tilizer and mechanizationarid Lawtcn (1972) this approach defines categori es of constra ints. Tie third quest ion is: Are the infonnatic• casa.ialcations (the “events”) and then treats then repabilities assLnned for the decision model consistentquantitatively. For’ ex rp le, catron event cate~~ries with the capabilities of the Saudi ’s? In other wards, dfor act ion include diplomatic protest, give rai ning , the Saudi ’s have the capability to detennine the fertil iprotest , and br eak diplomatic relations. The event as’ ar id mechanization constraints. Given that the Smithdate analysis is potentially advantageous to simulations do rot current ly have the bureaucratic ability to deter-siaitu as the one described here because it does allow inins the population, it may not be reasonable to aseanequantification of aggregate behaviors • ~cistent event that the bir’eauaacy has the capability to perceive thexdate are, unfortunately, probably not directly usable in tuc constr aints.
the Saudi Arabia simulation because , first , no one his
collected data on all or even nmviy of the events directly I Is S1J$~ RYrelevant to the simulation. Secondly, it is hypothe-
sized in the simulation that Information i~ processed ‘flails the argianents prescitted In this paper do rotlit a culturally dependent way. This moans that the access really settle any substantive Issues, they do suggest alirterfaco of the nodule itself must determine tie coding strategy for’ doing simulation based research on the be-strategy for identifyi ng aixi categorizing events. ri- baylor of nations . rirst, a tusber of basic prinai pIcsnsUy, much of the event data ana lyses currently avail- which must be sati sfied by any st ructure claiming to beable use catc’~~rkn which arc too grons (or thn t is adeia iblc to the class of i ernients were iclcnU f led.ns&~~~ in tim s.~~ ir ~ic,n ivu~kjle. Au wa~ ori~jod In Ii, a Probles In lrmplaiucnting these pr inciples in A ceumputeruslnim.l unit of .umslyi;in ai peurri to Zr the bureaucracy. ~imtlation were then discussed. Specifically it wrn ar—
~ oe the level ul ..n ulysis in avant . data is established , gued that ~Overmucntal bureancrvteies be modeled as pro-ivid the ovenl:s t . l .,~ai’ixed, it is Iaçcnni blo to regain a ckuct ion nyatnar. (linciar ly ondored lists 0 “ca&j t~~nfine -1~a ai ned ~~~~ .,f infonn ution. In epite of these action otateinentni”) . Such an approach r rquirnts that theprcb1ow~, the ewistu data approach sees a potentially modeler pay close atteatlon to the way informutlon. ~s



;~rc~socd witiu n tie bneaucrecios This appn~ eh ~~~illustrated by operating production systen modeling
the control of a~rj cultar, in S.rudi Arabia . The final

I~ 
section discussed probles in validating the computer
slaulat ion and proposed the sorts of analyses necessary
to a more thorough evaluation.

I
9j~~~it for this ia~~ was provided in part by the

Mv rced ~essarch Projects Agency, ARPA Order No. 23’IS-
3D20, ~~ntrect No. WflCXS 73 C 0197, RT 3527—Al.
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Figure 1 Artificial System Structure I
Figu re 2 Constraint Judgment ScaLe I
Figure 3 A Partial Agricultural Production System I
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I. INTRODUCTION
—

This report is a critical review of , and suggested revisions for , the
— Saudi Arabian oil, agriculture , and human resources modules of the Pro—

I ject for Theoretical Politics . It also presents a recommendation for the

initial structure of the governmental decision module that links the

I three substantive modules. Finally, it reports on the results of inter-

views with ex—f lag officers and policy planners. In those interviews ,

I the substantive modules were presented together with the proposed deci-

sion module so that the overall model could be critically assessed from

the planner’s point of view.

The review of the substantive modules was conducted in conjunction with

area specialists and economists, and two types of criteria were employed

in their assessments. The first type was concerned with the appropriate—
— I ness of a module for its intended purpose. For example , since the sub-

stantive modules were all to function as models of processes to be con—

I trolled by the decision module, they had to be capable of accepting control

inputs. Not only must these modules be dyanainic in that sense, but the

- 

I 
control inputs identified In each module had to be governmental policies or

actions, or variables that could be unambigousl.y linked to one or the

other. The second type of assessment criteria was concerned with a module ’s

I completeness and internal logical consistency. In essence , the search
was for causal links that were inadequate , erroneous , omitted , or unneces—

- I sary. Toward this end, the assistance of area experts and economists was
• especially helpful.

Area specialists were also consulted during the formulation of an initia l

version of the decision module ’s structure. The many factors influencing

Saudi decision—asking and their complex and subtle interactions combined

to make that formulation the most difficult task performed for this effort.

I The resulting structure should be regarded as a first cut whose continued

development Is essential.

I 1

I



I
The remainder of this re sort relates in detail the tas ks mentioned above . 1
Critical assessments of the oil, agriculture , and human resource modules ,

respectively, are presented in the next three chapters . Chapter V describes

the suggested initial structure for the decision module , and Chapter VI

presents the responses of ex—f lag officers and policy planners to the model I
as a whole, together with resulting suggestions for further revision.

Chapter VII speculates briefly on the implications of these efforts for I
the project’s future research priorities.

I
1
I

• I
1
I
I
I
I
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II. CRITICAL ASSESSMENT OF THE OIL MODULE

I The oil module , as presented in the Appendices to the Project for Theore—

tical Politics Research Paper #23 , was considered reasonably acceptable

I on the criteria of appropriateness. It was specifically designed to be

dynamic, with control inputs identified explicitly for the production

I’ subcomponent in Research Paper #15, and for the contractual (revenue—gene-

rating) component in Research Paper #23. Criticism elicited during the

I review process dealt with particular links in the model and each criticism

will be discussed in turn below.

The first problem identified centered on the delay that occurs between a

decision to increase production capacity through capital investment and

I the actual placement on—line of the new facilities. This delay, given in

months, is the variable ADBR in the module ’s production subcomponent, and

J was set at three months in Research Paper #23. It was suggested that this

value was unrealistically small and should be made larger . Just how much

larger , however, depends on which of two assumptions is to be made. One

possible assumption is that the increase in production capacity should

J result from the extension of pipelines and other gathering facilities to

fields or pools that already contain drilled and capped wells and/or are

J near present production areas. For this type of increase in production

- capacity, a delay of six months may be considered reasonable . The second

possible assumption is tha t any increase in capacity should reault from

J drilling in, and then building gathering facilities for, fields or pools
with only negligible development work already completed . Bringing such

I - relatively undeveloped areas on—line would require a longer delay——perhaps

two year.. The former assumption is better for the project ’s purposes .

‘ 
The initial drilling and capping of wells in new fields or pools for

future production is not an uncomeon practice , and since daily production

I 
per well is so high in most Saudi otifields, sizeable increases in capacity

may be obtained by bringing on—line already initially developed areas or

I 3
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drilling a few new wells in or very near an already developed area. The 1
important restriction to bear in mind is that very large increases in

capacity cannot be brought on—line quickly since gathering facilities -

already in operation would become saturated. Thus capacity—increase

decisions fed into the module should be incremental and continued over a I
period of time to obtain moderate—to—large increases in capacity.

Another problem identified during the review concerns the omission of any

requirements for capital investment to replace production capacity (equip-

ment and wells) which becomes worn out or requires maintenance. This

problem may be resolved by adjusting the production capacity (PC) vari-

able at the end of each year. Capacity would decrease by a constant pro-

portion equal to the reciprocal of the ass~~sd average lifetime for that

capacity, and could increase (back to its sviaus value) if capital were I
invested in replacement capacity. Thus the following equation would be

invoked by the oil module at the end of each year: J
PC~ • PC~_ 1 (1- ~~~~~~~~~ + 1

bblwhere PC — production capacity C —
~~~ ) 1

LIFETIME — length of time at the end of which capacity is
worn out (yrs)

IREP — investment for replacement of capacity ($)

COCR — cost of capacity rep lacement ~ bbl~~ 1
laplacement of existing capacity is thus handled separately from expansion

• 
of capacity to permit production increases. —

The treatment of additions to proved reserves should also be revised . 1
Presently , such additions are based on monthly production rates , with PRM ,

the average ratio of net increases in reserves1 to production levels, having I
Net increases in reserves are equivalent to total new reserves discovered

in a given t ime period minus cumulative production for that period. 

-



been estimated from past performance . A better approach would estimate

a fixed gross discovery rate from past performance. The resulting incre—

mental growth in reserves could be overridden by the user if he so desired.

The level of proved reserves could be arbitrarily Lncrcased by 50 percent

for example , in order to simulate large new discoveries. Then incremental

growth would resume. The phenomenon of consistently increasing reserves
• 

I over time is unique to Saudi Arabia .2 While incremental growth in Saudi

reserves is a reasonable assumption for the present and at least short—

I term future, it should not be assumed over the very long term.

I Some additional points made with respect to the module should be covered.

First, the oil demand experienced by Middle Eastern producing countries

I 
is subject to seasonal fluctuation. This is not presently add ressed in

the module; on the other hand, most planning decisions by the producing—

country governments are made on a fiscal—year basis and thus such fluc tua—

I tions tend to balance out for decision purposes. Their omission is pro-

bably justified. Second, as Saudi Arabia moves toward a complete take—

I over of ARAMCO, the revenue—producing equations in the module may require

additional revision since tb~- -.- explicitly reflect contractual terms. This

I prob lem could be overcome by ~~~~~ ting the contractual tens. into the

imputation of a single net rev-u - per barrel figure for the government ;

• I but this would perhaps overly simplify the module’s representation of the

government’s decision environment. On the other hand, operation of the

I production facilities as wholly Saudi—owned may yield a contractual basis

which replaces the complex previous arrangements with a single price for

oil and, in effect , obviates the problem.

• I
The remaining problems with the oil sector lie not in the oil module it—

I self but in the means of producing control inputs for it. More specific-

ally, they lie in the specification of decision algorithms which produce

I the control information. These problems will thus be discussed in Chap-

ter V.

2 H ftti and Abed (1974: 252).  See also Warman (1973) for the difficulty
in predicting future discuvurtes.

I
I 
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III. CRITIQU E OF THE AGRICULTURE MODULE

- I
The agriculture module received more extensive criticism than the oil 1
module. The module was dynamic and the control inputs required were
budget and policy matters, so that the criteria of appropriateness were

generally satisfied . In another sense, however, an important criterion

of appropriateness was not satisfied. The agriculture module was cons— -

tructed because it was thought that a drivt toward agriculture self— -

sufficiency would be a major part of Sa’4i developmental policy. Area

experts indicated , however, that refe rences to such an effort in, for
example, the most recent Saudi development plan are largely cosmetic.
The funds allocated for agricultural development are nowhere near suf— I
ficient for the intense effort assumed as an underlying rationale for the

module. Instead , the Saudis appear largely willing to import food to fill Jany deficit between domestic supply and demand. Hence the usage of the -

• module within the overall model should be revised.

The traditiona l sector of the agriculture module can be largely ignored. 1
People in this sector are engaged in subsistence agriculture. Crops I
grown by them are consumed locally and contribute little or nothing to 

-

th. supply of food for the country ’s ubran regions. Individuals engaged

in subsistence farming do represent a sizeable source of labor which, with 
-

education and training, could be diverted to a growing industrial sector.

Rather than free up labor in the traditional sector by modernizing agricul—

ture and greatly incr.asing individual productivity , however, the Saudis 11are considering importing surplus agricultural workers from Egypt.3

The modern sector of the agriculture module should also be treated dif-

ferently than was originally envisioned . The Saudis are likely to make -

an extensive effort to develop a large, modern, irrigated agricultural

See the sumsary of key features of the new five—year development plan j~ Ifor Saud i Arabia in Ar ab_Prvs. Scrvtt ~’, ha y 26 , 1975 , p. 10.

6 1
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sector only if the cost of importing food for urban areas exceeds some
(relatively high) threshold or if insufficient quantit ies of food are
available for purchase. There is, however, an ongoing government experi-

mental farm program and some limited development of irrigation projects.4

I It was suggested , therefore , that the agriculture module ’s modern subcom—

ponent be regarded as reflecting an experimental operation in which an

k I ongoing effort is made to discover the optimum technology (usage combina—

-L tion of land , water , machinery, and fertilizer) for Saudi conditions.

I I This could be easily accomplished by setting low limits on the amounts

budgeted annually for fertilizer , machinery, and additional irrigation

I development and allowing a subcomponent of the decision module to atte~npt

optimization under these constraints. The technological level achieved

• 
I 

by this experimental effort at any time (as measured in terms of yield

with specific mechanization and fert f lization levels) could be used to

I 
produce estimates of how much it would cost at that time to gear up to

produce a given quantity of wheat if a major development program were

undertaken. If the excessive import cost threshold mentioned earlier were

I to be exceeded , then agricultura l budget expenditures would be increased

drastically in an effort to employ technology from the experimental farm

I on a much wider scale.

I The import demand for food would be generated by replacing the present
demand equation (C2 in Research Paper #32) . Instead of the population

I index (POP !) and population growth (POPGR) variables representing the

population as a whole, they would represent the level and growth rate of

I the urban population. The world price of wheat variable (WP) would be
- 

- 
used to approximate the cost of importing the needed wheat provided tha t

an adjustment for transportation costs is applied .

Given this overall shift in the usage of the agriculture module, several
• 

I 
critic isms and luggested revisions of particular aspects of the modernited

sector subcomponent should be addressed. The first criticism deals with

See, for example, EL Kc land (1970: 22—29).

1 7
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I .1
the delay involved after a budget allocation has been made for a new

irrigation project and before tha t project is completed and performing

at its design level. It was pointed out by economists tha t a shakedown J
period of one to two years is normally required after such a project is

completed before it functions smoothly and reliably. Thus, the delay

variable (IREDELA) in the module should not be based solely on published

estimates of construction time to completion. In addition, irrigation 
-

projects which involved dams may require different delay times than pro— -

jects based upon ground—water wells.

Another suggestion was to establish a range of estimates for coefficients

in the module’s equations. Since many coefficients have been estimated

on the basis of spotty or otherwise inadequate data, or their values simply

assumed , estimates of high and low values should be provided in addition J
to the original value. The module may then be subjected to sensitivity

testing the determine those coefficients whose values are most critical I
and which thus merit more careful estimation if possible.

The adjustment of the government ’s cost of subsidizing mechanization (for

wheatland as a proportion of total irrigated land) in equation P4 should

be removed . It is highly unlikely that a Saudi planner, when considering

the cost of providi ng fans equipment for a given area , will be concerned

with allocating portions of that cost to the production of different crops. 1
In addition , wheat has been taken as an indicator of the entire agricul-

tural sector , and all fer tilizer purchased by the governmen t is assumed J
to be applied to wheat ; thus allocating all machinery cost to wheat is
consistent with other assumptions. I
The geographic distribution of machinery is another consideration which

was not addressed directly in the module. There are essentially two

strategies that a Saudi decision—maker could employ when providing farm -

machinery . The first is to distribute the equipment uniformly over the 
-

land to be mechaniz ed . The second is to determine the level of mechaniza-

tion required to produce high yields and then concentrate the machinery on TI

8
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a portion of the land which could be mechanized in an attempt to reach

a target yield figure . The imp lications of these strategies for total

production may be quite different. Economists suggested tha t the probable

I tendency of a typical planner would be to concentrate the machinery in
• smaller areas , and tha t the possibility that such a policy might consti-

tute suboptimlzation should be considered.

I
The effects of geographical distribution are partly embedded in the line

I representing yield constraint as a function of mechanization level. If

the re is a “critical mass” effect with machinery so that minimum amounts

are necessary for a given land area before much of an impact on yield

occurs , t he line would have a step—level change at some point instead

of being continuo us as is presently the case. A straight line would imply

that , ceteris paribus , uniform distribution of machinery would be the

optimal policy while the step—level increase would imply the opposite

I unless sufficient machinery was involved to bring the entire area above

the threshold .

Roughly analogous remarks could be made about fertilizer distribution

I except that the shape of a fertilizer yield function is well known and

the smooth curve presents a rather straightforward optimization problem

I to the planner. A family of curves having the same shape should , however,

be used to determine the effects of a range of assumptions.

• - - I Economists also suggested that it would be desirable to combine the

effects of fertilizer, water , and mechanization on yield into a single

I function since their effects are interactive .5 It was recognized , how—
- - • ever, that this might be extremely difficult and perhaps impossible depend-

I ing on the amount of information available . At a minimum , a family of

curves should be tried for each separate function , where each cu rve would

• 
I 

represent the best estimate of yield response to a particular input given

explicit assumptions of the values of the other inputs.

Each of the present yield curves represents , in effect, a partial deriva-
tive of yield with respec t to some given input.

1 9
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I
A by—product of the discussion of yield curves was the lden ttfLc at ion of

an additional assumption implicit in the curves of Research Report #32.
The assumption is tha t water and fertilizer are always applied at the
app ropriate times. This may be an app ropriate assumption for an experi-
mental farm, but it is by no means trivial. I
The equation (C2) used to calculate demand for whea t should be modified Ito remove the assumption of a constant income elasticity. Economists
pointed out tha t demand may only increase with income up to a point ;
beyond that point it may remain constant or decrease. The assumption

• of constant elasticity is appropriate only if it is also assumed that
per capita income will not rise above the point at which demand levels

of f or decreases. An indication of the acceptability of the second
assu~~tion might, it was suggested , be gained by examining per capita I
demand for wheat in other countries at various levels of development. 

-

If th. second assumption is found to be unwarranted, the income elasticity 1
of demand for wheat should be made a function of private consumption expen-

ditures. 1
Fault was also found with measures of income and productivity employed

in the agriculture module. Economists pointed out that income for the

agricultural sector is usually measured on a per family rather than a per

person basis (especially where agriculture is largely traditional).

Given that the agriculture module’s traditional sector will now be ignored,
however, there seems little reason to retain a measure of agricultural I
family income. Similarly, the labor productivity measure should be revised

to provide information only on those involved in modernized agriculture . ]
Finally, it was suggested that purely definitional equations (such as
that for labor productivity ) be removed from the model per se , as they -

make it somewha t cluttered. Since such equations define monitor variables -

used as performance indicators, they may be relegated to the decision
module’s observation interface .

10
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I
IV. CRITIQU E OF THE HUMAN RESO URCES MODUL E

I
I On first reading, the human resources module appears to be the best of

t he three. Unfortunately, when t he criteria of appropriateness are

I applied against the module , it is seen to have serious faults. The main
problem is that the module is not dynamic . Transition constants that

I determine implicitl y the population growth rate and explicitly the f low
from category to category within the module are static . There exists ,

I for example , no way for educationa l expenditures to influence the number

of students or the dropout rate. This state of affairs was acknowledged

in part IV of Research Paper #31 , as was the solution: a set of algorithms

I relating transition constants to government expenditures or other poli-

cies. No work has been done along these lines, however , and thus a most

I undesirable situation exists for the decision module . Perhaps the most

critical sector in terms of its impact on potential development is not

I susceptible to control. Essentially there are only two remedies avail-

able: provide the algorithms or redo the module .

In addition to the lack of control input to the human resources module,

‘ 
there exist several problems of a more substantive nature which were

pointed out by area experts. To begin with, the module does not dis-

tinguish between Saudi Arabia ’s indigenous labor force and the relatively

I large amount of skilled foreign labor employed there. Not only is skilled

foreign labor presently used in large quantities , but the current Saud i

development plan suggests that even more will be imported .6

Another problem with the module is that it does not distin guish between
students enrolled in religious schools and universities and those enrolled in

I modern conventional ones. The graduates of the different types of schools
differ in their capabilities to become effective ma nagers , tec hnicians ,

See Arab Press Serv ice 1 May 26 , 1975 . p.10.
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31

and bureaucrats quickly. In addition, estimates of population (and, as

a result, those for manpower) are probably too high. The population

estimate of 8,200,000 for 1972 in the module, for example, should be ad—

justed downward in light of more recent estimates of 1972 Saudi popula-

tion of 7 ,200,000 from one source7 and 4.1 million from another.8 For

planning purposes it would seem more appropriate to employ the lower

estimate because of its implications as a bottleneck, but a range of esti—

mates should be tested for their implications.

Estimated percentages of the work force falling into various categories

are also somewhat erroneous. In particular, the percentage (74.0) for

self—employed agricultural workers should be lowered (to about 45 percent),

and that for petroleum wage earners (1.0) raised (to about 2.5). Taken

as a group , the self—employed non—agricultural, non—industrial wage earner,
and non—petroleum industrial wage earner categories should be increased

from 10 percent to about 30 percent. Area experts emphasized that, in

general, there exists a relatively wide range of estimates in various

published sources of both the Saudi population and its breakdown by man—

power and other human resource categories. Thus it becomes important

to look for convergence when selecting estimates from the literature or

to employ a range of estimates if no convergence exists.

Ths preceding criticisms have focused largely on the data used in esti—

mating model parameters. The module also assumes the values of some
parameters in order to estimate others. Area experts were specifically

requested to assess the values assumed in light of their knowledge. The

assumption of .75 for X22, which implies that 25 percent of the pupils

in primary grad.. either move into the intermediate grades or drop out,

was considered reasonable. Similarly, the assumed value of .5 for

(the proportion of intermediate school pupils returning each year) was

Hittt and Abed (1974:247)
8 Knauerhase (1974:127)
The subscripts of X represent it. position in the transition matrix

shown on p. 19 of Rasöarch Paper #31.

12



not criticized. The value of .075 estimated for X 32, however, was regarded

as probably a bit small; more than 7.5 percent of the primary—level pupils

I probably go on to the intermediate level. Since X32 
was estimated, X33

t would have to be reduced slightly in order to raise X32 
somewhat. Alter—

natively, one might assume that the error results from inaccuracies in the

data and retain the present value of X32
. Given the importance of sub—

I stantively reasonable assumptions and the difficulty of obtaining data on

the Saudi educational system, the better choice for the present situation

I would probably be reestimattng X32.

J Other transition constants were criticized. Perhaps the best procedure

of reporting the criticism is to do so by manpower category into which

I people are flowing. In terms of the transition matrix in Research Paper

#31, this means that the constants will be reported on a row at a time.

1 In row 6, X613 is assumed to be zero, and 
thus no self—employed, non- agri—

U cultural workers (for example, shopkeepers and owners of taxis or auto

repair shops) attend school. This is incorrect. Most of those attending

1 adult basic education classes are high—achieving, self—motivated indivi-

duals, and are likely to come from this self—employed category. Similarly,

J an examination of the constants in row 7 suggests that each year 15 per-

cent of those enrolled in technical/adult education enter a university.

J University students come almost entirely from secondary schools, and

therefore X76 should be near zero.

The source of petroleum wage—earners is indica ted in row 8 to be the

unstructured pool. In reality, nearly all ’of those hired by the oil

I industry have at least a primary education , and at least a few are

university graduates.1° Thus X82, X84, and ahould all be greater

1 than zero. Non—petroleum (industrial) wage earners are shown in row 9

to case entirely from the unstructured pool and intermediate education.

I Some industrial workers, however, come from technical schools, and one

would assume that at least some industrial sanaters are college graduate..

Thus and should be greater than zero. Some uncerta inty exists

10 I.ettor from V. P. O ’Cr~sd y of  ARAMcO.
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with respect to X102 It has been suggested (~naucrhase, 1974:128)

that some Saudi government jobs are filled by dropouts from primary

school. Since one would expect only a limited number of jobs for young

boys, this would imply tha t a reasonable number of students in the primary
grades start at a late age and than quit as soon as they are able to
qualify for government jobs. If such students are included in the primary
(elementary) education category, then X102 should be greater than zero.
If , on the other hand , such students are included in the adult/technical
education category , the assumption tha t X 102 is equal to zero is quite
reasonable . Additional knowledge of the structure of the Saudi educational
system is necessary to resolve this problem. In addition , the graduates

of teacher training schools are employed primarily by the government.
Instead , such individuals are shown entering several different categories.

Thus (the proportion of teacher training pupils entering government

service each year) is too low and some other transition constants in column 5

are too high. ]
Area experts pointed out that the Saud i army draws most of its officers

from secondary school graduates and most of its enlisted men from illite-
rates, with almost none of its officers having university degrees. Accord—

Sn$ly, the figure. of .067 for 1137 (univeristy students), 1.0 for
(technical/adult school students) , and . 133 for 1115 (t eache r trainees )
should be zero or near zero.

Th. non—industrial wag, earner category has a value of .133 for X125 (the

transition constant from the teacher training category) . As pointed out

earlier, teachers work primarily for the government , and the assumption

that 27 percent of those leaving each year (or 13.3 percent of the total

number enrolled) enter this category is probably too high .

The final substant ive criticism made by the area experts is tha t the

module permits no flow from the agricultural self—employed category to

non—agricultural labor categories such as oil , military, and non—industrial

wage earner. A major thrust of the Saudi developmen t effor t  is to
— S

~~~
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I transfer manpower out of subsistence agriculture and Into more productive

employment by bringing in foreign agricultural laborers if necessary.

I The assumption that X11~ through X1314 are all zero is thus not justified.

I I

1
I
I
I
I
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V. SUGGESTED INITIAL STRUCTURE FOR THE DECISION MODULE

Introduction

Development of a plausible initial structure for the Saudi decision

module was a difficult task. The Saudi government has a very small

bureaucracy relative to its income so that the decision—making process

is highly personalist. Very little exists in the way of a published

literature to give insight on the process, and data that would permit

us to infer something about the process are either nonexistent or often

not completely reliable. Moreover, recent large increases in Saudi

Arabia ’s oil revenue, together with the country’s emergen-e as a leader
among Arab nations and the increased dependence of industrialized nations

on petroleum from the Middle East, have introduced a large element of

uncertainty into whatever inferences we might be able to draw from past
period..

Thus the structure presented in this section should be regarded as only
a first cut . It will, however , provide a focus for the further analysis
of Saudi decision—making and development of a more sophisticated model .
Moreover , such a specification was needed in order to link the three sub-
stantive modules into a single entity for presentation to policy planners.
In the discussion that follows , the suggested initial decision structure

will be explicated and needs for further development identified.

Preliminary Cons iderat ions

Before attempting to specify the structure of the decision module , it was

necessary to decide what kinds of policy outputs are most important in

Saud i Arabia . Tn the developed countries , many kinds of governmental

policies may be considered important to the conduct of domestic and for—

sign affairs. For essaplo, tax policies, regulatory and tariff policies,

.nviron.encal policies, defons• spending, and so on may all have a

16



, I considerable influence on large parts of a nation’s population and eco—

T nomic affairs. In Saudi Arabia, however, the situation is much simpler.
Although the government is involved to some extent with all the examples

just mentioned, its primary policy focus is the use of oil revenues to

tively subtle tinkering with a large and economical powerful private
~~ develop a diversified economy. It is not extensively involved with rela—

sector (excluding oil) because none at present exists.

I Thus the focus of the decision module became budgetary allocations and

how (and why) they are produced. This in turn influenced the module’s
assumed time frame. Each iteration of the module is equivalent to one

I Saudi fiscal year. These fiscal years are based on the Moslem calendar,

however, and the correspondence between them and Gregorian calendar years

I is shown below:

Gregorian Calendar Date aI Moslem Fiscal Year at End of Moslem Fiscal Year

1382/83 November 16, 1963

1 1383/84 November 4, 1964
1384/85 October 24 , 1965

I 1384/86 October 14, 1966
1386/87 October 3, 1967

I 1387/88 September 22, 1968
1388/89 September 11, 1969

I 1389/90 September 1, 1970

1390/91 August 21, 1971

1391/92 August 9, 1972

I 1392/93 July 30, 1973

I 
July 20, 1974

Since the Gregorian date on which the Saud i fiscal year begins changes

I each (Gregorian) year , the decision module must keep track of this. For
the human resources module , the changing start date is unimportant. The

Source: MU tt and Abed (1974 : 279).
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I
slightly longer Gregorian years have been used in the estimation of tran-

sition constants, but this is assumed to be negligible for present pur—

poses. For the agriculture model, the changing start date is also prob-

ably irrelevant at present because relatively little central agricultural

planning and budgeting have been done in the past or are being done pres-

ently. The oil module operates on a monthly basis and exogenous distur-

bances that affect it (for example, a reduction in demand) may be intro— J
duced during any month. The effects of such a disturbance may well be

quite different depending on whether it occurs at the beginning, the I
middle, or toward the end of a fiscal year. Thus, if the decision module

is assumed to iterate once per Saudi fiscal year, the month in which the I
oil module starts must correspond——at least roughly——with the start of
the fiscal year involved . A simple way of approximating the desired
correspondence would be to change the oil module’s start month to the

next earlier month every fourth year .

Given that the decision module was to be concerned with budget decisions

and was to operate on the basis of the Saud i fiscal year , work could pro— I
gress on the module’s basic structure. The result is shown in the f low—

chart in Figure 1. Each step in the flow will be discussed briefly below, I
along with its underlying rationale.

Module Description

In the discussion that follows it is assumed that a program exists that
schedules the execution of the actual decision and substantive module
programs, and co .inieates with the user of the simulation when necessary. I
As indicated in the flowchart , the user is first asked for the date at I
which the simulation is assumed to begin . Because initial values must
be specified for a host of variables for whatever start date is assumed , I
it is suggested tha t a reasonable default start date (or set of dates)
be chosen and initial values for all appropriate variables for tha t date 1(or dates) be read into th. program from a permanent file. -

i~
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1 1
The date suggested as the default value is July 1974. This cor responds 1
to the beginning of a Saudi fiscal yea r , and is also conveniently af terr oil production was no longer being influenced by the embargo of late 1973
and early 1974. In the remainder of this chapter it is assumed that the
suggested date has been used . The user would be allowed to choose another I
start date , but only ii he was prepared to provide the initial data
required. Similarly, the project staff could employ other (earlier) start Idates in order to test the simulation ’s validity.

After the user has chosen the simulation’s start date , he is asked when
(month and year) he will wish to introduce a disturbance (make a change
in the value of an exogenous variable). This date is stored , and a deter-
mination is made of whether the date falls within the coming Saud i fiscal
year. If so, the oil module is run until the month in which the inter— I
vention is scheduled has been reached. The user is then prompted to pro-

vide the intervention. After his reply, the oil module resumes execution I
(for that month and until the end of the fiscal year) . If the date for
the first module intervention does not fall within the coming fiscal year , Ithen the oil module executes for 12 months without interruption.

After the oil module has executed for 12 months (with or without an inter-
ruption) the human resources and agriculture modules are each executed in
turn. The end of the fiscal year has thus been reached .

The supervisor program then prompts the user for one piece of factual infor— 1
mation and two pieces of information about Saudi perceptions which will be

used by the decision module . The user is asked whether an Arab—Israeli I
settlement has been signed (yes or no). He is next asked about the Saudi

perception of the probability (high, moderate , negligible) of an Arab—Israeli Iwar breaking out during the next (fiscal) year . Finally , he is asked to

provide information on the Saud i perception of the severity (extreme ly

severe, severe , moderate , negligible) or intraregional (other than Arab—

Israeli) security problems . Then the decision module begins execution.

ft has been assumed , for the sake of simplicity, that only one inter-
vention per year is desired . More than one may enst ly be permitted . J

22 1
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IL will evaluate the various sectors’ performance for the year just ended

I and decide on spending levels for the fiscal year to come.

I In reality the Saudi planning and decision process is an ongoing one; to

have the decision module function only at the end of a fiscal year is an

~: I obvious oversimplification. Yet to attempt to have the module produce

control information for the oil module on a monthly basis or work incre—

I mentally on the coming year’s budget is probably overly ambitious until

more is known about Saudi decision—making. Thus, for present purposes ,

“time will stop” while the decision module evaluates and plans.

I The evaluation of the fiscal year just ended is a relatively primitive

one. First, information on revenue from oil production for the year is

obtained and added to the interest on short— and long-term investments

I to obtain total revenue)~
2 Then government expenditures for all sec tors

are sumed. Total expenditures are compared with total revenue and the

I result is either a revenue surplus , a revenue deficit , or an approximate
balance between revenue and expenditures. If a revenue surplus has

I occurred, the government must decide what to do with its excess revenue.

The choice is between two alternatives: long—term investments (real pro—

perty or equities) or short—term investments and bank deposits. It is

assumed that Saudi Arabia will not put much into the long—term investment
category unless an Arab—Israeli settlement has occurred . Given such a

I settlement, the proportion of surplus funds invested in this category

would probably be small initially and rise over time to some ceiling pro—

I portion that represented the Saudi’s desired liquidity goal. (See Figure

2). The remaining funds would be placed into the short—term category.

I If a settlement has not occurred, it is assumed that all surplus funds
would go into the short—tera category. If a settlement has occurrt~.d , but

I for some reason appears likely to break down in the coming year, the

surplus would all be placed into the short—term category. An approximate

I 12 Non—oi l domestic revenue is very small and is being ignored fur present
purposes.
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I
balance between revenue and expenditures would result in the small sur—
plus being invested (or banked) on a short—term basis or the small deficit

I being covered by a withdrawa l from short—term money of the~ amount neces-
sary to produce a balance. The case of other than a very small deficit

V is dif f icul t  to deal with and is discussed in a separate section later
in this chapter. For present purposes it is assumed tha t if a moderate

I or large deficit occurs , a branch is made to a deficit subroutine the
st ructure of which is as yet unspecified and contro l then returns to the

I beginning of the routine where projections are made of expenditures for
the coming fiscal year.

Tentative expenditures for the coming fiscal year are next established
by category . The first expenditure level to be set is tha t for military

1 expenditures. This is assumed to be made up primarily of money spent for
imports of military equipment . The algorithm used for setting a trial

V I expenditure level is as follows:

I where

I M • level of military expenditures and • + •., + ~~ are
1. ~~.

coefficients whose values are set according to the following

V 

scheme:

( +.lO if high revenue surplus previous year

I I +.05 if low revenue surplus previous year

~ 
j  .00 if revenue approximately equals expenditures
1 previous year
I — .05 if low revenue deficit previous year
1 —.10 if high revenue deficit previous year

I I +.20 if extremely severe intraregional13

• I security problems
2 ~( +.] .0 if severe intraregional security problems

I +.0S if moderate intraregional security problems

I +.OO if negligible intraregtonal security problems

( +. l0 if high probability of Arab—Israeli conflict

I I in next yearg
3 .1 +.05 if moderate probability of Arab—Israeli conflict

1 in next year

I
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. 1
( +.O0 if negligible probability of Arab—Israeli

conflict  in next year .

The second expenditure level to be set is that for education. The algo-

rithm by which this is done is as yet undetermined. A brief susunary of V I
the effort made and problems encountered in the attempt to specify such

an algorithm may be found m a  separate section later in this chapter.

The expenditure for agriculture is set next. This is equal to the amount

required to import food (as measured by wheat) for the urban areas14 plus
a small amount (assumed to increase incrementally) for water , fertilizer

and machinery to be used in the government ’s experimental farm program,
unless the threshold of excessive import cost has been passed (probably for

more than a single year). In the latter case the amounts spent to modernize

and develop domestic agriculture would increase drastically. Area experts

suggested that the threshold amount is probably very large (perhaps 10—20 Jpercent of the country’s revenue) , and that it is unlikely to be reached .15

The final expenditure to be determined is that for industrial development.
It is unclear just what the algorithm involved should be. Information on

the new Saudi development plan16 indicates that approximately $13 billion
is to be invested over a 5—year period in building heavy industry, but area
specialists suggest that it is unlikely that all of this sum will, actually 1
be spent. Since little industry (other than oil) presently exists in Saudi
Arabia , it is also difficult to infer what the Saudis might use as perfor— 1
mance indicators to assess and adjust an ongoing attempt to build an indus—
trial sector. What is clear is that industrialization is a high priority I
14 The food demand for urban areas would be reduced by the amount of food
produced by the modernized agricultural component. This amount will be
small unless the thieshold has been passed long enough to produce vastly
increased domestic agricultural expenditures and for those expenditures
to produce results.

In addition , alternatives other than domestic investment exist. For
ex ple, it has been suggested that an investment in the Sudan, a country
with great agricultural potential but with l imited capital, might yield
a ich greater rate of return than development of domestic agriculture.

16 Arab Pr ess Survice, Nay 26, l~7S, p. 10 •1
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for the Saudis, that large developmental expenditures will be made in pur-

suit of that goal, and that thus such expenditures should be taken into

account in the decision module.

The projected expenditures in the categories mentioned above are suimned

~~ 

and the total is compared with projected revenue for the coming year

Revenue projections are made on the following basis. First, interest on

investments is computed at user—provided assumed rates of returm. To

I this is added projected oil revenue, which is estimated on the basis of

a simple extrapolation from last year’s revenues after a check is made

I of the acceptability of the present production rate. If the present rate

is unacceptable, an adjustment is made. The scheme for evaluating produc—

I tion rate and making adjustments is described in a later section of this

chapter. If the rate is acceptable, then the extrapolated revenue is added

to the projected interest income and the total projected revenue compared

with the total projected expenditures. The revenue and expenditure projec—

I tions are considered satisfactory if an approximate balance or a revenue
the supervisor program, which then runs the oil, agriculture and human

resources modules for the next year, stopping during the year if an inter-

I vention is desired by the user. If a deficit is forecast, then the deci-

sion module returns to the point at which military expenditures are pro—

I jected and cycles through again as if a deficit had occurred during the
V fiscal year just ended . Presumably , after at mast a few iterations, either

I an anotoximate balance between oroiected revenue and exoenditures or a pro-

jected revenue surplus will be reached and control will, be transferred to

the supervisor program.
17

17 This is not a trivial matter. If a very large deficit were forecast
it would probably be unrealistic to assume that it would be overcome

I by many successive incremental budget cues. in such eireumstance~ Saudi
decision—makers would probably make bold cuts in one category or another
depending on their priorities. As mentioned earlier, inferring what these
act ions migh t be is difficult. See the section on deficits in thisI chapter.
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Consequences of Revenue Deficits I
As indicated earlier, attempting to specify even very simple Saudi dcci— I
sion rules for coping with a deficit is extremely difficult. At the

heart of the difficulty is the need to specify where spending cuts would Ibe made if necessary. It was suggested by area specialists that how the

Saudis would respond to a deficit depends on whether they perceive it is

a temporary phenomenon or as a long—term trend . Their extraordinary large
reserves would permit them to deal relatively easily with any small deficit ,
and to cope with a large deficit on a one—time basis without insurmount-
able problems. But even small deficits would probably be unacceptable
over time; large ones certanly would. I
As described in this chapter , the initial structure of the decision I
module assumes that the response to & small deficit would be at least a
cut in the next year’s projected military spending. Presumably, projected Ispending in certain othsr sectors would be adjusted downward, and this
should be taken into account in specifying budgetary decision algorithms

for those sectors. The problem is to identify the sectors to be cut.

One means of attacking this problem would be to examine Saudi budgets from
1958 to 1974. During the first decade or so of this period the Saudis I
bad considerably lass oil revenue and were engaged in a program to repay
sizeabl.e goverimnent debts from deficits incurred before Faisal ’s influence J
was felt. Then, in more recent year ., oil revenue increased steadily. An

examination of changes in amounts budgeted in the various sectors as revenue I
increased, and earlier when debt repayment constrained spending, could shed -

some light on the ordering of Saudi goals. 1
Problems Involved with Specification of an Algorithm for Determining
Educational Spending 1
The initial approach to specifying an algoritla for setting expenditure 1level in the educationa l sector was to use the human resources module -

to provide information on the total number of students at all educational I
28
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levelá and then multiply this number by an assumed figure for cost per

J 
student. The cost per pupil was assumed to rise incrementally over time

until it reached a ceiling value. An estimate of the ceiling value was

to be made by examining Kuwait expenditures per pupil. Kuwait would serve

I as an example of a “mature” oil—rich country in which social welfare expen-
ditures had stabilized at a plateau. In the Saudi budget for the fiscal

I year beginning July 1974, however, the education allocation was raised

V 
68 percent over that of the previous year, doubtless in part because of

the large increase in government oil revenues following the late 1973
price rises. That 68 percent increase, however, put the Saudi per pupil
rate at about twice that of Kuwait. Thus the motion of Kuwait as a “mature

model” for education seemed to be of rather limited utility. Moreover,

no satisfactory explanation f or the 68 percent increase could be found,

I and Saudi expenditures had already been at a very high level. The conclu-

sion drawn was that educational expenditures and their justification would

~

‘ I require intensive investigation before an algorithm could be formulated

with any confidence

Saudi Evaluation of Their Oil Production Rate

In the decision module, the Saudis ire assumed to determine whether the

I past year’s production rate (in barrels per day) is appropriate for use

during the coming fiscal year. Its suitability is influenced by several

factors. First, the Saudis can sell no more oil than is demanded by their

I customers; this exogenous variable is thus assumed to act as an upper

bound for acceptable production values. Second, in times when demand is
• 

I 
less than capacity for OPEC nations taken as a group, each member’s pro-

duction level is set approximately under an informal allocation scheme.
V 

I Area specialists pointed out that the scheme is quite effective in spite

of its informal nature, and thus Saudi Arabia should not be considered

to have wide flexibility in setting its production rate subject only to

demand const raints.’8 Finally, the production rate is subject to

18 For example, aizeable Saud i production cuts below their allocation level
in a period of unchanging demand would provide pressure for either increased
production by other OPEC membcr . (strongly opposed by some members) or

I increased price (opposed by Saudi

I



I

• constraints concerning reservoir damage and reserve life. Extremely

high production rates over short periods of time would violate the former,

and at some point even moderate rates would violate the second.

Attempts were made to include these factors in the design for the decision
module. It was assumed that the user will provide information on demand.

This information would be embodied in a variable which could express demand

either directly in barrels per day or in the form of an index relative
to demand at the start time chosen.19 In either case , however , such demand
information is further assumed to be adjusted by the user for the effects

of OPEC product ion allocation schemes. Thus this variable forms an uppe r
constraint on production level. If production is at this level and the I
user intervenes during a fiscal year and lowers this value, then the pro-
duction rate is lowered iiimtediately to the new value for the balance of the
year. Similarly, a rise in demand is responded to imeediately if it does
not require production in excess of current capacity.

Since downward adjustment of production in respons. to decreases in demand
• is automatic, the first check made by the decision module during evaluation

of production rates is to sake certain that reservoirs are not being damaged
or reserves depleted too soon. It has been assumed that these two criteria

interact with a third, namely, whether the country’s absorptive capacity is
surpassed at present levels of oil revenue. The value of this variable I
say be either given by the analyst (as is presently assumed to be the case)
or built into the module. Tab les 1 and 2 show how yes/no values for van — 1
ables representing each of the three criteria are assumed to combine to pro—
thre e Saudi decisions on production level. Reservoir damage is assume d to 1occur if the productive level is high enough to deplete reserves in 10 years.
It is also assumed that Saudis would undertake strong conservation measures
if the ratio of proved reserves to current production is less than 15 years.

19 An actual value for product ion rate would still be required for the
start date.
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• TABLE 1

I VAR IABLES SITU ATIONS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Absorptive Capacity Surpassed Y Y Y N N N N Y

I Reservoir Damage Occurring I Y N N I Y N N

Reserve Life Running Out Y N N N N I Y

I
N - N o

TABLE 2

SITUATION RESPONSES

• 1. Cut production so that reserves/production — 15.
The resulting production value will decline each year.

I 2. Cut production to just below reservoir damage point .

• I 3. Maintain production at present level.

4. Maintain production at present level.

I 5. Cut production to just below reservoir damage point.

8. Cut production so that reserves/production — 15.
The resulting production value will decline each year.

7. Cut production so that reserves/production — 15.

I The resulting production value will decline each year.

I. cut product ion so tha t reserves/productiOn — 15.
The resulting produc t ion value will decline each year.

I
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1~• •
This figure has been used as the criterion for whether reserve life
is running out.2°

I
After the module has ensured that the production level satisfies the
“normal situation” constraints just mentioned, it checks whe ther an Arab—
Israeli war is occurring. If so, it ascertains whether its customers are

supporting Israel.2’ An embargo (expressed as a cut in production) is

imposed on Saudi customers if they support Israel.

Given the production level established at this point, the decision module

goes on to project revenue for the coming fiscal year on the basis of that
level and the price of oil. Area specialists indicated that an OPEC ]
country has only a very limited ability to alter the price of its oil
around the price agreed upon at OPEC meetings. Such marginal price adjust— J
ments have been ignored in the present model structure. The price of oil

is assumed to be an “OPEC” price,22 and this price is to be supplied

exogenously by the user.23 Once the revenue for the coming fiscal year
has been projected, the module goes on to project interest income and

• then compare total projected revenue with total projected expenditures,
as described earlier in this chapter.

20 Reservoir damage can occur as the result of production at very high
levels for even a relatively short period of time. Since the consequences
of reservoir damange (a decline in the amount of oil than can ultimately
be extracted from a reservoir) are so severe, it is assumed that produc-
tion at such high rates would not be considered by the Saudis under most
conditions. Moreover, if they did produce at such rates they would do so
for only a short period of time (one year assumed at present). Thus if

• the module finds that reservoir damage is occurring, it looks at the pro—
duetion rate for the previous year in assessing the anticipated reserve
life. Otherwise reserve life is evaluated on the basis of the present
year’s produc~ion rate.
21 The occurrence of an Arab—Israeli confict is assumed to be an exogenous I
variable whose value (yes/no) may be set by the user at any time. Informa-
tion on whether Saudi customers support Israel would be another such
variable.

V 

22 OPEC—established posted price under present contractua l arran gements.
23 To do otherwise would require a sophisticated model or bargaining among H

OPEC members. It is suggested, however, that later versions of the
decision sodulo produce information as to the Saudis’ pred ispositions
concerning pr ice and production levels which result f rom their situation.
These would be quite valuable to th. anticipated usor.

V V
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CHAPTER VI. REVIEW OF COMPLETE MODEL BY EX—FLAG OFFICERS AND POLICY
PLANNERS

The complete model, consisting of the three substantive modules plus the

• 

I 
suggested initial decision module, was presented for review to ex— f lag

V officers and policy planners. The substantive modules were described and

I the decision module ’s flow talked through after an introductory discus-
sion of the model’s intended purpose and its basic approach. Two types of

criticism surfaced during these reviews, the first involving specific

I errors or omissions within the model, and the second involving problems

of a more general nature regarding the model’s approach.

- I  
_ _ _ _ _ _ _
Specific Criticisms

Upon being told, in response to a question, that Saudi Arabia planned a

I tenfold increase in its domestic consumption of refined petroleum pro—

P 
ducts , one respondent pointed out that the construction of refineries to

I produce the required quantities would require capital investment and sug-

gested that such investment be included in the model. Presumably this

would also require keeping track of domestic refining capacity over time.

With respect to the question of possible Saudi budget deficits It  was

I suggested that short— and long—term deficits would probably be handled

differently by the Saudis and that they should be kept conceptually dis—

tinct within the module. It was also pointed out that a military budget

allocation could often be used as a source of revenue to cover a short-

I 
term deficit because, in many initances, the delivery time of purchased

military equipment may be “slipped.” This would not, of course, necessa-

rily remove the defictt , but would delay expenditure (perhaps for a year).
24

The time obtained in this fashion could be used to “find” the money some-

where else.

I 24 If a contract were cancelled instead of delivery being pushed back, the

I deficit might be removed (If enough money were saved).
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There was strong criticism of the model’s lack of attention to bottle—
• necks in a developmental economy. In particular , it was pointed out that

development , especially industrial development , requires skilled manpower ,
the need for which did not appear within the model. In addition, even

assuming that the model could project manpower needs, there was no way

of taking into account either possible bottlenecks in getting personnel

trained abroad25 or the effect of educational expenditures on the number

of personnel produced by Saudi schools.

General Criticisms

The general points were raised by the individuals interviewed. First,

it was pointed out that the decision module assumed the equivalent of a

single decision—maker. In reality the Saudi government has functional

ministries, the heads of some of which may be quite influential in making
policy within their areas of responsibility, It was suggested that the VI
model, could be improved in two ways. First , decision—making within each
sector could be more explicitly based on tha t of the relevant ministry J
where appropriate. Second, account could be taken of conflicting bureau-
cratic interests where (and if) they are identified.

The second general point concerned the environment within which Saudi

decision—makers function. International political and economic considers— V

tions may act as constraints on the feasibility of some Saudi policies.
It was recognized that some exogenous influences are included within the
model but there was a desire to see additional detail and a more explicit
representation of exogenous variables in terms of U.S. and West European
policy options.

The last general criticisms raised deal with the way the developmental

process was to be conceptualized. It was argued that the process should be

V 

23 For example, how many students can be trained abroad and in which die— V

ciplines? Pros wha t base in Saudi Arabia will the students be drawn ?
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conceptualized roughly as shown in Figure 3. Items above the decision

box represent resource inputs to the process. Below the decision box are

f 

sectors to which the resources are allocated . At least two of these see—
V 

torn (oil and education) provide additional inputs for the process in feed—
back loops. The current model iac~ks the ability to see the results of

TV resource allocation to sectors other than oil and the abi l i ty  to allocate

( non—financial resources. These were considered extremely important short-

comings from the perspective of a policy planner.V~: I

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
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• VII. IMPLIC?iTIONS FOR THE PROJECT’S RESEARCH PRIORITIES

1

The key problem with the project’s model in its present form is its total

lack of utility to the policy planner. This point was made rather force—

~~~ I fu l ly when an ex— flag officer suggested that the model simply failed to
capture a very critical aspect of the development process. The aspect of

- I which he spoke was the severe bottleneck imposed by a shortage of trained

- • manpower on any effort  to develop previously nonexistent (or very small)

~~~. I areas of the economy even when large amounts of capital are available.

- In order to capture this problem within the model, the representations of
sectors to be developed must contain , in addition to requirements for
capital, requirements for trained manpower that are tied to the sector’s

I level of development. The levels of trained manpower available in appro-

priate categories at any time must be known, and the process that produces

I trained individuals must be related to the resources (both monetary and

human) allocated to it. The human resources module is presently completely

I unresponsive to the input of resources. Moreover, there is no demand for

its outputs (educated and/or trained manpower) elsewhere in the economy.26

The implications of these problems for the project’s efforts are relatively

I straightforward but very important. First, a running decision module must

be produced, since feedback from policy planners depends upon their seeing

a complete model. The structure given in Chapter V of this report should

I be suitable for an initial effort , provided additional detail is provided
in areas where the need was indicated. Second , an industrial sector routine

I should be produced that contains requirements for both capital and manpower
fo r various levels of development . This sector should specifically

26 For an already developed and extremely capital—intensive industry such
as oil t is is not too important. Capital rathe r than manpowe r will be by
far the greater constraint on reasonable expansion of production capacity.

• .
- . 

27 As indicated in Chapter V1 it is envisioned that the industrial sector
• routine for Saud i Arabia will be developed with in the decision module. Only

- • •~ for a nation with a moderately large industri al sector already Ln existence
V would the development of an elaborate and independent sector module be appro—

~ I 
priate . 37



F.
include (as a minimum) both petrochemicals and heavy industry. Third,

the human resources module should be reworked. Successful and timely

completion of these tasks will result in a model that is not ! priori

useless to a policy planner. Efforts can then focus on tuning the model

in accordance with substantive criticism from policy planners.

Two additional points should be kept in mind while the necessary work is
being done. First, careful attention should be paid to the possibility

of error in statistics and published information about Saudi Arabia. Every

effort should be made to examine as much material as possible, to check

for contradictions and convergences, and, if possible, to check Saudi
data against figures for similar countries. Second, continued and inten-

sive development and refinement of the decision module should provide
the focus for the research tasks, an4 the research effort should be itera—

tive in the sense that questions about the control inputs to (and inter—
actions between) the substantive modules spur further inquiry into the

decision process including its guiding goals and priorities.

3$
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pib ~ At least since the publ ication of Weaver’s (1948) well known paper on

I complexity, many scientists have been aware that the methodological practices

employed in studying a problem ought in some sense to be related to the “corn-
• 
I plexity” of the phenomenon under investigation . Recently Forrester (1969:107)

has argued that all social systems belong to the class of complex systems and,

I ‘
• as such, “...have many unexpected and little understood characteristics.”

~ 
Some of Forrester’s work led to the world model ing project described in Limits

I to Growth. And, even m ore recently, Marstrand and Sinclair (1973:89) summarIze
• 

~ I their critique (with due apologies to Gertrude Stein) of the pollution subsys-

tern of the World models by claimi ng, “...The Limi ts to Growth has achieved
.
~~ I a final simplicity by Ignoring all complexity.”

t It is noteworthy that the concept of complexity is so frequently encoun-

tered in discussions of the “holistic” modeling of social systems. Perhaps

~ 
even more Interesting is the relative lack of attention paid to what might be

I 
meant by the “complexity” In these context (a notable exception being Nurmi

(1974). The purpose of this paper is to consider possible meanings for corn-

I plexity In a social science context and to discuss implications of these mean-

Irigs for the development and interpretation of performance measures (e.g.,

I quality of life) for “complex systems.”

I
A useful way to begin may be by summarizing several claims made about

complexity beginning with Weaver’s argument which first appeared In Weaver

(1948) and was later slightly modified in Weaver (1967). Up until the 20th

Century, suggests Weaver, physical science was In a period of developing tech-

niques to deal with the analysis of “two-variable problems.” Such a problem

Is Illustrated by the way gas pressure (variable one) depends upon gas volumeI (variable two) in a very major way and upon other variables at most only

slightly (at least for a wide range of values of the two variables). Such



1
~~~ problems “...are essentially simpl e in structure, this simplicity resulting p

• largely from the fact that the theories or the experiments need deal with

only two quantities , changes In one of which cause changes In the other. The

restriction to two variables and In most cases to simple relations between

the variables and their first and second derivatives, kept the theoretical I
V 

system well within the then analytical and computational capacity of mathe- p
matics. Correspondingly, these could be simplicity In the experimental ba-

sis; and this simplicity was also a necessary condition for progress at that I
development of science (1967:26).” Then, roughly at the beginning of the
twentieth century, physical scientists and mathematicians began developing I
and utilizing theoretical tools such as probability theory and statistical Imechanics for handling problems with very large numbers of variables . Such

problems Weaver terms “problems of disorganized complexity.” “It Is a prob- I
lem In which the number of variables Is very large, and one in which each of

the many variables has a behavior which is individually erratic and may be I
totally unknown. But in spite of this helter-skel ter or unknown behavior of

all the individual variables, the system, as a whole, possesses certain or-

derly and analyzable average properties (1967:29). ” The special features 1
of problems of disorganized complexity then are 1) large number of “variables ”

and 2) the behavior of each “variable” is statistically independent of the 1
behavior of other variables.

4

What remains, suggests Weaver, Is to develop methods for handling prob-

lems involving large numbers of variables where the variables “show 
~!. 

essen- I
tial feature of organization (1967:31).” While this essential feature Is not

specified In a positive way, presumably Weaver is focusing upon problems where 
V

averaging and other statistical techniques are inappropriate or misleading.

Such problems he terms problems of “organized complexity.” Finally, We ver

I!
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suggests that methods of dealing with organized complexity may be especially

~~~~ 

I useful in the social and behavioral sciences.

I Weaver ’s treatment of complexity seems based upon two characteristics

of a problem - one quantitative and one qualitative. The first Is the num-

I ber of variables* and the second is the “way” in which the variables are re-

lated. As will be seen, these two characteristics have since been frequent-
V ly employed to index complexity. Note however that together they require

I that complexity be seen not as a property of “reality” but rather as a prop-

erty of our description of “reality.” Thus an index of the complexity of

I a referent reality is an index of the complexity of that reality under some

• • description. This point will be returned to, but first there are several

• more views of complexity similar to Weaver’s “disorganized complexity” which

V 
ought be mentioned.

Von Neumann (1966), speculated,, “It is characteristic of objects of low

I complexity that It is easier to taik about the object than produce It and

easier to predict its properties than to build It. But in complicated parts

of formal logic It Is always one order of magnitude harder to tell what an

I object can do than to produce the object. The domain of validity of the

questIon is of a higher type than the question Itself.” Unfortunately, von

I Neumann has left unclear the precise meaning of this enigmatic passage.

i Clearly though, he has in mind that beyond some threshold complexity level

our mode of understanding systems changes. Shaw (1970) uses von Neumann’s

I statement to conclude that “any sc ience, like psychology, which desires for-
mal models of highly complex systems, like organisms, will have to consider

I von Neumann’s conjecture a threat to the fulfillment of Its explanatory

• goals. ”
U 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

* Though as Nurmi ( ) points out Weaver uses variable In a way some-
what different than would a behavIoral scientist.



Forrester (1969) defines complex systems as systems with a “high-

order, multipl e-loop, nonlinear feedback structure.” These systems,

claims Forrester, behave very differently from the more simple systems

we are used to dealing with. Complex systems, for example, are counter- ]
Intuitive, insensitive to parameter changes, and have short-term re-

sponses which are very different from their long-term responses.

Levins (1970) views complex systems which have many elements and

few constraints on the relations between these elements. It Is worth

j quoting at length his thoughts about such systems: J
Suppose we did know the interrelations among all
parts of a system and could describe the rate of
change of each variable as a function of the
others. Then we would have a very large set of
simultaneous non-linear equations in a vast number
of variables, and depending on so many parameters,
the estimation of each of which may take a lifetime

These equations will usually be insoluable.
They would likely be too numerous to compute. If
we could compute, the solution would simply be
a number. If we could solve the equations, the
answer would be a complicated expression in the

• parameters that would have no meaning for us.

_ _ _ _ _  --



I Based upon treatments such as those just mentioned, it is tempting to

conclude that complexity is an “intrinsic ” characteristic of a system (or,

at least, of a system under a description). From such a perspective it would

V be possible to (metaphorically) develop a complexity “probe” which could be

I inserted into a system and from which could be read the “complexity” score

of that system. However, there are a variety of reasons why such a conclu-

sion is likely in error and that no adequate characterization of the complex-
• 
I 

ity of a system can be given independent of a specification of the class of

• systems “dealing” with that system. For example, many living species might

I be said to be facing a less complex environment now than they did thousands

of years ago in the sense that, through evolution, many common relational

structures may have been “pre-prograimned” Into their brains. Such pre-pro-

I grassning through evolution or design may well be a key to any system behaving

adaptively in a seemingly “complex enviromnent. ”
I As another example, baby salamanders live completely on land for a time

1 after they are born before entering the water in search of new forms of food.

Is th ir ability to swim learned in some fashion; perhaps by imi tating other

salamanders or by trial and error? Coghilll (l92~) anesthetized a salaman-

der at birth and kept it In this condition for the length of time salamanders

I had been observed to remain on land before beginning to swim. After this

I time had elapsed, the salamander was dropped into water. Even though no learn-

Ing could have taken place, the salamander was able to swim effectively. The

reason for the delay between the time of birth and the onset of the ability

to swim was that, as a part of the maturation process, a certain neutral con-

I nectf on had to be made in the salamander’s spinal cord. The ability to swim

Is pre-prograimied into the developmental process of the salamander. The ef-

f.ct of dropping a one week old salamander into the pool of water would be

LI 
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very different from that of dropping a five month old salamander into the

same pool. Does the complexity of the pool of water change if one animal

is able to deal effectively with It while another is not? A more rigorous J
example drawn from automata theory might make this point more clearly. The

problem is to design a Turing maching which can determine whether a string I
of symbols reads the same backwards as forwards (as In ABLE WAS I ERE I SAW
ELBA). Arbib (1969) proves that, for a Turing machine with one reading

head the time necessary to decide the problem increases with the square of 1
the length of the s)inbol sequence. For a Turing machine with two reading

heads, however, the time increases only as a linear function of the sequence I
length. If the complexity of the problem is indexed by the time required

to sol ve It , It is clear that the Internal structure of the “solving machine”
must be specified rather carefully. 

V 

I
These examples lead to a conclusion simi lar to that of Nurmi (1974),

“Complexity can be viewed as an ontological property of the relationship be- I
tween the actor and the environment (p. 84).” As long as the focus of study

is systems with control structures, complexity must be viewed in a contin-

gent fashion. The next section will suggest implications of this contingent ]
view for theorizing about control structures.

I
I
I
1 •
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Econometric models are simply mathematical statements of the quantitative

relations between variables. Generally these statements are in the form

of simultaneous (often linear) equations together with a set of constraints

(e.g., certain coefficients must be non negative). In constructing such

I models, the theorist must specify the form (structure) of the equations as

• I well as the way in which the variables enter the equations. From these

V equations certain quantitative and qualitative deductions can be made. These
V 

include such things as predictions Of future levels of endogeneous variabl es,

Identification of equilibrium and stability conditions, etc. Figure 1 il-

l lustrates the basic mechanism.

Insert Figure 1 about here

The reader Is referred to Christ (1967) for a very readable account of the

I construction of econometric models.

As Christ points out, such models can be guides to choice of policy re-

I quired to optimize certain utility or welfare functions, if the analyst has

I a clear statement of the function which is to optimized and also a clear

idea of the set of possible policies from which the choice might be made

J (Theil, 1958). And finally, such a model might be used for simulation stu-

dies of the behavior of the system it represents.*~ There are several dif-

I ____________________________

* Taken from Christ, 1967, p. 104.I It should be pointed out there there is little to gain from simulations

I 
of econometric models when there are analytical solutions available. Four
major points are made by Howrey and kelejian: (1) Once a linearZecono-
metric model has been estimated and tested in terms of known distribu-
tion theory concerning parameter estimates, simulation experiments thatP a r e  undertaken to investigate the model as an interrelated system yield
no additional information about the validity of the model. (2) Although
some Of the dynamic properties of linear models can be Inferred from sim-

I ulatlon results, an analytical technique based on the model itself Is
evaltable for this purpose. (3) The application of nonstochastlc simu-

-
~~~ latlon procedures to econometric models that contain nonlinearities in

I 
the endogenous variables yields results that are not consistent with the
properties of the reduced form of the model. (4) The results derived
frcm the stochastic simulation of nonlinear systems are consistent With
the corresponding reduced-f~rm equations. (Naylor, 1971, p. 300)



ficulties with this class of modeling, however. Completely simultaneous

linear equations, while argued for by some modelers such as Liu (1960) are

considered inappropriate because they do not look at the time aspects of

the interrelationships. That is, as Wold and Faxer (1957) poInt out cer-

tam pressures affect the growth or stability of a particular variable be- -

fore others do. Block recursive systems have been developed to deal with

this problem (Ando, Fisher, and Simon, 1963). The difficulty with systems

of this nature, however, is that forecasts are only as appropriate as the

time frame remains short enough to allow for intra-subsystem variance to be
*more important than inter-subsystem variance.

Another difficulty in analyzing these models to complex , dynamic issues I
deal with the frequency with which simplifying linearity assumptions are

• made. Much of the real world may be nonlinear and while linear models are I
more tractable than nonlinear ones, realism may require nonlinearity. Two

solutions have been put forth for dealing with this problem. The first is

to limi t the equations to be nonlinear in the variables but not In the un- I
known parameters. The second is to construct a linear approximation to the

model in the neighborhood of the observed values and employ the model to I
analyze small changes (Netherlands Central Planning Bureau, 1961; Van Den
Belt, et al., 1965). Obvious difficulties arise in both approaches, how-

ever. The problem of Identification in nonlinear systems has not been fully 1
solved and provision must, of course, be made ultimately to avoid working

with underidentifled equations and systems . One procedure for solving equa- 1
tions In a nonlinear system is by employing ordinary least squares and then

thisa results as initial approximations to full information solutions.
(tisenpres and Greenstadt, 1969). The difficulty of using such methods is }
* A simplified version of this argument was prepared by Fisher and Ando q

(l%2).

]
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I
that the reality which pol icy makers wish to deal with tends to be dynamic.

If the variables In our model were always correlated In the same way regard-

I less of the mode of system behavior, then they could always be aggregated

together into the model in the same way. But If the correlation between

I variables changes when the model of the behavior of our system changes, then

I our models must represent the variables separately during each transition

mode. The need for separate representation is not well met in linear or

I nonlinear econometric models. Realization of the importance of this prob-

lee in dynamic modeling has led to the understanding that one cannot use

I correlation coefficients in the building of dynamic models (Brunner and

i Brewer, 1971). It has also led scholars such as Forrester (1968) to the

development of dynamic multiloop feedback systems.

r

Dynamic Systems Oriented Simulations

I Most attempts to generate an explicit model of foreign policy behavior,

r on the part of academics, have relied upon linear relations among relatively

few variables (e.g., linear regression models and factor analysis). These V

models have certain advantages u~er mental images of foreign policy interac-

tions since they have explicitly specified sets of assumptions about the

11 relations between these variables which can be checked by resorting to data

II 
analyses. These assumptions of linearity provide fairly accurate short-term

• (several years) projections since any curve, over a short enough interval ,

I can be approximated by a straight line. However, the longer into the future

the projections are made, the greater will be the likely error, just as in

I the case for trend extrapolation. In designing long-term planning systems,

p the analyst must be prepared to work wi th non-linear systems. One problem
with non-linear systems is the lack of methods for solving such systems anal-

I ytically. However, solutions can be reached through the use of computer

I
________________________ V — - •- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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simulations.* These simulations provide information about the overtime -i
implications of the defined alternatives. Moreover, they will allow the

manipulation of the variables and relations to test the relative , long-

range impacts of various policy alternatives. These simulation models to

be useful to the policy planner require that the variables be categorized I
• as to whether they are manipulabl e or non-manipulabl e and as to whether 1

they are exogenous or endogenous: 
V

~1

J 1. Manipulable variables are directly controllable by V I
the policy maker.

2. Non-manipulable variables may vary as functions of -

other variables in the models but are not directly
controlled by the policy maker’s actions.

3. Exogenous variables effect but are not affected
directly by relations specified in the system.

4. Endogenous variables effect other variables and
are in turn affected by other variables In the

• system. I
A set of variables representing each subset of manipulable exogenous, non- 1
manipulable endogenous, and non-manipulable exogenous variables can be

posited. The variables and relations could, in part, be Identified by peo- 1
pie involved in the policy process and could be used to construct simulations.

Thus, within the system, each variable would be in one of the following 1
vectors : i

• vector of manipulable exogenous variables

U”i • vector of non-manipulable endogenous variables J
UX1 • vector of non-manipulable exogenous variables

These variables are related by some set of relations , f. Thus: I
f’- f(p~)C1, U 1, UX1) NIh. System TM (5) 1

* See the very Interesting debate between Nordhaus (1973) and Forrester,
t~ 3. (1974) on the us. of such an approach. j

_ _ _ _ _ _  ____________ 
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~~~, i Models of this nature consist essentially of a large set of mathematical

equations which are progranined into a computer. Projections into the future

I are simply the impl ications of the assumptions on which the equations rest.

The value of extrapolation is determined completely by the validity of the

I assumptions that went Into the building of the model . They drive the re-

I sults mechanically. Their validity , however, depends on the descriptive ade-

quacy of “the system” and on the empirical domain to which the model is ap-

[ pl ied. The adequacy of the system is governed by two considerations: (1)

available knowledge of how the included variables -Interact raises a serious

I question as to the state of preparedness for this type of model of most of

I the social sciences today. The other condition relates to the presence of

all variable factors that significantlyzaffect the interacting behavior of

I the other variables. This particular aspect of dynamic modeling leads us

to question the adequacy of the approach. We can take up these two criti-
*cisms in their order.

~~~ I Social scientists do not yet possess a body of theory sufficiently de-

veloped and tested to permit the confident specification of variables to be

I included, form of equations to be used, and appropriate lags for each van -

V abl e prior to the estimation of parameters entering into equations. Existing

I theory offers some guidance, but it is the most fanciful kind of wishful

p thinking to believe that it offers much guidance in the above respects for

many of the political problems which face decision makers in the policy on-

• I ented future. This being the case, it is obvious that any effective testing

and estimation does require veryzlarge numbers of observations. This would V

I be true even if the observations to be used were generated by experiments

* For a comparison of a number of modeling techniques and their applica-
tion in political economic forecasting see Heiss, Knorr and Morgenstern,

I Long Term Proj ections of Power (1973).



arranged according to the best available knowledge about experimental dc

sign.* .t

Perhaps the greatest challenge in mathematical modeling and simulation iis to select a model large enough to represent a real situation realistically,

but small enough so that it can be tested by experiments and observations. 1
Given our state of knowledge about the relations between numerous variables,

this leads us quickly into difficulty. One solution frequently used in inter-

national relations has been to move to highly aggregated forms of data. But

such highly aggregative series do not begin to contain enough degrees of free-

dome to permit extensive testing and estimation. This would be true even if 1
the observations in such a series resulted from well-planned experiments. In

fact, most avai able aggregative series are highly auto-correlated, highly i
multi-colinear , are frequently poor measures of what we want to measure and 1do not measure short run developments. They are Involved in an operating sys-
tern involving many relatively rapid feedbacks. All this only compounds the 1

I already apparent drawbacks of estimation and testing based only on highly aggre-
I **I gative time series.

I This issue is perhaps best handled by E.A. Singer (1960). He argues that

I reality is an ideal , and unobtainable description of the world. But like all

I ideals , it can be approximated. A formal system is an approximation if it 1
I meets certain requirements: It must be consistent, the data must be statis- 

-

1 tically in accord, it must be rich enough to include space, time, motion, .1
mass, mind , group, and value. It must also be significant in the sense that 

~1it directs inquiry into its own deficiencies, so that a better approximation

I ~1* Several new articles are appearing which provide alternative methods
I for estimating parameters from empirical data for this type of model
I building. See, for instance, Hauser and Goldberger, 1971. -

I ** V

The classic reference Is Theil, 1954. 
V
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• : is made possible. In other words, its language and rules must include cri-

teria of better and worse approximations, i.e., degrees of realism.

Singer is certainly not claiming that all practical work must contain

the whole of reality. Rather, he argues that each researcher will construct

a subsystem adequate to his own needs for a particular period in time. But

the lines of conmiunication have to be kept open in the sense that it is al-

ways relevant to ask whether two subsystems should not be combined in order

p for a single researcher to cover larger periods of time or for several re-

searchers to answer several intertwined sets of problems. There may be a

I temporary way out of this problem. Returning to Figure 1 , our stylized

schematic and development of a model • in which inputs to the model in the

form of exogenous and lagged endogenous variables and outputs In the form

I of current endogenous variables were the organization framework for discuss-

ing models. Another possibility involves describing the system in automata

I theoretic terms. Following Arbib (1964) such a specification involves:

The System = (U, Y, X , A , s)
I where:

I U Is a finite set (the set of inputs partitioned
as In equation (5))

I Y is a finite set (the set of outputs)

• X is a finite set (the set of internal states)

• V 
X:UxX.X Is the next-state function

6:UxX+X is the next-output function

I Such systems are assumed to work on a discreet time schedule so that if at
- 

I time t it Is the state x and redeives an input u then at time t plus one

it has changed to state A(x,u) and emits output S(x,u).

- • Clearly it is desirable to Identify what the state transition functions

are if we wish to estimate future shifts In behavior in our policy problem.V - i



I 
I

This requirement can be illustrated by a simple example. Consider the be- (
havior of a “bully” nation. Suppose it is capable of being in only two in-

ternal states--it either is stable (S) or unstable (.S). Further, it is 1
capable of emitting and sensing only two sorts of behaviors--aggressive (A)

V 

and non-aggressive (nA). Thus we have:

U: {A,A}

y: (A ,nA)

x: {S,n.S} 1
Since the nation is a bully, it will behave aggressively whenever it can.

And yet the only time a bully does not aggress is when it is aggressed upon

and In a weak (in our terms unstable) state. Thus we can write y~ (x ,~) as 1
in Table 1.

I
Table 1

Input (u) State Cx) Output Ci’) -

A S A 1
nA S A 

-

A P ’S n A  1
nA 4 A

As can be seen the output of the bully nation is entirely deterministic. -

Further, since even a bully becomes unstable when aggressed upon, x • X(~,u)
can be written as In Table 2.

Table 2
InPut (u) State Cx) New State Cx)

& S “S
S S H

V A nS nS V

1H1
-~~~~ - - V- -- - .
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V All this most likely seems both absurd and simple. However, further suppose

t a political scientist is watching the bully nation and trying to relate its

behavior (outputs) to the behavior it receives (its input). What will he see?
V First of all , he will generally ignore the internal structure of the sys-

• 
I tern and simply relate inputs and outputs. Thus he might watch the bully over

I 
a long period of time and note that non-agressive inputs always are followed

by aggressive outputs on the part of the bully. However, he would note, ag- -

- I gressive outputs are preceded by aggressive Inputs only about one half of the

- time. Therefore, he writes an article in which he proclaims two general laws.

I law (1) P(y = A lu anA ) = 1

I 
law (2) P(y Alu A) 1/2

Of course, by this time the world is getting rather sick of the bully ’s

I behavior and commissions our political scientist to recommend a policy toward

the bully (this policy above, the optimal policy would, of course, be to al-

I ways behave in an aggressive way toward the bully nation which would, accord-

• ing to law (2), guarantee that 1/2 of the bully ’s responses would be non-ag-

I gressive.

I Note that our mythical political scientist, like so many of us, Ignored
the internal state of the bully nation. As a result, he was forced to state

I his laws in probabilistic terms and to conclude that the “best” that could

• be done was to reduce p(y • A) to about one half.
~~~~~~ However, by referring back to the transition tables, it can be seen

I that the bully can be made to act in a completely non-aggressive way. Suppose

first he Is initially In state ~.S. Then by always behaving in an aggressive

I way toward the bully, the bully will never respond in an aggressive way. If,

on the other hand, he is initially in state S, then he will respond in an ag-

gressive manner no matter what you do. However, by threatening him, you will

j  force him into an unstable state and therefore continuing aggressive acts will
•
V~~~~~~
i
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1. 
* ~1result in no more threats from the bully. Thus, paying attention to inter-

nal states, it is possible to eliminate references to probabilities and to

L suggest a policy which will result in at most one aggressive behavior by the I
bully. While In this example ignoring internal structure did not result in

“wrong” policy advice, ft Is possible to construct a slightly more complex 1
example for which it would.~~ iThe important point here Is that developing descriptive theories of pol-

icy behavior requires paying close attention to the internal structure of the I
foreign policy generating mechanism as well as to that of the environment

(domestic as well as International) In which the mechanism is imbedded. We I
need to know how inputs affect internal states and how inputs together wi th Iinternal states determine outputs. As Halperin and Kanter (1973, p.3) suggest ,
“....the scholar requires an understanding of a nation’s domestic political

structure and of its national security bureaucracy in order to explain or pre-

dict the foreign policy actions it will take.” At this point in the develop- I
ment of research in soc ial sc ience, we also need, however, to identify the Idifferences in a finite set of states or subsystems which have been Identi-

fied as potential explanatory structures for understanding of policy problems. I
We need also to better understand the implications of policy actions in each

state of the system (thus, we need to devote understanding of 6: SxX+Y. I
This approach is based upon finite state automata theory and has a strong Iargument in Its favor. That is, It requires the precise specification of the

functional relationships between endogenous and exogenous variables for pro- I
ducing estimates of the output.

* Though such a pollcyzmight result in your becoming a bully. JFor example, see Kanter and Thorson (1972).

-~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ -
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What has been presented here are three alternative approaches to model-

I - ing major policy problems for the future. It is suggested that econometric

I 
models and dynamic forecasting models both are in need of continued develop-

ment. Both have difficulties. The former suffers from an inability to deal

I with large scale, long-range forecasting and decision oriented problems. The

latter suffers from an inability to provide significant validation checks on

I the empirical validity of subrelations within the model. The solution is to

~ I 
move to partial answers based upon the notion that the structure of our theory

undergoes shifts given both the current state of the system and the particular

shocks in the form of input variables that the system is experiencing. But

I once we have such a model we still are left with a series of general questions

I which must be addressed by all such models. Brewer and Hall (1972) suggest

the following checklist.

1. Is the distortion between the model outputs and what the
policy maker Is looking for so large that the model is re-

I jected out of hand? Can this be reduced? At a reason-
able cost In time, effort, and money?

P 2. Are the model ’s output and input generally intelligible;
are they in a form that is familiar to the policy maker?

3. Does the model offend “comon sense?”
4. Are elements of the identified question excluded in the

I 
interests of generalization or precision?

• 5. Is the model static and descriptive in the interest of
simplification?

• I 6. Is it possible to include submodels or to change individual
behavioral relationships that appear to have a bearing on• I the policy questions without destroying the processing or

V the logic of the model or without significantly increasing
its operating cost?

• 7. Are relevant variables, as determined empirically and by
virtue of sensitivity testing, omitted in the interest
of precision or expense?

I 8. Is the model able to predict, through reconstruction,
the time series upon which It is formulated? Has it been
able to predict time series from the reference contextI developed subsequent to the model ’s formulation? 

.~~~
-
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9. If there are known structural changes In the empirical
p. context, are provisions made in the model to capture

these? I.e., If there are increasing numbers of dis-
aggregations, changing parameters, or precipitating
discontinuous events In the context, are these taken
Into account? Or, are these events Ignored or assumed
away?

10. Are the policy Interpretations of various model entities, Istructures, and recommendations, consonant with the -
ethical-moral and professional standards of the policy -
makers and the affected population? (Brewer and Hall ,
1972: 18—19). -

1
1
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

-
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What follows is a set theoretic specif ication of the Saudi Arabian
decision making procedure . This incorporates Tanashir’o manr s of (~ tober
5 and November 3, Buss neno of July 29, and undated Miller neno.

- I
I dVfn: s {set of sentenoes}

dfn : C: {bits of information internal to Saudi decision m&dng}

I The elements of the above defined sets are listed below. The elenenits
are indexed with the natural numbers where an index for a set ranges fr’~n
one to p (p finite).

~~ MIL~~ A~~ SFNI’ENCES

I MsO : Nation x (either Israel , Iran , 1(~wait, Syria, Iraq, UAR, United
• Emirates) increases military capability and is not an ally of

Saudi Arabia.

I A new military alliance ( including either Israel , Iran, Kii.iait,
Syria, Iraq, lIAR, United Emirates, but not Saudi Arabia and not
the US) appears on the world scene.

P Ms6: Saudi allies and/or friendly states block covert or overt military
operations directed against Saudi Arabia througjt the use of political

J pressure and/or direct military assistance.

MslO: Nation x (either Israel, Iran, Kufait , Syria, Iraq, UAR, United
— Emirates) nobilizes, places ar~ied forces on alert status, or conductsJ large-scale military maneuvers and is not an ally of Saudi Arabia.

IlslS: Nation x conducts overt or covert military operations against

I Saudi Arabia, which cannot be stopped. -

Ms 17: Nation x c~nducts overt or covert military operations against

I Saudi Arabia.

t1s20: Nation x breaks dipiceetic relations with Saudi Arabia.

I Ms25: The US is willing to provide anie .

Ms30: iI~ Soviet thion threatens and/or breaks off dipiceistic relations

I with Saudi Arabia.

Ma3 5: A Warsaw Pact state actively aids a Saudi insurgent group or

• 
national, regional opponent.

U M&+0: No Warsaw Pact state is actively aiding a Saudi insurgent group or

I 
national , regional opponent .

Ma45: The US is u~4UIng to pnwid*~ cu1~m.

I PIsSO: Sate westeni nations (e.g. , Britain, France, Sweden) are willing
to sell ante.

I
- 
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Ms5 5: No western state is available as an arms source . J
Ms56: SA has security ties with US or other western powers.

Ms60: A Ccenunist bloc state is available as an arms source .

Ms6l: Saudi Arabia has no security ties with the US or other western
powers.

Ms65: No Caimunist bloc state is available as an arms source.

Ms70: The US formally guarantees Saudi security , no insurgent groups
operate wit)lin Saudi borders and all Middle Eastern states sig~
treaties of friendship with SA.

Ms75: Insurgent groups operate within Saudi borders with aid fran nation
x (either Israel, Iran, Ku.iait, Syria, Iraq, UAR, United Emirates).

Ms80: The US withdraws political and/or military support fran Saudi Arabia.

Ms85: A major arms supplier for Saudis (otter than the US) refuses to
continue sales.

Ms90: Consult US Defense and State Departnents about arms sales, military
advisors, etc. Actively lobby for such sales in US bureaucracy if
necessary.

Ms95: Purchase arms and strengthen political ties via increased diplomatic Ivisits and consultations, cooperative effort or other outstanding
issues.

Ms96 : Saudis reject initial arms price and propose counteroffer (budget I
nodule gives counteroffer in $).

MslOO : Strengthen political ties with Arab allies via aid, political con— Isultatiais, public displays of friendship, etc.

MslOS: Seek political ties with the US and other western powers with the
aim of gaining security guarantees.

Ms 110: Maintain existing political ties with the US and other western powers
for security guarantees.

Msl15: Attempt to placate unfriendly state(s) via negotiations, trade
oncessions, etc.

Msll6: Unfriendly state(s) refuse to negotiate or reach an agreement.

Ms1l7: Warsaw Pact states refuse to negotiate or reach an agreement. I
Msi20: Seek Warsaw Pact security guarantees (e.g. , military interaction ,

political support in inten~at icnal forute) In exchange for tnade
concessions , the acceptance of large numbers of technicians and
advisors and leases for heses.

— - - - - —- _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _
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V Msl25: Cancel defense contracts totalling ~x (action taken for long term
deficits — $x provided by budget nodule)(update “old” c125).

Msl26: Delay arms deliveries totalling ~x (action taken for short term
deficits - $x provided by budget nodule).

I Ms130: Consult Britain, France, Sweden, or any other western nation over
arms purchases.

I Msl35: Approach Cai~runist bloc state(s) for azii~ , keeping political ties
to a mnsmim .

I Ms].L40 : Purchase CcxTvTuüst arms in gradual increments to avoid a large
influx of Caitnunist advisors and technicians.

I Msl~S: No cuts in defense spending are to be made.

Ms146: The US refuses to restore suspended military and/or political support.

I Ms3Ol: ((AGENr)$)): SA will not purchase arms worth $ fran agent at this
time because of budget uncertainty.

I Ms302: ((N3fl~T)$)): SA will cancel arms purchases worth $ fran agent because
- 

- - of lack of revenue.

MILITARY STATE 1~4CM1EtX~E

I MCO: Nation x is hostile.

I MCS : Si~ iificant military threats to Saudi security exist.

MC1O: Saudi king believes present Saudi defense capability is not
- 

I adequate.

MC11: Saudi king believes present Saudi defense capability is adequate.

I MC1S: A suitable manpower pool (officer corps. , military-civilian
technicians, military-civilian adednistration) exists or will.
exist in the next 5 years to support an expanded defense program.

I MC2O: Revenues, which could be absorbed in non-military programs or
- - investments exist to finance an expanded defense pr ogr~n.

- I !1C21: The budget bureau wishes to invest in an expanded defense program
as a means of using excess revenues.

I MC25: The US is willing to provide arms (user provides $ atount)(update
“old” c25).

Mc26: S&di Arabia Will buy arms fr~in x.

MC28: x aide a Saudi opponent .

I
I 

-



MC3O: A suitable manpower pool (officers, military—civilian technicians,
military-civilian administrators ) doesn ’t exist and won’t appear
in the next five years to support an expanded defense program.

MC35: Security ties with the US and/or other western powers exist .

MC’40 : Security ties exist neither with the US nor with other western
powers.

MCl~5: The Saudi king believes existing political security guarantees and
ties with friendly nations don’t offset military threats tc- Saudi
security. -

MC’46 : Saudi king believes existing political security guarantees and
ties with friendly nations offset military threats to Saudi security .

MCSO: Previous attempts to placate unfriendly state(s) via negotiations,
trade deals, etc. have failed.

MCS5: Overtures to the Warsaw Pact states for military/political assistance
are unsatisfactory (either because of outrig)it rejections or
insufficient assistance).

MCSO: Warsaw Pact states are politically unsuitable as sources of assis-
tance (e.g., because they pose either a direct threat or an
indirect one via sponsorship of a Saudi regional opponent).

MC65: The Warsaw Pact states are politically accessible as sources of
assistance. (i.e., they pose no security threat , either directly
or indirectly via the sponsorship of a Saudi regional opponent).

MC7O: The US is unwilling to provide arms.

MC7 5: Britain, Prance, Sweden, or other western arms source , excluding
the US, is available as an arms source (user provides $ ancunt )
(update “old” c75).

MC8O: Britain, France, Sweden, or other western states are not available
as arms sources.

- - MC85: The Camu.~nist bloc is Willing to provide arms (user gives $ anount).

MC9O: The arms dee]. with the Caimunist bloc is not possible.

MC9S: A long term budget deficit exists. ‘fl~ budget bureau proposes a
$x defense cut (user provides $x ainount)(update “old” c95).

MC96: A short term budget deficit exists. The budget bureau proposes an
arms delivery delay involving $x ($x provided by budget nodule).

tlClOO: Saudi king believes Saudi national security is not threatened. ]
MC1O5: No budget deficit exists (this doesn’ t necessarily inply revenues

exist to finance an expanded defense program; it only ensures
that defense spending won’t be cut). I

_ _ _  - .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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~~~~~~~~ 

- HC11O: A nation important to Saudi national security (other than the US)
has withdrawn its support.

MC115: Revenues do not exist to finance an expanded defense program.

MC125 : (transition term) Interpretation: a significant military threat
exists for which present defense capabilities are inadequate.
However, a potential manpower pool and revenues exist to support
an expanded defense program.

I MC13O: (transition term) Interpretation : a significant military threat
exists for which present defense capabilities are inadequate .
Further , the manpower pool cannot support an expanded defense
program. However, security ties with US and/or other western

- power exist.

MC135: US withdraws political and/or military support fran Saudi Arabia.

MCl&~O: Overtures to the US to restore suspended military and/or political
support fail.

L I MC14S: (transition term) Interpretation: a significant military threal
exists for which present defense capabilities are inadequate.

I fl.zr’ther , the manpower pool cannot support an expanded defense
program and no security ties exist with the US or other western
powers.

I MC15O: (transition term) Interpretation: a significant military threat
exists for which present (or projected) defense capabilit ies are
inadequate. Further, despite the existence of security ties with

I the west, these security guarantees dcii ‘t offset the military
threat.

— 

I !1Cl55: (transition term) Interpretation: a signifncant military threat
exists for which present (or projected) defense capabilities are
inadequate. Further, existing security ties with the west don’t

— 

I offset the threat , and the Warsaw Pact states are politically
unavailable as sources of assistance. Finally, past efforts to

- deflect the threat via negotiations have failed .

MC16O: (transition term) Interpretation: a significant military threat
exists for which present (or projected ) defense capabilities are
inadequate. Ftirther, existing security ties with the west don’t

I offset the threat, arid past efforts to deflect the threat via
negotiations have failed . However, the Warsaw Pact states are
politically accessible as sources of assistance.

I PC165: (transition term) Interpretation: a significant military threat
exists for which present (or projected) defense capabilities are
Inadequate. Both the west and Warsaw Pact states have been
appr~~thed for military/political aid ; but the results are
unsatisfactory. Finally, past ef f or t s  to deflect the threat
via nsgottationn have Ici l ted.

- - - I

- - - *~~~~~~~~___.I~~~~~ .a._ 
~~—. -.-~~—- I. - 

~~~~~~ -
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MC17O: (transition term) Interpretation : a significant military threat
exists for which present defense capabilities are inadequate.
However, a potential manpower poo1 and revenues exists to support
an expanded defense program. Unfortunately, the US is unwilling to
provide ar~~.

tlCl75: (transition term) Interpretation : a significant military threat
exists for which present defense capabilities are inadequate .
However, a potential manpower pool and revenues exist to support
an expanded defense program. Unfortunately, the US, Britain , France,
Sweden, and other western sources are unavailable as arr~ s -urces.

MC18O: (transition term) Interpretation: the US withdraws its political
and/or military support.

MC185: (transition term) Interpretation: the US withdraws its political
and/or military support and the r~naining political guarantees
enjoyed by the Saudis fran other states aren’t sufficient to
safeguard Saudi security fran external threats . Attempts to
end suspension of security ties with the US have failed .

MC19O: x is currently attacking SA.

MC19S: The budget bureau rejects US ar~~ sale price and offers the following
counterproposal (user provide counterproposal price in $) .

MC200: US guarantees Saudi security .

MC21O: SA asks US to resune support.

MC220-: Attezrçt to placate hostile actors.

!1C270: No cuts in defense spending are to be nede.

MC290 : The budget bureau approves the arr~ sale with the US.

MC291: The budget b~ eau approves the anis sale with the western anis
source (Britain, France, or Sweden).

MC292 : The budget bureau approves the arms deal with the CcnTunist bloc.

M~295: US arms purchase not Ok ‘ed.

MC296 : Budget bureau rejects western (other than US) arms sale price
and offer’s counterproposal (user provides counterproposal price in $) .

MC297 : Budget bureau rejects Ccmniinist bloc arms sale price and offers the
following counterproposal (user gives counteroffer in $) .

E(~*JOMIC S!~T~4(IS 
-

ES1: SA threatens to cut off aid to x because of support of I.

ES2: SA cute off aid to x.

- - 
- -



ES3 : SA gives aid to x.

~~ ES4 : SA will increase price of oil if x continues to support I.

I ES5: SA increase s price of oil to x by

I ES6: SA will reduce oil supply in response to x’s support of I.

ES7: Supply of oil to x cut by 50 percent.

I ES8: SA threatens embargo of x.

— 
ES9 : SA embargoes x.

I ES1O: SA will cut aid to x unless x opposes I.

ESU : SA threatens to take capital out of x.

ES12: SA transfers liquid assets fran x to y.

I ES13: SA lifts oil embargo.

ECONOMIC STATE (}UY~4LED(~E

I EC1: ~x supports I’s position.

I 
EC2 : ~I is aggressive.

EC3 : x receives aid fran SA.

I EC1~: Aid cutoff threat to x.

EC5: *x continues to support I after aid cutoff.

1 EC6: *x pressures I to “cooperate. ”

l EC7: SA cutoff aid to x.

EC8: SA threatens credit restrictions fox’ oil purchases.

•~ I EC9 : Cash Imist be paid for on

Ed O: 1x supports I after credit restriction.

I ECU: *1 is not aggressive.

I 
EC12: Threaten supply reduction.

EC13: *x supports I even after supply reduction threat .

I EC1’~: Supply of oil cut.

EC1S: *X supports I even after supply cut .

I
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EC16 : *x supports I even after embargo threat. 

- (
EC17: Embargo of x.

EC].8: *x conde!rns I behavior. I
EC19: *x maintains its neutrality vis-a-vis I.

EC2O: *x is an unacceptable place for SA foreign investnent for political
reasons. -

EC21: SA has liquid assets in x. -

— EC22: Threat to take the n~~ey out of x.

EC23: *y is an acceptable investmsnt place for political reasons.

EC2’4 : 5y is an acceptable investnent place for econanic reasons . j
EC2 5: Transfer investuents fran x to y.

EC2 7: *1 is intransigent - ~t*xt not violent.

EC2S: !‘bderate level of aid to Middle East Arabs. J
EC29: High level of aid to Middle East Arabs.

EC3O: *Interrational econany is very unstable. 1
EC3l: Lift embargo for econanic reasons.

EC32: Lift eitargo for political reasons. I
EC33: *1 has changed to coop. 

I
EC3’e: US should not be prima arms army source for SA.

EC35: Embargo threat to x. 1
EC36 : ~x continues to support I , even after’ threat of transfer .

EC37: 5x continues to support I even after threat of credit end. LI
OIL STATE IQ4(Y#ILEDGE 1
DD~AND(Nt}1BER): daily demand for oil in barrels Il

PAPC(N~~~ER) : prvcbction as a per cent of capacity. 1
COST(PU’

~~
R) : e,çenditige for’ current fiscal year (updated uDnthly)

1PIR(NLP~ER) : desired production increased rate. I
A 

- -._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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L.PC(NUMBER) : last n~nth ’s production capacity.

T(YrREV(NTJMBER): total revenue for year (updated nonthly).
I EXCESS. Q( .: in short term image if program has already checked for excess

production capacity .

~ I ONE .CK. : in short term image if progrmn has checked if Saudi Arabia is
pumping at or above capacity.

I REV .CK. : in short term image if revenue projections have been ccepleted.

PSET: in short term image if siniüation has checked whether proven reservE

I will last 15 years.

PSTOP: in short term image if reserves will not last 15 years.

I REV.TOT.: in short term image if current revenues (TOTREV) have been
incremanted.

I DSET: in short term image if desired production rate (DPIR) has been
updated.

I PAD.J: in short term image if production as per cent of capacity (PAPC)
has been adjusted according to world demand.

I N3RIaJL’IURAL STATE 1QJ~ JLEDGE

-
: IR~3: budget for irrigation

I !€Q!: budget for nechanization

}
~~ 1’: budget for fertilizer

I MEC~ .YW : maxinun yield given specific level, of machanization.

I FERP.YLD: ma,thain yield given specific level of fertilization.

Y!€Q~: level of nethanization.

- 
I 

Yf~~r: level of fertilization.

GV~1E(~1: goverreent price for nechanization.

I GVPFERr: gover~inent price for fertilizer.

I 
IR~~iJ: current irrigated wt~at land size.

ATP: available tractor ~~~~~
wr(NU~ER) : $ sit budget section wants ag. to ciat its budget. -

I
U
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OK: budget module has approved agriculture’s budget.

AL3.FIMAL: agriculture’s l~~~st possible budget.

HUtWI RESOURCES STATE 1~JGIILEDGE

maintain (#) : cost of maintaining current levels in Human Resources.

wheat (a) :  current danestic demand for wheat.

ni.mber of people in “self-employed in agriculture” sect’r.

number of people in “petroleum workers” sector.

expand (0) : cost for expanding H~man Resources.

milit(#) : cast of increasing the military.

cut(#) : aTr~ int budget module wants Human Resources to cut its budget.

O.K.: budget module O.K. is Human Resources budget. I
HJ~ 1(year) - military personnel inadequate.

H~~2 (year) : Saudi t,ireaucracy inadequate.

HI~ 3(year) : Saudi educational system inadequate. -

HRC’4 (year) : too few petroleum workers.

HRCS(year) : too few agricultural workers.

HPS].: X( Isrsel, Iran, Kuwait, Syria , Iraq, . . .) increases military
capability and is not an ally of SA.

HBS2: Allocate appropriate expenditures to induce persons fran a) un-
stnicti.ued pool to enter enlisted forces , and b) secondary school
to enter officer carps (i.e •,  in total transition matrix raise
(11,1) by .0004, ].a,,er (1,1) by .0004, and raise (11,4) by .0048
la~ering (7,4) by .0048.

- - 
H]~ 3: Allocate expenditures appropriate to induce persons fran unstn.ictured

pool to beccme petroleum wage eaners . (i.e. , raise (8,1) by
.000171 and l~~~r’ (1,1) by .000171) .

HRSL4: Induce persons In ~sistnictur’ed pool to enter ag land reform (raise
(14,1) .0002 and 1c*~r (1,1) .0002).

MI~ 5: Allocate app~~ r1ate expenditures to induce persons 
fran teacher

-
~ - 

training to enter civil service (i.e., change total transition matrix
(10,5) raised by .005 and (5 ,5) lc*rjered by .005.

- :

11 :
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• I F~S6: Gra.zth rate of Saudi educational system inadequate to neet demands
W placed on manpc~ er. Allocate appropriate expenditures to boost

educational system gra~ith rate. (i.e., raise (2,1) by . 002 and
1a~ r (1,1) by .002, raise (5,3) by .09, 1~~er (15,5) by .09.

HR.FINAL: lcA.Jest possible budget for Human Resources (put in budget nodule).

I BUDGET STATE ~~CMLEDGE

I B.PROJ(NUMBER): projected revenues for fiscal year.

REV (#) : revenues for current fiscal year.

I MC2 95: don’t buy are fran U. S.

~~291: buy are fran Western European source .

I MC2 90: buy ai~ne fran U.S.

I !1C296: do not buy are fran western source.

MC292: buy arms frau Warsaw state.

I MC297: do not buy arms fran Warsaw state.

B.Cl: Israel is not hostile.

I At3( 0) : agriculture budget.

I FA(#): forei~~ aid.

HR(#) : human resources budget.

I 111(0): developeent and miscellaneous budget.

MIL( 0): military budget

I Grcupl(#) : sum of budgets for priority sectors.

Group2(#) : sum of budgets for l~~~r priority sectors .
~W1L

B. C2: international e~~iany is unstable.

I B. C6: budget ite~~ > revenues

B.C7: Groupi > revenues

B.C’3: (&~~zp1+Groiq 2 > revenues)

B. report : budget is finiehed.

I B. C9: all Groip2 m~~ ers have minisun budget.

I

-
~~~~~~~~~~ 

1 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

- -
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SYNTAX ANALYSES Sfl~1T~~~ S -
~~ SE}IANTIC XERNALS

~~ 1. Tr’ansfer(fran,to,what)/positive or negative, present or future, sentence
type (declarative or interrogative), speaker.

2. Support (frcin,to ,what ) /positive or negative, present or future, sentence -

type (declarative or interrogative), speaker.

3. Force Display(fran) /positive or negative, present or future, sentence 11
type (declarative or interrogative), speaker.

4. Attack( fran ,to) /positive or negative, present or future, sentence type
(declarative or interrogative), speaker.

5. Reco~~ize( fran,to) /pcsitive or negative, present or future , sentence
type (declarative or interrogative), speaker.

6. Align(actors,type)/positive or negative, present or future, sentence
type (declarative or interrogative) , speaker.

7. Rate(of what, n~.aneric value)

8. 1.evel(of , n~meric value)

I
I

I
I
I

4

I
I
I

11
11
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INTERPRETATIONS SI( semantic k rrV 1
c conditions

I I: SK - ~~C

I. Transfer kernels - Are - Present
A. Positive

I l. Declarative
a. if AG2 is in Middle East and is not an ally of Saudi

Arabia then MC5 and MCO(AG2).

I b. if AG1 is a neinber of Warsaw Pact arid MCO (AG2), then
MC6O and if MC85 then not MC85.

c. if AG2(Israel) and EC4(PL1) then mask ECte(Nfl)ECS(N 1)
d. if AG2(Israel) and EC8(AG1) then EC37(AG1)
e. if Ai32(Israel) and EC9(AG1) then EC10(P~1)f. if AL 2(Isreel) and EC12(A 1) then EC13(AG1)
g. if AG2(Israel) and EC14(ALU) then EC15(AG1)

I h. if AG2(Israel) and EC35(AG1) then EC16(AG1)
i. if ECu , ~~~

‘ ECS, -~~ E d O , ‘ EC13, ‘ EC]$, -
~~ EC36, - ,  EC37, - EC16

all (AG1) then E d .

I i. if MC19O(PS32) then MC5.
k. if ~~2 is hostile then MC28.1. if Saudi Arabia is A~2 and W26(N31) then not MC26(AC1).2. InterrogativeI B. Negative

1. Declarative
a. if AG2 (Saudi Arabia) and K~l(Western European pcMer) Then

• AG1 on “will not sell” list .
• b. if Britain, France, Sweden all on list then ?4280.

c. if M~].(U. S. A.) and N 2  (S. A.) and MC210 then not MC21O and

I MC14O and if MC26(U.S.A.) then not ?C26.
d. if AG1(U.S.A. ) and AG2(S.A. ) Then if ~4~70 and MC135 andnot t(~l40 and if MC25 then mask MC2S.
e. if N2 (S.A.) then if MC85(~~l) then mask MC85(~~1) or ifI !475(A l) then mask MC7S(A431).

• f. if ~~2(S.A. ) and PLU is ally of S.A. bat AG1 is not U.S.A.
then MC11O.

I g. if AG1 is member Warsaw Pact and AG2(S.A. ) and MC175 then MC5S.
h. if AG2(Isreel) then EC18(ALU).

II. Transfer kernels — Anie — Future
- 

- A. POeitive-I~claretive (all)
1. if AGl (U.S.A.) and AG2(S.A.) then MC25

a. and if ?t1140 then mask MC1L4O.
b. and i~ ?C70 then mask MC7OI c .  and if MC18O then mask MC18O.
d. and if MC135 then mask W~l35.

2. if A31(Wereaw Pact member) and AG2(S.A. ) MC85.
• 3. if AG2(S.A.) and AG1(Western European Nation) if MCØO then
I mask PCSO and Pt75.

4. if N31(afly of S.A. ) and AG2 (S.A. ) and MC19O then W~46.

1
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p III . Support kernels
A. If econanic or military support then treat as physical transfer.
B. Declarative (all) Positive

1. if AG2(Israel) then if EC4(AG1) then mask EC4(AG1) and
EC5(AG1)

2. if EC8(AG1) then mask EC8 (AG1) and EC37(AGl)
3. if EC9(AG1) then mask EC9(A(~l) and EC1O(AG1).
~~~. if EC12(AG1) then mask EC12(AG1) arid EC13(AG1).
5. if EC14(AG1) then mask EC14(AG1) and EC15(AG1).
6. if EC3S(AG1) then mask EC35(AG1) and EC16(AG1).
7. if not EC17, not EC5, not E d O, not EC13, not tX115, not EC36,

not EC37, not EC16 all (AG1) then Edi
C. Declarative-Negative

1. if A(3l(U. S.A. ) and AG2(S.A.) then MC13S.
IV. Force kernels

A. Declarative-Positive
1. if P~31(in Middle East ) and AG]. riot an ally then MCS and !~CO

and AG]. on hostile list.
2. if AG1(Israel) and BC1 then mask BC1.

V. Attack kernels
A. Declarative-Positive

1. if AG2(S.A.) then MC19O(AG1) , MC5, AGi on hostile list , and
~~O.

2. if AG2(S.A. ) and MC19O(AG1) then 1t45.
3. if AG1(Israel) and AG2(ally) then tE2.
4. if N3L(ally) and ?K~l9O(AG2) then mask I’t~l9O(AG2) and t~~46.
5. if AG1( Israel1 and BC1 then mask BC]..

B. Declarative-Negative
1. if AG1(Israel) and EC2 then mask EC2 and Ed27.
2. if AG2(S.A.) and MC19O(AG1) then mask M~l9O and !~~O , !tll ,

mask MC45, if M~2OO and ~~2Ol then mask M~2OO and maskMC2O1 and )ClOO.
VI. Recognize

A. Declarative-Positive
1. if AG2(S.A. ) then take AG1 off hostile list and if hostile

list eI~spty and !~ O then mask t4CO.
2. if AG2(S.A.) and ~~6O then mask MC6O.
3. if AGl(I.) and N32(P.L,.O. ) then BC1.

B. Declarative-Negative
1. if AG2(S.A.) then MCO and AG]. on hostile list
2. if AG2 (S. A.) and AG1 Warsaw Pact state then !C60.
3. if AGl (I.) and AG2(P.L.O.) if BC1 then mask Rd .

VII. Align (AG]. may be a collection)
A. Declarative-Positive (political , military and security)

1. if Ai31(in Mid-East) and S.A. not in AG]. and U.S.A. not in
AGl the-i MC5.

2. if S.A. in AG]. and western nation in AGl then !(~3S.
3. if S.A. and U.S.A. in AG]. then t~ 2OO and if nat MC19O and

Pt201 then mask !C201 and MC100 and mask MC200.
4. if AG1(I.) then for x,x in AG].

if EC4(x) then mask EC4(x) add EC5(x)
if EC9(x) then mask EC9(x) add EC 1O(x)
if EC 12(x) then mask EC12(x) add EC13(x)
if EC8(x) then mask ECØ(x) add EC37(x)
if EC]4(x) then mask EC].4(x) add I~Cl5(x)
if EC3 S(x) then mask EC3S (x) add EC16(x)

I
-

- 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ _ _  - - - - - -
~~~ - 
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1 5. if not EC17(x) and not EC5(x) and not EC1O(x) and not EC1S(x)
and not EC16(x) and not EC3€(x) and not EC37(x) then EC1(x).

B. Declarative—Negative (politica l, military , security)
& 1 1. if S.A. in AG1 and western pa.~r x in AGi

i~ x in treaty with S.A. take x off treaty list and if treaty

i 

list enpty mask MC35 .
C. Declarative-Positive (friendship )

1. if AG1(S.A.) and if fr iendship treaty with all mid-east nations
signed then !420l and if not ~‘Cl9O and ?~ 2Ol and MC200 then

I 

mask MC2O1, mask )~2OO add !~ lOO
D. Declarative-Negative (friendship )

1. if At31(S.A.) for all x in AG]. other than S.A. take them off

I 

treaty list.
VIII.Rate kernels

A. if UNIT(oil) then enter in short term image as oil demand.
B. if UNIT(interest) then enter in short term image as interest rate.

I IX. Tavel kernels
A. if ~KIT(oil) then enter in short term image as price of oil.
B. if UNIT(fertilizer) then enter in short term image as price of

I fertilizer.
C. if UNIT(methanization) then enter in short term image as price of

nechanizaticzi.
D. if UNIT(wheat ) then enter in short term image as price of wheat .

: 1
I -

- I
I

I
I
I
I
I 

•

~~~~ 

- _ _ _ _ _  ________
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r POLITICAL MILITARY SECFION

if M.S2l0 then OLD(**) 
-

Printout : =::> is the U.S. willing to consider restoring support to Saudi Arabia?

If M. S165(AG’JT) then OLD(**)
Printout =::> Saudi Arabia will not buy aims fran A~ T at this tine.

If M. S95(A~ JT) then OLD(**) ,M. C26(AGNT) .
Printout : :::> Saudi Arabia wil]. purchase ani~ fran Ai~ T.

LI N. S105 then OLIX**).
Printout : :::> In light of the current situation, Saudi Arabia asks for
western support.

If M. SlOO then OLD(~~)Printout =::> Saudi Arabia calls on the peoples of the Arab world to unite.

If M.S].lO then OLZX**)
Printout : ::=> Saudi Arabia affirms its ties with the US and the west and asks
for their support.

If M.Sl15 then OLD(**) and for each HOSTILE AGEWF
Printout : :=:> if PL~ T is willing to cooperate with Saudi Arabia, we are willing
to negotiate.

If M. S90 then OLD(**)
Printout ::=> is the US willing to provide arms to Saudi Arabia?

If M.Sl35 then OLZX**)
Printout = =:=> is the USSR willing to provide arms to Saudi Arabia?

If M.S130 then OLD(**)
Printout : :::> are Britain, Sweden, or France willing to provide arms to Saudi A.rabie

If M. S120 then OLD(**)
Printout = :=:> Is the USSR willing to guarantee Saudi security?

If M.Sl7O(A~4T) then OLD(**)Printout = =: Saudi Arabia attacks P~]k1T.

If M.Sl66(~~ rr) then OLIX**)
Printout : Because of tmcertainty with respect to revenues , N~ T is requestedto approach US at a later tine.

If M.S3O1(Ai~IT) , (VAUJ) then OLD(**)
Printout = Because of severe budget constraints , Saudi Arabia nust cancel arms
contracts worth yAW with N~iF.

If M. C3O2(N~ T), (VAW) then OlD(**)
Printout Because of short-term budget problene, Saudi Arabia must delay for a
year, contracts worth yAW with the N~1T
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, ii If M. C25 , not (M.C115) then QLD(**) and M.C25 (to budget sti)

If M. C75(AGNT) ,not (M. CllS) then OLD(**) and M. C75(AC~~r) (to budget sti )

I If M. C25 ,not (M. Cl15),M. C5 ,not (M. C26(U S)) then OLD(**) and M. C25 (to budget sti)

If M. C2 5,M. C1lS then OLD(**) ,M. S165(US).

If M. C2 5,not (M. C5) , not (M. C1O) then OLD(**),M. S165(US).

If M.C25,M.C100 then OU)(**),M.S165(US)

If M.C75(AG~Tr),M.C5, not (M.C115),not (M.C26(A(~4T)),M.C7O, then WrC(M. C75(A(Wr)) ,

I OLD(**), N’rC(M.C75(At]IT)) OLD(**), and M.C75(ftL3NT) (to budget sti)

If M. C7S(P~ 4T) ,M. C5 ,not(M.CU5) ,not(M. C26(AL~4T) ) ,M.C1’4Q then WfC(M .C75(A~NT )) ,

I 01~~**), and M.C7S~~~ T (to budget sti)

If M.C75(AGNT),M.Cl15 then OLD(**),M.Sl65(AQ~1T)

If M.C75(A(~T),not (M.C5),not (M.C1O) then OLD(**) ,M. S165(A~ 4T)

If M.C75(A(~JT),M.ClOO then OLD(**),M.Sl65(AG~T)

I If M.C75(A~~T),M.C25 then OLD(**),M.S165(AGNT)

If M. C8O,M. C5,N.C1O, not(M. Cfl5),N. C85(A(~T) ,N. C45,not(N. C26(A(~ r)) ,N. C140then NTC(M. C85(A(~ T)) , OLD(**) then M.C85(AQ’IT) (to budget sti)
current sti : milit. sti

If M. C85(A(~ T) ,M. CU then OLD(**) ,M. S165(AGNT) .

If M. C85(A~1T) ,M.Cll5 then OLD(**) ,M. S165(AGIT)

-

I J IF M.C85(P1~1T),M.C&~6 then OLD(**),M.Sl65(~~~T)

J If M.C85(N3NT),M.ClOO then OLD(**),M.S165(A~ 1T)
- If M. C85(N~1T) ,M. C75(STR) then OLD(**) ,M. Sl65(AG4T)

jf 
J 

If M.a ,M. C5,M. C1O,not(M. C35) ,M. C115 then EXET,M. SlOO ,M. S105

If M. CO ,M. CS ,M. do  ,M. C115,M. C35 ,not(EXIT) then DCIT1 ,M. SlOO ,M. SilO

J If M. C’e5,M. Cl~eO ,not(EXIT2 ) then

I 
If M.C135,not(M.C180) then M. S105,M.S100,M.C180

If NOT(D(1T8),M.CllO,not(M.C115),not(EXIT3),not(M,Cl9O(L$)) then OLD(**),M.S90,D(ITR

I If M. C95,M. dS,not(M. C35),not(EXI’l’14 ) tlKn

1I
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If M. C95,M. C5 ,M. C35 not (DCtT5) then EXIT5,M. SlOO ,M. SllO

If M.CllS,M.C90,not(EXIT6) then EXIT6,M.SlOO,M.SlO5

If M.S85(N~T),M.Cl75 then OLD(**),M.S165(AL~1T) I
If N.C170,M.C80,not(M.C175) then M.Cl75,M.Sl35 -

If M.C75(AGNT),M.Cl70 then OLIX**),M.C75(AGNT) (to budget sti) -

If M.C125,M.C70,not(E)aT$) then EXIT$,M.C170,M.Sl30 1
If M. C25,M. Cl25,not(I~CIT7),not(M.C26(US)) then OLD(**) ,EXIT7 ,M. C25 (to budget sti)

If M. do, M. C5,M. ClO ,not(M. CliS) ,not(M.C125),not(EXIT8) ,not(M. C190(US)),not(EXIT3) 1
then M.Sgo,M.C125,E)u:T8.

If M.C19O(STR.AQ~IT),not(EXIT9) then EXIT9,M. Sl7O(k~~T) 1
IF M.C70,not(M.Cl’eO) then OLD(**),M.S2l0,M.C2l0

If M.Cl’iO,M.CllO,not(OLD(M.S2l0)) then M.S210,M.C210 I

If M. C290 then OLD(**) ,M. S95(US)

If M.C295 then OLD(**),M.S166(US)

If M.C291(STR.A2~T) then OLrX**),M.S95(AGNT) 1
If M.C296(AL]~lT) then OLD(**),M. Sl66(A(~Tr)

If M. C292(N~lT) then OLD(**),M. S95(A~~T) I
If M.C95(X) then if X is lees than or equal to purchases fran Warsaw states ,
then Warsaw purchases are reduced by X and M.S3O2((Warsaw)~ ); otherwise
Warsaw purchases are set to zero and M.S302((Wareaw)$). The r ainlx~fi~mds to be cut are equally divided between Western Europe and the U.S. If
purchases. fran the U.S. are ~~eater than or equal to ancw~t to be cut, then 1
U.S. purchases are reduced by that ancunt and M.S302((US)$); otherwise U.S. -~
purchases are reduced to zero and M.S302((US)$). If purchases fran Western
Europe are greater than the ancunt to be cut, Western Europe purchases are
reduced by that ancunt and H. S( (West Europe)$); oth~~dse Western Europe
purchases are set to zero and M.S302((West Europe)$).

If M.C96 , than repeat the above procedure, substituting M.S3O1((~~~ fl’(~ ) for IM.S3O2(C~~~ lT)$) throughout.

1 ,

~~~~~ ~~~~~~.~~~-!:!i .~ S . 
~~~
:—

-- --- 

~~
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-- 

-
~~~~~
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- 
- ECONOMIC SECrICN

If E.Si(AGNT) then OLD(**)
Printout Unless A (~1T withdraws support fran Israel, Saudi Arabia will deny
forei~~ aid to N~T.

If E.S2(AG~T) then OLD(**)Printout Because A(~ T has continued to support Israeli aggression in spite
of our warnings, all aid has been halted.

t I If E.S3(A(~4T) then OLD(**)
Printout As a result of A~Tr’s action, Saudi Arabia will restore suspended aid.

I If E.S’4(AGNT) then OUX**)
Printout Unless AGNT’ s support of Israel stops ininediately , Saudi Arabia will
restrict credit terms for oil purchases.

I If E.S5(A~~r) then OLD(**)Printout = As a result of continued support of Israel, PL NT nust na~ pay cash

I 
for oil.

If E.S6(AGNT ) then OLD(**)

1 
Printout Oil supply to AQ~T~ will be halved in face of continued support for Israel.

I If E.S7(AG~JT) then OLD(**)
Printout = The supply of oil to P1]~F has been halved.

I If E.S8(A(~T) then OLD(**)
Printout : If N3NF cont inues to i~~ore repeated Saudi warnings, all oil will

J 

be cut off.

If E.S9(AGIT) then OLD(**)

J 
Printout = No Saudi oil will be shipped to K~1r

If E.SlO(A~4T) then OU)(**)
Printout = Saudi aid to PGIT Will be halted unless N~ T renounces Israel.

J If E.Sl1(Awr) then OLD(**)
Printout = Saudi Arabia objects to PCNT’ s unfriendly actions , and will withdraw
its investnents if the situation is not rectified.

- If E.Sl21(A(~lT,Aarr) then OLJX**)
Printout = SA transfers all available capital fran #GWr to ~~~r2 in response to the

I hostility of PG~T.

If E. S13(A~~T) then OLD( **)

I Printout : Saudi Arabia lifts the enbargo ~g~(nst PLIIT.

If E S1l4 then OUX**)

I Printout : Saudi Arabia lifts all oil related restrictions.

If E.Cl(AL~lT),E.C2,E.C3(A(~lT) then OID( **),E.SI (M~lT),F..C4(M.~lT)

L. I If }. CS(A~2ifl’) ,E. C?,1. C~i( N) tI’)  thnn ())JX**) ,1~. S2(A(WV) , 1. (~/(NiW1’)

1~~~1 
_ _ _  _ _ _ _ _

1~ - 
-
~~~ 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _  

_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
__________- 
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r If E.Ct~~G1r) ,E.C2 ,E.Cl8(N~.?r) then OLD(**)

If E.C7(AG1T),E.C18(A(~T) then OLD(**) ,E. S3(M3NT) ,E .C3(AGIT)

If E.Cl(At~lT),E.C2,not(E.C3(A(~1T)) then OLD(**),E.Sk(At~ T),E.C8(A~~T)

If E.C37(AGNT ) ,E.C2 then OLD(**) ,E.C9(PG~1T) ,E.S5(M~NT) and
if not(TflIP.FLUX) then T!~1P.FU1X(to budget sti)

If E.C1O(A(~T),E.C2 then OLD(**),E.Cl2(P~3NT),E.S6(N3NT)

If E.Cl3(A~ ’r),E.C2 then OLD(**) ,E.S7(A T) ,E.ClL~(A(~T) and
if not(TE~1P. FUJX) then TflIP . FLJJX(to budget sti)

If E. C15(STR.A(~ T) ,E. C2 then OLD(**),E.S8(A(~4T) ,E. C35(A(~ T)

If E.Cl6(A~~1T) ,E.C2 then OLD(**),E.S9(A(~4T) ,E. Cl7(Af~4T) , and
if not (TEMP. FUJX) then TEMP. FWX(to budget sti)

If E. C3(P~Rr) ,E.C2 ,not(E.Cl8(AGNT)) then E.C3(AGNT),E.S10(A~NT)

If E.C’e(A(~T),E.C2,E.Cl8(AGir) then OLD(**),E.C3(AGNT),E.S3(At3NT)

If E.Cl7(A(~1T),E.C3O then OLD(**),E.Sl3(At3NT)

If E.C17(N~rF),E.Cl8(P~~r) then OLD(**),E.Sl3(AGNT), and
if not (TEMP.FUJX) then Tfl4P.FUJX(to budget sti)

If E.Cl7(AQrr),E.C2 7 then OL1D(**),E.Sl3(AL~ ’r)

If E. C27 then OW(**),E.Sl~, and if TE7IP.FIIJX (in budget sti) then OLD(**)

OIL SECI’I(t4

ii 2 = if this nonth’ s L. PC has not replaced last n~~th’ s L. PC then do so. 
]

and

if the production capacity is less than the PC of t~~ natths ago then IPIR
4 is equal to L. PC of last nEnth ndrius PC (production capacity).

‘
-~~~~ Oil 3 : if haven’t checked to see if current proven reserves will last 15 yeare

at current production then do so.

and

if reserves will not last 15 years then decrease production os that reserves
will last 15 years. Put PSTOP in short term image. j
Oil ’4 = check to see if current production is equal to d~nand. If ?STOP is inshort term image then do not modify production, otherwise modify balance
production with daniend.

1’
I
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Oil S = if not rev. ck then update budget projection . (current receipt and
monthly production tines nc*~ths in fiscal year)

3~. 
Oil 6 if not cne.ck then , if PAPC greater than 1.0 then PAPC = 1.0 and
DPIR is set so that current demand will be net in 3 n~nths.

t Oil. 6.3 if not excess ck. and if current capacity exceeds demand by
60 percent then DPIR 0.

I AGRICULTURE SECTION

unnumbered production :
if cost of isnpor’t ing enough wheat to neet demands is nore than 10 percent

I of fiscal year revenues then increase production of wheat (i.e. , increase
production into short term image). Note demand for wheat fran Human Resources.

I AG. 1 = if YMEO! Yn Kr then recc~pite FERI~ and HEG~ by:
= ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~FERT = GVPFERT* .0L~6*IR1~J

AG. 2 if Y?W~ > Th~icr then reocinpute FERT by:
FERr = GVPFERT*.0L~6*IRI~

I AG. 3 = if YFERT > YMEG4 then r eccinpute MEOl by:
GVPtIEGf*((l.3*IRI3fl_L093*ATP))

I AG. 5 = if INC. P1~)D in short term image
set IRI~ to 20,000,000 0/w
set IR1~ to 5,000,000

I AG.6 = if cut(ø) then if not INC.PROD then
IR~~~IRR -cut(#)

I AG.? if not o.k. then agriculture budget is
Iw~G+FERr+MEa1

I AG. 7 • ~ = if IR~~ 0 then ag. final in short term image.

HUMAN RESWRCE~ SECTION

~~~ -
~ I I. DEFINITIONS• U A. ~~~tro1 Statenents Passed to Human Resources

1. educal = per sons in primary education system

I 2. selfag = persons self e~p1oyed in agriculture
3. petrol = persons earning wages in petroleum industry
Ii. milit 1 = persons serving as enlisted soldiers
5. ndlit 2 = persons serving as officers

I 6. civil = persons who are civil servants

if self-ag is less than 90 percent last year’s self-ag then HR.C&(YEAR)

HR3
if pet is less than 90 percent last year’s pet then HR. C4 (YEAR)

- 
~ ~I 

— - 

-—•-. - — - - 
_____________________________
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HPM4
If HR .C5(YEAR) ,HR.C5(YEAR-1),not(HR. C2 (YEAR) )then HR.C2 (YEAR )

HP~5
If HR .CLi (YEAR) ,HR.Ct4(YEAR_l) ,not(HR.C2(YEAR))thenHR .C2 (YEAR)

If HR. C1(YEAR) ,HR. C1(YEAR—l) ,not(HR. C2 (YEAR) )thenHR. C2 (YEAR)

• If HR.C2(YEAR ) ,HR.C2(YEAR—1) ,HR. C2(YEAR-2) ,not(HR.C3(YEAR))then HR.C3(YEAR)

If HR.C5(YEAR),not(MR.S4)thenHR.S4

H~ 19
If HR .C14(YEAR) ,not(HR.S3)then HR.S3

HRM1O
If HR.C3(YEAR),not(MR.S6)then HR.S6

H~11l I
If HR.C2(YEAR) ,notOIR.S5)then HR.S5

H~~~2 IIf HR.Cl(YEAR),not(HR.S2)then HR.S2

H~l13
If HR.S2 then OLD(**) ,KtLIT 1 = 0.0004,MILIT2 0.0048

If HLS3 then OLD(**),PETJ~)L = 0.000171

H~1l5
If HR.SL4 then OJJ~)(**),SET FAG 0.0002 I
H~116
If HR.S5 then OUX**),CIVIL : 0.005 I
H~1l7
If HR.S6 then OLD(**) ,ELUCA1 0.002

HJ~fl8
If MELIT(SIR) then OLD(**) ,VALI = PUIIT1*HR.A1 + MIUT2*HR,A4 * 21000
MILIT(VAU) I
0R19
if cut ( 0) then if cut is pester than expand(#) then expand (o) . 01w divide
cut equally between civil educa 1.

if not o.k. then HR budget equal to expand(#) + maintain(#) + mi]Jt(l).
put HR(#) in budget module. Md if expand(o) t1~~ put HR final in budget

-‘ 
- -
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BUDG~F SECTION

, BME1 = if B. P~ )J + last year’s revenue balance is < last year’s revenue
then MC115.

~ BME1. 1 = if B. P~~J + last year’s revenue balance is > last year’s revenue and

I MC11S then mask MC11S.

BME2.O = if MC2S and if 8.PROJ + last year’s revenue balance is ‘ last year’s
:~ revenue then MC290.

BME2.1 = if MC25 and if B.P1~)J + last year’s revenue balance is < last year’ ~revenue then MC295.

I B?€3. 0 = if MC7S and if B. PROJ + last year’s revenue balance is > last year’ ~srevenue MC291.

I BME3. 1 = if MC7S and if B. PROJ + last year’ s revenue balance is < last year’ ~;
revenue MC296.

I Bt€4. 0 if MC8S and if B.PROJ + last year’s revenue balance > last year’s
revenue MC292.

J B1€4. 1 = if F~85 and if B.PROJ + last year’s revenue balance is < last year’s
revenue MC297 .

‘ 

J 
BME5 .0 if i~ nth = BUD.TIME then go to l~’t otherwise read an input sentence.

BM1.0 : if not 801 then Gxv~~1 NIL. BUD + }DREIQ~ AID BUD. and Group2 =
Human Resources Budget + Develcç*Tent and miscellaneous budget + Agriculture ~idget .

BlQ . 0 if 3C2 then Gr~*ip1 : Human Resources + Develorment and Miscellaneous +

Agriculture and Group2 = Military and Forei~~ Aid.

J 8143.0 if not 802 then Qroup2 Military and Grvupl Human Resources, Fcn~ei~~
Aid, Development, Agriculture, Miscellaneous.

1 8147.0 = if not BC9 and if Groipi + Group2 is > revenues then BC6
and if Groupi > revenues BC?
and if Grcupl ~ revenues 808

.*~. I• - P BM7.]. = if not 809 and if Groupi + Grvup2 < revenues then BC4

v BMB .0 if B.REPORT printout budget.

8149.0 = if 8014 and not BC1 then B. REPORT and 10 percent surplus revenues into

I 
long term investment and 90 percent in short term investment.

81410.0 = if 804 and not BC2 then B. REPORT and 40 percent surplus revenues into
long term investment and 60 percent in short term investment.

1 810.1.0 = if BC4 and 802 then B. REPORT and 10 percent surplus revenues into
long term investment and 90 percent in short term investment .

I
I 

~~~~~~~- •~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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81416.0 if BC? then program error, run terminates program interrupt at . . . I
BM17.0 = if 808 and not 801 and not 809 and N.FIN AL, HR.FINAL, and t11.FINAL
then 809.

81417.1 = if 808 and not 801 and not 809 and not ~~.FINAL, not HR.FINAL, or not
BM. final then decrease non-final budgets to balance total budget.

91118. if 808, 802 , not 809, and MIL. FINAL, and FA.FINAL then 809.

81118.1 = if 808, 802, not BC9, and not MIL. FINAL or not FA. FINAL then decrease
non-final budget to balance total budget. (IF TE~~.FWX then MC96 otherwise ?4 95) .

91419.0 = if 808, not 802, and not 909 and MIL. FINAL then BC9.

91119.1 = if 808, not 802, and not 809 and IThP.FUJX then MC96.

91119.2 = if 808, not 802, and not 909 and not TEMP.FUJX then ~~95. 1
81420.0 = 809 then reduce short and long term investments to cover deficit and
B • REPORT.

1IVELOPMEN~ AND MISCELlANEOUS SECTION

The budget is initially set to $7 ,000 ,000 ,000 and lci*st possible budget is I$100,000 ,000. Otherwise all budget cuts by fiscal n~du1e are accepted .

FOREIG~ AID SECTION 
1

The forei~~ aid budget is initialized at $10,000,000 and l~~est value is $1,000 ,000.
Othe,wise all fiscal JTcdule cuts are accepted.

I

1
I

I

A
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1. D~X1T~D~ ‘I}IE FTP SD J1.ATION

The follc*ñng steps are required to execute the FTP sijiulation:

1. You Taist be logged on ts0032. To logon ts0032 type:

logon ts0032/)OOOOO~ id00000000CXX) f(ai23) p(ptpuser)

2. Enter: ex systein(ptpinit )

I This entry will initialize the sinnilaticn data files to the

I 
19714 values.

3. Enter: sub systøn(spitccin)

I This entry will suth~it the sinLilation as a batch job.

4. Enter: ptpcan

I This entry will al1c~.z you to establish ~~miuriication with the

batch job. You have ten minutes fran the tiir~ the subnitted

-t job begins executing to enter this instruction. The batch

I 
~ 

job is execution class B, so if there is a large B queue,

the delay may be considerable.

I F1’PCCtI will notify you ~hen coniminicaticn has been established. The first

I 
thing you should see after axe inication has been established is SPITBOL

syst~n output . After this has been displayed, the oil ncdule will execute.

I After the oil nodule output has been displayed , the simulation will pr’anpt

for input by displaying the follcMing : $$$ ~~‘ltR DMYr SIXFENCE $$$. At

~ I that point there are two types of infonnaticn that can be entered : control

information and input sentences • ‘fle user should refer to section 2 concen~ing

I the valid gr~ anatioa1 constructs of input sentences before att~ pting any input

- I of this nature to the slajl&tion. In .aklition, the user should thoroughly

examire section 3 describing control infonnattcm that is either required or op-

I tional, to see ~~at he imast supply to the sixeilaticm as required input .
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The aforementioned procedure for executing the simulation (logging on) I

• is not unique. An alternate method for step 14 of the logon procedure will

aflc~ the “ cenar processing feature of the simulation to be executed .

Processing of this nature is described in section 3 under the subsection on J
input scenarios .

In the event that the user feels he will require nore than the “average” I
amint of processing tine (approximately a tw~ to five year run of the FTP

simulation) , an alternate method for step 3 of the logon procedure has been 1
provided . To execute this procedure, step 3 of the previously given logon I
procedure should be n~dified so that the user will instead enter the folla~ing

inforTi~tion: I
sub system( spitccin2)

This essentially changes the batch processing Job Control Information which I
is given as input to the con~uter. This part icular batch job is execution Iclass C, and may require even n~ re tine than the class B job to get in the

execution phase. This ncdification to the logon procedure provides nore I
CRJ tine on the ccsputer to the end user. Thus, this will increase the

simulation run time, as well as the cost, greatly, and therefore should be I

used with nuch discretion.

In addition to the terminal printout generated by the simulation at a

particular TSO ter~dnal , hardcopy (paper output) will also be generated. 
1

Hardcopy output may be picked up at Baker Systese Engineering Building on

the fifth floor. The user should refer to section 3 on Control Infonmation I
for various methods of generating output (i.e •, various features of output of

the sinulatian may be suppressed or generated as desired by the user) .

“H 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  • 

— -
~~~~~~~~ 

_ _ _
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2. INPUT SThT~~CES

There are two major classifications of input to the FTP simulation.

~~ Those are : control information and input sentences. This section will only

• 
I 

describe those inputs of sentential form. The user should refer to section
3 for control information. Input sentences theneelves are further classified

~~~~. I into two major categories: agent ive sentences and stative sentences .

I 
2.]. Agentive Sentences

2.1.1 Verb Types

-: Agentive sentences express an action on the part of scs~ agent or agents.
There are two existing types of agent lye sentences which are recognizable by

I the simulation: verb2 and vert)3 sentences.

I
A vert22 sentence requires two elements other than the verb within the

sentence, hence, its n~ne (e.g. , IS attacks SA) . This example has an agent (IS) ,

a verb (attacks), and a second agent (SA) . Although a verb2 or verb3 sentence

in which the subject agent is the sane as the object agent is lexically valid,
and will be parsed as such, it makes no sense contextually for an agent to

perform an action upon itself, and it will therefore generate an erwr message
I to that effect (see section 5 on ei~ror messages). Scme lexically valid

exauples of vert 2 sentences may appear as foU~~s:

US recognizes PLO.

I IS will attack EGYVr.

IRAN will not raid SYRIA.

I A verb3 sentence requires three el~ients other than the verb (e.g. , US

I will not sell a~i~e to SA) . This sentence has an agent (US), a verb (will not

sell; tense will be discussed later), a notm (arms ), and another agent (SA).

I Since the sii~ulat ion language foli~ ris the sane basic constructs of the English

II



LI
language, it is evident that verb3 phrases will require the use of a preposition.

This is because sentences using verb3 verbs describe the action of sci~e agent -

with reference to another agent . The required prepositions f or this type of I

verb are found within the attribute list of verb3 verbs (see section ‘4) as 
1

follcMs:

BUY/V3/N(-ABSTRACT ] + ABSTRACT) P(TO)/ I
The prepositions of the system: to, frcm , with ; foll~~ the corresponding

verbs as they would in English. The fol1~~ing are lexically valid exanples of I
verb3 agentive sentences :

US affirms security-treaty with IS.

Syria, Kuwait, E~~pt sign peace-treaty. 1
France will give arms to Iran.

2.1.2 Sentence Tense and Forms 1
Due to the structure of the language recognizer of this simulation, t’ie FTP

language is a Contex~•~ 
-~nsitive Language. Languages of this form are , by nature,

restrictive in form. Therefore, for this simulated natural language to be parsed I
and interpreted correctly , the forms of the sentences given should be adhered to.

As has been mentioned previously, the structure of the simulation language is ]
very similar to English, although many of the special items such as articles

(a , an, the) , conjunct ions (and , or) , and adjectives have been cinitted.

Inplementation of such features would have required nore tine and effort than 
1

was available and they ~~re not essential to the operation of the FTP simulation .

Since adjectives have been intentionally left out, the use cf hyphenated words is ]

provided to the user (see section ’4 in the Table of Valid Lexical Entries).

AltP~*igh the input sentences may sound sanewhat stilted to the ut~er because of I

‘~~~~~~ 1~~~ of s ite Thglish word-types, their meaning will be correctly interpreted

~‘v ~cw ~iinulatkm, prwided they are listed correct ly upon input into the

1~1
I
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$
With respect to English gran~nar construction, various sentence types have

I been built into the simulation language. For verb2 and verb3 agentive sentences
- - only, there are two verb tenses: present arid future. In addition, tIe future

I tense may be either positive or negative (the latter is signified by the word

I 
‘not’ in fr’on of the verb). In accordance with gxenmar, the endings of verbs

change appropriately with tense, and, the word ‘will’ preceeding the selected

I verb is used to signify the future tense (Note : this is the only word which

can be used to s1~~ future tense).

I Mother form of the agentive sentence is the interrogative sentence .

The agentive interrogative sentence is not to be confused with stat lye

I interrogative sentence (described in subsection 2.2 . ’4 ) .  The agentive question

is meant to represent one country posing a question to another. It may not be

used as a query to the system. An example of this would be:

j
Since this is not to be interpreted as a query to the system, the user should

I not expect an inmsdiate response fran the system. One restriction imposed is

J 
that the question be in the future tense (i.e. , the word ‘will’ must be used).

In addition, all questions must naturally end with a question mark. It sbould

be noted, in accordance with the above description of agentive interrogative

sentences, that in the above example, the simulation assumes that ‘IS’ is

~ I
I the speaker (i.e., Israel is asking the U.S.) .

I Using a simple verb3 sentence as an example, the follc*iing slugs the

four nejor sentential forms outlined above:

I ‘iS sells arms to SA.

USwill sell anns to SA.

~~~~~~
-
• I (38 will not sell anne to SA.

Will SA buy arms fran US?

I
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

— 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
— —
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The second sentence of the above example is not wholly correct and represents

a special case within the simulation. With the verb3 verbs ‘buy’ and ‘sell,’

a special clause may appear at the end of the sentence. This is the “worth”

clause, consisting of the word ‘worth’ foll~~ed by an integer dollar an~ unt .

Failure to enter an integer dollar airount may cause system failure. An

example of this is:

US sells arms to IS worth $1,500 ,000 .

should be noted that when the verb ‘sell’ is used in the future - positive

tense and the second agent is Saudi Arabia (i.e • ,  the action is directed tcMards

Saudi Arabia), it is mandatory to include a worth clause. This is to insure

proper recording within Saudi Arabia’s budget (primari ly used with military

transfers).

Another sentential form is provided in the simulation language by

the use of “joint” verbs. There are only two verbs (verb3) within this class

of verbs: sign, affirm. To n~ del a multi-lateral action, multiple agents

may be used with a joint verb (e.g., US, IS, SA sign security-treaty). Bi-

lateral actions may be represented by single agents and the preposition

‘with’ (e.g., US affirms peace-treaty with IS) or, as a multi-lateral

(e.g., US IS affirm peace-trea ty) . Although one can express a bilateral

action as a multi-lateral action, a multi-lateral. can not be represented in

the same form as a bilateral (e.g., US, IS sign military-agreement with SA;
-1’~.

this statenent is incorrect).

2.2 Stative Sentences

2.2.1 I~ soript ion

A stative sentence consists of a state desoription of the environment

of Saudi Arabia. Stat ive sentences are , therefore, the means by which the user

may change the slj i~ lat l.on~pariameters (1 • e., the percept ion of the siniilat ion
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concer~’iing the affairs of Saudi Arabia. Note: these are not the Control

I Information to be mentioned in Section 3). If left unchanged by the user,

these environmental parameters of the simulation will be set to default values
- I (preccinputed values based on 197L~ statistics) .

2.2 .2  ‘I~rpes of Stative Sentences

I There are two major types of stat ive sentences which can be interpreted

by the simulaticri semantically: “level-types” and “rate-types.” The first of

I these types may be described , generally, as prices or demands. The second

I type of stative sentence actually involves the sett ing of various rates

(e.g. , interest-rate, inflation-rate). Examples of the afor~ientioned

I stative sentences are given as follcws :

I 
Example Nunber Stative Sentence

(1) Oil price is $11.20 per barrel.

I (2) Wheat price is $72.20 per ton.

(3) Fertilizer price is $.146 per ton.

~ 
(14) Mechanization price is $120 per hp.

(5) Oil deiwmd is 7,700,000 barrels.

I (6) Interest—rate is 7%.

I When assigning a price to a given noun, the price is assigned as per unit

noun. The noun (e.g. , oil , wheat , fertilizer) must first be a “value” noun

I before it may appe~r in an assignment statement of any nature . The sijm.ilation

will parse the statement to check for this fact , and , if the assignment is a

I price stative assignment, it Will check the stative sentence for valid units.

Failure to enter the correct units for a given noun in this type of assigrii~nt

(only required in a “price” assi~ i~ent) will generate an error message to the

I user fran the eij~iilat ion (see section 5 on Error Messages). C~~ can see f run
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the above examples that the price assigned must be follcMed by the word ‘per’

and the unIt for that noun. Value nouns appear in the table of valid lexical

entries as follows : 1
OIL/NOUN ,VALUE ,UNIT( BARRELS) /-PBSTRACr -COUNT! 

1
In a price assignment , a dollar an~ unt preceeded by a dollar sign must be

present. Generally, the first five of the above examples are the only way to 1
enter these particular assignments, with variation permitted in the price

assigned, only. When an assigned value is large enough, conim~s may be inserted

as desired since they will be ignored by the sinn.ilation (to be described below) .

2.2.3 Interpretation of Stative Sentences

The meanings of the first four stative sentence examples should be I
reasonably self-explanatory . The fifth exanpie, hoi.~ever, shows no unit such

as ‘per unit tiixe’ (as it is not required in “demand” assignments). This is I

because the unit of time is understood (by the sin~ilation) to be the unit

used here (i.e • ,  it defaults to a unit of tine and cannot be changed) . The

unit of tii~~ used for such “demand” stative sentences is assumed to be daily. J
The user should be aiqaxe that the simulation is very sensitive to changes

in oil demand as presented in an assignment statement. In addition, there is I
no conception of seasonal fluctuation in oil demand. For this reason, aven~ge

demand should be used in these assignments. To accurately simulate oil demand,

this average demand assigned should reflect average demand as mediated by OPEC’s I
informal allocation rules. The rate of Saudi Arabia’s oil production y~.elded by

the sinulation will change one ncnth after the oil demand has been assigned a

value, at which tine a value (nore or less) equal to the assigned demand

will be produced. Care should be used in assigning a value to oil demand, in -

that , if the demand is set too 1c~,, it flay nOt be eflOUgh tO SUppOrt the SaUdi I
11



system and may generate an appropriate error message. The same situation

exists for price changes of oil (delay, etc.). The simulation sinply accepts

I the price given fran the stative sentence by the user and starts charging that

anount . Thus , the user is responsible for accounting for OPEC changes. This

responsibility is not assumed by the simulation.

I The sixth example of stative sentence is a “rate-type” of sentence. For

example, ‘interest-rate’ is meant to reflect the average interest paid to

I the Saudis on both its long and short term investments. Because of the lack of

adjectives (mentioned before ) , the string ‘interest-rate’ must include the

hyphen (the sane is true for ‘inflation-rate,’ the only other “rate-type”

I noun which may be assigned a value frun a stative input sentence) . There

are two equivalent variations permitted in entering the interest-rate (and

I inflation-rate):

e.g., Interest-rate is 7%.

Interest-rate is .07.

I The unit of time assumed for these assignments (‘interest’ / ‘inflation ’) is
‘per year’ and may not be changed.

I The stat ive sentences shown in the previous sections may be entered at

I any time d~u.iing a ng~ of the simulation. They may be readily interspersed

with the aforementioned “agentive” sentences. Again, the user is cautioned

~~ 
to beware of the values he uses in these assignment statements. The examples

which were s1u~n before gave the actual default values taken on by the

j associated variables to which they were assigned , a fact the user might be

able to incorporate into his own particular execution of the simulation. Also,

- - I these values may be used to give the user an idea of the type of value required

I for’ a given variable should he wish to change it. The user should also r~n~nber
that there is a delay in response to sate of the input stative sentences, but

II



that it (any changes made) should have to be put into effect by the tine a

nonth has been processed on the simulation. Again recall that unless these

variables are changed (those shown in the examples) , they will remain “in effect”

throughout the execution of the simulation.

2.2.’4 Stative Queries

Unlike the agentive question, the ~tative question is a direct query

of the system. An inmediate response should be expected by the user. The

stative query is provided so that the user may inquire about the current values

of stative variables (e.g. , ‘OIL PRICE, ’ ‘INFLATION RATE’ ) .  It should be

noted that only those variables which may be manipulated by the user can be

queried . These variables consist of all the ‘PRICE’ information, ‘OIL DEMAND’ ,

and ‘INTEREST RATE. ’ An example of the stative query is as follows:

‘WHP~T IS OIL PRICE?’

Note that the article ‘the’ is not included because it is not recognized by

the system. If the query cannot be handled, a message to this effect will

be printed. Again, the question mark is required as an end symbol to this

kind of query.

2.3 Sentence End Symbols and 1~ liiniters

The graninar of the simulation can be viewed as a natural language , as was

mentioned previously. By this analysis, there is an alphabet associated with

the grenmar permitted by the simulation . This alphabet consists of the twenty-

six letters of the English alphabet, the ten arabic n~.merals, blank, hyphen, the

special characters ‘$‘ arid ‘%‘ , carmas, and valid sentence end symbols. Any

characters other than the above will not be recognized by the simulation and

will generate an ‘unrecognizable word’ message. The use of nuseric quantities ,

hyphens, and the special characters ‘$‘ and ‘%‘ , is given in subsect ions 2.1 and 2.2.

I 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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4 2.3.1 ~~sitional Delimiters

A positional delimiter is defined here as those symbols which may be given
- by the user within input sentences to separate words or phrases. The symbols of

this class are the blank and the cczrina. Both of these symbols may be written

L as frequently as desired by the user. I~~iever, like any higher level progranining

I language, there must be niles to govern the use of these characters . Their

allowable appearances within input sentences is described below.

I Cannes may appear absolutely anywhere in an input sentence. This is because

~ I 
the simulation grannar will ca~q 1etely ignore thent. Hc~iever, when parsing input

sentences the granmer will replace all cc~imas with null strings, an action

t- I 
which may produce erroneous results to the sentence . An example of this

may be shown as follows:

1 Input Sentence: .1

US,IS SI(~~ FRIDIDSHIP-TREATf.

Sentence After Ccjknias Are ~~~~ved:

I USIS SI~~ FRI

The string ‘USIS’ will not be recognized by the simulation as a valid actor,
- I and will produce a message to this effect. ~~~refore, each ocflM which delimits

I words must be fol1~~~d or preoeeded by at least one blank. The exception to this

is shown in section 2.2 , within stative sentence assignments. That is the case

I in which ca~mes are used to keep track of positions within numeric strings

(e. g., $7 ,700 ,000). In these cases , placing blanks before or after ccznnas in

I numeric strings will yield unrecc~~izable nur~ers. Hence , blanks should be

I omitted surrounding oannas in n~.mieric strings.

Blanks, on the other hand, may only appear between *~~1s (here a luzeric

I string or dollar ani~mt string is considered a word). In addition , as many

blanks as desired by the user may be put in input sentenc~~, as long as at least

I one blank appears between two words.

I
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2.3.2 Sentence End Symbols 

~1Depending on the type of input being done, the input string may or may

not require an end symbol. Both sentences and control information nay be

entered into the system. Control information does not require any end symbols.

Input sentences, on the other hand, do require end symbols. The valid sentence -

end symbols are the period(.), the semi-oolcn(;), and the question mark (?). If

a sentence is entered without any end symbol, an error message will be produced.

NCIrE: If parts of a sentence (i.e • ,  object-agent, prepositional phrases

if required, etc. ) are missing, the simulation will trigger a ‘missing end

symbol’ message here also. 
I

Each of the sentence end symbols has a special significance. A p~~iod at i
the end of a given user input sentence will inform the sinulation that “normal”

processing of the sentence is to take place. This implies that the sentence J
is to be parsed by the simulation grairinar, interpreted semantically, and run

through the set of simulation productions. 
- 

I
A semi-colcn used as an end symbol causes the sentence to be parsed and

interpreted but not run thraigh the simulation productions. With this end

symbol , the user may sinu].ate parallel actions taking place. That is, the I
interpreted neaning of all input sentences with semi-colons will be perceived

by the system, but, the system will not proceed with any operation on these I
inputs until the next sentence with a period or a question mark is entered ,

at which tine all of the inteipreted sentences will effectively be operated on.

Therefore, the semi-colon signals the simulation that batched input is to occur. J
A question mark infoui~ the simulation that the associated sentence is a

question. Questions are described in detail in subsections 2.1.2 and 2.2 . ii. }
Since it is mandatory that each query must end with this end symbol, no

1
I.’

-a-
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other end symbols may be used to replace it. Thus, batched input is not

possible with queries .
I 2.14 Sinu]ation Agents

t~ I The construction of agentive input sentences (described in subsection

2.].) requires that verb2 sentences have at least one agent, the principal

p 1 “do-er” of the action given in the sentence, while verb3 sentences must have

at least two agents, the principal “do-er” of the action and the “receiver” of

I the action. There are exceptions to these rules • Scme verb2 sentences may

I have a second agent , the “receiver,” while sar~ verb3 sentences may have note

than two agents (see subsection 2.1.2 concerning “joint ” verbs). All of

I the agents mentioned above must care fran the list of valid actors (agents)

- 

I 
of the simulation. In addition, when writing these agents within input sentences,

the user must be certain to use the correct character string representation

1 of the agent’ s name (i.e. , neither ‘~.k~ited States’, ‘Saudi Arabia’, nor

‘Soviet L~ion’ will be recognized by the simulation). If a character string

I representation of an agent is used which is not in the table of valid simulation

I 
actors an ‘U4RECOQ~IZABLE ~ )RD’ message will be produced. The user sbould refer

to section 14 (~~RMITFED VOCABULARY) for the correct character string r epre-

I sentation of the a11~~~d agents within the sin*ilation.

2. 14.1 E,~cution Tine Agents

I ~~en the simulation first begins execution , certain knowledge, which nay

be viewed as the “perception” of “state knowledge” of Saudi Arabia, it is

1 initialized by the system. Scme of this knowledge pertains to the relation

I of Saudi Arabia with the other agents of the system. The following categorical

rel.etlonahipe are set up:

II
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ALLTF~S (of Saudi Arabia) : US , France, Britain, Sweden, Egypt, and 1
The following geographical relations are set up: 111

MIDEAST: Israel, Egypt, Syria, Iran , united Arab Dnirates, Iraq, K~~ait,

PLO.

j  WEST: US, France, Britain, Sweden 1
WARSAW: USSR

Note that not a].]. of the simulation actors are used here ( see section 4). 1
2.5 Default Simulation Values

It is nost reasonable to assi.nre that there are ~~~Y variable parameters

controlling the operation of the ~~~ simulation. Sare of these parameters may 1
be changed by the user (see subsection 2.2 concerning stative sentences).

Other variables can be only changed by the simulation itself. Still another I
kind of these variables nay not change during the course of the sinulat ion at all.

The following is a cc.~ipiled list of scne of those variables of the simulation

and the initial values given to them by the simulation. The user slould refer

to subjection 2 .2 under “Stat ive Sentences” ui conjunction with section 4

( PERMITI’ED VOCABULARY) to see which of these parameters may be changed. I
These variables are as follows:

State Variable User Controlled Initial Va~.ue

Oil Demand Yes 7 ,700 ,000 barrels/day I
PAPC* No .8149

DPIR* No 95,000 barrels/day

Oil F~sted Price Yea $11. 651 per barrel J
Wheat Price Yes $72.20 per bushel

Fertilizer Price Yes $0 .47 per ton 

~0~ ~~~~~~~—‘
0 0 --~~~ —~~~
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- - - State Variable User Controlled Initial Value

Fertilizer Demand No 15,000 tons

Mechanization Price Yes $120 per lorsepower

1 Mechanization Demand No 5,000 horsepower

Irrigation Allocation No $500,000

I L~ng—Terin Investments - No $53,328,766.00

Short—Term InvesbTents No $362,857,252.00

I Forei~~i Aid Budget No $10 ,000 ,000

I Military and Defense Budget No $7 ,000 ,000 ,000

!~bnth Yes (by EOM) 8

1 Year Yes (by EOM) 1974

I 
o~rici~s IN EFFECr~* ‘OILPRINT’

*~~fer to Project for Theoretical Politics Wor~d.ng Papers #15, 23 for 0

I description.

**~~fer to section 3 on Control Information (LISTOP ccsirnand).

3. CONTROL INFORMAflON

1 The execution of the simulation is dependent upon a batch processing

link with tine sharing. Thus, breaking this link will cause the simulation to

I cease operation. At the tine when the user receives the ‘C~3M~4JNICATION HAS BEE~J

1 ESTA LI~~ED’ message, the afor~tentioned link is l~xtlt and the simulation enters
0 - the PTPCCtI node. This node of operation is restricted to simulation operation

I only. That is, the user is no longer in control of any system tine sharing

features and cannot access them. He nay, at this tine, only enter input and

I receive output fran the simulation. The user 81ould be aware of this

restricted operation.

Hi
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3.1 Required Control Infor~iation I

3.1.1 Ending the Simulation

To terminate the simulation , the user must enter the character string ‘1*’ 1
(without quotes). This method of termination may be used whenever the simulation

0 

pranpts the user for input. Special cases exist when “scenarios” are being

processed (to be described in a later section) . The user may enter this even 1
when he is not pranpted, if it can be entered between output fran the sirini].ation ,

but this is generally not suggested. Entering symbols (or sentences ) when not I
pranpted for them by the si.nni].ation has the effect of “staggering” the input .

Generally, if nore than t~’x, lines of input are staggered at the terminal , the

simulation will have an Abnormal Termination (ABEND) . J
The effect of entering ‘/*‘ (without quotes) is to break the batch-

tine èharing camiunications link, and, to return the user to normal tine 1
0 sharing processing. The user, at this time, may now use all of the tine

sharing features available to him at the beginning of the session . It should 1
be noted that the carn.n~ioation link is not known to be broken until a ‘READY ’ 1message is received at the terminal fran the system. If , at any tine during

the execution of the simulation, this ‘REATh” message is received, the user J
should reoo&iize that the link is broken, and~ if desired , repeat the entire

process of re-subnitting the simulation as a batch job (refer to section 1). 1
Since wait-tine in the job queue is usually long, one can see why it is

undesirable to have a restart the simulation in this manner.

3.1. 2 Abnormal Job Termination (PiBP24D) J
There are several things which may cause the simulation to ABEND. One of

- these situations, “staggering input”, is described in subsection 3 • 1.1. Another I
cause for abnormal termination is the over-n~nning of the t ime parameter (of the

I 
_ _  

_ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _  

_ _ _

—_
~~~~~ iT ~~~~~ ~~~~~ 

_ _ _ _
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SPITBOL decision nodule). If the user has entered the simulation by way of

¶ 
SPITCOM, and receives an ABEND, he may be atterrq ting to process too many years

I of the sinu.ila-tion or he may be simply processing too long. This situation

I may be corrected by using SPi~ COM2 as described in section 1.

An ABEND nay also be caused by the SPITBOL decision nodule if too many

~ I statements are executed during a particular run of the simulation . The current

I 
allowed limit is 268,L~35 ,456 statements, and should be sufficient for normal

processing. Note here that this statement limit refers only to the number of

I SPITBOL statements executed , not the ninther of input sentences passed to the

simulation. Any error messages received fran the SPITBOL decision nodule

I concerning the statement-limit should be reported to the authors. Pressing

the attention k~y on the terminal will cause the ?~PCC*1 node to terminate ,

I thus breaking the caiir&inioation between the batch job and the tine sharing

I terminal session. This will also cause the batch program to ABEND. Abnormal

terminations of the previously described form should be avoided if at all

I possible . The user should note that if he has overrun the tine parEuleter,

the simulation may cease operation at any point . If this occurs in a sector

I nodule (Pill), the data returned to the SPITBOL decision nodule ~~uld be

erraeous, and, an error message ~~u1d be printed such as ‘***ERROR***ILUX3AL

DATATYPE’ . STI errors may also occur if the tine parameter is exceeded. Again,

the solution here is to use the SPITCCtI2 subnittal method (refer to section 1)
0 

- 
instead of SPITCCM. This is not actually an error in the sijriilation system.

- 
I If the problem is not rectified, report the situation to the authors.

I 3.1.3 End of Month (EOM)

The character string ‘ean’ (entered without quotes) sig~als the simulation

1 that the ow’r’ent n~~th has ended. This symbol is necessary to simulate time
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sequence actions within the simulation. The effect of this instruction is to I
increment the ncnth by one , and execute the oil nodule. Note that the n~nth

will not increment without the entry of ean. The actions of sane sentences I
require nore than one n~~th to be ocinpieted. Thus, the user should enter

ecin’ s to observe all of the results of given input .

To receive any output fran the oil, agriculture, humen resciz1ces, or I
budget nodules , it is the user ’s responsibility to enter ecin’ s. All of these

nodule s, except for the oil nodule , process and print at the end of the Saudi

fiscal year (the oil nodule print s nonthly , see above). In order to sismilate

a Saudi fiscal year , 12 or 13 ean! s must be entered . Because of the natur e of

the calendar used by the Saudis , the beginning of the fiscal year changes. I
Every fourth year is a thirteen nonth year . The sintalat ion knows this and

behaves accord ingly. After the appropriate nunber of ecin’s have been entered,

the simulation will initiate the execution of the agriculture, humeri resources ,

and budget nodules , in addition to the output fran the oil nodule for that nonth . I
There is virtually no lim it to the nunber of stat~nents ( input sentences) I

which may be entered between entering ecrn’ s. Far accurate nodeling, however, it

is desirable to control the anount of user input at these times. It is not ]
necessary to enter any other input ean ’ s. This may be used to observe the

tlii~-wise production of Saudi Arabia with no interaction. However , it should I
be remembered that it is the user’s responsibility to si~~al the end of a 1
n~~th to the sin~ilaticn.

3.2 Optional C llnformation 1
3 • 2 • 1 Short Term Image (STI) and Productions

All optional control inform ation for the s:imailat ion menticned in thi s I
section refers to output listing control of t)~ decision nodule . * Ck~ie of these

0For discussion of the decision nodule, see V~P Wor’)d.ng Paper #13 .

I
_ _  

-~~ - -
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structures within the decision nodule, the short term ii~~ge, whose print ing

is cx,ntrofled by the parameter ‘PRINT ’ (to be described later ) , should be

described here for clarity to the user. The short term image is actually a

SPITBOL data structure representing the m~~cry of Saudi Arabia. A pieca of

state knowledge, existing in the character representation form of a production

I (e.g. , ‘M. CilO’ ), resides as one element in the short ter m image . The

I simulation keeps tra ck of the head of each ~TI , and , therefore has recollection

~~cA.rt: ‘*~at is nDst recently ]eax~~d or Jou~in by Saudi Arabia. ~~~ head of the

I STI is linked (in a list-like fashion ) to each following element in the STI .

Thus, the simulation is able to manipulate the entire STI , knowing which

I element is which. A listing of the STI would show severa l separate and

I distinct el~~~~ts.

Productions are statements which test the contents of the STI or change

I the contents of the STI (Q ndition and Action, respectively). It is the

changing of the STI which simulates the knowledge which is currently knowi

by the Saudis. For the contents of the sri to make any sense, however, the

J user nust have a list of various productions used by the simulation and their

ccrrespondirig codes. The production syst~ns are the means by which the decision

J nodule actuaUy makes logical choices of action. In addition the SPITBOL

decision nodule keeps track of the location of the productions being executed

I at a given tine, and, the type (Condition Cc) , or Action (a)) of the production.

I There are seveztal STI in the simulation described as follows :

STI Name N~jther of Eleime~ts ~ype

I ~ 121.STI 5

M3. STI 15 Agriculture

I HR. STI iS

I
I I 

_ _ _ _  
_ _ _ _ _ _
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s’ri Na_ne N~nber of E1~~ent s Ty~p~ I
VA. STI 5 Foreign Aid

BUD. STI 20 Budget 1
!.~Lrr.s’rI 25 Military and Defense

ECON.STI 25 t~ 1itioal/Econanic

The user may not directly manipulate these S1~I, but , may observe the contents J
of them at any tine during the execut ion of the simulat ion. Methods for doing

this axe described in the following sections (see ‘PRINT ’).

3.2.2 Optional Simulation O3ntrcl Inputs I
Sinii..ation control symbols , in the sane manner as the required cxi~trol

inputs, may be entered as input to the simulation. These control state ments I
may be entered any tine the simulation pranpts the user for input . The user

should note that the spellings of the control statements must be correct for

the simulation to inte~’pret them correctly. In addition, these symbols must I
not be entered with any sentence end symbols. The actions (i.e. , system

responses), which these statements control , will come into effect isrinediately I
after entering them. The optional simulation control parameters are as

follows (when entered they must not have quotes arc*ind them) : I
‘PRINT’/’NOPRINT’ - The ‘PRINT’ parameter to the simulation , if entered ,

will cause each change in the short term images (see subsection 3.2.1) to

be displayed. This will generate output each time a production executes I
in which a reference to any SrI is made. Each element of the current

5FF, at the tine of the execution of a given production, will be printed I
accord ing to its position within the SrI. The production e1~ rents within

the STI are in coded form and will make little sense to the user unless

he has a listing of the siimilation productions and their corresponding I
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codes. It is for this reason, and the fact that this option produces

large an~unts of output , that its use is suggested to be ]iinited.

This option may be “turned off” by its default value , the ‘NOPRINT’

parameter.

I ‘EC}IO ’ /‘NOECHO’ - The ‘Ea-IO’ cannand signals to the simulation that

I each input , following this ccmnand , is to be printed at the terminal and

on hard copy. It should be noted by the user that user input ( includ ing

I control information) will not appear on hardcopy if this parameter is not

“turned off. ” After a run of the simulation, any hardcopy (paper output )

I fran the siirulat ion may be picked up on the fifth floor of the Baker

I Systems Engineering building under TS0032. The default value for this

L parameter is ‘NCEC~4O’ .

1
‘1~ 1~ EL’/ ’NCKE~ iEL’ - This parameter pr ints the semantic J ernel

I ( inter pr etation ) of the current input sentence generated by the em ulation

1 
gr~ mar. For this parameter to be used effectively, the user must know

the general form of the semant ic kernel. A semantic kernel has the

I following form for the ~~~~~ input sentences:

Kern el— type(Agent l,(Agent2 ), (Obj ect))n~rise ,Sign/DectTht ) (Agent l)/

I Agentl, agelLt2 , object of sentence , tense of sentence, and si~~ (positive

or negative) are described in subsection 2 • 1. DEC refers to whether the

I sentence is declarative, and, NT refers to whether the sentence is

I interr ~~at ive. Note that only one of the pair EDEC,D4T] will appear in

the ker nel. The agent of this clause is the primary agent of the sentence.

I The fate of the semantic kernel for the stative sentence is as follows:

I
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Kernel-type(Noun assigned the value ,Value assigned) J
The possible values for Kernel-type reflect the nature of the input

sentence. These possible values within the rea]m of the simulat ion I
are as follows:

Values of Kernel-type Sentence Type

‘RATE’ Stative I
‘LEVEL’ Stative

‘TR~NSEER ’ Agentive

‘ALIGI’ Agentive

‘StJPPORF’ - Agentive

‘FOR~~-DISPLAY’ Agentive I
ATLAQ(’ Agent ive

‘RECO(~IIZE’ Agentive I
This parameter has a default value of tNOI(ERNEL’, and may be turned off

by the s~ie. This parameter may be of interest if the user desires to I
observe the internal workings of the simulation granmar.

‘CCt~D’ /‘NOC(T4D’ - This parameter may be given by the user to print the II
conditions (c) and the actions (a) of any productions executed. In

acklition, the location of said condition or action is printed. This I
location is the location within the SPITBOL decision ncdule source code.

Once this keyword has been activated, the pareneters of each ‘TRUE’

(satisfied) condition and the associated action statement parameters I
will be printed (see subsection 3 • 2 • 1 for descr iption of productions).

This .r is in effect ~~til it is ~~~~ed off by the aBsocisted I
‘NO(~t(D’ pateieter. The possible production locations within the I
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decision nodule when the ‘COND’ parameter is “turned on” are given

as follows:

Section Within Decision Module

I Initialization

Inter pretation

~ I Military

I 
EConanl.C

Oil

I Agriculture

Human Resources

I Budget

Foreig n Aid

Developi~nt and Miscellaneous

I A sanpie output fran the rr~ sinulat ion using this parameter may appear

as follows (e.g. , in this example it is given that the satisfied ocndition

I statement ~~s in the ‘INTERPRETATICt~’ section of the decision nodule):

I
C — NTERPRETATI~tJ NOT(E.C37(US))

A — D RP~ ’MTICtI E.Cl(US)

I It s)~~ild be noted agMrt by the user that a knowledge of possible

sijviilaticn productions as outlined in subj ection 3.2 • 1 would be helpful

I here.

‘OII2RDIT/’NOOILP?INT’ - ‘The ‘OI P~fl~T’ keyword permits the user to

1 suppress the output fran the PIP oil module, whi~~ currentl y prints

on a ~~ithly basis . All monthly output fran this module (this dues

I not apply to the hardcopy output - paper output, it is still generated,

~k~i1e the terminal printout is not) exoept that ithiCh occurs in the

I
I

_________________ 
- -
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last n~~th of the Saudi year (na~th = 7 , or , every Leth year , n~nth : 8) 1
will be suppressed. Like the other parameters, this option may be

turned on or off at the desire of the user , but , as mentioned prior , I
the last n~~th of the Saudi year will print automatically. It should -

~~

be noted by the user that he will still receive the output of the end I

of na~th message and the output display ing the ctu~rent n~nth anc’ year . I
This parameter will suppress a considerable amount of output frun the

simulation. The default value for this parameter is ‘OILPRINT.’ I
‘LIS’~ P’ - The ‘LIS~ )P’ keyword may be used to print which of the previously

mentioned optional sinuiation parameters are in effect at a given time. I
If they are in effect, the keyword name for a given parameter will be

given (e.g. , ‘CCI~D’) , if not , the second negated form of the keyword I
for a given para~ ter is given (e.g. , ‘NOPRINT ’). Thus one of the two

values of each parameter pair (e.g., ‘EGIO’ / ‘NOEQIO’) will be pri nted

by this oiiinand.

AU of the simulation optional parameters are recanted in the following table

along with their default simulation values. Note that these values will not J
change ~.viless Chan ged by the user. The optional parameters are ~g~(n as

follows:

Optional ~~ Simulation Parameters I
Keyword of Par~~~ter Pair Default Value

EQ40/NOEciW NOEQ~IO J
K JELJNO1~ TI4EL NOKEIRNEL

cctlD/NOcOND NOCOND I
DrrflioI~Drr OPRINT -

Ofl1PRINT/NOOILPRINT OILPRINT

I. (does not apply ]

El
-

~

- —~ -.- r~i — -
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3.3 Scenario Processing

3 .3 . 1  Definition

A scenario is a preplanned organization of ir~ut sentences prescribed

by the user to model a predetermined set of events . A scenario may ccnsist

of any of the allo~~d user inputs of normal processing (see section 2 , sub-

I sections 3.1 , 3.2 ) .  Within the bounds of the PIP simulation , a scenario

I may only exist as a nether dataset of a “partit ioned dataset .” Users should

refer to other oceputer manuals for a definition of partitioned datasets . In

I addition to this requiram ent , all scenarios which are to be processed within

one run of the si~iulation must be mambers of the same partitioned datas€t.

I That is, the user may only specify one partitioned dataset as the “scenario

library” for a given run , and, the systam aut omatically searches this library

I for the given scenarios requested . Other scenarios libraries (other partitioned

I datase ts) may of course be kept, but will not be searched by the PiP simulation.

3.3 • 2 Specifying Scenario Libraries

I For the user to inform the simulation that scenarios will be read during

execution, the user must enter the execution mode P’~PC(11. This mode is

I entered as follows:

I ptpocan-mode lib( fully qualifie d part itioned dataset name )

where:

t~ I 
ptpccin-mode Is:

lib000000C) is: the scenario library name to be searched.

I An exanp le of this is as follows :

I ptpoom2 lib(ts0538.lib.data)

It is not necessary to specify the fully qualified name if the user is logged

I on TS0032 . Nor is there any big differen ce in using ‘P1? compatible chareo ter e

of lower case Characters • In the exanpie above, the simulation would note

I
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that ‘TSO538. LIB.tAk ’L~’ is the scenario libra ry and would search there for J
specific scenarios req uested dur ing the course of the simulation . Other

user requirements for scenario processing exist only after execution has I
begun and are listed below.

3.3.3 Specifying Scenario M~nbers

As is mentioned in subsection 3.3.1, an individual scenario exists as a 1
men~er dataset of the scena rio libra ry dataset . Providing that the correct 

-

execution modes were specified , the user may request the processing of individual

scenarios any tine after he is first prompted for input by the simulat ion

(i.e., $$$ ENTER INRT~ SENTENCE $$$) . Thus , once execution Ms begun, a user

may input a scenario request in place of an input sentence, at any time. This J
- request mist appear as follows:

nember name I
where ‘neither-name’ is the partitioned dataset neinber of the library which is

scenario desired. For exauple, if a scenario library, TS0538.LIB.IIkTA, contained 1
three scenarios as neither datasets , CRISIS, 1G238, ~~A~~ R; the user ~~uld 1
request them in this fashion:

$$$ ENTER INRJI’ SE?T1~ 4CE $$$ (simulation input pranpt ) I
~CRISIS . (user response)

:1(3238 : “ 1
~~~~~

~ e scenarios will begin processing limediately after the reference has

been made. In PrPC(l’12 and FI’PCCM3 this processing cannot be halted until J
all of the sentences In the scenario have been read and the simulation

pr’cnpts the user for input. It should be noted that the slmulaticm will print I
out the user pi~~~ t after each scenario sentence but will imediately read the

next scenario s~~tence onto the input atadc. Thus, the user should wait until

H
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he is certain that the last sentence has been read before further entering

- 

- 

any input . The execution mode V~PCC*1t~ allows the interr upt ing of scenarios
I ( see below), but, if the interrupt key is hit in P]PCOM2 or P~PCCT13 (or

I PTP(1t4), the simulation will most likely ter minate or a ter minal “lodcout”

condition may occur .

P 1 In addition to making scenario requests as user input , the user may place

such a request directly in a scenario (as one of the input sentences). This

j~ 
I can be dais in such a way as to build a large scenario out of several existing

I smaller ones. Hc*iever, the user slxuld confixin the existence of his scenario

datasets before attempting to reference them within the simulation , since, once

I the siimilati.on has started , it is not possible to “list ” the contents of a

I 
dataset . The user should also take care not to devise a circular reference

which would result in an infinite loop. This may be seen in the following

I example:

:1(31 (within member 1(32)

I :1(32 (within neinber 1(31)

The system is not equipped to recognize such a condition and it will clearly

I result in much grief if it is permitted by the user to exist in his scenarios .

I It is suggested that the first statement in user scenarios is ‘E(~’IO’
(see subsection 3.2 .2) . Otherwise , the senten ces cczning fran the scenario

I will not be displayed at the termina l or on hardcopy. Thus, if the user

does not Jc~~ ii his scenario, v&tatim, he will not kna~j of its contents (other

I than output sentences generated by the sijailation ) without this caxunand.

I ~~~se scenarios nay also contain any other valid input sentences incltxling

control information and scenario references and nay therefore represent a wide

I variety of m~deling. Since the scenarios require no user intervention during
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their execution, the processing tim e is greatly optimized as well as the

thrQmghput voLme of the simulation. This processing method is then suggested

as a viable alternative , in lengthy simulation sessions , to continu ous user

input. I
3.3 . ‘~ PI’PCOM , Interrupt-handling Execution Mode

Using F~PCOM enables the user to interru pt the execution of the s-~~nario I
dur ing its process ing . It should be noted that input fran the scenario is

placed on a stack once it is read fran the dataset but before processing .

Thus , to inter ru pt the scenario, the user must press the attent ion key once j
and wait until the rest of the stack has canpleted processing . This may take

sane time, but will readily be recognized as the simulation will print a J
message :

ATIN IN’IERRUFT ::]) I
Pressing the attention key repeatedly ( rapidly ) may result in control being 1
returned to the ter minal nu~itor program (i.e • ,  a READY message). It should be

noted also that this atte ntion exit is not available until the batch/ t ime-shar ing I
interface link is built (see first paragraph of major section 3).

The user may also build the att ention into a scenario by placing the I
string ~~~ (without quotes ) as an input senten ce in a scenario . This will

cause a simulated attention interrupt . The user may then enter the optional

interrupt caxunands (as with regular inter~’upts) as described below. It J
should also be noted here that these are not legitimate terminal cz~iTnands

bit , rather, special PIP system caxinands which are designed for use on the I
P~P simulation and are only valid in such a system envircunent.

(bce an attention interrupt has been acknowledged (attention message

printed ) , the user may do one of the following: J
]
7 1 ’
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a. )  Send statements directly to the simulation.

b. ) t~ lete the rest of the scenario (see below).

c.) Resume the scenario (press carriage return) .

I d.) Terminate V~PCOM -node (enter ‘ /*‘ , without quotes)

I e.) Send a new scenario and then resun~ the old scenario (enter:

:new-nember )

I The string ‘:/*‘ (without quotes) may be used to delete the scenario stack

once an interrupt has been acknowledged. The user may then enter input

I sentences as normal. This string may also appear directly in a scenario ,

I 
although there is no apparent reason to do so. There is a great deal of

flexibility associated with scenario processing, and , if used effectively,

it could be an imnaginat ive nodeling tool.

l4~ PE1~~ITFED VOCABULARY_ _ _ _ _—

Th~. following section lists all of the permitted vocabulary of the

Fl’? simulation. Words, such as ‘WI LL ’ (used in qusstions and to designate

verb tense) and ‘IS’ (verb form used in noun value assignments, not Israel),

are not shoc~a~t. All ~~rds may be entered in the sane manner as shown (t .xrds

I are shown before the first slash of each lexical entry) with sane exceptions .

The verbs with asterisks (‘SIQV , ‘AFFIRM’ ) should be entered without asterisks

I and are the regular fonne of said verbs, as opposed to the other form, the

“joint” form (described in subsection 2. 1.2) .  This non-joint form requires

I the use of the preposition ‘WITh ’ . Other exceptions are t~~ actors

(‘UAE-INSURGENTS’, ‘K~MArr-INSUI~ }x1’S’) which appear as plural fonne b.it

I should be regarded as singular. Thus, like other actors , these require verbs

I in the first person singular form, although such a form will sound odd (e.g. ,

‘U~~~fl~1SUR~~~FS RAIFS SA’) .

I
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~.l Attribute Groups f

Each noun entry is listed with specific simulat ion attribute groups .

Each verb entry is listed with the verb type , the attributes of associated I
nouns, and required prepositions (only in ‘verb3 ’ type verbs ). In add it ion to I
nouns and verbs, actors and prepositions are listed (which have no attributes).

~~ The user can then design lexically valid sentences by matching verb ar I noun I
attributes. -

The first set of noun attribute s (which appear between first and second 1
slash) describe the wordtype ( ‘NOUN’ ) , whether it may be used to assign a

‘~~)R’fl1’ clause (‘WORI ~1’ ; see subsection 2.1.2), whether it may be assigned

a value (‘VALUE ’ ; see sub~~ction 2 . 2 . 2 ) ,  and if used in a value assignment , I
what type of units (e.g., ‘PER TGP) must be specified (‘UNIT(. . .unit . . .)‘).

The second set of noun attributes (appearing between the second third slash) 1
reflects the nature of the noun in question, such as whether it is an abstract

noun (e.g. , ‘MILITARY-An)’) signified by ‘+ABSTRACr’ , or non-abstract signified

by ‘-ABSTRACT’, and whether the noun can be given in countable units (‘+CC*JNT’) J
or not ( ‘ -COUNT’) . Sane of these attributes are optional, which can be

readily seen, but , the last two of these attributes mentioned will usually 1
appear.

Verb attributes axe sanewhat nore simple . First , the type of the verb ,

as described in subsection 2 • 1.1, is listed. This section is followed 1
by a genera l attributes section (between the second and third slash) . The

attributes of nouns which may be used as objects of these verbs are listed I
(e.g. , ‘N( . . .attributes. . .)‘). These attributes must be present in the

n~ m entries. An error message Will be produced for verb and noun attributes

which do not match (within a given input sentence). Also, the noun attributes J

_ ______ 
_ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _

fl

~

—____________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ____________-

~~
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~~~ of the object of a ‘verb2 ’ verb are only that the noun be an actor ( see

subsection 2.1.1). In the case of ‘verb3’ verbs, a preposition is required

between the object of the sentence and the second actor, and , is listed in the

~ 
j second at tribute section (e.g., ‘P(. . • required preposition. .

Other words (‘DF }IAND’, ‘RAlt’, ‘PRICE ’) may only be used in value assi~~nents

I and therefore have no attributes (see subsection 2 2 2) Any word that is

i given in an input senten ce and is not either ass~med by the simulation (described

above) or appearing in the table of permitted vocabUlary, is mer~ed as an

I unrecognizable word by the simulation greninar.

With the graninatical structure of the ?~P simulation, sane of the inputs

I may sound rather stra nge. In actuali ty , they are not exactly like the English

I language, but are rather close copies. Again, the structure of a ‘natural’

language would be too aithiguous for use on the cxlnplter . Thus a language mrs

I closely representing a crs~~iler-type language was created. The structure of

sentences , in accordance with standard English graninar , requires that the endings

J of verbs should change, depending upon the tense of the input sentence. This

I and other requirenents is the attempted simulation of the English language.

4.2 Valid Lexical Entries (NCU4S)

J ARMED-E~RCED/NOUN/-COUNT

A 1 S /NcXTN,WORfl~/-ABSFRACr -COUNT/

A 1S-RESUPP1X/N~YJ4 ,WORTtU-ABSTRACF -ccwr/

I - 

- NwN,wo~nu-~~,j,Acr -cOUNT/

~~E AL-aOODsIt4cJ1~,~~~~t/.-ABSTRACr -caJNT/

I qUM4O W-ABS~RACr

C~~SI1D-GOOtE /NCW ,~flR’l’H/-A8STRACT -cXJJ~T/

I mn~~~~ ,m~~ MY,?O~Th ,YEAR )

II
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ECc~JOMIC-AID/NcXJNf+ABSTRACr -aXYelT/

FERrILIZER/NWN , VAlUE ,UNIT(TCI4S) /-ABSTRAC’r -C(XJNT/ -

FRI ~~~UP-T JtTi/NouN/+ABsrpAcr +~5JfIT/ -

INFLATI~1J/NOUN ,VAWE ,UNIT(YEAR) / +ABSTRACr -cOUNT/ -

DTItREST/N(XJN,VAIJJE ,~1~IT(Mcer1H ,YEAR,QUARTER) /+A~S~RACI’ -CW~TI/

?1aw~IzATIC*I/N(x1~ ,VAWE ,UNITOIP) /—ABSTRACr —~~UNT/

MflzrApi-N~REExENr/Nc5JN/+ABSTRAcr +ccJJNT/

MILITA I—AID/NOUN/+ABSTRACF —cXXJNT/

MILITA~~—SUP O~I’/NC7Jf4/+ABSTRACI~ —CWNT/ -

OIIJNCJJN ,VAIUE ,IJNIT( BARRELS) /-ABSTRACF -C(XI~1T/ -

POLITICAI~-AGREE~1ENT/NPUN/+ABSTRACF +cOUNT/ j
POL rICALS~SUPFOR~r/NOrJN/+ABSTRACr -cOUNT/

PRICE/PRIcE/NOIJNTIPE/ I
RKrE/VERcENT/NcIJN’IYPE/

SEc JRrry-T~EP~ryfNcyJNf+ABSIRAcr +cO(JNT/

1wc/NwN,woI~nv-ABsTRAcr -cc*JNT/ 1
WEAT/NCIJN ,VAUJE ,uNrr(~~~S) /-ABSTRACr -C(~JNT/

4.3 Valid Lexical Entries (VERBS and PREPOSrrI(1~1S) I
AFFII~4/V2/JOINT N(+ABSTRACI’ +cWNT)/

AFFI1~4*/V3/N (+ABSrRAC1’ +c~JlT) P(WITh)/

• AGAmSr/PREP/N0NE/ I
ALE rIV3/N(+~NIM~3I) P(~S AINST) /

ATrAQ(/V2/N(ACrOR)/ ]
alY/v3/N (-ABSTRAcr) P(TR~l)/

DIS~ JPT/V2/N(ACTCR) /

rRa4JpRzp/Nc~IE/

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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GIVE/V3/N(+ABSTRACI’ -C(tJNT I -ABSTRACT) P(TO)/

fl1POLET/V3/N(-A~~ TRACT -COUNT) P(OF )/

MOBILIZE/V3/N(+ANIMATE) P(AGAINST)/

I PURQ-IASE/V3/N(-ABSTRACr)

PROVIDE/V3/N (-ABSTRACr I +AB~~RACT) P(’I’O)/

I
I 

RECoc~4IZE/v2 /N(AcroR)/

SEIZE/V3/N(—ABSTRACF —COUNT) P(OF)/

I SELL/V3/N(-ABSTRACF)

SI~ I/V2/JOINT N(+ABSTRACr +CcXJNT)/

I SI~~*/V3 IN(+ABSTRACT +cXJJNT)

~~/PREP/NcEE/

I

1 4.4 Valid Lexical Entries (ACTORS)

SA (Saudi Arabia)

I US Uktited States )

J IS (Israel)

USSR (Tb.iseia)

J BRITAIN

EGY~~
- tt1

~ I FRANCE

I
I SYRIA

I

I ,
I

.
~~~~ L 

- 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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UAE (United Arel, E~nirates) 1
H -

~~

UAE-fl~SU1~3E~TS

K~MATF-INSURG~~~

5. ERROR ?€SSN3~~ FOR ThE ~~~ SIMULATICt4 1
Messages Generated by Graninar

nesg. ‘***ERROR***’ word ‘IS NCT A VAUJE NOUN ’

descr. The given word is not one of those which can be used in mak ing
an assignment . Words which may be assigned values appear as
follows in the table of valid lexical entries : e.g. , OIL!
NcXJN,VAWE,...

+

flEsg. f ***ERROR***’ word ‘IS NOT A VALID QUALIFIER ’

descr. The given word is not one of those valid qualifiers which may
be used in assiginent statements following the p rimary noun
(oil ,fert ilizer ,etc.) . Valid qualifiers are: price, rate , demand . J

mesg. ‘***ERROR *~~ Sflfl’E2JCE DOES NO~ HAVE A VALID fl~D SYMBOL’

descr. This massage is generated if the input sentence does not Bnd Jin a~ of the valid end sy thols ( ‘ .‘ or ‘ ; ‘ or ‘? ‘ ) .  It may -

also occur if a partial sentence is entered , or , if nore
sentence parts were expected (prepositional phrase missing, etc.) ]

nesg. ~***ERI~DR*** WR~~~ UNITS SPECIFIED ThR ThIS NOUN ’

desor. Incorr ect units were used in an assigrinent stat ement . Correct I
units appear in the table of VALID LEXICAL ~~TR~~ (see section
4) in the following manner: e.g., OIL/N (XJN,VAUJE,UNIT(BARRE1S)/...

+

meag ‘~~ *ER1~)R~~~ A JOINT VERB REQUIRES 2 ACTORS’

descr. When using this multilateral form of a joint verb, 2 or mrs I
actors were not entered simultaneously as the subject of the
sentence.

meeg. ‘***ER1~)R*** NC~J-MATO1ING VERB/NCU4 M’FRIBLJI’ES’

desa’. The attribUtes of the verb and noun as given in the tab]e of 1VALID tD(ICAL I}ITRIES are not matching.

U
‘1

_________________ _______________________________
- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - - 
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nssg. ‘***ERROR ***~ object ‘CANNOT RE ASSI(~1ED VALUE’

descr. ~~ given object of the entered sentence cannot be assigned
a value in a “worth” clause. ‘fl~ se words which can be assigned
values appear as follows in the table of VALID LEXICAL ~~rRIES:
e.g. , A1~1S/NOUN ,WORm/...

+

n€sg. ‘***ERI~DR*** MISSING DOLLAR VALUE FOR WORfl-! CLAUSE ’

I desar . The word “worth” was not foll~~~d by a dollar anount in a
“worth” clause.

I masg. ‘***ERROR*** INCORRECT PREPOSITION -.
~‘ word

descr. The given wor d is not the preposition requ ired by the given verb.

I The required preposition nay be found in the table of VALID LEXICAL
ENTRIES as follows: e.g. , SELL/V3/N (-ABSTRACT) P(TO)/

I meeg. ‘~~~ERROR~~~’ wordtype ‘DCPECrrD,’
‘Q~EQ( ~~ ‘ word ‘OR WORD ThAT FOLWvJS’
‘***ER,}~3R*** ILLEGAL SENTENCE’

I descr. An inçroper positioning of a word in a sentence not in accordance
with the grenfnatical constr~~tion described in section 2 of this

I manual will generate this massage. The given wordt ype (e.g. , noun ,
verb, etc. ) was next expected by the system.

masg. I ***ERROR*** UNRECO (~ IZABLE WORD .‘ word
1 descr. The given word is not in the table of VALID LEXICAL ENTRIES .

I nesg. • ***ERROR *** !4JLT IPIE R~INT NOT PEI~1T1’1’ED WITh Th1S VERB ’

descr. ~~~ user has attenpted to use n~re than one agent with- a non-

I joint verb.

masg. ‘***ERROR*** INVALID USN~E OF’ word

I descr. The given word is in~roperly posit ioned in the sentence. This is
a general dia~~oetic massage.

I meag. ‘~~~ER~~R~~ QUERY CANNOT ~~ SERVICED BY DrrERPRE’ItR’

deecr. 1~~ stative variable queried either cannot be manipulated by the

I user or is not a stative variable.

Messages Generated by S~~~ tic Inter preter

I neag. ‘ “SflW ~flC ERROR*** N~NTl IS ThE SA1f~ AS

descu . The subject end abject agents are identical.

I
~L. 

~~~~~~~~~ -
~~~
__ _ _ _
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1
n~sg. ‘***SEVER ~~TER l~ rk K ERROR***’

desor. Report this to author’s along with the given n.m of the sij~.mlation.

Messages Generated by Production Systems I
mesg. ‘***~(ERNEL CANNOT BE INTERPPErED***’

descr. The system cannot operate on this semantic kernel. I
inssg. ‘***I/O ERROR***’ , ‘***STI ERROR*~*’

desor. Internal errors , report to authors.

6. PROGRNI tESCRIPTION 1
The - PIP sizmilation consists of approxim ately four or five major nodules. -

The whole of the sinu].ation is governed by an assembler language mnitor nodule .

This nonitor is the substance of the PrPCCtI node (see section 3). The other I
major nodules and their respective pr’ogranming languagas are as follows (refer

also to figure 6.1) : 1
tbdale Prvgranrning Language

J~~~~~ 

Master Decision Module Spitbol

Oil Sector t~bdule PL/l J
A~~ioulture Sector ttdule PL/l

H’uran Resources Sector Module Pt/i I
Decision-Sector Linkage Module I~ 4 370 Assembler

The actual code involved in these nodules is beyond the scope of this manual. I
The heater Decision Module is divided logically into several sections .

The first section contains only Spitbol production system functions. This

is followed by the simulation graniMr (lexical parser and semantic inte rpreter ). I
~ oecution of the gr~imar is sequential. That is, cr~ e an input sentence has

- - been introduced to the grasmar, it is first parsed by the lexical portion of I
the grasmar, and then interpreted by the semantic pcrtion of the grasi~ r. The

final section (the buik of the decision m odule) is the set of simulation productions.

-~k ~~~~~~~~~~~~ U -

I 

- -- - - - -- - .—~~- - -~~ —~~ _________
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The production system is further divided into the nine subsections

F described in subsection 3.2 .1  of this manual (concerning the ‘CC*JD’ paremater).

1i~~ Interpretation phase of the production systems is of special interest . This

section operates on kernels produced by the semantic interpreter fran the

input sentences. Productions within this section place the “knowledge” about

the environmant provided by the user into the Short Term Image (see subsection

1 3 • 2.1) . This section is used only once for each sentence during normal input .

However, it is used continuously when the batched input node is used (see

I subsection 2.3.2) . All of the remaining sections of productions of the

‘ 
Master Decision Module provide the responses (i.e., “perception”) to the user

input sentences. It is a consequence of this nost elabora te percept ion scheme

1 that the production systems in these sections are rather canpiex.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
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Figure 6.l I

- -- -I - i
PtPCOM Monitor Module (IBM 370 Assembler) IL_ _ _ _ _ _

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

_

Master Decision Module
(Spitbol) -

_ _ _ _ _ _  

i
I Decision-Sector Linkage IModule (IBM 370 Assembler)

1’ ~~ ~~~~r~~~~~r i
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- I)t~ROWCTION

At least since the publication of Snyder , Bruck and Sapin ’s Foreign

lk)licy Decision Making (1962) , political scientists have been self-consciously

I aware that the study of politics involves , at least in part , the study of

I political decision-making. ~thi1e there are a variety of definitions of

“decision-making ,” nost all treatmants suggest that it involves a person

(or set of pec~1e) making choices fran scn~ set of alternatives. That is, a

I theory of decision-m aking nust include a theor y of choice behavior . For

example , after revi ewing a var iety of definit ions of decision-m aking ,

I Kirkpatrick (1975: L~l) concludes, “the focus of this review reflects sympathy

with a social process approach e~ hasizix~g the search for, and choice between,

I alternatives . . .“ Similarly, Steinbrunner (1974: 16) defines a decision as

I 
a “choice made in pursuit of soii~ purpose . ” These charact erizations of decision

making are very nuich in the spirit of the Snyder , et al (1962 : 90) proposal

~~ : to define decision-making as “. . . a process which resul ts in the selection fra n

• a socially defined , limited number of problexiatical, alternative projects of

I one project intended to br ing about the particular futur e state of affair s

envisaged by the decision-mak ing.”

I The purpose of thi s essay is to examine sana axianatic theories of

I ~~~~ choice behavior. * Such theories are, in general, based upon

asm.miptions relating a person’s preferences to his choio4 Such assueptions

I are frequently termed “rationality assumptions”. ‘therefore it will be useful

first to identify several of the ways rationality has been used and to consider

I how reasonable such aae~m,~ticns are with respect to political actors. Next ,

*The area of game theory is specifically being excluded fran the socpe of this

I essay (although sane gase theoretic solution concepts and utility ass~m~tiona

will be discussed). For a ver’g readable Introduction to game theor~p see

I Luce and Raiffa (1957).

I
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a variety of theories of indiv idual choice based upon these assumptions will I
be discussed. Since these theories of individual choice are sc*Tetines used

in political science to investigate probleme of collective choice (i .e . ,  I
quest ions of h~ i individual choices relate to social choices) it will be

necessary also to consider several theoretical approaches to “collective”

choice. Finally, a concluding section will att~~~t to relate ATC to genera l

questions of political decision-making.

AXIC?IATIC ThEORY I
Since this essay deals with axianatic theories of choice, it seeit~ appro-

priate to begin with a brief genera]. discussion of the method emplc~ved in

developing these theories. It is important that a trea~~~nt of method 1
precede iw re substantive concerns since the substance can best be understood

and evaluated in the context of the method used to generate it. I
Fran a rather abstract perspective , a theory can be viewed as a set of

sentences asserted to be true of sanething. A theory of choice behavior could

thus be seen as a set of stat~nents asserted to be true (of sax~ aspects) of I
choice behavior. One quite reasonable approach to the construction theory is

to attempt to identify a set of ~~~irically generated “facts ” and then attempt I
to order these facts through an inductively identified theory. Mother

approach (and these approaches differ mre in emphasis than in absolute terma )

is to posit sane reasonable assumptions (axicee) and to then investigate the J
deductive implementations of these assumptions. If the axianatic approach is

taken , the theorist is concerned with theories in which the set of sentences In J
the theory axe closed under deduction . The “closed under deduction ” property requires

that if a set of sentences is In the Theory , then so are any sentences logically

deducible fran those sentence s. The axiana tic theorist is cuNnitted not only J
to the theory sentences actually written down, but also to any sentences which

can be deduced using those sentences together with sane rules of logic. I
• 

•rj



4 There is , hc~~ver , no one catr ~n set of axiome which is shared by all

axianatic theories of choice. Instead, there are a number of different axic~n

sets each of which seeme to be applicable in sore contexts bit not in others.

I These various axian sets do share a ccrmon core idea - that a person ’ s choice

behavior should be (or is) relates to his preferences. This core notwithstanding,

I there is no one dczninant axian set to which the student of political decis ion-

I making can turn . Theorists of choice have themeelves noted that there seeme

to be a lack of ctunulation in the area of theories of choice behavior . For

I example , in their introduction to the fir st volime in the Contemporary

I~ velopnent in Mathematical Psycholo~~ series , Krantz , et al (19714) ccmnented

~~~

‘ 

on the failure to include a paper in the area of preferent ial choice by noting :

I 
“There is no lack of technically excellent papers in this area , but they give

no sense of any real ctmul ation of knowledge. What are the established laws

of preferential choice behavior? (Since three of the authors have worted in

this area , our attitude may reflect sane measure of our fru stration )” (Krant z ,

et al , 19714 : xii). In spite of this general lack of an accepted axianatic

I 
base , there are sane cu~~ nalities of approach which will be ~~x’th examining .

First , 1~~ ever, it might be helpful to consider briefly the kinds of resul ts

I for which the deductive theorist is looking. This discussion will focus upon

the analytic properties of results. Subsequent sections will treat the descri ptive

I and prescri ptive adequacy of the results .

The formal theorist works by positing plausible assumptions (axicsns) and

I seeing where they lead (theorens) and therefore it is quite natural that he

I 
have a nuirder of concerns relating to the logical properties of the assumptions

made in the theory . In order to evaluate work done by formal theorists of

I choice it is necessary to see why (at least within the context of deductive

theory) these concerns are reasonable and iii~ortant .

I



The first of these is that the assumptions (axioms) be consistent;

that they not contradict one another. A theory is said to be consistent

if within the theory a single sentence cannot be proven both to be true and I
to be false. Concern with consistency arises , of course , fran the feeling

that two propositions p and ~p cannot both be true together in the sane

system. This feeling--that at least one of the two propositions must be J
false--is termed the “principle of contradiction.” Just as the princi ple of

contradiction tells us that p and “p cannot both be true , so the “principle I
of the excluded middle” asserts that p and ~p cannot both be false. Combining

the principles of the excluded middle and contradiction we have the principle

- of alternativity which claims that given p and “~p, one of the propositions must I
be true and the other false. The reason for the importance of the consistency

requiremant is that under nost conventional logics, fran inconsistent axicin I
sets , every single assertable proposition can be deduced as a theorem. Every

sentence and its negation follows iirune diately fran inconsistent axioms.

Arr~~’s General Impossibility Theorem [see Section ], for example , I
&UQ8 that severe], reasonable descriptive and nor mative assumptions about

individual and social choice are inconsistent . ~iong other things, Arr~~i’s I
Theorem shows that the sentence “There does not exist a dictator ” and the

sentence “There does exist a dictator ” can both be prove given apparently I
reasonable assumptions. Given the importance of consistency, it is not I
surprising to find that desonstrations of inconsistency (or so-called

“impossibility ” theorema) are fraq~~~tly encountered in the choice litera ture . J
A second concern is with the “weakness” of the assumptions in a theory .

%~ akness here is generally a desirable propert y. The weaker or less restrictive I
assuuptions are , the less mist be true of the world for the assumptions to

i f
-r - — - - . - ------ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  - - _ _ _ _ _ _  -
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be acceptable . The formal theorist would like to be able to prove as much

as possible assuming as little as possible. Given this concern, it again

I should not be surprising to find that considerable work in choice theory

I relates to the weakening (or generalizing) of ass~Iiç tions.

Third, to the extent that theories of choice are intended to be

I descriptive, theorists axe concerned that assumptions fit ei~irical Jcx~~ledge

I about choice behavior. The discussion of rationality in the next section will

serve as illustration of ~~~ empirical evidence helps to shape assumptions

I within formal theories of choice. In genera l, it is probably fair to characterize

the strateg y of the formal theorist as one of biasing asstmpt ions toward what

~: is (believed to be) known and leaving assumptions as unbiased as possible with

respect to what is not 1a~~n. Again, much work done by theorists focuses

either on nodifying assumptions to see ~~~~ results are affected or slu.iing

I that “accepted” assumptions are in fact biased in interest ing ways with respect

to what is not known. With these concerns in mind , it is possible to turn to

~;: ~ 
a nore substantive discussion of what formal theories of choice have to offer

I
to the studen~. of political decision-making.

D~DIVI~ JAL PREFERENCE, (i~OICE, AND RATIONALITY

I Preference-based theories of choice attempt to describe (or , in sane

cases , prescribe ) observable choices in ter ne of underlying preferences.

-

. I In this sense , preferences are thought of as being relative both to individual

• 
I 

people and to t ine . Thus a preference is a preference of a particular person

at a specific point in tine. In this section , however, it will be convenient

I to be a bit nore abst ract and consider the preference rela tion “is pr eferred to”

without specifying particular people and times. Nonetheless , it should always

I
I
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be renembered that different people may have different pref erences and a j
particular person’s preferences may well change over tine.

Preferences axe generall y thought to obtain between altern at ives~P~ A I
person might, for example, prefer the alternative of not voting in a particular

election to the alternat ive of voting. In such cases, it appears reasonable

to expect there to be sane relation between a person ’s preferences and his

choice behavior. For example, if it were known that a person in November of

1976 preferred the alternat ive not voting in the president ial election to the I
- 

alternative of voting , we would expect , all other things being equal , the

person to choose not to vote in the election . Theories of choice which ar e

based upon such assumptions may be termed preference-based theories of I
choice. The specific assumptions linking preference and choices are termed

rationality assumptions. The purposes of this section will be to first , J
propose a very general definition of preference based rationality , and to -

then identify a variety of nore specific assumptions about preference and

illustrate sane of the implications of these asst~~tions for choice behavi or. I
Theories of choice behavi or are frequently categorized with respect to

assimptions made about the decision envi~xure nt . For example , a co’mon I
categorization distinguishes between choice behavior under certainty, under

risk and under uncertainty. Envircments involving cert ainty are those in I
which a chosen alternative leads to certain and known consequences. I
A person is in a risky enviruunent if alternatives lead to consequenoes with

1mc
~
a
~ 

probabilities . Finally, an uncertain choice envirc*ment is one in which ]
alternatives lead to consequences with un~a~~in or undef inable pr obabilit ies.

*M alte rn ative may be thc~ight of as a particular stat e of th world in the sense

‘ 1  of Arr ~~ (1963). ]
H

- — • — •.- - — - •.—________________________
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- 
~~- In all of these situations , the preferences of the choser are general ly

assuned to be certa in. Any uncertain ty or risk ~~ues fran his knowledge of

the extern al world or “the stat e of nature . ” Since theories of dx~ice behavior

under certainty aie, in many cases , the simplest , they will be treated first.

A second distinction worth keeping in mind concern whether a particular

I A~~ is to be viewed as descript ive or prescri pt ive . If the objective of the

I theory is the former , the central question is whether the theory appears to be

~~ tne of the ~~~irioal world . If , on the other hand , the intent of the theory

is prescriptive the relevant quest ion is whether (and in what specific

circtmetances) a decision-maker would be wise to choose in accord with the

theory. Obviously this distinction will often be blurred since if a
- 

• t decision maker accepts a theory as providing good prescriptive advice , the theory

will also be useful in describing the behav ior of that decision-maker. Havix~g

j made these distinctions we will turn to the problem of choosing in a certain

decision envirument .

J RATIWAL~W -

People make choices. Implicit in the notion of choice is the idea
i that sanething wee selected or chosen where sanething else could have

if been selected . In genera]. it seene reasonable to assune that there is sane

relation between the preferences a person has for available alternatives

if and the alternative he selects. A litt le notation will make this discussion

far nore canpact. l.t X represent a set of alternatives and x represent a
11 set of ncnaspty finite subsets of X. Pbre concretely , suppose a person

I has three alternative weys of spending a particular evening: (1) att and

a precinct caucus (PC) , (2) attend a baseball gane (BG) , (3) wetch television

• I (TV) . In taxes of the notation:

1

I L’  _
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p X~~~{PC , BG, TV} I

x ((PC , BG, TV) , (PC , BG) , {PC , TV) , {BG , TV) , (PC) , (BG} , {TVI }

The set x contains as elements sets of alternatives (in this case all such

nonempty sets) the individual might be considering. ‘fl~ elements of x are 1
ter med presentation sets . The pair <X , x> can be ter med ( following Richter ,

1971) a choice space . O’~oioe spaces are sets of choice problens where given I
an element (presentation set) of x the task if to chocse one or nor e elements

fran the presentation set . At a very general level, a choice fran a pre-

sentation set can be said to be ra tional if the choice is made in accord with I
the chooser’s preferences . This notion of rationality as a relation between

preferences and choices while intuitivel y pleas ing is potentially troublesa ne I
• since behaviorally , only choices can be viewed. Preferences remain hidden

except as revealed through choices. Thus , in a survey a respondent ’s pre-

ferences over various candidates for President cannot be observed directl y

and instead must be inferred fran choices made when presented with various sets

of alternatives . A behaviorally useful definition of rational ity must avoid

the empty claim that anything chosen is rational since the thing chosen is

“obviously” preferred to that which wes available but not chosen . 1
Since choices are made fran present ation sets (elements of x), Richter J

(1971: 31) suggests defining choice (with respect to a choice space) as a nile

defined on x which for evew presentation set in x deei~~ates a non-~~~ty 1
subset of presented alternatives. This subset of the presentaticm set is

termed the choice for that presentation set. In the exan~ple above, xmsider I
the presentation set consisting of “going to the baseball gmne” and “attending 1
a precinct caucus ,“ (i.e •, (9(3, PL}). Suppose a person decided only to “go ¶
to the baseball game.” Such an event would entitle us to say that “going to I

• -~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ —.•- 
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r ~ the baseball game” was chosen, when “attending the precinct caucus” could

have been chosen. Prestm~bly, such a choice would be said to be rational

if the person preferred going to the basebal l gan~ to attending the caucus.

I To say that a person prefers going to a baseball gane to attending a

precinct caucus is to establish a relationship between the two alternatives.

I Pbre generally, “is preferred to” can be viewed as a binary relationship defined

l 
over the alternatives in (X) . Exactly what properties the preference relation

might be assiined to have is a matter of sane controversy (and consequence)

I and is a topic to which we shill return shortly.

First , however, there is iu~ enough conceptual apparatus to propose a

I very general definition of rationality. Recall that it was suggested that a

choice be termed rational if it is in accord with the chooser ’s preferences .

Pbre precisely , ( following Richter, 1971) a preference relation is said to

• rationalize a d~ ice on a choice space if for every presentation set , the

choice produoed is the set of most preferred elenents in the presentation set .

Q~ ioes which can be rationalized in this sense are termed rational. C~e

inçortant implication of this definition is that There do exist choices which

I are not rational. Thus the definition is not circular. As an exanple consider

‘ 
the following two presentation sets :

~~i: 
(9(3, ~~~~‘ 

Tv)

I ~~2: (PC , 9(3)

~uppoee a person chose “PC” in ~nd “8(3” in 
~~ 

According to the above

I definition, these d~ioss would not be rational since “PC” cannot be ‘~~ st

I in ~‘°~ ~~~ ~~~~~Ce “~~~~“ ~~~ ~~~

ex~~~1e, of ooiwse, dsp~~ds upon an implicit aest~~t1cn that the person s

preferences are not changing.

I

I 
_ _ _  

_ _ _ _ _ _  __________
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Thus we have a very general (yet non-circular ) definition of rationality. J
This definit ion is ncre general than the ra tionality asstznptions which have -

been generally used . In order to get to these nore canir nly encountered

definitions, it will be necessary to make nore ass~mçt ions about the nature ]
of the preference relation. It should , however, be kept in mind that the

asstznptions which follow are “special cases” and one may reject most any j
of them and still ass~ ne people to be rat ional in the sense identified above .

Let us symbolize the “is prefe rr ed to” relation by the symbol P , the

relation “is indifferent to” by the symbol I and the relation “is preferred I
or indifferent to” by the symbol R. ~~other conro n way of rendering the weak

preference relation R is to r ead aRb as “alternative a is ‘at least as good as’ I
alternative b” to sane chooser at sane time. Using this notation, aTh if and only

if aRb and not bRa . Sane powerful properties frequent ly ass~ined to hold for I
R, an d lar e :

1) connectedness: for any pair of alternatives in X , either

aRb or bRa (or , equivalently, aPb or bPa or bla ) I
2) reflexivity: for any alternat ive in X, aRa

3) transitivity: for any three alternatives in X, aRb and bRa • I
i~xp1ies that aRc.

Preference orders satisfying the above three axiane are termed weak preferenced

orders. These axiane are of central importance to many rational choice theories I
in political science, econanics and psychology. Thus it will be useful to

consider the reasonableness of each of them separately. I
A psychological interpretation of the connectedness property is that the

chooser can carçare each pair of the alternatives in X with respect to
Ij 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -
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preference and indifference . This assumption seems quite reasonable in

situations where a person produces a set of alternatives hinseif. It is

possible , luiever , that in sane cases where X is in part determined by othe rs
• 

~~ I (e.g. , “socially” determined ) the individual may be unable to identify any

dimension of canparison anx ng sane of the alternatives arid thereby be unable

I to prefer one to the other or to be indifferent an~~g them. Such possibilities

I axe discussed in Riker and Ordeshook (1973: 16— 17).

The reflexivi ty condition appears totally unobj ectionab le. It is difficult

to imagine a person refusing to a~ nit that an alte rn ative was at least as

P good as itself. If such a person were to be found we would likely &ubt

I that he understood what was meant by “is at least as good as. ”

The trans itivity assumption is perhaps the most controversial. In order to

see the basis for the controversy it will be useful to consider separately

the question of transitivity of I and the question of the transit ivity of P.

Most objections to transitivity focus upon requiring I to be transitive. The

I classic example deals with adding sugar grain by grain to a cup of coffee.

I A person might be unable to detect a sweethess difference between a cup of

coffee with no sugar and with one grain of sugar . Nor , in fact, might he

J be able to discriminate any two cups of coffee which differed by only one

grain of sugar. Yet, preetmably at sane point enough sugar would be added that

I the individual could discriminate coffee with lots of sugar fran black coffee.

Suppose this person prefers black coffee to “sweetened” coffee. Then we

would have a person who is indifferent between two cups which differed by

I only ae grain of sugar but who is not indifferent between black coffee and

coffee with, say, a spoonful of sugar. In such a case a series of successive

I “lndiff.renos&’ leath to a preference and therefore indifference is not

tre it iv.. Thc~i 1es such as this one have lead sane theori.ets (e.g. ,

I
N
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Fishbu rn , 1973) to develop theories which dispense with transitive i.ndifferences. J
• There are , hc~ ever, severe], aspects of such examples which reduce their

impact . First , the example obvious ly depends upon a person ’s inability to

discriminate certa in differences. Such examples cannot be provided for strict J
preference s since to prefer a to b obviously requires that a be discriminable

fran b. Noting this , McKay (forthcxsning) suggests restricting the transitivity

asst~rq)tion to perceptually distinct alternat ives . ktother way of accc*npl ishing

• the same end would be restrict X (or at least elements of X) to alternatives

which are discriinirtabl e to the chooser. This really does not appear to be all I
that great a restriction. Recall too that there is no universal theory of

t choice - only a set of theories. Thus we should riot expect an assumption I
to be realized in all cases . Restrict ing the applicabili ty of weak order

assim~ tions to alternat ives which are perceptually distinct does riot seem I
unreasonable (thoug h we shall have to return to this question when we consider I
the uncount ãbly infinite alternative sets posited in spatial theories of

electoral ccxnpetition). 1
The second question relates to the transitivity of P. This needs to

be considered on both conceptual and empirical grounds. Suppose a person in I
1968 is offered a choice between Humphrey and Nixon and chooses Humphrey. He Iis then offered a choice between Nixon and Wallace and chooses Nixon. Finall y,

when presented with Wallace and Ht.inphrey, he selects Wallace. These choices 1
(and the preferences pres~.med to underly them) are intransitive. We have JIPN ,

NW, and WI ’li. What can we say of such a person? ‘ll’ere seem to be essentially 1
two tacks which might be taken. First , it could be noted that preferences are

relative to time and perhaps the individ ual has changed his preferences in the

course of otw presenting him with alternatives . Such a possibility always exists I
(since we can observe cnly choio~s and not preferences and we can only observe

I
- — * - — - _ _ _ _ _
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one choice at a time) . In such situations an ass~.rpti on of algebreic transitivity

which i~~ores time (i.e., the dynamics of the choice process) will fail to

capture important behavioral aspects of the problem.

I A second possibility is that the person at one time point has intransitive

preferences . Such a possibility seems to me to violate the very meaning of

-
~ pre ference . As an example , consider a situation (due to Davidson, et al, 1955)

I where a department chairperson offers Mr . S. three options : (a) a full

professorship at $5 ,000 , (b) an associate professo rship at $5,500 ,

and (a) an assistant professorship at $6 ,000. Davidson , et a]. (1955: 145)

I 
suggest that S. might reason: aPb since the advantage in kudos outweighs

the sme].l difference in salary ; bPc for the sane reason; cPa since the differ ence

i.n salary is ri~~ enough to outweigh a netter of rank.” The question is, are

such in-transitive preferences reasonable? Clearly they are not rational

I (even in the very general sense defined earlier) if it is asstmed that S. will

I 
choose fran distinct pairs in accord with his preferences. ~~reover, there

are strong prescriptive reason why a person would be unwise to all~~ such

I intransitive preferences to determine his choices. As an illustration , the

chairperson might say to S.:

“. . . ‘I see you prefer b to a, so I will let you have the associate

professorship - for a snell consideration. ~~~~ difference nust be

1 worth ece.thing to you.’ Mr . S. agrees to slip the department head

I 
$25 to get the pr efer red alternativ e. Ncw, the department bead says ,

‘Since you prefer a to b, I ’m prepared - if you will pay me a little
I for my tr ouble - to let you have the full professorship.’ Mr. S.

hands over another $25 and starts to walk ~~~y . . . ‘Hold on,’ says

I the departhent head, ‘I just realized you’d rather have a than a. And

I can arrange that — provided . . . ‘“ (Davidson et a]., 1955: 146)

- I
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What seems to be going on is that Mr. S. char ges the daninant “dimension” of I
cunparison frau “rank ” to “salary ” as he considers different pairs of alte rn a- 

-

t ives. Hcwever , a person choosing in such a fashion (i.e. , in accord with I
the int ra nsitive prefe rences ) can quick ly be divested of resources . Thus

there seem to be solid grounds for advi sing a person not to neke choices

based upon intransitive preferences (see Schwartz , 1972 , for an alte rn ative I
account of thi s examp le). Such advice of course does not preclude the

per son fran continuing to choose int ra nsitively. 1
This is not to say that there are not empirical ex~np1es of int ra nsitive

choice behavior. There certainly are and they are well docusented Ce. g.,

see Tversky , 1969 , May, 1973). Indeed, the empirical evidence against I
transitivit y is so stru~g that one praninent scholar has claimed “. . . as a

basis for psychological theorizing , algeb ra ic transit ivity [the sort of I
tr ansitivit y being discussed here ] is dead. . .“ (E~~ards , 1961: 77).

Again , it is important to note that the relevant questio n is not whether

transitivity is always a descriptively reasonable assusçtiOfl, but rather , I
in what decision envira rnents trans itivity can be e~çected to hold. Recent

research by Buss (1976) provides surprisingly stru*g eiçirical support for U~~ I
transitivity assijnption. Buss asked first grade children ~~~ they would pr efer

to obey in each of four contexts (“working around The bane,” “working in the

classroan,” “being a citizen of the U.S., ” and “in a time of war ”). T~~

alternative set CX) consisted of “nether ,” “father ,” “teacher’,” “principal ,“

“vice-president ,” and “president .” ‘Ihe presentation sets consisted of all I
the distinct two element subsets of X. This is an extr~nely stringent test

for transitivity since these thil~~en are likely to be in either Piaget ’s I
preoperetional stage of oo~~itive develcçnen t or very early in the cu~crete ii
operational stage. In either case Piaget would predic t that the children ~r mx~1d

I
~1
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- 

- not exhibit transitive reasoning. Yet Buss found very high level of

transitive choice behavior in his first grade subjects. He reports sii~ilar
- 

(though slightly higher) results for fifth grade and college students. Further ,

he found it was possible to increase transitive choice behavior by i.etting the

first graders ask questions about the various situations. This lends indirect

I support to the hypothesis that intrartsitivities are ncre likely to be

I encountered in situations involving unfaniliar alternatives.

Nonetheless, it is clear (Tversky, 1969; Buss, 1976) that the degree

of transitivity exhibited by choosers can be experimentally manipulated.

This is the case in certain, as well as risky and uncertain, envira~~nts and

I suggests that additional attributes of the decision envirorunent nust be

I specified before transitivity can be justified on descriptive grounds. These

traits appear to be related to the “ocinpiexity” of the choice task.

I
I
I
1

I
I
I
I

- . - ______________________



RISK AND W~~~L~IN’1Y 1
Weak preference orders (i.e. , preference orders where R satisfies the

axiane of connecte&~ess, reflexivity , and transitivi ty ) are useful not I
only because in many situations they appear quite reasonable, but also I
because they can be faithfully represented by utility functions . A set of

alternative s (X) together with the preference-indifference relation (R ) will , I
in genera l, be non-ntznerioal. That is, alternatives may consist of candidates ,

policies, etc . and not nusthers . It will often be useful to be able to talk about I
preferences niineri cafly . To do this it is convenient to define a utili ty Ifunction. * In decision envirtnments involving certain ty (such as that

discussed above) , a utili ty function is defined over the alte rn ative set (X) I
and it can be sha~n that (except for certain uncountable alternative sets )

for weak preference orders there will exist a (non-unique ) real valued utili ty I
function on X such that

aPb if and only if u (a) > u(b)

In this sense , to assert that a person chooses his nest preferred alte rn ative I
is equivalent to saying he chooses that alternative which has associated with

it the highest utili ty index. This is the notion of utility used in , for I
exanple, u~st work in spatial theories of electoral ccrq etition.

H~~ever , in decisions involving risk or uncertain ty it is no longer

reasonable to assune that a rational chooser will necessarily select the

alternative with the highest associated utility since the chooser does not ,

by assiaption, kncw for certain the state of the world when making his selection. I
CA utility function is a nile which assigns a ntsnber u(a) to each alternative

In I such that preference order is preserved in the nur~rica1 order.

IH
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J~ 
Such choice problema are frequently investigated in tet1~e of a “payoff

I matrix” whose r~~s (a1) correspond to alternative actions and whose

colurris (Of) correspond to the possible “state s of nature . ” The entries in

the cells of the payoff matrix (o
n

) then represent the out~~ne that occurs

when a particular choice is made and a particular state of nature obtains.

I r~cision-..niakers are assumed to have a weak preference order over the outcaies.

As a sjir~,le example , consider the foucwing payoff matrix for a person

deciding whether to carry an umbrella on a walk.

J States of Nature

I Alternative Actions $1: rain 02 : no rain

a1: carry unthr’ella 011: stay dry carry 012: stay dry carrying the

J umbrella umbrella

I a2 : do not carry 021: get wet without 022 : stay dry without carrying
wrbrella carrying umbrella the umbrella

( If the decision- maker knew whether it would rain, then the choice problem would

be ci~~ under certainty. If he could assign probabilities it would be decision-

I making under risk , and if there was no knowledge of probabilities it would be

J choice under uncertainty. Since choice under certainty has already been

discussed , Let us now look at theories of choice which have been developed for

I risky situations.

The basic theory to be presented was developed by Von Neumann and

I Mor~enstern (l9’~7). They identified and justified saie axicme about

‘ 
preferenoes whIch, if satisfied, guarantee that a person’s choice behavior can

be rationalized as the maximization of his expected utility . Von Ne’.menn and

I M z#natern’ s purpose in developing these axice~s was prescriptive. They felt

I
I 

I
-L

u
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the axions described how a rational decision maker ought to behave . However , I
there has been considerable empirical ~~rk invest igating the descriptive

adequacy of the axic~~ as well. The basic idea behind the Von Neumann and

Morgenste rn analysis was as follows. Consider a gamble in which you either I
win or lose $500. If you refuse to gamble, you neither win nor lose and

your winnings are $0. It would seem reasonable to assune that your choice

of whether to accept the gamble will depend upon (your peroeption of) the

- probability of your winning. The higher the probabili ty of winning, the

riore wining you would be to gamble . Further , there will be sc~ie probability

of winning such that if the prob ability is any l~~~r you will refuse to

gamble , and if it is any higher you will accept the gamble . At precise ly [
this point you are indifferent between gambling and not gambling. Thus , they

argued , at this probabili ty your expected utili ty fran gambling should be I
precise ly equal to your expected utili ty of not gambling. Based upon an 1
axianatic treatment ( included in the axians is the requirement that the chooser

j  
have a weak preference order over the outcomes) of this sort of reasoning (see

I thoe and Raiffa , 1957 for a very readable discussion of the axicins), Von Neumann

and Morgenstern were able to prove the existence of a utili ty function (u) I
over outum~s (o1~) such that a person who chooses that alternative act ion (a 1

)

I for which the expected utili ty ~~~~~ u(o1~)) is at a maxinun always chooses

I in accord with his preferences over the out~~~~s. Th~~ a person ’ s choice I
I behavior is considered rational if it maximizes his expected utility . It is 

-

I inçortant to note that the proof of existence of such a utility function does 1
I not depend on being able to make choices over a repeated set of trials and thus

I the theory is applicable to “one tlj~~” decision situations .

I
]
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While the expected utili ty (EU) approach appears to make intuitive sense ,

there is one well known example (due to Allais (1953) and discussed in Cocinbs ,

Dawes, and Tversky (1970: 126-128)) which both illust ra tes the Di approach and

I suggests that caution be exercised in apply ing EU theory. Consider the

following two situations each of which involves gambles expressed in millions

I of dollars .

I 
Situation 1. Q~oose between

Gamble 1. Win 1/2 million dollar s with probability 1;

I Gamble 2. Win 2 1/2 million dollar’s with probability .10;

Win 1/2 million dolla rs with probability .89;

I Win 0 dollars with probability .01.

Situation 2. ~ toose between

Gamble 3. Win 1/2 million dollars with probability .11;

I Win 0 dollars with probability .89;

Gamble ‘4. Win 2 1/2 million dollars with probability . 10;

I Win 0 dollars with probability . 90. 
-

Apparently nost people will prefer Gamble 1 to Gamble 2 since it guarantees
I they beoci~ rich. F~.wther , most people Gamble ‘4 to Gamble 3 since a ~na11

I difference in the probability of winning is dczninated by a large difference

in the ~~~unt to be won. ‘fl~ se choices , reasonable though they appear , ire
4

- J inconsistent with the expected utility principle. This can be seen by noting

I 
that the choice of GaThble 1 over Gamble 2 implies :

u(gamble 1) > u(ganble 2)

I 
or

l•u(l/2 m.) > . lOu(2 1/2 in. ) + .89u(]./2 in.) + .Olu(0)

or
.llu(]./2) ) . lOu(2 1/2) + .Olu(0)

I
I

— ~~~~~~ .— 
-.- ____________ ____________ _____
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Similarly, the choice of Gamble ‘4 over Gamble 3 ij~~lies: I

u(gamb].e ‘4) > u (gamble 3) -

or I
.lOu (2 1/2 m.) + .90u(0) > .llu (l/2 m.) + .89’j (O)

or -

.l0u(2 l/2m. ) + .Olu(0) > .Uu (1/2 m.) 1
These two inequalities are obviously inconsistent and thus the “reasonable”

choices cannot be rationalized by appeal to Lii. Ck-ie response to such examples I
is, of course, to say that the choices were only apparently reasonable and that 1
EU theory should be followed as normative guide. After a re-examination nf

our preferences, we would revise ow’ choices to make them consistent with Lii 1
theory. MaCCrinII~~ (1967) tested this claim by showing Allais-like problenE to

upper-middle-level executives . His conclusion was that the executives tended I
to regard deviations fran EU theory as mistakes and ~ *i1d change their decisions

to make tham consistent with the theory if given a chance. Nonetheless, these

findings certainly indicate caution in applying Lii as a descriptive theory. 1
A second response is to question the assumptions of the Lii model which

lead to the “funny” results. The questionable assuiptions seem to be those J
which permit gambles to be considered as being “context free ” in the sense

that all that cc*ints in evaluating and comparing gambles is the desirability of

and probability of outoal~s. “The probløn seems to be that receiving 0 in the I- 

context of gaithie 1 is different fran receivir~ 0 in the context of gathie 2.

But this in tunn raises doubts about the substitutability and reduction . . . I
ax.iai~ of the EU model. (Fior4j *,1975: 10)”

A further critielat of the EU model has been that it requires that

probabilit ies of outcomes be known in advance. Savage (195’4 ) has developed I -

i f .

__________ 
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a set of axias~ based upor~ subjective probability assi~~mants. Savage ’s axioms

lead to a result similar to that of Von Ne~.um~nn and ?brgensterr~ only now

- - the rational individual acts so as to maximize subjective expected util ity

I (SEU) . Savage’s SEU theory is a generalization of EU since it allows for’

individual differences in both the identification of utilities and the probability

I of events . t.hfortunately, SEU is also subject to puzzling examples similar

1 to that presented above. Perhaps the most familiar is that due to Eilsberg

(1961) and discussed in Fiorina (1975).

I ~~ SELl theory tends to collapse the distinction between risky and

uncertain decision envin~ii~nts made earlier by permitting subjective

I probability estimates to be used even if “objective ” probabilities arep I unevaluates. Nonetheless , there may be situations where information about

probabilities is so suspect that we wish to ignor e the information in reaching

- I decisions. Ferejohn and Fiorina (197’4) suggest the choice of whether to

vote is, for many people, such a decision . There are a plethora of criteria

- I which have been suggested as being appropriate in such situations . A Ir ief

description of five such “decision rules” should suffice to alert the reader to

the difficulties in making predictions about behavior in uncertain situations

I without prior kiu~i1edge about the specific decision rule being employed by

the deciaio~~~~~r.

I The fo1]~ dng are a sample of some “reasonable” decision rules for

I choosing in i.moertain envthui~nts. Milnor (195’e) and Coarbe, 1~~es and

Tvereky (1970) pr ovide a more extended discussion of each of the decision rules.

1 1. Pr inciple of insufficient reason: This criterion tranaforma

uncertainty to risk by aasl~~ing equal subjective probabilities

I to all states of natwe. This asa1gr~~ it is jua tified on the grounds

4
i
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that if the chooser is really uncertain as to the probabilities of J
the various states of nature , then the states should be considered

equiprobable. However , unless the decision-maker is using a I
minimal state representation (and , given the degr ee of ignorance

being assuned, this is unlikely), the identif ication of states is

arbitrery (i.e. , another set of states could have been used) and I
thus so are solut ions based upon this princ iple .

2. Maximin Criterion: This criterion advises the selection of that J
alternative whose inini.nun payoff is at a maxiiTum. This principle is -

quite conservative and is based upon an implicit assunp tion of a

“hostile ” nature . For this reason , this criterion is centre]. in J
the theory of ccziçetitive games.

3. Maximax Criterion : This criterion suggests selection of that alternat ive I
‘~xse maxinum payoff is the maxinun. This maximax criterio n is

optimistic in the sama sense that the maxiirun criterion is pessimistic.

4. Hurwicz Pess1mism-Op~ rnian Cr iterion : This generalizes criterion 2 J
and 3 and weighs the best and worst payoff for each altern ative by

some constant a , (0~u~1)oal1ed a pessimism-optimism index. 
~~ I

“value” of an alternative is then a(maxinun payoff) + (1-u) (minimun

payoff) and the choice is that alternative with the highest “value. ”

When a:l this criterion reduces to the maxinun criterion and when I
a: 0 it reduces to maximax.

5. Minimax Regret Criterion: This criterion suggests associating a I
regret matrix with the payoff matrix. Each entry of the payoff matrix

is the arithietic difference between the payoff that obtains and I
the maxijman payoff that could obtain if the true state of nature

were kz~~n in advance. Like the maxiinln criterion it focuses tçon

II
1)
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the worst case. This criterion was used by Ferej chn ~~i Fiorina

(1974) in their analysis of the decision whether to vote .

A difficulty in using these criteria to make predictions (or reu~rinendaticms)

I about behavior is that there exist situat ions in which each criterion will

I suggest a different acticm (e.g., see (~ajt,e, et a]., 1970 : 142). Thus while

each criterion may appear reasonable, they are oapabie of producing quite

I different choices. ~~at is needed to make predictions about choice behavior

is an independent theory of the selection of decision rules (e.g. , see

I Chernoff , 1954). Such a theory would seen, cmos ag~dn , to have to take into

account decision “context” as well as attitudes toward risk on the part of the

decision—maker (e.g. , see Cooirbs, 1974).

J STOGIASTIC ~~~ORIE S OF

All of the theories considered to this point have assueed that a chooser ’s

J preference order over alte rn atives (outcx~ies) is a weak order and is deter ministic.

Any probabilities are ass~~ed to refer to knowledge about the world and not

• I ki~~1edge about preferences. There are , however, a rnai~er of axiomatic theories

J of choice which, rather’ than view the preference relation as deterministic

(aPb) , posit that it only makes sense to refer’ to the probability that a is

J pr eferred to b by an individual . These stochast ic theories of choice were

developed in order to account for the empirical observations that people

- 
- frequently make different choices under what appears to be identical conditions

J and that choice behavior is often intransitive. This lack of consistency

may be attributable to changing tastes, etc. (in which case a deterministic

I theory ~~a1d seen “ultimately” to be app~.~~iate) or it may be attributable

to an tmderlylng psychological nechanism which itself is stochastic.

j t~, I .
I

-~ I - -
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p.4 Stochastic theories of choice tend to fall into two categories: constant J

utility theories and randan utili ty theories . In constant utility theo ries the

assi.znption is made that alternatives have a fixed utili ty and that choice

behavior is a function of the distance between the utilities of the alternatives 1
in the presentation set (e.g., see Luce (1959)) . Rand om utili ty theori es, on

the other hand, assune that the alternative with the highest utility is always I
chosen, but that the utilities thenselves fluctuate (e.g. , see Coalt)s probalistic

unfolding theoren). It is iiiçortant to note that the probabilities one posited 1
to arise fran propert ies of the individual chooser. They do not arise from pooling I
data fran a rn.nnb er of subjects (in fact several such theories can be tested 

~~~
at the individual level and can be formally slu.in not to hold for pooled data ). I

While the various stochast ic theories have received sane empirical

support , they axe , unfortunately , not ii~utune fra n logical problens of the I
sort discussed in connection with the expected utility theor ies. For example ,

Luce (1959) developed a theory to explain relationships between situat ions

in which a person is asked to choose one alternative fran a larger presentation I
set and situations in which the person is asked to rank order (fran float

preferred to least preferred) the alternatives in the presentation set . I
A main result of his theory was what has become kiu.m as “thee’s Choice

Axian.” La.ioe’ s Choice Axian has received empirical supp ort . However, if

one additionally asewnee that people rank order alternatives in reverse order I
(i.e. , fran least preferred to noat preferred) and select their least

preferred alternative fran a presentation set in accord with thee’s axioms, J
then it follows that ~~ alternative is preferred to any other alternative

with an equal probability (see Thoreon and Stever, 1974 for proofs ). In other

words, it can be pro’.ren that preferences are uniformly rendan. Given the I
reasonableness of the rsvsreability aesurç~t lens, one is led to regard Luce’ a

- 
theory with s~ e ~ispicicn. I
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While the range of theories of individual choice has rarely been touched upon,

erct~h differ~~t sets of asstmptions (and attendant problene) have been presented

to give a flavor of the approach taken by the axkaatic theorists. Before

I dis~~ssing the relevanoe of this approach to the study of political

decision-making, let us briefly examine how sara of these theories have been

I used by political scientists (and others) to examine prob1en~ of social choice.

I SOCIAL ~IOI(I

Theorists working with axicinatic theories of choice are very nuch oceinitted

I to the individual as the relevant unit of analysis. It is, after all , the

individual who can properly be said to have preferences. Thus is should not

be surprising to find that when rational choice theorists turn to questions of

I social d~ ice, their interest is in such problene as how (i.e. , through what

nechanisnE, procedures , etc. ) individual choices beame aggregated into social

I choices (where the society is the collection of individuals) and what “properties”

I resulting social choices will have. There are a rnather of excellent reviews of

work in this area (e.g. , Barry, 1970; Riker and Ordeshook, 1973; Taylor , 1971;

I Ordeshod , 1974; Weisber’g, 1975; Plott, 1976) so this section will be

relatively brief and will attelçt to identify general directions rather than

I specific findings.

(~e area of considerable effcvt has involved examining the properties of

I different voting procedures. The basic question in this regard has been whether

I there will exist voting procedur es (or social welfare functions) which will

produce social choices (or social “preference” orders) which neet certain

I conditions. The msjor work in this area Is, that of Arra. ( 1963) (for an

exb~~~ ly r~~ iahIe review of Arrw’ a asstarption and results see P~ott,

I
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forthcxzning). Suppose we have three people with the following preferences I
over an alte rn ative set consist ing of Huriphrey (H) , Nixon (N) , and Wallace (W) .

1. JIPN , NW, 11W 1
2. NW, WRY, NP!!

- 3. WPH, HPN, WPN

• These preferences are , for each individual, transitive. Yet note what happens I
if the preferences are aggregated to a group “preference” on the basis of

a majority vote over the two elenent subsets (asstzning , of course , the 1
people vote for that available alternative Which is highest in their preferenc e

order ). In an election between Husphr ey and Nixcn, Htnn phrey wins two votes

to one. In a Nixon-Wallace race , Nixon wins two to one . Finally , in a Himphrey- I
Wallace election , Wallace defeats Humphrey two to one. If the group’s “pre ferences”

t are thought to be ident ified with the results of the voting, we have I
Group : HPN, NW , WPN

The group’s “preferences ” are intransitive and we have an exanpie of the “paradox

of voting.” I
Arra~ vastly generalized the “paradox” by proving that no voting procedure

involving ii~re than two alternatives and n~re than two rational (in the sense I
of their having weak preference orders) voters cciuld satisfy the following

eeeTdngly iru~ocuous ethical conditions and produce a transitive social

“preference” order: I
1. ~~restricted ~~nain: The voting procedure nust accept any of the

logically possible preference orders fran any of the voters. J
2. Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives: The social “preference”

between any two alternatives a and b depends only upon the voter’s I
ordering of a and b.

I
‘I
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• 3. Pareto Principle : If all the voters prefer a to b then so shall society.

‘4 . Non-Dictatorship: There exists no indIvidual whose preference order is

always the sane as society’s regardless of the orderings of the

I other voters. This cx ndition prohibits the existence of a dictator.

Arr~u.i proved the conditions described above (including the requirement

I that voters have weak preference orders) are logically inconsistent. This

I result has generated cx~nsiderable research. Saie of it attempted to renove the

inconsistency by nr.idifyin g the conditions. Black (1958) , for example , has

I shown that if oc~idition 1 is nodified to allow only “single—peaked” preference

orders then the new set of a nditic~is are not inconsistent . Others have

I attacked oo~xIiticn two as being unreasonable (see McKay. forthc~ining, for a

I s~nnary of the criticiw~ of this condition as well as other of Arrow’s conditions).

ftnother line of arguient (Fishburn , 1970; Riker and Ordeshook, 1973) has

been that we should not expect “coherent” (in the sense of transitive) social

choices. Such expectations are based upon a prior category error of predicating

I I properties to groups that properly belong only to Individuals. “There is no

I reason to expect consistency in social outociies, 1~~ever, for they are not

selected to maximize anything, merely to reflect the views of majorities or of

I groups selected by other methods of stmmation” (Riker and Ordeshook, 1973: 84).

Fiehbtwn (1970) provides several very clever exsnples to illustrate that

- I social trensitivity is inconsistent with the principle that any candidate

I 
who receives all or all but one of The votes should win.

If the thrust of Arr ow’ a result can be thought of as negative (in the sense

of &x*dng that a certain thing Which appears to be desirable oan~t be had) ,

then so can efforts in the area of “spatial ” theories of electoral o~~~etitIen.

I Spatial theo~~ here refers to i~~4c arising out of a par t of Down’s (1957)

I

_ _ _  

_ _ _ _  

_ _ _ _-
_ _ _ _ _ _
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1
An Ecoiunic Theory of Denocracy. ‘I~~ genera]. approach is to assume a I
world of voters with weak preference orders over an n-dimensional ~1iclidean

“issue space.” The “dimensions ” of the space are loosely interpreted as 1
“issues” and a point in the issue space can be thought of as a potential

party platfor~n. Citizen ’s preferences over the points in the issue

space are represented by utility functions . Generally, two candidate majority I
rule elections are studied and a candidate is represented by a point in the issue

space. Typically voters are assumed to vote for the candidate whose position I
has associated with it the highest utility (in the spatial analog, to vote for

the candidate “nearest” the voter ’s ideal point). Since candidates are also

assizied to be rational, the major focus of spatial theory has been upon candidate 1
strategy under different asswiptions concerning the distribution of voters in

the issue space. ?bre precisely, the concern has been to identify necessary I
and/or sufficient conditions for the existence of equilibrium points - points

fran which a rational candidate would have no Incentive to nove since they I
would not lose to any other point . Ordeshook (1974) provides a clear i
analysis of the assunptions of the various spatial theories .

Spatial theory differs fran Arr~~ in several important respects. First, I
while Arr~~z ass~zied voters have preferences over a finite nur~er of alternatives,

spatial theorists consider alternative sets with an izicountably infinite I
nusber of alternatives. Thus the spatial theorist finds it necessary to identify

utility functions for individuals. As was discussed earlier in the coffee

example, aseiiçtiona of the existence of weak preference orders seem less J
ocmpeulng when the chooser is required to make Infinitely fine distinctions

(as he is in order to define continuous utilit y functions over uncountable ]
alte rn ative sets) • Nonethiess this asstai~t ion is no different than that made i
In genera] equilibritan enalysie In econanics. Second, voter’s preferences

II
1~]
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are assuned to be “single-peaked” with respect to each dimension (again ,

violating Ar’ra~z’s first condition). It should be noted , lx*,ever , that
I although these assusç~tions may appear restrictive , they are the sane

(or similar) to assumptions required to employ uost irulti-dinensional

scaling techniques.

I In teru~ of the searth for conditions leading to the existence of majority

equilibrium points, results have been generally negative. If there are nore

I than two dimensions, the existence of such points generally depends very strictly

I upon the voters being synisetrically distributed about sane point in the issue

space. Such an assumption is, of course, unlikely to be net • In the one

I dimensional case, t~~ns (1957) shads the median is always an equilibrium point

(assuming everyone votes). Similarly in two dimensions Wendell and Thorson

I (1974) prove the nulti-dimensicnal median to be an equilibrium of certain rather

t a restrictive ass~.u!ptions apply to the citizen’s utility functions .

Pert~aps as a consequence of these results, efforts seeni to be noving into

II I nore empirical areas (to atten~t to identify the dan~in of applicability of

f spat ial theory) and into att~~~ts to identify weaker assueq tions and weaker

I notions of equilibrium.

I ~~ile axianatic theories of choice have been applied in a n~z~ er of

additional political drin,Ths such as problese of public goods provision

I (Olson, 1965), regulation (&ichanan and ~ glock, 1962), and coalitions (Riker,

1962, DeSween, 1973), a caiprehenaive survey is outside the sccçe of this essay.

I Nopefully this overview of Ar~u~ and spatial Theory provides the basis for a

perspective fran which ease ca’ua~ts can be nede about possible relations between

• a,dc tic theories of choice and political decision-making. Such will be the

I task of the oa~cludfng section.
1

I1
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Throughout the preceeding lengthy (although by no means exhaustive)

discussion of axicinatic theories of choice, the point was repeatedly made that I
there is no single accepted theory which accounts for all aspects of choice 1
behavior . Rather , there are a ntmther of theories - based upon different

assumptions - which seen to “wor k” in sane settings and not others. These I
theories do , however , have some xziu~malities. Central anong these is the

premise that choice behavior can be rationalized by reference to underlying 1
preferences. Such a premise can be stated very generally as was done early in Ithe third section or it can be made nor e restrictive as when the assumption is

made that people have weak preference orders over some alternative set. I
In evaluat ing the reasonableness of rationality assumptions with respect

to polit ical decision-making, it would seem that the appropriate question is

not “are political decision-makers ra tional?” bot instead , given the variet y

of rationality assumptions available , “in what contexts or decision envirwnents

do what kinds (if any ) of rational ity assumptions make sense?” Unfor tunate ly 1
this is not a sinç ].e question to answer . Pirst, it is difficult because political

science has no accepted theory of context to assist in determining which I
decision envirousents are similar and which are rot . Second , nost e~pirical

tests of the various assumptions have been run in exper imental settings

specificall y designed to eliminate as much context (with the exception of the I
certainty/risk distinctions mentione d earlier ) as possible. This is, of course ,

good exper imental design if one wants to know whether there exist situations J
- in which certain data can be predicted by a particular theory. Th the extent ,

h~~~ver, that one concern is with the interaction between decision enviru ~nent I
and appropriate rationality assumptions, decision enviraise nt variables trust

be explicitly incltxied in the experimental, design.

F
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The point being made about context is really part of a lar ger arg~.mant to

the effect that choice behavior is only one component of the “decision-making

process.” To study choice behavior in isolation fran the rest of the process

I requires making sane rather heroic asstsi~tions about the deccirçosability of

I the entire process. These assumptions may be quite plausible to the eccEomist

interested in investigating properties of choice behavior under conditions

of ecciunic equilibrium (which make the decxxnposit ion reasonable) . They nay

be less plausible in many political contexts where the focus is upon change

I (or at least where the case far equilibrium has yet to be made ). Thus, for

example, we would expect a political campaign to have an impact upon citizen ’s

I preferences and would be suspicious of a theory which focuses only upon the

1 impact of people’s preferences upon candidate behavior by assert ing that

preferences were being taken as “givens.” This is not to say that rational

1 choice theories are inappropriate to voting behavior. It is to say, however,

that a rational choice theory which takes preferences as givens is rot

~ I likely to be as satisfactory in sane settings as one which is au~nented by a

I theory of preference formation.

If human choice behavior is context-sensitive, then one way of gett ing

I the context into the theories is through a ticre careful specificat ion of what is

meant by a “set of alternatives.” Typically this set is assumad to be simply

t~ an “abstract” set with no specific content. Yet we s~~z earlier in this paper

that it was useful to restrict nmater’ship in alternative sets to those which

- U are discriminable by the decision-maker. To make such a restriction is to

• posit a relation between The decision-maker and the alternative set. This
I

rather simple r’equirenent would likely cause problema for spatial theories

I since there is an Implicit aaatmpticn that every voter is capable of niaking

infinitely fine discriminations. Yet there is cu~aider~able evidence to support

I 4,
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the claim that voters vary considerably in their “level of political J
information” and consequently in their ability to discriminate alternatives .

Ibreover, the forma l definition of rationality makes a distinction between I
a large set of alternatives and the subset actually available in a given

choice problem. This subset was terma d a “presentation set .” The approaches

consider ed in this essay have implicitly assumed that there is agreement J
between the analyst and the decision-maker as to what constitutes the pre-

sentation set . For example, in the presidential election between Nixon (N) , J
Humphrey (H) , and Wallace (W) , the presentation set would seem to have been -

~ ~{H, N, WI . Consider a person who prefers Wallace to Nixon , Wallace to Humphrey

- a~d Nixon to Hun~~rey. If such a person is rational and is given the pre- I
sentation set (H, N, WI we would expect W to be the choice . Hc*iever,

Far’quaharson (i96~ ) and others , have noted that if the person realizes 1
that Wallace has very little chence of winning, rather than “throwing away”

5;. a vote on Wallace , it might be reasonable to choose the second most pr~ferred I
alternative and vote for Nixon. This is tenned insincere votin g since it Iinvolves voting against one ’s first choice.

F~op1e choosing insincerely might be viewed as choosing irrati onally wit.h I
respect to the presentation set {ii, N, WI . However , per~iaps (H, N, WI is not

the presentation set being considered by the chooser. Instead , the set nay I
consist of H, N , and W together with estimates of each candidate ’s probability

of w3nnlng. This is roughly the g~~e theoretic tack that Farquaharson (1969)

takes. What seers to be needed then is a theory of perception (which can be J
used to deter~rdxie what presentation set will be perceived by the chooser) as

well as a theory of rational choice (which will determine what choice will I
be made fran the perceived presentation set).

IH
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p 
- A further difference among alternative sets is whether the alternatives

axe , relative to sore chooser, “simple” or “crmipound.” A simple alternative

is one which cannot be broken down into aspects over which the chooser has

j preferences . His preferences are simply over the alternative. In carpound

alternatives preferences over the alternatives are arrived at by caiparing

I preferences over the aspects which make up the alternative. As an example ,

I suppose a person prefers Ford to Reagan . If asked why he had such a preference
- he might reasonably respond that he did not Jc~ow why - he simply preferred Ford

to Reagan . On the other hand , a person might respond by pointing out that he

liked sane aspects of Ford better than Reagan and sane aspects of Reagan better

I than Ford and that “in balance ” he prefers Ford to Reagan. In such a case

“Ford” and “Reagan ” are labels for the aspects over which the pr eference

I is determ ined. Such axnpound alternatives could well result in intr erisitivitie s

‘ I (since this is the Arrow problem one level reduced where now the individual is

aggregating his own preferences over aspects into a macro-preference). In

I order to avoid this problem political theorists typically assiine that aspects

I 
are well behaved in the sense of being cceposible. Tversky (1972) on the other

hand, has proposed an “elimination by aspects” theory of choice which specifically

depends upon a person sampling aspects of alternatives and choosing on the basis

of this sampling. Such a procedure can produce intransitive choices (though pre-

I fer’ences over aspects may be transitive). Tvereky’ s theory has recently

been applied to the voting dioioes in primaries in Williams et al (1976).

I At a higher level of gneere]ity , the wozic of Allen Newell and Hert*rt

I Sliron in the area of humian information-processing and probl~n-so1ving is

directly relevant to the developient of context-sensitive theories of dx ioe.

I For exaiiple, Simon’s well )o~own (though never adequately formalized) notion of

I
I

~
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satisf icir ig is an attempt at “ . . . the simplification of choice processes . . .“ (
and “ . . . is the replacement of maximization with the goal of sat isficing; of

finding a course of action that is ‘good enough . . . It will be seen 1
that the organism that satisf ices has no need of . . . a ocirplete and consistent

preference ordering over all possible courses of action ” (Simon (F4$~ : 205 ) .

In proposing this notis~ , Simon is paying explicit attention to the costs of 1
being rational. All of the choice theori es considered in the previous sections

- 

asstme that the individual pays no price to be rational; that the cognitive I
process ing capa bilities and processing tine necessary to make ra tional choices

axe “free” goals to the decision-maker. Yet this is clearly not the case. I
There ar e, for example , many decisions (e.g. , what to wear on a typical morning) iwhich are of such little concern to sane of us that it makes no sense to

genera te a canpiete set of alternatives and then select form that set on the I
basis of our preferences. Thus for decisions where interest is low or the environ-

ment is very caiplex (and it semis that many political decisions meet both of I
these criteria) we might not expect to see people act consistent with a Imaximizing assumption. Riker and Ordeshook (1973: ) argue that satisfic ing

is simply utility maximizing over a reduced alternative set . ~~~re are , ~x*iever, I
important differences . First , in satisfic ing, choices may depend upon the

order of the search. The search will stop when a satisfactory alternative is I
identified. Which alternative this is nay depend upon where the search started . 1This is not true for maximizing behavior. Q~oioes result ing fran maximizing

behavior will be independent of the searoh path . More importantly, maximizing 1
behavior requires that the alternative set be identified prior to choice. Satief icing

permits alternatives to be generated as the decision process goes on. Satisf icing 1
is, hc%Iever, not inconsistent with rational choice iroadly defined. It simply

4 ’
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focuses our attention on choice as a proces s rather than choice as an event.
- To conclude , axianatic theories of choice ~~uld seem to be a potentially

Powerful tool in explaining individual political behavior. Indeed the assimptions

- - 
of sane of these theories are basic to many catrtonly used techniques of scaling

and index constniction (e.g., see Strand, 1975; Weisberg, 1975). The
-

- I assumptions t1~emse1ves are not at issue as such as is the class of political

I I contexts in which specific assumptions apply. Sane very preliminary suggestions

in this area have been made by Nunni (1975) and cbviously nuch of the experi-

~ I mental s~ r’k done by social psychologists (see Kidcpatridc, at al , 1976)

is potentially relevant . It still remains for political scientist s to

~ I develop categorizations and theories of choice behavior which are as relevant

to individuals in “political” decision-making environments. Such theories -

which I think will have to turn out to be context-sensitive - will likely

be of as much potential interest to psychologists and eooncanists as their theories

are presently to political scientists.

I
- I
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£ ~~TH0DOLOGY FOR THE ELICITATION OF PRODUCTION RULES
~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~~

1~~
In the thirty—three years since Post (1943) first developed the idea of

J production systems, they have b..n applied to a wide varisty of processes ranging

from simple physical systems (Smith, 1972) , to veil documented psychological
I proceeass (Peinbaum ,1963; Shortliffe, 1975) to games, such as chess (Newell

I and Simon, 1972) or poker (Watermm~, 1974) to larg. complex proce sses about which

our informatio n is incomplete , scattered and frequently inconsistent (Coles

I et .1, 1975) . These latter type s of simulation s fall within what Davis and Ling

1 
(1975) call knowledge—base expert sy.t~~~. The simulation which we have

I developed in this project unquestionably falls into that category . Its basic

I characteristic is that the inform ation which is input into th. system is heavily

dependent on the intuitive knowledge of experts in the general substantive area

I of the simulation.

I In the course of developing this simulati on , we have cons to the conclusion

that t}sre is a pressing need for a r igorous method by which useful and reliable

I knowledg, can be elicited from these expert s . Our search of the artifici al

I 
intelliseoc./product ion rule literature, produ càd little to help us in this area ,

As Davis and Ring (op ole) point out , the literature on produc t ion system

I methodologies is very cop heavy with discussions of pro$ra ing 
~~~~~~~ 

The

inform ation input is assumed to be a matter which the designer of the particular

I system will be able to supply as a matter of courue. Inde ed , one f~nds in most

I 
. production system proj ects , th. attitude tha t the substantive informa t ion can be

input into the system using a highly unstructured “expert opinLon” methodolo gy .

I l iLle we cannot attest to the effisisacy of this method , it does appear likely

to produce adequate results for well defined , highly struc tured prob1~~~ In which

II
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the knowledge base of a single well chosen expert can be assumed sufficient

for the purposes of the siaul~tion. For example, one can find an expert chess 1
player who knows enough about the game of chess to describe how to play the game.

Unfortunatel y our experiences in this project have demonst rated to us that the j
elicitation process is not so simple when the problem is complex with dispersed

information and disagreements among experts . For such problem s, we have con-

clud ed that the elicitat ion process must be far more rigorous . ]
Despite , the desire for significant rigor, we believe that the ability of

production rules to interact well with human logic and j udgment should be retained . I
This means that the heavy emphasis on the elicitation process will lie in the 1
knowledge base accum ulated by substantive experts as opposed to the information

stored in quantitat ive or numerical data bases . While the latter cert ainly can

be employed in some aspects of the generation of the product ion rules , we cannot

expect the more traditiona l social scientific analyses to be predo minan t in the I
selection of production rules. Rather , the infor mation sources will be the i ~opinions of acknowledged experts , scholarl y books , journal articles and possibly

selected observations in the popular media. This article will discuss a process I t

of elicitation directl y from functional and area experts when th. experts are

gathered in a single location . The reader nay note that some efficiencies may I
be realizable by utiliz ing written material or written comeunicatio ns with the J
experts. Powever, until we have the opportunity to experienc e the more direct

method s discussed below, we think that these cost saving short—cuts might well be

costly in the long run . 
1

Finally , before we proceed into the details of the methodolo gy, we should

stro ngly emphasis , the fact thLt the elicitation of this information I. quite J
different from the elicitation of opinions a is the surve y research people. We

are trying to enderstand how part icular social syst work and not how most people

11 
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believe they work. We adhere to the belief that there exists a realit y against

which the correctness of the simulation can be judged.

Phil. the elicitation of subjectively held information does not give the

appearance of tradit ional scientif ic investigation , many of th. same princi ples

I and concerns must be addressed . The degrees of freedom problem , which constantl y

plagues modelers of complex processes exists althou gh in a slightly different form.

I We cannot, for example , indefinitely alter production rules until the simulation

• satisfactorily duplicates some aspect of histor y . There is also a rough

equivalent to the inductive vs. deductive alternati ves to t raditional research .

I Other analogous questions also exist such as the rules of evidence , methods for

removing bias, distinctions between systematic , theo reticall y based error from

I random or measurement er ror. Finall y , the quantitati vely grounded rea der should

note ~tha t the elicitation proc.durs we are to dsscr ibe is the analo g of the data

I fitting process of standard para metric analyses. The expert is essentially

I atte mpting to est imate the equivalent of parameters within a general parad igm such

that the predictions from the completed model reproduce known reality satisfactorily .

I This latte r point is particularl y important. Systems of production rules

I can be used for many purposes ranging from listing logically possible responses

to given actions, to making decisions concerni ng which of a set of alterna tives will

I most likely produce desirable results. Our goal lies between these extr~~~s.

The simulation being discussed focuses on some “other ” actor such as ano ther nation ,

I and lists the maj or alternativ es which its decision askers are likely to consider

I in respons. to some excitation and then estimates that which is most likely to be

selected . Thus the pur pose is to reproduce behavior in a t radit iona l simulation

I -~-. It is not intended to evaluate the desirab ility of the alternatives in

ter ms of seas set of goals .



1
P So Definition s 1

kfore proceeding into the elicitation procedures , it is necessary to

provide a little terminological background. Production rules, a~ we have used

them in this project, have had three elements of importance to the reader of I
this paper : sentences Cs), concepts Cc), and production rules (pr) . The existing

simulation accepts a sentence from the user in a stylized form of English. The

computer inte rprets this into one or .more concepts Cc). Sets of c ’s are comb ined

via a production rule to generate an output which may be a direction to one of

the substantive modules or an output sentence to the user. In this paper , we

will not concern ourselves with the process of translating the user supplied

sentences into the concepts nor the translation process back from the outputs I
to the user. Rather, the elementary unit will be the concept Cc).

THE PARADIGM PROSLEM

One of the critical decisions which Suet be made , very early in th. elicitation

L • process is the determination of th. level of structure which will be used to guide

the responses of the experts. After some considerable amount of thou ght , it

I appears that the question is really one of efficiency . If the simulation is to I
be successfully developed , there will almost certainl y be a stage during which the

I experts will be forced to formulate a set of ideas within a logically consistent

I overall paradigm. This may occur at the beginning of the effor t or it may take

I place. after there is some consensus about what that paradigm is to look like. It

I does not seem likely that the developer can simply collect the informa t ion from I
I the experts , then formulate the paradigm which is consistent with the and

I finally develop producti on rules consistent with the paradigm. The question then

I becomes whether the developer has a paradigm at the outset about which he feels

I 

.
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sufficiently confident to proceed, anticipating only modest modifications as the

simulation begins to take form.

In this paper, we will present a paradigm evolving out of tha t used for

this proj ect. 1 The paradig m is presented primarily as an example to provide

the reader with a substantive handle to use to more easily und•rstand the

methodology . This example intentionally includes many of the dive rs e types of

I problems likely to be faced by the developers of produc t ion rule systems . The

i reader will find that it includes hierarchies of production rules , parametric

estimation and steps of production rules of which the direct validating evidence

I is not likely to be easily obtainable.

I 
At its most basic level , the paradig m used for this example , is grounded

in the basic theoretical structure of this project. Since it has been repor ted

I several times, we will not present the basic structure and its intellectual

predecessors in detail. However, for those who have not familiarized themselves

j  I with the res t of the project, we will present it in an abbreviated form .

I 
Schematically the overarching paradig m looks like the following:

f Inner Environment

I I Access i Observation
Interface tro Interface

I Outer Envir onment

1 1The paradigm in this paper has expanded considerably from that used as a
portion of th. total project. The reason for the expansion was to provide a

1 broader overview of the types of production ru le difficulties one migh t
- 1% experience in developing a complex simulation. For an accurat. discussion of

the model actually used in the project see Thorso~ (1976), Anderson (1974).

LI

I I 
_ _ _  _ _
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• The model posits the existence of five major elements : the inner and outer I

environments, the observation and access interfaces and the control module . The

inner environment includes all internal forces on the decision process. If the

model were a psychological model of individual dynamics, the inner environment J
would be that which exists at a point of time in the combined physical and mental

states of the subject. In our instance , we are dealing with nation states . For J
then the inner environment includes the nation’s internal political forces and

the decision—makers ’ beliefs about the rest of the world. The outer environment

• includes virtually all that is not contained within the internal environment . At

the individual level, this would include all other individuals and the physical

surrounding s . At the national level, the outer environment would include the I
attributes and actions of all other nations , international organizations , non- i
national external actors, multinational corpora t ions and the physical state of

all that lies outside the borders of the nation being simulated . I
The observation interface is that mechanism which receives all comsunications

from the outer environment and translates them into specific images on the part of

the decision makers. In real life, this function would not be completely carr ied I
out by a mechanis m different f rom the decision maker. However, the function is

necessary and Bust be included in the simulation . The access interface is that 1
mechanism which transforms decisions to act into actual behaviors directed toward

th. outer environment.

The control is the central decision maker which holds image. of the world J
and which directs actions intended to resolve those which are unsatisfactory .

The control can either issue individual responses to unsatisfactory conditions I
(e.g. threats, requests, military action) or it may issue directions to the inner r

I- 

—- 
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environment to alter some process (e.g. educational programs or investment in -

oil exploration) . In the forme r case , the response is automatically passed to

the outer environ ment. In the latter , the simulatio n will alter subsequent

I economic growth without necessarily passing the information to the outer environ—

i meat. The control module will be informed of the effect of its decisions as

they become known.

I The model claims that events octur in the outer environment and are interpreted

by the decision—making body at the observation interface . The result of this

I interpretation is a revision or reinforcement of the decision—makers short—term

I (or iuaediate) image of the world . This image is then passed to the control

~~ process which either reacts directly to the event or passes instructions to one

— I of the substantive modules (such as the oil module) of the simulation. If a

substantive module receives the input it will process it and pass the response

through the access interface directly to the outer environment or to the short—

I term image as appropriate. In its current for m, the outer environment makes no

decisions. The user will be required to supply the response to the actions

I passed to it through the access interface. In practical terms, this means that

- : I the user will be informed of actions by the simulated nation . He will then have

to generate a response. If the simulation were to be totally self generating ,

I - then would have to be an equivalent of the observation interface for the outer

environment and a decision module for the outer environment. While that would

I be a desirable feature for the simulation, we see not presently prepared to tackl e

I those prob1~~~ in detail. The reader should however, be able to extrap olate

from the curr ent discussion , the requirements of such an expansion.

I
I

~I L .  
_ _  

_ _ _ _ _ _
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- The paradigm, as presented thus far , obviously presents only a skeleton I
of the form of interactions . In essence , it provides us with a terminology which

we can use to further sharpen our ideas before we would being to question the

experts . I
There are two broad theories which must be employed in the attempt to tighten

the paradigm: comsunicat ion theory and decision theory. Comsunication theory is

required to enable us to translate the events in the outer environ ment into

muningful interpretations at the observation interface . We treat all events as

co~~inications of one sort or the other. The primary question is which of these I
co mications are received at all, and of those what image is generated. The

interpretation process includes 1) assigning emphasis to various elements of the

co~~mication as a function of the characteristics of the internal and external

environ ment , and 2) misinterpretation. The former is conceptually easy to address.

The later is more difficult , because it requires the researcher to make a judgment I
about the “correctness ” of the decision . —

• Decision theory will be required in the paradig m becaus e the decision module I
obviously must know how to react to changes in its perceptions of the outer

environment. We shall see that the model we hive decided upon is a combinat ion of

Simon’s satisf icing model and Ashby ’s non—purposive adaptation . The decision I
module must select a set of decisions which satisfactorily addresses the perceived

problem and then to select that decision wh ich meets other criteria only remotely I
link d  to the apparent problem . This approach sharply limits the sophisticate d I 

-

comparisons of trade—of fs of coap.tinj values affected by a single decision.

Co unication Theory

It is no secret that scholars have been trying rather diligentl y to f igure 1
out how ‘people interpret th. world around them. There is, of course , no questi on

that people can only reac t to what they perceive. Ther , also seems to be little I 
H :  

- 
— — 
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doubt that people ’s method of interpreting the world around them is rel:tively

complex and tha t they certainly do not interpret identical events identically.

Althoug h there have been numerous sets of paradigms with various names such as

selective perception, cognitive mapping or cognitive consistency, they generally

1 
return to a consistent theme which, while simplistic sounding, is really quite

powerful — people tend to perceive what they expect to perceive (Hochber g , 1964 ;

and Neisser , 1967).

One of the most usable expression of this princip le is contained in the

~: I general f ramework of cognitive mapping . Joh n Steinbrunner has done much to

clarif y the concept to the political science/decision making cotma unity in his 1974

book. Others such as Bohnam and Shap iro (1973) and Ole Hoisti (1975) have since

~ I done further work with the model.
- - In its essence , the cognitive map concept states that at any point of time ,

I all people have a mental description of the world. This image contains both

- - 

a static and dynamic elements as veil as a set of images of the explanatory

relationshi ps which link the descri ptive elements to each other. The descriptive

I elements of the cognitive maps are c ’s. Thole elements which for m explanatory

relationsh ips are much like very complex production rules . For example the

I Saudi belief that Israel is hostile is simply a concept to be linked with other

I c’s when appropriate. Their belief that hostile entities will frequently attemp t

to deceive them, provides the basis for a production rule which inter prets corn—

I munications from Israel.

I 
When co~~~nications are received which are inconsistent with the cognitive

map, something must be done to resolve the inconsistency. In many instances,

I - the message may be discounted a. untrue. For example , mane Saudi Arabia to

I
-I
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r receive a comaunication from Israeli Prime Minister Rabin declaring that Israel

views the Saudis as close and amicable friends shar ing the comson goal of keeping

the Middle East free of Co unist influences, the Saudis would probably reject

the message as an attempt at deception. An alternative to simply rejecting the

massage is the substitution of a different meaning. The recipient of the message

might, for example, wonder “What are they really saying?”. Frequently, for

example, one notices experienced obaervez s of foreign aff airs “reading between the

lines” to interpret verbal comsunicat ions quite differently from that which one

might expert given the explicit content of the message. This occurs in part

because the experienced observers have a cognitive map of the other party which

is inconsistent with the apparent content of the message . Rather than alter the

map, they will interpret the message in a manner which retains the structure of

the map. The utility of the alteration of the content of the message is, of

course, heavily dependent on the accuracy of the observer ’s cognitive map. If

he tends to be insightful about the other party, the non—obvious interpretation

of the message prob ably conveys more informa t ion than would the obvious one.

None frequently than drastically reinterpreting a message , ambiguous corn -

munications often require a determination of their meaning . Under these circu rn -

stances , the meaning which is most consistent with the previous cognitive map is

likely to be the one which will predominate. -

The map is, however , not necessarily stable across t ime. Indeed , in most

cases , our images of the world around us are constantly experiencing relatively

minor changes although in some instances we actually make drastic reinterpretatio ns

of th. world. Whethe r large or small , these changes can have pnofouad implications 1
because the same co~~ micatio n which at one time in the past was given a particular

“V. -

N
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- 
asaning will now be given a different meaning . Evidence of this sort of change

can be seen in the American public from the early 1960 ’s to the mid-l970 ’s.

Early in this time period it could be argued there was a more or less general

I cognitive map that assumed that the utterances of head s of state were truthful .

Sy the mid—1970 ’. th ere appears to be a belief that if the speaker’s self—interest

is at stake , he will not tell the truth . This cognitive map would create a

I situation in which a whole class of comunicatio ns , which at one time transmitted

legitimate information , would now be ignored . Similarly the cognitive maps of

the Arab nations seem to have changed dramatically to the short period from 1965

I I to 1975.

There are however some evidences that cognitive maps can be quite stable .

$ I The now famous Holsti study of John Foster Dulles ’ attitudes (Noisti , 1963)

toward the Soviets is a fine example. Rega rdless of wha t the Soviets did to the
I United States , Dulles inte rpreted the comaunication as an indication of hostility.

~
. 

~ 
If the Soviets appeared to be conciliatory , Dulles assumed that this was evidence

of their treachery. If they were overtly hostile , Dulles argued that they were

shoving, their true beliefs .

I For this report , we will operate under the assumption that some aspects of

decision-makers ’ cognitive maps are changeable under any of three conditions :

I - 1) Catastrophic appearance of undeniable evidence that some element
of the cognitive map is incorre ct (such as a milita ry attac k when one
believed that it would not occur).

I 2) Repeated ambiguous or questionable co anicat ions which appear to be
inconsistent with the map.

1 3) A change in the power structure of the decision making body such
that the new power elite holds a different cognitive map than the old
elite (only relevan t if one i. modeling • ~~~~ of decision—makers).

I
I ’  

- 
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Catas t rophic than ge 
- - 

-

This particular type of change poses little difficulty to the type of 1
simulation we are discussing . In these instances the result of the comeiunicatio n

is obvious: the appearance of a major objective event inconsistent with the I
existing map requires a change in the map. The stability at significant 

- Jelements of the map must be maintained . This type of comaunication is, however,

quite inf requent. The true surprise attack would be a good example of such a

situation. Here , th e d’:ision elite of one nation would believe that a

particular Nation was not llk.ly to attack. When the attack occurs , it becomes

virtually impossible for the decision—making elite to deny the fact of its exis tence, I
or to otherwise reconcile it with the belief that an attack is unlikely.

In recent history, there are a few ins tances which would probably fit this I
criteria . Pearl Harbor , of course , . is the most obvious. For large numbers of

Amer icans , the launching of the first Sputnik certainly produced imeediate and

drastic revisions of the attitudes about Soviet technical capability. Th. I
initial Nixon/Kissinger forray into the PRC would probably also fit this category .

Certainly a few others could be listed , but th. point is that the occurrence of. I
these types of changes in the cogni t ive maps is unusual, and not one which need

require a great deal of effort in the development of the simulation ’s production

rul es. Simply, for that catego ry of event , the map is imeediately revised to

fit the new information . The new information is taken at face value .

_ _ _ _ _  

I
Repeated Inconsistencies -

lore frequent than the instance described abovf is the occasionally repeated I
instance of s~~ observation which is moderately inconsistent with the cognitive -

map. For example , old friend. may occasionally do things to you tha t you do not

appreciate , nations thought to be enemies act fnian dly, or natio nal leaders fail

______________________________ - - 
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to act in their own best interest when we thought that they would. Under most

circumstances , individua l instances of these apparent anomalies would be rejected

through the use of any of a number of mechani sms such as analogies , wishful

~ 
I thinking, inferences of impossibility, and negativ e images. 2 It is clear that

I people have powerful tools to enable them to keep their cognitive map unchanged .

However , vs know that people do change their minds about the world around them.
‘
- : I - A simple e~a—ination of the apparen t image the U.S. holds of many elements of the

i international environment would indicate that there were some dramatic shifts in

the period from the mid—s ixties to the mid—seventies . Attitudes toward the

I Soviet Union softened considerably then hardene d by a smaller amount. The attitude

toward the Arabs and Israelis shifted from unquestionably pro—Israel to a more

I evenly moderated position . Furthermore , whereas the U.S. had previously considered

- - I the Arabs to be weak and disorgani zed , they ar e nov seen as a powerful and reasonably

- veil organized world force. In other areas , out attitud e toward the PRC no

~ I longer reflects the illusion that th ey are simply a puppet of the Soviet Union .

Ja pan , once thought to be a strong ly pro—American ally is now viewed as somewhat

qus.tio~able. 
- 

And , th. belief that the U.S. milita ry can easily defea t anyone

I except the Soviet Union has been rudely shaken by the Viet-Naa experience.

So it is apparent that the cognitive , map is not constant despite the

I imped iments to change . Indeed, it would not seem reasonable to assume that .

- 

‘ 
stability of the map is a good approxima t ion of reality. Were it so, the

substance of the rul•s would be more obviously apparent then we have found

1 the. because identical inputs would be likely to generate tdei~tical outputs .

Also, they would be structurally simpler, becauss there would not be the need

I to have the production rules conta in within them somethin g resembling learni ng

funct ions.

2POr a much more detailed discussion s~~ $t einbrunner , 1974 , pp. 114—121.
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Let us assume that decision makers do gradually change their images of the J

world on occasions. These chang es seem to develop from repeated infor mation

requiring the decision maker to reject or alter the content of the comeunications .

However, despite the fact that we know quite a lot about the factors which make

people resistant to changes in their mental images, we have rel atively litt le

knowledge of what parameters permit change.3 To the extent that we do understand 1
the process, we know that the likelihood of a segment of the map to be changed is

inversely related to the length of time that it has existed as a part of the map,

the frequency of it. use, the relative amount of information supporting it and the 1
peripheral support. For a given individual or collection of individuals , the

receptivity to change is a function of the relative amounts of information held I
in memory supporting the map and the amount of information received which con-

tradicts it.4 This concept is complicated by the fact that supporting information

it generally afforded greater importance than is contradicting information. This

derives from th e well—known process of main taini ng a given stimulus—respons e

pattern with only intermittent reinforcement .

To opera t ionalize this concept , let us imagine that at time t0 the decision Imaker has a given element in his cognitive map with a mixture of supp orting and

non—supporting background evidence resul ting in overall support of the concept at

the level ,~. For example , the element may be a Saudi image that the United Sta tes

will maintain an even handed policy toward the Arabs and Israelis . Another

element might be th. belief that the Israelis are deeply anti—Arab and likely to

give ground to the Arabs only when forced to do so. Intuit ively, we would

believe that the Saudis would hold the latter belief considerably more strongly 
-. 11

- - 
- - 

3ror the best discussion of this process see Cohn , 1964 , or Hoviand , ILuesdain. and Sheffield , 1949.
4ltdabruaa er , op cit. I
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P than the for mer. Let us call the firmness of the element of the map its

hardness designated by v~. “n” is a function of the length of time the element

has existed in the map, the number of supporting co unication ., the ratio of
- supporting comaunicationa to contradicting communications and the exten t to which

it exists within a number of other supporting elements of the map . The latter

factor would apply, for example, to the Saudi belief that the United States will

1 act even handedly in the Middle East: In addition to the direct supporting
- 

- evidence , the United States is known to oppose Soviet involvement in the region

I 
- 

and the Unitsd States is known to be dependent on the Arab oil. Thus, to alter

I the initial belief , would require some resolution of the two other supporting

I- elements of th. map.

I - 

Let us now imagine that a piece of information is received which would

V indicate that the U.S. may not act even handsdly in the region. Let us designate

I the stre ngth of this signal as

I If n and ~ are measured along identical scales, the map will be retained

as long as n t .  Then, the message will be interpreted in a manne r consistent

I with the map. However , ,
~ will be decreased by an amount prop ortional to

- 

I 
Thus as repeated messages are received contradicting the initial image, Ti will

decreas e at an increasing rats. We can see that we have a function al relatio nshLp :

I ~~~~~~

. 

~~~~ 
(1).

Alternatively, as supporting messages are received, the map is hardened

I proportionately with ii. Thus, for supp orti ng messages : — f ( i~xn) (2) .

I In the simplest case, we would expect that the functional relationshi ps would be

mar. than the non—varying paramsters c and v respectively. These would obviously

1 tra nsform equation . “1” and “2” into
V

I .

.

I 
. 

-

________________ ___________________________
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p 
~~~~ - 

~~ — c(*)

• vx~xn (4)

For those individuals who tend to be resistant to change “c” would tend to be

small . Similarly, those individuals who tend to be excessively influenced by

thei r own successes would tend to have large values of “V. ”

Recalling that any change in the cognitive map may require changes in other

supporting elements of the map, the developer of a model such as this may wish

to introduce this compounding influence into the model. If this were desired , we

would require simply the inclusion of the subscript m representing the a
th element

of the map . Equations 3 and 4 then become the more complete equations :

aTi
m 

m

a~~ 
~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ — C ( txn~) (6)
ai .—i

From these equations it is easily seen that ~ can be incre mented or

- 

d.creimented as appropriate . When its value falls to less than zero , the concept

will be extinguished , and the new contradictin g one will be substituted in its

place . -

Ø~ange in the Power Structure

When one is dealing with group decision—making, the impac t of either chan ging

the group or of changing the weights of the opinions of the group members can be
r - 

quite important. The current simulation d o s  not have , at pres ent , a domes t ic

politics module and therefore cannot deal with thes. typ es of phenomena automa t ically ]
-t
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Indeed , at present , there is no way that the existing simulation can handle

I changes in power structures at all. Currently, the user must manually alter

~ I segments of the cognitive map if he believes a power shift were to occur. This

would require that he define the new map and insert it eithe r from the terminal,

if the revision is no more than a replacement of elements currently available

I to the simulation or through a progra ing change if the changes are to be

mare drastic .

I The three basic types of changes in the cognitive map described above

(cata stro phic change , repeated inconsistenc ies and change in power structure)

I reflect three basic types of production rules . The first is the simplest.

I Here the system identifies a concept as indicating a catastrophic change .

- This is probably done most easily by matching the change against a list of

I potential catastrophic changes. There is then a simple production rule which

says to change any c ’s which are inconsistent with th . implications of the

I catast rophy and then to proceed to act in accordance with other production

I rules which will be invoked by the change in the c ’s.

The third possibility shows that there must be provisions in the simulation

I for missing production rules. We are a very long way from realizing a nearly

complete simulation. If sophisticated users are to be able to interact
I• U intelligently with the simulation , there must be some mechanism to permit them

I to manually alter soms elaaen~ of the system while it is running.

The second type of change is an example of one of the more complex sets

I of production rules. Th. system will identify a concept which is inconsistent

with another concept . This then invokes a production rule which does not alter

I either of thss. two concepts but rather alter , another conc.pt, l, the stre ngth

I of th. concept originally held in the memory. Fina lly, there is a product ion

Ip

i

_ 
- 
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rule which keeps track of the A’ s and handles the replacement process when a

A falls to a value less than zero. After all of this occurs, the decision I
-

- making production rules are invoked .

I
- 

Decision Processes
- There are numerous models describing how people do or should make decisions . I

This is, however , not the place for a review of these models . We have selected

for this paradigm , a combination of the models proposed by Ross Ashby (1952)

- in his discussions of non-purposive adaptation and Herbert Simon (1957) with I
his “satisficing” principle. Ashby generally argues that living organisms learn

less through a deliberate, purposive, cognitive process than through the variables I
— 

of concern with behavioral adjustments when the levels are unsatisfactory along

any of them. The process in his aodel is closer to random searching than it is

to the well reasoned optimizi ng models posited by many economist s. The amount I
of randomness is a function of the level of experience in deal ing with a particular

type of problem. An experienced automobile driver , for example, does not react I
I 

randomly to the perception of an erratic driver headed the other way. The 
I

I novice, on the other hand, might well panic in such a situa tion and engage in

a search for alternati ves which would have many characteristics of rando mness . I
I We will alter Ashby’s model by assuming that there are two restri ctions

on the choice of the behavior: familiarity and “satisficing .” We will assume

I that , all other conditions having been met , decision makers will select that I
f alter native most familiar to him. Thus we might expect to see a generalized

I behavi or pattern appearin g across a broad range of stimuli. 1
The other constraint is Simon’s well known “satisf icing” principle. It

is really a versio n of weak nationalit y. Rather than searching through

- alternatives to find that which provide s the highest level of utility across J
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several dimensions of value , Simon argues that ind ividuals will search through

their alternatives until they find one which is expected to give satisfactory

I results. At that point , they will end their search and act upon it. While

these two models discount some of the conscious maximiztng behavior used by

I some individuals ~~~ of th~ time, they (the models) do appear to have captured

I a large element of the decision making process of most people.

If these two models are combined , the resulting model argues that the

P I perception of the world stimulates a small number of sensors which In essence

describe the fit between the state of the world and the goals of the decision—

making body. If one or more of these indicate an unsatisfactory level, a

search for alternative decisions will be begun. Elements of the memory will

serve as filters permitting consideration of only those which logically migh t

be expected to raise the unsatisfactory initiating condition(s) to the satisfactory

level(s) . For those situations in which there are no serious and immediate

tr ade off questions , that alterna t ive which has been used successfully most

Jj frequently will be chosen . The simulation will then monitor the response to

the approach and judge it as sati sfacto ry or unsatisfactory . If the judgment

I is the form er , the method will gain increased stature as a desirable option in

future problems . If unsatisfactory, the method will be given marks against it.

Again relying on the principle of intermittent rewards , a success should coun t

more in favor of a method than a failure should count against it. One can ,

of course, see strong bureaucratic reasons why success would be mare apparent than

[1 failure. In any event, the result of this procedure is to perpetuate existing

11 behavior patterns if they have so much as a SO—SO chance of success on any given
- - trial. Thu would not be inconsistent with the apparent tend ency of nations

II
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(people) to find themselves in fairly consistent patterns of behaviors 1
(i.e., ruts). 

-

One of the central elements upon which the simulation depends is the option

selector. We know that human beings when confronted with a problem consider I
only a very small set of the possible responses .5 This is clearly necessary

because of the inefficiencies involved in making even a cursory evaluation of

totally unreasonable options. Whil ,e we are not certain .àf the methods by which

humans organize this filtering process , the computer must do it through a series

- 
of hierarchial categories. The Soviet mobilization in the 1973 Arab—Israeli I
conflict for example, may have been categorized as: major power, probably not

including strategic nuclear weapons, probably restricted to main force conventional

combat with the possibility of tactical nuclear weapons. This description basically I
delimits the range of possible responses. It is important , and difficult , for

the computer to accurately reproduce the eat ~f options which , in “reality,” are

considered by decision—makers. Furthermore this must be done in a general

system which will construct the alternatives from primitive segments rather than

from a simple look—up list. •

Unfortunately, we do not sect any methodological tricks available to help : -

the developer in this problem. The success will be largely dependent on the I
f ehilities of the developer and experts in conceptualizing the problem into

meefel gsssralized building blocks . There are , however, two factors which must

b. ‘.s.goiasd : th. categories are not very neat. There is considerable overlap I
~~~~~~~~~ ~~s vsnt~~~ elements. Any given combination of short term images is

I

‘1.1111_i l I S .. .  ~~~~~~~~ i Pr*&e. SOi!t!$, p~. 300—303. 1
I t
1~~
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• likely to have some factors in comson with a variety of broad categories of

problems . The concept of Fuzzy Sets (cf Zadeh, 1965—1974) may be a useful tool

in this categorization problem. Secondly, the developer and the experts do

j  have the luxury of testing the categorization scheme for plaustbility by

I 
assuming a wide variety of concepts (c ’s). This gives them the possibility of

iterating to a set of categories which appears to reproduce reality fairly

I - effectively.

The problem of the success/failure rate and its impact on the ultimate

I choice of a decision is quite similar to the changes in the cognitive maps we

- 
- 

I 
. 

discussed above. Under the simplifing assumption that successes or failures

- are correctly perceived, we are obviously attempting to reinforce or extinguish

a behavioral pattern having some previously established strength in the mind of

- - the decision makers. As previously described , the strength of the belief is

I designated , the extinguishing constant is n and the reinforcing constant is

v. These factors are func t ionally related to each other in the manner described
1 . in equations 1-6.

J A more difficult task is the evaluation of the success or failure of a

given set of actions. - Unless multiple valued outcomes of a decision can be
I accurately measured and acceptab ly reduced to comson units, such as dollars or

utilities, the evaluator is faced with severe comparability problems. How,

I -

for example would he reproduce the evaluation system of a composite decision

J - 
asker which had observed ambiguously measured success along two criteria and

had measured failure equally ambiguously along two others ? Th• normal approach

I is to compute weighted averages along several dimensions of value and to sum

- - - I them for the total measure of success . Wh ile almost unquestionably the mast
I

reasonable means of making an evaluation of a multidiasnsioned phenomenon,

I there Is little to lead us to expect that human beings engage in anything v.ry

I
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close to this sort of mechanisms. And , remember, we are attempting to reproduce 1
human behavior.

The question is not easy , and is, in fact, probably that about which we have

the least confidence in the model. Nonetheless, we assume that not only are I
evaluations aultidimensioned but also dual—purposed. While initiall y appearing

to further complicate the mess, it does give us a capability to divide the I
evaluation task into two segments. The first is the gross overall evaluation

which , is used in the selection process for future decisions. The second is a

detailed evaluation used in structuring more subtle aspects of the subsequent I
• decisions.

~~~~~~~~~~~~ The overal l evaluation is made along only one dimension —— that which I
instigated the most recent decision. If, for example, the U.S. made an offer

to sell Pershing missiles to Israel, this would create a response by the Arabs.

The model will evaluate aggregate success or failure- simply on the basis of

whether or not the U.S. rescinded its offer or made aj~ equivalent offer to the

Arabs. The univariat . success will be determined by the parameters ~ , n and U.

Any other economic or political costs would not be included in the gross

evaluation. They would be kept in memory, however, and were the situati on to

arise again and the same response be selected , any unsatisfactor y costs in the I
memory would auto maticall y invoke the trade off analysis to be described below.

-~~~ This would require a mare detailed analysis of any other possible options for

similar secondar y side effects. I
A disturbing aspect of the decision criteria described above is its

insensitivity to t rade of fs. M.ittedly there is unq uestioned evidence tha t

people do avoid the reality of trade of fs to a surprising extent (cf Steinbrunner

op cit, pp. 112—123). Nonetheless, the assumption that people never engage in 1
- 

-
- 

conscious comparisons of th. trade of Is of various alternative decision strategies I
• I

a-— — — - - ---
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would be far too strong. At present , we do not have the capability of providing

the simulation vith a sophisticated means of determining when decision makers

will repress the “existence” of a trade off situation (recognizing that we as

analysts do not hold unquestioned knowledge of whether a trade off situation

“really exists”). For simplicity, we will simply assert that trade of fs are

I considered only when they cannot be izisediately avoided.6 If , for example, a

I large purchase is to be made, it is unavoidable that the decision maker must

consider the impact of the expenditure on the economy. Does he have the money

at all? Must it be taken from other important projects? Similarly , if the

decision maker is interacting with one or both of two enemies, it is difficult

I to avoid noticing the possibility that actions taken favorable to one will be

viewed as unfavorable to the other. At the present time , we will instruct the

simulation to consider the possibility of trade offs only when the primary

I alterna t ive contains an - explicit cost which would occur with high probability
t and within a short t ime frame.

1 liben trad. off s ar e considere d , decision makers will still employ the

I satisficing principle. Th. principle will be-employed sequentially with the

requirement that a satisfactory level be anticipated on the highest priority

I goals before lesser goals can be considered. At no t ime will the decision

I maker select an alternative which will provide hi. with a lower priority goal

at the risk of sacrificing a higher priority one. If there exists more than

I one strategy expected to give satisfactory performance on a high priority goal

they will all be compared on the next mast importan t goal. Of those which

I _ _ _  

t -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I 
6~ ass~~ that a memory of past costs associated with a decision will

- 
forec lose avoidance at the t rade of f .

-Il
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appear to satisfy both goals, that which has been used successfully most I
frequently will be selected . If there still remains an explicit trade off

to be made, the process will be repeated with the third highest priority goal,

etc. This method has been used successfully by Bohnam and Shapiro (1978). 1
If the system is forced to recognize the fact that it has been faced with

a trade off situation and that a particular goal has been placed in jeopardy , 1
we assume it will be particularly sensitive to the unfavorable consequences of

its actions and will begin to search for alternatives to alleviate them. This

arises as a -result of an unwillingness to recognize the zero sum cha racteristics I
of the previous decisions. For example, if a decision were made to increas e

defense efforts, one might believe that the effort would instigate additional

defense effor ts by one’s enemies. In order to prohibit this eventuality , it

is easy to imagine diplomatic or economic efforts intended to encourage the

enemy to hold expenditures at a cQnstant level while the initiator was increasing I
his. In short, the model assumes that it is only with great reluctance that

people act as though they really believed that you cannot have both guns and

butter . - The behavioral response will be a series of “tacked on fixes” to I
previously generated problems .

The satisficing principle tends to encourage the likelihood that individuals I
4 will attempt to reach satisfactor y levels even along basically zero sum

dimensions. Since there is considerable ambiguit y about the “satisfactor y” level

of success, people can lover their expectations in order to preserve the belief I
that they can have satisfaction along the multiple dimensions. For th. time

being, however , we have no mechanisms for decreasing minimum goals. Therefore, I
that aspect of the paradigm remains incomplete. - - 

-
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St~~arizing the paradigm as it stands currently, we assume that a com-

munication in the decision maker ’s outer environment, when linked with the contextual

information, will generate a perception by the decision maker. We assume that

- 
there are numerous possible interpretations of the comeunication. The one

- which is selected will be that which is most consistent with the existing cognitive

map. If the overt content of the message requires alteration to bring it into

I - consistency with the map, this will be done , but the st rength of that element of

the map will be reduced . Successive messages inconsistent with the map will tend

to alter element of the map which is being affected .

Once a perception is generated , a reacting decision will be made. The

- decision will initially based on the comparison of the state of the world relative

to the goals of the decision maker. If there is a discrepancy, an attempt will

be aade~ to achieve a minimally satisfactory solution . Of the alternatives which

I will give the decision maker the expectation of satisfaction, the one actually

selected will be that with which he is most familiar .. . - If value trade of fs

I . must be made, they will be made only with great reluctance and will generally

I produce a search for alternatives which will provide satisfaction along all

threatenad dimensions. Even if one value dimension must be sacrificed, there

J will be a subsequent search for alternatives to attempt to recover the expected

I 
- (or observed ) loss.

- 

Translating these last few pages int o production system terminology is a

I bit more dif f icult than was the case for the perce ptions . The decision process

is always invoked by an unsatisfactory condition along one or mare of the c’s.

I This condition will always be passed to the decis ion-mak ing production rules fr om

I the perception generating production rules. lacalling the use of the satisficing

princi pis , minimum satisfactory conditions must be attached to those concepts - 

- -
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where they are appropriate. (Most concepts will not , of course, have satis-

faction conditions attached to them.) tn addition, those with satisfaction

ratings oust have at least ordinal priorities attached . This permits the

system to choose the order in which it approaches a problem. Thus when a set

of c’s are changed , the system must search for unsatisfactory conditions and

order them by priority. Having done this, there must exist a set of production

rules which generate the set of logically possible responses to the unsatisfactory

conditions . As we discussed , thi s will be done on a concept by concept basis

without consideration for trade off. except where they are unavoidable . Even

such a limited requirement is not easy to handle. It requires that a set of

production rules be developed to anticipate the ismtediate costs of courses of

action . These production rules have the capab ility of doing some of the most

interesting actions of the simulation. They initially receive their cost

information from the developer but during the simulation , tiwy will “learn”

additional costs as the user supplies responses to the simulation ’s decisions.

This is accomplished by encoding within these rules a record of the unsatisfactor y

levels in the round of activities i ediately following the decision to act. If

the result of an action intend ed to raise C~ to satisfactory levels is the

decline of C~ to unsatisfactory levels, the cost will be recorded and uses in

subsequent decisions .

In addition to those production rules predicting the costs of courses of

action, there must be a set of production rules anticip ating the ~~~~~~tlit

of the solution . Rscall that the model states that the decision makers will

examine the logically possible alternatives and choose that which has been used

most often moSt successfully in similar situations. This process has two com-

plicating factors s look ahead tine and number of factors to consider. When

— - 
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decision makers consider the situation to which they are respond ing , a part of

that situation is the future. Unfortunately, that would complicate an already

complex simulation. Were it to be done , it would essentially require the

development of a mirror image simulation to be developed to handle the outer

I environment. For the time being, however , we will suggest omitting that

option. -

I The other complicating factor canno t be so easily dismissed. - Even though

vs have made the simplifying assumption that we viii nor mally deal with only one

unsatisf actory “c” at a time , the circu mstances surrounding that situation still

I must be considered . This is best accomplished by attachin g to the courses of

action, a set of minimum requ irement. for action . This means that once a course

U of action has been provisionall y selected , there must be a check to determine

if other c’s are configured in a manner which gives the course of ac t ion a

reasonable chance of being worka ble . If so, the action is implemented . If

I not, the next course of action is selected. If none of the prospective courses

of action are workable, an attempt ~~~~~~
- be made to alter the c’s. If there are

still flo workable solutions, the user a’~ 
- *4 be made aware of the problem and

given the opportunity to select a course of action. Th. reader should not,

however , make too much of this limitati on. In the larg. mejority of the cases, ther~IT
-~~~ 

- - will be at least one workable solution. Psaimber that the limitat ion is not

severe. The most widely used course of action simply must be workable. There
11 is no requirement of success .

I Once the decision is made the system keeps track of the satisfaction scores

throu gh as many t im. periods as the developer chooses. Evalua t ions of the

I - success or fa ilure are aide on the basis of the direction of chang. of the affected

I
: 1  -
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variable and the highest priority other concepts. The relative weight: of I
success or failure is discussed above . This is admittedly a primitive form

of evaluation, but it can be improved at a later date if desirable. Methodologically,

the reader should note that hers we have a set of production rules which primaril y - I
engage in searching routines. Since the changes in the evaluition scores will

determine the app earance of learni ng, the production rules themselves do not change I
during the course of the simulation . The output from a given user input may di f fer  IEros one time to the next , but this is a result of systematic changes in the data

on which they operate. I
ILICITIISG TIlE RULES I

Wh ile the paradigm presented above is not particularly complex , it should be

apparent that potential developers of a totally numerical model would find them— I
selves faced with a very difficul t task of data collection and analysis . Indeed , Ithere is a real question whether it would be possible to gather data of sufficient

quality to provide a reasonable test of such a model. While some elements

appear snable to these analyses , many would appear to be extra ordinaril y

difficul t to subject to any testing which would satis fy a potent ial user. Herein I
lies the strength of the production system format. The paradigm is structured Isuch that much of the inlorast ion probabl y exists somewhere in the brains of

those exper ts who have asde it their busin ess across the years to obtain and I
synthesise a wealth of knowledge about the decisions to be simulated .

The elicitation of the production rules , however , is not .o.sthing to be

taken lightly . As the reader will see , vs are suggesting that it will be J
necessary to spend many hours with the substantive experts Furthermore, there

- will be numerous iterations of segments of the model along with tests against J
objective observations of past behaviors .

- 

_ _ _ _  _ _ _  
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The Experts

Once the paradigm is developed, the selection of the experts to be used

to provide the production rules is a significant task to be undertaken with care.

It is they, after all , who are to provide the basic knowledge upon which the

I simulation is to be constructed. The experts should be selected along two

criteria: substantive area of knowledge and suitability to the prod uct ion rule

I elicitation process. Substantively., the developer of the simulation should

e vs (ne the paradi gm to determine the bits of knowledge he needs . It would seem

I reasonable to include at least two representative s from each of the area

i specialties . Multiple experts per army should permit informed dialogue which

should tend to improve the production rules. Clearly there is a trade off

J between the improved information provided by multiple experts against the

disadvantages of the mass chaos or over organization which often accompanies

I large workshops of experts. The number of experts is, of course , also a function

of the time and budget of the project.

Another of the substantive concerns is a need for consisten cy with the

basic p radigm. While there is a good reason to obtain as d iverse a set of

I 
opinions as. possible while developing the paradig m, once developed , the researchers

cannot afford to spend additional endless hours debating with the experts over its

I validity. In our s~——ple, we would not select someone who believed that the

perceptual process should be bypassed in modeling decisions nor would we choose

I someone who was a strong adherent to the principle of value maximising .

1 
As important as the number and knowledg, bass of the experts is their

ability to give time to the effort. If the simulation is even a moderately

I ambitious project , as was th . current effort , the experts must recogni s, that

they will be needed for extensive periods of t ime. Indeed th. total number of

I



I.
1 person—hours of experts’ time may well riva l that vhich has traditional: been 1

- 

- 

associated with graduate students in aggregate data collection . Thus it 1
should be empha sized that we are not talking about a matter of two to three days

per person. There will in all probability be several - iteration s of the ru les

until a satisfactory version is finally ready for distribution . A corollary I
- to this requirement is the need to provide some reimbursement to the experts.

Academics of course can usually be purchased via consulting fees. Experts 1
within the government could well be extremely valuable but financial reimbursements

are normally outside the law. In addition , it is often extraordinarily

difficult to ob tain the release of those individuals who would be needed the

most. While some bureaucrats could be obtained for limited assistance with

ordinary means, the procedures would have -to obtain the organiz ational support I
equivalent to that required for a net assessment to realize any substantial

assistance. Fortunately, many of the Washington based research corporations

have on their staffs very knowledgeable former government employees. They could I
serve as alternative s to the current policy operator s through consultation or

sub—contracting arrangements. I
Se aring developers of such a system probably would be able to obtain the

- 
required help of experts, but even obtaining this assistance will be a task of

some-significance.

Deta I
ft is not enough, however , simply to have a group of acknowledged experts.

One of the major differences between the method we are suggesting and other I
expert based system. is that we will be employing more rigorous ethods of

testing their assertions. We will make extensive use of deta iled verbal

ebr osologies of the recent behavio r of the persons or groups to be simulated. I
I

Li
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These chronologies can be obtaine d from newpapers , journals (such as the Mid—East

Journal) , published chronologies of historical events (5.g. Monsoor (1973), and
- T computerized chronologies such as uncoded WEIS or the Oak Ridge collection.

These chronologies will be called data. Any referen ces to data from this

t I point on in the report will be synonomous with the chronologies either in their

raw or coded forms.

~~~~~
- I In brief , the methodology calls~ for the iterative testing of -segments of the

production rules against the chronologies until a satisfactory match can be
I obtained. Since the developer will not know ahead of time what substance will

: be contained in the production rules, the initial collection procedures should

emphasize breadth and volume. This is not as monumental a data gathering
- I effort as might be imagined because there is only minimal processing of the

-
~ 

data. Initially, there viii be no need to go through expensive and tedious

- 

- data coding processes such as WEIS , CREON, etc.
-

- J At this stage in the development of the methodology, it is difficult to

- - determine how *uch data viii be required except that the demands are certain to

I be quite severe for all but the simplest simulations. La strictly a ball park

if estimate, we would estimate that for a test of the paradigm discussed above, one

hundred thousand words of relevan t chronologies would be needed .

•t~ 11 The testing process will be organized hierarchically by “class of production

rule.” A class of production rule is a set which, as a group receives concepts
I from th. user or other production rules, operates on them and passes them to

I another set . In our sx.sple, we have three classes of production rules: setting

of the cognitive map , setting of L ediate perceptions, and making of decisions.

- - I The structure of the cognitive map will control the perception mechanism. The

I
I ~~~~~

- -

~~~~~

-

~
-; 

~~~~~
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perception mechanism in turn passes inf ormat ion to the decision mechanism so

that it can operate. Other paradigms may differ in their complexity ranging

from very simple S—R models to highly elaborate rational choice models with

sophisticated trade off evaluations. The former would have only one class of

production rule. The latter could have virtually unlimited classes.

Once these classes have been identified by the developer , the data should

be categorized according to its abilit y to lend inferences to the correctness

of predictions of the various classes of the production rules. This will

simplify the task of retrieving this information when the testing phases begins .

Additionally, it may provide an indication of those areas where the data col—

lection has been inadequate.

It is important that the narratives be as complete as possible. In most

instances , there will be a need to make subjective judgements of the degree of

fit between the simulation and the observed events . Thus the greater the

detail , the more useful will be the evaluation. Because the simulation makes

statements about portions of the process unavailable to direct observation (e.g.

perceptions), the data should contain enough information to permit subjectiv e

interpolations between the points of observation. For example , even though we

might not have a piece of hard data indicating that the Saudi king was angered

•
~~~

-
~~ 

by a given U.S. action, there may well be enough information to permit the
- 

-

~ inference that “Be must have been angry to have done what he did .”

Finally, many of the elements of the model may be sufficiently genera lizable

that chronologies fro. other, perhaps, similar , national actors may be acceptable J
sobetitutiOne. This would permit the expansion of the data base for more

- extensive tisting.7 ]
Vs would suggest that the reader reread the data section after having read

the elicitation section . Unfortunat ely, it is necessary to understand the
elicitat ion process before the data section makes much sense. Alternati vely , it



The Elicitation Procedure

- Once these preparations have been made, the developers are ready to begin

the task of eliciting the production rules from the experts whom he has chosen.

-

~ From the data preparation stage , he will have delineated the classes of pro-

duction rules and ordered them hierarchically.

The production rules will be generated sequentially from the top of the

hierarchy to the lowest. At each class , the develope r mus t firs t select the

- concepts which will be the starting point of the class. This will be a large

and critical stage for the top of the hierarchy for it will receive the direct

~ $ inputs from the user. The class of c ’s which start the process will be one
- - 

of the primary strengths or weaknesses of any of these types of simulations.

I These will have to fit the format of the paradigm, but can take as broad a sub—

• 
1 

stant ive range as the experts wish to supply. Here there will be constant

questions of categorization schemes. The developer viii be torn by the desire

- to have an elegant , parsimonious, general simulation , but one which also contains

I 
extensive detail. There will, however, have to be some categorization scheme,

- since it is not likely that the developer and experts would want to list all

I possible concepts.

- Once the input c ’s are assembled and prop~ ly categorized , the - production
- I rules for that class must be created . Here again , the developer will have to

‘ 
interact extensively with the experts to develop categories of inputs and

categorie s of production rules. This is necessary to prevent a tendenc y to

- I develop a production rule which predic ts a single specific output if invoked

by a specific permutation of c’s. Instead , each production rule should be

I _ _ _  

-

I 
is necessary to understand the data b fors the elicitati on sad t.. t iag pr.c*aw
can be understood. Thus we suggest that the resde r road the sect ioss ~~e te
generally get an overv iew and the. again te understand hew the pus... ~~~~Id
work .
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I
general enough to permit the processing of any of a set of concepts . This ii

difficult, but necessary if the simolation is to be applicable to a diverse set I
of problems (Feigenbaum , 1971).

For all of the classes of production rules , the output will be a set of

concepts . For all except the last class, these concepts will be the input to I
the subsequent class. Thus in working on the subsequent class, a close examination

of the required input concepts will provide a partial test of the adequacy of I
the previous class to supply them. I

It should be apparent that the generality requirement is quite important

to the success of the simulation. If the simulation becomes weighted down with I
detail, it will be both inefficient and probably incapable of accepting a new

permotation of concepts which a user may choose to input into the system. A

second major problem will be the resolution of the disagreements between the I
experts.

Generality Requirements

Probably the most difficult task in eliciting information from substantive I
experts is to direct them to useful generalities. There seems to be a strong

tendency among experts to recite anecdotes. For our purposes anecdotal evidence I
ii useful only if it is an input to a useful generality. Th. simUlation, it I
most be r~~~~ered, should be capable of operating across a wide variety of

combinations of factors even though the experts may never have directly observed I
many of the particular combinations. This can only be done if the simulation

is a true set of principles generalisable across a reasonable spectria of possible

circum stances. To a large degree , the paradi gm will provid , the most useful aid J
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I in maintaining the generality of th. simulation. The paradigm is o broad but

general statement about reality. It is, or should be, a logical sequence

leading from the occurrence of some instigating activity through perception to

decision into which the observations of the experts fill the missing holes.

Thus in our example, th. developer should always be aware that the third class

of ruiss is intended sore to describ, how decisions are made rather than which

previous decisions were made. By rigidly forcing the experts into the questions

logically required by the modules of production rules the generality problem should

be manageable. Clearly, it is here that the strength or weakness of the simulation

I viii be shown. A strong paradigm will approach an ideal of simply asking the

experts to fill in the blanks • The questions should be apparent from the

I paradigm and the initial set of concepts. A weak paradigm would give the experts

the freedom to talk rather aimlessly about the subject at band. While the ideal

is not achievable in the near future, a strong explicit paradig. will help

I tremendously in developing a general set of production rules.

One of the methods used by Newell and Simon (1974) in examining the means

I by which individuals solved crypto—aritheetic and logic problems would sees to

I have some utility in elicitin g generalized pr’s. Th. developer might for example

ask the experts to describe the cognitive maps of the Iranians at a series of

I periods of time and the reasons that they (the Iranians) operated from those

map.. By tape recording the verbal responses, the developers should obtain a

I wealth of basic causative statements’ which can be broken down into production

I rule format. Many of these causative statesefits will be formulated in overly

specific terms. As the developer collects the series of specifics as stated

I by th. various expert. in their exercises, it will be up to his to arrange them

I



in some meaningful categorizations. Thus for example, he sight find a series

of causative statements which would be categorized as dealing with defensive, I
military—oriented cognitive maps. Even these say be organized into clusters

dealing with the U.S. and NATO, Soviet bloc, Arab radicals and Arab conservatives. 1
Once categorized, the developer could reformulate them into statem ents directl y I
translatable into production rules. Having done this, he should reconvene the

experts and decide if they agree with the categorizations and the subsequent I
genralizations. If there is agreement, the statements should be transformed into

production rules and tested.

If there are minor dissgreemetts, the collectivity of experts may be able I
to easily resolve them and i ediately suggest new or revised rules. If the

rules are widely thought to be far too simplistic, there should be a repetition of

the initial questioning process. If there are outright disagreements between

the experts, the following procedure should be followed.

Disagreements Between Experts

It has to be assum ed that there will be a large number of disagreements I
between the experts. This is, in fact , a major disadvantage to the method.

The ultimate method available to th. developer of a model of this type is the I
empirical test against the chronologies. The developer will rapidly become

aware, however , that the chronologies are very scarce resources to be used as

sparingly as possible. Thus there are significant reasons to seek to resolve I
the diffe rences of opinion as early as possibi .. Th. developer has a number

of possible selection procedures availab le to him. Initially, of course, the

4Lsagre~~ nts can be pointed out to their respective auth ors with th. expectation

that on. or sore of them may i .dtstely recognise an error. Becondly, the

developer should examin. all the causativ, statements of the disputing experts J
_ _ _ _  11

• ~~~~~~ --- -----
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- for internal inconsistencies . If a given expert has provided a causal explanation

which is inconsistent with other causal explanations he has given, the resolution

may solve the differences which he has with the other experts. Yet another

alternative is to formulate the causal statements into the set of production

rules and either manually or on the computer, subject them to sensitivity

testing. If one tends to produce unreasonable responses to reasonable inputs,

it would have to be held in question. Finally , if all of these methods fail

to reèolvs the controversy, there exist the set of convergence methods such as

Delphi. If used with great care these methods can obtain satisfactory solutions.

They have the disadvantages of being expensive to employ and of reducing the

chances that an unusual but superior solution will rise to the top. Nonetheless

there ar. circumstances when these disadvantages are outweighed by the need

for s~~~ resolution of the difficulties.I ft can be expected that thess procedures should produce for each set of

i production rules a decision about which of the various disagreements appears to

be best. We should expect, however, that in some instances, these decisions

I may be based on very flimsy evidence. That is, we must anticipate that even

after this extensive process of resolving differences, we will still have reason

I to believe that some of the rejected alternatives are quite plausible. A list

- 
of these should be stored (possibly on the computer in production rule format)

as replacement production rules when early iterations of th, simulation produce

I predictions Which are inconsistent with the chronologies.

I
One o& •

~ ~st difficult portions of the model development could be ths

I satimation of the puamst.rs , v~ and v. Thos* who have attempted to elicit

I sumeric par ters from experts know that it is extraordinarily difficult.

~~etastivs experts notably have considerabl, difficulty vith questions of the



quantification of ambiguous concepts such as these. Fortunately, it can be

argued that these parameters are constructs more of personality types and their I
interactions than of nations or specific sets of individuals. Thus it should

be possible to determine these values experimentally if the subjects are chosen

to be representative of the decision making group being simulated. It should I
be remembered that since these are general concepts applying to extinguishing

and reinforcement of beliefs , results may be transferable from one group of

individuals to another.8

Testing and Validation

At the outsit, we should recognize that thi . type of system should never

exist in its final and static form. Hopefully, users will continually sake

inputs to improve it even after it is finally determined that it is worthy of

distribution. Thus it is expected that these types of models will proceed I
through an endless series of iterations to a hopefully sore general and accurate

force. We mention this because, although the most drastic iterations are

those vs will find in the early testing periods, the process is one which never I
really ends. +

There are two typ*s of testi ng to which the model may be subjected. The I
first is an intuitive/subjective test using non—quantified but still empirical

data. The second is fo rmal validation. Pot sake of convenience , we shall

call these “ite rative testing ” and “validation” respectively. J
this exp. rtmsnts l evidence is clearly not eliciting production rules

from expert., we will say no sore about ft. The literature desc ribing such
experimental procedures is extensive , It should be noticed that here as in Iamy possible applications, it may be n cessary to merge production rules with -

treditiomal scientific analysis.

- 

- ii
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Iterative Test i~~
Iterative testing must be used extensively in the development of the simulation.

~~ e a set of production rules are developed for each class of production rules

and the above described disagreements and inconsistenc ies are , at least,

teeporarily resolved, a set of the previously collected chronologies must be

selected. These chronologies should permit inferenc es about the outpu t of the

clas , of production rules even though they may not providi explicit statements

concerning them, Par e~swple, it can be expected that it will be difficult to

find direct indicators of the detailed perceptions of changes in the external

environment. + However, the behavioral response. (both physical and verbal) will

probably provide some indication of Whether the production rules are consiste nt

with observed behavior. It should be emphasized that the criteria for success
+ 

will in nearly all circumstances be ~onsise.ncy rather than accuracy. That is,

in most circu mstance s, it is unlikely that the chronologies will be sufficiently

‘I detailed to permit judgments of the prox imity of the predic t ions of the observed

events. The developer should, however, be able to make jud gments that the results

I of the s4~~1eUon are consistent or inconsistent with the observed historical

events.
I There ii a question of who will be the judge of the consistency of the

I forecasts with the predictions. Ideally, the task should be performed by one

or more informed cr itics who had not been involved in the preparation of the

I production rules, This would avoid the problems attendant those who would

i evaluate their own work. This say, however, entail a drain on already scarce

relources. U acceptable alternative would be th~. use of the experts already

U
I

- - 
+ .  

— — -
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on the project. They could be requested to evaluate the production rules for 1
which they personall y were not responsible .

*en inconsistencies appear , the first task should be to examine those

production rules hesitantl y rejected earlier. If one or sore of these can be ‘I
substitutes for those producing the errors , the substitution should be made and

the results compared against the chronolo gies. I
If there are no acceptable substitutes , or the substitutes do not remedy

the situation , the experts will be asked to consider the reasons for the error

and to revis, the production rules to correct the mistake. The revision will I
then be tested agains t the origina l chronology to determine if the error has been

corr ected . If so , a new set of chronolo gies will be selected and the revised I
production rules will be tested sgainst them. Again, they will be test ed for I
consistenc y and if found inconsistent , the process will be repeated until a set

exists which is consiste nt with a new set of chronologies. I
Once this cons istenc y is achieved , the ex perts and developer will proceed

to the next lower run on the hierarchy of classes of producti on rules. The I
sass procedure will be followed for this class as for the previous one . In 

• I 
-

fact, once the production rules are developed and the disagreements hays been

temporaril y resolved , the s set of chronologies can somet imes be legit iistsly I
used to test the lower class as was used for the previous , higher order production

rules. There is occas ionally multiple information in any set of chronolo gies

with inferences to the out puts of sore than one class of pr ’s. Since the I
development of the classes of production rules i~ semi—independent, the initial

testing would not be seriously biased by the reuse of the sass data. Once any J
level of the hisararchy of production rules is satis factorily teited independently, +
ft should be linked to the previously tested higher level (s) and tested on a new

_ _  _ _ __ _  iLL.
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set of chronologies. If the combined set proves consistsnt with the data the

analysis may proceed to the next level of the hie.rchy . If not, the developer
and exper ts most retrace, recognizing that the errors may actually be generated

• 

as early as the first class of rules - +
Validation +

Throughout the process , the developer moat bear in mind that he cannot

proceed indef initely on the intuitive impressions of the success of the simulation

During the developmen tal stages , the subjective evaluation s were used because of

measurement difficulties and the need to provide the substafltive experts as rich

(albeit sore imprecise) an evaluation as possible. At some stage , however, it

become. necessary to sacrifice the substan tive richness of these tests for the

I - 

precision of a formal validation. This point occurs after all of the classes

+ I of production rules have been developed, linked and successfully tested subjec—
• tively.

I The most difficu lt task is developing a set of output from the simulation
which is comparable to the chronologies. Thi. i. dons by carefully examining

I the chronologies to determine the state of the cog nitive map at some initial

point and then to set the cog nitive sap of the simul ation as close to that as

possible . Pros this point on, th. user , playing the external environment ,

•~- fl duplicates known history. If it works properly, the simulation will respond

to these inputs in a ma~nner very similar to that described in the chro nologies .
+

+ 

The reader shoul d notice that this differs from most tests of models of this

F sort because of the interveat is. of the ussr playing the outer environment.
This constant pull beck to known series of events reflects our belief that it

- + 

[j is extraordinarily difficult to prsdict the interact ive sequences of two or
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sore actors through any reasonably long sequence of activities. However, we

believe that it should be possible to anticipate the reactions of one group of I
decision makers to unfolding of events as controlled by some outside group.

A. an .~a~ple of this, we would not have much confidence in the ability to I
present a reliable scenario of U.S.—USSR behaviors across the next five years.

• However, a good model should be able to anticipate Soviet reactions if we assume

a set of American actions. I
The results of the general types of simulation, which can be produced from

• the production rule methodology are particularly suitable to formal empirical I
validation. The output of the simulation is a chronology of perceptions and

physical and verbal events hopefully resembling those observed in the real world.

• Just as chronologies from the real world can be coded and subjected to empirical I
thvescigation, •o can the output of the simulation. That is, in fact , what

should be done. 50th the cnronologies and the simulation should be coded I
according to identical coding rules such as those developed for the World Event

Interaction Survey (WEtS)9 or any other which is suited to the problem area being

slw ’1 ’ted .10 • 1
With two comparable sets of time series presumably describing behaviors of

the s~~ actors along identical measures, standard time series correlational I
analyses are appropriate. Since the time sequencing aspec t of the simulation is

‘øisrle. NcClelland. I
If extensive validation testing is anticipated , the developers might consider

computerising the output prediction. of the simulation. Coding directly from the
• algorithe would probably not be particularly difftcult.
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one of its weakest points , the developer may wish to relax the point by point
tins series comparisons by aggregating to longer time periods. He may also be

- 
willing to test pattern. of reactions across time rather than the specific point

forecasts. For the first attempt, however, the straight forward point by point

reaction to the actions of the external environment would appear the most
• powerful and easily explainable testing procedure. This could be accomplished

either on a variable by variable basis using ordinary least squares (with a

possible need to control for serial correlations) or on a total space by space
• basis using canonical analyst. if an overall measure of the fit of the model is

desired.

• Thers also exis ts the possibili ty tha t if considerable data were available,
• probability density functions could be constructed for some of the major cate-

gories of inputs from the external environment. Estimates of these could be

calculated both for the chronologies and the simulations. The probability

density functions could then be compared against each other. This is an

extremely powerful test, but it requires more extensive data than can normally
I be anticipated. Where that volume of data exists, it is normally gathered

I because of s~~ abooruslity, thus sharply limiting the genara lizability of the

results. The Pentagon Papers or the reports of the Arab -Israeli October War

I contain suffic ient detail for suc h a test . There is some question , however ,
wh ether one would want to develop a simulation of such unique phenomena . There

+ 
1 ah.s14 be two formol tests: one on the combined set of chronologies used to

I develop the simulation and one on a remaining chronology which has been held in

+ reserve by the deve loper. The tes t on the previously used chronologies should

4 be made first. It is essentially the equivalent of the standard least squares

I test.. Hot, the developer is attempt ing to i.e how well his model f lea the

data used to generate the model in the firs t place. As with a complex regression

- -~ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _



type model, he has a serious degree of freedom problem and cannot be particularly

encouraged by positi ve results. Regative resul ts, however, give him one last -

chance to make changes before he conducts the legitimate test against the new

data. 
- 

I
The test against the new chronologies should be fairly definitive. p

Recognizing that a complex simulation permits afl enormous number of permutations

of events which will never be duplicated by a.~y single set of data, an ability

to produce satisfactory results against a reasonably representative Set of data

should give the simulation at least temporary credentials.

As we mentioned earlier, we do not really expect that any model developed I
in this manner will exist in its final, static, perfect state. Since the system

can be built to interact with the user in a stylized form of English, the user I
sould be able to make continuous evaluations of unrealistic decisions made by

the computer or of predictions which later proved to be incorrect • These types

of weaknesses should be systematically recorded so that the developer or a I
knowledgeable group charged with maintaining the system can periodicall y revise

or add needed production rules. I
If, after its initial development, the simulation is taken seriously enough

to be used, a conscious attempt should be made to systematically record the

predictions made by the simulation and to subsequently compare them both in I
formal and informal tests against subsequent events. In this way, the process

insures a continuous development of new, hopefully improved production rules. I
Conclusions I

In this report, Vs have sought to build on our experience, in developing

production rules to help guide us and others who migh t wish to employ the

production rule approach to develop simulations of social phenomena. As we ]
mentioned at the outset, the primary work which has been done in this area so

-

~~ 
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• far has been in th. development of the logic and computer methodologies necessary

• to such ventures . The results of these endeavors have indicated rather clearly

that computers can be made to interpre t information, identify pattern., search

alterantive response. and make decisions in a manner not too terribly different

from the methods used by human beings. To date, however, it has been assumed

that the developer of the simulation will be totally capable of supplying the

information necessary to make it operate intelligently as a routine matter.

That simply is not true. Most of the processes which are interesting to simulate

f are complex Our knowledge, although extensive is not definitive and there are

serious disagreements even among the most expert. Also the amount and type of

J 
information needed to complete the simulation rules out sole reliance on standard

scientifically obtained information. A. any who have attempted to use experts

as information sources for quantitative analyses knows, the task is far from

• simple. The method we have suggested would seem to offer some promise.
• The method i~ based on the following principles :

- 
1) It wsst be as systematic and rigorous as traditional scientific

- 

analusis.
• 2) It must be developed within the context of a detailed structural

framework.

3) It must be constructed such that the model is fit to known historical

1 + 
data.

4) Hony portions of the simulation should be formally validated against
known historical data after the developer is willing to accept the

I model as couplet. .

5) The experts will be asked to make their inputs in natural language1 • - sentences as causal sequences.

In essence, the method treats the intuitive information held by experts as

I alternative forms of data to be treated with the same cars and respect as are

received by the more traditional forms.

• 1
_ _ _ _ _  
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Although at such an early stage of development, it is nearly impossible

to make any evaluation; we do have some ideas of the probable assets and I
- 

weaknesses of the approach. The one major asset is the potential ability to

incorporate the vast knowledge and logical abilities of human beings into

scientific tools in a way never even approached by any of the existing systems. I
If researchers can succeed in tapping and harnessing that tremendous resource

of information, there will, in all probability, be a major advanci in the ability I
of social scientists to help the decision making comeunity. I• The system, even at this point, is not without its difficulties. Primarily

it would consume enormous masses of a variety of resources . It has a high I
direct economic cost. The combination of computer progra~ning, the time spent

+ organizing the experts and interviewing them through multiple iterations, the

time spent translating their causal sentence. into production rules, the data I
collection and the validation tests constitute a significant outlay of dollars.

The methodology also requires the nearly undivided attention of a number of I
experts through a period possibly as long as several months. Financial matters

aside, it may be quite difficult to obtain that kind of coemitment from very many

busy experts. The computer requirements are also severe. The simulation which

this proj ect just produced consumed nearly 300,000 types of core storage, and

-‘ this simulation was very limited in scope compared to what would be truly useful

to a decision maker. This is a problem which may not be too limiting. Computer

technology has already developed to the level where students and faculty members

at MIT, Universit y of Michig an and other schools with virtual memory systems have

easy access to millions of types of core stora ge per user on standard runs.

~1 I
+ 

.
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The Pentagon nov has such a computer available a. the Air ace, PUS end
others. Furthermore, computer technology is dewsla$.g mets repidly than is

j  - our model building capability. Still, the 4 - s  em the physical computer

should not be ignored. The requirements will grow at as sspsusstial rate

& with additional elements added to the syst em.

Finally, there are severs demands on both the information levels and on
the data avail. bili ty~ The approach assumes that there exis t experts who do
in fact hol4 a great deal of intuitively obta ined knowledge about the subj ect at
hand. This may not always be th. case. If our estimates of the knowledge

of the experts is seriously deficient, the method will have the characteristics

of the proverbial squeezing of bood from a turnip. Finally, one of the central

-~ 

-
+ elements of the methodology is its ability to permit the experts to go through

an exercise much like fitting a model to data. This creates a critical need
for the verbal chronologies. Where they are readily and extensively available,
vs can expect the model to function considerably better than in those instances

+ in which the experts are limited to one or two iterations per class of production
rule. In bAlance, the method would appear to promise a great deal. Unfortunately,

I like most things of considerable worth, the cost is rather high.

I
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